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Preface 

My formal research on the Sikh Rahit and the rahit-namas began 
a quarter of a century ago. In 1987, the first-fntits of that re
search appeared with the publication of Tile Chaupa Singh Rahit
nama (McLeod 1987). This volume, Sikhs of the Khalsa, ntarks 
the second instalment. A third and final contribution, a trans
lation entitled The Prem Sumarag (published by OUP in New 
Delhi), will bring it to a conclusion. Tracing the historical record 
of the Rahit has been a fascinating experience, and I do not 
suppose that these contributions will mark an end to the process. 

Gurmukhi words have presented their usual problem of how 
they should be represented in the roman script. Only words that 
are in italics have received diacritical marks and in presenting 
these I have, in general, followed the standard method used in 
Indological studies. There are, however, some important excep
tions and these I list as follows: 

1. Both the sibilants, which in Hindi correspond to s or ~ are 
rendered sh (for example shabad not sabad). Gurmukhi does not 
distinguish between the two forms, having only one sy1nbol to 
represent both. 

2. The palatals corresponding in older schema to r. and r.h 
are rendered ch and chh. 

3. A few words in common usage have a median 'a' omitted 
whenever the need for italics arises. The terms Khalsa or 
Amritsar would look very strange if they were correctly spelt 
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xii Preface 

· Klwlasa or .~bnrita..mr. Other words that have had a median • a' 
excised are artliis, jhatJu1, and ldrpiin. 

4. Words, which occur in Gurmukhi book titles representing 
original English forms, are given in the English style. For 
example, Paitjii.lii Yiinivarnsi{i appears as Punjabi University, and 
Yang-mairwz Nirarw/W.ri ilisosiesltan is rendered Young Man's 
Niranlwri As.wJtinlion. 

In the translations of various works square brackets indicate 
words that do not occur in the original, but which I have added 
to provide continuity to the English version. Italicized words 
in round brackets give the Gurmukhi equivalent of a word, 
which has a variety of meanings (for example, turali.) or which 
has several forms in Gunnukhi (for example, hari, viihigun.l., 
pnrnmesltttr, etc. after 'God'). 

Several ,people have given conspicuous assistance to this 
project over the years. Two who have assisted me with the 
translations that appear in this volume are Sardar N. S. Duggal 
during the early years and Professor Pashaura Singh more 
recently. To them I extend my sincere thanks, adding that 
neither should be in any way blamed for the conclusions which 
I have drawn from these translations. They share in the work 
of translation. I alone take account for the reasoning which 
follows and for the conclusions. 

The debt to Professor Pashaura Singh goes further than this, 
however, for he has always been available for answet;ng ques
tions and for reading the entire manuscript in its draft form. 
This task was also performed by Professor Louis Fenech. For 
the con-ections and helpful suggestions which they made I offer 
my sincere gratitude. 

Two institutions desetve my gratitude. 'The first is Balliol 
College, Oxford, where I spent several happy months as a 
Visiting Fellow in 1997-8. The second is the Rockefeller 
Foundation, which I warmly thank for providing me with three 
weeks of unintern1pted study time at Bellagio in 2000 when 
this book was at a critical stage. I also thank Professor Hadsh 
Puri for negotiating the copying of a cn1cial manuscript from 
the Library of Guru Nanak Dev University in Amritsar. And to 
various individuals for vat;ous fonns of assistance I express 
tny gratitude to Joy Barrow, Jerry Barrier, Jeevan Deol, Van 
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Pn1rtce xiii 

Dusenbery, .Jabrtar Singh Grewal, Sm:jit Hans, Doris Jakobsh, 
Mark .Ju.ergensmeyer, Gurindt:~r Singh Mann, Hm:jot Oberoi, Joe 
O'Connell, and Khushwant Singh. And as always, I thank my wife 
Margaret f(n· love and understanding beyond all expression. 

Finally, I pay tribute to Professor Piara Singh Padam who 
died in 200 l. Professor Padam did sterling service to the cause 
of rahit-nama research. bringing several manuscripts to light 
and publishing them with helptitl notes. 

HEW M<:LEOl> 
Uni\'ersity of Otago, Dunedin 
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1 

Introduction 

Rahit: the code of belief and conduct which all members 
of the Khalsa are required to obey. 

Rahil-niimii.: a manual of Rahit principles. 

1.1 Purpose 

For more than three centuries most Sikhs have regarded the 
Rahit as absolutely central to their faith. Gmu Gobind Singh 
itnpaned the Rahit when he inaugurated the Khalsa order, and 
in the minds of most Sikhs it remains unchanged to this day. Yet 
those who do not speak Punjabi (and this applies panicularly to 
westerners) are largely unaware of its existence. Presmnably, 
this is largely because the word is easily translated into English 
as 'code of conduct', and even those with only a sketchy view of 
Sikh history will know that the Guru directed his followers to 
observe a particular way of life. Even this, though, is an inad
equate response. Outsiders who are aware that the Sikhs have 
an hnmutable code normally know, only that it requires alle
giance to the Five Ks and a vow not to smoke. The Rahit involves 
much more than this. It involves belief and also a perspective, 
which enables us to appreciate the varying fortunes of the Rahit 
over the last three centuries. Some features have entered the 
Rahit at various times; others have been abandoned. 

Before. commencing a history of the Rahit and analysing its 
various components smne preliminary observations are required. 
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4 ~ Sikhs of the Khalsa 

The first is that this study of the Rahit is not about the Sikhs as 
a whole. It is not about the entire Sikh Panth. Instead this 
investigation is about that highly visible and strongly dominant 
segment of the Panth known as the Khalsa. The Rahit lies at the 
very heart of the Khalsa and to be a Sikh of the Khalsa one must 
observe it, at least in a nJdimentary sense. Not all who regard 
thetnselves as Sikhs would claim to belong to the Khalsa also, 
·though one should acknowledge that the terms 'Sikh' and 'Khalsa' 
are increasingly becoming synonymous. It is, however, a distinc-
tion which deserves to be retained, particularly as so 1nuch of 
this investigation will concern the eighteenth century when many 
Sikhs in fact did not belong to the Khalsa. 

This study, then, concerns the Rahit of the Khalsa. It is a study 
of how the Rahit came into being, how it developed in response 
to the historical circumstances surrounding it, and why it still 
retains an unchallenged hold over all who regard themselves as 
Khalsa Sikhs. 1 

When one mentions the historical development of the Rahit 
one immediately encounters disagreement with those who 
accept a strictly traditional view of the foundation and transmis
sion of the Rahit. It would be as well if this disagreement were 
squarely faced at the outset. In so doing it should be categori
call)' stated that traditional testimony is not always wrong and 
therefore doomed to be totally dismissed. There remains, 
however, a fi.mdamental difference between traditional scholar
ship on the one hand, and on the other the critical variety based 
on careful research. This difference should be frankly faced. 

All believing Sikhs acknowledge the Adi Grantlt as the sub
stance of their faith and accept its words implicitly. But there 
is much that the Adi Granth does not contain, including any 
reference to the Khalsa. It also omits much of the discipline 
required of all those who belong to the Khalsa. In other words, 
the Rahit requires a definition that the Adi Grantl1 does not 
provide. It is uue that the word rahit is occasionally used in the 
Adi Grantl1, but not in terms which define its specific· nature. 
There was thus a desire to know what rules were imposed by the 
Rahit of the Khalsa and how a loyal Khalsa Sikh could fulfil them. 

From this questioning there emerged two related answers. 
One was an implicit answer which appealed particularly to non
literate Sikhs. Do what your predecessors have done, for they 
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stand in a line that descends directly from the tenth Guru. They 
are the repositories of the explanations which he communicated 
to his immediate followers and of the example that he person
ally displayed. Many believe that it must surely be correCt 
because none standing in the line descending from Gunt Go bind 
Singh's itn1nediate followers would dream of amending the 
sacred words which they had heard or the ritual actions which 
they had observed. 

The other answer appealed to a much smaller number. This 
answer was communicated in the written word, and it was 
delivered in the rahit-namas or manuals of the Rahit. Unlike the 
Adi Granth the rahit-namas are not sacred scriptures. They are 
not canonical. The rahit-namas would have appealed only to the 
very small segment of the eighteenth-century Sikh population 
which was literate, though the written word could reach a much 
wider audience because the literate members of Sikh society 
were held in some esteem. The illiterate would frequently listen 
to what they said about their faith and commonly defer to their 
opinion on such matt~rs. This, after all, was what they were 
accustomed to doing on a regular basis. Worship for Sikhs 
meant attending a dharamsala and singing the Gunt 's hymns 
contained in the canonical scripture or hearing them chanted 
by a granthi. 

Both answers embodied a traditional view. Traditionally the 
formal Khalsa Rahit is believed to have. originated with Guru 
Go bind Singh at the founding of the Khalsa and initially to have 
been transtnitted to succeeding generations essentially un
changed. It is also according to tradition that during the first 
half of the nineteenth century (and perhaps even earlier) the 
Rahit was corntpted by ignorant Sikhs or by commentators 
who sought to bring it much more closely in line with pre
vailing Hindu beliefs. Modern Sikh scholars see the rahit
namas as a reflection of the early nineteenth century when 
'Bralunanical ritualism and Vedantic thought crept into Sikh 
religious literature through Udasi and Nirmala sects' (Nirbhai 
Singh, review of PSP 1978, 230). Either originals were corrupted 
by changes introduced by Udasis or Nirmala Sikhs, or Inem
bers of these unorthodox sects actually wrote rahit-namas, 
incorporating in them wayward notions drawn chiefly fro1n 
Brahmanical ideals (McLeod 1995, 155, 215; McLeod 1997, 
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6 -¢- Sikhs of the Khalsa 

184-5). There is little evidence for this claim, but it is never
theless a view that is accepted by almost everyone with an 
interest in the rahit-namas. 

Focussing attention on the early rahit-namas clearly created 
a problem and at the turn of the twentieth century certain 
Ine1nbers of the Singh Sabha reform movement took it firmly 
in hand (see ch. 6.1). They purged the Rahit of its Hindu 
content, eliminated 'superstition', and re-ordered it in accor
dance with soundly rational principles, thereby restoring it to 
its pure form as delivered to the Panth by Gunt Gobind Singh. 
Under the patronage of the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak 
Cmnmittee (the SGPC) their efforts were eventually crowned by 
the publication in 1950 of Silth Rahit Marayiidii, the manual of 
the Rahit, which has ever since dominated the field. 

The SGPC and most modem scholars accept this view of the 
Rahit and in so doing affirm a traditional interpretation. Sikhs 
of the Khalsa fundame_l}tally disagrees with this interpretation 
(see Appendix 2). Instead it seeks to show that only a portion 
of the Rahit dates from the time of Gunt Gobind Singh. It 
evolved according to the conditions of the tilne, producing 
significantly different patterns as the circumstances of the Sikh 
Panth changed. Many items entered the Rahit during the 
disturbed times of the eighteenth century. Some of these were 
then eliminated during the Singh Sabha period which began in 
the later years of the nineteenth century. 

This points to the two critical phases which can be noted in 
the progressive formation of the Rahit. The first occurred during 
the struggles against Muslim power in the early and middle 
years of the eighteenth century; and the second came with the 
endeavours of the Tat Khalsa segment of the Singh Sabha 
reform movement in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centmies. During the eighteenth-century phase the dominant 
desire was to provide a test which only members of the Khalsa 
could answer. Other Sikhs might not observe the Rahit, but such 
persons could not call themselves Khalsa Sikhs. During the Tat 
Khalsa phase the quest was for radical reformation in terms 
meaningfi.tl to the understanding of a portion of Sikh leaders at 
the turn of the century. The objective now was rather to establish 
that all Sikhs should be members of the Khalsa or at least 
headed in the right direction. 
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1.2 Definitions 

For this discussion several definitions are needed, the first of 
the1n the meaning to be attached to the word Rahit. The word 
has already been briefly defined at the head of this chapter, 
together with the associated term rahit-niimii. Normally Rahit is 
mistakenly used as a word designating only the code ofbehavimu· 
of the Khalsa Sikh. It is true that the greater portion of each 
rahit-nama is taken up detailing specific items of conduct, 
leaving rather less room for issues of belief. Probably these were 
largely taken for granted in 1nanuals designed for those who 
would be expected to know the fundamentals of their belief. 
Even so, the authors of rahit-namas laid considerable stress on 
the bounden duty of all Khalsa Sikhs to follow the teachings of 
Guru Nanak and to 1neditate upon the divine Na1ne of Akal 
Purakh. 

Rahit-namas represent the normative standard of Sikh belief 
and behaviour. They do not relate the beliefs of an ordinary Sikh, 
nor do they describe that ordinary Sikh's way of life. Clearly this 
would be absurd. Most Sikhs will never have read a rahit-na1na 
and those who are aware of their contents will apply the various 
rahit-namas with varying degrees of loyalty. The rahit-namas do, 
however, supply what their authors regarded as the ideal 
standard for a Khalsa Sikh. This applies as much today as it 
ever did and it constitutes a fundamental axiom in this study. 

A particular kind of Sikh was intended to be distinguished 
by the Rahit and this leads to Khalsa, a second word requiring 
careful definition. This surely is a cmnmon word (at least 
among those interested in the Sikhs) and most people who use 
it believe that they do so correctly. The Khalsa is the order 
instituted by Gunt Gobind Singh at the end of the seventeenth 
century. That definition is certainly correct as far as it goes, but 
does it go far enough? Who are the Sikhs who are entitled to 
belong to the Khalsa? Is membership limited to those who 
undergo the formal rite of initiation, or do those who follow at 
least the elementary rules of the Khalsa also belong to it? 

The eighteenth-century designation of the word Khalsa was 
probably confined to those who had undergone the ceremony of 
taking piihul or kha:rpJ,e di piihu~ a simple ritual, which marked 
the initiant as not merely a Sikh but a Sikh of .the Khalsa. This 
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rite replaced the traditional charan-amrit in the very earliest 
days of the Khalsa ( G.Sobh V.33). It is not possible to affirm 
definitively that all who were regarded as Sikhs of the Khalsa 
had in fact been formally initiated as members, but it does at 
least seem likely. Thereafter all who had undergone ldza7J-4e di 
pahul, who retained their hair uncut, and who carried weapons 
were umnistakably Khalsa Sikhs. Khalsa Sikhs were proud of 
their status and though they might violate th.e Rahit in some 
respects they would certainly not abandon it completely. 

During the Singh Sabha period and the succeeding twentieth 
century, however, the situation becomes much tnore obscure. A 
strict interpretation, it is true, stilllim.its membership to those 
who have undergone the formal initiation, but today no one 
knows how many Sikhs wearing the essential panoply of the 
Khalsa have actually taken initiation. Certainly it is a compara
tively small proportion of all adult Sikhs, the figure of 15 
per cent being frequently suggested. This is perhaps a shade 
low, but it seems to be at least a reasonable approximation. 
There are, however, well over 15 per cent who observe the 
principal features of the Khalsa order (notably the ban on the 
cutting of hair). Here too there is no way of knowing the precise 
proportion, but certainly one is not going to quarrel with a claim 
that more than 80 per cent of the Panth (the Sikh cmnmunity) 
belong to this category (even if for the males the beard is often 
surreptitiously trimmed). 

Are these Sikhs not members of the Khalsa? In terms of a 
strict definition of the term 'Khalsa' they are not metnbers, but 
there must be very few who assert this in practice. For a large 
majority 'Khalsa Sikh' means a person who observes the basic 
features of the Khalsa, and when they use the term it embraces 
a large number of Sikhs who lie outside the strict definition with 
which we began. Indeed, there are many of those who cut their 
hair- yet claim to be members of the Khalsa because they come 
from fatnilies with a history of observing the Khalsa tradition. 
We are confronted by a difference of opinion concerning the 
definition of Khalsa. Some strict Sikhs would limit the tern1 only 
to those who have taken formal initiation: Many more Sikhs, and 
virtually all the non-Sikh world beyond, extend the meaning to 
encompass those who obey at least the essential features of the 
Rahit. There can, however, be no doubt concerning the historical 
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meaning of the tenn. The Khalsa is defined by those who have 
fonnally undergone amrit smislu"'ir (the ftmrit ceremony) and 
taken ldta1J-(le di jJtthuL 

In passing it is as well to point out that the Khalsa is not 
strictly a brotherhood, as one frequently reads or hears. The 
Khalsa of today certainly cannot be described as a brotherhood 
because it now accepts women as members. The correct tenn 
to use is the Khalsa order. At the same time it should be 
retnembered that historically the Khalsa has always been a 
men's affair, particularly during the eighteenth centUl)'· Men 
tnust fight; women should stay at home. With the development 
of the Singh Sabha movement late in the nineteenth century the 
claims of women to be regarded as fellow-members of the 
Khalsa were occasionally noised abroad, though they fell largely 
on deaf ears. Only from the middle of the twentieth century have 
wmnen's voices begun to be heard, fortified in some measure 
by the feminist movetnent of western countries. 

Arising from this discussion of the meaning of KhiiLo;ii, there 
are three tnore terms which require preliminary definition at 
this stage. All Sikhs who, regardless of whether they have been 
formally initiated into the Khalsa, obey at least the rudimentary 
elements of the Rahit are known as Kes-dhiiri Sihhs. The word 
kes or kesh means 'the hair of the head' and any Sikh who keeps 
his /,es intact (or who masks his surreptitious trimming) is 
thereby known as a Kes-dhari Sikh. Although the term today 
includes females as well as males it has historically been used 
for male Sikhs alone and even today there is a strong tendency 
to limit it to men. Well over 80 per cent of all Sikhs are therefore 
Kes-dhari Sikhs. This includes the small proportion who have 
undergone inititiation. For these the appropriate (if modern) 
term is Amrit-dhiiri Sikhs, those who have formally chosen to 

accept the initiatory amrit or ltha1J-(le di pahul and in so doing have 
consciously enrolled in the Khalsa order. All Amrit-dhari Sikhs 
are Kes-dhari. Only a small proportion of Kes-dhari Sikhs, 
however, are Amrit-dhari. 

This leaves the tiny proportion of Sikhs who neither accept 
the Rahit nor abide by its ntlings. These people are known as 
Sahaj-dlzari Silths,2 indistinguishable from ordinary Hindus ex
cept that they regularly attend a Sikh place of worship and use 
the Adi Granth for their personal devotional purposes. During 
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the eighteenth century, and into the nineteenth, they were 
numerous and varied, a significant number of them qualifYing 
as Udasi Sil<hs. Sometimes they were known as Khalasa or 
Khualasah Sikhs (Forster 1978, I. 266n, 268-9; WiS 59n). ·n1e 
i1npact of the Singh Sabha movement drove them further 
towards the periphery of the Panth, and the political upsets of 
the 1980s and 1990s have attentuated their munbers still more. 
There are now very few members of the Panth who acknowledge 
a Sahaj-dhari identity. That, however, concerns modern times. 
During the eighteenth century they commanded a prominent 
position in the wider Panth, and the whole purpose of the Rahit 
was to ~istinguish Sikhs of the Khalsa from the Sahaj-dhari or 
Khalasa Sikhs who neither belonged to it nor adopted its overtly 
martial ways. 

The Sah~-dhari Sikhs were at least admitted for purposes 
of worship to what were originally known as dharamasaliis and 
which came to be called guraduariis or gurdwaras. 3 Sikhs have 
always made a practice of opening their services of worship to 
anyone who chose to attend, and since the time of Gmu Nanak, 
all comers (whether Khalsa, non-Khalsa, or outsiders) have 
gathered in congregations to sing the praises of Akal Purakh in 
the hy1nns composed by the Gmus. These gatherings were in 
fact a feature of the wider Sant movement. Such a congregation 
is known as a sangat ('being together'), an institution which has 
been absolutely central to the stability and development of the 
Panth since its foundation. The terms sat-sang (the company of 
tntth or the faithful) and satlh-sang (the company of the pious 
or the devout) are also used. 

Another tenn which is used at various points in this analysis 
is Five Ks. The Five Ks are items, each beginning with the 
Gurmukhi letter 'k', that all who take Khalsa initiation today are 
bound to have on their person. The five are /,es4 or kesh (uncut 
hair), hanghii (a wooden c01nb), llirpiin (sword or poignard5), 

karii (wrist-ring, worn on the right wrist), and lwchh (breeches 
which must not cover the knees). 

Two more cognate terms ~hould be given a preliminary 
definition at this stage. These are tanaklzah and tanakhahiii. In 
Sikh usage tanald~ah means a penance or fine imposed by a 
san gat on any me1nber of the Khalsa who violates the Rahit. The 
person so convicted is called a tanakhahi.ii.. The two words are 
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said to have acquired their present meaning during the early 
eighteenth century. Tanalthah means 'salary'. In an atte1npt to 
protect their authority in the Punjab the Mughals evidently 
1nade grants of money to those who assisted the1n. Recipients 
included some Sikhs, and the Khalsa regarded such Sikhs as 
hirelings and traitors. From here the word evidently shifted to 
mean an offence against the Rahit, and the Sikh who committed 
it came to be called a tanakhlihia ( GM 542). 

The evidence for an early development of the above terms, 
depends wholly on the name given to the earliest of the rahit
namas. This is the manuscript, later tenned the Tanaldtiih
namii, which bears the date S. 1775 (1718-19 CE). The 
1nanuscript, however, does not bear the title Tanakhlih-nama, nor 
does it include either tana/,hii.h or tanakhii.hia in its actual text 
(TanN endnote 1 of translation, 415). This corresponds with the 
grants provided by the Mughaltulers who evidently did not make 
them until some years after 1718-19. The process whereby the 
tenns tanakhiih and tanakhii.hiii. came into fashion appears to 

have been the 1740s or even later. Lists of tanakhiihs are to be 
found in the later rahit-namas ( ChS 286-549; DayaS 27, 30, 
49-63, 80-91; DesaS 89), not in the earliest ones. 

Finally, an atte1npt should be made to provide a satisfactory 
translation for that untranslatable word dharam (Hindi dharma). 
One possible way is to consult Kahn Singh Nabha's Gurushabad 
Ratanliltar Mahan Kosh, and after eliciting translations of all the 
various tenus which he uses in defining the word dharam seek 
one word that comes closest to the meaning in English (MK 496). 
This 1nethod is followed by Louis Fenech, and produces for him 
the term 'righteousness' (Fenech 2000, 147). For Fenech this 
method works, for he is seeking the translation, which best 
expresses the Singh Sabha understanding of the term dharam 
yttdh. Kahn Singh writes from firmly within the Singh Sabha 
movement and 'righteousness' seems a justifiable equivalent for 
his understanding. The rahit-nama situation is different, though 
the difference is not great. Making righteous war against the 
enemy was, after all, a vital function of the true Khalsa, and 
in several instances 'righteousness' serves as an appropriate 
if approximate translation. In other instances, however, the 
meaning of dharam seems in varying circmnstances to draw 
closer to one of the following: 'duty', 'religious duty', 'caste duty', 
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'religious obligation', 'faith', 'belief. The method used in the 
rahit-nama translations that follow in Part 2 is to employ which
ever word the context seems to indicate, with dharam always 
following in brackets. 

1.3 Sources 

Once again we are confronted by the difference between 
traditional interpretations and critical scholarship. If we are to 
accept tradition as the principal source of the Rahit our primary 
quest must be for oral reports which tell us how the Rahit was 
passed down, generation to generation, directly from Gun1 
Gobind Singh. Actual practice will have been the model that 
each succeeding generation followed. In the process the Rahit 
retained its salient features, and insofar as it was subjected 
along the way to ignorant revision or perverse corruption, these 
errant items were effectively purged or changed through the 
efforts of Tat Khalsa scholars of the Singh Sabha movement. 
The result is that the Khalsa today still applies the Rahit which 
Guru Gobind Singh decreed at the end of the seventeenth 
century. 

With tradition as our guide the rahit-namas will then serve 
as strictly supplementary sources, selectively used for those 
itetns which the modern Rahit upholds and ignored or dis
missed as erroneous whenever they diverge from it. This is 
the method almost invariably followed by contemporary Sikh 
commentators. The fact that it commands such overwhelming 
support means that one must be exceedingly cautious in dis
agreeing with it. One requires well-argued conclusions, not a 
simplistic discarding of the traditional method. 

It must, however, be discarded, and this work will seek to 
provide the necessary justification which requires us to do so. 
Rather than use the reports of Sikhs today concerning the 
tradition inherited by thetn, an effort will be made to trace the 
development of the Rahit through contemporary sources since 
the end of the seventeenth century and even earlier. As such a 
very different impression of the Rahit will emerge. In tracing 
its development and changes, written sources should therefore 
be consulted and utilised. Our quest must, in other words, be 
pursued through textual sources. 
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Here, however, three problems surface. They are problems 
common to all historical research, yet two of them at lea!:;t are 
difficulties which are particularly serious as they relate to 
material held to be sacred. 

The first concerns the reliability of any document that is 
being used. Is the document valid in terms of its origin, and has 
the later copy which we are often compelled to use, been altered 
in any respect?6 This problem is of particular interest as it 
relates to the near-universal view of the rahit-namas amongst 
Sikh scholars. Were they subjected to extensive alteration at the 
hands of Udasi and Nirmala Sikhs with a consequent increase 
in their significant Hindu content? Expressed in these terms the 
answer to the question must be in the negative. There are 
certainly indications of what might be called Hindu influence, 
but these would have been present in the minds of orthodox 
Sikhs who pre-date the Singh Sabha period. 

This, however, does not answer the question of multiple as 
opposed to single authors. The rahit-namas do in fact indicate 
that in all cases more than one hand has made a contribution. 
This is particularly the case with the two rahit-namas that are 
provided by the Sail Siikhi, but it is not limited to the1n. The older 
a rahit-nama manuscript is, the less likely it is to have been 
corrupted in this manner. Manuscripts dating from the Singh 
Sabha period, for example, are particularly vulnerable to this 
feature. An interesting illustration is· provided by different 
manuscripts of the Chaupii Singh Rahit-niimii. Whereas the 
earliest manuscript dated S. 1821 ( 1765 CE) declares unam
biro.tously that women should never receive sword baptisn1, a 
later analogue reproduced in Piara Singh Padam 's Rahit-niime 
reverses the meaning simply by inserting the negative adverb 
na before the verb ( ChS 506, 111, 186; PSP 105). The Piara 
Singh Padam version obviously represents a deliberate gloss, 
one which reflects the understanding of the later Singh Sabha 
period. We have here a subject which has yet to be thoroughly 
researched, though it is unlikely to make any significant differ
ence to the actual content of the rahit-namas. 

The second problem arises from the fact that all historical 
texts are biased, and one is tempted to add that there are none 
more biased than those which strive to uphold a view which is 
regarded as sacred. In declaling this one is merely stating the 
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problem that affects all historical research. The historian who 
believes that s/he has documents which are wholly impartial is 
plainly deceived. The rahit-namas are certainly biased, and 
frmn a historical point of view one cannot possibly do them 
justice by refusing to recognise this. Perhaps the most cel
ebrated case of partial judgement in all the rahit-nama litera
ture is the claim made by the Chaupii. Singh Rahit-namli. that a 
Brahman Sikh should receive twice the service of other mem.
bers of the Khalsa ( ChS 24, 60, 151). Obviously the rahit-nama 
was written by a Brahman Sikh, and in the light of his own 
expectations he recorded therein what seemed to hiln a per
fectly reasonable injunction. Other Khalsa Sikhs would certainly 
have had a different opinion. 

The case of the Brahman Sikhs is a simple matter to recognise. 
Other biases are much n1ore difficult to perceive, and if the 
reader does not exercise constant cares/he can very easily be 
enmeshed in the satne pattern of thought and expectation as 
affects the writer. Even succeeding in keeping clear of the 
writer's biases is not enough, and here we encounter tf1e third 
problem which must affect our analysis. The person conducting 
research also brings to the subject his or her range of biases. 
What this is saying is that every analysis will have built into it 
a body of influences, which must mean that to a greater or lesser 
extent the analysis will be flawed. That applies to the analysis, 
which follows in this work. Every effort has been made to 
overcome· such pattiality and to set the analysis within the area 
of moderate bias rather than that of the extreme variety. The 
task, however, is not an easy one. Indeed it is ultimately hnpos
sible, with the result that every analysis must be imperfect. 

The texts, which one must use as the most important of the 
prilnary sources are of course the rahit-namas. Opinions differ 
regarding the total number of all rahit-namas, the figure de
pending on what should properly be regarded as a rahit-nama 
and what amounts to a copy of some previous work. 7 In Part 2, 
translations are provided of twenty-one works which either seem 
clearly to be rahit-namas or are extracts from various works that 
have a definite Rahit content. Sixteen works in the list seem 
clearly to be rahit-namas. Only one of the major rahit-namas 
is absent. This is the Clzaupii Singh Rahit-nii:mii, omitted partly 
because it is so much longer than other rahit-natnas but more 
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particularly as a complete text and English translation is 
already available in print. 8 Most of the twenty-one listings have 
been translated in full. Many more Pm"!iabi works with a Rahit 
content might well have been added to the list. 

In addition to the rahit-narnas three other groups of sources 
deserve exatuination as a necessary background to the devel
opment and growth of the Rahit. The first is that collection of 
works together known as the Dasam Granth. This is a perplex
ing volume, but at least its influence on the developing Khalsa 
is well known. An attempt will be made later to unravel some 
of its cmnplexities. 

A second is provided by the Gur-bilas literature, sparse in 
terms of nmnbers but like the Dasam Granth an ituportant 
influence on the understanding of the eighteenth· and nineteenth
century Khalsa. This importance centres on the appearance in 
Gur-bilas works relating to Guru Gobind Singh of the goddess 
Devi. 

And a third group consists of the tnany ~orks promoting the 
Singh Sabha movement and the stntggles between the Sanatan 
Sikhs and the Tat KhalsaY Of paramount importance was the 
Tat Khalsa scholar Kahn Singh (or, as he was cmnmonly known, 
Kahn Singh Nabha) .10 In 1898 Bhai Atjan Singh of Bagriun 
published Kahn Singh's Guru mat Sudhallar in Hindi. This had 
little impact, but when a Punjabi edition was issued in 1901 the 
influence was profound. The book was a collection of works that 
were believed to issue from the eighteenth centm-y and to have 
had a major influence on the Khalsa of the tilne. ll1is collection, 
needless to say, contained several rahit-namas, of interest for 
what it exduded as well as for those which found a place in Kahn 
Singh's approval. We shall be looking more dosely at Gurumat 
Sutlhalmrwhen we come to the 1n~or influence of the Tat Khalsa. 

1.4 Rahit-nama Manuscripts and Printed Editions 

Rahit-nama manuscripts are few, and extant copies are ex
treJnely unlikely to be the pristine products of their original 
authors. Both deletions and additions have evidently been made 
to the texts, and several of the rahit-namas cannot possibly be 
the work of the authors to whom they are attlibuted. Bhai Nand 
Lal, the leading member of Guru Gobind Singh's literru-y 
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following, has been a favoured choice as a putative author. Three 
rahit-namas are attributed to him, together with another in 
which the author claims to be recording answers which Nand 
Lal received from the Guru (DesaS 4). The marked difference 
in contents and in style makes it abundantly clear that at least 
two of these manuals cannot be his work. Some doubt must be 
attached to the work known as Prashan-ullar, but even in this 
case the possibility is remote. 

The earliest extant rahit-nama manuscript appears to be a 
copy of the Nasi.hat-nli:mii (later erroneously termed the Tanaldtiih
nama), one of the three attributed to Nand Lal. This copy is one 
of several works, together bearing the date S. 1775 (1718-19 
CE), which Dr Jeevan Deol reports having discovered in the 
Library of Guru Nanak Dev University, Alnritsar, where it is 
numbered MS. 770 (Deol 2001, 35). The Nasihat-narna (or 
Tanaldu"ih-nama) was evidently one of the two most popular of 
the early products and serves as an example of the rarity of 
rahit-nama manuscripts. A much later version appears in MS. 
234 of the Languages Department, Punjab University, located 
in Patialc1, which lists its date as S. 1882 (1825-6 CE). 11 This 
copy is the one that the earliest English translators (Leech, 
Cunningham, and Attar Singh) were to use. Another copy dated 
S. 1913 (1856-7 CE) is included in MS. 1018 of the Guru Nanak 
Dev University Library. Khalsa College in Amritsar has one 
1nanuscript of the Tmwldziih-nlimii, an undated copy which is 
incomplete and bears the number SHR 1442A. 

This is an exceedingly poor result for a work that obviously 
has commanded wide respect in the Panth. 12 There are doubt
less a few other manusclipts in the possession of private 
families that occasionally find their way onto the second-hand 
market, yet the total will remain very small indeed. 

The other early rahit-nama of importance is a dated copy of 
the Cha:upii Siitgh Rahit-namii. A manuscript was held by the Sikh 
Reference Library attached to Harimandir Sahib in Amritsar 
that was copied in Jincl City and explicitly dated in its colophon 
as Chet sudi 14, S. 1821 (1765 CE). This manuscript was 
destroyed by fire when the Indian Anny attacked Dm·bar Sahib 
in.June 1984, but a copy had been made before then and appears 
as the Gurmukhi text in the published version of the rahit
natna.1:\ 
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The other major version of the Chaupii Singh Rahit-niimii, 
appears (together with the Tanahhiih-niimii) in MS. 1018 of the 
Guru Nanak Dev University Library and is also dated S. 1913 
(1856-7 CE). Like the Tanallhiih-niimii, and indeed like all early 
ral1it-namas, it too suffers from a poverty of early manuscdpts. 
Khalsa College in A1nritsar has a roughly-written modern tran
scription, which is evidently a copy of the Jind manusctipt (MS. 
SHR 227 A); and a late version was published by Piara Singh 
Padam in his Rahit-niime (PSP 68-121; ChS 19-24). 

MS. 1018 appeared just after the printing press was intro
duced to the Punjab. In 1901. there appeared the first Punjabi 
edition of Kahn Singh Nabha's Gurumat Sudhiikar, which has 
already been noted. It contained the so-called Tanahhiih-niimii 
and so too did Khalsa Rahit Praltiish which was issued by Babu 
Teja Singh of the Panch Khalsa Divan in 1911. 14 In 1922 the 
Tanakhiih-niimii was published by Lala Maghi Ram Sant Ram 
of Bazaar Mai Sevan, Amritsar, together with the Prahiliid Riii 
Rahit-niimii. 15 The text is generally the sa1ne for the Tan.,.,khiih
niimii as MS. 234 of the Languages Department, Patiala, and 
both rahit-namas are very similar to the 1876 translation of 
Attar Singh (see chs 3.5, 4.1). 

Two modern versions have appeared. One was included by 
Ganda Singh in his edited text of the works of Nand Lal, Bhiii 
Nand Liil Granthiivali (BNLG, 195-9). A second version, almost 
the same as Ganda Singh's text, is in Piara Singh Padam's 
Rahit-nlime, first issued in 1974 as one of a collection of all the 
important rahit-namas (PSP 1974, 44-7). The pra~tice of repro
ducing the earlier version continued and in 1979, a cyclostyled 
copy of the principal rahit-namas was published by Sha1nsher 
Singh Ashok with the title Guru Khiilse de Rahit-niime (Ashok 
52-5). In this version, Ashok provides the earlier text of the 
Tanahhiih-niimii. 16 

It 1nust be remembered that Kahn Singh Nabha, Ganda 
Singh, Piara Singh Padam, and Shamsher Singh Ashok all had 
edited the texts at their disposal. This means that they have 
separated the individual words that were linked in the original 
manuscripts, and they may also have corrected the spelling and 
the grammar of the original. In most cases they will have 
correctly reproduced the meaning intended by the original 
scdbe. In some cases, however, they will have concealed his 
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intentions. l11ey may also have tidied up a style which scholars 
would prefer to have reproduced in its untidy condition. MS 770 
still awaits a Gurmukhi edition. It will be very interesting to see 
what is done with this carelessly executed manuscript. 

1.5 Previous Translators 

Some translations of rahit-namas into English already exist, 
although most are only partial. Usually they amount to little more 
than a few itetns. Only three translators have produced complete 
versions, each of them offering translations of two rahit-namas. 
The works which they have translated are the Tanallhiih-niimii 
attributed to Nand Lal and the Prahiliid Riii Rahit-niimii. The fact 
that all three translators were early workers, producing their 
translations in the middle years of the nineteenth century, indi
cates that these two rahit-namas were accepted at the titne as 
the chief examples of their kind. 

The frrst contributor made his translations in 1844. This was 
M~or R. Leech, Assistant Agent of the Governor-General on the 
North-West Frontier, based at Ambala. Leech preceded the 
Tanakhiih-niimii and the Prahiliid Rai Rahit-niimii with two sec
tions from an unidentified rahit-nama, easily recognisable as a 
portion of the Prem Sumiirag. The original is held by the National 
Archives of India as Foreign Secret, 20 December 1845, 144 
(Barrier 1970, xviiin). A complete translation was eventually 
made from this original by Nahar Singh and published in the 
August 1969 edition of Gurarluiirii Gazat as part of 'The rites and 
ceremonies of the Sikhs and the Sikh sects'}7 

As one would expect from a translation made so early in the 
days of British contact with the Sikhs, the spelling is frequently 
astray, and the translation is quaintly literal and frequently 
mistaken. The gain is, however, substantial. As a first contribu
tion to English translations of the rahit-namas Leech's effort was 
commendable and it was unfortunate that it remained unpub
lished for well over a hundred years. Even after it appeared in 
print the translation remains largely unknown, for it was pub
lished in a non-scholarly journal. 

The second translation of these two rahit-namas will have 
been made soon after Leech's ver~ion and was the first to be 
published. It appeared in 1849 when Cunningham published his 
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History of the Sikhs, including the two as a part of Appendix XX 
(Cunningham 1849, 343-7). In places Cunningham provides 
paraphrases rather than translations, ,but together the two 
approaches give a fair impression of \the originals. Unlike 
Leech's translations, Ctmningham 's versions are not slavishly 
literal and as a result make easier·r~ading. In other respects 
there is little to choose between the two dual versions, although 
the verdict should probably go to Leech. At ti1nes they are both 
comprehensively wrong, and in other verses they miss the point 
of what the rahit-namas are saying. For their early period, 
however, they are competent translations. 

The third translation of the two rahit-namas was done by a 
Sikh, Attar Singh of Bhadaur, and appeared as a small booklet 
in 1876. 18 Attar Singh was later to sympathise with the radical 
Tat Khalsa of the Singh Sabha, but this work appeared before 
the Lahore branch of the Singh Sabha had been fmmded in 
1879 or the Tat Khalsa had taken shape within the Lahore group. 
The date of his booklet's publication meant that it appeared too 
early for the contents to be influenced by the Tat Khalsa's 
impact on the evolving Rahit. 

Attar Singh's translation is like that of Leech. His spelling 
of proper nouns is commonly eccentric (even for a work 
published in 1876), the translation is stilted, and some items 
of the Rahit emerge as odd or plainly mistaken. Certain 
passages are translated with reasonable accuracy, but this does 
not apply to the whole work. In ad~ition to instances where he 
has plainly misunderstood his text, there are also difficulties in 
terms of the order in which various items are placed. In other 
respects, though, it too offers a useful translation. 

One year later, an English version of much of the Prahiliid Rai 
Rahit-niima was published by Ernest Trumpp as a part of the 
lengthy introduction to his The Adi Granth (Tru1npp 1877, 
cxiii-cxvi). Trumpp's version was a paraphrase rather than a 
translation, a fault which he accuses Attar Singh of having 
committed. Most of his version is repeated by R W. Falcon in 
his Handbook on Sihhs for the Use of Regimental Officers (Falcon 
1896, 6-9). Falcon also gives in translation a brief extract from 
'the Sanskar Bagh ofBaba Khem Singh', a rahit-nama belonging 
to the immediate pre-Singh Sabha phase (Falcon 1896, 1 0; see 
pp. 358-65). 
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The retnaining translations are partial renderings. Three 
which deserve mention are those contained in Trilochan Singh's 
11z.e Turban and Sword of the Sikhs (Trilochan Singh 1977, 43-5, 
92-105), and in Surindar Singh Kohli's Sikh Ethics (Kohli 1975, 
68-74) and his The Life and Ideals of Gunt Gobirul Singh (Kohli 
1986, 93-103). 

Trilochan Singh has supplied portions of Prashan-uttar, 
Sarab Loh, the rahit-namas of Daya Singh, Desa Singh, and 
Chaupa Singh, and the Tanaldtah-niim.ii (Trilochan Singh 1977, 
43-5, 66, 92-105). These works are in fact paraphrases in which 
he expresses himself in competent if dated English, but the 
result is by no means always reliable. Quite apart frmn the 
selective nature of these paraphrases as a whole, many indi
vidual items are altered and others are frequently mnitted 
altogether. Commonly changes are effected by grouping several 
iten1s together and in the process dropping one or more of 
them. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Trilochan Singh 
has engaged in a purging process, changing or omitting such 
items that are not in accord with his own view of Khalsa belief. m 
He does not include the Prahiliid Riii Rahit-namii in his collection 
of paraphrases, declaring it to be 'a tnuch later work ... full of 
curses ... highly misleading on many points'. 20 In omitting it he 
was following the example of Kahn Singh Nabha who finds no 
place for it in his Gurumat Sudhiilwr. 

Kohli is a more reliable translator, though he too omits 
certain items and sometimes adopts translations which are 
plainly different in meaning from the Punjabi or the Khari Boli 
intended by the original authors of various rahit-natnas. All too 
often these omissions or accommodating translations occur in 
ite1ns which do not agree with a Tat Kh"~~a understanding of 
what the original rahit-nama must surely have contained. 

These are· the principal translators or providers of para
phrases. Several others could be 1nentioned as providing brief 
extracts. In 1928 Major A. E. Barstow provided an abstract of 
the Tanalthiih-nama as Appendix 6 of his military manual The 
Sildzs (Barstow 1928, 216.,...17). More recently Mehar Singh 
Chaddah contributed a translation of the conclusion of Tanakhiih
niimii (Chaddah 1982, 65-6). In 1990 Nripinder Singh supplied 
in his The Moral Sillh Tradition verses 79-86 of the Desii SHtgh 
Rahit-nii:mii, together with small portions of the Prem Sumiiragand 
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Khalsa Mahimii (Nripinder Singh 1990, 103-4, 121, 134-5). The 
n1ost recent of all was The Klwlsa by Prithipal Singh Kapur and 
Dharam Singh which included extracts from the nineteenth
centlll1' Sarab Loh as appendices (Kapur and Singh 1999, 136-41). 
But these are only fragments. Although the rahit-namas have not 
been forgotten, there exists a strong tendency to avoid the 
difficulties that the texts raise with regard to an essentially 
unchanging Rahit. The purpose of this present work will be to 
face these difficulties. In so doing we shall endeavour to elicit 
an historical account of the development of the Rahit during the 
past three centuries. 

1.6 A Summary History of Studies 
Concerning the Rahit 

The tirst ventures into studying the rahit-namas came with the 
three translators of the mid-nineteenth century whose eflorts 
were mentioned in the previous section. Writing in 1844 Leech 
clearly thought that he had uncovered works of considerable 
significance. Unfortunately though his work was not followed up. 
Cunninghmn provided a summary in 1849, but as far as the 
British authorities were concerned he was increasingly re
garded as an embarrassment and it was not until 1876, when 
Attar Singh made tentative ventures into rahit-nama criticism, 
that some interest was apparently shown. Attar Singh believc:;d 
that the Tanaldtiih-niinzii was not a 'genuine document', nor that 
it had been written in the time of Guru Gobind Singh (Attar 
Singh 1876, Nand Lal section 11 ) . 

The fbllowing year Tntmpp's The Adi Gra.nth appeared 
and with it dismissive remarks about the origins of the rahit
namas. 

These iruunctions are laid down in a number of so-called Rahit-niimii.s 
or books of conduct, which all pretend to be dictated by the Gum 
himself, but none of which appear to be genuine, as they vary very 
greatly, and were, as may be easily proved, all composed after the 
death of the Guru, some of them even as late as· the end of the last 
century. They cannot therefore be adduced as a direct testimony of 
what Govind Singh himself ordained and introduced into the Khalsa, 
but only as an <:vidence of the later development of Sikhism. (Tmmpp 
1877. cxiii) 
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Two things may be noted about rahit-na ma criticism at this 
s tage. The first was the perfunctory treatment it received. The 
second was that both Attar Singh and Trumpp had dis missed 
the traditional authorship of the rahit-namas. Attar Singh ha d 
applied this opinion only to the Tanaldut.h-nii:mii; Trumpp, in his 
customary manner, had applied it to a ll the rahit-namas. 
Trumpp's view is one that most scholars (often with evident 
reluctance) have held ever s ince. Piara Singh Padam, who has 
devoted considerable time to the analysis of the rahit-namas, 
is one such schola r. 

None of the rahit-namas is hy Guru Gobind Singh. If they were they 
would be in the Dasam Granth. They were evidemly composed during 
the e ighteenth century by S ikhs who, to impart aULhentic it}'• attached 
to them the names of Sikhs who were close to the Guru, lor example 
Nand La!, Daya S ingh, Chaupa S ingh, and Prahilad S ingh. All seem 
to be post-1720 CE. (IJSP 35) 

Perfunctory treatment came to a n end with the Singh Sabha 
reform movement, particularly the contributions of Kahn Singh 
Nabha and Professor Teja Singh.21 Now the ra hit-na mas were 
carefully scrutinised and Kahn Singh was very careful in what 
he accepted and what he rejected (Avtar Singh 1970, 21, 133). 
In 19 15 a new rahi t-nama was published under.the title Curamat 
Pmhiish Bhiig SanshiiT. This differed considerably from the old
s tyle rahit-namas, concentrating almost exclus ive ly on providi ng 
a manua l of Kha lsa rituals. This vers ion fail ed to attract support 
and following the conversion of the Shiromani Gurdwnra 
Parbanclhak Committee (the SGPC) into a s tatutory body in 
1925 the task of producing an authorised rahit-nama was begun 
under its auspices. This was where Teja Singh played a 
s ignifi cant pa rt. The authorised version, Sikh Rahit Mamytl.dii, 
was not published until 1950, but the contents had been 
determined by the early 1930s and in 1938, Teja Singh pub
lished an abbreviated version as chapter IX in his Silrhism: fls 
Ideals and Institutions (Teja Singh 1937). This d id not concen
trate exclus ively on Khalsa rituals, but certainly the emphasis 
was marked. 

After Professor Teja Singh the only other important figure was 
Randhir Singh, an auditor for the SGPC who during the early 
1940s took fi·equent leave from his employer and spent it copying 
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a manus~ript of the P.rrmL Surnarag held by the Public Libra ry in 
Lahore.21 In the introduction to his edition of Prnn Swnrtm,!!,· 
Gmnth, tirst published in 1953, he reasoned that Guru Gobind 
S ingh must have had a ldtiilsri-si1miti prepared in order to provide 
a permane nt record of the new discipline. This hhiilsrt-si'lfLriti or 
rahi t-nama would have been needed as a manual of instruction 
for the five-man jathas, which he th ereafter sent round the area 
occupied by his followers to perform initiation ceremonies. No 
trace, however, remained. Randhir Singh added that the printed 
ra hit-namas that could be obtained in bazaars were cormpt. The 
rahit-namas attributed to Chaupa Singh, together with those of 
other contemporaries such as Nand Lal, Prahilad S ingh , Daya 
Singh, and Desa Singh, were all the works of anonymous authors, 
s puriously published as authemic works (PSG 73-80). Althou~h 
a conservative scholar he had come to the same conclusion as 
his better-quali tied contemporaries. 

These men were all scholars and consequently had consid
erable hesitation in affi rming some aspects of the traditional 
rahit-na mas. At the othe r extreme were the ordinary S ikhs who 
believed irnplicitly in the rahit-namas a nd frequently wondere d 
·why there was such hesitation in acknowledging the m. T hese 
Sikhs formed the vast bulk of the Panth and although they may 
not have had the academic qualifications of the d oubting variety 
they commonly ha d other kinds of influence. Fateh Singh was 
the leading tigure in Put:j ab politics during the late s ixties and 
early seventies of last century. In hi s autobiographical Ni.rri/ii 
Panth he d evoted two ·cha pters to the rahi t-namas, listing them 
a nd saying how important the contents had bee n to him 
throughout his life (Fateh Singh 1967, chs 6 and 7). Academic 
qualifications would never be claimed for Sant Fateh Singh, but 
certainly, he e njoyed enormous influence in the Pa nth in genera l 
a nd as leader of the Akalis in particular. 

The Singh Sabha period was an exception in th e his tory of 
rahit-nama activities. In recent years the Rahit and the rahit
namas have received very little attention in books, though 
certainly they have att racted abunda nt attention in other ways. 
Controvers ies e nliven the Panth , some lasting for decades and 
others receding a fter only a few years . These controversies are 
a permanent characteristic of the modern Panth. Life continues, 
yet always it is a life that changes. 
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1. 7 Symbols of the Rahit 

Finally, we will look briefly at the dominant Khalsa symbols. 
Nine symbols predominate in the modern Panth, five of which 
have already been mentioned. These are the Five Ks that every 
Khalsa Sikh must hear (see p. 8). Four symbols remain to be 
noted. One is the ill-oaitllii:r embletn which is frequently seen 
at the top of letter-heads, on the crest of buildings, in posters, 
on trucks and buses, and in many other places. This consists 
of a combination of the Gurmukhi figure 1 and the letter 0, 
used as an invocatory symbol representing the unity of Akal 
Purakh. A second symbol is karah prasad, the sacramental 
food which worshippers offer before the Guna Granth Sahib. 
Karah prasad consists of equal portions by weight of wholemeal 
flour ( ii.Ua), raw sugar, and clarified butter (ghi), prepared in 
a lwrahi or iron pan. Water equal to the combined weight is 
added and the preparation is cooked to the accompaniment of 
the chanting or reciting of passages from scripture (Sildlism 
141-2). This symbolises humble submission before the Guna 
and, in modern times, the concept of equality. TI1e third symbol 
is what is known as the khanda, comprising a steel quoit flanked 
by two kirpans, with a vertical two-edged sword superimposed. 
This is now the logo for the Khalsa. And the fourth symbol 
is the nishan sahib, a triangular flag which nowadays flies over 
all gurdwaras. 

The first of these is a general Sikh symbol, also used by those 
who make no pretence of belonging to the Khalsa. It is certainly 
very popular amongst members of the Khalsa, but is not 
perceived as their exclusive property. The same could be said 
to apply to karah prasad, although its actual method of prepa
ration belongs to the period of the Khalsa. Iron is held to be 
sacred to the strict Khalsa and because the recipe is cooked 
in an iron pan it is called karah prasad. "''riting in the time of 
the fifth and the sixth Gurus Bhai Gurdas calls it mahii pnesiid 
not luqiih prasiid. :l3 During the nineteenth century karah prasad 
held its central place in Sikh iconography (McLeod 1991, figs 
3, 6, 10, 13, 14). Since then it has receded in popularity, though 
it has certainly not disappeared (McLeod 1991, figs 25, 26). 

Among the reasons why karah prasad has receded in Sikh 
art is that it is not easy to draw and that when drawn it dOl~s 
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not present a striking appearance. More important was the 
appearance of the third sy1nbol, one which certainly docs 
present an impressive appearance. This was the khanda, plainly 
an emblem of the Khalsa. Since the Khalsa was established 
iron, with its derivative steel, has symbolised the order, present 
in the double-edged sword and in two of the Five Ks (the kirpan 
and wrist-ring or lu.qii). ·Certain fundamentalist members of 
the Khalsa will always insist on all cooked food which they 
consume being prepared in iron receptacles ( TanN 15; cf. Sa·rab 
Loh Gmnth, 'The All-Iron Book'). 

This does not mean, though, that the khanda emblem ha~ a 
lengthy hi~tory. There is no evidence which suggests that it was 
in existence before the twentieth century, nor indeed any that 
would support its use until at least three decades of the twentieth 
centm)' had passed. There is, however, evidence from earlier 
times of its formation as a Khalsa symbol. In 1870 Lockwood 
Kipling, the father of Rudyard, purchased a number of woodcut 
prints in the Lahore bazaar and one of these shows flags flying 
above Harimandir Sahib. On these pennants is depicted what 
seems plainly to be a Khalsa symbol comprising a sabre, lwfii:r 
punch-dagger, and a cooking-pot (McLeod 1991, fig. 13). This 
must represent the famous Khalsa slogan deg teg fateh (charity, 
power, victory). The circle symbolising the cooking-pot was later 
transmuted into a quoit, the sabre into two kirpans, and the /wpi:r 
punch-dagger into a two-edged sword. From this process there 
emerged a logo which admirably served the concerns of the 
Khalsa. It may be a recent creation, but it is nevertheless a very 
effective one.:!4 

The fourth symbol is rather older, although the inclusion of 
the khanda on the triangular pennant is a more recent conven
tion. The nishan sahib is saffron or (rarely) dark blue in colour 
and its mast is usually covered with the same material as the 
flag. Surmounting it is a double-edged sword. A nishan sahib 
advertises the presence of every gurdwara and as such must 
be counted mnongst the prominent symbols of the Sikhs. The 
f~tct that its design includes the khanda and a double-edged 
sword means that it too must be preeminently regarded as a 
symbol of the Khalsa rather than that of the wider Sikh Panth 
as a whole. 
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Endnotes 

1. A brief survey of the Rahit is given in l'ViS, pp. 29-42. Comment 
on this survey is .provided in J. S. Grewal (1998), pp. 283-6. 

2. The word salwj has normaJiy been construed as 'slowly' and the 
compound salwj-dlzii.n as 'gradual adopter', viz. he who is moving 
towards a fuJI membership of the Khalsa for which he is not yet worthy. 
A more likely etymology derives from Guna Nanak's frequent usage of 
.salmj as a description of the ineffable spiritual ecstasy which climaxes 
the practice of nii.m ~'imamrz.. 

3. In the eighteenth century and earlier the place for routine worship 
was gencraJiy designated a dharamsala, with gurdwara reserved for 
sites specifically associated with one of the Gunas. Occasionall}', 
however, the authors of rahit-namas do use them interchangeably 
(as lor example in DesaS 72 and 73). During the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries the change from 'dharamsala' .to 'gurdwara' 
became more pronounced in the case of ordinary places of worship, 
and eventually the latter term came to be universally used. As the 
word 'gt.trdwara' was expanded to include 'dharamsala' the meaning 
of the latter term came to be attached to the hospice for travellers 
or visitors which had always been attached to a Sikh place of wor
ship. 

4. See ch. 7.7, pp. 204-13. The Akhand Kirtanijatha, a strict Sikh 
sect, bclie\'cs that lreslti (a small under-turban) should replace kP.s. See 
p. 4;10. 

5. 'Knife' and 'dagger' are not acceptable translations as they imply 
devious deeds and are often concealed; A kirpan should be exposed 
as a symbol of the wearer's faith and its function must always be deeds 
of justice. 

6. A prominent example is PmhR. See pp. 70-1. 
7. Kahn Singh Nabha computed the number as 28. GM, pp. 796-7. 

Included in the number, however, is the Adi · Granth and such works 
as the verses of Bhai Gurdas and coJlectively the body of janam-sakhi 
literature. His actual total appears to be only 12. 

8. W. H. McLeod (1987), Gurmukhi text and English translation with 
notes on both, Part 1 contains a lengthy summary of its version of the 
Rahit. See pp. 93-114. 

9. Particularly helpful in this regard is Harjot Oberoi, The Constn.u:-
tion of &ligious Boundaries, Delhi, 1994. ~ 

10. His name is also spelt Kaha1~ Singh. 
11. Apart from MS 770 this rahit-nama always bears the title 

Tttnakhii.h-nti.mii. 
12. Shamsher Singh Ashok ( ed.), Paiijiibi Hath-likhatiin di Siichi, 

Patiala, 1961, 1.338, lists only·the S. 1882 copy of Tanaldziih-nii.mli.. It 
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mentions o~1ly one other rahit-nama. This is a copy of Prem Smnllmg 
Grantlt of no date (II. 219). 

13. ChS, pp. 57-132. I made a copy of the manuscript before it was 
destroyed and this has been published as ChS together with an English 
translation. The attached Saldzi Rahit hi occupies pp. 133-8. A photo
copy of this copy is held by the Library of Guru Nanak Dev University, 
Amritsar. 

14. Both will be discussed when dealing with the impact of the Singh 
Sabha. See chapter 6.2 and 6.4, pp. 163-5 and 171-3. 

15. Pothi rahit niimii te tanakhiih nii:mii Sn Gtmi Gobind Singh ji 
Piitashiihi 10 ltii Bhiii Prahiliul Singh ji te Bhiii Namlttliil ji prati, Amritsar, 
1922, 16 p. The booklet is held by the British Library with the call 
number Panj D. 149. 

16. Ganda Singh and Piara Singh Padam tell readers where their 
manuscripts are to be found. It would be of great assistance to know 
where Kahn Singh and Ashok obtained their texts. 

17. Guraduiirii Gazal, August 1969, Part ill, pp. 5-76. The Tana/,hiih
niimii occupies pp. 30-5. Leech precedes this with a translation of a 
lengthy extract from the Prem Sumiirag (pp. 8-29) and follows it with 
a translation of the Prahiliid Riii Rahit-niimii (pp. 36-41), an account 
ofvarious Sikh sects (pp. 42-70), prayers (p. 71), holidays (pp. 71-2), 
and shrines (pp. 72-6). He mentions having consulted Cur Sobhii and 
Bachit(tT Nii1ak, and taken extracts from them (p. 70). 

18. Attar Singh (1876a), pp. 1-6 (Prahiliid Riii Rahit-niimii} and 
pp. 1-11 ( Tanal,hiih-niimii). 

19. Compare the following example. DesaS 14-15 reads in transla
tion as follows: 

Lust, anger, pride, dnmkenness, and covetousness are enemies 
which cause much grief to the man. He who resists these 
practices Jives a fulfilled Jife. Sustain within your man compassion 
( dayii.), obedience to your duty ( dharam), and mortification (tap). 
Never be separated from your kachh or your kirpan. In a fight 
never turn your back nor flee from the field of battle. 

Trilochan Singh renders this verse as follows: 

A· Sikh should never renounce the ethical principles of moral 
enlightenment according to the established code of conduct 
(Reltatbibek). In the battle-field he should fight face to face and 
never nm away from the battle-field. The Khalsa is the image of 
the Guru, serving whom supreme happiness is attained. (Trilochan 
Singh 1977, p. 96) 

Plainly this is a considerably abbreviated paraphrase, not a translation. 
Various practices which are specified in the original are gathered 
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together as 'the ethical principles of moral enlightenment according 
to the established code of conduct'. The meaning of dharam is skirted; 
lajJ is avoided; and so too is the question of the Five Ks (of which only 
two are listed by Desa Singh). The reference to Rehat Bi/Jf'l' indicates 
Trilochan Singh's stance as a loyal member of the Akhand Kirtani 
.Jatha. Sildtism, pp. 199-201. This is not to suggest that Trilochan Singh 
deliberately altered the text. The changes will have been made with 
the best of intentions and the result must represent the view which 
Trilochan Singh sincerely held. 

20. Trilochan Singh (1977), p. 90. Kohli omits it entirely from Sildt 
Ethics, but includes a selection entitled 'Ralwt-ntmut of Prchlacl Singh' 
in Kohli (1986), pp. 94-5. 

21. This is not Babu Tt;.ja Singh of the Panch Khalsa Divan. 
22. This is not the Randhir Singh whom the Akhand Kirtani Jatha 

regards as its founder. 
23. Viir 20:10 and Kabitt~· 175, 309, and 453. For further discussion 

of karah prasad see ch. 7.11. 
24. A khanda appears on the title-page of this book and at the 

beginning of each chapter. 
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The Beginnings 

2.1 The Proto-rahit: The Adi Granth 

For Sikhs today the Adi Grantl1 is holy scripture, much the most 
sacrosanct of all religious books. Literature dealing with the 
Rahit is left far behind. Stressing this can evade the issue 
concerning the paramount importance of the Rahit, and cettain 
key elements that it requires, but it does at least emphasise, 
what is for modern Sikhs the most fundamental of religious 
principles. The Adi Granth (or the Guru Granth Sahib) stands 
totally supreme and all else must take a subordinate place. 

The Adi Granth was compiled almost a century before the 
Rahit was proclaimed, yet it contains within it certain injunc
tions which belong to the Rabit as it later emerged. These 
injunctions are clearly stated in the following shalok by Gun1 
Ram Das. 

He who calls himself Sikh, a follower of the Guru who is true, 
should arise at dawn and meditate on the divine Name. 

Every dawn he arises, and for his bathe washes himself in the 
pool of amrit. 

Obedient to the Guru's teaching he repeats the divine Name, 
driving away alf" evil deeds and vices. ~. 

As day unfolds he sings the Guru's hymns; sitting or rising he 
meditates on the divine Name. 

He who repeats the divine Name with every breath is he who 
gives pleasure to the Gum. 
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He who receives my Master's grace is the Sikh of the Gunt who 
hearkens to his teaching. 

Nanak craves the dust of such a Sikh's feet, he who while 
meditating inspires the same from others.1 

This shalok specifies certain actions that are incSmbent upon 
the tnte follower of the Guru. He must rise at dawn, he must 
bathe, and he must meditate on the divine Name. Always he 
tnust meditate on the divine Name. By so doing he will giv~ proof 
of learning in humility from the Guru's teaching, and so prove 
himself worthy of the Gmu's grace. 

This is the pattern that is repeated again and again in the 
sacred scripture: rise early, bathe, and meditate on the divine 
Natne. The overwhelming emphasis on repeating the divine 
Natne is plainly brought out in Guru Aljan's Asii 88, a desctip
tion of the 'way of life of a sant', which incorporates the word 
rahit, and which presents the dominant view of the Adi Granth 
with regard to a believer's ideal pattern of living: 

Knowing your eternal nean1ess, Lord, he succumbs to the 
sweetness of your deeds. 

The one Name is the sants' support, they who humbly .regard 
themselves as the dust of others' feet. 1 

Hear of the way ( ra.hit) observed by the sants, my brother; ~ 

Their praise is beyond all telling. (Refrain) 2 

The Rahit to be observed by the believer is expressed by the 
divine Natne. Meditate on the divine Name at all times and you 
shall find within you that ineffable condition that others can 
never know. This is the way to spiritual liberation, and the 
person who follows it consistently and with determination must 
ultimately .discover that inexpressible condition which is known 
as saJwj or as sach kha'(l,t/,. 

Their only concern is with the Name, and in its blissful harmont 
they find their peace. 

Alike to the1n are friends and foes, knowing no other than their 
Lord ~done. 21 ~ 

Countless Jaults at~ thus erased, sorrow abandoned, life 
restored. 

Valimtt are they, their words speak [wisdom], worldly desire left 
far behind. 3 
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Celestial beings seek company with them; worthy their sight and 
noble their service. 

With palms together Nanak makes this plea: grant me that 
succour 0 Precious One. 43 

This is the 1nessage of the Adi Granth, and it is one which 
is incorporated unhesitatingly in the Khalsa Rahit. The Khalsa 
Sikh is required to follow a simple life of devotion which 
constrains him to rise early, bathe, and 1neditate on the divine 
Name. In this sense the Adi Granth provides a proto-Rahit. 

Taking the Adi Granth message further with regard to its 
specific Ra.hit content, however, renders it much less clear. In 
the following shalok by Guru Alnar Das is it ordinary wine that 
the Guru has in mind, or does he mean something else by the 
'wine of falsehood' (jhiltha madu) and the 'wine of truth' ( .mchu 
madu)? 

One man brings a cup that is full; another enters and tills his 
cup. 

He who drinks loses his reason; disorder is the result. 
uimble to tell what is his and what the others, hither and yon 

he is pushed by his Master. 
He who drinks forgets his Master; in the divine Court 

he receives his punishment. 
As far as you are able never drink the wine of falsehood. 
By grace, Nanak, the true Gun1 when he comes bestows the 

wine of truth. 
Always he dwells in his Master's love, a place reserved in his 

presence.4 

Is this ordinary alcohol to which Guru Amar Das is referring? 
If so, the injunction certainly deserves to be included in rahit
namas and actually is several times 1nentioned, at least in the 
later versions. 5 But this surely is not what the Guru meant. By 
'the wine of falsehood' and 'the wine of truth' he ·seems rather 
to be using wine as a metaphor, symbolizing both the mistaken 
way and the way of tn1e devotion. 

Obviously there are dangers of misunderstanding involved 
when we push the Rahit contribution of the Adi Granth too 
far. Piara Singh Padam endeavoured to smnmarize its contri
bution by claiming that only interior observances of the Sikh 
tradition are given in the sacred scripture, whereas the exterior 
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obsetvances of the Rahit are to be found in the rahit-namas 
( PSP 35). This division misleads in that early rising and bathing 
are exterior activities, but it does at least imply the Rahit 
contribution of the Adi Granth. This contribution consists of a 
repeated call to rise early, to bathe, and above all to spend one's 
time in meditating on the divine Name. 

2.2 The Proto-rahit: Bhai Gurdas 

Gurdas Bhalla (c. 1558-1637) was related to Guru Amar Das 
and served as a loyal follower and amanuensis under the three 
succeeding Gurus. He is always honoured with the title 'Bhai' 
or 'Brother'. Bhai Gurdas wrote prolifically during this time, 
cmnposing 40 lengthy poems in Punjabi known as va1S and 556 
brief works ii] Braj known as kabitts. The lwbitts are now little 
read or recited, but the continuing popularity of his vii1s is 
substantial. He was writing at the time of the Adi Granth 's 
compilation, and he carries the duty of the loyal Sikh much 
further in certain selected va1s. 

Bhai Gnrdas considerably extends the proto-rahit. He empha
sizes the paramount importance of early rising, bathing. and 
meditation on the divine Name, but then takes the obligation of 
the Gursikh further. In addition to these personal duties he 
should join in the fellowship of the devout (the sangat or 
satsang), he should speak gently and conduct himself modestly, 
and he should show unconcern for the things of this world. 

Preaching loving devotion [the Gunt] instilled the three-fold n1le 
(nti:m dan i.mniin). 

Rising at the ambrosial hour the Gurmukh bathes and repeats 
the Guru's mantra which is ]apuji. 

At night he chants the Arati Sohilii, ::tnd thus remains free from 
worldly concerns. 

Speaking gently, with modest conduct; giving to others with no 
hope of return ... (BG 26:4) 

In his other va1S, Bhai Gurdas extends this range of obliga
tions, thereby adding to the items contained in the proto-rahit 
(Part 11.1). Accepting the Guru's teaching he must live a life of 
hmnility. hnpeccably honest, the devoted Sikh never speaks ill 
of another, and when evil is spoken of another he turns away. 

\ 
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Scorning another's wealth, he refuses to listen to slanderous 
. tales. He sleeps little, eats little, and speaks little. He finds 
pleasure in giving, he celebrates the anniversaries of the Gurus, 
and he is never attracted by another's wife. 

This is not the Ra.hit. There is no ban on the cutting of hair, 
no rigorous command to avoid smoking, no injunction which 
mentions the Five Ks. Yet there m~e elements in the 11li1s of 
Bhai Gurdas which fit easily into a wider statement of the 
Rahit. As such they can properly be regarded as parts of the 
proto-rahit. At the conclusion of his viirs Bhai Gurdas returns 
again to the message which he has repeated throughout his 
career. 

Arising at the ambrosial hour the Gursikh bathes in the sacred 
pool. 

Having chanted the Gmu's divine words his thoughts then turn 
to the dharamsala. 

Proceeding there he [joins) the fellowship and hears with love 
the Gum's sacred works (gurabiirti) . 

All doubts are driven far away as [devotedly] he serves his 
fellow Cursikhs. 

By honest labour he performs duty's calling, and from what it 
yields dislributcs food, 

Giving it [first] to [other] Gursikhs and then feeding himself 
upon what remains. 

Light has shone in the dark age of the Kaliyug, the Gunt a 
disciple and the disciple a Guru.6 

This is the highway which the Gurmukh treads! (BG 40:11) 

2.3 The Proto-rahit: Hukarn-namas 

Bhai Gurdas was clearly disturbed by the changes that overtook 
the Panth with the accession of Guru Hargobind, the sixth Gun1, 
in 1606. This he made clear in a famous verse.7 The first five 
Gurus had been peaceable men, sitting in dharmnsalas and 
blessing those who came to the~. The sixth Guru, however, was 
a very different person, roaming the land on horseback and 
hunting with dogs. The answer which he gave to this dilemtna 
was that the Gunt was still the Guru, and his Sikhs must accept 
the change without den1ur. 
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The reason for Gmu Hargobind' s change of direction was, 
of course, that the Mughal authorities were now taking a distinct 
interest in this potentially troublesome Panth. Fire had to be 
answered by fire and so the Gunt armed his followers, leading 
them in skirmishes with the Mughals on three separate vcca
sions. Eventually he retired from the plains, taking up residence 
in the fortfied village of Kiratpur situated on the edge of the 
Shivalik HilJs. 

In this situation an additional form of authority was intro
duced, the lmkam-nama or 'letter of command'. Missives were 
despatched to individuals or particular groups of Sikhs, com
municating such information as a forthcoming visit by the Guru 
or the need for Sikhs to maintain their giving. Twenty-one 
hukam-namas survive from the time of Gunt Tegh Bahadur, 
authenticated by the Guru's nishiin ('mark' or 'seal'). Hukam
namas by his succes~ors Gmu Gobind Singh becmne frequent. 
In them the Guru gives instntctions to various sangats, commonly 
simple orders but sometimes matters of faith which his Khalsa 
should accept. Following Guru Gobind Singh's death in 1708 the 
practice was continued by Banda and two of the Guru's widows, 
Mata Sundari and Mata Sahib Devi. Today the custom is still 
continued, hukam-namas occasionally being issued by the 
Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Com1nittee. 8 

The hukam-namas add some useful information to our knowl
edge of the Rahit, both before and after the formal inauguration 
of the Khalsa order by Gunt Gobind Singh. In the hukam-namas 
of Gunt Hargobind, two points clearly emerge. TI1e first is that 
Sikhs should repeat the words 'Gunt Guru' (H-n 65, 67; Fatua 
Singh 1976, 57, 61, 73), rather less commonly 'Praise to the 
Guru' ( vah gum) (Fauja Singh 1976, 53, 97), or simply that they 
should utter the Guna' s name (FaLtia Singh I 976, 77). This, it 
seems, was the form which repetition of the divine Name took 
in the time of Guru Hargobind. The second is that Sikhs were 
warned to avoid eating meat or fish (H-n 65, 67). 

In the hukam-namas of Gunt Tegh Bahadur' s time ( 1664-
75), the emphasis moves strongly towards financial support of 
the Gunt's establishment, and instructions are issued to his 
foJlowers to give Hberally. The hukam-namas are frequently 
concerned with the routine administration of the Panth, and tor 
this purpose they admonish the Sikhs to give generously for its 
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support. The importance of the Gm1.1's golall or receptacle for 
gifts is therefore underlined by the hukam-namas. This consti
tutes a feature of the Rahit that later emerges prominently in 
the rahit-namas which 1nake it abundantly clear that generosity 
to the Gunt's cause is an essential mark of the committed Sikh 
(TanN 45, ChS 23, 364-6, 392, pp. 60, 104, 105. DesaS 11, 35, 
40, DayaS 7, 17). Some go further and specify the das-vantlh or 
tithe as the required duty of the loyal Sikh ( TanN 24, ChS 48, 
pp. 63, 154. DayaS 14). 

Other Rahit features of the hukam-namas are few, and like 
the obligation tor faithfi.tl Sikhs to be generous, they are plainly 
evident from other sources. Sikhs are still exhorted to repeat 
'Gunt Gunt' regularly, and there are summons by Gunt Gobind 
Singh to bear weapons when visiting him (H-n 169, 173, 175). 
Circumstances at the beginning of the eighteenth century were 
seriously disturbed, as the Guru's base in Anandpur was 
threatened, assaulted, and eventually vacated. At this time 
relations with the hill rajas and the Mughals were about to issue 
in open warfare. This explains the Gunt's cmnmand to carry 
weapons when coming to him for darshan. Most of the remain
der of the century was also disturbed, and travelling armed 
remained a necessary precaution which finds support in the 
rahit-namas. The hukam-namas can certainly be valuable as a 
means of introducing this particular feature of the Rahit, but 
without their testimony it is a feature, which would still appear 
in the Khalsa code of belief and discipline. 

There is, however, one particularly prominent feature which 
emerges in the hukam-namas, so 1nuch so that it provides at 
least a partial exception to the rule of rahit-natna dominance. 
Frequent warnings are issued to the Gun•' s Sikhs always to 
avoid dealings with the masands or their followers. The masand 
system was initially set up by the fourth Guru, Ram Das, building 
upon the manji system introduced by his predecess_or, Guru 
Atnar Das. The manjis were preachers whose task was to 
proclaim the way of liberation through faith in the Gun• (l-IDS 
134-5). Gunt Ram Das enlarged their responsibilities to em
brace the pastoral care of particular sangats, the tasks includ
ing the collection of donations for the Gun.t and the transmitting 
of any messages which the Gm1.1 wished to communicate to 
sangats. This was the masand system (HDS 136). Some san gats 
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re1nained under the direct care and supeiVision of the Guru and 
these were collectively known as the Guru's Khalsa. Just as the 
Mughal emperors had retained particular territories under their 
direct authority rather than distributing them to jagirdars, so the 
Gunt reserved particular sangats for his direct control. The 
areas of both the Mughal and Sikh direct authority were termed 
the khiilsii.9 

The system apparently worked satisfactorily for the greater 
part of a century, but by the time Gobind Singh assumed his 
role as Guru in 1675 many individual masands had become 
corntpt, exercising an independent authority and retaining for · 
their own use donations that were properly due to the Guru. 
Abolition of the masand system was, therefore, a prime objec
tive of Gun1 Gobind ·Singh in what is known as the foundation 
of the Khalsa. Indeed, it can be argued that termination of the 
tnasand system was the prime objective. This certainly was the 
view of the author of Gur Sobhii, the nf!arest approach to a 
contemporary source for the establishment of the Khalsa (see 
pp. 268-71). All sangats and faithful Sikhs were to sever 
relations with their masands and instead, place themselves 
under the direct supervision of the Gun1. 

They were, in other words, to join his Khalsa, converting it 
frmn a narrow portion of the Panth into something much wider. 
Several of the hukam-namas despatched by Guru Go bind Singh 
bear such words as·sangati mera ldziilsii lwi, 'the sangat [to which 
this hukam-nama is addressed] belongs to my Khalsa'. Many of 
the tnasands resisted this pressure, setting themselves up as 
independent authorities and persuading an indeterminate num
ber of Sikhs to continue following them. T~e determination of 
Guru Go bind Singh to have the Panth break off all relations with 
the 1nasands was resolute, and one finds frequent exhortations 
to both sangats and individual Sikhs to have nothing to do with 
them or with those who still followed thetn. 10 

Three rivals for the .title of Guru (all related to the line of 
traditional Gurus) attracted masand support, and so there 
developed the notion, writ large in the rahit-namas, ofbracketting 
these pretenders with the masands and their followers as the 
jJanj mel or Five Reprobate Groups (HDS 159). The three rival 
lineages, all Khatris of the Sodhi subcaste, were the following. 
First there were the descendants of Prithi Chand, elder brother 
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of Guru Aljan and branded by the orthodox Sikhs as the Minas 
or 'Scoundrels'. Secondly, there were those descended from 
Dhir !VIal, eldest son of Gurditta, who was in turn the eldest son 
of Guru Hargobind (the Dhir-malias). TI1irdly, there were the 
descendants of Ram Rai, elder son of Gunt Hari Rai (the 
Ra.n-raias). All were the eldest sons in the direct line of 
succession and all tnaintained that they had the prior right to 
the title of Guru. 

This masand support was vigorously and successfully con
tested by the Khalsa, terming them in the rahit-namas as three 
of the panj mel whmu all loyal Sikhs of the Khalsa must strenu
ously avoid. A fourth was provided by the masands themselves. 
Disagree1nent then overtakes the naming of the fifth place in 
the Five Reprobate Groups, support being divided between the 
masandiii (followers of the 1nasands), lturi-miir (killers of female 
infants), nari-miir (users of the hookah), bhada7J'i (those who ob
serve the Hindu head shaving ritual), and sir-gum (initiated 
Sikhs who subsequently cut their hair) (HDS 72, 139-40, 159, 
175-6; see ch. 7.22). 

The following is an example of one of Guru Gobind Singh's 
hukatn-namas in translation: 

One Akal Purakh, [in the name of] the Tme Guru. 

By the command of the Guru, to the entire sangat of Pirag [which] is 
my Khalsa: The Guru watches over you. Repeat 'Gum Gum' [and so} 
redeem your birth [into the world}. 11 Speedily send the five to las of gold 
through a bill of exchange (huru,li) which I have requested in writing, 
the order which you,. the sangat, ha\'e seen. The sangat will be 
protected. Do not have anything to do with masands or with those who 
follow them. Whatever you have collected on behalf of the Guru do not 
give it to anyone else. Send it directly to him. Associate on friendly 
terms with anyone who wishes to join [the Khalsa). Do not create any 
difficulty. This will make me happy. Let there be love amongst you. Arm 
yourself and come for darshan. The Sikh who comes for darshan will 
be blessed. 10 Phaggan, Sammat [17)58. Message [number 8]. Give the 
messenger five rupees. (H-n nos 56, 173). 

Phaggan 10, S. 1758 is the equivalent of 6 Febtuary 1702 CE, 
which means that the hukatn-nama was written after the inau
guration of the Khalsa. Recorded in his own hand, it bears Gunt 
Gobind Singh's nishlin (mark) and so can be taken as authentic. 
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The remainder of the hukam-nama is written by a scribe. In 
terms of the H.ahit components which it contains, the document 
illustrates the following: 

I. The Panth was divided into sangats (fellowships or con
gregations), each sufficiently small to permit members to 
gather for kirtan in one place. The rahit-namas later assume 
that the san gat is the primary feature of the organisation of the 
Panth and this model the hukam-nama supports. 

2. The Pirag sangat was within the Khalsa. 

3. Sikhs are routinely insttucted to repeat 'Guru Guru'. This 
was the way of liberation for all to follow. Later the common 
expression was niirn jajJWJ, 'repeating the divine Name' (HDS 
146). 

4. The sangat was expressly warned to have nothing to do with 
the masands or those who still followed them. 

5. When the Sikhs came for darshan they were commanded 
to come armed. 

At first sight the second of these components i~ a1nbiguous. 
Pirag was, as this hukam-nama testifies, within the Khalsa. We 
have already seen that for the eighteenth century and thereafter, 
membership of the Khalsa required pahul or initiation by the 
two-edged sword. Was the sangat of Pirag a me1nber in this 
sense? It is possible that all members of the sangat had duly 
taken pahul, but such a situation would have been unusual. What 
this seems to indicate is that 'Khalsa' had another meaning in 
early usage. The Guru declared san gats to belong to his Khalsa 
if, having renounced the authority of their n1asands, their 
members had placed themselves under his direct control. This 
was the situation as far as the Pirag sangat was concerned. Such 
sangats were a part of the Khalsa, regardless of whether their 
individual members had undertaken initiation. The term 'Khalsa' 
therefore seems to possess two distinct meanings, an early one 
linking sangats which have accepted the direct authority of the 
Gun1 and a second knitting into an order those individuals who 
take jJiihul. 

It is the second of these meanings that must concern us. 
We are engaged in the history and content of the Rahit, which 
means that we must be focussing specifically and directly on 
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the organisation which acknowledges the Rahit as its code of 
belief and behaviour. T'hat organisation is, of course, the Khalsa 
which one enters by means of the piihttl ceremony. One must 
be absolutely clear about this connection. The Rahit is the 
Khalsa Rahit. It is not the Sikh Rahit. Individuals may claim 
with absolute conviction that they are Sikhs, yet also maintain 
that the Rahit is not for them. As we have noted when dealing 
with definitions· such individuals are normally designated Sahaj
dhari Sikhs, or Sikhs for whmn sahaj is the objective rather 
than the l{ahit. Sahaj-dhari Sikhs 1nay be few nowadays, but in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries they were numerically 
important. They were not, however, the Khalsa. The Khalsa 
comprised only those Sikhs who vowed to obey the Rahit. 

The hukam-namas are also of interest for the revealing 
glimpses that they provide of the pre-Rahit practices of the 
Gurus, particularly those of Guru Gobind Singh. During the 
eighteenth century the Rahit emerged as firmly opposed to the 
use of Brahmans for Sikh ceremonies. 12 Professor Madm~it 
Kaur has examined a hukam-nama which describes how Guru 
Gobind Singh visited the famous Hindu tirath Kurukshetra and 
there appointed a purohit as the chosen priest for himself and 
for the local sangat (Madanjit Kaur 1980, 110-16). This hukmn
nama must be treated with some caution, as it does not appear 
in the collections of either Ganda Singh or Shamsher Singh 
Ashok (H-n; Ashok 1967). Its authenticity does, however, seem 
a strong likelihood. Madanjit Kaur comments on this hukam
nama: 

Perhaps more interesting than the text itself is the reflection of the 
Hulummiimii for the study of the fusion of the Sikh religion with the 
popular Hindu religious customs affecting belief of the Sikhs. The study 
furnishes significant historical information about the actual religious 
practices followed by the Sikh Gums and their followers. The Hukamniimii 
is a documentary evidence about the obse1vance of a customary Hindu 
belief viz; of visiting the liraths and the appointing local jJiiru_Jiis . .. as 
prol!its ... by the Sikh Gums. 13 

Ganda Singh also gives two hukam-namas issued under the 
authority of Banda two years after the death of Guru Gobind 
Singh (H-n 192-5), These are of interest for the following 
reasons: 
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I. Both have the standard introduction ('The Gunt watches 
over you ... '). 

2. Both exhort their recipients to repeat 'Guru Guru', which 
means that this method of niim japa1J. was still in use in 1710. 

3. Both seem to imply that the sangat addressed in each 
hukam-nama constitutes the Kha.lsa as well as the individual 
members of it. 

4. Both command individuar Khalsa Sikhs to wear 'five 
weapons' when they cmne for darshan. 

The hukam-nama, addressed to the sangat injaunpur, reads as 
fo11ows in translation: 

The command of Siri Sache Sahib [Banda] to the entire Khalsa (sttrabat 
kltalsti) ofjmmpur. The Gum watches over you. Repeat 'Gum Cum' [e:ind 
so) redeem your birth [into the world). You are the Khalsa of Aka) 
Purakh. In accordance with this command don the five weapons and 
present yourselves before me. Observe the Rahit of the Khalsa. Do not 
consume cannabis, tobacco, opium, poppy-head, alcohol, or [any other] 
intoxicant, nor should you eat meat, fish, or onions. Do not steal and 
avoid illicit relations. We have brought in the Satiyug! 14 Let Jove dwell 
amongst you. My command is that you maintain the Khalsa's Rahit. 
The Guru wiJJ help you to do· so. Dated Poh 12 of the first year. 1r' 

By this time the Khalsa was well established and the Rahit 
was regarded as an essential marker. However, none of the 
features that we now regard as fundatnentals of the Rahit appear 
in these two hukam-namas apart from their standard method 
of nttm jajm~l and certain items of consumption or use which 
every Khalsa is expected to avoid. The hukam-namas are 
certainly useful as background to the Rahit, but we are obviously 
expecting too much if we look to them as providing a full and 
rounded Khalsa code. Even after the death of Gmu Gobind 
Singh, they still fall well short of that objective. 

2.4 Pothi Bibi Rup Kaur and Granth Bhai Painda 

Prescriptive material is to be found in the sakhis recorded in two 
old manuscripts known as Polhi Bilii Rup Kaur and Granth Bhlii 
Pairulii (or Pahirulli), which are said to date from the time shm~tly 
after the death of Gunt Hari Rai, the seventh Gmu (d. 1661). 
These two manuscripts are described by Narindar Kaur Bhatia 
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in her Sri Satagurii ji de Muhnin dian Sakhiiin (Bhatia ( ed.) 1978, 
13-:-17). When the book was published in 1978, the manuscript 
Pothi Bibi .. RiijJ Kaur was in the possession of Sardar Babu Singh, 
granthi of Gurdwara Manji Sahib in Kiratpur. He clai1ned that 
it was written for the personal use of Bibi Rup Kaur, daughter 
of Gmu Hari Rai. Randhir Singh, who was able to see the volume 
while employed as a gurdwara inspector by the SGPC, examined 
it and reported that it comprised: 

1-492a A collection of the Guru's hymns (bil.7Ji). 

492b-524 A series of 27 sakhis entitled Sri Sataguriifi de 

525-7 
528 
529-32 
533 

Muhain dian Sii"hiiin. 
Six savaiyyas attributed to Gunt Atjan. 
Blank folio. 
Six more sakhis. 
Blank folio. 
Some 1nore bii7J,i follows and then a statetnent of the 
death of Guru Hari Rai (d. 1661 CE). 

Up to this point the contents were all inscribed in the satne 
hand, though the two groups of sakhis were evidently copied 
from two different sources. More folios have subsequently been 
added to the manuscript by different hands. Dr Bhatia con
cludes that the original portion must have been copied soon 
after the death of Guru Hari Rai (Bhatia 1978, 13-15) . No 
clinching argument is offered, and the language is perhaps a 
little 1nodern for the middle of the seventeenth century. It is, 
however, at least a distinct possibility. This manuscript was not 
available for scnttiny until at least the time of the publication 
of Dr Bhatia's book in 1978, but Randhir Singh was able to make 
a copy of the two groups of sakhis during his SGPC inspectorate. 
He passed on a copy of this copy to the late Dr Piar Singh, who 
permitted Dr Bhatia to use it as her primary text. 16 

A related sequence of sakhis is to be found in the manuscript 
copy of the Adi Granth known as Grant/~ Bhiii Paindii, a volmne 
first noted by G. B. Singh (G. B. Singh 1944, 205-15). In 1944 
it was in the Bhai Painda Sahib Dharatnsala, Rawalpindi. The 
volmne was brought to India in 1947 at Partition, and Dr Bhatia 
reported that it was in the possession of a private owner in 
New Delhi. Dr Piar Singh made a copy of the sakhis contained 
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therein and permitted Dr Bhatia to use the1n. 17 The sakhis 
which are common to both collections are very close textually, 
and on the basis of language and script, Dr Bhatia suggests that 
a date shortly after 1661 fits both (Bhatia 1978, 27). 

The sakhi sequence is said to be a miscelJaneous collection 
of popular piety, the earlier portion concentrating on the janam
sakhi style of anecdote and the later moving 1nore strongly 
towards doctrinal statements. 18 The janam-sakhi e1nphasis of 
the earlier sakhis is well illustrated by sakhi 7: 

While travelling the Gum [Nanak] came to the site of a mined village. 
SLanding on the mound he asked, '[My] sons, do you know why this 
village has been destroyed?' His Sikhs asked him to explain the reason. 
'[My) sons,' snid the Gum, 'villages remain inhabited when the Name 
of God (paramesar) inhabits the hearts of their occupants. When God 
is forgotten a village is laid waste.' (Bhatia 1978, 38) 

The anecdote is not the same as Puriitan sakhis 26 and 27, but 
the resemblance is obvious ( GNSR 4 I -2). Other anecdotes are 
less elevating. Sakhi 3 succeeds only in making Gmu Amar Das 
look absurd (Bhatia 1978, 37-8), and sakhi 19 combines a 
grotesque piety with prurience (Bhatia 1978, 44-6). The doctri
nal emphasis is most strikingly expressed in sakhi 22: 

God (paramesar) has th rce forms. The first is the Supreme Spirit 
(jmmbmltam); the second is the Gum (gw-a~let~); and the third is 
the sangat. He who attacks the Supreme Spirit can be forgiven by 
the Gum, and he who attacks the Guru can be forgiven by the 
sangat. But if anyone att·<tcks the sangat how can he be pardoned? 
Only if the san gat is merciful can he obtain forgiveness. (Bhatia 1978, 
48) 

Other examples of a doctrinal emphasis are sakhi 26 (the word 
of a bhagat is the word of God), sakhi 28 (the light of God dwells 
in every human), and sakhi 35 (the divine Word is the Guna and 
the hmnan 1nind is the disciple) (Bhatia 1978, 52, 53, 56). 

Inevitably both anecdote and doctrinal exposition incorpo
rate prescriptive material, though much of it concerns the 
general practice of piety rather than the specifics of daily living. 
In three instances, however, the style which one normally 
associates with the rahit-namas emerges with striking clarity. 
The first of these is the brief sakhi I 0 of Pothi Bibi Rup Kaur. 
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The Guru said, 'Do not steal another's property. Do not gamble. Do 
not visit another's wife. Do not slander another. Do not em fish [or] 
meat. Do not drink intoxicating liquor. Such things bring trouhle to the 
Sikhs.' (Bhatia 1978, 39) 

The second is sakhi 37 of Granth Bhiii Paindii. This is an 
expanded version of the same sakhi which was given in sakhi 
1 0 of Pothi B'ibi Rup Kaur. The speaker in this case is identified 
as Guru Arjan. 19 

The Satgum said: 'There are five deeds, which should never be 
committed, and five, which should be performed if the Gum gives 
the strength to do so. The five proscribed deeds are the following: Do 
not steal another's property. Do not have intercourse with another's 
wife. Do not slander another. Do not gamble. Do not consume either 
intoxicating liquor or meat. (If, however, you] perform the five [ap
proved) deeds you shall find liberation in your pre.sent life. [These are 
as follows:] Attend the sangat daily, taking some food [as an offering], 
and listen to the 1lmli kinan before retiring for the night. Act with 
respect and benevolence towards the poor, the affiicted, and the lowly, 
and encourage others to do likewise. Try to have a bride bestowed on 
anyone who has not been betrothed and if possible give your own 
[daughter for this purpose]. Try to restore any wayward Sikh to his tllle 
obedience. Do good to all, evil to none. Perceive the spirit of God 
(braham) [within]. This is tme worship.'20 

The third instance is set within the anecdote related by sakhi 
25 and thus follows the janam-sakhi style of presenting Rahit 
material. Again the speaker is said to be Gmu Aljan, answering 
a question put to him by Bahm·a the Goldstnith: 'My Lord, what 
is your comtnand?' 

This is (my] command: Do not fasten your affections on another's wife. 
Treat her as you would treat your mother. Do not approach another's 
woman. Never lie. Neither utter slander nor listen to it. Do nothing 
which will hmt another. Let none be harmed by you. See the [Eternal] 
One in all living creatures. Worship none save the Supreme Spirit 
(pambrnham). Apply your heart and understanding to the Guru's 
teachings. Repeat nothing save the words of the Tme Gum. Rising, 
sitting or sleeping, hold in perpetual remembrance the image of the 
True Guru. Bring [everything into submission] to the divine Name of 
God-wealth, physical appearance, family, possessions, food, fame, 
titles, happiness, liberation, and whatever greatness you may achieve. 
Do this and you shall be a Gurmukh. '21 
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Sakhi 24, one of three sakhis attributed to Guru Alnar Das, 22 

might well be treated as a fourth instance. Although the empha
sis in this anecdote is on true belief and its reward some explicit 
injunctions appear within the sakhi. These include the customary 

·insistence on avoiding entanglement with other men's wives, 
together with directions to sing hymns, spurn falsehood, and live 
life as a householder. (Bhatia 1978, 49) 

In addition to these two manuscripts described and analysed 
by Narindar Kaur Bhatia a third one is noted from District 
Chittagong in Bangladesh, an Adi Granth bir first mentioned by 
G. B. Singh.23 On spare folios at the end of this manuscript th~re 
is recorded Siildli mahala 5, a passage that clearly resembles 
those from the other two tnanuscripts which deal with the five 
good deeds and the five evil ones, said to have been preached 
by Guru Aljan (G. B. Singh 1944, 373; Bhatia 1978, 24n). Piant 
Singh Padam notes this resemblance in his introduction to Rahit
nlirne, although the extract which he quotes is not from Prar.hin 
liiran bare but fi·om sakhi 37 of Granth Bhai Paindii (P~1J 12). 

What are we to make of the relevant sakhis from these three 
sources? First, their authenticity has not definitely been estab
lished, although it certainly seems likely. Caution is required, 
yet not the caution which forbids us to use this 1naterial as likely 
proto-Rahit. Secondly, there may well be more manuscripts of 
this date yet to be found. And thirdly, it is clear frmn these 
examples that much of the material contained in the rahit
namas was already abroad in the Sikh Panth before the formal 
inauguration of the Khalsa at the end of the seventeenth century. 
Certain practices were forbidden to Sikhs, regardless of whether 
they belonged to the Gunt's restrict~d Khalsa or not. Other 
actions were positively affirmed. 

2.5 Prashan-uttar attributed to Nand Lal , 
The tenn prashan-utta·r means 'question [and) answer' or cat .. 
echism. 24 Sikh smu·ces have always treated Praslzan-uttar as one 
ofthe eighteenth-centm-y rahit-namas because it represents Guru 
Gobind Singh's answers to Bhai Nand Lal's quei;es, and be
cause a few Rahit injunctions do occur in the course of the Guru's 
responses. TI1is dating is, however, open to doubt. Prashan-uttar 
is not a typical rahit-nama, but rather a predominantly doctrinal 
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statement comprising the three-fold being of the Guru. This 
consists of his invisible fonn present within each believing heart, 
his visible form which is the sacred scripture, and the 1.,rur-slwbad 
or divine '\1\'orcl. 

There m·e two reasons for placing Prashan-utta·r in the late 
seventeenth century, prior to the inauguration of the Khalsa, and 
for regarding it as proto-rahit in nature rather than as a formal 
rahit-nama. The first is the date of completion, which is 
contained in verse 22: 

This message of comfmt and joy was delivered un the ninth day ofthc 
waxing moon in the month of Maghar, S. 1752. 

This corresponds to 4 December 1695. Dates in rahit-namas 
can certainly be falsified, but in view of the second reasmi for 
an early setting this seems highly unlikely. Nowhere in the text 
is the Khalsa mentioned, a feature which see1ns inexplicable 
unless an early pre-Khalsa date is accepted. 

Opposed to th_ese two reasons is the primary subject of 
Prashan-uttm· which is the three-fold nature of the Guru. This 
seems a more appropriate subject after the Gunt's death. It is, 
however, not compelling, and this particular argument seems 
less weighty than the two reasons which favour a late seven
teenth-century date. 

Prashan-uttar is also distinguished fr01n the two other works 
which clai1n to be the work of Nand Lal in that it contains a 
relatively sophisticated philosophical content. This increases 
the possibility that it may in fact be by the fmnous Nand Lal 
Goya of Guru Gobind Singh's entourage. It still amounts to no 
mm·e than a remote possibility though, for it involves the notion 
that the poetry of Praslwn-utlar can be reasonably compared 
with the Persian of the Divan or the Zindagi-niimii. There exists, 
however, a slender possibility of it being the work of the poet 
Nand Lal Goya, as opposed to the virtual impossibility of either 
the Tanallhiih-niimii or Sallhi !whit hi. 25 

The following Rahit tnaterial is found in Prashan-uttm: In 
terms of docti;ne it maintains that the Gmu is manifest in three 
ways. He is formless and invisible ( nirgu?J), the spirit dwelling 
in every heart; he is material and visible ( sargutt) in the words 
of the sacred scripture; and he is the divine Word (p;ur-shabad), 
which is the Sikh immersed in the sacred scripture. The Gunt 
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is a visible presence in his Sikhs (Pr--ul 6-16, 19). The daily 
discipline required of a Sikh is to rise at dawn, bathe, and repeat 
both .Japufi and .fiijJ. Mter the third watch of the clay he should 
listen to kathii, and at sunset he should join in Rahiras (Pr-ut 1-
3). He should sing the divine Word fi·om the scripture, he should 
regularly visit places sanctified by the Gunas (gu.rtulavii1-iin), and 
he must avoid adulterous liaisons (Pr-ut 13, 20). 

2.6 The Rahit as delivered by Guru Gobind Singh 

rnte date of the formal inauguration of the Khalsa order is open 
to question. It took place at the end of the seventeenth century, 
but there the cettainty ends. The dominant tradition of modern 
times holds that it was in 1699, and although there are good 
reasons for questioning this there can be no doubt about the 
conviction of the Pantlt today. Baisakhi Day of 1699, the first day 
of the Indian astronomical New Year, has been firmly fixed in 
the understanding of all Sikhs. It was on that day, according to 
the overwhelmingly popular belief of today, that the Guru is 
believed to have summoned his Sikhs to his centre at Anandpur 
and announced the founding of the Khalsa order. All the brave, 
the noble, the committed of his followers were invited to join 
this new order. 26 

The event unfolded in a most dramatic way. The Sikhs were 
accustomed to celebrate the New Year at Anand pur on Baisakhi 
Day and on this occasion they were commanded by the Guna 
to come armed. Tradition relates that when celebrations were 
at their height the Guna, hitherto hidden from sight, suddenly 
appeared and in a loud voice demanded the head of a Sikh. A 
stunned silence followed this unexpected demand and at first 
no follower was prepared to oblige. Eventually Daya Singh, a 
Khatri from Lahore, declared himself prepared to sacrifice 
his head if that should be his Guru's will. He was conducted 
into a pavilion, there was a thud, and the Guru reappeared, 
carrying a blood-stained sword. He then demanded a second 
head. This time the volunteer was Dharam Singh, a Jat. The 
procedure was repeated and again ~he Guru, returning with his 
bloody weapon, required another he'ad. Himmat Singh was the 
third to offer himself, Sahib Singh was the fourth, and Muhakam 
Singh was the fifth. 
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The tradition now varies. The Gun1 drew back the side of the 
pavilion, and according to one tradition revealed that he had 
indeed severed the five volunteers' heads, but had restored 
them when the drama was over. Another relates that the five 
Sikhs were intact, five slaughtered goats lying at their feet. A 
third tradition holds that the Guru could not possibly have killed 
goats. Whatever was done behind the screen, the five Sikhs were 
dressed in appropriate garments and led out of the pavilion. 
These five were thereafter known as the Pat1i Piare, the Cher
ished Five who had offered their lives because they believed that 
this was their Gmu's wish. 

The Panj Piare were now initiated as the foundation members 
of the new Khalsa order by Guru Go bind Singh, each receiving 
ldun:uJ,e di piihul or the two-edged sword baptism. With a two
edged sword the Gmu stirred water in an iron vessel, sweetened 
by his second wife Mata Jito who added patashas or sugar 
candies to it. This water, called amrit or 'nectar', was poured 
into each initiate's cupped hands five times and each time was 
drunk by hiln. Five times it was applied to his eyes and five times 
it was sprinkled on his hair. All five of the Panj Piare were then 
required to eat karah prasad from the same iron bowl. 

This concluded their initiation into the Khalsa order. The 
Gunl then announced the Rahit which all initiated 1ne1nbers of 
the Khalsa were thereafter to observe. Gian Singh, writing at the 
end of the nineteeth century, described it as follows: 

You must always wear a kachh, kirpan, kes, comb (luznghii), and wrist
band (/wrt'i). You are forbidden to touch meat slaughtered in the Muslim 
manner ( l:ullhii), tobacco, and a Muslim woman ( musalli). Never cut 
your hair. From today you belong to the Sodhi lineage of the Khatri caste 
of the Khalsa. Your name is Singh and your abode is Anand pur. Your 
binh-place is Kesgarh, you are the sons of the one Guru, and you have 
abandoned your previous status. 

Agriculture, trade, warfare, or the work of the pen are the four kinds 
of life to lead. Never be slaves, never beg, take no gifts, and do not 
have fellowship with unbelievers. Do not observe differences of caste. 
Give and take your daughters in marriage amongst yourselves, thereby 
forming relationships with other Singhs. Do not contract them with 
unbelievers. Do not commit theft or pillage {1/Ulg'i), do not engage in 
slander, telling tales, meanness, or exaggeration. Serve those sadhs 
who are Sikhs, care for the poor, and always listen to readings from 
the scripture. Apart from Aka) Purakh and your beloved (Gum] do not 
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bow your heads before any goddess, god, Hindu cenotaph, cremation 
ground, or idol. Daily remember Vahigunt, [attend] a satsang, (practise 
with] weapons, [and pursue] learning. 

Have nothing to do with these five kinds of people: Minas, Masands, 
Dhir-malias, Ram-raias, and initiated Sikhs who subsequently cut their 
hair (si1'-gum). Likewise, have nothing to do with those who kiJI their 
daughters. Have all eating and marriage relationships, birth and death 
(ceremonies), betrothals, and marriages (only] with those who live 
according to the Gum's tradition. Do not have death or marriage 
relationships with unbelievers. In this way make the faith of the Khalsa 
firm. The Gum has declared that for the reform (of society] he has 
imparted principles and the status of Singhs to the Khalsa. You five 
arc my beloved. Wherever a Sikh oflers karah prasad in the Gum's 
name he will set aside a portion in .~our name and distribute it to a 
sangat. In this way [all) is revealed.-7 . 

Most of what is in this account will sound cong~nial to modern 
ears. Very little of it will seem out of touch with today's practice. 
It 1nust be remembered, however, that this is a traditional 
account. No one can possibly dispute the right of the modern 
Panth to frame conventions in accordance with traditional 
ideas. Obviously it possesses the authority to do so, and no 
one standing outside its boundaries can ever raise an objection. 
This, however, is not the same as claiming that Guru Gobind 
Singh actually gave similar insttuctions when he inaugurated 
the Khalsa or that modern conventions necessarily correspond 
to the practice which he observed at the end of the seventeenth 
century. 

The historical record is not nearly extensive enough to allow 
such a comparison, and such evidence as we do have indicates 
that Guru Gobind Singh must have followed a procedure that 
was considerably sparer than the traditional version of today 
allows. The two hukam-namas by Banda already mentioned 
imply that this must have been the case (see pp. 39-40), and 
in the chapter that follows Sainapati's Gur Sobhli provides 
further evidence. This evidence does not indicate that Gunt 
Gobind Singh uttered a Rahit which was opposed to the tradi
tional version that we have today or that it was inconsistent with 
it. It does, however, suggest that he announced a considerably 
simpler one. 

This is the conclusion which, it seems, we are entitled to draw 
from an i1nportant essay by Professor J. S. Grewal. 28 In this 
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essay Dr Grewal draws attention to the paucity of contemporary 
or near-contetnporary evidence concerning the Khalsa of Guna 
Gobind Singh. Modern historians have certainly related exten
sive accounts of the founding of the Khalsa order in Anandpur, 
but they rely upon sources which came into existence in the late 
eighteenth or nineteenth century. This means that the sources 
date from a century or tnore after the event which they purport 
to describe. These sources conflict at many points and histo
rians have adopted the simple practice of selecting what they 
regard as acceptable details from smne of this material and 
rejecting others. Grewal comments that although tradition can 
provide useful clues to past probabilities 'later tradition cannot 
be accepted literally and it seldom leads to any certainties 
about the past' (Grewal 1972, 56). 

As an exatnple he takes Ghulam Muhiyuddin (alias Butey 
Shah), author of Tavarihh-i-Paiijiib. 

Let all embrace one creed and obliterate difference of religion. Let the 
four Hindu castes who have different nales for their bruidance abandon 
them all, adopt the one form of adoration, and become brothers. Let 
no one deem himself superior to another. Let none pay heed to the 
Ganges and other places of pilgrimage which are spoken of with 
reverence in the Shastars, or adore incarnation such as Ram, Krishan, 
Brahma, and Durga, but believe in Guru Nanak and in the other Sikh 
Gums. Let men of the four castes receive my baptism, eat out of one 
dish, and feel no disgust or contempt for one another. (Macauliffe 1909, 
v. 93-4) 

Here the Gmu is delivering the Rahit, and again there is nothing 
in it that sounds uncongenial to a modern understanding. This, 
though, is still tradition, not the testilnony of an eye-witness nor 
of anyone connected with one. Historians have used this report, 
believing that its stin·ing account of the inauguration of the 
Khalsa order must surely be the report of someone who was 
present on the eventful day. Macauliffe was one and following 
him Banetjee, both assuming that they were citing some con
temporary newswriter (Banerjee 1962, 11.115). TI1is, however, 
was not the case. Ganda Singh dates the first available manu
script of Tavarillh-i-Panjiib at 1848 CE. Moreover, historians who 
use this passage mnit a preceding statement which Ghulam 
Muhiyuddin ascribes to Guru Gobind Singh. According to this 
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statement, Guru Gobind Singh declared the intention of his 
founding of the Khalsa to be vengeance for the execution of Guru 
Tegh Bahadur. 

So long as I live. . . . I shall meditate revenge, to the point of risking 
my life in pursuit of this purpose. (Grewal 1972, 57) 

Ghulam Muhiyuddin attributes this to a natural desire that a son 
should seek vengeance for the judicial murder of his father, and 
he demonstrates faulty chronology by placing the event in 1675, 
immediately after the execution of Gm11 Tegh Bahadur (Grewal 
1972, 57). 

IfGhulam Muhiyuddin's account is analysed, continues Grewal, 
it becomes clear that he was basing it on either the traditions 
that had developed during the past hundred years or on the 
work of his immediate predecessors. It was not based on 
earlier eYidence. Other writers from the late eighteenth or early 
nineteenth centuries are not essentially different. Bane1jee 
actually argues against the widespread Khalsa belief of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Guru Go bind Singh's 
worship of the goddess Durga, using two sound historical 
principles to oppose it (see ch. 7.12). These are the difference 
between contemporary evidence and later tradition, and the 
possibility of later invention under changed historical circum
stances. Banet:jee, however, does not rigorously apply these 
principles to the question of the Khalsa's foundation (Grewal 
1972, 58-9). 

Grewal concludes that certain details are confirmed by the 
contemporary or near-contemporary evidence. Principal mnongst 
these early sources is Sainapatrs Gur Sobha which, as we 
have noted, will be examined at the beginning of the next 
chapter. The details include administration of Mza'l)(ie di piihul 
to those who were willing to join the Guru's Khalsa. Those 
who joined were neither to cut their hair nor use tobacco; they 
were always to carry weapons; and many of them assumed 
the name Singh. Many others refused the offer of piilml, 
particularly the Brahmans and Khatris frmn amongst his 
Sikhs (Grewal 1972, 59). It falls short of what the Rahit was 
later to become, but it cettainly does provide a useful nucleus 
that later was to grow into a substantial code of belief and 
behaviour.29 
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2. 7 Sources of the Khalsa Rahit 

Before turning to the evidences provided by Cur Sobha and the 
early rahit-namas we shall conclude this chapter by summariz
ing the general sources of the Khalsa Rahit, particularly during 
the preceding century of the proto-rahit and as it was to develop 
during the two centuries that followed. It must be emphasised 
once again that it is the Khalsa Rahit, that distinctive way of 
life which differentiated Khalsa Sikhs from the Sikhs who chose 
not to join the order. This point is of fundamental importance. 
Sikhs who joined the Khalsa were bound to obey its Rahit. Those 
who did not join it were in no way obliged to heed it except, 
insofar as the simple obligations of being a Sikh overlapped with 
particular i1~unctions of the Rahit. These overlapping elements 
were internal matters of belief. They had nothing to do with 
the external features of the Khalsa Sikh, with his uncut hair, his 
array of weapons, and his repudiation of the hookah. These 
externals were the characteristics which so clearly marked out 
the member of the Khalsa from all other Sikhs. 

2. 7.1 Received Sikh Tradition 
The Khalsa stood in a direct line from Guru Nanak and his 
works were treated with the uttnost reverence. The same 
applied to all his successors. This means that their teachings 
(or at least a simplified version of them) were built into the 
Rahit. The same goes for the works of Bhai Gurdas. Received 
Sikh tradition does,not figure prominently in tnost rahit-namas, 
but this should not imply any lack of respect for it. The purpose 
of the Rahit was to demonstrate an overt Khalsa identity, and 
as a result the rahit-namas lay much greater stress on the visible 
characteristics that serve to identify a 1nember of the Khalsa 
(such features as the uncut hair and the ban on using a hookah). 
At the same time the Khalsa never forgot that they were Sikhs, 
and liberation through meditation on the divine Nmne, as taught" 
by Gun.a Nanak and his successors, remained a vital part of the 
Rahit. The Khalsa Sikh must regularly attend the sangat, singing 
the hymns of the Gunts and listening attentively to lwtha or 
religious homilies. He must accept the Granth as Guru and he 
should maintain a charity-box for the bertdit of the poor. There 
is nothing exclusively Khalsa in such practices. They were Sikh 
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conventions and the Khalsa were avowedly members of the Sikh 
Panth. 

2.7.2 Khalsa Practices 
Although they were Sikhs, however, being just Sikhs was not 
sufficient. They were Khalsa Sikhs and the dmninant purpose 
of the Rahit was to proclaim this identity. This meant that a 
significant part of the Rahit consisted of specific Khalsa 
practices. In some cases this was a feature which tnarked then1 
off from other tnen, particularly frmn other Sikhs. A Khalsa 
should always be anned and he was to wear breeches (lwc:hh) 
which did not go below the knees. He should never put on either 
a loin-cloth (dlwt'i) or a cap or hat (topi). Instead, a neatly-tied 
tw·ban should be worn with the top-knot of the hair kept in the 
centre of the head. In other cases it was a tnode of behaviour 
that he was to observe. A Khalsa greeted others with the 
salutation Vahi guni ji hi fate/L, and he tnust never to turn his back 
in battle. And then there was the specific ritual of initiation to 
be observed. No other panth initiated its members in the same 
way as the Khalsa, using a double-edged sword in prepming the 
sweetened sacred water ( amrit). 

2.7.3. Hindu Tradition 

Hindu tradition lay at the basis of the Rahit and had tnuch to 
do with the shape which it took. It performed this function in 
two ways. First, it provided the cultural soil in which the Rahit 
first grew. It was not Muslim India which provided this cultural 
background, though the eighteenth century period was one, 
which directly pitted the Khalsa against the barbarian Muslims. 
Except for smne minor features the Rahit was not Musliin but 
rathe,· almost wholly Hindu in origin. The social organisation of 
Khals1t Sikhs was entirely Hindu, with the same caste structure. 
Karma, transmigration, and liberation formed key parts of Sikh 
doctrine; Hindu dating was used for all Sikh events; key terms 
were drawn from Hindu precedent;30 and a knowledge of Hindu 
mythology was an ever-present source to be drawn on whenever 
need should arise. With this background the diverse items of 
the proto-rahit fitted neatly into the Hindu concept of various 
panths which together constituted the pattern of Hindu society. 
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Later Sikhs, particularly in the days of the Singh Sabha 
reform movement and after, were to insist with the uttnost 
vehetnence that whatever else Sikhs might be they were cer
tainly not Hindus and never had been. Guru Nanak, they 
maintained, founded an entirely new religion, in no way depen
dent on Hindu tradition nor on anything else. This, however, is 
simply not tnte. Gunt Nanak was a metnber of the Sant 
movement, fitting easily into its panthic mould, and his succes
sors continued in the same tradition ( GNSR 151-61). Future 
change was certainly awaiting the Khalsa that would lead it 
further away from its Hindu origins, but that change still lay 
some distance in the future. In its basic formation, the odgins 
of the Khalsa were plainly Hindu. 

This was the first fundamental element which the Khalsa 
owed to Hindu tradition, and it was much the more itnportant 
of the two. The second emerged during the course of the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centudes, when beliefs were 
expressed that can only have come directly from Hindu sources. 
Specifically they came frmn Puranic sources. Two concepts are 
particularly prominent during the eighteenth and early nine
teenth centuries. One was the conviction expressed by some 
Sikh writers during this period that Guru Gobind Singh, inlme
diately pdor to the inauguration of the Khalsa order, had sought 
and obtained the blessing of Devi (the goddess Durga). The 
second was the influence of the Dasam Granth. 

The issue concerning the Devi is not whether the Guru did 
in fact seek her blessing (see ch. 7.12), but rather the belief 
of his early followers that he had done so. This notion undoubt
edly existed and influenced the thinking of the writers of the 
rahit-nmnas. The pattern of belief shown by the author of the 
ClumjJii Singh R(l,hit-nii:mii, for exmnple, would have been very 
ditlcrent had he not accepted the reality of Mata Devi or 
the imminent arrival of the Nihakalank Avatar ( ChS 205-35, 
615-40, pp. 85-90, 172-3). That author may be repudiated as 
a Brahman who was unable to see things any differently, but what 
then should be 1nade of Daya Singh who records at the 
begi~ning of his rahit-na1na an assetnbly of the Devi and various 
gods before the Guru (DayaS 2-3)? The answer may be that 
this is one of the rahit-na1na passages which could con..:eiv~bly 
have been a later addition.3 But then there is Desa Singh's 
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injunction that the Khalsa should protect cows and Brahmans 
( DesaS 16) , and other like references. 

A second feature of this later influence of Hindu tradition lay 
in the impact that the Dasam Granth had on the Khalsa during 
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 32 Considerable 
reverence was paid to the Dasam Grantl1 by the early Khalsa 
and the volmne was accorded the same privileged treatment as 
the Adi Granth, being placed in an honoured position when 
meetings of the Sarbat Khalsa were held later in the eighteenth 
century Uohn Malcolm 1810, 255). Earlier in the century the 
doctrines of the Guru Granth and Gun.a Panth had developed, 
and the Dasam Granth shared with the Adi Grantl1 the status 
of the Guru Grantl1. There could be no doubt that for the earl)' 
Khalsa it was revealed scripture. It is considered in more detail 
jn the next chapter. 

It is true that this feature is not nearly as prominent in the 
rahit-namas as it is in the gur-biliis literature, some of which 
project a very Puranic version of the Sikh faith.:-1:-1 One 1nust draw 
attention to rahit-nama features that counter this influence, for 
these are undoubtedly impmtant. Various Hindu conventions 
were explicitly spurned by rahit-nama authors, Daya Singh being 
one who was particularly forward in denouncing Hindu customs 
and beliefs. Do not offer prayers at cenotaphs or temples. Do 
not visit Hindu places of pilgrimage. Do not worship gods and 
goddesses other than Akal Purakh. Do not revere idols or Brah
mans. Never wear a sacred thread and do not hold a shrliddh 
ceremony (DayaS 12, 14, 30, 44, 50, 61, 69, 91). The Khalsa may 
be a panth. among other panths, but it was nevertheless a dis
tinctly different one. Certainly its members were not to 1nimic 
the conventions of other panths or of Hindus in general. Hindu 
belief and custom was nevertheless the ever-present back
ground against which the Khalsa developed, and inevitably, the 
Singh Sabha scholars faced the difficult task of making sacred 
scripture tally with refonned Sikhistn. 

Later suggestions that such elements must have been inter
polations or deletions should also be treated cautiously. These 
too date from the period of the Singh Sabha movement, the 
conviction being that such alterations must have been the work 
of ignorant devotees or hostile opponents. There will undoubt
edly be passages that have been mnitted or added to extant 
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texts, but every possibility requires careful analysis before it can 
be affirmed as proven or probable. It is certainly not sufl1cient 
to brand as fraudulent all features, which disagree with a later 
view of what the Rahit ought to contain. 

2. 7.4. Warfare with lVluslims 
Finally, there was tl1e state of chronic warfare with Muslims 
which accounts for numerous itetns in the eighteenth-century 
Rahit. The question of relations with Muslims is actually much 
more complicated than it appears at first sight and we shall 
return to it when discussing various problems raised by 
the rahit-namas (see ch. 7.13). The Muslims who particularly 
concerned the rahit-nama authors were the Mughals or Turks, 
and there can be no doubt that those. who wrote during the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth c_enturies knew how a Khalsa 
Sikh should treat them. Never salute a Turk. Never touch the 
feet of a Turk. Never entrust your sword to a Turk. A Khalsa's 
duty is to kill all Turks. At other times, however, the prohibition 
~xtends beyond the Turks to embrace anything concerning a 
l\lluslim. Never. consume the meat of an animal killed in the 
Muslim manner. Never drink water from a Muslim's hands. Do 
not eat food left by a Muslim. Do not touch a Muslim woman 
because if you do you will be polluted. 

And so the list continues. It was a natural feature to develop 
in the. eighteenth century. In the early decades of the century . 
the. Mughal power was the enemy, firs.t:exei·cised directly from ·; 
·Delhi and then 'from th~ virtmilly ind~p~ndent Pu~jali !'?~tate in ., 
Lahore. The Mughals were Muslim·s an(! ·sp· it.was :Mttslim~. whq, .. _· 
led the fight ~gainst the Khalsa and ende.avmired~UI1Sl1CC~Ssf1.tll}"~:.. 
to subdue the·m. After the Mughal power fell· before the· inct'tr
sions of the in~ader Alunad Shah Abdali the Afghan enetny who · 
fought the Sikhs was still a Muslitn one. The threat diminished 
as the century wore on and towards its end had disappeared 
entirely. By that stage, however, nume1·ous il~unctions were 
t1rmly rooted in the rahit-namas and they continued to remain 
there until the alert eye of the Tat Khalsa was disapprovingly 
focussed on them. \Vould Guru Gobind Singh have desired 
his followers to act in such a way? Obviously these il~junctions 
(or at least the more violent of them) were examples of the 
ignorant or malicious alteration of the Rahit. The result was that 
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the Rahit which was to emerge from its Singh Sabha phase, was 
much less hostile to Muslims than its eighteenth-century 1nodel 
had been. 
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The. Eighteenth Century 

3.1 Gur Sobha 

Gu-r Soblzii (or Sri Gur Sobhii) was written by Sainapati, an author 
in the darbar of Guru Gobind Singh. The lengthy poem is not 
a rahit-na1na, but it does offer the first clear impression of what 
the Guru required of those who were initiated as the first 
tnembers of the Khalsa order. The style that it actually repre
sents 1narks it as an early gur-bilas, the only previous exa1nple 
being the work which is regarded as Guru Gobind Singh's 
biographical study, Bachitar Natak, which appears in the Dasam 
Grantl1. Cur Sobhii is not strictly a history o( the times nor a 
biography of the Gunt, but rather a sustained hymn .of praise to 
the Khalsa that the Gmu had established. It provides valuable 
details of the Rahit and as such is a work of considerable 
importance in the history of the rahit-namas. 

There has been much controversy concerning the date of Gu·r 
Sobhii, but opinion seems once again to be hardening in favour 
of 1711. The exact date ·of the text has been difficult to fix and 
three dates have been advanced. These are 1701, 1711, and 
1741. The first of these can be easily elitninated as Our Sobha 
includes events that belong to the last years of Guru Gobind 
Singh's life which ended in 1708. The 1741 date proved, 
however, to be a little more difficult to dislodge. Akali Kaur 
Singh had argued in 1927 that athlivan (fifty-eight) should really 
be read as athiinav (ninety-eight), which would make the date 
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of the text S. 1798 or 17 41 CE. Ganda Singh responded by 
pointing out that none of the important events of the years 
separating 1711 and 17 41 received even the hint of a mention 
and that 1741 could therefore be definitively eliminated. This 
left 1711 as the only acceptable year. 1 For some years his 
reasoning was accepted, but recently the controversy has been 
reopened on the grounds that no definite text exists. This, 
however, did not disprove Ganda Singh's argument concerning 
the silence of Cur Sobhii on events between 1711 and 1741, and 
once again opinion has swung back to 1711 (Oberoi 1994, 60n). 
There seems to be little reason for maintaining 1741 as the 
approved date. The claims of 1711 are 1nuch stronger. 

Ganda Singh relates that Sainapati's real name was Chandar 
Sain, aJat of the Mann got who came from Lahore. His father's 
name was Bal Chand Mann, and his teacher was Devi Das 
Chandan who trained him well and sent him to Anandpur to 
serve Gunt Gobind Singh. Some time later he went and lived 
in Vazirabad and there, at the suggestion of his friend Misr 
Jagat Rai Vaid, he adopted as his pseudonym the name of 
Sri Saina Sukh. This later became Sainapati (GSobh 19). The 
fact that he seemed not to bear the natne Singh (which suggests 
that he was not himself a member of the Khalsa) is, according 
to Ganda Singh, explained by the fact that in the frrst section 
(dhiau) he writes of l'halsii bach, the 'conversation of the Khalsa'. 
This suggests, according to Ganda Singh, that 'Khalsa' was 
his nick-name ( GSobh 17). The explanation is unconvincing. 
Sainapati may be called Saina Singh by some Sikhs, but the fact 
that he was not known by the designated Khalsa name leaves 
the impression that he was not a member.2 

Gu·r Sobha, as we have already noted, was a paean of praise 
for the Khalsa, and again it must be etnphasised that its key 
message placed it firmly within the area of the rahlt-namas. As 
they existed to list the distinctive qualities of the Khalsa Panth, 
so too did Gur Sobhii.. The details of the Rahit supplied by 
Sainaputi were as follows: 

1. The purpose of the founding of the Khalsa order was to 
rl~pose the masands. 3 All tnem hers of the Khalsa tnust have 
nothing to do with them or their followers. 

2. Initiation with the two-edged sword is essential for the 
Khalsa. 
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3. Those who have been initiated must bear the nmne Singh. 

4. All members tnust maintain their kes uncut. 

5. They should have nothing to do with those who shave their 
heads (sir-gum). 

6. They should have nothing to do with those wh<;> perform 
the tonsure ceremony at death ( bhaddar). 

7. They must avoid the Five Reprobate Groups. 4 

8. Each one should join a sangat. 

9. They should always be anned. 

10. The hookah must be strictly avoided. 

11.. Keep your offedngs and tithes in a charity-box at your 
home. 

12. The Khalsa will be the Guru after the death of Guru 
Gobind Singh. 

Three things stand out. First, the Khalsa was founded spe
cifically to .separate the Guru's Sikhs frotn the masands. 
Prominent notice of this requirement is repeatedly made in Gtu· 
Sobhi.i. Secondly, Sikhs of the Khalsa were to take particular 
notice of the obligation to never cut their hair or shave their 
scalp. 5 Even after death this was not to be done on a Sikh's 
corpse. Hindus of other panths who shaved their heads (both 
sir-gum and bhaddar) were to be avoided at all costs by Sikhs 
of the Khalsa. And thirdly, at the death of Guru Gobind Singh, 
the Khalsa became the Guru. The docttine laid down by Cur 
Sobhi.i was that of the Guru Panth, and by the Guru Panth the 
author specifically meant the Khalsa. It was not the Sikh 
community which constituted the Guru Panth, but rather the 
Khalsa which occupied that position. No mention was made. of 
the Gunt Granth. For Sainapati the Gunt chose to reside always 
in the Khalsa, and this alone constituted the ever-living Guru who 
would always be present to guide and shepherd his people. 

3.2 The Dasam Granth 

For the Khalsa of the eighteenth century there was no doubt 
about the sanctity of the Dasam Granth. Once the contents had 
been assembled they were all unhesitatingly accepted as the 
works of Gunt Gobind Singh and placed on the satne level as 
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the Adi Granth. In 1769, Kesar Singh Chhibbar declared that 
the Dasam Granth, along with the Adi Grantl1, was the Gunt. At 
meetings of the Sarbat Khalsa, held at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, it was set in the midst of the gathering 
together with the Acli Grant11. Guramatas were agreed in their 
joint names, and during the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the 
Dasam Grantl1 was always carried in procession with the Adi 
Grantl1 whenever he travelled (Deol 200 I, 31). When reference 
was made to the Gunt Grantl1 Sahib the Dasam Grantl1 was 
indicated together with the Adi Grantl1. Today the situation is 
very different. In the eighteenth century, however, for Sikhs in 
general and the Khalsa in particular, the Dasam Grantl1 com
pt:ised only the works of the tenth Master and as such it 
deserved the title of the eternal Guru. 

ll1e origins of this collection of works are obscure. According 
to tradition the famed martyr Mani Singh was chief custodian 
of Harimandir Sahib1

; from 1721 until 1738. During this tiine 
he collected manuscripts which he termed jointly Dasttin Piitasluth 
lut Gmntlt, 'the Grantl1 of the Tenth Master'. Mter the death of 
l\1ani Singh there arose the question of whether the various 
compositions should be bound as a separate volume or left in 
their separate parts. In 1740 a Sikh called Mahtab Singh 
proposed a solution. He was on his way to slay Masse Khan 
Ranghar (or Massa Ranghar), the sacrilegious Muslim who 
controlled Harimandir Sahib and had vilely desecrated its most 
holy precincts. If he was successful in his mission the various 
parts should be retained as a single volume. If he failed they 
should be dispersed. Mahtab Singh was duly successful. Massa 
Ranghar was assassinated and the different parts were bound 
as a single volume. Much later this composite work came to be 
known as the Dasam Grantl1, 'the Grantl1 of the Tenth [Guru)'. 

Mani Singh's collection, however, was not the only one. An 
independent collection is said to have been gathered in the mid
eighteenth century by the martyr Dip Singh, and a third one is 
attributed to Sukkha Singh, the Granthi at Patna during the 
closing years of the century. 7 The greater part of the three 
collections were the same, but there were some differences. A 
committee was set up by the Sanatan Sikhs of the Amritsar 
Singh Sabha in 1885, and in 1902, it issued an authorised 
edition in print. It was at this time that the term 'Dasam Grantl1' 
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was first used as a means of distinguishing the collection fi·om 
the older Adi Granth.8 

The leaders of the Tat Khalsa faction of the Singh Sabha 
had by this time been alerted to the radical difference which 
this in1plied. The difference was, on the one hand, its own 
insistence that the Siklis were not Hindus and, on the other, the 
manifestly Hindu influence of most of the Dasam Granth 's 
contents. As a result they were less happy with its publication 
than was the case with the Sanatan Sikhs. Some of the. works 
seemed obviously to be by Gmu Gobind Singh, and these were 
warmly welcomed, but what were they to make of the remainder? 
During the century that has followed the Dasam Granth has 
been left increasingly to one side, its contents potentially 
emoarrassing and therefore left undisturbed. Its language has 
also influenced this neglect. All of the Dasam Granth has been 
written in the Gurmukhi script, but most of the collection is in 
Br~j rather than in Punjabi. 9 Only during very recent years has 
it been openly discussed and some of its contents challenged 
as plainly contrary to the Sikh faith. 10 

This, however, was not the case in the eighteenth centml' and 
most of the nineteenth. The Khalsa solidly believed the Dasam 
Granth to be the word of Guru Gobind Singh, and all who took 
initiation into the Khalsa had no hesitation in accepting this. 
Inevitably, therefore, the substantial Puranic contents had an 
influence on their eighteenth and nineteenth-century beliefs. In 
no area was this more significant than in the widespread Khalsa 
belief in the reality of the goddess Devi. 

The current dispute promises to be a lively one. Most Sikhs 
still revere the Dasam Granth as wholly the work of Guru Go bind 
Singh without having much idea of what the scripture contains. 
Smne who do know its contents agree that the volmne is all by 
the Gunt, and the Nihangs still proudly uphold its earlier ranking 
as a part of the Gunt Grantl1. Many more Sikh scholars allow 
that a portion should be regarded as the work of Guru Gobind 
Singh, but that much of the volume cmnprises Puranic works 
which Sikhs cannot possibly accept. And a small minority 
believe that none of it is the work of Guru Go bind Singh and that 
every part of it should be rejected except, perhaps, the Zafar
niimii that Gunt Gobind Singh is believed to have addressed to 
the Etnperor Aurangzeb. 11 
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During the eighteenth century there was no such doubt. The 
Dasam Granth was unhesitatingly accepted as the word of 
the tenth Gunt. This poses a significant problem for modern 
Sikhs who believe that it should be accepted as sacred scrip
ture. The problem has still not been really conti·onted, though 
an apparent answer has been found. This answer, devised 
during Singh Sabha days, is that the Puranic stories have been 
related in the Dasam Granth, not because they were literally 
believed, but rather that their objective is 'to inspire and exhort 
the reader to fight, as did these Puranic personages, for a 
righteous cause-dharam jutlh lu~ chai' Uodh Singh and Dharam 
Singh 1999, Intro., V.2). There is no question of ever believing 
them as hist011'· They are but myths. As myths, however, they 
can inspire and serve the Khalsa's needs by providing it with 
stirring stories. 

Hindu concepts (particularly those which should be labelled 
Puranic) are therefore rigorously excluded from Sikh belief 
today. The contents of a substantial portion of the Dasatn 
Granth concern the re-telling of stories from the mythology of 
the Purans. Incarnations of Ram are described in detail and 
stories of Krishan are narrated at great length. The tales of 
Chandi or Bhagauti (the goddess Durga) are related and find 
a particular poetic and popular expression in Viir Sri Bhagauti 
ji lli. They are, however, mere stories. To fmd the truth the 
Khalsa must reach beyond them. 

This was the message of the Tat Khalsa. Since the days of 
the Singh Sabha reform movement the answer to the problem 
of Chandi or Bhagauti has been to insist that Bhagauti desig
nates not the goddess but Akal Purakh in the form of an 
unsheathed sword. 12 This provides an example of attempts to 
n1ake the rahit-natnas fit the reformed understanding of the late 
nineteenth and twentieth centmies. Because the intellectual 
leaders of the Tat Khalsa promulgated the belief that Sikhs 
were not Hindus the notion that Sikhs could ever have believed 
that Bhagauti actually meant the goddess Durga was clearly 
erroneous in the extreme. Prior to the Singh Sabha period, 
however, the question rarely occurred. Hindu beliefs could 
easily Qe accommodated within the Khalsa, and the Khalsa was 
quite content to see itself as a distinctive panth among other 
panths. It was distinguished as a fighting panth that fought for 
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what it believed to be right, but it was still one panth among the 
tnany that were to be found in India. 

3.3 Six Rahit-namas of the Eighteenth Century 

There are six rahit-namas that can claim to have been written 
during the eighteenth century. They are two rahit-namas to 
which the name of Nand Lal has been attached, and one each 
attributed to Prahilad Rai, Chaupa Singh, Desa Singh, and Daya 
Singh. The Nand Lal who has been popular as the putative 
author of three rahit-namas (including Prashan-ttttm~ considered 
in the last chapter) has traditionally been identified with the 
celebrated Nand Lal 'Goya', the Persian poet in the darbar of 
Gmu Gobind Singh. Chaupa Singh is traditionally understood 
to be the khirjavii or adult play-mate and later the tutor of Guru 
Gobind Singh. Desa Singh is traditionally regarded as the tenth 
son of Mani Singh, who was executed by the Mughal governor 
of Lahore in 1738. And Daya Singh is traditionally believed to 
have been one of the Panj Piare first initiated into the Khalsa 
by Guru Go bind Singh (Padam 1976, 77-8). 

Three of these rahit-natnas are bt;er works, two of them in 
verse and one in prose. The prose version is the short work 
known as StJ,hhi Rahit lli, said to be by Nand Lal. The two in verse 
are Tanaldziih-nam.a attributed to Nand Lal and the rahit-nama 
of Prahilad Rai. The remaining three rahit-namas are all much 
longer. By far the longest of them, and also the earliest of these 
three extended works, is the prose rahit-nama attributed to 
Chaupa Singh. Daya Singh's rahit-nama is also in prose, whereas 
Desa Singh's is in verse. 

The script is always in Gunnukhi, but the language of these 
rahit-namas is difficult to define in 1nodern terms. Much of the 
various texts can be characterised as eighteenth-century Pm~jabi, 
but there is usually a substantial mix ofKhari Boli, which is often 
the dominant language. This is particularly the case in the rahit
nama of Daya Singh. 

3.4 Authorship of the Early Rahit-namas 

Were these rahit-namas composed by their alleged authors? 
Some Sikh scholars regard the Nand Lal of the rahit-namas as 
different from the Persian poet of Gmu Gobind Singh. This is 
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a yiew wi~~.which one can agree wholeheartedly, though perhaps 
for ~ different reason. Some Sikh authors who affirm the 
existence of t~o. tnen with the name Nand Lal, evidently do so 
beca~t~e in spite of..the. rahit-namas' support for the Khalsa and 
all it~ works. Nand . Lal . Goya obviously did not become a 

. tjie1nber. Positing a second NandLal makes it possible (in spite 
of ~l cmnplete Jac~ of evidence) to claim that the person who 
wrote the rahit-namas must surely have entered the Khalsa, 
perhaps adopting the name Nand Singh. 13 This reason cannot 
poss'ibly. be accepted, and justification for the conclusion that 
tl~ere ·are. two .Nand .Lals must instead be reached through a 
compadson of styles. lt 'is_ entirely reasonable to claim that the 

. author of the Di7!iin and Zinclagi-niimii could never have written 
the tlu.:ee rahit.;,namas attributed to him (again counting P.rashan
utta-r). The verse of two of them approaches doggerel and it is 
inconceivable that a poet of Nand Lal Goya's standing would 
ever have written it. Siilthi Rahit .lti, the one that is in prose, would 
be most unlikely to have been written by a poet, and if it were 
it would certainly be cast in a much more elegant' style. 

It is possible that there was a person called Nand Lal in Gunt 
Gobind Singh's entourage. This person should not be identified 
with the Narid Lal Goya who today commands such high respect 
in the Khalsa Panth. There can be no doubt that the rahit-nama 
claitns to be by someone who calls himself Nand Lal, for 
although the earliest manuscript possesses no title the name is 
mentioned seven times in its text. 14 Much obscurity surrounds 
Nand Lal Goya, who does not receive the notice attached to Bhai 
Gurdas prior to the late nineteenth century. This may be due 
to his using Persian rather than Punjabi or Khari Boli. Persian 
was the language:: of the Muslim enemy and for this reason 
condemned by some of the rahit-nama authors. Whatever the 
situation, we can at least conclude that Nand Lal· Goya was not 
the author of the rahit-namas. They may have been wt;tten by 
a diflerent person called Nand Lal or they may have had his 
name attached to them in order to give them some form of 
authority. 

It seems that we are unable to proceed fiuther at present, 
leaving future clarification to Fenech's research. The author of 
these rahit-nan1as may have been called Nand Lal. If so, he 
would have been a diflerent person from Nand Lal Goya. 
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Alternatively, the name Nand Lal may have been spuriously 
attached to the rahit-namas. It is possible that there were three 
such anonymous authors who acquired this name. In fact there 
1nay have been four of them. The Desii Singh Rahit-niima purports 
to be the record of a conversation with this ubiquitous Nand Lal 
(DesaS.4). 

Daya Singh of the Panj Piare can also be eliminated as author 
of the Dayii Siitgh Rahit-niima. The author may well have been 
a Khatri like the person initiated by Guru Gobind Singh, 15 but 
the rahit-nama dates much later than the early eighteenth 
century, well after the time when Daya Singh of the Panj Pian~ 
was still alive. The traditional linking of his nan1e with one of 
the Pa1u Piare is the result either of deliberate deception by the 
actual author or of the simple coincidence of names. 1fi 

But what should be made of the other three? There is 
considerable confusion surrounding the circumstances that 
produced the rahit-nama of Prahilad Rai, but nothing is really 
known concerning this . author. He may have been a Brahman 
Sikh courtier of Gmu Gobind Singh who bore the same name. 
One such person has been reported. It seems highly unlikely that 
the two were in fact one, however, and the Prahilad Rai of the 
rahit-nama must seemingly remain a mystery. 17 

The case of Chaupa Singh, however, has rather more evi
dence that warrants examination. There can be no doubt that 
the extant version of the rahit-nama is too late to have been 
composed by the hhi(iavii of Guru Gobind Singh, but could this 
servant of the Guru have written one, which subsequently came 
to be included in the extant text? Certainly Chaupa Singh 
Khidava belonged to the satne Chhibbar family of Brahmans, 
which \vas responsible for the rahit-nama, the family that 
produced Kesar Singh Chhibbar who prepared Bansiivali-nii:mii 
Dasiin Piitashiihiiin dii in 1769. The rahit-nama bears indisput
able evidence of having been written by a Brahman Sikh ( ChS 
24, pp. 60, 151) and it is at least possible that a portion of the 
work can be traced to the personal servant of Guru Gobind 
Si~gh. Beyond this it seems impossible to go. 

In Desa Singh's case it seems possible to go further, 
cautiously and very tentatively. Desa Singh may be the correct 
name of the actual author of the complete rahit-nama that 
benrs his name, though it seems improbable that he was the 
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son of Mani Singh. If this was so it is unlikely that he would 
have avoided all mention of his famous father. Appended to 

the rahit-nmna is a brief autobiography wherein the author 
mentions having spent a lengthy period at Amritsar in the bunga 
or hospice of Jassa Singh Ahluvalia, and having grown old 
there (DesaS 125-6). This attachment may be a later addition, 
and the tale that it tells of a vision of Guru Gobind Singh is 
obviously astray (see pp. 308-10) but it does fit the rahit
nama in terms of dating. It indicates the late eighteenth century 
or the early nineteenth, Jassa Singh having died in 1783. ·n1is 
fits the likely period of the rahit-nama and there is no evident 
reason why the author should not have been called Desa 
Singh. 

3.5 The Dates of the Rahit-namas 

It seems possible to locate the date of De sa Singh's rahit-nama 
at the end of the eighteenth century or the beginning of the 
nineteenth. What can be said of the remainder? All claim 
conversations with Guru Gobind Singh, but can these claims be 
justified? Our discussion of the actual authorship of these six 
rahit-namas will indicate that this is certainly not the case. But 
are they far removed from the death of the tenth Gmu? The 
verdict appears to be that they should be spread over almost 
the entire eighteenth century and perhaps into the early nine
teenth century. 

This verdict contradicts the received wisdom of most Punjabi 
scholars, and brings the dating of the various rahit-namas back 
to a period closer to the traditional view. The earliest date for 
any extant version of a rahit-nama appears to be that of a 
manuscript, held by Gmu Nanak Dev University in Alnritsar. 
Dr Jeevan Deol reported having found, in the Bhai Gurdas 
Library of the university a manuscript with the content (though 
not the name) of the Tanldziih-niimii dated S. 1775 (1718-19 CE) 
(Deol 2001, 45n). This is a dramatic find which, if the date of 
the manuscript is correct, compels us to revise our rahit-nama 
dates to an earlier period than had previously been thought 
possible. One must be cautious, if only because the dating given 
for other manuscripts is not always accurate. 18 It does, though, 
make better sense of the rahit-namas as a whole. 
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Dr Deal's discovery is the manuscript bearing the number 
770 in the Bhai Gurdas Library of Guru Nanak Dev University. 
Upon exatnination it proves to be. a detached portion of a much 
larger tnanuscript, starting with folio 392b and concluding on 
folio 426a. 19 The portion will have been the actual conclusion 
of the complete manuscript, :as folio 425a contains the colophon. 
This indicates that the work was c01npleted inS. 1775 (1718-19 
CE). Statistical analysis supports this early date. 20 

There are numerous errors in the text. Several words have 
been miscopied. For instance the word ldtiilsii is 1nisspelt twice 
by omitting the first long a (MS 770, f. 416b) and in places whole 
lines have been left out. An example is provided by the missing 
line in the couplet corresponding to verse 52 of the version of 
Tanahhah-niimii provided by Ganda Singh in Bhiii Nand Liil 
Granthiivali.21 Had the missing line been included there would 
have been a second line that rhymed with it and there would have 
been an even number of lines in the chaupai, not an uneven 

')') 

number as at present.--
An even more prominent example is provided by a portion 

of almost ten verses that the scribe of MS 770 has missed. On 
folio 415a, he begins a doharii, which corresponds to verse 15 
of the Blziii Nanrl Liil Granthiivali version and commences the 
second line. Half way through this second line, however, the 
manuscript jumps ahead to the second line of verse 25, omitting 
everything in between. Obviously a folio of the original manu
script had been detached or (what seems much more likely) 
the scribe has somehow missed it. Certainly the material must 
have been there originally because the scribe has failed to 
cmnplete the doharii and is now in a clzaupai. 

The scribe's carelessness is itnportant as it means indisput
ably that he was copying an existing text. From this it foJlows. 
that the version of the so-called Tanakhiih-niimii contained in MS 
770 cannot have been the original one. At least one other copy lies 
behind it. If the colophon is correct (and there seems to be no 
reason for questioning it) MS 770 was copied only ten years after 
the death of Guru Go bind Singh, and there was at least one earlie:r 
copy of the rahit-natna, now no longer extant. This conclusion 
explains why the discovery of this manuscript is drmnatic. The 
Tanallhiih-niima can be dated very close to Gu1· Sobha, and both 
can be dated within a few years of Guru Go bind Singh's death. 
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This fixes an approximate date for the earliest rahit-nan1a. 
The Chaupii Singh Rahit-niimii has already been fixed sometime 
between 1740 and 1765 (ChSintro. 10). Chaupa Singh's version 
is a rahit-nama which, by virtue of its length and greater com
plexity, would have come later than the shorter, simpler versions 
of those that have been attributed to Nand Lal or to Prahilad Rai. 
Discovering proof of an earlier dating for the brief Tanakhiih
niimli setves to strengthen this assumption. 

Dates have, therefore, been approximately fixed for three 
rahit-namas. The earliest extant example of what comes to be 
called the Tanakhiih-niimii has been allocated to 1718-19. An 
even earlier tnanuscript may yet be found, but this seems 
unlikely. The earliest extant Chaupii Singh Rahit-nama has been 
placed in the period 1740 to 1765, with a strong probability that 
it was written during the 17 40s. And the Desii Singh Rahit-nli:mii 
was recorded at the very end of the eighteenth century or early 
in the nineteenth. An attempt may now be made to fit the others 
into this chronology. 

In terms of stntcture, Siilthi Rahit ki bears all the marks of a 
more primitive product than Tanald~ah-niimii and at first sight 
warrants an even earlier position in the list of rahit-nmnas. Other 
features, however, raise doubts. It is difficult to imagine an 
earlier example being entirely without signs of the turmoil cre
ated by Banda, yet Siikhi Rahit ki gives no hint of these. It seems 
rather to have beet\ written during a peaceful period 
and the figures at whom it is aimed are the Brahmans, not the 
Muslim perpetrators of Banda's downfall. This certainly was 
not the case with Tanalll~iih-niimli which bears abundant indica
tions of warfare against Muslims ( TanN 15, 22a, 29, 44, 44a, 48, 
51, 53, 54). Siilthi Rahit ki also uses the word tamiikil (tobacco) 
rather than warning the Khalsa of the dangers of the hookah. 
This too suggests a later date.23 Finally, Siillhi Rahit ki is always 
found as an appendix to the Chaupii Singh Rahit-niimii, never as 
an independent work. A date set in the mid 1 730s seems at least 
a possibility. 

The same dating hesitantly applies to the Pralziliid Riii Rahit
nlimii. Frequent reference is made to the fact that the author 
clumsily locates Guru Gobind Singh in Abchalnagar (Nander) 
in 1696, whereas he did not arrive there until shortly before 
his assassination in 1708 (MK 596). The author states that the 
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rahit-nama was completed on 'Sa1nbat 1752 ... which is·Sunday, · 
the fifth day of the dark half of the month of Magh' (PrahR 38). 
This is mistaken as Magh vadi 5, S. 1752, is the equivalent 
of Thursday 13th of Febnmry. 1696. Note also that· the i·ahit
nama refers to a Sikh who 'has been a Khalsa of the Guru from 
birth' (PrahR 1 1). This could conceivably refer to the Gunt's 
Khalsa prior to the founding of the order, but it is highly unlikely 

· that it does so. The dating recedes beyond all hope when 
the author's general references to the Khalsa are considered 
as they include a specific reference to initiation (PrahR 22, 
28-30, 32). It is obviously not possible to trust hirn with anything 
concerning dating. 

So when was the rahit-nama composed? The author is tnuch 
1nore extretne than other rahit-natna producers, with his prmn
ises of condign punishment awaiting members of the Khalsa 
who ,;iolate the Rahit, but this merely marks him oft' ti·on1 them. 
It does nothing to indicate the date. The injunction in verse 12 
against the wearing of red clothing ( suhe) presumably refers to 
the dispute between the Bandai Sikhs and the Tat Khalsa, but 
beyond indicating that the author supported the Tat Khalsa (the 
eventual victors in the intra-Khalsa quarrel) the command does 
not help us. At the most it may perhaps be held to indicate a 
date after the late 1720s. 24 The same verse also forbids the 
inhaling of snuff without any reference to the hookah, tnuch less 
to tobacco. This suggests an earlier rather than a later eigh
teenth-century date. 

The indications are, however, very sparse. We may hesitantly 
place the Prahiliitl Rili Rahit-niima in the 1730s, but it should be 
understood that this location is exceedingly doubtful. It is as 
nmch due to the fact that the rahit-nama is a brief one as to any 
other reason. The longer ones characteristically belong to the 
middle or later years of the eighteenth century. 

This leaves us with the Daya Si1igh Rahit-nama. Once again 
there is very little definite information to detennine our choice, 
other than the fact that it is a lengthy piece of work and that 
it has been expressed in a comparatively modern Khari Boli 
prose. The features that should be considered can be listed as 
follows: 

1. The rahit-nama is very detailed, both with regard to injunc
tions and to tanakluihs, with an order of service spelt out for 
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devotional gatherings. These point at least to the late eighteenth 
century and perhaps to the early nineteenth century. 

2. Rites of passage are recognised, and in the case of Khalsa 
initiation a detailed order of service is provided (DayaS 4-7, 60, 
72). This too suggests a comparatively late date, possibly in the 
nineteenth century. 

3. A nineteenth-century date also receives some support from 
Daya Singh's description of the Devi and various gods bestowing 
gifts on the Khalsa (DayaS2-3), and on the qualities of particular 
gods and rishis which those who perform initiation services 
should possess (DayaS 9). These bear a resemblance to a 
similar passage in Kuir Singh's Gur-bilrJ,s Patashiihi 10 that also 
appeared in the nineteenth century (Kuir Singh, Ashok ( ed.) 
1968, 121; Gurpreet Kaur 1988, 237-8). The resemblance is not 
great, however, and the fact that they jar with the remainder of 
the rahit-uama, suggests that they may have been added later. 
Two concluding supplements have certainly been added to 
Daya Singh's rahit-nama (DrtyaS 94-5). Appending material to 
a prose product is distinctly easier than adding it to one in verse. 

4. The author is violently anti-Muslim, declaring in one of his 
it~unctions that 'a Muslim is an enen1y and should be slain with 
the sword' (DayaS 84. Also 29, 35, 57, 59, 79, 83, 92). This points 
to the late eighteenth century rather than to the nineteenth. 

5. The references to the 'army, clerks, vazir and diwan-all 
are Khalsa' (DayaS 94), seems clearly to indicate the period of 
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. This, however, is a portion of the rahit
nama 's addendum that has been added later. If this later 
addition dates from the time of Ra1liit Singh it seems likely that 
the rahit-nama itself will come from an earlier period. This 
would mean that it dates from the late eighteenth century. 

The period that these factors indicate is the end of the eigh
teenth century. With the customary doubt and hesitation this can 
be pronounced the most likely date of the Dayii Siitgh Rahit-niimii. 

3.6 Single or Multiple Authors 

We have already noted the current opinion amongst most Sikh 
scholars that the original texts have been corrupted by later 
editors who were concerned to draw the rahit-namas much 
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closer to their essentially Hindu notions. Udasis and Nirmalas 
have been singled out as particularly culpable in this respect 
(see pp. 5-6). That the original manuscripts have been altered 
and amended is beyond doubt. Evidence of contradiction within 
the same rahit-nama is an example of this. This aspect, how
ever, should not be too strongly emphasised, for it does not 
become prominent until we reach the Sau Salthi in the nineteenth 
century. All six of the early rahit-namas are generally consistent 
internally. 

We have thus divided the six rahit-namas into three brief ones 
and three longer ones, the brief versions all pre-dating the 
lengthier variety. We shall now consider each of the six in more 
detail. Before doing so, however, we shall consider one other 
work which purports to date from the end of the eighteenth 
century. 

3. 7 The Bhatt V ahis and Guru kian Sakhian 

Writing in 1982, Harbans Singh made the following dramatic 
announce1nent: 

A new source which has gained vogue in modern scholarship is the 
Bhatt Vahi material brought to light by Giani Garja Singh, who, alas, 
passed away recently and to whose memory I render my humble tribute. 
These Bhatt Vahis are records of old families, kept by bards and 
genealogists. Giani Garja Singh took down from them in his own hand, 
extensive notes relevant to the Gurus' own families and their Sikhs. For 
many of the dates in this book I have drawn·upon these Bhatt Vahi 
extracts. I have also had access to Giani Garja Singh's manuscript 
copy of the Gmii kiiin Siiklziiin, said to have been written in AD 1790 
by Santp Singh Kaushish.25 

A Bhatt is a genealogist and vahi means 'scroll'. These Bhatts 
are believed to have been contemporary with, or very close to 
the time of, Gunt Gobind Singh. In his work on Gunt Tegh · 
Bahadur Harbans Singh made considerable use of one of the 
Bhatt vahis (Bhatt Vahi Talautf,ha Parga7J.li .Jinrf) and Svantp 
Singh Kaushish 's Guru !'ian Siihhiiin. Elsewhere he cites the 
Bhatt vahis as proof of Guru Gobind Singh having designated 
the Adi Grantl1 as Gunt shortly before his death.26 Other authors 
have also used Giani Gatja Singh's version of the Bhatt vahis, 
regarding then1 as valuable sources. 27 
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The Bhatt vahis therefore appear to be important historical 
sources, and likewise GU7ii. kiiin Siildzzan which was also discov
ered by Giani Gatja Sirfgh. Note that both the Bhatt vahis and 
Gurii. lliiin Siildzzan are transliterations, not translations. 28 Com
menting on Harbans Singh's article in Gurdev Singh's Pers
pectives on the Sillh Tradition Professor J. S. Grewal observes: 
'These vahis were written in a script called bhatallshri, 'a kind 
of family code like lande and mahajani'.29 Gatja Singh's manu
script copies are now held by the Department of Punjab 
Historical Studies at Punjabi University in Patiala. 

Gurii. lliiin Sa/dziiin was edited by Piara Singh Padatn and 
published in 1986.30 The original manuscript is said to have been 
written by Svantp Singh Kaushish in 1790 CE (Kaushish 1995, 
37, 202). Svarup Singh Kaushish, reports Padam, was one oftwo 
sons of Kesar Singh Bhatt of village Bhadason in Pargana 
Thanesar.!H In the preface, Padam tells of how he located the 
manuscript which he now presents (Kaushish 1995, 9-1 0), and 
in his introduction he describes the Bhatts and the Bhatt vahis 
(Kaushish 1995, 11-36). The remainder of the volume then gives 
Garja Singh's version of the 112 sakhis attributed to the Bhatts 
who were said to be companions of Guru Gobind Singh.32 

Certain contents of both the Bhatt vahis and Gunl. kian 
Siilthiiin would, if authentically reported, contradict hnportant 
features of the argument that this present work is pursuing. In 
BhaU Vahi Bhadason Paraga7Ja Thiinesar, for example, there 
appear the Five Ks, listed as kangha, karad, ltesgi, luqli and 
lwchhahirii (Paclam 1995, 16). The Five Ks appear again in Gurii. 
lliiin Siildzir1n, together with much more that is of compelling 
interest to the Sikhs of today and of the recent past. 

59 
Piihul administered with the two-edged sword 

... The Gum, first divested them of their names and then bestowed 
the name 'Singh' on the five, with a shout of triumph and a [rousing] 
slogan. 

[Then he) said: These five-your [former] birth, duty, works, 
illusions, and effort-have been renounced. You are the Khalsa and 
you wear its uniform, visible and handsome, with due honour. Before 
administering initiation (jJiihul) to you [I command you] never to be 
without these five [items beginning with the letter] 'k'. First, you must 
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wear a blue kcski,33 a kangha, a kirpan, an iron (sarab-loh) kara, and 
a white kachhahira. If ever you are separated from any one of these 
go to a gurdwara and seek forgiveness, [promising] not to be care
less in fl.tture. Now listen to these four serious violations of the Rahit 
( lmjjar kurahit) which render a Sikh a renegade, unable to belong 
to a san gat or the equal ranks of Sikhs ( smigat pangat). First, from 
the top of your heads to the tip of your toes never dishonour your 
hair. Do not consume meat which has been killed in the Muslim 
manner (kutthii). Never become addicted to tobacco. Never keep 
company with a Muslim woman ( tumkani). If you commit any one 
of these four violations of the Rahit you will have to take initiation 
[again] and confess your error. Do not associate with these .five 
people: Minas, Dhirmalias, Ramraias, masands and sirgums. If. any 
of these five enter a sangat and confess their f~mlt that person 
should be forgiven. Let there be no misunderstanding about this. Do 
not mistakenly believe in a religious establishment of Shiv ( mahiilliil), 
a cenotaph, or a grave. I have mingled you in the bowl that holds 
amrit. Do not let doubt or misunderstanding continue amongst you. 

60 
Promulgation of the Rahit tradition of the Khalsa 

Brother Sikhs! Do not fear anyone and do not believe him. Tmst only 
in the one Akal Purakh-[the One) who aids you everywhere. Retain 
nine-tenths of what you earn, but one-tenth give for the Guru's cause. 
Keep a chest for the Guru in your house and regard it [as a recep
tacle] for the poor. There should be no misunderstanding about this. 
Let no one hear the Gum defamed. If anyone docs this caution him. 
If he does not heed you let him be rewarded with the kirpan or totally 
abandon him. Wake up during the last watch of the night, bntsh your 
teeth, and bathe. Repeat the Name and have others do the same. 
Chant the Gum's works and have others do likewise. When day 
breaks, join the sangat. Every four days wash your hair and [each 

' time] comb it twice. Care for your hair. Do..not put a dirty hand on 
it. Show it the same reverence as you would show to the Gun1. Keep 
away from these five: a killer of daughters, a user of the hookah, 
a money-lender, somebody who does evil after having received 
piihul, somebody who deceives the Gun1. Protect the cow and the 
poor.:14 If anyone takes the daughter of a shaven person as a relation 
Q>y marrying her to his son] and does not correct the error he will 
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not he accepted in the sangat. Treat the daughter of another as your 
own; treat another's woman like your mother. Apart from your own 
woman [i.e. wife] do not look with prurient desire upon any other. 
Teach your children how to read and write Gurmukhi. Thereafter 
other learning may follow. There should be no misunderstanding 
about this. Go to the gurdwara twice, morning and evening. When 
you enter the sangat greet it with hands together and utter 'Fate[h)'. 
Without darshan you will get neither food nor water (Kaushish 1995, 
123-4). 

This passage nms contrary to the impression of a developing 
Rahit that has hitherto e1nerged from our analysis. It includes 
specific mention of the Five Ks and it projects a narrative that 
seems extraordinarily 1nodern. How is this to be explained? 

The explanation is that the narrative is not what it clai1ns to 
be. It is tn1e that one feature does support its traditional date 
of composition. In sakhi 58 it names Baisakhi Da~, S. 1755, as 
the date of the inauguration of the Khalsa order: 5 This corrt~
sponds to 1698 CE, not to the widely-accepted date of 1699. 
Throughout the eighteenth century, the date of the inauguration 
was disputed, and the fact that Gurii ltiiin Salllziiin records it a{) 
S. 1755 must count in favour of an eighteenth-century text. 

Other features, however, point in a ditierent direction. The 
lanbruage is too modern to be the report of a contemporary 
of Gun1 Gobind Singh, or even of a writer who completed his 
work in 1790. Transliteration is not translation. Chhajju Singh· 
Kaushish produced his version by transliterating Bhattachchhad 
into Gurmukhi, but the actual language will presumably have 
remained the same. Ite1ns from the Rahit also stand out, notably 
the Five Ks. No other source provides the Five Ks at such an early 
date, ahnost 100 years before their first indisputable appear
ance (see pp. 207-8), and later works pre-dating the Singh 
Sabha provide a different set or ignore them altogether. It is 
difficult to see, for example, how they could have been over
looked by Sarah Loh Granth or by Malcolm in his Sketch of the Silths, 
both of which date from the same period. 36 As a foreign~r this 
could perhaps be expected of Malcolm, but certainly not of 
Ratan Singh Bhangu or Santokh Singh had these symbols been 
current by the late eighteenth century (see pp. 206-7). Serious 
offences against the Rahit (the kurahit) have also adopted a 
recent form and likewise the Five Reprobate Groups. In these 
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respects it no longer seems possible to accept this portion of 
Gun1 /r.iiin Siikhilin. It is too modern. 37 

There are, it seems, three possibilities. The first is that the 
whole of Guru kilin Siikhilin was written in 1790. The second is 
that an original has been interpolated or changed, perhaps 
during the later nineteenth century. The third is that the whole 
of Guru kiiin Siillhiiin is a spurious work, dating from an appre
ciably later elate. 

Of these possibilities the third is perhaps unlikely. Otherwise 
how would it contain Baisakhi Day, S. 1755, as the date of the 
founding of the Khalsa order? This alone does not rule out the 
possibility of the third explanation, but it does render it less 
likely. That leaves a choice between the first and the second 
options and of these it seems that the second is much the 
stronger. This option is that although the text may have an earlier 
origin certain items are later insertions. 

These features of the Bhatt vahis were evidently perceived by 
Professor Grewal. In his comments on Harbans Singh's use of 
them he notes: 

However, the nature and character of Bhatt Vtthis has not yet been 
examined critically to evaluate their authenticity (Grewal 1998, 192). 

Giani Garja Singh was the only person ever to work conscien
tiously on the vahis or Guru kilin Siikhilin. His contribution may 
well be entirely honourable, and we must accept in the mean
time that he genuinely believed that what he had found was the 
authentic truth. He was, however, no scholar. The manuscripts 
which he discovered have not been subjected to critical atten
tion, and apart from Guru lliiin Siild~ilin and isolated fragments 
they have never been published. It is high ti1ne that these tasks 
were properly perfonned. 

Endnotes 

1. S1'i Ow· Soblzii, cd. Ganda Singh. Patiala, 1967, introduction, 
pp. 21-3. In the unidentified text used by Gancla Singh the date of 
composition is given as swnttl satrah sai bhae bamldt a;tui.satlt bit 
(S. 17GH). GSoblt 1:6, Ganda Singh, p. 2.J. S. Grewal also adopted this 
view. Grewal (1972), chapter VIII. 

~. The same conclusion also has to be applied to Banda. 
:t For the masands sec pp. 34-5, 196-7. 
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4. These are undefined. 
5. There is also independent confirmation of this. On 24 May 1710 

the vakil of Sawai Jai Singh explicitly mentions Guru Gobind Singh's 
command that a Sikh of the Khalsa should never cut the hair of his 
hcml, moustache, or beard. Grewal and Habib (2001), p. 107. 

6. The pre-eminent gurdwara of the Sikhs, located in Amritsar. The 
first Harimandir Sahib was bebJ'llll by Guru Ram Das and completed 
hy his son Guru Arjan. After the Adi Granth had been completed it was 
lodged there in 1604. In the early nineteenth century Maharaja Ranjit 
Singh had gold leaf beaten on the outer surface of the two upper storeys, 
thereby converting it into what English speakers know as the Golden 
Temple. 

7. Sukkha Singh is also celebrated as the author of GU?._bilils Dasvin 
Piilashiihi which was completed in 1797. 

· 8. For a list of the contents of the Dasam Granth sec Jodh Singh 
and Dharam Singh (1999), Introduction, pp. ix-xii; and Silthism, 
pp. 177-80. Jeevan Deol's essay (Dcol 2001) offers a brief but very 
perceptive view of the Dasam Granth, as indeed of the eighteenth 
century rahit-nama literature as a whole. 

9. Bn~j is the language which is spoken around Mathura and 
Brindaban, and was used for the important cycle of Krishan legends. 
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries its coverage was muc.h 
wider, taking the Pu~jab into its sphere of influence. Very few people 
who know the Braj language also know the Gurmukhi script and vice 
versa. There arc accordingly few who possess the linguistic credentials 
to study the Dasam Granth. 

10. See for example Harbh~jan Singh (1999). Pritpal Singh Bindra 
and S.S. Sodhi (2000). The latter is illustrated by lurid examples. 

11. DC, pp. 1389-94. The Ztifar-na:mii. was, however, added later. 
12. Bhagauli can mean either a name for the goddess Durga or 

a sword. In Viir Sri Bhagauti ji ki the name is taken to mean a 
sword. · 

13. Louis E. Fenech, 'Bhai Nand Lal "Goya" and the Sikh tradition', 
draft. Fenech cites Haribhajan Singh, Siichi Prill, Amritsar, 1967, 
pp. 22-3, as one writer who supports this view. This and other aspects 
of Nand Lal arc comprehensively and intriguingly investigated by 
Fenech in this important study. 

14. MS 770, fi. 415a (twice), 415b (twice, one of which gives only 
'Lal'), 416a, 417a, 417b. 

15. The Dayll Singh Rahit-niima contains references which could 
indicate that the author was a Khatri. See items 69, 73, 75, 77. 

16. Kahan Singh had his doubts concerning Daya Singh. He 
prcf~\ces his five shon biographies of the Panj Piare on page 593 of 
i\:JK with the following: 
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It is a pity that in spite of our efforts authentic biographies of 
these great and supreme!)' benevolent disciples are not available. 
\Vhatever has been written is not, in our view, entirely tmstworthy. 
For the information and interest of readers, however, we offer 
what has been recorded by Bhai Thakur Singh Giani in Gumduiire 
Damshan. 

17. Piara Singh Padam declares that they were different persons. 
Padam (1974), p. 122. 

18. The dating given for the composition of PrahR is certainly 
inaccurate. See pp. 69-70. 

19. MS 770 is a composite collection comprising.JiijJ Sahib, fT. 39~b-
414b; the mis-named Tanaldtiih-niimii (mistakenly called Rahit-niinu"i 
Bhiii Nand Liil in a note at the beginning of the MS), ff. 414b-418a; 
SavaJyii, ff. 418a-419a; and Siildzi lviiO [Gum Gobind Singh} Bhiii Dt1n 
Siitgh niil, ff. 41 9a-426a. I possess a xerox copy of the manuscript for 
which I thank the Vice-Chancellor of Guru Nanak Dev University. 

~0. A(.cording to the theory of statistical analysis before 1750 
vowels were used at the end of words to indicate case. For example 
the word ghmi, COJ,llprising ghar plus a short i, meant 'in the house'. 
By adding a short u to tan (giving tanu) the accusative case was 
indicated. This was the case with the Adi Granth and the B40 Janam
sakhi. Mter 1750 the practice vanishes and vowels are no longer used 
at the end of words to indicate cases. This means that any text can 
be scmtiniscd and the vowel-endings added up simply by counting 
them. Those which have an appreciable number of vowel-endings can 
be identified as pre-I 750. Those in which they arc largely absent 
must be post-1750. I owe this explanation to Dr Surjit Hans. As it 
stands the theory is too neat. Change is much slower than this mcthorl 
allows, some texts producing the change in advance of others. In 
the Dasam Grantl1 (which was recorded before 1750) one finds that 
vowel endings arc scarcer than in other early works. What this means 
is that the change must have been happening over the course of several 
decades rather than suddenly. With this amendment statistical 
analysis is a useful tool. 

21. MS 770, f. 417a. BNLG, p. 198. For Bhlii Nand Llil Grantluivttli 
see the introduction to the translation of Tanakhiih-niintii, p. 279. 

22. Carelessness is evident right from the beginning of the scribe's 
version of the mis-named Tanaldziih-nlimii. On f. 414b he breaks off his 
copying of.Jiip Slihib after verse 197 (leaving two verses untranscribed), 
and without any evidence that he has taken up another work starts on 
the Tmwkluih-nii.ntii at verse 7. The transcription of 1'mud:luilt-ruinui 
starts immediately after the incomplete .JiifJ Sahib text, in the middlt.~ 
or the line, and in comparison with the BNLG text it clm~s so with the 
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first six verses of Tanalduih-nii:nui omitted. It begins with verses 7 and 
8 of BNLG, thus completing the clzaujJai in which they occur. 

23. Note, however, that tobacco was explicitly forbidden by Banda. 
Sec p. 40. 

24·.Jecvan Deol (2001), p. 45n. During the time of Banda and in the 
years following his execution in 1716 a dispute developed within the 
Khalsa between the followers of Banda (the Bandai Sikhs) and those 
who identified with Mata Sundari, one of Gum Gobind Singh's widows 
(the Tat Khalsa). Amongst other things this concerned Banda's 
decision to abandon the blue clothing of the Khalsa for red. This 
dispute was won by the Tat Khalsa during the 1720s. This Tat Khalsa 
should not be confused with the segment of the Singh Sabha which at 

the end of the nineteenth century also adopted the name ofTat Khalsa, 
apparemly out of admiration for their predecessors of the early 
eighteenth century. HDS, p. 49. 

25. Idem., Gunt Tegh Bahadur, New Delhi, 1982, Preface, p. vi. Garja 
Singh died in 1977. 

~6. Harbans Singh, 'Sikhism: The Beginnings (AD 1469-1708)', in 
Studies in Sildtism and Comjmrative Reli~,rion 1.1, October 1982, pp. 13-15. 
There he attributes it to the BhaU Vahi Bhiidson Pargar)ii Thiinesar. 
Harbans Singh, 'The Guru Granth Sahib: Gum Eternal for the Sikhs', 
in Gurdev Singh (cd.), Per~jJedives on the Sikh Tradition, Patiala, 1986, 
pp. ~17-18. This account is attributed to BhaU Vahi /Jitiillson Pargm:ui 
Thii.nt~sar by [Nikky) Gunindar Kaur Singh in hc:.r The Gum Grttnth Sahib, 
New Delhi, 1981, pp. 20-1, where she cites her father, Harbans Singh, 
as her source. 

27. Nirbhai Singh, Bhagata Namadeva in thf~ Guru. Grantlm, Patiala, 
1981, pp. 138-9. Surjit Singh Gandhi, History of the Silch Gu·ru.s, Delhi, 
1978, Appx III, pp. 583-91. Gobind Singh Mansukhani, 'An integrated 
method tor appraisal of sources for Sikh Studies', in Recent Re.seardu~s 
in Silthism., eel. Jasbir Singh Mann and Kharak Singh, Patiala, 1992, 
p. 117. Nirbhai Singh also used Gurillciiin Sakhiiin. He adds in a footnote 
top. 139: 'All these MSS. were copied from Late Giani Garja Singh, 
village Khurajapur near &"Upura, Dist. Patiala (India) by the author.' 

28. Guril kiii:n Siilchian was transliterated by Bhatt Chhajju Singh 
Kaushish, completing his task on 10 Phalagun, S. 1925 (1869 CE). This 
is the only manuscript copy which has survived. Piara Singh Padam 
(ed.), Gwi"l ltiiin Siikhiii.n, Amritsar, 1995, p. 202. 

29.]. S. Grewal (1998), o. 191. Giani Garja Singh spells the original 
script Bhattachchhari. EnC)' 11.210. 

30. A third edition appeared in 1995. The third edition has been used 
in this work. 

:H. Gmja Singh has also edited Shahitl BilrtS, an accounl of Mani 
Singh by Seva Singh Kaushish, Ludhiana, 1961. S(~va Singh is also said 
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to have been a son ofKesar Singh Kaushish. Piara Sing6 Padam (eel.), 
Guni. lliti.n Siillhiii.n, p. 9. 

32. Nirbhai Singh continues his footnote from p. 139 of Blwgatc' 
Nrmuulevtt in ilte Guru. Gmntha: 'Giani Garja Singh on the basis of his 
interviews with the descendants of Bhatt Narbud Singh told me that 
the writer of this entry was Narbud Singh Bhatta son of Kesho Das 
Bhatta. Narbud Singh was with Gum Gobind Singh at Nanded when 
the latter breathed his last.' 

33. See endnote 18 attached to the translation of verse 31 of sakhi 
8 of Sau Sci.khi (p. 432). 

34. A famous phrase used in gurdwara lectures by traditional gianis. 
35. Padam, p. 120. Harnam Singh Shan explains this apparent 

discrepancy as a word (pachiivan) 'which seems to have been either 
copied wrongly from the original manuscript of the book or printed 
erroneously from its transcribed version or its extant copy'. 'Creation 
of Khalsa as described by Bhatt Samp Singh Kaushish [Part I]', in 
The Sillh Review 49.2, February, 2001, p. 33n. 

36. See chapter 6. 7, p. 181. The Five Ks provided by sakhi 59 actually 
consist of those maintained by the Akhand Kirtani Jatha, with the keski 
(under-turban) replaCing the kes. The sarab loh wrist-ring is also 
congenial to the Akhand K.irtani Jatha. 

37. The occasional occurrence of English words in the text of Guru 
kiii.n Si'tkhiii.n should also be noted. These would not have been used in 
1790. Ency Il.210. 
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The Six Rahit-narnas of the 
Eighteenth Century 

We turn now to analysing the contents of the six rahit-namas, 
which date from the eighteenth century or very early in the 
nineteenth. 

4.1 Tanakhah-nama 

The Tanallhlih-nama that has been attributed to Bhai Nand Lal, 
has been discounted, and it should be noted that the title of the 
rahit-nama is also mistaken. Only general answers are given to 
the question of the fate awaiting the Khalsa who f1outs aspects 
of the Rahit. It contrasts in this respect with the Dayii Singh 
Rahit-niimii which is thoroughly specific regarding the tanakhahs 
imposed on the wayward Khalsa. The word tanalthiih never en
ters the earliest version (MS 770), nor does tanakhlihiii. Tana/dziih
niima is actually the wrong name for this rahit-nama. In MS 770 
it is entitled Nasihat-niimii, the 'Manual of Instruction'. 1 

There is, however, little doubt concerning the early date of 
this rahit-nama. This, as we have already noted, is S. 1775 
(1718-19 CE). As a product that first surfaces barely ten years 
after the death of Guru Gobind Singh it provides valuable in
sight into the Rahit as it was understood by at least one early 
metnber of the Khalsa. 
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Note that this does not mean that it necessarily communi
cates an accurate report of the words of Gmu Gobind Singh, 
nor that it was a view held by all members of the Khalsa at that 
time. The words of Gur Sobhii are likely to be 1nore authentic 
than those of the author of the Tanakhiih-niimii, as Sainapati was 
evidently much closer to the Guru during the latter's lifetime. 
The unknown author 1nay have represented the doctrines and 
practices of the· Khalsa accurately, but there must remain an 
element of doubt that cannot be put aside. Already the Khalsa 
had been split by the quarrels between the Bandai Sikhs and 
the Tat Khalsa, and it is quite possible that the author was 
concerned to communicate the notions of a particular group 
within the Khalsa rather than a balanced and unbiased state
Inent. We are, in other words, up against the problem that 
obstntcts all studies of all rahit-namas. 

But the Tanakhiih-niimii or, more accurately, the Nasihat-niimii 
does at least emerge from an early pedod and in general terms 
its views must surely represent this period. These views may be 
tabulated as follows. Words which have been inserted to 
1naintain continuity are indicated by square brackets in the text. 
The numbers in square brackets following each section indicate 
verses in the English translation. 

Duties and privileges of a Khalsa 

A Sikh of the Khalsa remains absorbed in the divine Nan1e and 
always repeats it. He abandons pride, triumphs over the five 
[evil impulses], and upholds his duty as a member of the Khalsa. 
A Khalsa should never [show disrespect to] iron by touching it 
with his foot. A Khalsa causes no harm to the created world. 
A Khalsa breaks free from that which binds him. A Khalsa is 
exalted to kingly rank. [15, 45-7, 49, 51, 52, 54a] 

Doctrine and devotion 

Perform only those deeds which are in accordance with the 
divine Name, charity, and bathing (niim dan isanan). He who 
utters the divine Word without understanding gains nothing. 
Always pray before beginning an undertaking. Join in Rahiras 
each evening and recite Kirtan Sohila before retiring. [2, 7, 26, 
31] 
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Dress and outward appearance 

No Sikh shall cut his hair. Tie your turban afresh each time you 
remove it. Do not clothe yourself in red. Do not roatn around 
naked. [17, 23, 43, 64] 

Bathing and personal hygiene 

Always bathe in cold water. Do not bathe naked. Every day clean 
your teeth and twice comb your hair. Do not use snuff ( nasavilr). 
[17, 23, 25, 42] 

Crimes and misdemeanours 

Do not give way to anger. Do not tell lies. Always keep your word. 
Do not slander others. Do not ga1nble. Do not steal. Do not be 
deceitful. A Khalsa refrains from scurrilous talk and does' not 
look covetously on another's property. [19, 24, 27, 28, 35, 40, 44, 
47] 

Social relationships 

Do not tn.tst a sadhu who does not ooserve the Rahit. Do not 
trade deceitfully. [30a, 37] 

Sexual morality 

Do not look with lustful eyes on women who enter the sangat. 
A Khalsa must not have sexual relations with any woman other 
than his wife. Do not visit a prostitute, nor show affection for 
another's wife. Do not seduce the Gmll's wife.2 Do not sleep at 
night naked from the waist down. Do not engage in intercourse 
while naked. [18, 32, 38-42, 46, 47] 

Charity 

Keep a charity box. Give a tithe to the Gmll. Before eating always 
set aside a portion for the Guru. Give when you see smneone 
in need. A Khalsa gives gifts as charity and always supports the 
needy. [24, 31, 33, 37, 44a, 50] 

The sangat 

Regularly attend the satsang. When attending satsang do not let 
your mind wander. Do not talk while listening to the singing of 
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the praises of God (han}. Do not refuse to have a poor person 
sit beside you. Assemblies (divan) should be attended. Listen 
attentively to kirtan a11d katha. (3-6, 16, 34] 

Gu'ru Granth Sahib 

Always bow after completing a reading from the sacred scrip
ture. Sing only songs composed by the Guru. A Khalsa loves the 
hymns of the Guna. (8, 29, 48) 

Rituals 

Marry your daughter [to a Khalsa Sikh). Accept no price for your 
daughter's or sister's hand. (19, 20] 

Karah prasad 

Rules for the preparation of karah prasad: The three 
ingredients 1nust be in equal quantities and the place for 
preparation must be swept and plastered. Cooking vessels must 
be scoured and washed clean. The person prepat;ng karah 
prasad must bathe and must utter only 'Praise to the Guna'. 
Fill a new pitcher with water. When the karah prasad is 
ready place it on a four-legged stool. Sit around it and sing 
kirtan. [1 0-14, 36] 

Preparation and consumjJtion of food 

When distributing food (in the langar] do not be a greedy person 
[who keeps a large portion for hilnself], and who serves unequal 
portions [to others]. Do not distribute food without concern for 
the approved procedure. Never consume anything that is pro
scribed. Never eat without first recitingjapuji. Say 'Praise to the 
Gunt' before eating. Do not distribute nor eat food bare-headed. 
~. 1~ 25, 32, 38, 4~ 

Weapons and wmfare 

Never go unarmed. A Khalsa always carries weapons. A Khalsa 
never turns his back when fighting. A Khalsa destroys those 
who oppress [others]. A Khalsa· knows how to ride a spirited 
steed. A Khalsa is always fighting battles. [21, 22a, 44, 48, 50, 
53, 54] 
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1/aL~e teachers 

Do not listen to anyone who defames the Gun1. Kill him. Never 
abandon the Guru and follow another. [36, 41] 

Attitude towards flindus 

A Khalsa despises the rituals [of the Brahmans]. [45) 

Attitude towards Muslims 

Do not accept a Turk as your master (see ch. 7.13, pp. 219-23). 
Do not salute a Turk. Avoid meat cooked by Turks. A Khalsa 
fights against Muslims. A Khalsa slays Muslims. [15, 22a, 29, 
44a, 51, 54] 

Sundry jlrohibitions 

Do not rob a wayfarer. Do not blow out a lamp (instead of 
extinguishing it with your fingers]. Do not extinguish fire with 
water from which you have been drinking. (22, 37a] 

Tanakhiih-niimii concludes with a triumphant couplet in praise 
of the Khalsa, the mighty Khalsa which though few in number 
will yet overwhelm the Turks and demolish all enemies of truth. 
All those who acknowledge its rule shall find eternal liberation. 

raj karegii ld~iilsii aki rahih na koi 
llhviir hoi sabh milainge bachahi saran jo hoi ( TanN 62). 

The author of the Tana/,hiih-niimii shows a particular interest 
in the following features: 

1. Warfare. This is predictable, given the recent struggles 
during the time of Banda and the continuing resistance of the 
Khalsa to Mughal rule. 

2. Strong opposition to Muslims, including the killing of them. 
In view of recent events this too is predictable. TI1e first of the 
two items which still appears in the modern Rahit makes its 
appearance here. This is the ban on eating meat from ani1nals 
killed according to :Muslim 1;tes (/lutthii}. 

3. Attendance at the sangat. This is also understandable. 
Religion was, after all, the basis of the· Khalsa. 

4. The distribution of food (presmnably in the langar) and 
the consumption of it in general. 
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5. The preparation of karah prasad. This is peculiar to the 
Taua"hah-niimii in that it receives such detailed treatment. 
Obviously the custom was one which the Khalsa, having re
ceived it from its earlier Sikh antecedents, was concerned to 
continue. 

6. The sexual morality of the Khalsa. This feature is perhaps 
surprising, not because its strict message appears in this rahit
nama but because it is so strongly e1nphasised. Is this a 
strongly-held view by the author as an individual, or does it 
represent a generally accepted attitude among the Khalsa? 
Sexual propriety is certainly a message that continues through 
the rahit-nama literature, but nowhere else does it receive such 
el.l)phasis as in the Tanahhah-niima. 

·The following features, which were mentioned by Sainapati 
in Cur Sobha, have been omitted: 

1. There is no reference to the rite of initiation. 

2. No warning is issued concerning the hookah. The Khalsa 
is, however, cautioned about the use of snuff ( nasavar). 

3. There is no reference to the Five Reprobate Groups (the 
panj mel). 

4~2 The Prahilad Rai Rahit-nama 

Was the author's name Prahilad Rai or was it Prahilad Singh? 
It is tempting to think that his original nmne must have been 
Prahilad Rai. ll1e fact that he was the author of an influential 
rahit-nan1a would then have meant that he took initiation and so 
came to be called Prahilad Singh. Can this be drawn as a finn 
conclusion? 

There is an earlier text of the Prahiliid Riii Rahit-niimii and 
a more modern one, both of which call him Prahilad Singh. 
The earlier text is provided by Lala Maghi Ram Sant Ram <>f 
Bazaar Mai Sevan, Amritsar, and by Shamsher Singh Ashok in 
his Guru KhiiL5e de Rahit-niime (Aslwh 56-8). The translations of 
Leech, Cunningham, and Attar Singh generally follow the earlier 
vel·sion3 and Trumpp evidently used it for his paraphrase 
(Trumpp 1877, cxiii-cxvi). The later version is given in Piara 
Singh Padmn's Rahit-niime (PSP44-7). In the case ofihis rahit-
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nama, howeyer, differences distinguishing the two versions are 
rarely of any significance. 

Attar Singh reverses the order of the translations from that 
indicated in the title of his booklet, and calls the second of 
his authors 'Prahlad Rai' or 'Prahlad the Brahman'. All other 
versions, except for Trum pp, refer to him as Prahilad Singh. 
This seems to suggest that the early texts used by Attar Singh 
and Trumpp called him Prahilad Rai. Both Leech and 
Cunningham, however, give his name as Prahilad Singh and they 
produced their translations before either Attar Singh's version 
or Tnunpp's paraphrase. 

Beyond this it seems impossible to proceed and as a result 
we shall never know whether the author's name was Prahilad Rai 
or Prahilad Singh, or whether it was originally Prahilad Rai but 
was changed with initiation to Prahilad Singh. The name 
Prahilad Rai has been tised in this survey, but it should be 
understood that the name Prahilad Singh also has strong 
claims. 

Features of the Rahit contained in the PrahiliUl Riii Rahit-niimii 
may be listed as follows. 

The Nature of the Khalsa 

Accept the Kha:lsa as Guru, as the Guru's visible body. The Sikh 
who wishes to find me should seek me in its midst. H.ave 
dealings only with the Khalsa. Honouring the gods of others is 
a sham. The (Khalsa] Pe:mth was founded at the cmnmand of 
Akal Purakh. Do not speak highly of any panth other than the 
Khalsa. [22, 24, 28-30] 

Doctrine and devotion 

Put your tn1st in Akal Purakh and escape the net of transmigra
tion. Do not forsake Akal Purakh and follow some other god or 
worship some stone. Eve11' Sikh 1nust accept the Granth as 
Gun1. Meditate only on the mantra 'Praise to the Gun1' ( vlihi 
guru). Sat A/,iil Sri Viihi Gun£ is the basic mantra. He who lives 
according to the Rahit is my Sikh. Do ~ot abandon the Sikh faitf1 
and join some other panth. Do not eat before participating in 
[evening] Rahiras. Recite Rahiras with love in your hemt. [7, 14, 
16-17, 21, 27, 30-1, 34, 3G-7) 
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Dn~ss and outward apfJea·rance 

Never wear a topi. Do not clothe yourself in red. (4, 12) 

Bathing and personal hygiene 

Do not use snuff ( 1U.lSttviir). [12] 

Social relationshijJs 

Give help to other Sikhs. Massage them as a devotional gesture. 
Give them a share of the food which you have prepared. (8, 33] 

Sexual morality 

Never visit a prostitute. [4] 

Charil)' 

Do not use the Gm1.1's charity-box for your own purposes, nor 
misappropriate pious offerings. Do not promise to make an 
offering and then hesitate to fulfil it. (9, 19] 

Gu.ru Granth Sahib 

Sing only the T11.1e Guru's songs. Sing them early in the morning. 
Singing the Guru's songs is a precious gift. [14, 26, 32] 

RituaLs 

Imparting (Khalsa] initiation is the greatest of blessings. [32) 

The jJTejJa-ration and consumption of food 

Never re1nove your turban while eating. Recite .fapufi and .fiip 
before eating. [5, 13] 

Crimes and misdemeanou-rs 

Never [gamble by) playing at dice. [4] 

False teachers 

Have no dealings with Minas, followers of the masands, tlwse 
who cut their hair, or those who kill their daughters. Never accept 
food fi·oan a killer of daughters, a masand, or a Mina. Do not 
worship at cremation-grounds, tombs, or in temples containing 
idols. Do not bow to anyone wearing a topi. [6, 20, 22, 23] 
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Attitude towards Hindus 

Never wear a ~acred thread [as required by Brahmans]. Have 
no faith in a Kanphat yogi. Have no faith in the six darshans [of 
the Hindu tradition]. [4, 25, 27] 

Attitude towards Muslims 

Have no faith in a Turk. [25] 

The Prahilad Rai Rahit-nama differs from the Tanakhah-namii 
in the following respects: 

1. The Prahiliid Riii Rahit-niimii leaves the reader uncertain 
whether the author is explicitly addressing the Khalsa or the 
wider area of belief which also embraces the non-Khalsa 
Sikh. References certainly are made to the nature of the Khalsa, 
but the author's threatening promises are addressed to an 
indetenninate audience of Sililis. This was not the case with the 
Tanalthiih-nama where the injunctions were more specifically 
addressed to the Khalsa. 

2. It does, however, give a fuller description of the Khalsa than 
is found in the Tanallhah-niimii. 

3. The Prahiliid Rai Rahit-namii is much fiercer with regard 
to the fate· it holds out for any Sikh who fails to obey the 
iJ1junctions which the author lists. Some of its injunctions are 
ridiculous, for example the instruction to recite both Japufi and 
the .fap before eating (PrahR 13). 

4. The doctrinal section of the Prahiliid Rai Rahit-namii is 
lengthier than the Tanallhiih-namii.. 

5. The Prahiliid Rai Rahit-niimii lacks the emphasis on weap
ons and warfare that characterises the Tanakhiih-namil. This 
suggests later, more settled circumstances. 

6. The author is 1nuch gentler concerning the Muslims. 
7. The Prahilii.d Rai Rahit-niimii omits all reference to sangats. 
8. Although he does not refer to the Five Reprobate Groups, 

the author does name four types of people with whom the Sikh 
must never associate. These are the Minas, the masands, those 
who cut their hair, and killers of daughters. The hair-cutters are 
presumably persons who are meant to be Khalsa Sikhs. 

9. Female inf~mticide is introduced for the first time. Khalsa 
Sikhs should have no dealings with those who practise it. 
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The two rahit-namas share the same failure to name the 
hookah as an artifact to be avoided, both reserving their condem
nation for snuff. 

4.3 Sakhi Rahit ki 

The mid 1730s has already been suggested as a possible dating 
for Siihhi Rahit lli. Certainly its attachment to the Chaupii Si1igh 
Rc,hit-niimii means that it could have been no later than 1765 
(seep. 70). It gives an impression of peaceful times, which are 
not easily reconciled with the middle years of the eighteenth 
century. 

Contents 
Doctrine and devotion 

A Sikh should believe and obey none save the Guru, loyally 
adhering to the Guru's Khalsa and worshipping only in the 
presence of the Gmu's Word. He should read, hear, Clnd repeat 
the divine Name, for thus is spiritual liberation attained. (2, 18, 
21, 22, 27]. 

The daily discipline 

During the last watch of the night, a Sikh should mise and bathe. 
After cleaning his teeth, he should either read both japuji and 
}iijJ or recite two stanzas of each from memory. At daybreak, 
he should proceed to a satsang and after heating the divine 
Word he should proceed on his daily business. At midday, 
having washed his feet and hands, he should again recite both 
.Jajmji and .Jiip. An hour before the close of day, he should recite 
the Sotlar Rahiriis liturgy. [15] 

Dress and outward afljlea·rance 

A Sikh tnust be distinguished by a turban, a fine flowing beard, 
and an uncut kes. He must never use a razor or remove his 
beard. [3, 7] 

Personal h)•giene 

A Sikh must never smoke tobacco nor use it as snuff. Using 
tobacco is as heinous a sin as eating beef. [5, 8] 
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Illness and need 

In times of need summon five Sikhs and feed them. The five 
Sikhs will then say Ardas4 and the suppliant's wish will be 
granted. [12] 

Sangat 

Sikhs should regularly gather together, read the Anand, recite 
Ardas, and eat together. [10, 15) 

Rituals 

For a shraddh ceremony, prepare the tastiest of food and 
summon fellow members of the Khalsa. Read the Anand, recite 
Ardas, and feed the assembled Sikhs. Perform other unspeci
fied rituals punctiliously, never entnasting them to Brahmans. 
[16, 20] 

PrejJa·ration and consutnjJtion of food 

Giving food to a fellow Sikh is as meritorious as giving it to the 
Guru hhnself. Fellow Sikhs should be setved, regardless of their 
status. [9, 13. 26] 

C1imes and misdemeanours 

Do not steal. Do not be mean. Do not slander others. [23, 24] 

Treatment of women 

Never trust a woman. Do not cast lecherous eyes on the women 
of another man's family. [23] 

Attitude towards Hindus 

A Sikh should spurn the teachings of Brahmans, Hindu teach
ers, and Nath masters. He should reject Brahmanical obser
vances. He should never wear a sacred thread, perform 
head-shaving rituals, recite the Gayatri, make water offerings, 
worship idols, wear a dhoti, or eat with his head uncovered; and 
he should never solicit the services of those bare-headed 
Brahmans. He should never offer prayer at cremation grounds. 
[2, 7-11' 17-19, 28) 
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Attitude towards Muslims 

A Sikh should spurn the teachings of 1\tluslilns. He should never 
pray at a tomb. [2] 

The particular features of Siildti Rahit lli are as follows: 

1. The rahit-nmna deals in detail with the daily discipline 
expected of all Sikhs, a feature which it shares with Prashan
uttar. It does not normally distinguish the Khalsa specifically, 
though the author's views on head-shaving make it clear that the 
rahit-nama specifically concerns them. 

2. This rahit-nruna appears to be the first to specify the 
reciting of Ardas and Gunt Atnar Das 's A nand as a part of 
Khalsa ritual. 

3. It is also the first to mention tobacco. This would still be 
directed at hookah smoking. Other forms of smoking were not 
yet current in the Punjab. 

4. Evidently the shraddh ceremony was still current atnong 
\ at least some of the Khalsa. It may have been general in the tnid

eighteenth century. 
5. The influence of Hindu conventions is also evident in that 

the eating of beef is regarded as a particularly heinous practice. 
6. Whereas Bralunans are several times targetted Muslims 

are treated very lightly. The author's feelings concerning Brah
tnans is at least partly due to the fact that they shaved their 
heads. In this respect he strongly agrees with Sainapati. In view 
of his repugnance for Brahmanical ceremonies the retention of 
the shraddh is interesting. 

4.4 Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama 

We come now to the three longer ral1it-namas. The Chaupa Singh 
Rahit-namii is both the earliest and by far the longest of these. 
This rahit-natna has already been the subject of a study cmnpris
ing an introduction covering its origins, Gurmukhi text, English 
translation, and detailed notes on both text and translation. 
Salthi Rahit /,i is also included in the same volume as it has 
invariably been found attached to the Chaupa Siitgh Rahit-niimii. 5 

Piara Singh Padam explains the writing of the Chaupii Siitgh 
Rahit-niima as follows: 
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After Bhai Chaupa Singh, assisted by faithful Sikhs, had prepared the 
first rahit-nama Bhai Sital Singh Bahurupia wrote a fair copy and had 
it approved by the Cum on 7 Jeth S. 1757 [1700 CE]. Chaupa Singh 
himself mentions this.1

; 

The rahit-nania that now appears under the name of Chatapa 
Singh carinot possibly be this version, if in fact any such 
document was evet: ·written. At the same time we should allow 
for the possibility that the extant version may have roots which 
go back to the tilne of Gmu Gobind Singh. The extant version 
was produced between 1740 and 1765, with a date in the 1740s, 
a strong probability (ChS 10). 

Chaupa Singh, the putative author, was a Chhibbar Brahman. 
In its extant form the Chaupa Singh R.ahit-niimii. is a composite 
product comprising two substantial blocks of classical rahit
nama material, interspersed with narrative sections, which 
relate the foundation of the Khalsa, anecdotes concerning the 
enemies of the Gunt, and the turmoil which is to come. Although 
the various injunctions are always addressed to the loyal 
Gm·sikh ('Sikh of the Guna') there is no doubt that it is directed 
at the Khalsa. 'Gtirsikh' is a synonym for 'Khalsa Sikh'. When 
the term is first · introduced it is defined as one who must 
'earnestly study the Rahit' (ChS 57, 149). Who ~ould be likely 
to study the Rahit other than a Sikh of the Khalsa? And every 
Gursikh, we are informed, must receive Khalsa initiation (piihul) 
before his hair has grown to full length. 7 

The stress that the author lays on the kes makes his 
preference clear and it is reinforced by his treatment of the 
sword, of arms generally, of eternal vigilanc~, and of the 
righteousness of fighting for a just cause. Other injunctions 
confirm this. There is, for example, little point for other than 
Khalsa Sikhs in claiming that: using only half a name is worthy 
of a tanaldzii.h ( ChS 408, 105, 181). The reason for the injunc
tion concerns those for whom the omitted portion of the name 
is the word 'Singh', a lapse for which a penance is surely 
legitimate. · 

There are five reasons why this rahit-nama has been regarded 
as hopelessly confused and corrupted. 

1. The extant text is a conflation of at least three different 
sources. It cannot be the work of a single author. 
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2. There are doctrinal reasons against accepting the work of 
a Brahman, particularly as in one of the rahit-nama sections it 
is stated: 

Any Gursikh who is a Brahman should receive twice the service [and 
consideration that other Sikhs receive. He who renders such service] 
shall earn a double reward ( CllS 24, 60, 151; sec also 120, 167, 622, 
pp. 72, 80-1, 127, 160, 168, 197-8). 

Any Sikh of today would find this instruction intolerable. 

3. The rahit-nama relates, as if it were authentic, the noto
rious story of how Gunt Gobind Singh was persuaded to seek 
the blessings of Mata Devi (the goddess Durga) by celebrating 
the traditional fire ritual ( ChS 205-35, 86fT, 172-3). The Puranic 
cosmology introduced near the end presumably falls under the 
same condemnation (ChS 615-40, 125-30, 196-200). 

4. The unctuous references to Chhibbar Brahmans, which 
occur in two of the narrative portions are plainly intended to 
serve a family purpose.8 This would not be appreciated by many 
of the rahit-nama's readers. 

5. The language of the rahit-nama has been tentatively held 
to be later than the usage current during the time of Gmu 
Gobind Singh (PSP 4la). 

These reasons may explain the unpopularity of the ChaufJii 
Siitgh Rahit-niimii, but they should not conceal its considerable 
significance. Its length, its detail, its date, and its circum
stances as a product of the Chhibbar family make it an 
extremely valuable document. The details of its rahit-nama 
contents may be summarized as follows. n 

The Khalsa 
The Chaupa Sin,gh Rahit-namli favours a wider Sikh understand
ing rather than the distinctively Khalsa mode. It addresses its 
injunctions to the loyal Gursikh rather than to a specifically 
Khalsa Sikh, and in its first item it notes that these directions 
are for a Sikh who is 'either a Kes-dhari or a Sahaj-dhari'. It 
is t1ue that there is an apparent ambivalence in the rahit-nama 
as a whole, with its author sometimes favouring the Kes-dhari 
and explicitly placing the Sahaj-dhari outside the Khalsa Panth. 
This is explained by the author's valid understanding of the 
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Sahaj-dhari as outside the Khalsa Panth but not outside the 
wider Sikh Panth. It is not a prominent feature of the rahit-nama, 
which generally includes the wider Sikh Panth within its range. 10 

The one exception is the kes. This receives very considerable 
attention and clearly shows that the author adamantly favoured 
its retention by all Sikhs. 

. Character and Behaviour 
General 

A Gursikh tnust be benevolent and sympathetic, fair and 
ilnpartial, patient and forgiving, compassionate, generous, and 
wholly trustworthy. He should never be proud, arrogant, or 
deceitful. Anger is particularly polluting. A Gursikh should 
associate with others of exemplary character in order that he 
n1ay assimiJate their qualities of love, ttust, piety, and wisdom. 
He should never associate with the perverse. The qualities 
which accompany the faithful Gursikh at death are cmnpassion, 
charity, austerities, devotion, continence, truth, humility, his 
faith as a Sikh, service to the Gun1, and service to others. [34-5, 
39, 40, 88, 104, 120-1. 123, 153, 189, 270-3, 465, 471] 

Doctrine 
The ten Gurus must be recognized as ten incarnations of the 
one eternal Gunt. The Gursikh should praise and glorify the 
Guru, and should obey his commands. He should show respect 
to descendants of the Gmus, places associated with the Gunts,
all who serve the Gunts, and the Gunts' wlitings. [107, 125, 
448-9, 502, 534) 

Devotion 
Every Gursikh should know the Guru's mantra (guramantar) and 
should learn japufi by heart. He should recite the Gmu' s mantra 
and ]apuji every day. Every day he should read or hear the Guru's 
Word, he should metnorize portions of it, and should regularly 
meditate on it. He should regularly repeat 'Praise to the Guru!' 
(viih gurrt). [87, 126, 142, 149, 337, 504, 535] 

Daily discipline 

During the last watch of the night, a Gursikh, whether a Kes
dhari or a Sahaj-dhari, should tise and bathe, or at least wash 
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his hands and feet, and rinse his mouth (panj isanan). He should 
then recite japuji five times, toge.ther with any other scriptural 
passages which he may know by heart, and he should conclude 
with Ardas. Next he should proceed to the dharamsala where 
he should 1nake an offering, bow his forehead to the ground, and 
join his fellow Sikhs in praise to the Guru. He should then 
proceed to his daily labours. At dusk he should participate in 
Sodar Rahiriis, preferably in a dharamsala. but otherwise at his 
home. After his evening meal, he should join his fellow Sikhs 
at worship in the dharamsala. Before sleeping he should 
perform kirtan. [1-2, 3, 120] 

Dress and outward appearance 

CLOTHING 

A Kes-dhari Sikh is not permitted to wear either a topi or a loin
cloth. Presumably only a Sahaj-dhari Sikh may wear these. A 
Gursikh's tunic must be fastened at the front, not at the side, 
and he should never wear re~ garments. A Gursikh should never 
sleep naked. He should have on a kachh at least and should also 
wear a turban. 11 [191, 291-2, 380, 477-8] 

HAIR AND KES 

The Gursikh must always protect the dignity of his kes and thus 
preserve the honour of his Sikh faith. The kes is the outward 
symbol of the inward faith of the Sikh. It is the seal of the Guru, 
the visible sign of loyalty to his teachings. The hair of a Kes
dhari Sikh must be left uncut ti·om birth. His kes, f~tcial hair, 
body hair, and pubic hair must all remain uncut. A Sahaj-dhari 
Sikh may re1nove his body hair with scissors, but he must not 
touch his beard or (if living as a family man) his pubic hair. 
The Gursikh should cmnb his kes twice a day and wash it in 
whey (though not whey from sheep's milk). It should never be 
touched with dirty hands, and it must be protected from insect 
infestation. The kes may not be washed with soap or salt-earth 
detergent. The hair of the kes should never be vigorously 
winnowed with one's hands when drying it after washing. It must 
never be left tangled and it must never be dyed. White hairs 
must not be plucked from the kes. The hair of the beard must 
not be nibbled with one's teeth, nor should it be trimmed with 
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scissors or plucked with tweezers. The kes tnust be kept 
covered when out walking, sitting in a bazaar, travelling, or 
eating. The kes must never be allowed to hang loose in the 
presence of women. An adult male Sikh must not permit women 
to pick insects out of his kes. Always use terms of respect when 
referring to one's kes. Never ca11 it 'hair' (viil). After washing 
the kes speak of 'refreshing' it, not 'drying' it. [53-4, 61. 80, 92, 
145, 287, 295, 335-6, 346-7, 360, 390, 411, 473, 482, 510, 
518-22, 524-8] 

The l·u-rban 

A turban must be freshly tied each tilne it is put on. It should 
not be re1noved when eating or sleeping. A Gm·sikh must never 
tug another Sikh's turban, nor knock it from his head. If his own 
turban falls to the ground he must apologize. A Kes-dhari Sikh 
must never use a waist-cloth.as a turban. [191, 297, 312-13, 323, 
334, 4 78, 542] 

Bathing 

A Gursikh should never bathe at a dhobi ghat, never bathe 
naked, and never pour strained water on his head. He should 
always wear a kachh and should bathe after sexual intercourse. 
(5, 19, 119, 148, 340, 368] 

Personal hygitme 

After urinating a Gursikh must wash his h~.nds. He should never 
defecate in a field of grain or beside water, and he should not 
speak dming the operation. After defecating he should use earth 
to cleanse himself, employing only his left hand in the process. 
He should then wash his hands and feet, and rinse his tnouth. 
Merely washing his hands is not sufficient. (1 05-6, 333, 466, 
475-6, 540] 

The hoolwh 

A Gursikh should not work for a Muslitn if he is required to take 
poisonous substances, 12 nor should he sit beside anyone who 
does so. No smoker of the hookah should be e1nployed as a cook 
by a Sikh. nor permitted to prepare karah prasad. [80, 84, 432, 
438] 
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Fa:mil:y resjJonsibilities 
A Gursikh should instruct his family in the Gunt' s teaching 
(guramatz) and the duties which these teachings require. Par
ents n1ust be cared for, and they should also be obeyed, 
provided that they are themselves obedient to the Guru. Any 
Gursikh who possesses the means should make provision for 
wife and fmnily in the event of his death. As he approaches old 
age he should transfer his responsibilities to his offspring and 
increasingly devote himself to attending the satsang. A Gursikh 
must never kill a female baby. He tnust have no dealings with 
anyone who has committed this unpardonable offence. [12, 80, 
122, 359, 371, 42~ 428, 54~ 

Sexual mo·rality 
A married Sikh may have intercourse with his wife only between 
9 p.tn. and 3 a.m. If he has sexual intercourse during the night 
he must bathe completely when he· arises. A Gursikh 1nay not 
stare at another's wife, nor should he have intercourse with her. 
Adultery is forbidden. Intercourse with a Muslim prostitute is 
strictly forbidden. [4, 5, 11, 102 368, 370, 396) 

Speech and m.anner of address 
A Gursikh should never speak offensively, nor should he use 
bitter words that may cause distress. He should always speak 
with kindness and affection. [119, 121] · 

Illness and need 
Ardas may be said on behalf of a Sikh who is ill. If this is done, 
he must serve a thanksgiving meal when he recovers. In times 
of need or distress a Gursikh should arise during the last watch 
of the night, repeat .Japuj'i five times, and proceed to the 
dharamsala. There he sh.oulcl offer petition to the Guru and 
service to the sangat. The Gmu will grant hiln the peace which 
he needs. He tnust accept without cmnplaint whatever response 
the Satguru may make to his petition. [25, 489, 536) 

Cha·rity 
Every Gursikh should regard a pauper's mouth as the Gunt's 
alms-box. If a Gursikh encounters a needy Sikh he should 
provide him with shelter. If possible he should have his clothes 
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washed, enable him to wash his hair, and seiVe hitn food. From 
the proceeds of his labours· every Gursikh should set aside a 
tenth part for the Guru. The Gunt's portion should be taken from 
each heap of winnowed grain. This offering should be used to 
feed other Sikhs in the Curia's name, particularly those who are 
poor. Ardas offerings are to be made to a person duly authorized 
by the sangat. This person must dispense the collection honestly 
and must not conceal it for his own future use. A portion of the 
Ardas offetings may be given to descendants of the Gunas, but 
they must not pass any of it on to Muslim authorities. [23, 48, 
101, 364-7, 392) 

Oaths and vows 

A Gursikh should never require another Sikh to swear a false 
oath, nor should he himself swear an oat~1 which harms an 
honourable man. If a Gursikh vows to donate anything in return 
for the granting of a favour he must honour his prmnise in full, 
withholding nothing. [56, 451-2] 

Crimes and misdl."11leanours 

A Gursikh should nev~r commit theft or adultery, nor shoulq he 
gmuble. He should not drink intoxicating liquor. A Gm·sikh 
should not sing worldly songs, nor should he dance. At weddings 
he should not listen to lewd songs nor watch vulgar dancing. 
[7, 102, 127, 128, 345, 405] 

Social Behaviour Within the Panth 
Relationships with other Sillhs 

A Gursikh should regard all fellow Sikhs as members of the 
Guru's fmnily and thus as his own relatives. He should serve all 
Sikhs with love and affection and never cause grief or distress 
to any of them. He should never look with evil intent on any of 
then1, never betray their trust, and never obstruct their legitimate 
activity. The first-fruits of each haiVest should be eaten by an
other Sikh. [22, 39, 59,72-3, 76,78-9,94,319, 446,469,484,531] 

Courtesy in speech and behaviour 

A Gursikh should never criticize another Sikh nor quarrel with 
him. He must not abuse him, ridicule him. speak sarcastically 
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to him, or address obscenities to him. Descendants of the Gmus 
should be treated With particular respect. Never insult another 
Sikh by making tude gestures, pulling his turban, knocking off 
his turban, pulling the hair of his kes, or grasping his beard. Do 
not be discomteous to poor Sikhs. A Gursikh should not keep 
a poor Sikh waiting while he finishes his meal. Do not address 
another Sikh by only half his name. Always attend a fellow Sikh's 
funeral if possible. When drawing water fi·om a well, always 
serve it to any Sikh who requests a drink. Never refuse an 
invitation thrice to dine with another Sikh, and never awaken a 
sleeping Sikh by kicking him. [18, 57, 107, 304, 309-15, 358, 
408, 4I2-13, 415, 417, 447, 454, 495, 514, 530] 

Assistance in times of need 

Gursikhs should help fellow Sikhs who are in need. Assistance 
should always be given to a Sikh who requests in the Guru's 
name. They should warn a fellow Sikh if they perceive that his 
business affairs are at risk and should assist him when he is 
afflicted by financial need. Shelter should always be given to a 
Sikh traveller who is in need. Always aid a wounded, disabled, 
or exhausted Sikh on the battlefield. (25-7, 135-6, 357, 4I8, 421, 
486, 5I5] 

l-1 osjJitality 

A Gursikh must share his food with other Sikhs. Whenever he 
eats he should invite another Sikh to join him. Any Sikh who 
visits his house must be fed as generously as circumstances 
permit. A Gursikh should not eat good food himself while 
serving inferior food to another Sikh. Poor Sikhs should be 
invited .to dine, not merely those who are regarded as respect
able. A Gursikh should not take possession of a bed if it means 
that other Sikhs must sleep on the floor. If a visiting Sikh wishes 
to wash his hair he should be ·supplied with whey if any i~. 

available. The clothes of a poor Sikh staying in the house should 
be washed. [2, 63, Ill, 316,352,354-5,358,391,393,404, 423) 

Business dealings 

Gursikhs should have business dealings only with other Sikhs. 
H<>nest Sikhs should be pennitted to conduct their business 
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without interference. If two Sikhs are involved in a business 
dispute they 1nust effect a recm~ciliation by nightfall. A Sikh who 
has suffered a loss in trading should not be required to repay 
outstanding debts in full. A Gursikh should never take a bribe. 
Never dismiss a Sikh servant and then employ a non-Sikh in his 
place. Always pay a Sikh se1vant the wages that are his due. [17, 
55, 444-5, 456, 459, 464, 481] 

Treatment of women 

A Gursikh should never tntst a wmnan, neither his own nor 
another's. Never entrust a secret to them. Regard them as the 
embodiment of deceit. Never keep company with women belong
ing to another man's family. Never touch the feet of any woman 
other than one's own mother. Never eat food left by a woman. 
Never curse a respectable woman nor use weapons against any 
of the1n. [100, 192, 341, 342-3, 443] 

Di~jJules between Sihhs 

No Sikh should assault another Sikh, nor should he provoke 
disagreement between Sikhs. Any Sikh who deliberately has 
another Sikh imprisoned, plundered, or killed should be cmn
pletely ostracized. He who kills another Sikh will go to hell. If 
two Sikhs are fighting, they must immediately desist when so 
cmnmanded by another Sikh. Disputes between Sikhs must be 
settled within the Panth. They should not be taken to a magis
trate unless the 1nagistrate is a Sikh. [79, 319, 350, 459-60, 462, 
470, 532] 

"fanahhiihs specified 

In the case of the Chaupa Singh Rahit-namii these are too 
numerous to mention. See items 286-549 in the translation of 
the Chaupa Singh Rahit-niima ( Chs 176-88). 

The Sangat 
The satsang 

A Gm·sikh should regularly join with other Sikhs to hear the 
sacred scriptures sung and expounded. Four blessings are con
felTed when Sikhs gather. The scdptures are read and sung; the 
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deeper issues of the Sikh faith are explored; a better under
standing of the Rahit is acquired; and each Sikh is encouraged 
to give ahns according to his means. A Gursikh may participate 
only in a Sikh satsang. In it one may only read passages from 
Sikh scripture and sing Sikh kirtan. All must sit in lines without 
reference to status. The only exceptions ai-e descendants of the 
Gurus 13 and those who are leading the singing. They should be 
given seats at the front of the gathering. Every Gursikh should 
learn hmnility by placing in rows the shoes of those attending 
a satsang. Women 1nay meet in a separate satsang. Do not 
dispute the verdict or consensus of a satsang. [96-8, 117-18, 
123, 277, 289, 302, 345, 480, 539] 

The dharamsala 

Every village or locality with Gursikh homes should maintain a 
dhara1nsala dedicated to the Gmu, where the sangat should 
regularly gather. This building should include facilities for 
Sikhs who may need a place to stay. There must be free access 
to it. No Sikh should be prevented from entering. A Sikh of 
the village tnust visit it n!gularly, taking an offering and bowing 
his forehead to the ground. If a Sikh passes a dharamsala 
while the scriptures are being read or kirtan sung he should 
enter and bow his forehead to the ground. He should not talk 
during kirtan, the reading of scripture, or a religious discourse. 
Rahiras should be sung in dharamsalas each evening at dusk. 
At its conclusion the officiating Sikh should address those 
assembled there with the cry Viihi guril }i ld Jate[h] ('Hail the 
Guru's victory!'). Every Sikhni should daily contribute a handful 
of flour to the dharamsala kitchen. [1, 3, 133, 144, 388, 416, 494, 
498, 501, 529, 561) 

The dharamsalia 

The person placed in charge of a dharamsala (the dharamsalia) 
should possess all virtues and·be a careful observer of the Rahit. 
The conduct of divine worship and rituals is his duty. He should 
inst1uct the Sikh boys ofhis locality in the contents of the Grantl1 
Sahib, teaching them its hymns and how to sing kirtan. The 

· Sikhs of each locality should support their dharamsalia. He 
should receive a portion of the offerings made in the dharamsala, 
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though not frmn descendants of the Gurus. A dharamsalia 
should remain celibate and should never steal. (32-3, 69-72] 

The Granth Sahib 
Preparation and care of the sacred volume 

Any Gursikh who is able to copy the Granth Sahib should 
prepare a volmne and present it to his sangat. He should ask 
nothing for this service, but may accept anything which is 
offered. The sacred volmne must never be kept in a demeaning 
place. It must always be given a place of honour. A lectern, 
wrapping-cloth, and whisk should be provided. When in the 
presence of the Granth Sahib never turn your back on it. (16, 
64, 68, 383, 434, 493) 

Reading the Granth Sahib 

The Granth Sahib is to be revered as the Guru. Every Gursikh 
should re!,Ttllarly read or hear it and meditate on its meaning. 
Before touching the sacred volume a Gursikh must wash his 
hands. Before reading it he must bathe, or at least wash both 
hands and feet and rinse his mouth. While reading it he must 
never sit on a stool or string-bed which is higher than the sacred 
volume itself, and he should not rest his forehead on his hand. 
Do not interrupt a Sikh who is reading or expounding the Grantl1 
Sahib. Respectfully announce when a reading is complete and 
touch the floor with your forehead. Do not use a piece of straw 
as a book-mark, and do not read the Grantl1 Sahib when naked. 
If a copy of the Granth Sahib is kept in a. private house it must 
be regularly read by the owner of the house or by smneone else 
appointed for the purpose. A woman should not read the Grantl1 
Sahib in any Sikh assembly. [126, 131, 138-9, 339, 435, 437, 
450, 467, 483, 492, 508-9, 538] 

CmnjJlete readings 

When a Gursikh concludes a reading of the Grantl1 Sahib he 
should read the scribe's ink fonnula, repeat japuji, and end the 
entire reading with its terminal shalok. The complete Granth 
Sahib should be read following the death of a Sikh. This should 
be spread over as many days as his family can afford to provide 
hospitality for mourners.l4 (45, 141) 
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Rituals 
Post-natal 

The newborn son of Gursikh should not be publicly displayed 
until he has been given an initiatory drink of water which has 
been sweetened with raw sugar and touched by the feet of five 
Sikhs. If the child is to be brought up a Kes-dhari his hair should 
be left uncut from birth. He should be given a name from the 
Granth Sahib and after the cere1nony he should be bathed in 
whey. 15 [60-1] 

Marriage 

Marriage should be in accordance with caste and lineage 
prescriptions. A marriage should be performed at the house 
of the bride's father, to which the bridegroom should be 
escorted by a marriage-party. A Gursikh should not demand a 
bride-price. A Kes-dhari's son may be married to the daughter 
of a father with cut hair ( rnonii) if she receives foot-wash 
initiation ( charanlin di piihu{). He should not marry his daughter 
to a Sahaj-dhari Sikh unless the prospective bridegroom 
undergoes initiation. This is performed with sweetened water 
that has been used to wash a Granth Sahib lectern. Five stanzas 
of JajJuji and five of A nand are recited and the couple then 
drink the water. If the bridegroom has previously worn a 
sacred thread he may continue to do so during the wedding 
ceremony, but he should subsequently remove it. [11, 13-16, 
21, 503] . 

Initiation 

A Gm·sikh should receive initiation (piihul) before his hair has 
grown to its full length. It is a father's duty to have his son 
initiated. 16 The procedure for conducting an initiation ritual is 
set out in detail (see pp. 196-8). He who accepts initiation is 
required to keep his kes uncut. Any Sikh who adtninisters 
initiation must be devout, wise, and scrupulous in his observance 
of the Rahit. He should not be one-eyed, bald, lame, or a leper, 
nor should he be a beardless person. Sword baptism (l'haruJ,e 
di piihu{) should not be administered to a woman. [88, 90-1, 122, 
178-83, 375, 506) 
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Funerals 

The head of a deceased Gursikh tnust not be shaved, not even 
that of a Sahaj-dhari. Kirtan should be sung and charitable 
offerings distributed. There should be no public lamentation. 
Karah prasad is distributed after the corpse has been washed. 
Katha and kirtan should continue for as many days as the fmnily 
of the deceased ·can afford. The mourners should all be Sikhs. 
Spread a cmnplete reading of the Granth Sahib over this period. 
After the funeral the ashes of the deceased should be deposited 
in the Ganga. On the anniversary of a father's death hold a 
shraddh ceretnony. (45-6] 

Karah prasad 

The preparation of karah prasad must not be entrusted to 
anyone who cuts his hair or smokes a hookah, nor to any other 
transgressor of the Rahit. Before it is prepared the cooking
square must be freshly smeared and clean clothes put on. 
Anand should be recited before commencing the preparation. 
Karah prasad should not be weighed after it has been prepared. 
Before it is distributed, recite Ardas. Karah prasad should be 
disuibuted to all without favouritism or discri1nination. A 
Gursikh should never set aside his own portion before serving 
others. [288, 290, 294, 296, 305, 376-7, 430-3, 440] 

The Preparation and Consumption of Food 

The prejJaration of food 

The Sikh who can afford a cook should employ only a Sikh. He 
tnust never employ anyone who smokes a hookah, wears a topi, 
cuts his hair, steals, fornicat-es, gambles, or otherwise flouts the 
Rahit. Shoes must never be worn in a kitchen. Hands must be 
washed before kneading dough and finger-nails should not be 

_ pennitted to grow long. Remain silent while preparing a meal. 
Burn wood when cooking, not dung. If wood is insufficient burn 
equal parts of wood and dung. (84, 86, I 05, 298] 

Eating and drinhing 

A Gursikh should wash his hands and feet, rinse his tnouth, and 
say 'Sat niim viihi guru' before eating. Before commencing he 
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should also put aside a portion as an offering to the Guru. Take 
care not to begin to eat before a guest does so. Sikhs should 
sit in a single line when eating together. Before eating a Gursikh 
should remove his shoes, but not his turban. Do not talk while 
eating and do not stand up if anyone arrives during the meal. 
When others are present do not eat carelessly, spitting out 
particles of food. Eat no more than is necessary to satisfy your 
hunger. A Gursikh is strictly forbidden to eat meat killed 
according to Muslim rites. If possible he should also avoid 
drinking water ti·mn a leathei" bag. He should certainly never 
drink water served by a Muslim. A cup received from someone 
who cuts his hair must be washed before it is used. A Gursikh 
will never give others food that he has already tasted. He will 
never eat food left by a woman. (8, 10, 42, 52, 104, 119-20, 299, 
301, 342, 372, 399, 521, 542] 

Weapons and Warfare 
The obligation to bear and revere arms 

A Gursikh should carry weapons, both large and small. He 
should always have at least one weapon on his person. A Gursikh 
should revere and worship his sword ( siri sahib). Worship is due 
first to the Guru and secondly to the sword. The right to tule 
is won and sustained by the sword. Arms should only be used, 
however, when there is good cause for so doing. [41, 146, 188, 
196, 250, 279, 322, 332] 

Th.e .fighting Singh's eqttijJment 

A Singh should regularly practise the use of his weapons to 
ensure that he maintains and ilnproves his skill. A Singh should 
wear a kachh made from strong cloth, not a flimsy article which 
wiJI fail to serve its purpose. A weapon should never be left 
uncleaned. [189, 193-4, 197] 

The need for vigilance 

A Singh should never keep his sword on his person while defecat
ing. Place it some distance away to ensure that it is not defiled, 
or else ·enttust it to another Singh who will keep watch for him. 
He must remain ever alert, even when sitting and thinking or 
when defecating. He will always remain ready to spring into 
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action with his sword. He should always sleep prepared, clothed 
and wearing a turban. His sword should never be carried behind 
his back nor slung over the shoulder with the hilt behind the 
shoulder. Never ent1ust your sword to a Muslim while you walk 
ahead. A Singh should don his kachh as soon as he has bathed, 
regardless of whether it is wet or dry. (189, 191, 195, 198, 204, 
328-31] 

'The baUlejield 

A Singh should never turn his back in battle. Always aid a 
wounded, disabled, or exhausted Sikh on the battlefield. Always 
have a slain Sikh cremated on the battlefield if possible. [190, 
418, 420] 

Caste 
Persona~ relationships amongst Sikhs should be based on the 
belief that there is only one caste and only one lineage for those 
who are followers of the one true Guru. Sikhs should, however, 
observe the distinctive customs of their various castes, and they 
should 1narry according to the traditional prescriptions of caste 
and lineage. This they should do in order that no stigma may 
attach to their name. Sikh man;ages should be performed by 
Brahmans. Brahman Sikhs should receive double the deference 
and attention normally bestowed on a Sikh. In the langar, 
however, Brahmans should not be seated in front of others. All 
should be required to sit in the same line and Brahmans should 
not necessarily be served first. Jll, 24, 79, 120-1, 499] 

Women's Duties 
Personal behaviou-r 

A Gursikhni should maintain a dutiful and placid disposition as 
a wife. She should regard her husband as her lord, serving him 
better food than other members of the family and instructing 
him in the principles of the Sikh faith. A Gursikhni should never 
abuse or berate a man, nor should she fight with one. She should 
spurn ridicule, mockery, vulgar jokes, and obscene language. 
She should not sing coarse songs at weddings or at any other 
times. The songs which she sings should always be chaste and 
wholesome. A Gursikhni should not bathe naked, nor should sl)e 
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stand naked in water and cast it towards the sun. [550, 552, 554, 
556-8, 565, 567] 

Coo/ling and seroing food 

A Gursikhni should wash and cleanse herself with fi·esh earth 
before preparing or serving food. To avoid pollution a Gursikhni 
should observe the following tules while· preparing food: 

1. She should not spea~. 

2. If she clears her nose or scratches her body she should 
wash her hands before proceeding. 

3. S1nall children should be kept out of her cooking area. [551, 
562-3] 

Women's prayer and devotions 

Before reciting the Guna's mantra a Gursikhni should bathe, or 
at least wash her hands and feet and •;nse her mouth. She 
should visit the dharamsala twice daily; she should keep her 
head covered in a satsang; and she should learn portions of the 
sacred scripture by heart. She should not read the Granth Sahib 
in a Sikh asse1nbly. A Gursikhni should spin cotton, and with 
it weave cloth to be used as a wrapping ( rumiil) for the Grantl1 
Sahib or as a covering for the dharamsala floor. She should not 
otTer prayers at tombs or cenotaphs. Sword baptism is not to 
be administered to women. [506, 538, 553, 559-60, 566] 

Social relationshijJs 

A Gursikhni should not keep the company of men other than 
those of her own family. She should not sit with malicious 
women, exchanging gossip with them. Social contacts with 
women belonging to the Five Reprobate Groups (panj mel) are 
to be avoided. [555, 564] 

Travel and Pilgrimage 
Visiting a pilgrimage centre does not free a Gursikh from 
obedience to the Rahit. If he decides to go on 'pilgrimage, he 
should visit only places associated with the Gurus. Before 
con1mencing any journey, he should offer Ardas to the Guru and 
ask for his protection. When he returns he should proceed to 
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his dharamsala as soon as possible and make his thanksgiving. 
When on pilgdmage he should not accept support from offer
ings made by others if this can be avoided. He should himself 
make offerings in order that others may be feel. Any Gm·sikh 
traveller iu need should receive assistance from local Sikhs 
regardless of his capacity to pay. [108-9, 111-12, 121, 135, 537] 

False Teachers and Enemies of the Gunt 
A Gursikh should have no dealings with any of the Five Repro
bate Groups, viz. (1) Minas. (2) The followers of Ratn Rai. (3) 
The followers of Dhir Mal. (4) The masands. (5) Those who 
acknowledge the authority of the masands. A Gursikh should not 
associate with any of the following, nor should he accept their 
teachings: (1) A Muslim (turak). (2) A yogi. (3) Anyone who 
does not wear a turban. (4) One who shaves his head (sir
khuthii). (5) A mendicant who mats his hair. (6) A naked sadhu 
who coats himself with ashes. (7) A person who wears a topi. 
(8) Anyone who anogantly assumes spiritual authority. A Gursikh 
should never patronize nor protect apostates, delinquents, 
impostors, cheats, thieves, adulterers, or gamblers. [6, 31, 83, 
12I, 186-8, 546-7] 

Attitude towards Muslims 
Never associate with a Musliln nor tnast his word. Never drink 
water from a Muslim's hands, never eat his food, and never 
sleep in his company. Do not be influenced by anything a Muslim 
may say. Muslims have no respect for the religious obligations 
of caste and the cow. A Gursikh should not enter a Muslim 
mosque nor accept the authority of a mullah or a qazi. Never 
touch a Musliln woman. Never eat meat from animals killed 
according to the Muslim rite {ltutthii). Do tiot distribute or eat 
karah prasad in the company of Muslims. Never eat sweets or 
any other food offered as an oblation by a Muslim official. 
Religious discourse should not be held with Muslims. A Gursikh 
should never delegate the management of his household affairs 
to a Muslim. He should never entrust his sword to a Muslim and 
then walk on ahead. Never invite a Muslim to recite the Kalhna 
nor attend the 1nourning ceremony for a deceased Muslim. 
A Gm·sikh should never reverently place on his kes anything 
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inscribed in Arabic. Gursikhs who are etnployed by a Turkish 
administration may be forgiven any unavoidable transgressions 
which may result from their employment, except for the follow
ing three offences that can never be pardoned: ( 1) Killing a 
daughter. (2) Cutting of one's hair or beard. (3) Taking poison
ous substances (i.e. smoking a hookah). Never touch a Mughal's 
feet nor eat food which he leaves. The command of the Gunt 
is, 'Fight the barbarians! Destroy them all!' (10, 31, 80, 120-1, 
137, 330, 372, 384-6, 407, 436, 441-2, 444-6, 472, 541) 

Hindu Conventions 
A Gursikh must not wear either a sacred thread or a frontal 
tnark. He must never offer prayers at any tomb, cenotaph, or 
sacred pool, nor at a shrine dedicated to Gugga Pir. He should 
not worship at the shrines of deceased Hindus and he should 
not enter a Hindu temple. Sikh marriages should be. performed 
by Brahmans. Brahman Sikhs should receive double the defer
ence and attention normally bestowed on a Sikh. The ashes of 
·a deceased Sikh should be deposited in the Ganga. On the 
anniversai-y of a father's death, a shraddh ceretnony should be 
held. (20, 24, 45-6, 120, 137, 387, 406) 

Belief in the Goddess Devi 
The Devi receives abundant attention in the ChaujJa Singh Rahit
niima. It cmnes in the lengthy narrative descliption of the suc
cessful fire ceremony, held on the hill called Naina Devi. [205-35) 

Salutations 
A Gursikh should never fail to respond when greeted by the 
salutation 'Viihi p;u1·ii:ii ki fate[h]!' ('Hail the Gum's victory!'). 
Each morning a Gursikh should greet the sun with a 'Nmnaste' 
and his fellow Sikhs with the salutation 'Viihi gun.iji ki Jate[hj!'. 
\t\7hen the new moon appears a Gursikh should salute it with a 
'Namaste' and his fellow Sikhs with 'Viihigu:rftji kifate[h}!' [150-1, 
363, 516) 

The Gurmukhi Script 
A Gursikh should never tread on any paper inscribed with 
Gurmukhi, nor use such paper as a wrapping. He should show 
respect for the letters of the Gurmukhi alphabet. Never speak 
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of 'drying' a slate after washing Gurmukhi characters frmn it. 
(147, 511] . 

Miscellaneous 
Sund-ry prohibitions 

I . 

Never 1nisdirect a Sikh who asks the way. A Gursikh should 1iot 
rub gmn-tragacanth or henna on his hands, nor apply black 
collyrium to his eyes. [382, 419, 490, 513] 

Miscellaneous injunctions 

Take care never to drop a knife (lwrad) when it is being passed 
frmn one person to another. A tree should not be cut down while 
it is still able to bear fruit. A lmnp should be extinguished by 
waving a fan or piece of cloth. It should not be blown out by 
human breath nor snuffed with the fingers: Do not extinguish a 
fire with water'left over after drinking. Do not throw a stone at 
a dog without good reason. [324, 491, 505, 523, 543] 

This is a substantial state1nent of what the Rahit was believed 
to contain. It is. tnte that it represents the views of the Chhib}?ar 
fatnily, and it is. also tnte that it may have been corrupted to 
some extent. Little importance needs to be attached to the latter 
possibility. A manuscript copied inS. 1821 (1765 CE), is suf
ficiently early to 1nake corruption unlikely (see p. 13). More 
hnportance should perhaps be attached to the rahit-nmna's 
Chhibbar origins. Yet barring the few items that communicate 
privilege to Brahman Sikhs there is little reason for believing 
that it had strayed far from the orthodox Khalsa path. The stan
dard Khalsa precepts have all been written into the rahit-nmna, 
and although the author may somethnes have addressed it to 
all Sikhs there can be no doubt that his injunctions are over
whelmingly directed to the Khalsa. Certain features stand out. 

1. The author takes into account the whole of life. Detailed 
prescriptions are enunciated that cover virtually every aspect of 
a Sikh's life, with sum1nary listings of qualities to be upheld and 
evils to be spurned. In this respect the rahit-nama is in marked 
contrast with its predecessors (though not with its successors). 

2. In spite of its length the rahit-nama contains little doctrinal 
1naterial. The emphasis is on behaviour rather than on belief. 
The general attitude is a rather puritanical one. 
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3. Considerable stress is laid upon the maintenance of the 
kes and care of the hair. 

4. Likewise the use of arms and the practice of warfare 
receive close attention. 

5. Smoking still means use of a hookah. A cook and anyone 
responsible for preparing karah prasad must not be a hulwi. A 
Gursikh should not work for a Muslim if he is required to join 
in smoking a hookah. . 

6. A lengthy list of offences against the Rahit ( tanakhiih) is 
given. No penances are prescribed. 

7. Like the Tanahhiih-nama the author attaches considerable 
importance to the san gat, going into detail concerning the 
dharamsala and the duties of the person in charge of one. 

8. A detailed initiation ceremony is provided. 

9. Hindu conventions are retained to smne extent. At funerals 
the head of a deceased Sikh must not be shaved (thereby 
agreeing with Cur Sobhli), but the ashes of a deceased should 
be deposited in the Ganga and on the anniversary of a father's 
death a shraddh ceremony should be held. Reverence for the 
cow is upheld ( ChS 10, 59, 150). 

10. Caste and lineage distinctions are maintained. 

11. Although the Chaupa Singh Rahit-niimii is unique in 
allocating a lengthy section to the duties of fe1nale me1nbers of 
the Khalsa, the author staunchly upholds patriarchy. In this 
regard he agrees at 1nuch greater length with the author of SiiJdti 
Rahit ki. Women are the embodiment of deceit and one should 
not entlust a secret to them. Initiation can never be conferred 
on women. A Khalsa has important duties to perform for his son 
(such as preparing him for initiation), but arranging a suitable 
marriage is the only one that he has for his daughter. 

12. The Five Reprobate Groups are all named. Eight other 
kinds of people to be avoided are separately named. 

13. Muslims are subjected to an extensive panoply of con
demnation, culminating in a quotation from the Dasam Grantl1: 
'Fight the barbarians! Destroy them all!' 17 It appears that Sikhs 
and Muslin1s uneasily co-existed in the Punjab of the time, but 
there was no doubt about the Khalsa opinion of Muslims. The 
third of the three items which, in an altered form, sti11 survives 
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in the 1nodern Rahit makes its appearance. This is the ban on 
touching Muslhn woman (see ch. 7.15, pp. 224-5). 

14. The author firmly believes the account of Gunt Gobind 
Singh's encounter with the goddess Devi or Durga. 

The Clzaupa Siitgh Rahit-nama supplies a substantial array of 
Rahit provisions. It has been argued that in spite of its Brahman 
provenance the rahit-nama is generally orthodox. The fact that 
it is securely located. in the 1niddle years of the eighteenth 
century means that a comprehensive view of the Rahit has 
e1nerged at a relatively early date. 

4.5 Desa Singh Rahit-nama 

This rahit-nama purports to be a lengthy question-and-answer 
conversation between Nand Lal and Gun.1 Gobind Singh, fol
lowed by an account by the elderly Desa Singh of a vision that 
he had of the Guru. In this vision Guru Gobind Singh assured 
Desa Singh that he had wdtten the whole of the Dasam Granth. 
It is by no means certain that the two parts of the rahit-nama 
belong together, their contrasting subjects fitting very imper
fectly. It is, however, the composite version which has come 
down to us, and we n1ust accept it in its present form until 
evidence is produced which enables us to change our view. 
There can be no doubt of course that the reasons for both 
sections are fanciful. We have already seen that the date ofDesa 
Singh's rahit-nama is late eighteenth or early nineteenth century, 
a period which makes it impossible to record a conversation 
between Gunt Gobind Singh and Nand Lal. Similarly the vision 
of Desa Singh must be rejected, as only a small portion at 
most of the Dasam Granth can claim to be the work of the Gun.1. 

According to the Bhatt vahis, Desa Singh was the youngest 
of Bhai Mani Singh's ten sons. 18 This may or may not be true, 
but it 1nakes little difference to the contents of the rahit-nama. 
These may be summarised as follows. 

The Khalsa 
The beru:fits of the Khalsa 

The Khalsa is the Guru 1nade 1nanifest. Faith in the Gunt brings 
firm devotion to a Sikh of the Khalsa. Wealth, renown, peace, 
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a wife, sons, and knowledge are the reward. These are all the 
gifts of the Guru. [22, 57] 

The Rahit 

One recognizes Singhs by their obedience to the Rahit. He who 
takes initiation insincerely and violates the Rahit, earns for 
himself an evil karam. How can anyone who flouts the Rahit earn 
a good reputation merely by maintaining his kes? This splendid 
Rahit deserves the highest praise. Anything opposed to it is 
contrary to the Rahit ( llurahit). The Rahit is the religious duty 
of the Singh and without it none can be regarded as a Singh. 
Without the Rahit there is no access to truth and none can be 
accounted virtuous. Without the Rahit one wanders lost in the 
world, is punished in the divine court, goes to hell, is treated 
as a tanaldliihia, is a demon, and knows no happiness. Therefore 
hold fast to the Rahit. [75-6, 82-9, 121) 

Khalsa virtues 

Always be humble. Never associate with those who are evil. 
Uphold humility, tnte understanding, and dharam. Accept the 
destiny which has been given to you. [51, 53-6] 

Character and Behaviour 
Dor.trine 

The supreme t11.1th lies i~ following the Gmu. Every day utter 
'Praise to the Guru' ( viih gurU.). Repeat the divine Name, give 
alms, and bathe. Never neglect worship (pii.jii). flO, 12, 35, 71] 

The daily discipline 

Rise at daybreak, bathe, and recite japuji and jap. Towards 
evening wash your hands, feet, and mouth. Then put your .comb, 
knife, and turban on again. In the evening recite Sodar. After 
9 P.M. recite [K.irtanj Sohilii. Each day learn a text from either 
Grantl1. [11, 38, 68, 101) 

Dress· and outward appearance 

Always wear your kachh and kirpan. Wash your kes in whey every 
fortnight. Dry it in sunshine. He who shaves his head can never 
find God (hart). A man without his kes is like a bird without 
wings, a sheep without wool, a woman without clothing. Retaining 
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his kes and obeying the Rahit is the supretne glory. [15, 69, 
79-85) 

Bathing and jJersonal hygiene 

Early in the tnorning scnapulously bathe. Then put on your comb, 
knife, and turban. Take a vessel filled with water when you go 
out to defecate. After defecation splash on water and rub with 
earth. Then you tnay put on your weapons. Have your clothing 
washed after 20 days. [66-7, 70] 

The hooltah and other intoxicants 

Keep away fi·om poisonous substances ( bikhaya). Avoid the 
hookah, the tobacco bowl on a hookah, tobacco (tamaku), 
cannabis (charas), hemp (ganja), toddy, and other intoxicating 
things. It is, however, acceptable to take stnall amounts of 
opium or bhang. (25, 30) 

Family ·responsibilities 

Do not attach yourself wholly to your family. Always serve _the 
Guru. Manage income prudently and so provide for your 
household's needs. Keep well away from those who kill their 
daughters. [8, 50, 71] 

Sexual morality 

Sleep only with your own wmnan. Avoid prostitutes. Shun the 
following women: a Musalli, a Dum, a procuress, a loose woman, 
and anyone belonging to a caste different from your own. [14, 
25, 29, 44] 

Speech and manner of address 

He who is fierce on the battlefield will remain calm at home. 
He will be simple of speech, with sweet words, always devoted 
to the Guru. Never utter a frivolous word. [52, 55) 

Charity 

Give gifts as your resources permit. Allocate a tithe of your 
income to the Gmu. [11, 13) 

Crimes and misdemeanours 

Do not tell tales, slander others, or covet their property. Avoid 
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Ius~, anger, pride, rlnmkenness, and covetousness. Do not 
gamble. Do not be greedy for excessive wealth. Do not take 
bribes. A Singh should avoid the following five vices: taking 
another's woman, gambling, speaking untruth, theft, drinking 
alcohol. [8, 14, 25, 44, 51, 54, 64] 

Social Behaviour Within the Panth 
CouTtesy in speech and beha·oiour 

When bidding farewell to someone bestow on him affection or 
money. Always show affection to other Singhs. [42, 43] 

Assistance in times of need 

A Singh who is a rcUa should care for a poor Singh. Give him 
money or a horse. Singhs who are away from honie require 
particular attention. Keep only Singhs as servqnts. [41, 42] 

1-/ osjjitality 

Serve a renunch.dlt Singh. Bathe his feet and give him food. [~5) 

Festivals 

Celebrate the birthdays of a1l the Gurus. On these occasions 
prepare some food, cooking it in an iron bowl, and feed it to 
Khalsa Sikhs. [39] 

Business dealings 

Practise a profession that does not involve violation of the Rahit. 
Agriculture, trade, or handicrafts are all suitable. Work hard 
and earn an honest living. Do not be tempted by stealing or by 
highway robbery. [23, 24] 

Treatmen.t of women. 

Regard another's daughter as your own and treat another's wife 
, as your mother. [13] 

The Sangat 
The satsang 
Never go to worship empty-handed. Give what you can afford 
when otlering Ardas. [40] 
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The dharamsala 

Offerings made in a dharamsala should not be used by the 
attendant for his own private purposes. He should take from 
the1n enough to live. The remainder should be used for feeding 
visitors and for the maintenance of the gurdwara. He should 
never keep the1n for spending on his wife and children. [72-4] 

The Guru Granth Sahib 

Every day, show your love for the sacred bii1J,i. When a passage 
is being read from the Granth, or God (han). is being pro
claimed, concentrate your attention closely. [8, 27] 

Rituals 
Marriage 

Man1' a girl fron1 your own caste. [28] 

Initiation 

Ad1nission to the Khalsa is by the two-edged sword initiation 
(ldza1J.(ie lli piihul). This is the superior form of initiation. It is 
.ad1ninistered by five Singhs. [6--7, 9] 

Karah jnasad 

Having recited .Japuji and .Jap mix together iri equal proportions 
ghi, flour from wheat, and something sweet. Boil them together. 
Always score karah prasad with a knife before consuming it. 
Karah prasad should be disttibuted equally. (63, 119-20] 

The Preparation and Consumption of Food 
Never consmne fish, meat, or alcohol. The flesh of a goat may 
be eaten provided the goat is killed with a single blow well away 
from a langar, but all other meat is forbidden. Always wash your 
hands before eating. Take food when you are hungry. Never eat 
alone. Share your food with other Singhs. Gather many Singhs 
and give them food. [25, 32, 65, 66, 70, 102, 107 (cf. 105)] 

The langar 

Verses 90-113 and 117 provide a very detailed procedure for 
conducting a langar. The author inconsistently claims that in the 
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langar, there should be no discrimination on the grounds of 
caste (see Caste). He adds that a prince preparing a large 
langar for his poor subjects should follow the same procedure. 

Weapons and Warfare 
A Khalsa should never be without a weapon. Do not pray without 
having your weapons with you. Intoxicating liquor may be taken 
before battle, hut should otherwise be avoided. In battle· the 
Khalsa should never be defeated. Sustain the spirit which 
declares, 'I shall kill the enemy!' In a fight. never turn you back 
or flee from the field of battle. In battle the Singh should roar 
like a lion. Let hhn do the deeds of a Kshatriya, crying 'Kill! 
Kill!' as he fights. Never wield a weapon against another Singh. 
See him as the Guru. The Khalsa who is killed in battle will 
certainly go to paradise. The glory of he who wins will resound 
the whole world over. If anyone fears fighting battles let him turn 
to agriculture. [33, 43, 45-9, 70) 

Caste 
A Singh protects cows and Brahmans. Ensure that your cooking 
arrange1nents are kept unpolluted. Do not permit the following 
to participate in your langar: barbers, Jhivars who shave heads, 
weavers, potters, and others of low caste. Brahmans and those 
of good family who do not touch bhang or tobacco can aU pre
pare food in a Ian gar. Preaching should convince the four castes 
of the message concerning warfare.H1 (16, 1 02-4) 

Pilgrimage 
Anandpur, A1nritsar, Patna, and Abchalnagar (the four takhats], 
are truly splendid places. Reverently walk around any place 
associated with a Guru, make an offering, say Ardas, and 
inwardly meditate on the supreme Gmu. (17, 18] 

False Teachers 
Slander of the Gmu is a serious offence. The Veda tells us that 
we should not defame any of the world's panths. Every panth is 
the dwelling-place of God (han). Slander, n1isrepresentation, 
and emy are great evils. [60-1] 
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Attitude Towards Muslims 
Smite Turks with itnmense vigour. A Singh who obeys the Rahit 
does not bow when he meets a Turk. Never serve Turks, never 
greet a Turk, never tn.tst Turks. Serve only the Khalsa. Avoid 
Muslim kutthii tneat. By fighting then1 face to face the Muslims 
will be defeated. Remain ever alert against the Turks. A Turk 
should be neither accepted as a tnaster nor treated with 
deference. Keep Muslims away from your cooking-square when 
preparing for a langar. Muslims are polluted. [16, 20, 21, 30, 
45, 46, 62, 94) 

Attitude Towards Hindus 
A Singh protects cows and Bralunans. Avoid Sanyasis, Bairagis, 
Udasis, yogis, Shaivite mendicants, and · Tantrics. Never eat 
their food. Those who follow any of the six Hindu systems tnay 
believe in them, but for a Singh they are not acceptable. [16, 
33, 34) 

Salutations 
When you meet a Sikh greet him with ViiJt gurU. ki fateh ('Hail 
the Guru's victory!'). [10, 19) 

The Gurmukhi Script 
A Singh should learn Gunnukhi frmn another Singh. He should 
also learn other useful things. [36) 

Desa Singh concludes by telling his 'own story' in verses 124--
49. In it he sees a vision of Guru Gobind Singh who recites to 
hint the names of all the works contained in the Dasam Grantl1, 
telling Desa Singh that he cmnposed them all. He then told him 
that he had also propounded the Rahit of the Khalsa, though he 
had not included it in the Dasam Granth. 

Modern Sikhs tend to be sceptical of this rahit-natna, regard
ing it as a reflection of the early nineteenth century when 
(according to their view) the Panth was subjected to mist:,ruided 
notions of Vedantic principle and Brahmanic ideals. They 
hdie\'e that it is not as misleading as the Chaupii Si1igh Ra.hit
nlimli, but certain features of it mislead nonetheless. In particu
lar they object to the rahit-nama's acceptance of caste. There 
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is no evidence, however, to support this view of the rahit-nama's 
origin. With only minor blemishes Desa Singh appears to 
represent the Khalsa accurately at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Some . of his principal points are the following: 

1. Desa Singh does indeed uphold caste divisions with the 
significant exception of eating in the langar. In this regard he 
is not so far removed from the attitude of the m~ority of today' s 
Khalsa. Whereas today there is absolute equality on the sacred 
ground of the gurdwara and the langar, the divisions are 
generally maintained in matters of marriage. 

2. The ban on the hookah is still maintained, and its dangers 
are extended to cover intoxicants. Intoxicating liquor may, 
however, be taken before battle. There is no tnention of snuff. 

3. jhat/lii meat· appears, though its use is granted only 
reluctantly. It is only permitted with goat meat and then only if 
the animal is killed well away ti·om a langar. In the langar meat 
is absolutely banned and one is left with the impression that 
Desa Singh would gladly proscribe it altogether. 

4. Detailed instructions are given for the procedure in a 
langar. Obviously Desa Singh attached· great hnportance to 
eating in a langar. This portion of the rahit-nama (verses 90-
118) is attributed to the instntctions of Nand Lal. 

5. Instructions are also provided for the preparation of karah 
prasad. This time, however, it is the Gmu who gives the1n. 

(). Considerable stress is laid upon the Khalsa Sikh's duty as 
a warrior. 

7. The same applies to the author's comments on the kes 
(verses i9-85). · 

-, 8. Little mention is made of t(J,nahhahs. 

9. The term /lura hit (contrary to th.e Rahit) appears for the 
first thne in a rahit-nama (verse 121). 20 

10. Desa Singh's comments concerning Muslims are both 
munerous and extretnely vigorous. It is this aspect of tl1e rahit
nama which particularly suggests that it was written at the end 
of the eighteenth century rather than during the early nineteenth 
centllll'· 

II. His comments about Hindus are n1uch fewer and less 
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vigorous. Certain varieties of Hindu should be avoided, but the 
Brahman is not included mnongst them. Singhs are counselled 
to protect both cows and Brahmans. 

12. The rahit-nama contains little about rituals. 

13. Renunciant Singhs are recognised as legititnate Inem
bers of the Khalsa (verse 25). 

14. The Khalsa is called upon to celebrate the birthdays of 
the Gurus (verse 39). 

4.6 Daya Singh Rahit-nama 

The eighteenth century rahit-namas draw to an end with the one 
attributed to Daya Singh. Atnongst all the rahit-namas this is 
perhaps the n1ost difficult one to analyse, partly because there 
appears to be a real possibility of corruption and partly because 
there is actually more than one version attached to Daya Singh's 
name. In his Gu·ro Khlilse de Rahit-nlime, Shamsher Singh Ashok 
includes two works attributed to the same Daya Singh, one 
entitled Rahit-niimli (Ashoh 59-62) and the other Tanakhlih 
upadt!sh (As holt 63-67): Neither is the same as the version 
publis\1ed by Piara Singh Padam in Rahit-nlime (PSP 57-67). 
Their language retains the Khari Bali impress .of the version 
contained in Padam's collection, but neither is in prose. Both 
are cast in the silnple verse of most other rahit-namas. Ashok 
gives no indication of the source of these two rahit-namas. 

Although neither of Ashok's rahit-namas reproduces the text 
of Padam's version in verse form, it is evident that there has 
been access to it in the case of at least Tanalthiih ujJadesh. The 
latter opens with the following couplet: 

paiu:h sirigh mil ekc~tlze ftarai bibek bichiir 
tanahhiih rahit upadesh har det do/,h ko tar I I II I (Aslwk 63). 

This should be compared with the following passage that occurs 
half way through the radam version. 

jJaftj singh mil har he ilwtthii bibeh flaran rahat barmtjab tab 
tanakhiih lw la lmr dokh lw tar saket lzain ( PSP 7 4). 

When five Singhs meet to determine [an issue) arising from the 
Rahit, they can remove the blame by imposing a penance (lana/,hiih) 
(Day aS 49) . 
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Either the couplet has been borrowed frmn the Padam version 
or it has provided the odginal source. The probability strongly 
favours the former. A verse version is more likely to spring frmn 
a prose version than vice versa, and the language of both poems 
is more modern than that of the prose version. It is largely for 
these reasons that the version recorded by Padam has been 
translated . and the two poems set aside. 

A second borrowing poses greater difficulty in terms of 
deciding its source. Towards the conclusion of the prose version 
recorded by Padatn the style suddenly switches to verse with 
the announcement.Sri Satig1nu vlich ('the word of Sri Satgunt'). 
This verse version has also been attached to Tanaldzlih upatiesh 
where it appears as two works,· each separate from Tanahhah 
ttpatlesh in that the numbering of couplets starts anew with each 
section. The first is entitled A/,iili Si1igh (As/wit 65-6), followed 
by Niha·ng Singh. 21 This, at least, is how the various works are 
recorded in Ashok's version, though it should be retnembered 
that the headings, at least, tnay have been inserted by Ashok. 
The two sections are followed by a third in the Ashok version 
only. This comprises 31 couplets headed Niramale Singh,' also 
with a new set of verse numbers (Ashok 71-3). 

There are four differences that distinguish Ashok's version 
of this supplement from that of Padam. First, there is the 
division of Ashok's version into three sections cmnprising defi
nitions of an Akali, a Nihang, and a Nirmala. Padam has only 
one unbroken definition, much shorter in length and implying 
that Akali and Nihang are names for the same kind of Khalsa 
Sikh. Second, Ashok's version of his Akali definition is headed 
by a couplet in which Daya Singh asks the Guru to explain the 
nature of an Akali, and then ends with a sun1mru"Y couplet. 
Padatn's version lacks these. Third, Ashok's version of the. 
second definition is much longer. Whereas his version has 64 • 
couplets, Padam's has only eight.22 Ashok's third section is 
completely absent frmn Padam. Fourth, although the language · 
and content of the two versions is very similar in the Akali 
section, in the Nihang section the content soon diverges com
pletely and only comes togeth~r in rare instances thereafter.23 

This supplementary portion seems to be older in Ashok's 
versi'on, the poetn having apparently been attached to 
Padam's text at some later date. The greater length of the 
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Nihang definition and the complete absence of the Nirmala 
definition suggest this. Presumably the prose section ab bihangam 
lle lalddwn ('Now a definition of a Bihangam '), which follows 
im1nediately after the poem and concludes the Padan1 text, will 
also have been affixed to an earlier manusct;pt. The material 
contained in the supplementary portion can be regarded as. 
appropriate for a rahit-nama, but it belongs to a different rahit
nama from the prose version atu;buted to Daya Singh. The Dati 
Singh Rahit-nama concludes with item 92 of the translation. 4 

The contents of the prose version of the Daya Singh Rahit
ru"imii 1nay be summarized as follows. 

The Khalsa 

The benefits of the Khalsa 

The Guru's Khalsa is the image of Akal Purakh manifested to 
the world. Believe this and you will end the round of death and 
rebirth. Akal Purakh is joined to the Khalsa in faith. Devi and 
the gods have given various items required for initiation into the 
Khalsa ( amrit). Whereas faith in the Khalsa is exalted, all others 
are wholly insignificant. At the com1nand of Akal Purakh the 
wondrous Panth appeared. Believing that the Guru was present 
in both Granth and J>anth entire families attained spiritual 
liberation. He is a Khalsa who has totally surrendered himself 
to Guni Akal Purakh. (2-4, 13, 22, 43, 45) 

The Rahit 

A Sikh is known by his faith in the divine Word. He should be 
recognized by the Rahit which he inwardly observes. Let hiln 
drink the amrit of the Divine Name and put on the kachh of 
restraint. Never abandon the Rahit. [18, 71, 74) 

Worship 
Items 64-5 provide a detailed account of the Khalsa procedure 
for holding a service of worship. 

Duties lif a Khab;a Sikh 

The Singh's duty is to repeat the Word (shalmd), to learn how 
to wield weapons, and to enshrine the mantra 'Vah 1:,11.uii' in his 
heart, repeating it with every breath in and every breath out, and 
thereby fixing it within his inner being (man). [1 OJ 
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Duty to fellow members of the Khalsa 

All Singhs are brothers and equals. Wash their hair and clothe 
them. Gifts given to a Singh are received by the Guru. Do not 
call a Singh by only half of his name. Do not touch the feet of 
anyone who is not a Khalsa Sikh, but certainly touch the feet of 
a Khalsa. Do not bow to anyone except a Singh. Do not abuse 
a Singh. Achieve spiritual liberation by massaging the feet or 
pressing the limbs of other Singhs. [26, 27, 34, 36, 46, 80] 

Character and Behaviour 
Doct1ine. · · 

The Gmu is the incarnation (avatilr) of Akal Purakh. The world 
is like an ocean, across which the Guru carries his followers. 
[8, 13, 22) 

Devotion 

Put on the Gun1' s sacred words ( biirti) as your weapons and 
firmness of intellect as your kes. Recite an Ardas before every 
important undertaking. Obey the Guru's commands. Those who 
are spiritually liberated utter ' Viihi guru', even those who have 
been initiated by charan piihuL [10, 14, 19, 78] 

Dress and outward appearance 

Clothing should be dark grey, white, yellow, or green. Do not 
. wear red clothing. Wear a close-fitting garment ·which fastens 
with tapes. First: let clothing touch the Granth and then wear it. 
Anyone who wears a topi will be reborn a leper. Do not sleep 
naked at night. [23, 25, 28, 36, 62, 80) 
( 

THE KACHH 

The punishment for not wearing a loin cloth or a dhoti is hell. 
The kachh shoul~ be made from 2 1/ 2 to 5 metres (gaz) of cloth. 
Every fomth day the kachh should be washed. When changing 
his kachh a Singh must withdraw one leg and put it the leg-hole 
of another pair before withdrawing the second leg. The kachh 
nmst not conceal the knees. Always have on your person a kachh, 
a knife (lwrad), a wrist-ling (/wrii), and a finger-ring ( chhiip). 
[21, 38, 56, 57, 70j 
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THE KES AND BODY I-lAIR 

The kes 1nedts great respect, the noblest of all features. Twice 
a day hair should be combed. Wash your hair in whey, milk, ,and 
ghi, drying it in the sun and decorating it with flowers. Protect 
it fr01n dust. Then tie your turban and take food. De not apply 
oil to your kes. Do not cut any of your body hair. He who receives 
ldta1J4e ki piihul and yet does not maintain his kes uncut, is an 
impostor. (19, 20, 24, 38, 58, 63, 86] 

THE TURBAN 

The top-knot should be kept in the centre of the head and the 
turban neatly tied. The kes should always be covered. Twice a 
day hair should be combed and the turban retied. Carry a steel 
knife ( lohe ki lwrarl) in your turban. The punishment for leaving 
the kes uncovered is hell. Do not place your turbar:t on your knee. 
(20, 23, 38, 82) 

Bathing and jJersonal hygiene 

Do not bathe naked. Cut your finger-nails in such a way that they 
do not fall into your food. Do not apply antimony to the eyes 
during the day. [24, 63, 80) 

The hookah and tobacco 

Do not use snuff or tobacco. Smoking a hookah is strictly banned. 
Land which has grown tobacco is polluted. If you touch tobacco 
you must bathe in the pool at Amritsar. If you chew it everything 
is lost. Fall at the feet of anyone who spurns tobacco, even though 
he may look like a rishi with matted hair. [24, 33, 57, CiS, 81, 89] 

Family resjJonsibilities 

A Singh should have his son initiated as a Singh. A Singh should 
give advice to his son. Do not kill your daughter. Do not marry 
your daughter to a person who cuts his hair. Marry her to a Sikh. 
Giving your daughter to anyone other than a Singh is like giving 
a goat to a butcher, and you will seven times be reborn as a crow. 
Marry your daughter to someone who has received either kha.'r.uf,e 
ki pahul or charan lli palm~ but who follows the Rahit. Bind your 
daughter's hair in a knot, leaving none to hang down. Do not 
make friends with a child. [26, 28, 31-2, 47, 62, 74, 76, 78] 
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Sexual morality . 
Keep away frmn another's wmnan. He who has intercourse with 
another Sikh's wife, daughter, sister, or tnother goes to a 
horrible hell. Neither receive from nor give anything to anyone 
who sleeps with another's woman. He who enjoys a prostitute· 
goes to hell. The following sexual relations are prohibited: 
with a minor, a Muslitn woman, a Brahman woman, a girl from 
one's own sub-caste, a sister, or some other relative. Do not have 
intercourse with a menstntating wmnan. A family man can 
remain pure though there be many Khalsa Sikhs in his house. 
A Sikh who is a celibate sadhu ( bihangam) tnust retnain alone 
to stay pure. [11,_ 16, 35, 39, 53, 59, 82, 85, 89] 

Charity 

Set aside a tithe of what you earn for the Gmu's work. Give to 
the poor. [14, 17] 

Crimes and misdemeanours 

Do not lie. ·Avoid anger, pride, greed, slander, violence, and 
falsehood. Do no wrong. Inflict no pain. Speak agreeably. Keep 
your heart pure. Free yourself from both happiness and sadness. 
Do not be arrogant. There are five deeds to be avoided if you 
aspire to spiritual liberation: etnbezzletnent, taking another's 
woman, slander, gambling, drinking alcohol. Do not rob. If 
outwardly a person is a Sikh yet inwardly is evil he will go to 
hell. [11, 14, 16, 28, 30, 52, 59, 77] 

Social Behaviour Within the Panth 

Hospitality 

Share with others when eating. Feed a hungry person. Do not 
scorn another's food. [14, 83] 

Business dealings 

Do not trade in grain, straw, wood, or hides. [74] 

Tanakhahs specified 

Five Singhs can settle matters concerning the Rahit by impos
ing a variety of penances. These penances are specified for 
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particular offences against the Rahit, and include tnonetary 
fines and strokes of the cane. Some of the offences seem highly 
inconsistent. For example female infanticide or having sexual 
i·elations with a minor earns a fine of only 11

/ 4 ~upees, whereas 
gatnbling, thieving, or drinking alcohol receives a penalty of 25 
ntpees. Sn1oking a hookah receives a punishment of 24 rupees, 
50· strokes of the cane, and re-initiation. Eating halal meat or 
concealing one's knees with a kachh, are described as serious 
offences. (49-53, 55, 57-8, 61-2] 

The Sangat 
Hear kirtan and participate in singing it. Offer a gift, placing 
it in the poor-box. If he says A.rdas silently, all that he does will 
be approved. Do not think lustful thoughts while going to the 
gurdwara. Do not enter a satsang (sangat) empty-handed. (14, 
17, 24] 

Gunt Granth Sahib 
Where the Granth resides, there one obtains spiritual liberation. 
Whenever the Sarbat Khalsa gathers . the Granth Sahib should 
be present in its tnidst. By worshipping the Granth you worship 
God (j1anmwshar). Singing [the GUlu's] sacred words is the duty 
of every Singh. Do not recite the ba'IJ,i of anyone other than the 
Gunts. Read the sacred scriptures every eighth day. He who 
carries the Gunt Granthji on his head will spend as 1nat1y years 
in heaven as the number of steps which he takes. (4, 14, 15, 37, 
40, 42, 46, 92] 

Rituals 
The Sikh who does not perform the Gunt' s rituals is a tlLnaldiahiii. 
[91] 

Bi-rth 

When a b.irth in your family occurs donate 11/ 4 rupees as an 
offering. [60] 

Ma-rriage 
If anyone's daughter is not engaged seek a partner for her and 
perform the marriage. H the man is not a Sikh have him becmne 
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one. Celebrate a marriage onlr by using the Anand order.25 At 
the time of marriage donate 1 / 4 rupees as an offering. Do not 
accept food from anyone who has a marriage performed by a 
Bralunan. [17, 60, 80, 91) 

Initiation 

The correct procedure for administering Khalsa initiation is 
described in specific detail in items 4-8. The qualities required 
of those who administer initiation are specified, illustrated by 
reference to particular Hindu rishis. Receiving amrit brings 
spiritual liberation. [4-9) 

Funerals 

When a Sikh dies change his kachh, bathe him, and tie on a 
turban. Read .fapuji continuously. Sing Guru Aljan's Miiril 6. 
Prepare and distribute karah prasad to Sikhs. At a cremation 
donate 11

/ 4 rupees as an offering. Do not weep when a Sikh dies. 
If a Khalsa dies without wearing a kachh he cannot achieve 
spiritual liberation. V\'hen the water from Singhs' foot-washing 
is poured on a corpse, the deceased person obtains spiritual 
liberation. [19, 56, 60, 80) 

Karah prasad 

Items 66 and 67 detail the procedure for the correct distribution 
of karah prasad. The three ingredients for preparing it have 
been given by Vishnu, Mahadev (Shiv), and Brahma. He who is 
initiated at a takhat should donate 11

/ 2 ntpees for the purchase 
of karah prasad. [51] 

The Preparation and Consumption of Food 
In your earthen cooking-square cook over a wood fire, not a dung 
one. Wash your hands and feet and sit in a clean place to eat. 
Always wear a kachh when eating. Do not eat with your kes 
uncovered. Neither consume too much grain nor wholly abstain 
frmn it. Do not drink water in which you have washed your 
hands. Do not eat from the same dish as someone else. Those 
who have received either ldw~l(le lti piihul or dwran ki piilml 
cannot eat Muslim meat (/m#hii), dmnestic pig, or donkey. [15, 
42, 63, 79, 80] 
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Weapons and Warfare 
Weapons are worshipped ("ari piije) during the initiation ritual. 
Do not falter in battle. In battle display dignity before an 
adversary. Take special care of horses and weapons. A Khatri 
should not mount a mare, only a stallion. [7, 74, 75, 82, 83] 

Caste 
To adopt the forms of caste is not to ow· taste. Any member 
of the four castes can take amrit initiation. 26 The following are 
useless: a Khatri without a weapon, a Brahman without knowl
edge, a Shudra with learning, and a recluse with a woman. The 
religious duty ( dharam) of a Khatri is to bear weapons and 
consume food. (22, 73, 77] 

Travel and Pilgrimage 
Do not go where the Guru is no longer remembered. A Sikh must 
visit both Amritsar and Anandpur. When visiting Darbar Sahib 
in Amritsar always ask for blessing and offer Ardas. The Sikh 
who has not bathed at Amritsar is as impure as unwashed 
clothes. Without visiting Anandpur and Kesgarh you cannot 
acquire knowledge of the Sikh faith. Damdama is the Gunt's 
Kashi. He who bathes at Muktsar will be spiritually liberated 
( rnulw-t). [15, 51, 54, 83, 92] 

False Teachers and Enemies of the Gurus 
Singhs should have no dealings with ( 1) the followers of masands, 
(2) Dhir-malias, (3) Ram-raiyas, and ( 4) those who have under
gone the tonsure ceremony. Do not take food or water from the 
hands of a Kanphat yogi. Do not tntst yogis, Jains, or those who 
are dean-shaven. Those who have taken amrit initiation should 
have nothing to do with either a Brahman or with a faqir of Sakhi 
Sarvar Sultan. Do not make friends with a hillman.27 The person 
who slanders the Guru should be beheaded. [1 0, 25, 40, 42, 62, 
83, 88] 

Attitude Towards Muslims 
An initiated Khalsa who bows to a Turk is a despicable creature. 
He who associates with anyone who mixes with Turks goes to 
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hell. Do not trust Turks. Do not make friends with a Muslim. 
End the authority of the Turks. A Turk is an enemy and should 
be slain with the sword. Do not consume haliilmeat. Pay no heed 
to a [Muslim] pir. Those who worship Muhammad will go to a 
horrible hell. Anyone who eats food prepared for a Muslim 
festival, who offer sweets to a Muslim holy tnan, or who brews 
intoxicating liquor goes to hell. Do not trust the illegitimate 
offspring of a Muslitn. Do not desire to learn Persian. Anyone 
who reads Persian is a tanakhiilliii and not my Sikh. Do not drink 
water from his hand and do not trust him. [12, 29, 35, 42, 44, 
57, 59, 77, 79, 83, 84, 87, 90, 91, 92) 

Attitude Towards Hindus 

Do not worship at cenotaphs, nor pay heed to any temple, 
religious vow, place of pilgrimage, goddess, god, fasting, Hindu 
worship, idols, mantras, or Brahmans. Do not make libations 
to the gods. Do not repeat the Gayatri, nor the evening prayers 
of Hindus~ Do not worship at the cenotaph or tomb of some 
dead person. Do not hold a shraddh ceremony. Do not wear a 
sacred thread, feed a clean-shaven person, worship an idol, 
believe in an earthen image, or desert your own Gmu. Do not 
observe the following: offerings to ancestors, Hindu evening 
titual, bride-price, worship of the sun and planets, worship of 
gods, idol worship. Belief in the merits of particular phases of 
the moon is futile. Do not pierce your ears or your nose. Do 
not believe in the six darshans. Do not wear a tilak. Do not 
take food at a hair-cutting ceremony. Do not undergo a tonsure 
ceremony. A Brahman should not tide a bull. End the authority 
of the Hindu. A Singh should feed a Hindu. Having becmne a 
Singh, do not seek to learn the Hindu scriptures. You will 
become involved in the futile concerns of the Brahmans and 
will abandon the Guru's hymns. It is acceptable to have studied 
the Hindu sctiptures before becoming a Singh. If a Brahman 
does not tnaintain his kes uncut and has not been initiated into 
the Khalsa do not accept food from his hands or make any 
offering to him. Those who worship Shankaracharya, Dattatreya, 
Ramam~ja, or Gorakhnath will go to a horrible hell. [1 0, I 2, 
14, 30, 37, 40, 42, 44, 50, 61, 62, 69, 75, 76, 77, 83, 87, 88, 
91] 
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Salutations 
Be the first to shout 'Fateh' (Victory!). Let your shout of victory 
be for ttiumph over your own wayward self. (18, 25] 

The Gurmukhi Script 
Le~u-n to read the scriptures in Gurmukhi. (87] 

Sundry Prohibitions 
Do not worship members of the Bedi, Bhalla, or Sodhi sub
castes. 2H [41] 

The principal issues which arise from this list are the 
following: 

1. The author is concerned about the Khalsa's attitude 
towards Muslims. The number of injunctions directed against 
them make this abundantly clear. He is earticularly concerned 
that a Khalsa tnust never eat kutfhii meat. 29 Roundly he declares 
that 'those who worship Muhammad will go to a horrible 
hell' and that all Muslims 'should be slain with the sword'. 30 

This catalogue ·of wickedness makes it unlikely that the rahit
natna was written during the early nineteenth-century period of 
Mahar~a Ranjit Singh. A late eighteenth-century date seems to 
be indicated. 

2. If the author had much to say against Muslims he had 
even more to say against Hindus, ftarticularly against the 
practice of wearing a sacred thread. 1 Their conventions are 
branded as mere superstitions and the shraddh ceremony is 
prohibited. Brahmans are criticised, although they are accept
able if they maintain the kes uncut and take initiation into 
the Khalsa.32 The Khalsa is urged to end the authority of the 
Hindus, though its members are apparently permitted to feed 
a Hindu.33 

3. Loyalty to the Gunt is stressed. 

4. Considerable emphasis is given to wearing the kachh.34 

5. Smoking the hookah is firmly prohibited. Tobacco (tamiikil) 
is proscribed. 

6. The author details in specific terms, the various tanalthiihs 
that may be awarded. 
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7. Detailed instructions are given for Khalsa worship, Khalsa 
initiation, and the distribution of karah prasad. 

8. Weapons are part of the Khalsa's apparel, although they 
receive no emphasis. 

9. The langar is not mentioned. 

10. Reference is made to only four out of the Five Reprobate 
Groups.35 

11. A strict view is taken of sexual morality. 

12. The Five Ks are not yet enjoined, but the author is drawing 
closer to them in item 70. 

Endnotes 

1. TanN note 1, p. 415. This Nasiltat-niimii should not be confused 
with the work of the same name which occurs in the apocryphal Medina 
Discourse.and, which is said to be Guru Nanak's advice to King Qarun. 
EST, p. 102. 

2. For this curious injunction see TanN note 18, p. 417. 
3. Gurrulutirli Gautf., August 1969, Part III, pp. 36-41. Joseph Davey 

Cunningham(1849), pp. 343-4. The Rayhit Nama ofPra.lad Rai or tile 
Exr.ellent C.onve1:mtion of tire Dtll1Uan Padsha., and Nand Lal's Rayhit Nm1ul 
or Rttles for the Guidance of the Sikhs in Religious Matters, Lahore, 1876, 
pp. 1-6 (first numbering). 

4. The Khalsa Prayer. See ch. 7.3, pp. 194-6. 
5. W. H. McLeod (1987). 
6. Idem., Sri Guril Gobind Singh ji de Darban Ratan, Patiala, 1976, 

p. 255. Chaupa Singh is said to have mentioned this only in a 
much later prologue attached to the rahit-nama manuscript. C/tS, 
p. 31. 

7. Ibid., 88, pp. 68, 157. The first of the. page numbers indicates 
the Gurmukhi text and the second the English translation. 

8. The references, which are scattered through the text, concern 
various members of the family as well as Chaupa Singh himself. 

9. The figures in square brackets after each section refer. to item 
numbers in the ChS Curmukhi text and translation. 

10. ChS, p. 206 n8. For examples see items.54, 61, 80, 291-2, 295, 
360. cr. also 15-16, 21. 

11. Item 7a which is a late interpolation (though not as late as 
the Singh Sabha movement) specifies that a Gursikh should embrace 
five things: kachh, kirpan, kes, the sacred scripture ( biitz.i), and the 
congregation of the faithful (slidh sangat). CltS, p. 212 n28. 
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12. The term is bikltiii (or hikhayii) which means tobacco and 
which in this context means smoking a hookah. The interpolated item 
7a also specifies that a Gursikh should never take a poisonous 
substance or trade in it, even if he is a Sahaj-dhari. He should not take 
snuff either. 

13. At the end of the nineteenth century Sana tan Sikhs defended the 
right of direct descendants of the Gurus to have cushions to sit on in 
a gurdwara. Their Tat Khalsa rivals took strong exception to the 
practice and eventually carried the day. 

14. No reference is made to an akha'TJ4 pli[h (an unbroken reading) 
or to a saptiiltik Plill' (seven-day reading). 

15. This ritual concerns only boys. It does not mention girls. 
16. Again girls are omitted. 
17. Pakhayiin charitr405:396, DG, p. 1387. The term nutlecllh ('bar

barian') designates a Turk (that is, a Muslim) in eighteenth-century 
Sikh usage. See ch. 7.13, pp. 219-23. 

18. PSP, Introduction (1st edition), pp. 40A-B. For the Bhatt vahis 
see pp. 73-7. 

19. Note that the out'castes are omitted. 
20. The term patit ('fallen', apostate, renegade) which is now used 

to identify one who has committed a kuraltit is, however, a Singh Sabha 
introduction. 

21. Aslwk, pp. 6~70. It is presumably because of this addition to 
DayaS that the rahit-nama is· very popular with the Nihang Sikhs of 
today. 

22. The Padam version includes one with three lines instead of the 
usual two. Possibly a line has been omitted from what should have been 
two couplets. The nature of this three-lined couplet is, however, un
certain as none of the lines rhyme in the usual manner. 

23. A comparison between the Ganga and Amritsar is expressed 
in different words and the final couplet of the Padam version appears 
as 59 in Ashok's version. 

24. Item 93 which immediately precedes 'The word of Sri Satguru' 
also seems to have been interpolated. The same item is found in sakhi 
12 of Stm Siildzi. See DayaS, endnote 54, pp. 429-30. 

25. So called because it included a singing of the first five stanzas 
of Gum Amar Das's Anand. It should not be confused with the modern 
form of marriage known as Anand Karaj. 

26. The Outcastes were apparently excluded. Cf. Also item 66, 
p. 319. 

27. The hillmen joined the attack on Guru Gobind Singh at 
Anand pur. 

28. The Khatri sub-castes to which all the Gurus (except for Angad) 
belonged. Guru Angad's sub-caste (Trehan) has been omitted. 
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29. Items 35, 57, 59, 79. 
30. Items 91, 84. 
31. Items 14, 30, 44, 50, 69. 
32. Item 88. 
33. Items 77, 83. 
34. Items 38, 21, 56, 57, 70. 
35. Items 10, 62. 
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The First Six Decades of 
the Nineteenth Century 

5.1 The History of the Period 

During the last decade of the eighteenth century the question 
of who was to rule the Punjab for the next half-century was finally 
settled. Mughal power was gone; Ahmad Shah Abdali, the 
Mghan invader, was dead and the twelve Sikh misls were 
engaged in internecine warfare. In 1801 .Ranjit Singh of the 
Shukerchakia misl was proclaimed Maharaja and for the next 
four decades he ruled an expanding Punjab. Not until he died 
in 1839 was there any questioning of his authority. In the decade 
following his death, however, the Punjab slipped into disorder, 
and following two Anglo-Sikh wars in 1845-6 and 1848-9 the 
state was annexed by the British. 

Greater changes awaited the Panth at the end of the nine
teenth century, but the frrst half was nevertheless a significant 
period for the development of the Rahit. One difference was that 
Muslims ceased to be a serious danger. The army of Ranjit 
Singh fought against Muslim enemies and conquered territories 
that had hitherto been in Muslim hands, but there was now no 
danger of confrontation in the Punjab. Injunctions against Muslims 
certainly persisted in the rahit-namas (and indeed still persist 
today), but their threat had ceased to be real and the anti
Muslim admonitions slowly decline. At the same time those 

'. 
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which showed favour to Hindus showed signs of increasing. 
Shortly before he died Ranjit Singh made generous contribu
tions to Brahmans, and after his death his four widows and 
seven 'slave girls' cremated themselves on his funeral pyre. 
Attitudes of this kind certainly constituted a danger to the Rahit. 

It was partly in response to this threat that two important 
sectarian movements developed within the Panth. These were 
the Namdhari and Nirankari movements, both arising during 
the latter years of Ranjit Singh's rule and both initially confined 
to the north-west of the Punjab. The two sects differed widely 
in some important respects (notably in th~ir doctrines of the 
Guru), but both were founded by individual Sikhs who shared 
the same sense of disquiet. Military struggles had brought glory 
to the Panth under Maharaja Ranjit Singh, yet what had hap
pened to the eternal 1nessage of the Gurus? Their teaching on 
the fundamental issue of the divine Name had been obscured, 
and with it the paramount and continuing need for the discipline 
of niim simara'(t. 

The Rahit-niimii of the Namdhari Guru Ram Singh and the 
Hukam-niimii of the Nirankaris were both circulated amongst 
the· respective followers of the two sects during the late 1860s 
or early 1870s. Before they actually appeared, however, at least 
three other rahit-namas had emerged. Two of these rahit-namas 
were embedded in the Sau Siikhi, and the third was an entirely 
different one known as either Prem Sumiirag or Param Sumiirag. 
The Sau Siikhi (or Sau Siikhiiin, 'Hundred Anecdotes') presents 
considerable problems of dating and purpose, and these must 
first. be considered before any conclusion can be reached 
con.cerning the two rahit-namas which the work contains. In 
contrast, the Prem Sumiirag ('Supreme Way of Love') is rather 
easier to fix in terms of its period. As a rahit-nama, however, 
it is altogether different from those contained in the Sau Siikhi, 
and indeed from the six examples that were produced in the 
eighteenth century. Instead of the rapid punching out of injunc
tions the Prem Sumiirag produces a detailed and leisurely 
analysis of all that concerns Sikh society, starting with the ritual 
practices required of a Sikh and proceeding on to the duties 
expected of a Sikh state. 

Two other compositions containing Rahit matetial have also 
been included within this part of the nineteenth century. One is 
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the KhiilsiiMahimii ('Praise ofthe Khalsa'), a portion of the work 
known as the Sarah Loh Granth (the 'All-Iron Book'). Like the 
Sau Siikhi this is difficult to fix in terms of its period, though 
obviously it cannot belong to the time of Guru Go bind Singh. The 
other is Vajib-u 'l-Araz ('Reasonable Request'), said to be a 
portion of Mani Singh's Bhagat Rataniivali. Like its reputed host 
the Vajib-u 'l-Araz is a work which explicitly concerns Sahaj-dhari 
Sikhs. In other words it is an erratic block, far from supporting 
the Khalsa mode. It was almost certainly composed during the 
early or possibly the mid-nineteenth century. Viijib-u 'l-Araz ap
pears in the composite manuscript 1018 held by the Guru Nanak 
Dev University Library in Amritsar (MS 1018, ff. 164b-71b; see 
pp. 16-17) and was therefore current by 1856. 

5.2 Sarah Lob Granth 

Contained in the Sarah Loh Granth is a portion termed Klziilsii 
Mahimii, or 'Praise of the Khalsa'. It is not strictly a rahit-nama, 
but it has been included here as it is sometimes to be found 
in Punjabi collections dealing with the Rahit (PSP 156-9) and 
in works by Sikhs relating to the Rahit. Jodh Singh, for example, 
sets a lengthy quotation from the Sarah Loh Granth on the first 
two pages of his chapter dealing with the Khalsa in his widely
used Guramati Nira1J.ay Qodh Singh 1932, 281). When these 
quotations are recorded in English one finds frequent differ
ences in their translation. This is not surprising. The Kltiilsii 
Mahimii portion is staccato poetry written in Khari Boli, and 
although the individual words often seem clear enough to 
a person who knows Punjabi it can be difficult finding corre
sponding words in English. 1 

Sarah Loh Granth has always been popular in Nihang circles 
and thanks to its emphasis on the sanctity of iron, is currently 
experiencing a revival. 2 It is traditionally believed to be the work 
of Gmu Gobind Singh and to have been written in 1698 (Nara 
1985, 51). Sikh scholars maintain that this cannot be accepted. 
Kahn Singh Nabha describes it as a work in five parts which 
narrates the descent of God (ishavar) as the Sarah Loh avatar, 
to assist an army of gods who were being worsted by demons. 
It is said to be by Guru Gobind Singh and the text is preceded 
by mukh-viik piitashiihi 10, but this is not a possible attribution. 
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It is, wlites Kahn Singh Nabha, plainly a later composition that 
originated within the Devi cult. On linguistic grounds it must 
cmne after the time of Guru Go bind Singh. Tara Singh Narotam, 
a scholar of the late nineteenth century, believed it to be the 
work of Sukkha Singh who was the Granthi of Patna Sahib in 
the late eighteenth century (MK 125). 

Vir Singh is even more definite, stating that the author was 
the 'Gurdas Singh' who wrote the 41st Var, spuriously attributed 
to Bhai Gurdas (BG 1962, 662n+). Sikh scholars appear to be 
virtually unanimous in fixing the later eighteenth century as the 
date of Sarab Loh Granth (bncyS IV: 57-8). Whatever the period, 
the Khalsa Mahima portion has had a considerable and lasting 
effect on generations of Khalsa Sikhs. The translated section 
in Part II corresponds to the Gunnukhi portion included in Piara 
Singh Pad am's Rahit-niime. 3 

5.3 The Two Rahit-namas of the Sau Sakhi 

Although this work is commonly referred to as the Sau Siikhior Sau 
Siikltiiin it is correctly entitled Gur Ratan Mii.L In it are embedded 
two rahit-namas, one of them sakhi 8 and the other sakhi 65. 
Sakhi 8 is headed Mukati-niimii or the 'Way of Liberation', 
whereas sakhi 65 bears no specific name, being entitled simply 
Rahit-namii. Both are traditionally believed to be by the same 
author who is said to be responsible for writing the entire work. 
This is something which certainly cannot be taken for granted. 

The traditional story of the origin of Sau Sakhi is as follows. 
Ram Kuir Randhava, a devout Sikh of ascetic temperament, 
attached himself to the entourage of Guru Gobind Singh, and 
being deeply interested in Sikh doctrine and history he continu
ally questioned the Guru on both subjects.· He thereby acquired 
extensive knowledge and recorded it in a collection of diverse 
anecdotes concerning the Gurus. This collection was known as 
the Paiij Sau Sakhian or 'Five Hundred Sakhis'. This collection 
was later ',!Sed by Santokh Singh as the basis of his Niinak 
Prakash and Silraj Prakash. No copies are now extant. A portion 
of it has, however, survived. This is the Sau Sii.khi or Gur Ratan 
Mii.L Unfortunately this portion seems to have been extensively 
interpolated dm;ng the Sikh rule of the first half of the nine
teenth century. 
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Mter the death of Guru Gobind Singh, Ram Kuir related his 
various anecdotes to comfort the bereaved sangats, and as he 
did so Bhai Sahib Singh recorded them. The collection was 
completed inS. 1781 (1724) or S. 1791 (1734). Following ini
tiation Ram Kuir' s name was changed to Gurbakhsh Singh and 
he died at the age of89 inS. 1818 (1761) (Padrun 1976, 86-8). 

Mter the annexation of the Pmuab by the British in 1849 the 
Sau Siikhi was brought to their notice as a potentially subversive 
document. Certain references were held by the Namdhari Sikhs 
as pointing directly to their Guru, Ram Singh, and as these 
references explicitly referred to the impending overthrow of 
the British a clear connection seemed to have been established 
with a potentially troublesome group. An English translation was 
commissioned from Attar Singh, and . was published from 
Be nares in 1873 as Sakhee Book or the Description of Goomo Gobintl 
Singh~~ Religion and Doctrines. 

In the introduction to his translation Attar Singh declared 
hitnself convinced that Sau Siikhi had been written in S. 1894 
or 'coiTesponding to the Christian era 1834'.4 He subsequently 
enlarged his accusations in a second translation that he made 
in 1876. This was a translation from Punjabi of The Travels of 
Guru Tegh Bahadar and Guru Gobind Singh. In this he pointed to 
two examples from the earlier work which to hiln clearly estab
lished both the late date of writing and the Namdhari intentions. 
These were pointed references to a certain Ram Singh. that 
occurred in sakhis 15 and 51.5 Ram Singh had been the current 
leader of the Namdharis, and according to Attar Singh there 
could be no mistaking the intention of references such as this. 6 

Since Attar Singh's time scholars have been hesitant to 
declare themselves unreservedly in his favour, but essentially 
the same opinion of the Sau Siikhi continued through the Singh 
Sabha period and still remains today. There are very few 
definite references to the Sau Sakhi in Ram Singh's correspon
dence, 7 and although he does commend it to his disciples in 
a hukam-nama written in Burma he also commends the Prem 
Sumarag in the same letter (PSG 89). Kahn Singh largely 
dismisses it, adding that 'the Nihangs and Namdharis have both 
exalted the Sau Siikhi as a prophetic work, and treating its 
various parts as cryptograms have derived reassurance frmn 
their idiosyncratic interpretations' (MK 176). Macauliffe briefly 
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notes Sau Sakhi, saying that it is held in high estirnation by the 
Namdharis 'and is relied on by them as the main authority 
for their heresy'. Santokh Singh, he notes, sometimes cites 
Curbakhsh Singh's communications to Sahib Singh, but makes 
no mention of the Sau Sakhi. 'There appears nothing to establish 
its authenticity. '8 

All this affects sakhis 8 and 65 as they are as much a part 
of the Sau Siikhi as the remainder of the work. The existence 
of interpolations in the entire work must be acknowledged, 
although this feature may be largely confined to sakhis 15 and 
51. What appears likely is that the two rahit-namas offered by 
these sakhis were written by separate hands, and that both are 
actually the product of more than one author. There seems to 
be little point in preparing two rahit-namas when one would have 
sufficed, and the contents of the two offer further support for· 
this conclusion. 

The actual dates of recording these two rahit-namas vary. 
It is hnpossible to determine a date for the Mulwti-niimii, though 
the late eigh.teenth century is certainly a possibility. The tradi
tional dates of either 1724 or 1734 are much too early, but the 
general resemblance of the Mukati-namii style to Desa Singh's 
rahit-na1na 1nakes possible a date prior to the beginning of the 
nineteenth century.9 Towards the middle of the nineteenth 
century is an assured date for sakhi 65. This will be briefly 
discussed after their respective contents have been listed. 

5.3.1 Mukati-nama (Sakhi 8) 

Devotion 
Meditate on the divine Name and recite the Arati. Recite the 
Guru's mantra while attending to household duties. Do not sleep 
at dawn or at sunset. Stay close to the Guru. Serve only the Gmu. 
Worshipping idols is prohibited for initiated Sikhs. [11, 26, 34, 
35, 38, 40) 

The daily discipline 

Rise in the early 1noming. Clean your teeth, bathe, and repeat 
the Gmu's sacred words. Recite his hymns and touch the ground 
with ·your forehead. (28] 
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Bathing 

During the last watch of the night arise and bathe in cold water. 
(9] 

Personal hygiene 
Always wash after urinating. After a bowel motion cleanse 
yourself with earth and then with water. Renounce tobacco. Do 
not apply antimony or collyrium during the day. [8, 11] 

Dress and outward appearance 

Never cut your hair, nor permit a son or relative to do it. Do not 
sleep naked at night. (11, 31] 

Family responsl.bilities 

Keep your son and your wife away from bad company. Marry your 
daughter to a Sikh. Do not take a bride for a son from either 
your own sub-caste or your wife's. Form no marital or commen
sal ties with anyone who cuts his hair. [13, 14. 29, 31] 

Sexual morality 

Do not engage in sexual activity with your kes uncovered. Never 
observe a naked woman nor even think about one. Engage in 
sexual activity only with your own wife. [5, 6, 25) 

spuch and manner of address 

Never call a Sikh by half his name. (24] 

Persons to be respected 

Do not cause distress to any of the Gurus' descendants, to one 
accounted great by the Vedas, to an ascetic, a devout person, 
a generous man, a king, or a Brahman. [36] 

Charity 

Give a tithe for the Guru's needs and keep the remainder for 
your own purposes. [27] 

Crimes and misdemeanours 

Never lie nor listen to the lies of others. Follow the truth. Never 
touch alcohol. [3, 4, 8] 
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2. Mukati-niimii appears to be the work of more than one 
author, though differences in the text may perhaps be due to 
interpolation. Without one or other of these explanations it is 
difficult to explain the conflicting instructions on caste and the 
Vedas that it contains. 

3. Many of the items listed in the rahit-namas of the late 
eighteenth century are either absent or are treated very briefly. 
This, however, is understandable as the Mulwti-niimii is a short 
rahit-nama. Within a limited space, it covers a reasonable list 
of injunctions. 

4. Injunctions concerning business dealings suggest that the 
Mukati-nlimli was written in comparatively peaceful times. This 
supports a dating in the early nineteenth century. 

5. Hostility towards the Muslims shows signs of receding, 
though it is far from absent. This supports the same dating. 

6. The favour shoWil to Brahmans is marked, though not 
nearly so pronounced as in sakhi 65. 

7. Respect is due to the descendants of the Gurus. 

There is little in this rahit-nama that will cause surprise. It 
possibly etnerges in the late eighteenth century, but a date in 
the early nineteenth century seems tnuch more likely. 

5.3.2 Rahit-nama (Sakhi 65) 
The Khalsa 

He is a Khalsa who accepts no alms, who pays no heed to Muslim 
or Hindu, and who never touches a planet-crazed Brahman. (43] 

Devotion 

When an eclipse takes place a Sikh will not give alms to 
Brahmans. He will perform worship, repeat sacred words, hold 
fire ceremonies, offer sacdfices to ancestors, and bathe. [38] 

The daily discipline 

Arise during the last watch of the night and petuse only the 
Gunt' s sacred writings, reading them in Gurmukhi. Daily recite 
Anand andjapu[.ii]. In the evening hear Rahiras, the hymn Arati 
and then Kirtan Sohilli. [9, 29, 33] 
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Dress and outward appearail.ce 

The false Sikh who cuts his hair is like poison. [25] 

·Family responsibilities 

A Sikh should give his daughter in marriage to another Sikh and 
should not take any bride-price for her. Parents should teach 
their children Sikh songs. [27, 30) 

Cha·rity 

A Sikh should not give gifts to a member of another faith. On 
a festival day give to those who have faith in the Guru or to 
shrines associated with the Guru. [15, 24] 

Crimes and misdemeanours 

Do not covet the property of a friend. Do not commit adultery. 
A granthi must never appropriate gifts which have been given 
at the time of prayer. Hypocrisy is not approved. [11, 34, 42, 45] 

The sangat 

Banish from the sangat the Sikh who has not taken initiation and 
let him beg. [5] 

Initiation 

Initiation can be performed either with the two-edged sword or 
by the foot-wash variety. The Sikh who leaves his hair uncut 
without undergoing either initiation is a pretender. There are 
three attitudes to initiation, each of which marks a person as 
a Sikh. There is he who takes no initiation (the Sahaji), he who 
takes foot-wash initiation (the Charani), and he who takes 
initiation of the two-edged sword (the Khand). The first cuts his 
hair; the second trims it; and the third leaves it uncut. A 
Brahman who takes foot-wash initiation should maintain the 
Sikh belief of a Sahaji. [4, 5, 7, 8, 12] 

Caste 

The Khatri custom is to eat after wearing arms. Caste is not 
approved. [44, 45] 
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Pilgrimage 

At a pilgrimage centre always give food to others before eating. 
(23] 

False teachers and enemies of the Gurus 

The Sikh who strays from the Panth is a reprobate. Do not be 
friendly with a man from the hills. Do not worship Sitala, give 
charity to a false ascetic, or visit gurdwaras simply to get food. 
No one should worship a Sufi pir, a Sarvari, Sitala, a yogi, or , 
evil spirits. Serve only the Guru. (6, 11, 22, 28] 

Attitude towards Muslims 

No Sikh should ever be the servant of a Muslim. Never bow to 
a Muslim nor sit and eat with one. A Muslim cannot go to heaven 
(surag). [10, 11, 40] 

Attitude towards Hindus 

Follow the Vedas and the Shastras, keeping away from all others 
as from a disease. Do not apply even half a #k}Ui to your 
forehead. A Khalsa Sikh should never hold a shraddh ceremony. 
A Khatri Sikh who wishes to hold a shraddh should engage a 
Brahman for the purpose. (10, 12-15, 31] 

Sundry prohibitions 

Do not learn Arabic or Persian. Read only Gunnukhi. [9, 10, 34, 
35) 

Certain points stand out from this listing. 

1. This rahit-nama cannot be by the same author or authors 
as the Mulwti-nii:mii The language is different and so too is the 
range of subjects which it covers. 

2. More than one author is responsible for this rahit-nama. 
The internal contradictions make this evident. In view of the 
circumstances in which the Sau Siikhi evolved, these first two 
features are entirely predictable. 

3. In addition to the klw1J4e ki piihul (initiation by the two
edged sword) the dwran amrit or foot-wash form of initiation is 
accepted in verse 4. In verse 7 three varieties of Sikh are 
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explicitly recognised (the Sahajis, the Charanis, and the !<hands). 
This is not what one e)'pects of a rahit-nama which is meant to 
exult the claims of only one of those three, namely the Khalsa 
or Khands. 

4. The threat from the Muslims has now significantly re
ceded. They are still criticised in general terms and the 
learning of Persian is vigorously opposed, but there is no 
prohibition of Muslim meat or of smoking the hookah. 

5. The most prominent feature of the rahit-nama is its 
treatment of the Brahmans. This is so extensive that in the 
interests of brevity it has been omitted from the list above. 10 Its 
treatment possesses its share of contradictions, and the rahit
nama is strongly critical of false and fraudulent Brahmans. The 
overall treatment, however, is firmly in favour of the upright 
Brahman, particularly if he takes either form of initiation and 
becomes a Sikh. 

6. The rahit-nama also upholds the Hindu scriptures, claim
ing that Sikhs should heed all that is written in the Vedas and 
the Shastras. 

These features place sakhi 65 within the period of the Sikh 
kingdom, and almost certainly in the last decade of the reign 
of Ranjit Singh (1830-9). The society which it assumes would 
have been entirely congenial to the procedures followed imme
diately before and after the death of the Maharaja (seep. 137). 
It also provides the kind of rahit-nama that scholars of the Singh 
Sabha were to criticise so vehemently later in the nineteenth 
century, regarding it as seriously corrupted by the addition of 
numerous disfiguring interpolations. 

5.4 Prem Sumarag 

The stage was even more firmly set by the appearance of Prem 
Sumiirag. One author claims that 'excepting the fact that the 
author happened to be a Sikh, it has little relevance to the 
actualities of the situation or the fundamental philosophy of 
Sikhism as enunciated in the biirti' (Gurbux Singh 1978, 74). 
In effect this opinion, though much exaggerated, states a Tat 
Khalsa point of view. The Prem Sumiirag is, by contrast, very 
1nuch a Sanatan statement. 11 
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Although the Prem Sumiirag is obviously a rahit-nama there 
can be no prospect of printing a complete translation as the 
work contains well over 30,000 words. Instead brief extracts 
frmn its maniage instructions have been included. 12 The prin
cipal reason for its length is the style in which it is written, 
differing entirely frmn that of other rahit-namas. Whereas the 
others normally deliver their injunctions in a minimum of space, 
Prem Sumarag does so in a relaxed expansive narrative style, 
spelling everything out in detail. 

The Prem Sumarag was available in 1844 when it was noted 
by Major R. Leech who subsequently included a portion of it 
in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1845. In 1878 
Ram Singh mentioned it favourably a number of times, when 
writing to his followers from his exile in Burma Uaswinder Singh 
1985, 45, 330-1; PSG Intro. 89). In the Singh Sabha period, 
Kahn Singh Nabha referred to it, regarding it as the product of 
S.1880 or S. 1885 (1823 or 1828 CE). 13 Thereafter it dropped 
from sight and seems to have been completely forgotten. In 
about 1930 Randhir Singh was told of a copy in the Lahore 
Public Library which he subsequently discovered had been 
enuusted to it by Attar Singh of Bhadaur. This manuscript is 
(or was) dated S. 1931 (1874 CE).14 During the early 1940s 
Randhir Singh took regular leave from his SGPC employment 
to visit Lahore in order to copy the manuscript, and this docu
tnent he published (with significant editorial mnissions) in 1953 
(PSG 88). Since then, at least five other manuscript copies (in 
whole or in part) have been located. 15 

Randhir Singh advanced the clairr1 that after the founding 
of the Khalsa Guru Gobind Singh must have had the Rahit 
immediately recorded as a ldzalsa-simriti or a rahit-nama. He 
tnaintained that a rahit-nama lay behind all Sikh writers of the 
Gunt's titne or immediately after, and the Prem Sumlirag must 
have· been a prose version of it. The author would have been 
a younger contemporary of Guru Gobind Singh and the Prem 
Sumlin;lgmust therefore be a work of the early eighteenth century 
(PSG 72, 83-93). 

Since the publication of his work Randhir Singh has gathered 
a substantial body of support for his dating. 16 Even before his 
book was published Mohan Singh had enthusiastically dubbed 
the period 1708-80 'the Age of Prem Sumarg' (Mohan Singh 
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1954, 121-3). Others more hesitant, felt that the Prem Sumiirag 
properly belonged to the late eighteenth century. 17 Yet others 
held the opinion that the eighteenth century period was too early, 
believin~ that it should be located in the early nineteenth 
century. 8 Finally, there is Swjit Hans and his student Gurpreet 
Kaur who maintain that the Prem Sumiirag dates from the British 
period thaL began in 1849 (Hans 1982, 180-8). 

This has produced a complex argument. There is no need 
to enter into it, howeve:r, for the period of writing the Prem 
Sumiirag seems beyond doubt. It should be placed in the eigh
teenth century, almost certainly during the latter part. It is true 
that the Prem Sumiirag belongs to a settled period in the Sikh 
experience, or at least to a settled area. It may have been written 
in the Pothohar area around Rawalpindi. The circumstances 
which lie behind its numerous injunctions are not those of the 
stirring events of received Sikh history. There are, however, 
other considerations which point to the late eighteenth century. 
The latest group can certainly be ruled out by the appearance 
of a portion in Leech's 1844 note. 

In some respects the Prem Sumiirag reaches back to the 
eighteenth century, in particular to the Chaupii. Singh Ralzit-nii.mii. 
Two features stand out. One is the belief in the gods of the Hindu 
tradition (PrS 13:2; PSG 46). The other is the apocalyptic setting, 
which explains the recording of the rahit-nama drawn like that 
of the Chaupii. Singh Rahit-niima, largely from the Nihakalanki 
Avatar of the Dasam Granth. The Prem Sumii.rag description of 
the Gunt yet to come, illustrates this. 

The first will be that his body ~asts no shadow. The second will be that 
he is raised above the ground by a distance equal to the breadth of 
two fingers. The third will be that he neither eats nor drinks. The fourth 
will be that all people, regardless of where they may be standing, will 
find that he is facing them .... The fifth will be that every offering made 
[to the Guru] will be accepted and yet ... will remain with the Sikh who 
proffers it. ... The sixth will be that because the Guru's body consists 
of light it will be impossible to grasp it with one's hand. Touch it and 
you will feel nothing. It will be as if made of air. The seventh will be 
that he has no known parents. He will assume his incarnation by his 
own volition (PrS 2.2; PSG 2.2, 19). 

This is strongly reminiscent . of the description given in the 
Chaupii. Singh Rahit-namii (ChS 638, pp. 129-30, 199). Without 
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doubt the Prem Sumarag belongs to the traditional camp of the 
Sikhs, as opposed to the radical camp of the Tat Khalsa. 

5.5 The Namdhari Rahit-nama 

Both the Natndhari and the Nirankari movements emerged in 
the north-western area, during the latter years of Ranjit Singh's 
reign. They were certainly in existence by the time of his death 
in 1839. Their two histories have, however, been very different. 
The Nirankari movement retained its centre in the Rawalpindi 
area until it was compelled to move to India following Partition 
in 1947. Although the Namdhari or Kuka sect developed in a 
small way in the same north-western area, its centre was soon 
transfen-ed to the village of Bhaini Raian in Ludhiana District 
where it exercised its major appeal amongst Sikhs belonging 
to the J{amgarhia caste. The founder of the Namdhari move
ment was Balak Singh who lived in the town of Hazro in the 
north-west. His first successor, and the most influential of all 
the Namdhari Gunts, was Ratn Singh who first encountered 
Balak Singh while serving in the Khalsa army up in the north
west. Ram Singh was a Ramgarhia and it was he who moved 
the headquarters of the sect to his own village of Bhaini 
Raian. 

Namdharis regard Ram Singh as the actual reincarnation of 
Guru Gobind Singh and firmly believe that he was the twelfth 
Guru in an unbroken line extending frmn Guru Nanak. It is this 
doctrine of the Gun1 which 1nost conspicuously marks them otl' 
from the orthodox Khalsa. Gunt Gobind Singh, they believe, did 
not die in 1708. He lived the remainder of his life in secret, dying 
in 1812 at the age of 146. Before he did so he appointed B~1lak 
Singh as the eleventh Guru and so the line continues unbroken 
to the present day. In 1871-2, there was serious trouble with the 
British authorities that resulted in Ram Singh being deported to 
Burma where he died in 1885. Thereafter the Namdharis gave 
no serious trouble to the British. Today they can be seen in most 
places where Sikhs are to be found, their presence signalled 
by their white garments and in the case of the men a turban 
tied horizontally across the forehead ( Sihhism 188-92). 

The Namdharis call their sect Sant Khalsa, regarding it as 
the tnte Khalsa. Their rahit-nama, dictated by Ram Singh at 
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some point prior to 1871, makes this clahn abundantly clear. 
Other Sikhs, they believe, have strayed from the path of the 
righteous Rahit. Namdharis by contrast follow it strictly. They 
are vegetarians, they abstain from alcohol, they are vigorous 
protectors of the cow, and in a marriage the bride and groom 
circumatnbulate (as of old) a sacred fire. There is no circling 
the Adi Granth in the manner of the modem Khalsa. TI1e 
Namdharis also have their own version of Ardas, the Khalsa 
prayer, which is very different from the standard version. 19 

In terms of practice the Namdharis demonstrate a return to 
standards that were operative during the eighteenth century. 
Their rahit-nama expresses injunctions that seem appropriate 
for the pious Khalsa of the later eighteenth century, and even 
when these seem to pass beyond the point of rational activity 
they have eighteenth-century authority for doing so. An example 
is provided by the command to avoid fanning the fire of their 
luLVan by human breath. 20 Another is the order when taking off 
a kachh to withdraw one leg and put it in the leg-hole of another 
pair before withdrawing the second leg (DayaS 56). 

TI1e Namdhari rahit-nama and Ardas is translated later in 
the book (see Part II, no. 14, pp. 344-7). 

5.6 The Nirankari Hukam-nama 

The Nirankari sect was founded by Baba Dayal of Rawalpindi, 
gathering around him a group of followers who accepted his 
n1essage concerning the teachings of Gmu Nanak and his 
successors. The name Nirankari came from the stress that 
Baba Dayal laid on the worship of Akal Purakh as the 'Formless 
One' ( ni·rmil,ar). Because Akal Purakh was niranhii:r, there could 
be no question of incarnation or of Akal Purakh being wor
shipped as an idol. The only book that mattered was the Adi 
Granth. The followers of Baba Dayal were required to study it 
in order to absorb the teachings of Guru Nanak and his 
consistent stress on the divine Name. Some Nirankaris wore the 
kes, but for most of its history the 1novement has been predomi
nantly a Sahaj-dhari one. In caste terms most Nirankaris are 
Khatri or Arora.~ 1 

Apart from their Sahaj-dhari preference the Nirankaris 
differ from mainline Sikhs in two respects. First, they disagree 
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with the use of Bhagauti as an invocation for Ardas. For them 
Sri Bhagauti 1nust be treated literally and as such, they believe, 
the name is entirely inappropriate as an invocation (see p. 64). 
Only Nirankar can be invoked, never the Goddess. 22 This is a 
tninor difference, depending on the interpretation of a single 
word. The Khalsa will strenuously protest that they certainly 
do not invoke Devi. For them Bhagauti is Akal Purakh in the 
fonn of a sword (see ch. 7.3, p. 195). 

A second disagreement is that whereas mainline Sikhs 
regard the Adi Granth as Guru, the Nirankaris believe in a 
personal Guru, with the line still continuing. TI1is is the principal 
difference. In this respect they share a common doctrine with 
the Namdhat;s, though of course the actual identity of the 
human Guru differs. They also differ from the Namdharis in that 
whereas the Namdharis believe in an unbroken line extending 
down from Guru Nanak, the Nirankaris believe that a gap 
followed the death of Gunt Gobind Singh. Only with the growth 
of evil and corruption did the Guru return in the human form 
of Baba Dayal. 23 

Apart from the Adi Granth other literature was not required 
for worship, with the result that few documents are associated 
with the early Nirankari 1novetnent. There is, however, one that 
the Nirankaris treasure from the nineteenth century. This is the 
so-called Hukam-nlimli that records the words of Baba Darbara 
Singh, the first successor of Baba DayaL The Hukam-nlimli is 
actually a rahit-nama, probably issued before 1873 and certainly 
before 1884 (Webster 1979, 4). 

Two features are particularly evident in the Nirankari Hukam
niimii. First, it sought a return to the teachings of Guru Nanak, 
in particular to his 1nessage of meditation on the divine Name. 
TI1is involved a conscious move away from the Brahmans who 
had by this time made significant inroads into the practices of 
the Sikhs in general, including those of the Khalsa. Second, it 
concentrated on the rites of passage observed by the Nirankaris. 
Both the Chaupa Singh Rahit-nlimli and the Daya Siitgh Rahit-nama 
had included some ceremonies (particularly the former), but 
this was unusual in the eighteenth century. The Prem Sumarag 
had, however, made a feature of them and without being aware 
of it the Nirankaris were following their example. This stress 
on rites of passage was to ascend to primary importance 
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amongst the Khalsa leadership of the Singh Sabha 1novement. 
Both Guramat Prakash Bhag Sanskar and Sihh Rahit Marayiida 
have the same ritual focus. 

The Nirankari Hu/,am-nama is translated later in the book 
(see Part II, no. 15, pp. 347-51). 

5. 7 Vajib-u'l-Araz 

Another work claiming to go back to the time of Guru Gobind 
Singh is Vlijib-u' l-Araz. 1l1is purports to be ten answers given by 
Guru Gobind Singh to some Sahaj-dhari Sikhs who had asked 
him ten questions. Kahn Singh Nabha gives the full text of this 
deviant rahit-nama in Mahan Kosh, prefacing it with the com
ment that Mani Singh of the early eighteenth century had 
recorded it. 1l1e text, he continues, makes it clear that it was 
not by Mani Singh, nor could the answers given to the questions 
be those of Guru Go bind Singh (MK 815-6). 

Kanh Singh Nabha appears to be justified in his opinion. The 
work was obviously written by a Sahaj-dhari, probably dming the 
early nineteenth century and possibly by an Udasi Sikh. It must 
be labelled deviant because it flies in the face of the fundamen
tal purpose of a rahit-nama. Far from being a rahit-nama that 
upholds the Khalsa, it is one that endeavours to deny values dear 
to the Khalsa heart. It twice stresses that having Brahmans at 
weddings is entirely appropriate, once to conduct them and 
once to be fed at the feast. They are also to be welcomed at 
shraddh ceremonies ( Viijib-u 'l Araz 1, 4). Much attention is 
given to the status of a sir-gum, defined (somewhat surprisingly) 
as 'those who preach atheism' and embracing Muslims who are 
'thorough Sir-gums' ( Viijib-u 'l Araz 2). It also declares that if 
uncut hair is impractical for a Sikh, keeping it at an acceptable 
length is a satisfactory alternative ( Vajib-u 'l A1·az 7). 

Vii}ib-tt' l-Araz must therefore be classified as an anti-Khalsa 
rahit-nama. Added to the two rahit-namas in the Sau Siihhi and 
the Prem Sumii1·ag, this created a situation which was far from 
satisfactory, at least to the radical leaders of the Singh Sabha 
1novemem. Conservative Sikhs might approve, but not these 
vigorous reformers. The stage was being set for the struggle 
between the conservative or Sanatan Sikhs and the radicals of 
the Tat Khalsa. 
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Endnotes 

1. One translated version appears in Prithipal Singh Kapur and 
Dharam Singh, The Khalsa, Patiala, 1999, Appendices II-III, 
pp. 136-41. 

2. This revival appears to be largely with members of the Akhand 
Kirtanijatha for whom iron is partirnlarly important. joy Barrow, 'The 
Akhand Kirtani Jatha', International Journal of Punjab Studie,'i, 8, I 
Qanuary-June 2001), p. 105. 

3. The Khiilsii Mahimii portion corresponds to sections 519-36 of the 
Sarah Loh Oranth. See Part ll, no. 10, pp. 327-9. 

4. Loc. cit., p. vii. S. 1894 actuaHy corresponds to 1837 CE. 
5. Attar Singh (1975), Preface, pp. 18-19, Sakhee Book, pp. 38, 96. 
6. Dalip Singh, the youngest son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, was 

another person who believed that the Sau Siikhi referred to him. 

Shortly after I ascended the throne of the Punjab it was found 
written in a book of Sikh prophecies called Sakheean that a man 
of my name would be born who, after becoming entirely dispos
sessed of all he inherited and residing alone for a long period 
in a foreign country, would return to be the eleventh gooroo or 
Teacher of the Khalsa or the Pure and that his prosperity then 
would far exceed that of his ancestors. He would also establish 
a new faith. 

-Dalip Singh to Queen Victoria, 16.9.1884. M. Alexander 
and Sushil Anand, QJ.teen Victoria's Maharajah, London, 1980, 
p. 181. 

As a child Dalip Singh was proclaimed Maharaja in 1843, the third 
successor of Rar~it Singh. In 1849 he was dethroned by the annexing 
British and eventually taken to England. The sakhis that refer to a 
Dalip Singh arc 15 and 51, the same two that name Ram Singh. 
Gurbachan Singh Naiar (1985), pp. 25, 27, 61. Sec also Christy 
Campbell, ThP Maharajah's Box, London, 2000, pp. 58-9, and Brian 
Keith Axel, The Nation's Tmtured Bod)', Durham, 2001, p. 61. 

7. There is a direct reference on p. 15 and another probable one 
on p. 16 ofjaswinder Singh (comp.), Kttka Movn11enl: Freedom Stmggle 
in Punjab, New Delhi, 1985. Three sakhis which were said to have heen 
dug from the village pool at Haripur in Sirsa District also referred 
directly or by clear implication to Ram Singh. Ibid., pp. 289-93. Thcst· 
sakhis were not known to Ram Singh. They were, moreover, forgeries. 

8. Macauliffe (1909), V. ln. The Santokh Singh to whom he refers 
is the author of Sii.mj Prakash. 

9. In Siiraj Prakash Santokh Singh has a section entitled iWukati
nii.mii which Vir Singh claims is from sakhi 8 of the Sau Siikki. Shri Gur 
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Pratap St1raj Granth, Vir Singh, ed., vol. 12, pp. 5196-5202. Vir Singh's 
statement is in fn *, p. 5196: 'This is the eighth sakhi of the Satt Siikhi.' 
Santokh Singh's version differs markedly from that of the Sau. Siillhi, 
but he does at least deliver a rahit-nama. According to Santokh Singh 
it was delivered by Gum Gobind Singh to an assembly of Sikhs 
comprising Lahaura Singh, Nand Singh, and others. Ibid., pp. 5196, 
5202. 

10. Brahmans appear in verses 12-14, 16, 17-21,24, 26, 31, 36-41, 
and 43-4. 

11. For a brief description of the Sanatan vs. Tat Khalsa controversy 
see pp. 158-61. 

12. See Part II, no. 13, pp. 339-44. A complete translation is planned 
as a separate work. 

13. 'Some devout Sikh, having written shri muldz vlik patashahi 10 at 
the beginning of this book wrote it inS. 1880 or 85 [1823 or 1828 CE).' 
Idem., GSudh (4th edition 1970), p. 268n; and GM, 1.33n. 

14. Randhir Singh also claimed to have acquired a saiichi (portion 
of a book or MS) dated S. 1858 (1701 CE, .~Jic 1801) but does not 
actually describe it. PSG, p. 88. 

15. Shamsher Singh Ashok (comp.). Paiijlibi Hath-lii,IUltiin di Siichi, 
Patiala, 2 vols, 1961, 1963,1. 334-5, II. 219 (three MSS). Kirpal Singh, 
A Catalogue of Punjabi and Urdu Manuscripts in the Sildl 1-Iistory Depalt
nzent, Amritsar, 1963, pp. 109-10 (two MSS, first chapter only). 

16. These included works by Surindar Singh Kohli, Bhagat 
Singh, Gurbux Singh, Fauja Singh, and Mohinder Singh. Kohli claims 
that there exists a manuscript of the Prem Sunzii.rag dated 1718 CE. 
Paiijiilii Siihit dii Jtihiis, Ludhiana, 1955, p. 216. No evidence for this 
manuscript has been produced. J. S. Grewal at first concluded that 
the work belonged to the early eighteenth century. Grewal (1972), 
pp. 72-83; and Punjab Past and Present: es.~J·ays in Honour of Dr Garula 
Singh, Harbans Singh and N. Gerald Barrier (eels), Patiala, 1976, 
pp. 165-75. In the 1982 edition of From Ouru Nanak he retracted 
this opinion. Grewal published a useful summary of the contents of 
the Prenz Swnarg, in Part 4, ch. iv, of his Sikh ldeoltJgy, Polity and Social 
Order, pp. 154-61. 

17. Piara Singh Padam, Surjit Singh Gandhi, and Parkash Singh 
Jammu writing in EncyS III. 368. 

18. Kahn Singh Nabha has already been noted. This view was also 
favoured by Teja Singh and the later J. S. Grewal opinion. 

19. TSSS, pp. 130-1. See pp. 346-7. For the standard Ardas of 
the mainstream Khalsa see pp. 379-80. 

20. CltS 505, pp. 111, 186. See under 'Miscellaneous injunctions', 
p. 112. 
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21. The Nirankaris who follow Baba Dayal and his successors 
should be clearly distinguished from the so-called Sant Nirankaris, 
members of the Sant Nirankari Mandai of New Delhi. Sillhism, 
pp. 203-4. For accounts of the older group see John C. B. Webster 
( 1979) and Sihhism, pp. 186-8. 

22. Nirankar is invoked as satiniimu. 
23. Man Singh Nirankari, 'The nature of Guruship to Nirankari Sikh 

tradition', in Clarence 0. McMullen, The Nature of GurushifJ, Delhi, 
1976, p. 117. 
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The Singh Sabha and 
the Years Mter 

6.1 Sanatan Sikhs vs. Tat Khalsa 

The year 1873 was an important one for the Silms, but an even 
more important year lay ahead. In 1873 a group of Sikhs, 
concerned by the situation in the Punjab, met in Amritsar and 
formed the Singh Sabha. These men were conservatives and, 
alarmed by the disturbances caused by Kuka Silms, were 
anxious that the orthodox Sikh community should not be blamed 
by their British rulers. They were also concerned at what they 
interpreted as the general decay of Sikh society. Sikhs were 
believed to be increasingly adopting life-styles which were not 
consistent with the faith handed down from the Gurus. There 
was, moreover, the expanding influence of Christian missions, 
and four Sikh pupils of the Amritsar Mission School had actually 
declared their intention of becoming Christians. 

The Sikhs who gathered in Amritsar in 1873 were respect
able members of the Panth, including in their number a large 
proportion of titled gentlemen, large land-owners, and conser
vative scholars. 11tey were also for the most part conventional 
men, regarding their Sikh faith as part of the wider world of 
Hindu India. The Panth was clearly a part of this society, they 
believed, and it accepted a wide range of diverse doctrine 
including caste. It was a distinctive Panth with a warrior mission 
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to fight injustice and to defend the Hindus, but it was still a Panth 
amongst other panths. These mel} would have been numbered 
amongst those who have been called Sanatan Sikhs (Oberoi 
1994, ch. 2), a term which well fits their conservative mould. 

This, however, was not the only Singh Sabha to emerge. 1873 
was not the crucial year. In 1879 there was established in 
Lahore a second branch of the Sikh Sabha that soon demon
strated how different was the understanding of its proponents 
from that of the original Amritsar founders. This Lahore group 
acquired the name of Tat Khalsa, or 'T1ue' Khalsa, and under 
the leadership of some talented and energetic men soon found 
the1nselves in open opposition to the Amritsar conservatives. 
These men were radicals in religious terms, many of them the 
products of the English education which was being conveyed 
through state and mission schools. They essentially thought in 
western terms, which, contrary to the all-embracing irenic ideal, 
viewed allegiances in terms of distinction and separation. For 
them it was not possible to be both a Hindu and a Sikh. The 
title of a booklet issued by Kahn Singh Nabha, one of their 
proponents, came to be a slogan for the Tat Khalsa: Ham Hindu 
nahin, 'We are not Hindus'. 

Disagree1nent between the Sanatan Sikhs and their Tat 
Khalsa opponents became vigorous and outspoken. The numer
ous branches of the Singh Sabha which were founded in various 
towns and villages chose to ally with one or the other and in this 
manner two groups came into being, each with a central body 
and a ring of satellites. The radical organization of Lahore 
proved to be much the more popular. As far as it was concerned, 
there could be only one ideal mode for Sikh aspirations and 
that was the Khalsa mode. The attitude of the conservatives, 
which embraced a wide variety of styles, could not possibly be 
tolerated. Somewhat gtudgingly the Tat Khalsa were prepared 
to admit Sahaj-dharis as Sikhs and eventually they allowed their 
meetings to be a part of the Chief Khalsa Divan's annual Sikh 
Educational Conference. This, however, was only on the under
standing that they were Sikhs who were on their way to full 
Khalsa membership. The etymology of the term was reinter
preted to givf;! expressjon to this, sahaj being construed as 
'slowly' and the Sah~-dhari Sikh viewed, as slowly making his 
way to the status of a complete Khalsa. 1 
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The person who made the major contribution to a new Tat 
Khalsa understanding of the Rahit was unquestionably Kahn 
Singh of Nabha. The name of Kahn Singh lives on today as the 
compiler of that splenqid encyclopaedia. Gurushabad Ratanallar 
Mahan Knsh, usually abbreviated to simply Mahan K.osh. This 
work, originally published as a four-volume edition in 1930, is 
still extensively used today and will continue to be used for many 
more years to come. His contribution to the study of the Rahit 
and to the refonnation of the various rahit-namas came three 
decades earlier. In 1901, he reissued in Punjabi a collection 
entitled Gurumat Sudhii.kar. This comprised various works from 
the eighteenth and nineteenth .centuries that had a direct bear
ing upon the Sikh Panth. The collection included what purported 
to be the texts of most of the rahit-namas. Closer inspection 
reveals, however, that Kahn Singh was working according to a 
Tat Khalsa agenda, basing his choice of rahit-namas and his 
reproduction of their various texts upon worthy but misleading 
principles. We shall return to him later (see pp. 165-71). 

In the struggle that ensued the Tat Khalsa won handsomely. 
The high point of their campaign was the passing by the Punjab 
State Legislature of the Anand Marriage Act in 1909. This act 
did not introduce the term 'Anand marriage' for the first time2, 

but it certainly marked a divergence in terms of the actual 
ceremony. It emphasised the difference between Sikhs who 
practised this new order from all those who had followed a 
traditional method. The traditional method, as set out in Prem 
Sumarag (see Part II, no. 13, pp. 339-44), was that the couple, 
in the actual act of marriage, walked round a sacred fire. In 
contrast, the Tat Khalsa format, promulgated as the practice 
of the later Gurus, 3 required the couple to walk round the Gun• 
Grantl1 Sahib. Clearly this was a significant step in the direction 
of total separation. 

In this respect the Tat Khalsa won a significant victory, but 
their claims were certainly not conceded without a fight. The 
differences with the Sanatan Sikhs of the Amritsar Singh Sabha 
were to some extent papered over in 1902 by the merging of 
the two Khalsa Divans or offices (the Antritsar Divan and that 
of Lahore) in the Chief Khalsa Divan. In a limited way this 
worked satisfactorily, though the growing conservatism of the 
Chief Khalsa Divan led increasingly to it being sidetracked and 
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left behind. It was, however, responsible for a first attempt to 
produce a new rahit-nama, the Guramat Prakiish Bhiig SansluJ.r 
issued in 1915. This manual proved to be a failure in terms of 
acceptance by. the general body of Sikhs, but it did at least 
indicate the direction in which efforts were being directed. The 
leaders of the Tat Khalsa were concerned to devise a new rahit
nama, and one that was based on Sikh ceremonies seemed the 
only practicable direction to follow. Although it proved alto
gether too complicated and high flown for general acceptance 
Guramat Pralliish Bhag Sanskiir proved to be something of a 
model as a result of its presentation of the Rahit in the form 
of rites of passage. , 

Victory over the consetvative Sikhs, however,. did not spare 
the attacks that catne fi·om the opposite side. Bhasaur was a 
village in the princely state of Patiala and in 1893 a retired 
canal overseer founded there a branch of the Singh Sabha. This 
man was Teja Singh, variously known as Babu Teja Singh, Teja 
Singh Overseer, or Teja Singh Bhasaur. In 1907 this branch 
declared itself to be the Panch Khalsa Divan (also known as the 
Khalsa Parliament), thus marking it out as diverging from the 
Chief Khalsa Diwan. And diverge it certainly did, regarding the 
Chief Khalsa Divan (whether Sanatan or Tat Khalsa) as hope
lessly consetvativ~. We shall return to Teja Singh of Bhasaur 
and the Panch Khalsa Divan later in this chapter. 4 

While the battle continued between the Chief Khalsa Divan 
and the Panch Khalsa Divan many Sikhs were moving aw~y 
frmn the social and intellectual concerns which had occupied 
the Singh Sabhas to a markedly political style. Immediately 
after World War I interest focussed on control of the gurdwaras, 
many of which were still controlled by men who called them
selves Udasis. Even if most of these 1nahants or heads of 
gurdwaras would have had difficulty in establishing their Udasi 
credentials they were certainly not Khalsa Sikhs. B1;tish author
ity had conferred legal ownership on these mahants as owners 
of gurdwara properties, and in spite of numerous criticisms 
from Sikh leaders this ownership had been maintained for 
several decades. In the years immediately after the war several 
co~cerns combined as a 1novement to free the gurdwaras and 
in 1920 the Akali Party was formed to give political expression 
to this movement. 
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During the next fi\'e years the Panth had little time to spare 
for detailed discussions of the Rahit. Sustained pressure was 
continued and little by little the British authorities were forced 
to concede that they would have to give way. Gurdwara control 
was not an issue that seriously affected British control and apart 
the loss of face which would result from the concession there 
was no great problem affecting their authority. In 1925 they 
finally gave way and the Punjab State Government passed the 
Sikh Gurdwaras Act. 

This Act required a definition of a Sikh to be passed into law. 
Its definition of a Sikh was determined by a declaration which 
each person who claimed the status would be required to make, 
if there should be any doubt concerning that person's identity: 

I solemnly aflirm that I am a Sikh, that I believe in the Gunt Granth 
Sahib, that I believe in the Ten Gums, and that I have no other religion.:' 

It should be noted that no reference is 1nade in this definition 
to the Khalsa. The Act certainly drew a clear distinction between 
Sikhs and Hindus, but it failed to continue its distinction in a 
tuanner which would define beyond doubt the ideal Sikh as a 
1nember of the Khalsa. TI1at was yet to come. 

It came in 1950 with the publication of Sillh Rahit Marayiitlii. 
Indeed it had implicitly taken shape some years earlier. 
Following the Sikh Gurdwaras Act the Akali leaders, now in 
cmnplete control of the Panth, declared that the elective body 
set up under the Act to administer the gurdwaras, would be their 
own Shiromani Gurdwara Parbhandak Committee (the SGPC). 
The SGPC had been formed in 1920 to administer those 
gurdwaras which the Akali Party had succeeded in dislodging 
from their incumbent mahants, and after the 1925 Act was 
passed it assumed the role of the controlling Board. An early 
task of the newly-constituted SGPC was to commission a rahit
nanla that embracecL once and for all, the Rahit enunciated by 
Guru Gobind Singh. For this purpose a sub-committee was 
appointed to draw up a definitive statement of the Rahit. The 
sub-cmnmittee reported in 1932 and although some changes 
were n1ade to their recommendation its statement was essen
tially retained. It was this statement of the Rahit that was finally 
published in 1950. Since that time there have been objections 
from various groups, but Sildl Rahit Ma1·ayildii has stood its 
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ground, allowing very little in the way of change. That situation 
still continues today. 

6.2 Avatar Singh Vahiria and the Conservative Sikhs 

In the controversy between the conservative Sanatan Sikhs 
and the Tat Khalsa the name that stands out as the leading . 
intellectual on the Sanatan side was that of Avatar Singh 
Vahiria. Born in 1848 in Rawalpindi District, Avatar Singh 
Vahiria came under the influence of Baba Sir Khem Singh Bedi, 
a renowned opponent of the new ideas which were then appear
ing within the Singh Sabha. Khen1 Singh Bedi was the person 
who in 1883 formally proposed to the Amritsar branch of the 
Singh Sabha that the na1ne should be changed to Sikh Singh 
Sabhas, thereby permitting Sahaj-dharis to join. 

Until the death of his patron Avatar Singh devoted himself 
wholly to editing the journal Sri Guramal Praldishak, to wr~ting his 
substantial works culminating in Khalsa Dharmn Shiistr,6 and to 
preaching. In 1898, he formed the Chalda Vahir, an itinerant 
band of earnest preachers, whose task it was to visit towns and 
villages exhorting Sikhs to uphold established customs and 
rituals. They should never, he maintained, be misled by these 
new and erroneous notions that were abroad in the Panth and 
which were being spread by adherents of the so-called Tat 
Khalsa. When Khem Singh Bedi died in 1905 Avatar Singh 
retired grief-stricken and quietly lived the remainder of his life 
in Rawalpindi.7 · 

At first sight it is difficult to perceive just what was the cause 
of the intense rivalry between the Sanatan Sikhs (represented 
by Vahiria) and the Tat Khalsa. The extract from Khiilsii Dharam 
Shiislr (see Part II, no. 17, pp. 35::1--8) seems closely in accord 
with Khalsa views, and even though the actual order of the daily 
discipline is a little different from the one that was subsequently 
adopted that surely is matter for calm debate, rather than for 

. fierce exchanges of polemic. Closer inspection, however, re
veals two closely related and fundamental causes. 

First, there was the traditional Sanatan view that the Sikh 
faith could be practised by a variety of 1nodes. Vahiria was the 
ardent disciple ofKhem Singh Bedi who had tried to open Singh 
Sabhas to Sahaj-dhari Sikhs, a view which Vahiria naturally 
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supported. It was possible to be a Sikh and at the sam~ time 
to be a Udasi or a Nirmala. A Sikh would certainly accept the 
ranked caste structure of society, and he could also believe in 
the line of avatars, declaring Guru Nanak to be one such avatar 
(Oberoi 1994, 103). Attitudes expressed by the Sanatan Sikhs 
mnounted to an acknowledgetnent that the Sikh faith was a part 
of the wider Hindu world, and that the Panth was merely one 
atnongst many such panths. It was a Panth born of special 
circumstances, and it preached both liberation through the divine 
Name and the defence of just causes through armed tnight. 
Sikhs were, however, Hindus as well as Sikhs. For the Tat Khalsa 
this was anathema. Their view was that Sikhs were emphatically 
not Hindus. 

Second, the work of Vahiria made little mention of the 
Khalsa. It is true that his published works did indeed incorpo
rate the word 'Khalsa' in their titles, and at the end of the extract 
printed below he announces that 'this Sikh faith is the Khalsa 
Panth, according to ancient and unconditional law, established 
in the divine presence [of the True Gun1]' .s The body of his work, 
however, makes little mention of the Khalsa, and one must 
conclude that it rated 1nuch lower in Vahiria's view of the Sikh 
faith than it did in the conviction of the Tat Khalsa. Although 
the fourth part of Khalsa Dharam Shiistr is headed 'Rahit Nama 
Section', items that the Tat Khalsa were to include specifically 
in their two rahit-namas were scattered throughout the other 
sections of the book. Vahiria certainly had a concept of what 
the rahit-nama meant, but it differed from that of his Tat Khalsa 
opponents. 

At the same time one Inust acknowledge that the views of 
the Sanatan Sikhs and those of the Tat Khalsa were not as far 
apart as they seem from the modern perspective. The two sides 
certainly parted company on the question of different kinds 
of Sikhs and whether or not Sikhs could be called Hindus, 
but their views on what constituted a Sikh were not widely sepa
rated. This becmnes clear when one reads what is evidently a 
summary of a portion of Khalsa Dharam Shiistr, quoted by Falcon 
in his Handbook on Sildts (see Part II, no. 18, pp. 358-65). It is 
also evident from- Vahiria's presentation of the Chaupa Siizgh 
Rahit-niimii (see p. 358). Caste is certainly accepted ( ChS 11, 
121, pp. 59, 72, 150, 160; KDS 166, 177, items 53 and 158), 
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Muslims are still to be shunned to a degree thought excessive 
by the Tat Khalsa ( ChS 10, 330, pp. 59, 102, 150, 177; KDS, 
pp. 166, 186, items 51 and 251), and Brahmans can still be 
smnmoned to conduct marriages. 9 The item in the earlier Chauptz 
Singh Rahit-nama enjoining double consideration for Brah1nans 
has, however, been omitted and the same description of initia
tion is retained, even including the cry of viihi guriiji Ita khiilsa, 
viihi guriiji ki fate[h] (ChS 90, pp. 68, 157; KDS, p. 173, item 
116). 

Today there are Sikhs with notions of the Rahit which differ 
just as much from the official view of the mainstream Panth. 
The vast majority also retain a modified form of the caste 
structure of society. Moreover, it must be remembered that 
these debates concerned a minority of Sikhs .. Most were content 
to live without thetn. This narrowing of the gap should be borne 
in mind if we are to have a sufficiently accurate view of the 
controversies, which enlivened at least a portion of the commu
nity a century ago. 

6.3 The Contribution of Kahn Singh Nabha 

During the first quarter-century of its existence Singh Sabha 
works began to appear which indicated the. reforming zeal of 
the movement. One writer who produced much of his work 
during this period was the Nirmala writer Gian Singh, an author 
who bridges the gulf between the two periods separated by the 
founding of the Singh Sabha. Gian Singh's impression of the 
delivery of the Rahit by Guru Gobind Singh at the founding of 
the Khalsa, appears .in chapter 2 (see pp. 47-8). Many of the 
features associated with the reform period are present in 
this passage. The Five Ks have made a definite appearance 
and so too have the four kurahits (the four serious violations 
of the Rahit). There is in fact very little in the account with 
which a 1nodern Sikh understanding of the Rahit would want 
to disagree. 

Gian Singh's version was first published in 1892. By that 
ti1ne the chief intellectual protagonist of the Tat Khalsa was 
hard at work, preparing studies which were to have an enduring 
influence on many different aspects both of the Tat Khalsa and 
of the wider Panth. This was Kahn Singh of Nabha. 
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Kahn Singh was born in 1861 in the princely state of Patiala 
and brought up in the state of Nabha where his father was a 
granthi. Although he did not attend school he was able to gain 
education privately and developed a considerable facility in the 
Sikh scriptures, Sanskrit and Persian languages, and music. A 
chance meeting with Macauliffe in 1885 led to a life-long 
friendship and to the substantial help he was able to give 
Macauliffe in the preparation of The Sildl Religion. In 1887 he 
was appointed tutor to Ripudaman Singh, heir apparent to 
Nabha, and for most of the remainder of his life he served the 
state in various roles. His published works began with Raj 
Dharam in 1884, c.ontinued through several other works such as 
Ham Hindu Nahin ( 189a), and finally culminated in his four
volume Gurushabad Rataniilmr Mahan Kosh in 19.30. He died in 
1938 and another major work, Gu:rumat MarataruJ., was published 
posthumously (EncyS II:409-1 0). 

There are at least three reasons why Kahn Singh was a figure 
of such major importance. Firstly, he faithfully reflects the Tat 
Khalsa view of Sikh doctrine and history. Indeed, he does more 
than merely reflect it, expressing through his wGrks reformist 
ideas and ideals that were to become part of the philosophy 
and outlook of the Tat Khalsa. Secondly, Ham Hindu Nahin 
summarised the vast importance of the Tat Khalsa contribution 
to the Singh Sabha movement, both by its contents and also by 
its title. Thirdly, his contribution as an encyclopaedist is 
uniquely valuable. M(.lhiin Kosh and Gurumat MarataruJ. are 
indispensable aids, cmnprehensive in scope and clear in pre
sentation. Gurumat Prabhiikar and Gurumat Sudhiikar are also 
very useful, the latter particularly for its footnotes. His influence 
has been much greater than that of Macauliffe, directly through 
his works in Punjabi and indirectly through the consider.able 
influence those works have had. 

In Gurumat Marata1_1,l} Kahn Singh defines the rahit-namas as 
'those works which enunciate the Sikh code of conduct' (GM 
796). In this definition he can be faulted on two counts. First, 
although rahit-namas are predominantly concerned with con
duct they also embody doctrine. They are, in other words, 
manuals of belief as well as of behaviour. Secondly. his defini
tion refers to the Sili.h code rather than to the Khalsa code. In 
fairness it should be added to this that his version of the 
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authentic Sikh was virtually synonymous with a member of the 
Khalsa. He divides works which he regards as enunciating this 
code into three sections. These are: 

(a) The pritnary rahit-namas of the Sikh faith. 

1. The compositions contained in Sri Guru Grantlt Sahib. 

2. Those works attributed to the Tenth Gun.1 which, in 
accordance with Khalsa principles, may be sanctioned as 
authentic. 

3. The works of Bhai Gurdas. 

4. The works of Bhai Nand Lal. 

(b) ·nte following later works are also regarded as rahit
namas.10 

5. The janam-sakhis of Gun.1 Nanak. 

6. Gyiin-rataniivali. 

7. Bhagat-rataniivali. 

8. Material included in Sarab Loh which concerns the Sikh 
faith. 

9. Tanakhiih-nilmii. 

10. The Chaupii Singh Rahit-namli. 

11. The Prahiliirl Singh Rahit-nlimii. 

12. The Prem Sumarag. 

13. The Prashan-utta·r of Bhai Nand Lal. 

14. The Desii Singh Rahit-niimii. 

15. The Dayii Singh Rahit-niima. 

16. Gur Sobha. 

1 7. Siidhu sangati ki priirathanii. 11 

18. Ratan-miil (Sau Siikhi). 

19. Viijib-u' l-Araz. 

20. Mahimli Praltiish. 12 

21. Gur-biliis Piitashiihi 6. 

22. Gur-biliis Piitashiihi 10. 

23. Multati-namii. 

24. Guru Niinak Prakash. 
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25. Guru Pratap Silray (Silraj Prt~kiish). 

26. Panth Pralliish. 

27. Guru fJad prem prakash. 13 

28. Vimal bibell vii:ridhi, llhiilsa shatak14 

(c) Many other manuals of conduct and Khalsa texts etc. can 
be regarded as rahit-namas, but the reader must take care 
to distinguish truth from falsehood ( GM 796-7). 

Kahn Singh certainly does not affirm the tn1th of all that is 
contained in section (b), as his footnote at the beginning of the 
section makes clear. Only section (a) is to be trusted implicitly. 
Th_is does not tnean that he was necessarily adopting a critical 
view of the rahit-namas. His words of caution relate rather to 
his convicti!-">n that ignorance or Hindu influences have been 
permitted to penetrate the rahit-namas, and that in conse
quence readers must be aware that where this has happened 
the affected material must be rejected. 

His work on the rahit-namas is most conspicuously provided 
in Gurumat Sudhiilwr, a collection of works from the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. In 1898 the collection was first 
published in Hindi and then reissued in Punjabi in 1901. 
Subsequently it was reprinted in 1970 by the state publisher 
Bhasha Vibhag, Punjab, with a slightly different title and a 
different range of footnotes. 

Guntmat Sudhiikar comprises extracts from 16 works or 
closely-allied works which Kahn Singh judged to be of major 
importance for an understanding of the Sikh faith. It omits 
the Adi Grantl1 and begins with those works from the Dasam 
Grantl1 which he believed were by Gun1 Gobind Singh. Then 
follows the second unit that consists of extracts from the vars 
and kabitts of Bhai Gurdas. At the end of the list are portions 
taken from the two works of Santokh Singh (the Niinak Prakash 
and the Silrtfj Prakash). Rahit-namas figure prominently in the 
collection. The verse rahit-namas, which provide a single unit, 
are the Tanahhiih-niimii, Prashan-uttar, and the rahit-nama of 
Desa Singh. Portions of the Prem Sumiirag provide another unit, 
and selections from the prose rahit-namas of Chaupa Singh and 
Daya Singh supply two more. The rahit-nama of Prahilad Rai 
does not appear in the selection. 15 The collection is preceded 
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by an index of important words, with page references indicating 
where they occur in the book. 

Kahn Singh's attitude to the rahit-namas was distinctly 
ambivalent. As Avtar Singh comments, although he was 'not 
willing to completely r~ject them, he is equally not prepared to 
lend credence to them in the form these were available to him' 
(Avtar Singh 1970, 133). On the one hand, he makes extensive 
use of the rahit-namas, frequently quoting them as proot:texts 
for defining the various terms which he lists in Gu1'1unat 
Miiratm:uJ,. In this work he cites the following: 

Tanald~iih-nlimii 

Prashan-ultar 
Prahiliid Rlii/Singh Rahit-niimii 
Chaupii Siitgh Rahit-niimii 
Desii Singh Rahit-nii-mii 
Daya Singh Rahit-nlimli 
Prem Sumiirag 
Ratan-miil 

20 times 
8 " 
3 , 

25 " 
26" 
16 " 
24, 
2 " 

Smne of these he quotes at considerable length. 16 

On the other hand, Kahn Singh found it impossible to accept 
all that they contained, and felt cotupelled to leave tnany of 
the injunctions out of his re-issuing of the rahit-natuas in 
Gurumat Sudhiillar. This was done quietly, without any hint or 
acknowledgement." He evidently reasoned that the Guru could 
never have instntcted his Sikhs to behave in the manner 
indicated by the excised injunctions, nor could his faithful 
followers have assumed that he would have done so. The only 
possibility must be that ignorant or malicious persons must have 
inserted these items in the rahit-natnas. There is little evidence 
that the rahit-namas were treated in this way, but to anyone 
raised in the late nineteenth-century standards of the Tat 
Khalsa, there could be no other explanation. They must have 
received this perverse and distorted editing. In spite of the lack 
of evidence this point of view has persisted amongst scholars 
ever since. 18 

If we consider Kahn Singh's version of the Tana"hiih-niimii 
two kinds of omission stand out. 19 First, all seven items con
cerning Muslims20 have been excised, except the prohibition of 
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Sikhs eating halal meat. The remaining six abominate defer
ence to Muslims (one reference) or decree the outright slaying 
of them {the remaining five). These commands would scarcely 
have been congenial to the more ordered circumstances at the 
end of the nineteeth century, regardless of any sense of strong 
rivalry between Sikhs and Muslims that still remained. It could 
only mean (so Kahn Singh apparently reasoned) that the items 
had subsequently been introduced by enthusiastic, if 1nisguided 
Sikhs, as a result of the fierce battles against Muslim forces 
during the eighteenth century. 

The second kind of omitted item, was the variety that seemed 
to express plain superstition. Why should one be prohibited 
frmn blowing out a lamp or from extinguishing fire with drinking
water (couplet 37a, p. 283)? Clearly, such items n1ust have been 
added later by some ignorant follower of the Guru. An educated 
person in late nineteenth-century India would surely appreciate 
this. The rahit-nama author's marked abhorrence of nakedness, 
seems also to have been excluded for this reason (couplets 
41-3). 

Of those items that he retains from Tanakhiih-niimii Kahn 
Singh someti1nes glosses them in a manner which brings them 
into line with Tat Khalsa principles. When, for example, Sikhs 
are cmnmanded in couplet 19 to marry their daughters 'in the 
approved way', he adds the footnote that this means they must 
never marry them to Monas.21 Gmu Gobind Singh was su
premely enlightened and it followed that his instructions, as 
mediated through the unadulterated rahit-namas, were likewise 
enlightened. The duty of the reformist Tat Khalsa must be to 
strip away later additions to the Rahit and explain features 
which may have become obscured since the Rahit was first 
promulgated. 

Kahn Singh's treaunent of the Chaupii Singh Rahit-niimii is 
also interesting. The two Ra:hit sections of this rahit-nama 
contain 455 items. Kahn Singh, however, provides only 42 items 
in his version of it (see p. 409). The Daya Singh Rahit-nama 
receives even sparser attention, only 25 brief ite1ns being 
included (see p. 412). Kahn Singh's first footnote identifies 
Daya Singh as 'a Lahore resident who was one of the [original] 
Panch Piare' (GSudh 1901, 503n). It would obviously be impos
sible for Kahn Singh to accept much of the extant rahit-nama 
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as the work of one of the Panj Piare. If this was the Daya Singh 
who was one of the original five the provision of a purged version 
in Gurumat Surlluilwr was therefore essential. 

This was the first of the two Singh Sabha contributions to 
rahit-nama reform. Note that there was no question of Rahit 
reform in the minds of Singh Sabha scholars. To them {the 
conservatives as well as the Tat Khalsa) the Rahit was eternal 
and unchangeable. It had indeed been partially covered over 
by ignorance and corrupting Hindu concepts, but beneath these 
lay the pure Rahit. The task of the scholar was to reveal this 
pure Rahit by stripping away the overlay, a task that required 
a purging of the rahit-namas. Kahn Singh largely achieved this 
purpose by the publication of Gurumat Surlhiikar. 

6.4 Guramat Prakash Bhag Sanskar 

The first of the two Singh Sabha objectives had been achieved 
at the turn of the century. The Tat Khalsa (by this time the 
dominant force in. the Singh Sabha 1novement) now faced its 
second objective. This was the production of a truly reliable 
rahit-nama. 

The responsibility for producing this manual was taken up by 
the Chief Khalsa Divan, the body that was created in 1902 to 
unite the divided Lahore and Amritsar Singh Sabhas. The focus 
was clearly on the provision of Sikh rituals. It was recognised 
that this would serve to emphasise differences between Sikhs 
and Hindus, and would at the same time provide an opportunity 
for specifying the belief and behaviour required of a Sikh of the 
Khalsa. Amrit sanslliir, the order for Khalsa initiation, would 
prove ideal in both respects. Anand sanska·r, the order for Sikh 
maiTiage, would also provide opportunities. 

Appreciating the need, the Chief Khalsa Divan debated 
for many years the need for agreed orders of service for Sikh 
rituals. Eventually, needled by the persistent criticism of the 
fundatnentalist Panch Khalsa Divan (Nripinder Singh 1990, 167), 
it appointed in October 1910 a committee comprising Babu Teja 
Singh, Sant Gurbakhsh Singh, Vir Singh, Jodh Singh, Takhat 
Singh, Trilochan Singh, and Sundar Singh Majithia, Secretary 
of the Chief Khalsa Divan. 22 At its meeting on 17 January 1911, 
this cmnmittee deputed one of its members to prepare a draft. 
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The draft was considered by the committee in June 1912 and was 
circulated for comment and criticism. Following further Ineet
ings and amendments a text was finally approverl in 1914 and 
was submitted to the Chief Khalsa Divan for approval ( GPBS 
Appendices 1-3, pp. 60-76). Guramat Prakash Bhiig Sanskiir was 
finally printed in 1915. 

The new manual had certainly achieved one notable objec
tive. The committee had reduced to systematic order what 
previously had been uncertain and inconsistent. Its overriding 
concern was plainly to devise ritual orders which would be 
distinctively Khalsa and which would be uniformly accepted by 
all Sikhs. It did not achieve the latter of these objectives, but 
clearly it attained a Khalsa understanding of Sikh ritual that was 
appropriate for the early twentieth century. 

The focus of the manual was firmly fixed on panthic ritual 
rather than on individual behaviour. Orders of service were 
prepared for four major rites. These were the birth and naming 
ceremony, initiation, betrothal and marriage, and funerals. 
Two introductory sections preceded these. First came a decla
ration that all Sikh ceremonies derive in fact ti·om the Adi 
Grantl1, and that the purpose of Ouramat Praliiish Bhiig Sanslu"ir 
was merely to provide an agreed and uniform order for each 
ceremony. It was not to introduce innovation. Secondly, there 
was a description of elements which are common to all ceretno
nies. This included such features as no caste or sex discrimi
nation, an approved text for Ardas, the proper method of 
concluding readings of the Adi Grantl1, an injunction to avoid 
ceremonies and practices which violate Sikh beliefs, and an 
approved method for preparation and distribution of karah 
prasad ( GPBS 3-14). 

Somewhat surplisingly the key ceremony was plainly mar
riage, although the relatively recent passing of the Anand 
Marriage Act perhaps explains this. Included in the marriage 
ceremony was an explicit vow to observe the Rahit in every
day life. Injunctions relating to everyday behaviour were thus 
concentrated in this particular ceremony (such requirements as 
the wearing of the Five Ks, the avoidance of the four kurahits, 
and the obligation to recite certain passages of scripture each 
day). 

But Guramat Prakash Bhiig · Sanskiir failed in its primary 
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intention. It had been drafted with the needs of the whole Panth 
in tnind, yet very few members of the Panth showed any 
enthusiasm for it. In actual practice the orders of service that 
it set out could never have had any hope of securing widespread 
acceptance. Its authors could reasonably claim doctrinal sound
ness and consistency, but the orders which they actually devised 
were much too demanding in tenns of length, complexity, and 
the high ideals that they enjoined. They read curiously like 
Christian orders of service in tenns of format, combining ritual 
action with scriptural quotation, exhortation, prayers of petition, 
and congregational .responses. The orders reflect the intellec
tual perceptions of their educated authors. They were ceremo
nies, which might well appeal to a sophisticated elite, but which 
would be 1nost unlikely to win widespread acceptance from an 
overwhehningly tural constituency. 

6.5 The Panch Khalsa Divan 

The second objective of the Tat Khalsa was therefore unrealised, 
at least for the time being. Meanwhile the Tat Khalsa was facing 
another rival. Since the founding of the Lahore Singh Sabha in 
1879 the principal controversy within the movement had been 
between the conservatives of Amritsar and the Tat Khalsa 
centred in Lahore. By the turn of the century the Tat Khalsa 
had won the upper hand and in the years ahead it was to make 
that victory virtually absolute, at least on cettain m~or issues. 
That the Sikhs were no longer to be considered Hindus was 
the view of at least the Sikh leadership, and slowly the doctrine 
was to permeate the greater pa1t of the Panth. The Rahit had 
been stripped of its corntpt coverings and the Tat Khalsa 
was striving to fashion a rahit-nama that would give clear· 
expression to this purified Rahit. Only caste lingered on as an 
itnportant feature, willingly acknowledged by the conservatives 
and unwillingly tolerated by at least some major figures in the 
Tat Khalsa. 

f 

That range of issues was the principal controversy which the· 
Tat Khalsa confronted during its early years, the controversy 
that ultimately resulted in an overwhelming defeat of the 
Sanatan Sikhs. By the turn of the century, however, another rival 
had appeared. At first the disagre~ments between the two sid~s 
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in this later dispute produced only smpmg from those who 
opposed the Tat I<.halsa. Soon, however, the sniping turned to 
full frontal attacks and for some years the Tat Khalsa (or rather 
its mouthpiece which was the Chief Khalsa Divan) suffered the 
etnbarrassment of being constantly criticised for itself being 
too conservative. 

This critic was the small but noisy Bhasaur Singh Sabha, 
founded by Babu Teja Singh. The Bhasaur Singh Sabha rose to 
limited prmninence in the very early years of the twenti-eth 
century; latmched its most telling attacks on the Chief Khalsa 
Divan when it was preparing Guramat Prakash Bhiig Saizsltar, 
sustained its nuisance value during the early twenties; and finally 
succumbed to the mainstream Sikhs at the end of the decade. 

Babu Teja Singh was an inhabitant of the village of Bhasaur 
in the princely state of Patiala. Having retired ti·om government 
service he turned his attention to things religious and in 1893 
founded a branch of the Singh Sabha in the village. This branch, 
under Teja Singh's unchallenged leadership, soon proved 
itself to be thoroughly fundamentalist in the strict meaning of 
the term. Teja Singh adhered absolutely to the literal meaning 
of the Adi Granth and that of the Khalsa tradition as he 
understood it. In 1907 the Bhasaur branch becatne the Panch 
Khalsa Divan (also known as the Khalsa Parliatnent), thus 
signalling its radical divergence frmn the Chief Khalsa 
Divan. His strict fundatnentalism delivered an awkward chal
lenge to the more realistic Tat Khalsa and its servant the Chief 
Khalsa Divan. 

For Teja Singh, although the Sanatan Sikhs were hopelessly 
conservative, the Tat Khalsa was little better. In 1910, in 
response to his claim that nothing was being done to produce 
an authoritative rahit-nama, the committee was appointed by the 
Chief Khalsa Divan which led eventually to the issuing of 
Gu1'lzmat Pralliish Bhiig Saits/,iir in 1915. Teja Singh refi.tsed 
tnembership of the committee and maintained his vigorous 
opposition for nearly two more decades. Eventually in 1928, the 
tnainstream Sikh leaders, tiring of his incessant criticism, used 
their control over Akal Takhat to have Teja Singh banished from 
the Panth. The few prominent Sikhs who had shown sympathy 
to the Panch Khalsa Divan abandoned the cause and it soon 
faded into obscurity.23 

· 
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Some of Teja Singh's doctrinal statements, although strict 
and allowing no qualification, were at least congenial to many 
members of the Tat Khalsa and secured the covert support of 
soine of its leaders. There was, for example, his claim that only 
the Khalsa could be regarded as Sikhs. In his view Sahaj-dharis 
were definitely outside the Panth. Others included his insistence 
that the wearing of all Five Ks was absolutely mandatory, and 
that the Panth should recognise neither caste nor sect. Caste 
indicators must be renounced, which meant that personal 
nmnes could not include them. Male names should end with 
'Singh' and female names with 'Kaur'. 

Other clahns, however, went altogether too far. Up to a point 
his funda1nentalism could be accepted, but beyond it no Sikh 
who plided himself on being reasonable could possibly go. 
Among the more important of these claims were the following: 

I. Women must wear turbans as well as tnen. They should 
not pierce their ears or noses for ornamentation. 

2. Copies of the Adi Grantl1 currently being circulated were 
blasphemously faultk. The Rag-mala which occurs at its very end 
should be excised~4 and words should be linked as in the 
original copy. TI1ey should not be separated, as was always done 
in modern works. 

3. TI1ere are five kurahits, not four. TI1ese are: ( 1) Disrespect 
for the kes. (2) Eating J,uttha meat. (3) Using tobacco. ( 4) Adul
tery. (5) Eating with one who is not an Amlit-dhari (in other 
words, one who has not been initiated). 

4. The Dasam Grantl1 should not 9~ placed on the same 
footing as the Adi Granth and should n~ver be called the Gun.a 
Grantl1 Sahib. Apart from Jiip, Akal Ustat, and portions bearing 
the superscription muldt-villl the remainder is a reflection of 
Hindu scriptures. Reading this 1naterial the Khalsa absorb 
Hindu ideas and fixes in their minds the notion that Guru 
Gobind Singh was a worshipper of the .. g~ddess Devi. The Trill 
Charitr, it 1naintained, also c.;9ntain 

1
impure teachings, with 

stories of ilnpure women. 
5. By retaining the reference to Bhagauti at the beginning of 

Ardas the Khalsa is worshipping Devi. 
6. At present the Khalsa observes Hindu festivals and Hindu 

customs. These should be abandoned. 
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7. The term luqiih prasiid should also be abandoned and 
replaced by the correct one which is mahii prasiid. This name 
is used bk Bhai Gurdas in Var 20: 10, and in Kabitts 175, 309, 
and 453.~5 

In 1911 Tt::ja Singh issued an approved rahit-nama for 
mem hers of the Bhasaur Singh Sabha entitled Khiilsii Rahit 
Praliiish. This was not as original as it may have appeared at 
first sight. The fact that it comprised a selection of injunctions 
drawn from four of the earlier rahit-namas need have occa
sioned no surprise. It was rather that Khalsa Rahit Pralliish was 
largely a copy of most of the rahit-namas contained in Kahn 
Singh Nabha's Gurwnat Sudhiiltar. Appendix 1 illustrates this 
closeness in three out of the four rahit-namas chosen by Teja 
Singh, and even in the fourth (the Chat'f_ii Singh Rahit-niim~) the 
two collections are not very far apart. 2 There is, moreover, the 
fact that both omitted the rahit-nama of Prahilad Rai. Clearly 
Teja Singh must have copied Kahn Singh, omitting a further 
selection of injunctions but retaining most of what Gurumat 
Sudhiilwr provided. The nature of the relationship between the 
two men is not clear, though it seems that Kahn Singh had some 
sympathy for what Teja Singh was endeavouring to do.27 

Until his banishment from the Panth in 1928 Teja Singh 
continued to attack both the genuine conservatives and the Tat 
Khalsa which he also regarded as conservative. In two respects 
his contribution lives on. The first is his campaign against 
accepting the Rag-mala in the Adi Grantl1, an issue which still 
awaits definitive settlement. Silt!~ Rahit Mara')'iidii still prints the 
following after instn1ctions to conclude a complete. reading of 
the Adi Grantl1 'either with the Mundiiva1Ji or with the Riig-miilii, 
the choice depending on local custom': 

There 1 • .., still division within the Panth concerning this issue (SRM 15). 

This issue seetns of monmnental insignificance to those who 
are not Sikhs. To those who are believing Sikhs, however, it 
constitutes a very real problem. To them the Adi Granth is the 
Guru, and anytl1ing which involves excision of its contents is 
indeed a matter of great concern. 

The second legacy lies in the sect which continues some of 
the ideals of Babu Tt;ja Sirigh. This is the Bhai Randhir Singh 
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da Jatha, more commonly known now as the Akhand Kirtani 
Jatha. Randhir Singh was a considerable adtnirer ofTeja Singh, 
backing away frmn him shortly before the leaders of the 
mainstream Khalsa declared him persona non grata in 1928. The 
continuing influence of Teja Singh is most obviously seen in the 
turbans that all female 1nembers of the Akhand Kirtani Jatha 
are required to wear, its opposition to dividing the words in the 
Adi Grantl1, 2H its conviction that the Rag-tnala is no part of 
the sacred scripture, and its resistance to the recitation of the 
Rag-mala in Harmandir Sahib (Pashauara Singh and Gerald 
N. Barrier 1996, 160). 

6.6 Sikh Rahit Marayada 

Guramat Prallilsh Bhiig Sanslliir had failed to provide the Khalsa 
with what it so badly needed, namely a reliable rahit-nama. The 
Panch Khalsa Divan had repeatedly criticised the Chief Khalsa 
Divan during the first two decades of the twentieth century, and 
then in 1920 the energies of the Panth were fully occupied by 
the struggle to free the gurdwaras from their non-Khalsa owners 
(the tnahants). This struggle lasted until 1925 when the Punjab 
State Government finally backed down and transferred the 
ownership of most of the important gurdwaras in the Punjab to 
the Panth. The Panth determined that its Shiromani Gurdwara 
Prabadhak C01nmittee (the SGPC) should be the statutory body 
responsible for control of these gurdwaras, and elections were 
held a1nongst Sikhs to decide its membership. As a result of 
these elections the Akali Party won a substantial majority on 
the SGPC, one that it has never relinquished although it has 
frmn thne to time suffered internal splits. 

With political issues now settled the Panth could turn again 
to the long-delayed ·question of providing an agreed rahit-nama. 
The failure of the Chief Khalsa Divan's Guramat Prahiish Bhlig 
Sanskar to win acceptance was plainly recognised and the 
SGPC, within a few years of its statutory establishment in 1925, 
1noved to have a new manual prepared. The actual decision 
was evidently taken in 1931 when a rahu-t;ti sub-committee was 
appointed. 29 This sub-cmnmittee comprised 25 metnbers and 
had as its convener Professor Teja Singh (a very different 
person from Babu Teja Singh of the Panch Khalsa Divan). 
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The meetings ahead provided Professor Teja Singh with his 
opportunity to make a valuable contribution to the composition 
of the long-awaited rahit-nama.30 Also included in the tnember
ship of the sub-committee were Kahn Singh Nabha, Vir Singh, 
and Jodh Singh. 

The sub-committee, meeting three times between October 
1931 and January 1932, prepared a draft manual. It reconsid
ered this draft twice and on 1 October 1932 submitted a final 
result to the SGPC together with a report ( SRM, Introduction, 
2-4). Nothing more seems to have been done until 1936. 
On 1 August of that year the All-India Sikh Mission Board 
requested action and on 12 October 1936, the SGPC gave the 
draft general approval. It evidently referred the document to 
its Religious Advisory Committee (Dharamak Salahakar Com
mittee) for further consideration. Presumably because India 
was at this time going through stirring times this committee 
did not meet until 7 January 1945. When it did finally meet the 
committee recommended fi.trther amendments and these were 
approved by the SGPC on 3 Febntary of the same year ( SRM 1). 
Independence and the partition of India stood in the way of 
printing, and it was not until Decetnber 1950 that it was finally 
published. Since then it has been re-issued several times. 

Sildz Rahit Marayiidii is a far more polished and sophisticated 
document than its publication as a cntde pamphlet might 
suggest. It is in fact a highly refined and intelligent product, 
a robust statement of its direct Singh Sabha origins. The text 
is at once simpler and more comprehensive than its predeces
sor Ountmat Praltiish Bhiig Smislliir. It is simpler in the sense 
that the orders of service that it promtllgates are briefer and 
less complex than those given in Gurarnat Parhiish Bhiig Sans/ul.1; 
and it is more comprehensive in that it offers more detailed 
require1nents concerning Sikh behaviour and covers a wider 
range of Sikh observances. It begins with a definition of who is 
a Sikh, demonstrating that it has partially succeeded in 1naking 
up the ground lost in the Sikh Gurdwaras Act of 1925. 

A Sikh is any person who believes inAkal Purakh; in the ten Gurus (Guru 
Nanak to Guru Gobind Singh); in Sri Guru Granth Sahib, other works 
of the ten Gurus, and their teachings; in the Khalsa initiation ceremony 
instituted by the tenth Guru; and who does not believe in any other 
system of religious doctrine ( SRM 8). 
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This should be compared with the definition provided in 
the 1925 Act (see p. 162). In this definition from Sildt Rahit 
Marayiidii, the clailn that the Sikh Panth should be regarded as 
the Khalsa Panth is reasserted. It is, however, a qualified victory. 
The door has still not been finally closed, for there is still no 
definitive assertion that all Sikhs must personally undergo 
the Khalsa initiation ceremony. Instead they must 'believe' or 
'have faith' in it ( nisachii rakhadii). This means that a Sikh does 
not have to be an Atnrit-dhari. A Sikh can still remain a Kes-dhari 
without the initiation of amrit, or even a shaven Sahaj-dhari Sikh. 
The only provisos are that the Khalsa must be regarded as 
the ideal fonn of the Sikh Panth and that everyone who claims 
the status of a Sikh tnust accept that initiation should be the 
objective. 

Sildt Rahit Marayiidii does, however, mark another step along 
the road leading to the final merging of Sikh and Khalsa. The 
text bears several reminders of this, n1ost conspicuously in the 
order for Khalsa initiation. The Rahit marks the Khalsa, and 
the tradition that all Sikhs are expected to obey is indeed the 
tradition of the Rahit. 

The remainder of Sikh Rahit Marayiidii is divided into two 
sections, namely personal conduct (sha/,hasi rahirti) and corpo
rate or 'panthic' conduct (panthal' rahirti). The two sections are 
subdivided as follows: 

I. Personal conduct 

1. Devotion to the Divine Name 

1.1 Scripture appointed for regular recitation. The text for 
Ardas (the Khalsa Prayer). 

1. 2 The gurdwara. 
1.3 Kirtan. 
1.4 Taking a hu/wm. 
1.5 Ordinary reading of the Gmu Granth Sahib ( sadhiiran 

path). 
1.6 Unbroken reading (allharut path). 
I. 7 Beginning a complete re·ading of the Gun• Granth 

Sahib. 
1.8 The conclusion of a complete reading ( blwg). 
1. 9 Karah prasad. 
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2. Living according to the Gurus' teachings (guramat eli 
rahirti) 

2.1 General rules of conduct. 
2.2 Birth and name-giving ceremony. 
2.3 Marriage (anand sanskiir). 

2.4 Funeral obsequies. 
2.5 Other ceremonies (entering new house, opening new 

shop, etc.). 
3. Service (sevii) 

In particular service performed in a gurdwara. 

II. Panthic conduct 
I. Guru Panth. 
2. Initiation ( amrit sanskiir). 

3. The administering of penances ( tanaldziih) to offenders. 
4. The issuing of a guramatii. 
5. Appeals against congregational decisions.:~ 1 

English editions of the manual have been published privately in 
London in 1971 (Kanwaljit Kaur & Indatjit Singh 1971), and 
officially by the SGPC in 1978.32 

6. 7 The Present and the Future 

It is difficult to determine how extensively Sikh Ralzit Marayadii 
has been consciously used. By the end of 1957, a total of 1800 
copies had been published, which is not a particularly large 
number for a small and inexpensive pamphlet. Its influence 
could, however, be expected to extend much further than the 
copies actually sold, for it is not the kind of publication that one 
would expect to find in every home. The question is rather one 
of whether or not its precepts are generally followed. 

Let us remind ourselves once more of that axiom, with which 
this study began and which should never be forgotten when 
dealing with rahit-namas. Rahit-namas represent normative stan
dards of Sikh belief and behaviour. They do not relate the 
beliefs of an ordinary Sikh, nor do they describe that ordinary 
Sikh's way of life. Most Sikhs will never have read a rahit-nama, 
and those who are aware of their contents will apply them with 
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varying degrees of loyalty. All, however, must fall short of a 
complete fulfillment of it. This applies as much today as it ever 
did. Sillh Rahit Marayada, for example, requires every Sikh to 
arise between the hours of 3 and 6 a.m. and to repeat japuji, 
.Jiip, and the Ten Savayyas. It surely is unrealistic to assmne that 
all Sikhs wt.U, discharge these instntctions fully, just as it would 
naive to assume that all will heed its banning of alcohol. Sild~ 
Rahit Marayiidii, like all previous rahit-namas, lays out a norma
tive pattern, or at least a nonnative pattern as devised by 
tnainstream leaders of the Panth and sanctioned by the SGPC. 

This is tn.1e of all normative statements, whatever the culture 
or religion. Sikhs actually maintain a surprising degree of con
fonnity to the injunctions of Sikh Rahit Marayiidii, and some of 
them (particularly as old age creeps on) are punctilious in 
seeking to discharge them. No one can possibly know the precise 
extent to which it is obeyed, yet it seems safe to assume that the 
pattern it stipulates is generally followed by at least a large 
•n~ority of those who regard themselves as Sikhs. This applies 
in particular to the various rituals which it enjoins. 

Conformity, however, does not apply to all Sikhs. There are 
those who, in varying degrees, do not accept all that Sikh Rahit 
Marayiidii prescribes. This is at once obvious in the practice 
of the various sects of the Sikh Pantl1. The Namdharis still 
maintain their highly visible presence and follow their own 
rahit-nama. Tpis includes belief in the continuing personal line 
of tl1e Gmus, a doctrine that n1ainstrea1n Sikhs cannot possibly 
accept (see pp. 151-2). The Akhand Kirtanijatha also observe 
their distinctive rahit-nama. This is Randhir Singh's Guramati 
Bibell, first published in 1946, which specifies the keslli in place 
of the hes as one of the Five Ks and accordingly requires women 
to wear turbans. :~3 Sikhs of the Nanaksar movement have their 
distinctive practices, and so too do those belonging to the 
Damdami Taksal. Followers of the Sikh Dharma of the Western 
Hemisphere (the 3HO movement) offer yet ano~her variety. 
Their history is short, whereas the Nihangs (another sect with 
distinctive practices) have· a history of at least 250 years. These 
are only some of the distinctive Sikh sects. The variety is con
siderable.~H 

An illustration of this is provided by the kind of divergences, 
which the Damdami Taksal insists on including in the Khalsa 
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initiation ceren1ony. :i5 There are three differences. First, the 
Taksal insists that for the 'heroic posture' the left knee should 
be laid on the ground with the right knee held upright. Sikh Rahit 
l'v1arayadii stipulates the reverse. Second, each of the five 
officiants for an amrit ceremony holds an unsheathed sword on 
his left shoulder with his left hand, its hilt touching the iron bowl 
which holds the baptistnal water. His right hand is used for 
stirring the sweetened water with a double-edged sword ( ldw:r.t4ii). 
Sikh Rahit Marayiidii requires each of the five officiants to 
keep his left hand on the rim of the bowl. Third, the Damdami 
Taksal recites the whole of the Mul Mantar, not simply the 
abbreviated form specified in Sihh Rahit Marayiidii. 36 To the 
outside observer these items may seetn entirely insignificant. 
For committed Sikhs undergoing the rite of initiation, however, 
such differences can seem fundamental to the efficacy of the 
ceretnony. 

Another is the practice of the Sikh Dharma of the Western 
Hemisphere, backed by the Damdami Taksal and the Akhand 
Kirtani Jatha, which also concerns the initiation ceremony. 
Whereas Sildz Rahit Marayiidii recites only 25 of the stanzas of 
Benati Chaupai and six stanzas of Anand (see p. 378), the Sikh 
Dhanna of the Western Hemisphere denounces this practice. 
All 29 stanzas of the Benati Chaupai should be recited, plus all 
of the 40 stanzas of Anand. The Benati Chaupai comes from the 
Dasam Granth where the verses form part of the section called 
Pa"hayiin Charitr ('Tales of the Wiles of Women'). The four 
mnitted verses refer to the Devi, and the Singh Sabha scholars 
who compiled Sihh Rahit Mm-ayadii, were evidently concerned 
lest Sikhs might unjustifiably interpret this to mean that Gunt 
Gobind Singh accepted the goddess as a reality. In the case of 
A nand the opposition to the abbreviated form is based on the 
convention that a mantra becomes ineffective if any of its syl
lables are changed. Yogi Bhajan, founder of the 3HO movement, 
has declared that anyone who prepares the amrit with a 'broken 
Anand' goes 'straight to hell' (Pashaura Singh 1996, pp. 154-6). 

Others who regard themselves as mainstream in the best 
Singh Sabha tradition blatne the Sikh politicians for this con
fused situation. Books and articles criticising politicians are 
legion, yet nothing seems to change. In 1959 Khushwant Singh 
included a photograph of a Sikh procession as the frontispiece 
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for his small paperback The Sikhs Today, and added the caption: 
'Politics is the plague' .. For many Sikhs it is not merely politics 
which is the plague. It is the Sikh politicians also, and virtually 
all of then1 are commonly censured for deflecting the govern
ment and the people away ti·mn the principles of the Rahit. 

Others again blame the sants. These smtts are not exponents 
of the Sant tradition of northern India, members ofthe Nirg1ma 
Bhakti group who believed in a formless deity ( GNSR., pp. 151-8). 
The Sikh sants are men who have responded to the compelling 
need felt by many Sikh individuals and families to have a living 
gunt. Sikh tradition eliminates the notion of possessing a 
personal guru after the death of Guru Gobind Singh, the only 
Guru now being mystically present in the scripture and the 
Panth. The Namdharis and Nirankaris are the only important 
exceptions to this inflexible rule. Indian tradition is, however, 
ve11' strong, and acting under its int1uence numerous Sikhs have 
adopted one or other of these men as, in effect, a personal guru. 
They cannot be called Gurus and instead the title 'Sam' has 
settled on then1. By no means all sants are charlatans and S<)me 
of them are thoroughly sound in the advice which they give. 
Others, though, are frauds or irresponsible or both. In between 
cmne those who sincerely believe in their role and try in their 
limited way to give sensible guidance. 

One Sikh, hostile to the sants, describes them and their 
effect on the marayiida or tradition of the mainstream Panth as 
follows: 

Mc~jor share of distracting Sikhs from the Sikh Rehat goes to Sants. 
Most of the Sikhs are associated with one or the other Sant. The main 
reason is that they assume that the Sant will help them here and in 
the next world if they listen to him and obey him. The general feeling 
among such Sikhs is that offering money to the Sants and reciting 
hymns prescribed by him (not caring about the instntctions given in 
the Sikh Maryada) is the path to the heaven! Each Sant has introduced 
some practice, which is specific to his group only. For example, it may 
include photo worship, hymns requred to be recited daily, practice of 
Amrit cere!Jlony, performing Anand Karaj (Marriage), Gum Grandt 
recitation, dress code, etc. This resulted in the practice of many 
Rchat Maryadas, without defining any one of them in writing, each 
ditfering from the approved and published Panthic Maryada. (Gurbaksh 
Singh 2000, 94-5) 
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This account is perhaps an exaggeration of the influence of the 
sants, but it does indicate a problem for those committed to a 
uniform obse1vance of the Rahit by the Sikhs today. 

Five principal controversies concerning the Rahit excite the 
modern Panth. 

1. TI1e order of se1vice in gurdwaras (pm1icularly the Rahiras 
or evening prayer). 

2. The Riig-miilii. 

3. Details concerning the initiation ceremony. 

4. Whether the kes is one of the Five K.s or whether it should 
be keski. 

5. Vegetarianism.!~' 

In these the mainstre-am view is represented by the SGPC 
and opposed by such groups as the Da1ndami Taksal and the 
Akhand Kirtani Jatha. Yet another controversy concerns sitting 
on the floor as opposed to sitting on chairs. This, however, is 
confined to the Sikhs of the diaspora, particularly those of North 
America. 

All side~ .uphold the view, of course, that the modem Rahit, 
as they·tinderstand it coincides with the Rahit delivered by Guru 
·Gobind Singh at the founding of the Khalsa. A few scholars 
admit, however, that since the time of Gmu Gobind Singh 
changes have been made in the Rahit (notably during the period 
of Singh Sabha reform) and that the pressure to make fi.u1her 
alterations still exists. Kapur Singh was one of these. According 
to Kapur Singh any change in the Five Ks, in the four kurahits, 
or indeed in any Rahit item, must strip the Khalsa of its sense 
of cohesiveness, of its strength to hold together people of very 
different backgrounds and attitudes. These, he maintained, are 
not ethical principles such as one encounters in Se1nitic reli
gions. Their power is 'daemonic' and their purpose,. far from 
being ethical or utilitarian, is rather to hold together on a sub
conscious level a society wh~ch would othenvise split apart. 

One such change concerns the lcurahit which original1y pro
hibited 'a sex-involvement with a Turkani' or 1\lluslhn woman. 
This prohibition has been changed by well-meaning Sikhs 
into a prohibition of any extra-marital sex relations, thereby 
conve11ing the principle into a more acceptable social injunction 
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but robbing the Khalsa of a cohesive power of great strength. 
Another is provided by the Nirankari substitution of satina:mu 
for bluzgauti in the invocation to Ardas (pntham satinamu simar 
lle) (seep. 152-3). Amongst those, which some wish to change, 
he points to campaigns being waged by the Akhand Kirtani 
Jatha. As we have noted, its"followers insist that the keski or 
under-turban must be accepted as one of the Five Ks, and they 
also insist that the ban on kullhii meat (meat fi·om animals 
slaughtered in the Muslim style) should be changed to a ban 
on all meat regardless of how the animal may have been killed. 
Kapur Singh vehemently maintained that if these changes were 
to be accepted by the mainstream Khalsa the resul.t would 
inevitably be a further diminution of strength (Kapur Singh 
1978, pp. 47-50). 

These are some of the issues that swirl around in the modern 
Panth, raising strong passions on the part of smne and 
bored indifference on the part of others. Two issues, which 
involve the world beyond the Panth are the problems of the 
turban and the kirpan. The turban, long an issue for migrant 
Sikhs and only a difficulty that the)' encountered in western 
countries, has proven mnenable to various negotiated settle
tnent such as that which permitted it to be worn by the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police. Rather more difficult is the issue of 
the kirpan. 

The kirpan (a sword or poniard) is one of the Five Ks, and 
fundamentalist Sikhs insist that they can never be deprived of 
it. Some schools, however, have been most reluctant to permit 
students to wear it and likewise smne airlines. For a large 
m~jority of Sikhs there is no problem. For many of them the 
kirpans which they carry are symbolic ones, each measuring 
less than two centimetres in length and fastened t.o the wooden 
cmnbs which ther wear as another of the Five K.-,. This, however, 
is not likely to satisfy the strict fundamentalists, though they 
will find their task vastly harder since 11 September 2001. 
As a result of the destruction of the World Trade Center in 
New York on that day restrictions on carrying steel items on 
planes have been greatly increased. Any kirpans which can do 
damage have accordingly been firmly banned on all commer
cial aircraft. 
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Endnotes 

1. The word saJzaj means the condition of ineffable beatitude which 
for Gum Nanak climaxes the discipline of nam sinw.rarz.. Sah~-dhari 
meant those who were seeking this inward condition as opposed to the 
outward discipline of the Khalsa. See ch. 7.6. 

2. The term had been used long before the Tat Khalsa took up the 
issue. See ch. 7.30, p. 240. 

3. The method was probably borrowed from the Nirankaris. Sec 
p. 349. 

4. Sec ·PP· 173-7. For a useful summary of both the Chief Khalsa 
Divan and the Panch Khalsa Divan see N. Gerald Barrier (2000). 
Professor Barrier will shortly be publishing a book on the Chief 
Khalsa Diwan. 

5. The Sikh Gurdwaras Act, 1925, 2 (9). 
6. In 1894 he produced his Khalsa Dharam Shast·r: Sanskiir Bhiig. In 

1908 the text was considerably enlarged and under the auspices of 
Sodhi Ram Narain Singh, the head of the Anandpur Sodhis, an 
incomplete Klutmra Kbiilsii Dhamm Shiistr was compiled. Finally, in 
1914, Khalsa Dharam Sltltstr was published from Anandpur Sahib. 
Before publication this was circulated for revisions and approval 
among the five takhats, traditional intellectuals, and others sympa
thetic to it. When the text was published it had the approval of 
three takhats (Damdama Sahib; Patna Sahib, and Anandpur Sahib) 
and several other traditional commentators. Avatar Singh Vahiria 
was not responsible for the whole text, ·but most of the work was 
his. Curiously none of his works are listed in Ganda Singh's two 
bibliographies. 

7. Oberoi, The Constmction of Religious Boundaries, Delhi, 1994, 
pp. 251-2. EncyS 1.223-4. Avatar Singh was called Vahiria after the 
term designating the head of a marching column. 

8. eh sildti dltarmn ltluiLwi j}(tnlh dii puriitami ate mahutibir hajfui ltiinfm 
lwi. Sec p. 358. 

9. ChS 120, pp. 72, 160. KDS, p. 177, item 151. Additional words have, 
however, been introduced to make it clear that this is permissible only 
when the Rahit procedure is followed. 

1 0. Kahn Singh adds the footnote: 'Iqjunctions which do not con
flict with the four rahit-namas of category (a) may be accepted as 
sound.' 

11. MK does not have an entry for Siidhu sail.gati J,i priimtlumii. A text 
is, however, included which appears as no.l4 in GSudh (4th edition, 
pp. 306-7). It is a very brief work consisting of little more than four 
teachings to be aYoidcd and the four modern lmmhits. 

I 2. Kltiilsii .Maltimii. 
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13. A history of the ten Gums in verse by Baba Sumer Singh. Dmed 
S. 1913 (1856 CE). Sumer Singh, a Bhalla, was the Mahant of Patna 
Sahib. /viK, pp. 163, 314. 

14. A collection of 37 rahit-namas compiled by Pandit Bhagvan 
Singh (a disciple of Sumer Singh), dated 1873 CE. MK, p. 760. Kahn 
Singh adds: 'But he has mutilated Gurmat by adding his own mistaken 
notions.' Ibid. 

15. Kahn Singh, in common with all subsequent writers, refers to 
the author as Prahilad Singh. 

16. For proof texts Kahn Singh also cites Cur Sobhii, Gu.,.-biliis 
Piitishiihi 6, Cur-biliis Patasluilzi 10, Panth Pra/,iish, and (especially 
popular) Siir~j Par/dish. 

17. See pp. 403-11 for charts which show the omissions. 
18. Jodh Singh demonstrates this same ambivalence. His Gummati 

Nirartay, first published in 1932 and reprinted many times, has enjoyed 
a considerable and well-merited success. Much of the final chapter 
headed 'Khalsa' is drawn from the rahit-namas, thereby demonstrating 
that they provide a 'canonical' source for an account of the Khalsa. 
This, however, was based on a selective use ofthem.Jodh Singh makes 
particular use of Desa Singh, quoting him 19 times. He also cites 
Chaupa Singh 11 times and Prahilad Singh 9 times. Nand Lal is quoted 
11 times, but the actual source (Prashim-uttar) is given only once. He 
begins with the famous passage from Khalsa Mahimii, and quotes Cur 
Ratan Miil and Sumj Praltiish once each. 

19. See Appendix I, p. 405, for the omissions. 
20. The author of the rahit-nama usually refers to Muslims as 

'Turks'. Once they are called 'Khans' and once 11uzledzh ('barbar
ians'). 

21. Sikhs who cut their hair. This footnote occurs in the early editions 
of CStulh only (p. 457n). In the 4th edition it is replaced by a more 
general note (p. 256n). 

22 Teja Singh was the leader of the Bhasaur Singh Sabha. He was 
'unable to attend the committee meetings' ( GPBS, Appx. 1, p. 62), 
choosing instead to launch vigorous attacks against its activities. 
Gurbakhsh Singh was a preacher from Patiala. Jodh Singh was 
Professor of Divinity at Khalsa College, Amritsar. Takhat Singh was 
manager of the famous girls' school in Firozpur. Trilochan Singh was 
a lawyer of Amritsar. 

23. On 3 May 2001, his grandson Manmohan Singh Sidhu appeared 
with his wife Balwinder Kaur before ~he Akal Takhat where both were 
vicariously adjudged tanakhahias on behalf ofBabu Teja Singh and his 
wife Niranjan Kaur. They were required to perform one reading of the 
Gum Grandt Sahib and offer karah prashad to the value ofRs 101 after 
its completion. The Akal Takhat then performed Ardas and formally 
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inducted the deceased Teja Singh and Niranjan Kaur into the Sikh 
Panth once again. 

24. At the very end of the Adi Granth on pages 1429-30 there is a 
list of rags which arc alleged to be used in its composition. Because 
of its apparent mistakes the status of the Rag-mala is undecided. See 
SRM 1.4.7(a). 

25. These examples have been selectively chosen from Panch Khiilsli 
Diviin Kltiilsli Dhlirttmil' Klinaphmns de Tije Siilli.nli Divan di Ripamt tlli 
Gummate Praklish, 1918-23. 

26. The three which are relatively close are the Tanakhlih-nii.mii., 
Praslzan-uttar, and the Desii Singh Rahit-nlimii. 

27. It also appears that Kahn Singh must have had some sympathy 
for the Namdharis. 

28. In earlier manuscripts of the Adi Granth there is no division of 
th(.~ text into separate words. 

29. The term m/m-rit means 'custom' or 'rite'. 
30. In 1938 Teja Singh published his Sillltism: its ideaL\· untl instittt

tion.fi. This contained as chapters IX and X what was essentially the 
fmthcoming rahit-nama, Sildt Rahit Mamylidii. 

31. For a complete translation see Part II, no. 21, p. 377-401. For 
an extended commentary on SRM see Sikhism, pp. 134-51. 

32. Relwt Maryada: A Guide to the. Sikh Way l?f Life. Amritsar, 1978. 
An abbreviated translation is available in W. Owen Cole and Piara 
Singh Sambhi, The Siltlts, London, 1978, pp. 168-79. 

33. See Part II, no. 20, pp. 376-7, for an extract from Guramati Bibek 
dealing with turbans for women. The Akhand Kirtani]atha has invested 
much efl'mt in proving that the Five Ks include the keslti in place of the 
/~es. For a statement of their view see the web-site www.akj.arg.ult. Click 
first 'Literature' and then 'Gurmat'. 

34. For· details of various Sikh sects see Sikhism, ch. 9. See also 
Pashaura Singh, 'Observing the Khalsa Rahit in North America', in 
Pashaura Singh and N. Gerald Barrier (eds), The Transmission ofSildt 
Heritage in th.e Diaspom., New Delhi, 1996, pp. 154-62. 'Sect' is an 
unsatisfactory word for describing these various groups and is only 
used because there seems to be no alternative. It assumes the existence 
of an orthodox body from which the group diverges. Strictly speaking 
there is no such body in Sikhism. The SGPC represents the group, 
which is by far the largest and as such is treated as orthodox. There 
is, however, little justification either for 'orthodox' or for 'sect' as 
descripti\'e terms. 

35. The main centre of the Damdami Taksal is at Mehta, ncar 
Batala. Founded in 1906 by Sant Sundar Singh, it achieved prominence 
through its second leader, Sant Gurbachan Singh Khalsa of Bhindran 
Kalan in Ludhiana District. The Taksal split after his death in ·~ 969, 
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one branch remaining in Ludhiana district and the other establishing 
itself at Mehta. The Mehta branch owes its recent popularity to the 
fact that its leader until his death during the Indian Army's storming 
of Dm·bar Sahib in 1984 was Jarnail Singh Bhindranvale. Ibid., 
pp. 158-9. 

36. Ibid., pp. 159. Cf. the instructions given on p. 396. Pashaura 
Singh's article is an imponant one, providing detailed differences 
between Sildt Raltit Mamylirlii and the various practices of these other 
groups. 

37. Most of these are discussed by Pashaura Singh, pp. 149-75. 
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7 

The Issues Arising from 
the Rahit-nan1as 

In this chapter we consider various issues dealt with by the 
earlier rahit-namas to determine, if possible, any bearing that 
they may have upon the corresponding prescriptions in the 
modern interpretation of the Rahit. Nonnally these prescrip
tions are to be found in Sikh Rahit Marayiidii. Occasionally they 
are represented by the common beliefs of the mass of Sikh 
people. Some issues will demonstrate complete identity be
tween the earliest Rahit and the modern interpretation. Others 
will demonstrate a pronounced divergence. 

7.1 The Sangat 

One issue which demonstrates complete identity is the impor
tance attached throughout Sikh history to the role of the sangat. 
rTI1e word smigat means a 'coming together' or an assembly. For 
Sikhs the sangat is an assembly held for a definite religious 
purpose and in terms of western usage the best translation would 
be 'congregation'. Other terms carrying the same meaning are 
sat-sang ('assembly of the true [believers]'-) and siidh sangat 
('assemby of the devout'). The shortened form sangis little used 
by Sikh congregations. 

In its early usage sangat has two closely-related meanings. 
One of these meanings goes back to the Gurus themselves and 
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is found throughout the Adi Granth where it means the impor
tance and the joy of coming together to sing the Gurus' hymns. 
In the works of Bhai Gurdas the sangat is mentioned again and 
again as the natural centre of every Sikh's life. The short 
selection of translated portions chosen for this work shows the 
prominence that the sangat had for Bhai Gurdas (BG 12:1, 12:2, 
28:15, 32:2, 40:11; see Part II, no. 1, pp. 261-4). This feature 
is carried over to the rahit-namas. For the author of the Chaupa 
Singh Rahit-namii. it had a patticular attraction ( Ch.S 96-8, 117-
18, 123, 277, 289, 302, 345, 480, 539). 

The second meaning designated the individual congregation 
as an actual organisation. The Panth consisted of a collection 
of sangats, each serving a particular area. This meaning also 
goes back to pre-Khalsa times, as the hukam-namas indicate. 
For Sainapati it was the standard usage ( GSobh 5:3, 4, 20, 24, 
30; see Part II, no. 3, pp. 268-71). Congregations could also be 
'false sangats', traitors to the Guru and sowers of discord within 
the Sikh cause ( GSobh 5:30; see p. 270). The two usages were 
obviously closely related, -yet served different purposes. 

7.2 The Daily Discipline (nit-nem) 

The daily discipline is also one that goes back to the Adi Grantl1. 
There the searcher after liberation is repeatedly w·ged to rise 
early, to bathe, and then to meditate on the divine Name. What 
the Gurus stress Bhai Gurdas repeats numerous times in his 
works. 

Arising at the ambrosial hour the Gursikh bathes in the 
sacred pool. 

Having chanted the Guru's divine words his thoughts then 
turn to the dharamsala. 

Proceeding there he [joins] the fellowship and hears with love 
the Guru's sacred works. (BG 40:11; see p. 264). 

The 'ambrosial hour' (amrit vela), to which Bhai Gurdas refers, 
is the last watch of the night, or the period 3 A.M. to 6 A.M. This 
is the peaceful period, the titne for meditation and for repeating 
the divine Name ( nam japart). The rahit-namas sustain this 
same injunction. Again it is the Chaupii Singh Rahit-niima tl1at 
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gives it the greatest prominence (ChS 1, 3, pp. 57-8, 149), but 
others also include it (TanN 25; SakhiR 15; DesaS 11, 101; 
SnuS(l) 28; SauS(2) 9). 

Having risen during the last watch of the night what is the 
devout Sikh expected to do? And what discipline is expected 
during the remainder of the day? At the beginning of the Adi 
Granth there is recorded a cluster of works, which seem plainly 
designed for specific liturgical functions (Pashaura Singh 2000, 
90-102). This cluster comprises the following: 

1. The Mul Mantar (AG, p. 1). 

2. Guru Nanak's japuji (AG, pp. 1-8). 

3. The Sodar group of five shabads (AG, pp. 8-10). 

4. The So purakh group of four shabads (AG, pp. 10-12). 

5. The Sohila group of five shabads (AG, pp. 12-13) 1 

The rahit-namas 1nake it clear that japuji is to be repeated 
in the early 1norning period (TanN 25; SallhiR 15; Pr-ut 1, 13; 
ChS 1, 337, 535, pp. 102, 113, 178, 187; DesaS 11, 37); that the 
third group is sung in the Rahiras or evening prayer ( TanN 26; 
PrahR 14, 34; SallhiR 15; Pr-ut 3; ChS 3, pp. 57, 149; DesaS 37); 
and that the fifth group is chanted at the time of retiring.2 It can 
also be safely assumed that the fourth group will have been 
bracketted with the third in the Rahiras liturgy. The rahit-namas 
add that the ]ap, attributed to Guru Gobind Singh, was also 
bracketed with Guru Nanak' s japuji, whenever the latter was 
repeated.3 

This liturgy, however, falls short of the modern list of hymns 
specified by Sillh Rahit Marayiidii. In the case of the early
morning order the modern version also adds the Ten Savayylis. 
Rahiras is supplemented by the Benati Chaupai (also attributed 
to Guru Go bind Singh), Savayyii and Doharii from the Dasam 
Granth, the first five and the last stanza of Guru Amar Das 's 
Anand, and Guru Arjan's Mundiivarti and shalok (see p. 378; 
see also ChS, p. 209). Only K.irtan Sohilii remains as the Adi 
Granth represents it. Moreover, the order of Rahiras evidently 
differs from that which applied in the late nineteenth century. 
In 1876 Attar Singh provided a list of the works included in 
Rahiras in his The Rayhit Namah of Prahalad Rai, or the Excellent 
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Conversation of the Duswan Padsha and Nand Lal's Rayhit Nama, 
or ·rules for the guidance of the Silths in Religious Matters. These 
were: 

I. Verses from the Asawar [Asii ki Vafj. 

2. Soodrasa [Sodar]. 

3. Chaupai. 
4. Dhore [Dohare] Bachitr Natak, Akal-ustat or glory to God 

and several stanzas from the Ramayana. 

5. Anand. 

6. Mandawani by Guru Arjan. 
7. The prayers in the 1st paragraph of the history ofBhagwati 

[the invocation at the beginning of Var Sri Bhagauti ji ki] (see 
p. 276). 

8. A benediction upon all gurus and temples.4 

The current liturgy comprises the following: 

1. The five Sodar shabads. 

2. The four So purahh shabads 

3. Benati chaupai. 

4. The Savaiyya and Dohara attributed to Guru Gobind Singh. 

5. Gunt Amar Das's Ramakali Anand, stanzas 1-5 and 40. 
6. Gunt Arjan's Mundavarti and shalok. 

These two orders are not as different as they might appear 
at first sight. Items 7 and 8 of the Attar Singh version are 
obviously Ardas and, as today, Ardas is recited after Rahiras, 
the two orders are in this respect the same. The reference to 
'several stanzas frmn the Ramayana' is clearly a mistake 
arising from a clzaupai of the Dasatn Granth, which at that time 
was included in Rahiras: ram kathii jug jug atal sabh koi bhiildwt 
net.5 The fact that it is excluded today, marks one difference.6 

The Asii ki Var portion signals another. Although it is omitted 
frmn the Sikh Rahit Marayada list it· is included in Vir Singh's 
text of Rahiras where it is identified as shalok 1 of pauri 12.1 
According to Vir Singh its inclusion derives from 'early tradi
tion' (puriitan mariyiida). Evidently there have been changes in 
the Rahiras order which have escaped the rahit-namas. 
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One other question that arises from the Rahiras order is 
why did Gun.t Arjan distinguish the four So jJUrakh shabads from 
the five Sodar shabads in the Adi Granth? Did this tneau that 
he envisaged a separate usage for them? There is no evidence 
to support this possibility, neither in the rahit-namas nor in the 
modern order. 

Two other points remain to be noted as far as the rahit
namas' coverage of nit-nern is concerned. The first, is the 
somewhat surprising fact that the Dayii Siitg1z Rahit-niimii makes 
no mention of it. It does, however, make frequent use of .Jajnqi 
and .fiip in certain circumstances, such as an initiation ceremony 
(DayaS 5). The second is Desa Singh's instntction that a Sikh 
should always have his weapons with him when he prays (DesaS 
70). Obviously this was an instruction directed to Sikhs of the 
Khalsa. 

7.3 Ardas 

The word aradiis is the Pm1jabi form of the Persian 'mz-diisht, 
a written petition. The Punjabi version developed three distinc
tive meanings. One of these meanings need not delay us. During 
the time of Ranjit Singh (perhaps earlier) the term acquired 
an adtninistrative usage designating a monetary contribution 
to the ruler. 8 This meaning does not concern us. The two 
that remain do, particularly the one with an exclusively Sikh 
connotation. 

Used in its ordinary general sense aradiis means a deferen
tial request. In Sikh tradition the term aratliis llara7Jil is used to 
express the act of laying a petition before the Gun1, and the 
Gurus themselves used it as a form of address to Akal Purakh 
(Gi\1, pp. :~6-7). At some stage, however, aradiis acquired a 
more specific meaning in Sikh usage. There developed the 
convention of prefacing requests for divine assistance with 
the invocation to Viir S1i Bhagauti fi ki (see pp. 276, 379), an 
introduction that calls to mind the virtues and grace of the first 
nine Gurus. To this was added a similar reference to the tenth 
Guru and the. supplemented invocation came to be known as 
Ardas. 

This convention almost certainly developed in the eighteenth 
century. Two factors account for this conclusion. 
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First, the choice of the goddess Bhagauti9 as an invocation, 
could only have been made before the Panth experienced the 
influence of the Singh Sabha reform movement. A translation 
of Ardas is actually available for the time. of the Singh Sabha's 
first beginnings in 1873,10 but even so, it would be highly unlikely 
that the text could have been devised once the Panth came 
under its influence. The convention of reciting Ardas on appro
priate occasions, was so deeply rooted by the late nineteenth 
centmy that there could be no possibility of depriving the Panth 
of it. There developed, in consequence, a conviction that the 
fib'llre of Sri Bhagauti really represented not the goddess but 
symbolically the sword which every Khalsa should bear. The 
sword, in turn, represented Akal Purakh. 

TI1is is by no means a na"ive theory. Bhai Gurdas had referred 
to Bhagauti in terms which suggested it was a sword that he 
had in mind (BG 25:6) and the sword was, after all, the prime 
symbol ofthe Khalsa. Moreover, bhagatttiactually means 'sword' 
as well as the goddess's name, and in Va1· Sri Bhagattti ji lli it 
seems that 'sword' is the meaning that should be attached to 
the word. 11 The sword was the chosen means of upholding 
justice and all that was good. As such it stood for Akal Purakh, 
and Sri Bhagauti was, therefore, another na1ne for Akal Purakh. 

Though less nai"ve than it might see~n the theory is neverthe
less ditlicult to accept.. It seetns tmlikely that the Tat Khalsa 
reformers would have chosen this panicular segment of the 
Dasam Grantl1 as the invocation to their pre-eminent prayer 
had not the decision already been made. A more likely expla
nation is that t~tced by a fait aa:ompli, they were compelled to 
turn their attention instead to demytholobrising the goddess. 12 

The task was duly perfonned and now, with several generations 
of Sikhs having believed this explanation, their view of Sri 
Bhagauti has become the received and wholly infallible wisdom. 
This interpretation will be rejecte~l out of hand by those who 
have been brought up to recite Ardas since early childhood, and 
it Inay also cause unintentional offence. It remains, however, a 
distinct possibility. 

Secondly, there is the reason which points to the eightt~enth 
century rather than to the nineteenth. This is simply that when 
the authors of the early rahit-namas use the term artuliis, the 
meaning obviously seems to be a set-piece which would be easily 
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mastered by any Sikh (TanN31; SaldtiR 10, 12, 16; ChS108, 376, 
pp. 70, 104; DesaS 19, 40, 108; DayaS 7, 14, 51, 64, 67). These 
authors were all writing in the eighteenth century or possibly in 
the very early nineteenth cent~ry. It would have required time for 
the convention to take a hold and so it means that even the later 
works (for example a rahit-nama such as that of Daya Singh) 
will be using a form that had developed during the eighteenth 
century. 

Ardas, as known to the rahit-namas, will have been a much 
shorter form than that employed by the modern Panth, though 
the mandatory portion of the modem text still largely corre
sponds to the earlier version. This, as we have already noted, 
amounted only to the supplemented invocation to Sri Bhagauti, 
followed by a brief encomium of the ten Gurus. The two 
concluding lines are also mandatory, at least in the modern 
version. 

Nanak prays that the Name may be magnified; 
By your grace 1nay all be blest. 

In 1876 Attar Singh produced the text of Ardas that provides 
us with a comparatively early translation, one that apparently 
represents the much shorter earlier version. 13 This brief text 
contrasts with the lengthy prayer laid down in Sikh Rahit 
Marayii.da, tnost of this extended version being a review of the 
past trials and triumphs of the Panth. This may be further 
enlarged by personal or corporate intercessions whenever 
Ardas is being uttered for a specific purpose. All of these 
supplements are, however, purely voluntary. The only two man
datory sections of Ardas are the invocation corresponding to 
the early version and the two last lines. 

7.4 The Khalsa Initiation Ceremony 
(khan de ki pahul) 

Although n1ost Sikhs will have received the initiation ritual by 
means of oral tradition the testimony of the rahit-namas is still 
of value, in that it records how particular ·groups within the 
Khalsa at particular times interpreted it. For the first evidences 
of a Khalsa initiation ceretnony, we must go back to Cur Sobhli. 
No account of the actual rite is given in Cur Sobhii, but an 
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initiation ceremony was certainly held ( GSobh 5:33; see Part I, 
no. 3, p. 271) and the results of it are· clear. Those Sikhs who 
elected to accept Guru Gobind Singh's invitation to join his 
Khalsa underwent a distinctive experience and promised to obey 
certain injunctions. 

1. The ritual involved initiation with a two-edged sword 
( lzha7J.rf.e ki pahul) . 

2. In accepting this new form of initiation, the Khalsa Sikh 
had to promise to renounce the masands (see pp. 35-6). 

3. All who took initiation were to avoid contact with the 
unnamed paiij me~ the Five Reprobate Groups. Ever since this 
first appeared as an item in the Rahit, opinion has been divided 
on who constituted the excluded groups. There is general 
agreement on four of the five, these being the masands and 
groups that had gathered around three of the Gunt's relatives 
who claimed the title of Guru as rightly theirs. The fifth has, 
however, remained uncertain (see ch. 7.22). 

4. All members of the Khalsa were to avoid cutting their hair. 
The kes became the prime outward evidence of Khalsa Jnem
bership. 

5. All who accepted initiation were to avoid the hookah. This 
was an artifact recently introduced by the Muslims, and the 
Khalsa was to take a firm stand against all things Muslim. 

6. All were to be armed (GSobh 5:6, 15, 21, 25, 30, 32-4). 

The tnasands were vicars instituted by Guru Ram Das, respon
sible for keeping distant sangats in contact with him and for 
collecting the tithes, which were evidently expected of all Sikhs. 
Not all Sikhs were under masand supervision. Those living close 
to the Gunt were retained under his supervision, forming what 
was known as the Guru's llhiilsa. This was a term, which pre
dated the time of Guru Go bind Singh, having already been used 
in hukam-namas issued by the sixth and ninth Gurus. 14 In using 
it the Gurus were merely taking over a practice followed by the 
Mughal e1npire, which for revenue purposes designated smne 
jagirdars and landowners as within the Emperor's khalsii (H-n 
25). For many years the system had worked well, but by 
the time Gobind Singh became Guru many of these masands 
had becmne arrogant, and largely independent and corrupt. The 
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Gmu therefore decided to abolish the system and summon all 
Sikhs to join his Khalsa. 

Thus was the Order of ~he Khalsa instituted and thus did its 
metubers receive the first rudimentary Rahit. Since these 
earliest days the Rahit has been considerably enlarged, but 
these six provisions have remained either virtually intact or no 
longer relevant. Two of its provisions remain completely un
changed. These are the ldwr.z~le lli piihul form of the ritual and 
the pre-eminence of the kes. The ban on smoking the hookah 
has been extended to cover tobacco in all its forms. Cigarettes, 
pipe tobacco, and cigars are now proscribed. The obligation to 
bear arms is recognised symbolically, if not always practically. 
Many Sikhs do in fact treat this item of the Rahit literally, but 
many more (as we have seen) wear in their kes only miniature 
kirpans, measuring less than two centimetres in length and 
fastened to the wooden combs. And the remaining two items 
have long since becmne superfluous. Who now cares about 
the masands or any of these three relatives of Gunt Gobind 
Singh? 

After the appearance of Cur Sobhii there is a gap of at least 
four decades befor~ a ·detailed account of the initiation ritual 
appears. This was in the Chaupii Singh Rahit-nlimii. It is, however, 
a detailed account ( ChS 178-83, pp. 82-3, 169-70). The author 
describes the ceremony as follows: 

1. The rite is conducted by five Singhs. 

2. Water is poured in a bowl (ka!orii), sweetened with sugar 
confectionery (patiisii), and stirred with a knife ( llarad). While 
it is being stirred the Five Quatrains15 are recited. 

3. A handful of the sanctified water ( amrit) is given five times 
to the neophyte to drink; five times it is sprinkled on his eyes; 
and five times on his head. 

4. The newly-initiated Singh then shouts: Viihi gurii ji lea 
ld~iilsii! ·vahi gu1u ji lei fateh! ('Hail to the Guru's Khalsa! Hail 
the victoq' of the Gmu ~). 

5. The officiating Singhs instntct him in observance of the 
Rahit, repeating the sat-niim mantra and the obligation to bear 
arms. 

6. The initiate receives the name 'Singh'. 
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7. Finally karah prasad is distributed ( ChS 90, 178-82, 
pp. 68, 82-3, 157, 169-70). 

The male Sikh who accepted initiation was strictly required to 
keep his kes uncut. Those who administered it should be devout, 
wise, and scrupulous in the obse1vance of the Rahit. None of 
them should be one-eyed, bald, lmne, or a leper, nor should he 
be a beardless person (ChS91, 122, 183, pp. 68, 72-3, 83, 157, 
161, 170). 

The Clwupii Singh Rahit-niimii differs fi·om Cur Sobhil in the 
reason it gives for the founding of the Khalsa order. Whereas 
Sainapati evidently believed that the erring masands were the 
cause, the ClumjJii Si·1igh author claims that it was to ensure that 
no Sikh would ever be able to conceal his true identity from 
the world ( ChS 166, 178, pp. 80, 82, 168-69). In this respect, 
ChaufJii Singh agrees with the modern interpretation. Six other 
points, however, mark a difference from the tradition as it is 
accepted today. ) 

1. The bowl used for the initiation is a ltatorii that is usually 
tnade from brass or copper. Daya Singh, however, was later to 
affirm that a lwtorii could be an iron bowl. 

2. The water is stirred with a knife (/tarad), not a two-edged 
sword ( khm:u/It). 

3. In place of the Guru's wife, Mata Jito adding patashas 
to the amrit, Diwan Sahib Chand is said to have made the 
suggestion and Dharam Chand actually puts them in the water. 
Both of these men were Chhibbar Brahmans and relatives of 
Chaupa Singh. 

4. Gun.1 Gobind Singh initiates himself before administering 
initiation to the first five Sikhs. 

5. The Panj Piare differ from · those of the traditional five 
Sikhs. Chaupa Singh himself is said to be the first Sikh to 
receive initiation. The remaining four who follow him have 
different names from those of the traditional Panj Piare. 16 · 

6. The initiation of women is explicitly prohibited. 17 

Two of these items (number 3 and the first part of 5) can be 
written off as attetn pts to enhance the reputation of the Chhibbar 
Brahmans, and one of them tnay appear to be mistaken (number 
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2). We must be cautious, however, about the weapon used for 
stirring the amrit and about throwing out the collection of items 
as a whole. This, after all, is the first detailed description of the 
ritual that we have. Chaupa Singh tnay have been a Chhibbar 
Brah1nan, and the Chhibbars were obviously using the rahit
nama in an att~mpt to stem their failing fortunes against the 
rapidly-risingjats. Even so there is in the rahit-nama bearing his 
name sufficient provable material to give us pause. 

The Desii Singh Rahit-nlima provides only a brief account of 
the initiation ritual, specifying three features which all accord 
with the modern understanding. A Khalsa Sikh must take hhmJ4e 
hi piihul for which the water of initiat!on is stirred with a two
edged sword. He should receive it at the hands of five Singhs, 
and he should hear from them the de1nands of the Rahit (Desa:> 
6-7). 

The Dayii Singh Rahit-namii returns, however, to a more de
tailed description. The initiant is to appear before five Singhs, 
with his kes properly tied and wearing a kachh, turban, baldlic, 
and sword. The leading Singh should pour water frmn Amritsar 
into an iron bowl, and then should recite japuji, the Jiip, the 
Chaupai, and two lots of five Savaiyyiis individually. Meanwhile 
the amrit is being stirred with a knife (/larad). Then one Singh, 
with the permission of all gathered there, takes the bowl (katorii) 
and has the initiant drink from it, while placing the knife in 
the initiant' s turban. The initiant should place his right hand on 
his left and drink the amrit, uttering 'Viih gu·rii. ji llii khiilsii! Vah 
gu·rii ji ld fateh!' In this way he should drink five handfuls of amrit, 
and he should utter the fateh salutation as the amrit is cast into 
his eyes. It is then sprinkled on his kes. Next he should be 
instructed in the Rahit of the Gur-mantra of Sati-na1n and be 
given a new name from the Granth Sahib. The initiant then 
donates a n.1pee and a quarter and says Ardas. Karah prasad 
is distributed and the Panj Piare conclude the ritual by worship
ping the chattels and weapons left by the tenth Gun.1 (DayaS 
4-7). 

It will be noted that the katorii is in fact an iron bowl, and that 
the water is stirred not with a llhm:uja but with a lwrad or knife. 
Evidently sections of the Khalsa in the second half of the 
eighteenth century were using a lr.arad for this purpose and 
doubtless the practice continued right up to the beginning of the 
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Singh Sabha movement. Just how widespread the practice was 
is ilnpossible to say. Desa Singh supports the ldlarJ4a as the 
proper instrument; Chaupa Singh and Daya Singh support the 
lwrad. What seems clear is that practices within the Khalsa 
varied, and that they did so for a hundred years or more. 

As we move into the nineteenth century the Khalsa discipline 
becomes even more lax. The author responsible for sakhi 65 of 
the Sau Siildzi declares: 

Spiritual liberation [is obtained by] an initiation (based on] the uncut 
hair (Ires). This can be either by the excellent initiation of the two-edged 
sword ( khar.uJ.e piihul) or it can be the foot-wash variety ( clwranan ki 
jugatt) (SauS(2) 4). 

There are, he says, three varieties of Sikhs: the Sahajis (sahaji) 
who take no initiation; the Charanis who have taken foot 
initiation ( charani); and the Khands who have taken initiation 
with the ·two-edged sword ( ldzarpf). The Sikh who keeps his hair 
uncut, he affirms, is the one who sums up all three ( SauS(2) 7). 

This commentary was evidently written from within the 
Khalsa. There is the same insistence on uncut hair, but the rite 
of Khalsa initiation has lost its exclusive claim to be the only 
entry to the Khalsa order. This was not as Gunt Gobind Singh 
had promulgated it, nor was it the view so insistently advocated 
by the Tat Khalsa. 

7.5 Foot-initiation (charan pahul) 

Before the institution of the Khalsa order initiation was carried 
out by means of cha1·an piihul or 'foot initiation', a method that 
had a long history in Hindu India. Initiants were required to 
d1ink water in which the Guru had dipped his toe, thus signifying 
their total dependence on him. Gunt Gobind Singh abandoned 
it, substituting in the Khalsa initiation that he introduced, the 
distinctive 1nethod of the two-edged sword. Khalsa initiation 
was for men only. Wmnen only later received it and then it was 
with a single-edged sword. It was not until the Singh Sabha 
reformation that the Khalsa initiation was finally applied to 
women also (see ch. 7.31). 

The rahit-namas should therefore have been committed 
exclusively to kha1Jt},e ki pahuL In spite of this, however, there 
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were the two exceptions that have already been noted. First, 
there was initiation tor which the water was stirred not with a 
khmJ4a or two-edged sword but with a karad or knife. Secondly, 
there was still charan pahul, which makes a cautious re-entry in 
the later rahit-nmnas. It does not appear in the early ones, but 
by the nineteenth century, it is again in evidence. In the Dayii 
Singh Rahit-niima we read: 

Those who are spiritually liberated [utter] 'Viihi ~,rurft', [even] those who 
are initiated [with water from their Master's] foot. (Your] daughter 
[should be given in marriage] to someone who has received initiation, 
whether he be Khalsa-initiated or foot-initiated (DayaS 78). 

The author adds that those who have been initiated by charan 
pahul are forbidden (like the orthodox Khalsa) fi·om eating 
Muslim tneat, the domestic pig, and other such animals as a 
donkey (DayaS 79). In the Sau Sakhi the author, while acknowl
edging that uncut hair is vital for spiritual liberation, adds that 
this can be obtained either by initiation with the two-edged 
sword or by the foot-wash variety (SauS(2) 4;see also SauS(2) 7). 

Could this be a problem for Sikhs? Who should dip his toe 
in the water? While there was a Guru alive he could perform the 
function, but now there is only the mystical Guru who certainly 
cannot do the deed. Does the author mean one of the Panj Piare? 
Does he mean all of them? Sangats can choose five Sikhs for 
this purpose, or perhaps they would appoint someone like a 
modern sant. Why, then, should this tnan or these people not 
perform lthm:t4e lli piihul? 

Presumably the answer lies in spiritual dependence on sants 
who, given the state of the Sikh faith at the time, would have no 
difficulty in administeting the charan pahuL The later rahit
namas here reflect the condition of the Sikhs in the late eigh
teenth century or the early nineteenth. In so doing they also throw 
light on the conditions which, later in the nineteenth century, 
brought stern disapproval frmn members of the Tat Khalsa. 

7.6 Sahaj-dharis 

The term sahaj-dhii17. is seldmn employed by the rahit-namas, 
its usage being limited to occasional appearances in the Chaupa 
Si1igh Rahit-nlima. Sahaj-dhari Sikhs are those who have not 
taken Khalsa initiation and who, therefore, are not bound to 
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observe the Rahit. In the very first item after his brief prologue 
the Chaupa Siitgh author begins with the statement: 

In the early morning ,the Gursikh, whether Kes-dhari or Sahaj-dhari. 
should bathe or perform the five ablutions. 18 

Kes-dhari is used by the same , author to designate a Sikh who 
has received Khalsa initiation; the sahaj-rlhiiri, one who has not 
received 1t. The term amrit-dhari makes no appearance at all, 
neither in the rahit-nama attributed to Chaupa Singh nor in any 
other. It is, in other words, a comparatively 1nodern term to 
denote a Sikh who has taken Khalsa initiation (McLeod 1997, 
218-25). The inu~oduction ofthe term amrit-dhiirihas meant that 
hes-dhii:ri has changed its meaning to include all who keep their 
kes intact, regardless of whether or not they have received 
Khalsa initiation. 

The term sah~j-d/u/,·ti has normally been translated by Tat 
Khalsa scholars to signify a 'slow-adopter' or 'gradualist' (Enc,yS 
IV.l3) .. It is thus intended to tnean someone who is moving 
towards a full acceptance of the Khalsa discipline, but who has 
not yet proceeded further than an acceptance of Nanak's 
teachings concerning liberation. A more likely etymology re
lates the compound term to Gmu Nanak's characteristic use of 
the word sahaj to cover the ineffable bliss which ultimately 
results frmn the disciplined practice of nam sima1·a7J-. If this 
theory is correct the tenn sahaj-dhii:ri should be construed to 
mean 'one who accepts the nli.m simara7J- teachings of Nanak', · 
without any reference to the adoption of the Khalsa discipline 
(EST 35n). 

The author of the Chaupa Singh Rahit-nli.mii, however, takes 
the term one small step further. It is characteristically used in 
contrast to lles-dhiiri and as such signifies its opposite. Whereas 
l'es-dhari means 'one who retains his kes' (with the clear 
implication that. he does so in obedience to thf strict Khalsa 
Rahit), sahaj-dhiiri denotes a person who cuts hi~ hair and who 
thus falls short of the Khalsa ideal. Such a person evidently 
hovers on the Panth 's boundaries. At certain points in the 
Chaupa Siitgh Rahit-nli.ma (as for example the reference which 
occurs in the first item) he seems clearly to be included within 
its bounds. Elsewhere the firm insistence on the maintenance 
of the kes logically requires his exclusion ( ChS 92, 145, pp. 68, 
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77, 157, 164). And elsewhere again an atte1npt is made to 
bridge the gap by requiring the Sahaj-dhari never to cut the hair 
of his head ( ChS 53, 287, pp. 64, 100, 154, 176). 

The rahit-namas of the earlier nineteenth century seem to 
have little question about him. They do not use the term sahaj
dhari, but their treatment of non-Khalsa Sikhs evidently em
braces them without hesitation ( SauS(2) 7). It was the Tat 
Khalsa that adopted a stem line. The Sahaj-dharis were not 
completely excluded from the Panth, but they were required to 
accept that the ideal condition was that of the Khalsa Sikh and 
had to acknowledge that they were on a path which led to this 
destination .. For those who are doctrinally informed this is still 
the situation today. It does not take account of the large and 
growing number of Sikhs from families with a Khalsa tradition 
who today trim their hair or remove their beards. That, however, 
is a question that lies beyond the rahit-namas. 

7.7 The Five Ks 

The question of the entry of the Five Ks into the Rahit is certain 
to be a controversial one and for that reason it will be as well 
to start by stating my conclusion. It is that the Five Ks are not 
a part of the Rahit until we reach the Singh Sabha refonnation. 
Gunt Gobind Singh did not include them in his instructions at 
the founding of the Khalsa; they do not appear during the 
following · century and three quarters; and they make their 
appearance only when Singh Sabha reformers were convinced 
that the Guru must have introduced them. Khalsa Sikhs were 
certainly expected to wear five weapons (paiid IULthiiir), but thes~ 
were not the Five Ks (panj kakke or panj llakkiir). The evidence 
for this conclusion is as follows: 

In a hukmn-nama dated S. 1759 (1702 CE) Gmu Gobind 
Singh instntcts his Sikhs to wear five weapons when they 
come for darshan. He does not mention Five Ks. 19 

Banda also instntcts the Sikhs to wear five weapons when they 
come to visit him. There is no mention of the Five Ks. 20 

Nand Lal is said to have written the following Persian couplet: 

nishan-i silthhi in panj haraf kiif 
ha/rgiz nii biishad in panj mu' af 21 
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The sign of the Sikh are these five (items, each beginning with) the 
letter 'k'. (A Sikh) should never be excused [from wearing] these five. 

Two argmnents may be brought against this couplet: 

1. Judging by his name, Nand Lal himself was never a 
metnber of the Khalsa. It is highly lmlikely tliat he would have 
penned these words without accepting initiation. 22 

2. The couplet is not contained in the Persian works of Nand 
Lal.23 

Gur Sobha (1711) does not mention the Five Ks, though 
Sainapati frequently refers to the kes and to a stritt ban 
on cutting the hair of the head (see for example GSobh 5: 19, 
21, 24, 30). 

None of the rahit-namas refers to the Five Ks. 

Tanallhiih-nama, Prashan-uttar, and Prahilarl Rai: no refert!nce. 
Sallhi Rahit hi: A Sikh must be distinguished by a turban, a 

fine flowing beard, and an uncut kes; and he must never 
use a razor or remove his beard. There is, however, no 
reference to the Five Ks ( SallhiR 3, 7). 

Chaupa Singh: In the rahit-nama is inserted a couplet which 
begins: llachh rf,atf,ha lwrab rallha7J,, 'Wear breeches [and 
carry) a staff and a knife. '24 These are not the Five Ks, nor 
is an item, which has been added to the manuscript later. 
This later addition certainly lists five objects which the 
Khalsa Sikh should possess and the first three are luu:hh, 
llirjJiin, and lles. The remaining two, however, are barti (the 
sacred scripture) and siidh sangati (the congregation of the 
faithf\.tl) .25 

Desii Singh: He:·e we cmne closer to the Five Ks. In verse 15, 
the Khalsa Sikh is instructed never to be separated from 
his llachh or his llirpan. Later, in verse 67, he is informed 
that he should bathe in the early morning and should then 
put on his comb ( lwngha) , knife ( ltarad), and turban 
(rlasatiir) (DesaS 15, 67). What is this if not the Five Ks, 
or at least four of thetn? They are not the Five Ks for the 
following reasons: 

1. Nowhere are they called the Five Ks. 
2. The wrist ring is missing. 
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3. Separate mention of them is supplied in two different 
verses. 

4. The term ldrpan (verse 15) has become lwratl (verse 67). 

5. In place of Ires the word dasatar is used. 

6. No indication is given that they are stipulated in the 
initiation ritual. 

They are merely items that the Khalsa Sikh should certainly 
possess, but they are not mentioned with any intention of 
them being regarded as a part of the Rahit. 

Dayli Si,ligh: The same conclusion applies to references in 
the Dayii Singh Rahit-niima. Spread over eight verses the 
Khalsa Sikh is required to wear a /w,chh, a sword (sri sahib), 
and a steel knife ( lohe lti ltarad). He is also to maintain his 
kt!s, treating it as his most treasured possession (DayaS 4, 
19-21, 23, 56, 58, 63). A ninth verse requires him always 
to have on his person a knife (karad) and a wrist-ring (luqii.) 
(DayaS 70). The comb (lwngha) is missing; different words 
are used for the sword and the kirpan; and the four items 
that are mentioned are not listed as the Five Ks. In the 
appended portion describing a Nil:ang the word llirpan is 
introduced, but the short sword or knife is also called a 
kartul. This section also specifies five weapons as being 
con1pulsory for a Khalsa Sikh (DayaS 94). Daya Singh's 
evidence can also be ruled out. 

Srm Sii1dii: Both rahit-namas are devoid of relevant refer
ences, except that sakhi 65 emphasises the obligation to 
keep the hair of the head intact (SauS(2) 5, 7, 20-1, 25). 

Prem Sumii.1-alf. 'f'here are the usual references to individual 
items and mention is made of the five weapons,:!6 but not 
the Five Ks. . 

The gur-/Jiliis works make no reference to the Five Ks. In 
addition to Gu1· Sobhii, this applies to Sukkha Singh's Our
!Jiliis Dasvin Piiti.shiihi (1798) and Ratan Singh Bhangu's 
Priidzin Pantll Prakash (1841).27 Kuir Singh, in his Gur-/Jiliis 
Piitashiilzi 10, written in the early nineteenth century (Hans 
1988, 266), refers to kar.hh, llfs, and lwnul, grouping them in 
a list of five (Kuir Singh 1968, IX:40, p. 130). The remaining 
two, however, are shii.star (weapons) and t,ru·r shalmd (the 
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Guru's Word), and although he refers to the Jwitg1lii in the 
following verse his statement fails to add up to the Five Ks. 

Pusian works of t.he eighteenth century refer only to the uncut 
hair of the Khalsa (Grewal & Habib 2001, 1 07). A Persian 
account written by James Skinner in 1825 adds that the 
Juu:hh 'is veq' common in this community' (Grewal & 
Habib 2001, 218). 

Polier makes no mention of the Five Ks in 17le Siques ( 1780). 
He notes merely 'wearing an iron bracelet on one ann and 
letting the hair of the head and beard grow'. ~8 

George Forster makes a similar report in 1783. 'They permit 
the growth of the hair on the head and beard, they generally 
wear an Iron Bracelet on the left hand' (Ganda Singh 1962, 
79). 

The author of Sarab Loh Granth (late eighteenth or early 
nineteenth century) stipulates only three of the Five Ks: 'To 
the Sikhs this teaching of the Guru is given, that these 
three must be your signs: J,achh, kes, kirjJan' (KiwlM 367, 
514; see Part 11, no. 10, pp. 325-6). 

Malcolm, in his Sketch of the Sildls (1810), reports that the 
Akalis wear 'bangles or bracelets of steel round their 
wrists', but adds in a footnote: 'All Sinhs do not wear 
bracelets.' All Singhs must carry some item of steel, 'which 
they gene_rally have in the shape of a knife or a dagger' .2u 
He also reports in his description of the Khalsa initiation 
that Sikhs who undergo it are presented with 'five weapons' 
(Malcolm 1810, 285). The Five Ks are not mentioned. 

Santokh Singh, in his Siiraj Prakash (1844), lists only three 
of the Five Ks: /u?s Juu:hh Jwrad lfWii. ki tin mutlrii ih. 'Kt~s. 

lwchh, and luuad: these are the three seals of the Guru. '30 

Cunningham makes no mention of the Five Ks in his account 
of the founding of the Khalsa (Cunningham 1849, 63-6) nor 
anywhere else in his History of the Silths (1849). 

The appearance of the Singh Sabha, however, was not far 
ahead. In 1873, the movement was inaugurated in Amritsar. The 
first evidence after that date was provided by one who realised 
that now the various features should all start with 'k', but who 
limited the number to four. This was Budh Singh, whose Khiilsa 
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Shatak was published in 1876. The word for a knife was still 
lwrad, and the karii was absent from his list.31 One year later, 
Trumpp carried the change one step further. 

Then he gave the order, that whoever desired to be his disciple, he must 
always have things with him which all commence with the letter Kakka 
(i.e. K), viz.: the hair ([lu~sJ which must not be cut), a comb [kanghil), a 
knife [luzmd), a swortl (kitpan), and breeches reaching to the knee (kacclt), 
otherwise he would not consider him as his disciple.32 

Tnnnpp was still not quite correct as he had a Jwrad (knife) 
instead of a lwrii (wrist-ring). He did, though, record that there 
were five compulsory items and that all began with the letter 
'k'. In 1880 Gian Singh travelled yet closer to the ultimate 
conclt•sion, affirmiQg in his lengthy poem Panth Prakash that 
these five items beginning with 'k' were essential for a Khalsa 
Sikh to wear.33 The five items, however, remained separate. 
They were not yet given as list. Only with the publication of his 
Tavarikh Gurii Khalsa in 1891 did he finally reach that goa1.34 

The first to produce the formula was evidently Sumer Singh, 
author of Khalsa Panchiisiltii that was published in 1883. 

kacch kes hirpiin priy kangha karii sadiv/ 
jo dhiirat tarat nahin soi khiilsa daiv/ 

The !utah, the lles, the treasured kirpiin, the kanghii, the eternal 
lwra, 

He who wears these will ever be steadfast; thus is the Khalsa 
hallowed. (PSP 4th edition 1989, 181) 

The Five Ks had finally arlived and Sikhs were soon convinced · 
that these five items had indeed been included in Guru Gobind 
Singh's announce1nent of the Rahit. Kahn Singh Nabha re
mained a little hesitant, 35 but Macaulitie was in no doubt. 36 

Frmn the late nineteenth century the Five Ks were definitely a 
part of the Rahit. Indeed they formed its most important part. 

The number five has great significance in the Sikh tradition: 
five realms of spiritual development ( llha1J4), five vices ( kiim, 
krodh, lobh, moh, and hankiir), five thags (power, wealth, high 
caste, youth, and beauty), five scriptural works, five senses of 
knowledge, five kinds of action, five washings, five Cherished 
Ones (paiij piiire), five weapons, five Liberated Ones, five 
Reprobate Groups (paiij mel), and five takhats. Des a Singh adds 
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another five;37 Piara Singh Padam claims there are five kurahits, 
not four (PSP 4Lh edition; 1989, 7); and Kahn Singh Nabha pro
duces more than 200 definitions of tenns beginning with either 
panch, piinch, or panj. 38 The number five is regarded as sacred. 
Guru Nanak in .Japuji speaks of panch paravii:fJ, panch paradhan 
(AG 3), and thereafter Sikh history repeats the number five in 
numerous and various contexts. 

And now there are Five Ks. Opinions amongst Sikhs differ 
and can be summed up as follows: 

1. There are those who maintain that Guru Gobind Singh 
announced the Five Ks when delivering the Rahit to those he had 
initiated as members of the Khalsa, and that there is docmnen
tary proof of this. 

2. Other Sikhs are uneasy about a blanket statement of this 
kind. They agree that there was no questioning the fact that the 
Five Ks were promulgated at the first initiation ceremony, but 
acknowledge that this incident lacks firm docmnentary proof. 

3. Yet others are silent on the issue of whether or not the Five 
Ks were a part of the original Rahit, but tnaintain that from the 
very beginning all five items were a part of the Khalsa apparel. 

4. The concept of the Five Ks evolved out of the original 
command to wear five weapons. These five gradually fell into 
disuse, leaving only the ki·rpiin and the kara. The Guru had 
already made three itetns obligatory (the kes, kangha, and lwchh), 
and joined to these the !tirpiin and kara formed the Five Ks. 

The fourth of these interpretations can be summarily set 
aside. It was tentatively suggested by Fauja Singh in an article 
published in 1971, and entitled 'Foundation of the Khalsa 
Commonwealth-ideological aspects' (Fauja Singh 1971, 209). 
It can be set aside because the kangha is not tnentioned in early 
sources and, contrary to Fauja Singh's view, the names of the 
five weapons are known. None of them would have served as a 
foretunner for the karii. Fauja Singh was evidently not happy with 
this interpretation, and in 1975 expressed the conviction that 
the Five Ks were introduced by Guru Gobind Singh as highly 
visible symbols.39 This was as a result of the cowardice of Sikhs 
who had concealed themselves when Guru Tegh Bahadur was 
executed in 1675. The remaining three, however, deserve closer 

1 attention. 
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For the first interpretation an article by Gobind Singh 
Mansukhani will serve as an example. This article is entitled 
'Sikh-Rahat-Maryada and Sikh symbols' (Mansukhani 1989, 
174-91). In it, Dr Mansukhani reproduces a copy of a hukam
nama allegedly sent by Guna Gobind Singh to the Kabul sangat 
dated 26 Jeth S. 1756 (23 April 1699 CE), very soon after the 
founding of the Khalsa order. This hukrun-nama explicitly 
mentions each of the Five Ks by name, and if it is authentic it 
can be assumed that the Five Ks were certainly commanded by 
the Guru when inaugurating the Khalsa. The article also has 
quotations from the Prahilad Riii Singh Rahit-niimii, the Chaupii 
Singh Rahit-niimii, and one of the rahit-namas attributed to Nand 
Lal. In each of these extracts the Five Ks are again explicitly 
mentioned by name (Mansukhani 1989, 176-8). 

These claims can be easily answered. The hukam-nama is 
clearly spurious. It is in direct contradiction to other early 
sources, the hand-writing of the original (as opposed to Dr 
Mansukhani's copy) is modern, and it lacks the Guru's seal. 
These presumably, were the reasons why both Ganda Singh and 
Shamsher Singh Ashok omitted it from their published collec
tions of the liukam-namas. The quotations from Prahilad Rai, 
Chmapa Singh, and Nand Lal are likewise spurious. None of 
them appear in the older ananuscripts of th~ rahit-namas, nor 
even in most of the later copies. 40 Obviously they are much later 
additions to the originals. 

Other supporters of this first interpretation are similarly 
mistaken. One must assume the view has been adopted be
cause during the last century the Five Ks have acquired an 
unassailable position in the understanding and affections of the 
Sikhs, and this position seems to point unmistakably to the 
actions of the Guru. It is, however, one that has no documentary 
support in its favour and adequate documentary evidence 
against it. 

The second category consists of scholars who recognise that 
this lack of adequate documentary evidence does indeed exist, 
but who assume nevertheless that the Guru must surely have 
commanded the adoption of the Five Ks. Kahn Singh Nabha 
serves as a good example of this point of view. Writing in the 
190 I edition of Guru mat Sudhiikar he appended this footnote to 
Desa Singh's verse 15 concerning the Jwchh and kirpiin: 1,~ 
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When Sri Gum Gobind Singh Sahib dispensed amrit he delivered the.· 
instmction that the kes should be maintained, the kachh should be worn, 
and that a kirpiin (sword41

) should be carried. At the time instmctions 
were not given that either three or five Ks should be worn. Mter some 
time it was promulgated in the Rahit that Five Ks should be maintained 
(viz. 1. kes, 2. lwchh, 3. ltirpiin, 4. lwnghii, 5. lta.rii). Although this instmc
tion was new there was nothing false about the Rahit promulgating Five 
Ks, for the old literature makes it clear that in the time ofthe tenth Gu111 
the Five Ks were maintained by the Singhs. No one doubted the !les, 
kachh and kirpiin, which left the kmigllii and the lwrii. The Tenth Master, 
when he twice decreed the wea_ring of the lwnghii, sanctioned it a fourth 
K. In the same way he, the wearer of the plume, gave orders that wrist
rings (kttrii) of pure iron should be worn in gatherings of the Khalsa and 
thus acquire sanctity ( GStulh 467n+). 

There are expressions in this footnote that indicate a degree 
of doubt, but Kahn Singh was relatively certain in 1901 that the 
Guru had sanctioned all of the Five Ks. More than three decades 
later, however, this assurance seems less certain. A definition, 
which appears in his Gurushabad Rataniiltar Mahan Kosh reads: 

tmi11nulrii: The three symbols of the Khalsa. The symbols which Shri 
Gum Gobinrl Singh Sahib, when conducting the initiation ceremony 
(klul'l:uf.e dii amrit}, declared to be mandatory for the Khalsa to wear. 
trai mud.ii !Ulchh kes kirpiin ( Sarab Loh). 42 

In an endnote attached to this definition he states that the 
kangha and karii would of course have been assumed, and that 
there was accordingly no questioning the fact that the Five Ks 
were promulgated at the first amrit ceremony (MK Addendum, 
p. 58). 

We come now to the third category of scholars, this one 
requiring particularly close attention. These are the scholars 
who claim that, although the early documentary sources do not 
name the Five Ks, all five items were nevertheless a part of the 
Khalsa apparel ti-om the very beginning. This is the view of 
Professor J. S. Grewal who is forthright about his position. In 
reviewing my Sikhs and Sikhism (McLeod 1999) he writes: 

The failure to make a distinction between 'formulation' and substantive 
elements appears to have misled McLeod. The formulation of five Ks 
came in the late 19th century, but the substantive elements referred 
to in this formulation can be traced to the very institution of the 
Khalsa.43 
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The answer to this comment must be as follows. There is no 
intention of denying that all five itetns may have been worn by 
Khalsa Sikhs since the very earliest days of the order. It is true 
that only the /,es, kachh, and kirpan .-nay have been specified, but 
it can still be assumed as at least probable that the lwnghii and 
karii would have been a part of their standard dress. But this 
is not the subject at issue. The subject concerns the question 
of whether or not Guru Go bind Singh decreed these Five Ks as 
a part of the Rahit which he promulgated at the inauguration 
of the Khalsa. The answer adopted by this study is that there 
is no evidence that he did. Certainly he required his Khalsa 
followers to leave their hair uncut. Of this there can be no doubt, 
for it is writ large in Our Sobha. But did he command all five 
to be observed and were they called the Five Ks? The answers 
to these two questions are assuredly in the negative. 

It is only with the coming of the Singh Sabha movement, 
towards the end of the nineteenth century that both questions 
come to be answered in the affirmative. The notion of the Five 
Ks comes to the fore at that time, having never been known 
before then. 44 These Five Ks are declared to have been a vital 
part of the Rahit since the very beginning of the Khalsa and as 
such to have been a part of the Guru's first instructions to the 
tnembers of his new order. This, however, is a mistaken view. 
Prior to the establishment of the Singh Sabha there is no 
reference to the Five Ks nor of their inclusion in the Rahit. Only 
after the founding of the Singh Sabha do these five items come 
together and take their place as a treasured segment of the 
Rahit. And only then are they to be found attached to rahit
namas, having been added at this later date. J>ractically all of 
such additions date from the twentieth century.45 

This conclusion should cause no surprise. The scholars of the 
Khalsa had, in a sense, been prepared for it by a statetnent from 
Randhir Singh, editor of the Prem Sumiirag Grant/~: 

The Five Ks (panj kakiir) are nowhere mentioned in th~ rahit-namas, 
nor in any other 'old writings'. Instead there are references to five 
weapons (panj hathiiir) (PSG Introduction, p. 45). 

There is actually very little difierence between Professor Grewal's 
position and mine. Both of us accept the prominence given to 
the five weapons, and both of us agree with Randhir Singh that 
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there is no reference in the early writings to the Five Ks. Perhaps 
there is no difference at all. 

7.8 Attitude Towards Hindus 

In the Punjab Sikhs lived not merely among a considerably 
larger Muslim population, but also a wide conspectus of Hindus. 
As with Hindus everywhere there was a wide scope of belief and 
practice, partly dependent upon the various castes to which they 
belonged. This scope and variety comes through in the rahit
namas, sometimes with their authors expressing agreement 
with Hindu ways but more frequently expressing disagreement. 
On the whole the Khalsa were not to behave as Hindus behaved. 
It was, however, a confused and qualified disapproval, and in 
one important respect the early rahit-namas accepted a funda
mental concept, which they had inherited from their Hindu 
forbears. This was caste, a feature which will receive separate 
treatment (see section 7 .I 0). 

In other respects the general pattern is one of qualified 
-:lisarray. Brahmans were a particular concern for the authors 
of the early rahit-namas. Daya Singh declared roundly that no 
devotion should be paid to Brahmans. Desa Singh, however, 
maintained that it was the duty of the Khalsa to protect Brah
mans, and in this respect he was backed up by one of the authors 
of the Sau Siillhi (DesaS 16; DayaS 12; SauS(l) 36). The author 
of Siikhi Rahit ki was ambivalent, denouncing at length corrupt 
Brahmans but apparently (if reluctantly) accepting the upright 
variety ( SakhiR 8). Daya Singh also tnaintained that Brahmans 
should no longer conduct Sikh man;ages. Chaupa Singh pre
dictably affinns that it is the duty of the Khalsa to sum1non a 
Brahman for this purpose ( ChS 120, pp. 72, 160; DayaS 91). At 
least they either agree or are silent on forbidding the following 
practices: observing Brahman rituals, repeating the Gayatri, 
worshipping at places sacred to the Hindus, idol worship, wearing 
the sacred thread, and applying tilaks to the forehead ( TanN 
45; PrahR4; Sa/,hiR2, 7-11,17-19, 28; ChS20, 137,387, pp. 60, 
76, 1 05; DayaS 12, 14, 30, 44, 50; SauS(2) 14). Three rahit-namas 
also spurn the six 'schools' (darashan) of Hindu philosophy, a 
natural enough thing to do considering their range of village 
readers and hearers (PrahR 27; DesaS 34; DayaS 42). 
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Two rahit-namas stand out as particularly severe with regard 
to Hindu beliefs and practices. One is Siildti Rahit ki attributed 
to Nand Lal, and the other is the Dayii Singh Rahit-nii.mii. The 
opposite stance is occupied by the second of the Sau Sii./,hi 
rahit-namas. Its treatment of Brahmans occupies much of the 
docmnent, insisting that those who are properly initiated by 
dzaran jJiihul are entirely acceptable as Sikhs ( SauS(2) 12, 16) . 
An insincere or fi·audulent Brahman should never receive 
charity, but one who is honest is certainly entitled to it (SauS(2) 
13, 16-17, 24, 37, 40, 43, 44). Brahmans belong to the highest 
of castes and as such are entitled to respect, provided they 
tnaintain tl1eir dignity ( SauS(2) 17). This is not typical of the 
rahit-namas, and the fact that more than one hand is respon
sible for this contribution is revealed by the instruction that 
Brahmans should be avoided (SauS(2) 14). Clearly the second 
of the Sau Siillh'i rahit-namas is unreliable. 

7.9 The Shraddh Ceremony 

The shraddh was a feature of Hindu practice which aroused 
disagreement amongst the authors of the n\hit-namas. This is 
a Hindu ceremony perfonned annually on behalf of deceased 
f(>rbears, the purpose· being to assist their passage to whatever 
destination has been determined by their karma. The rite 
includes an offering of food to assembled relatives and Brah
mans. The Chaupii. Singh Rahit-nii.mii is one of those which 
supports the continuation of the cere1nony by Sikhs, although it 
takes care to exclude d1e participation of Brahmans. Their 
place should be taken by Sikhs if the deceased was also a Sikh 
( ChS 46, pp. 63, 154). Surprisingly, in view of his usual anti
Hindu stance, the other supporter of the shraddh was the author 
of Siildti Rahit lei (SalchiR 16). Less surprising was the ·tack of 
support of that author who adopted an unfriendly attitude to 
Brahmans and to Hindu practice generally. This was the person 
responsible for the Dayii Singh Rahit-nii.mii. who predictably took 
a finn stand against the performance of the shraddh ritual 
(DayaS 14, 91). 

The Daya Singh Rahit-namii comes at the very end of the 
eighteenth century or the beginning of the nineteenth. During the 
eighteenth century the shraddh ritual seetns clearly to have been 
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perf.Onned by at least a segment of Panth. This likelihood is 
supported by the B40 janam-siikhi ( B40 (Eng), pp. 235ft). During 
the nineteenth century the custom will presumably have contin
ued and there is evidence of this in the second of the Sau Siikhi 
rahit-nmnas (SauS(2) 31). Because of its specifically Hindu 
nature the Tat Khalsa refonners, fortified by oblique criticism 
in the scriptures, mounted an attack on the observance of the 
custom by Sikhs and succeeded in having it largely excluded 
from the life ofthe Panth (N. G. Barrier 1970, p. 27; GM, pp. 472, 
479; SRM 2.2.3(g)). 

7.10 Caste 

Prior to the Singh Sabha movement Sikhs in general accepted 
caste, and the rahit-namas reflect this acceptance. Earlier rahit
namas attributed to Nand Lal and Prahilad Rai make only 
passing references to caste, but in the Chaupii Singh Rahit-namii 
and thereafter caste is firmly in place. This is expressed in the 
following ways. 

1. There are four castes ( varan or baran) and it is the duty 
of all Sikhs to treat members of all four as brothers. Any 
1nen1ber o£ the four castes may take initiation and a pen.;on 
belonging to any of the four can be invited to partake of karah 
prasad (TanN 57; DesaS 49; DayaS 4, 22, 66; SauS(l) 19; SauS(2) 
12). This, however, does not include the Dalits, outcastes whom 
the various authors regard with great caution. Keep them out of 
your cooking-square and your langar, and generally maintain a 
distance from them (DesaS 94, 103; SauS(l) 7). 

2. Always marry according to caste and lineage (DesaS 28; 
PrS 20.12). 

3. Specific castes are recognised, particularly the Brahman 
and the Khatri (DesaS 69, 104, 1 06; DayaS 73, 75, 88; SauS(2) 
31, 44). 

These features of eighteenth and nineteenth-century Sikh 
belief should be recognised, but they should not let us overlook 
the fact that Sikh attittides concerning caste were relatively 
enlightened during this period. 'To adopt the forms of caste is 
not to our taste,' wrote Daya Singh. 'It is our way.of living which 
we like' (Dfl)'aS 77). Caste may be an inflexible rule among 
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Hindus, and Muslims should be condetnned because they fail 
to acknowledge it in their own society. Moreover, Gursikhs must 
recognise it in matters of tnan-iage. Within the Panth, however, 
everyone should be treated as metnbers of the one caste ( Ch.S 
10, 11, 79, pp. 59, 66-7). Caste is recognised as a given fact 
which Khalsa Sikhs 1nust acknowledge in their marital ties. 
This, after all, was the social convention followed by every Gm1t 
who married or had children wed. It is not, however, a system 
which within the Panth confers high status on some and low 
status on others. All should be equal. 

7.11 Karah Prasad 

The practice of preparing and distributing karah prasad pre
sents several problems. What was the origin of karah prasad? 
Why did it becmne a distinctive Sikh custom? What is the 
justification for it? Why is it tnade with three ingredients of equal 
weight? Why is it prepared with such unfailing consistency? Why 
has it lasted so long without change? 

Modern Sikhs have no trouble with the justification for the use 
of karah prasad. 

In order to remove untouchability and to teach social equality Gum 
Nanak sta1ted the custom of distributing Karah Prasad among his 
congregations (Teja Singh 1951, 105). 

There is no evidence that the custom was introduced by Guru 
Nanak, but certainly the practice (or one very like it) was 
current during the time of the later Gurus. Bhai Gurda~ evidently 
referred to the sacramental food as rnaha prasiid.4

b It seems 
likely that the convention was significantly altered during or, 
more likely, shortly after the time of Gunt Gobind Singh by the 
preparation of the prasad in a llarahi or iron pan. This linked 
it to the Khalsa veneration for iron and gave rise to the name 
of karah prasad. Until the time of the Singh Sabha reforms 
the concept which it symbolized was evidently the humble 
submission of the worshipper to the Guru, and the sense of 
comfort and reassurance which resulted ( Sald~iR 12). For this 
reason karah prasad would ahvays be offered to the Guru Granth 
Sahib before it was consumed. In tnodern times, however, the 
institution has been interpreted as a useful device to convince 
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Sikhs that inequality, whether caste-based or otherwise, is no 
part of their religion. 

There are, however, problems when karah prasad is consid
ered in the light of the rahit-namas description of the custom. 
The origin of the custom is obviously the Hindu convention of 
offering food to an idol (prasiid). In its Sikh form, though, the 
convention was transformed. It was a sacratnental food con
sumed by the worshippers (not by the idol or the god); it was 
always prepared in a karahi, which means a particular kind of 
pan (almost certainly an iron one); and it always consisted of 
equal quantities raw sugar, unrefined flour, and ghi. The early 
rahit-namas are emphatic about these prescriptions. A detailed 
description of how karah prasad should be prepared is offered 
by the Tanakhiih-niimii and briefly repeated by the Chaupa Singh 
Rahit-nama. 47 The Dayii Siitgh Rahit-niimii gives a description of 
how karah prasad should be distributed, and sets out the 
procedure whereby other Sikhs can be invited to participate in 
the reverent consumption of it (DayaS 65ff.). Equal quantities 
are to be given to each participant, with fearsome penalties 
awaiting the person who is greedy (DesaS 63; SauS(l) 16--17). 
The preparation should be preceded by the recitation of .Japuji 
and }iijJ (DesaS 119); it should be distributed at initiation 
ceremonies and fimerals ( ChS 45, pp. 63, 153; DayaS 5, 7, 72); 
and if Muslilns are present, they should be asked to with
draw before it is consumed (ChS 436, pp. 107, 182). Before it 
is distributed, it should be scored with a kirpan ( TanN 3(); 
DesaS 63). 

Why was there a fixed recipe for the preparation of karah 
prasad? We do not know. As we have seen, the fact that it was 
prepared in an iron karahi was presumably due to Khalsa 
principles and impatted the distinctive natne to the sacrament. 
But was the 1nodern justification applicable to the eighteenth 
century, and if not what was the actual cause? In favour of the 
belief that it was indeed to eliminate inequality in the Khalsa 
we can cite those elements from the discussion of caste that 
point to equality as an ideal in the Panth. This may be so. 
Against it, however, there are two points to be considered. First, 
there is the fact that the rahit-namas apparently left the Dalits 
out of their concern for equality. Secondly, the frequency and 
fervour with which the sacrament was observed suggests a 
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cause which lies beyond a concern for equality and which finds 
an explanation in the need for communicating a sense of 
blessing and assurance to the worshipper. 

·v..re do not know the answer to this problem. Sikhs today will, 
of course, disagree with this conclusion and affirm that they do 
in t~1ct know. The administration of karah prasad, they will 
maintain; has always been to stress the ideal of equality. This 
may well be the reason that is applied today. For the eighteenth 
century, however, some doubt must remain. 

7.12 The Devi 

T11e rahit-namas diverge from the Gur-bilas literature, in their 
treatment of the Devi, or Mata Devi. Devi is the Mother 
Goddess, consort of Shiv and variously manifested as Bhagauti, 
Chandi, Patvati, Kali, or Durga. In the later Gurbilas works 
she figures prominently as the one whom Guru Gobind Singh 
consulted before the founding of the Khalsa. Needless to say 
this story is a later myth, but it appears in much of the Gur
bilas literature, notably in the work of Sukkha Singh and Kuir 
Singh. One of the rahit-namas contains the story and that, pre
dictably, is the Chaupii Singh Rahit-namii. The story it relates is 
as follows. 

Acting on the Guru's instructions Pandit Devi Das was 
deputed to tind Brahmans who could conduct the hom or tire 
ceremony which would summon the presence of the Devi. 
Eventually three such Brahmans were enlisted. These were Shiv 
Bakar from Kashmir, Vishan Pal from Kashi, and Kalak Das 
frmn the south. Kalak Das asked the Guru why he wished to have 
the ceremony performed, to which the Guru replied that it was 
to destroy the demons that caused his followers such ir!iury. 
Rs 7500 was set aside to cover expenses, a sum that was later 
increased to Rs 45,000. Other Brahmans flocked to witness the 
ceremony which, it was claimed, would persuade Mata Devi to 
appear in its ritual fire. Kalak Das reminded the Gmu of the 
rigorous discipline which must be undertaken if the ritual was 
to be effective, and warned him that if the Devi was to manifest 
herself she would do so in a fearsmne torm. When the Guru 
repeated his willingness to proceed he was told to bathe and 
the ritual was initiated. 
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On the fortieth day the goddess finally appeared, whereupon 
all but the four principal participants fainted. When the Devi 
could be descried, seated on a tiger-skin, two of the Brahmans 
also collapsed and even the Gunt felt dizzy. Kalak Das in
stntcted him to ofler his head to the goddess. This he· declined 
to do, suggesting that instead Kalak Das should provide the 
required sacrifice. The Devi vanished and the Brahmans were 
compelled to leave without securing the purpose of the hom. The 
episode, it is claimed, took place in S. 1756 (1699/1700 CE) 
at a shrine on the hill called .Naina Devi.48 

In relating this story the Chaupa Singh Rahit-niima is an 
exception. The only other rahit-nama which contains a reference 
to the Devi is that of Daya Singh, and there she occurs in what 
appears to be a later addition (DayaS 2). This failure to mention 
her may possibly be a result of them dealing with material that 
rloes not feature the Devi, yet it seems surprising that no 
reference to her ever appears in the majority of the early rahit
namas. It appears to have been a popular story amongst Sikhs 
of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (Hans 1981, II: 
51-3), and the Dasam Granth lends it support by tales about 
Chandi or Bhagauti (see pp. 275-9). The rahit-namas, however, 
offer it little backing. 

7.13 Attitude Towards Muslims 

Frmn an issue that receives little rahit-na1na support we pass 
to one that apparently receives a considerable amount at least 
in the early rahit-namas. This is their attitude towards Muslims, 
which see1ns to be uniformly hostile as well as frequently ex
pressed. Some idea about both, frequency and also its hostility, 
can be gained by consulting the analysis of the contents of the 
ChmtjJlt Si1igh Rahit-namii.. 

Never associate with a Muslim nor trust his word. Never drink water 
from a Muslim's hands, never eat his food, and never sleep in his 
company. Do not be influenced by anything a Muslim may say ... ( ChS. 
p. 42) 

And so it continues. Never eat meat from animals killed in the 
Muslim manner. Never tntst the oath of a Muslim. Never entntst 
the management of your household affairs to a Muslim. Never 
give your sword to a Muslim and then walk on ahead. The list 
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ends with a quotation from the Dasam Granth: 'Fight the 
barbarians! Destroy them all!'49 The Tanaldtii.h-niimii is also 
particularly fierce concerning Muslims. 50 

The situation, however, is not as simple as a catalogue like 
this might imply. What do we mean when we translate a word 
as 'Muslim'? 

First we must take care to distinguish the rahit-namas from 
the Sikh Gurus, and particularly from Gun• Gobind Singh. Guru 
Gobind Singh was ce1tairily not opposed to all Muslims. By his 
actions he made it clear that his opposition was rese1ved for 
those Muslims who were oppressors, which meant that his 
aversion was largely rese1ved for the Mughal rulers. With the 
rahit-namas, we move into a different range of hostility. The 
early rahit-namas were written during the eighteenth cen· --y 
when the Sikhs were confronted by determined antagomsm 
from Muslim rulers or invaders. As a result there was a distinct 
hardening of Khalsa hearts. 

Rahit-nama authors, in common with other Nmth Indians in 
the eighteenth century, commonly e1nployed turak ('Turk'), and 
this is the usual word which is translated as 'Muslim'. The term 
nmsalamiin explicitly means 'Musliln' and twice appears in the 
Dayii Singh Rahit-nii.mii., but it is very rare in rahit-nama usage. 
The word ldu1nu is even rarer, appem;ng only once and then 
~ecause the author of the Tanaldtiih-niimii needed a word to 
rhyme with dii.nu in the preceding line ( TanN 440). By far the 
most common term is tu1·ak. Is this word accurately translated 
as 'Muslim'? 

With regard to the rahit-namas the answer appears to be that 
sometimes turalt does carry this meaning exclusively; some
times it does not carry it; sometimes .it simultaneously means 
both Muslim and an associated religious or political term; and 
sometimes it extends over more than two or more of these 
meanings. It is in f~1ct a very complex word, one which is not easy 
to translate into English. 

During the first half of the eighteenth century the enemies 
of the Khalsa were the Mughals. The original Mughals were 
not ethnic Turks (Babur was a Mongol), but many of their 
se1vants in India were of Turkish descent, and the word 
'Mughal' was applied indisc1;minately to all these soldiers and 

.administrators. rnlese are the people who, in certain contexts, 
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are unquestionably those whom the rahit-na1nas caB Turks, and 
this in turn suggests that the meaning attached to turalt in the 
rahit-nmnas must be 'Mughal'. For the early part of the growth 
of the rahit-namas they were the rulers of the Ptmjab and such 
instructions as refusing to bow to a turalt (DesaS 16, 62) seems, 
without any doubt, to indicate that the word must refer to a 
Mughal (see also TanN 22a; DayaS 29). 

There are, however, objections to doing so. In the first place 
the word turak meaning 'Muslim' as a religious identity had 
already entered North Indian usage. 'Turk' was the chosen word 
because Isla1n had been carried into India by Turks who had 
come more than half a millennium before the an;val of the 
Mughals. The word does not appear frequently in the Adi Granth, 
but when it does it clearly expresses this religious meaning. 
When Kabir says hindu turak doil samajhiivau51 or hindu turah 
lltthiln mahi ehai52 he certainly was not using an ethnic term. By 
Kabir's tilne at least the word turak had acquired a religious 
meaning and was specifically used to designate a Muslim. The 
same applies to Guru Nanak's Viir Asii 16:1 (AG, p. 471), Gun1 
Aljan's Bhairau 3 (AG, p. 1136), and other such examples. 
Obviously the word had eqtered everyday usage, at least as a 
tenn distinguishing Muslims from Hindus. 

Second, the rahit-namas lay great stress on the iniquity of 
consuming meat killed in the Muslhn manner. Sometimes this 
meat is called lmtthii, a term that does not explicitly draw 
attention to its Muslim origins. At other times, however, it is 
labelled turak kii mas, and of this designation there can be no 
doubt. The meat known as lwt!hii or turalt hii mils is forbidden 
because it is meat from an anhnal killed by the /udal method 
of the Mt.tslims, not because it is associated with the Mughals. 
Other injunctions are likewise aimed at preserving Khalsa 
purity. Two which receive prominence are sexual relations with 
Musliln women and smoking the hookah (see chs 7.14, 7.15, and 
7 .16, pp. 223-6). 

Third, the works of the later eighteenth century show that 
the term was still used by rahit-nama authors after the Mughals 
had faded fi·ont the Punjab scene. The Mughals were succeeded 
by the Mghans who, under Ahmad Shah Abdali, mounted a 
series of invasions from 1747 to 1769, and in spite of the fact 
that only smne of the Mghans could be strictly described as 
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ethnic Turks it seems that the word turak was also applied 
indiscriminately to them. Obviously it was not applied exclu
sively to the Mughals. The word turalt already designated Mus
lims generally as well as retaining its specific ethnic meaning, 

\ or its wider political meaning which referred to the hostile rulers 
or would-be rulers of the Punjab. 

With the rise of Ranjit Singh the threat from Muslim enemies 
receded, and by the beginning of the nineteenth century it was 
virtually over. The early rahit-namas had, however, been written 
during the preceding century, when deep suspicion alternated 
with open hostility and intense fighting. Under such circum
stances it was only natural that the rahit-namas should reflect 
the feelings of their people. These circumstances also explain 
why the rahit-namas lay such a strong emphasis on the need for 
every Khalsa to bear arms. 53 

Under Ranjit Singh feelings slowly became more subdued 
and by the time the Singh Sabha e1nerged there was some 
embarrassment at the unconcealed enmity of the inherited 
rahit-namas. Tat Khalsa scholars, in particular viewed such 
anti-Muslim items as the kind of utterance that Guru Gobind 
Singh could never have made and quietly dropped them from 
their revised rahit-namas. Kahn Singh provides a clear example 
of this (see Appendix 1, pp. 403-12) and Sikh Rahit Marayiida 
retains few examples of this anti-Muslim past. 54 Feelings against 
Muslims have not entirely disappeared, but they are not embla
zoned for all to see in the manner of the eighteenth-century 
rahit-namas. 

We are left with a word, which can be very difficult to interpret 
in any given context. Does it require a narrow religious meaning? 
Does it possess a wider social meaning? Does it express an 
ethnic meaning? Does it suggest a political meaning? Or is it an 
a1nalgam of two or more of these meanings? In the rahit-nmna 
translations that follow in Part 2 the form normally, if cautiously, 
favoured is 'Muslim' rather than 'Mughal'. The intention of 
making this choice is to ]end a hesitant stress to the first two 
me~nings given above, particularly the second one which affirms 
a religious identity. This seems to be the closest approximation 
that an English word can get to the meaning implied by the rahit
nama authors. At the same time it is most important to remem
ber that the one-word translation must ulti1nately fail us. Although 
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the word turak may be rendered 'Muslim' we should always 
remember that frequently it means 'an enemy, cmnmonly a ruler 
or an official, who is also a Muslim'. 55 

7.14 The Ban on Tobacco 

Guru Go bind Singh evidently forbade the use of hookahs, so in 
this fo_f!D at least the ban on tobacco was a part of the original 
Rahit. 36 At this stage the ban did not include cigarettes, cigars, 
and short pipes as the Sikhs had no experience of these articles. 
The ban was extended to include them during the late nine
teenth century. It soon embraced snuff and towards the end of 
the eighteenth century it also covered chewing tobacco. 

The hookah, however, remained the prime target. The author 
of the Dayii Singh Rahit-niimii tells an anecdote, which illustrates 
this. 

A certain Sikh had kept whey for washing [his]/tes and a crow had drunk 
[from] it. The Sikh came to the Guru [and said]: 'Tell me Maharaj, was 
the whey spoilt?' [The Guru] Sahib replied: 'I knew that some hookah 
smoker had touched [the whey and so] I saved you from [using] it' 
(DayaS 68). 

Chaupii Si1igh, Desii Sinf!l, and Dayii Singh all identify the hookah 
as a serious menace.3 The Tanakhiih-niimli and Prahiliid Riii 
refer only to snuff, and Dayii Sing1t adds snuff to the hookah 
(TanN 17; PrahR 12; DayaS24). The term tamiikft (tobacco), a 
Spanish word of American Indian origin, presumably reached 
the Punjab via Arabic and Persian. The first rahit-nama to use 
it was Siillhi Rahit hi, to be followed late in the eighteenth century 
by both Desii Singh and Daya Singh (SallhiR 5; DesaS 30; Da)•aS 
24, 89). Chaupa Singh and Desa Singh both use the term bikhiii, 
or 'poisonous substance' ( ChS 80, 438, pp. 67, 107; DesaS 25). 
Although this can mean 'alcohol' or 'dntgs' their usage in these 
cases seems to point to tobacco generally or to the hookah in 
particular. 

The b~n on the use of the hookah is almost certainly because 
it was identified in .Sikh eyes as a Muslim artifact. Tobacco had 
passed fi·mn America through Europe to the Middle East in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In the Middle East a distinc
tive way of smoking tobacco was fashioned, namely the hookah. 
This could be a large bubble-bubble pipe, commonly stnoked 
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by several 1nen who passed the stem from one to the other; 
or it could be a smaller apparatus which normally was smoked 
only by one person. The hookah travelled on eastwards, to be 
introduced to the Punjab by Muslims who had used it in Persia 
or perhaps further west. It was thus entirely natural to identify 
it as a Muslim artifact, one that was moreover most unsuitable 
for the highly mobile Khalsa. Sikhs of the Khalsa would not find 
a cumbersome hookah at all convenient. Its apparent Muslim 
origins appears to be the source of Guru Go bind Singh's ban 
on the use of the hookah. From the hookah the ban was 
subsequently extended to other products made from its key 
substance which was tobacco. 

7.15 Relations with Muslim Women 

We have already seen how in 1978, Kapur Singh objected to the 
change which had taken place in the third lturahit or serious 
offence agail)st the Rahit. The modern version, incorporated in 
Sikh Rahit Marayiirla forbids 'sexual intercourse with any person 
other than one's spouse' (SRM 11.2(p)). This replaced 'a sex
involvement with a Turkani' or Muslim woman, thereby convert
ing the original prohibition into a more acceptable social 
injunction bu~ depriving the Khalsa of 'a cohesive power of great 
strength' (see pp. 184--5). 

The Clzaupa Singh Rahit-niima offers the clearest indication 
of the changes that this injunction has undergone. Shortly after 
he begins his list, the author offers the following: guril lla sillh 
hovai turalwn'i siith judh nii llare (ChS, 10, p. 59). This can be 
translated: 'A Gursikh should never touch a Muslim woman.' 
The English word 'touch' has been deliberately chosen because 
it bears a dual connotation and because the purport of the 
injunction seems to imply both meanings. The term judh could 
be translated as 'harm' and as such would come closer to the 
literal meaning. As Piara Singh Padam indicates, however, the 
context of this particular injunction see1ns clearly to be warfare 
conducted against Muslims, with the ilnp1ied opportunity to 
seize and violate women (PSP introduction, p. 28). The it~ury 
done to women in such circumstances would be a specifically 
sexual harm, and choosing 'touch' as a translation implies both 
physical assault and rape. Kahn Singh Nabha confirms this 
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interpretation. The term turalt.ani niil yudh is, he states, a Khalsa 
idiom meaning musalamiini bhogatti, 'sexual intercourse with a 
Muslitn woman' ( GM, p. 358). 

The use of judh occurs in the oldest Chaupa Sdtgh manu
script, one dated S. 1821 (1765 CE). The next manuscript is 
dated S. 1913 (1856-7 CE),5ti and Padam's manuscript appears 
even tnore recent (PSP 68-121). Both these, in place of judh, 
give a variant reading which is sang. SH This sustains the sexual 
connotation while eliminating the narrow warfare context. Ac
cording to this variant reading all association with Muslim 
women is proscribed. Padmn, citing Santokh- Singh's Siiraj 
Prakash as support, suggests that the sense of the injunction 
should derive from a tradition con~eming Guru Gobind Singh. 
Confronted by a claim that Muslim wmnen should be seized 
as a retaliatory ·measure, the Gunl is said to have responded 
with a finn denial (PSP 72). Attar Singh's translation of the Sau. 
Siildti declares with reference to this tradition that sexual 
contact with Muslim women is to be avoided because it is 
polluting. 60 In other words, the intention of the proscription is 
not primarily to afford protection to defenceless Muslim women, 
although this must necessarily be a result. The dominant 
purpose of the prohibition is that the male Sikh should be 
protected from pollution. 

Kahn Singh Nabha offers another explanation for the iqjunc
tion. At the ti1ne it was delivered, he suggests, most prostitutes 
were Muslitn women, with the result that the term m:usalli (a 
Muslim woman of the sweeper caste) and turakani (any Muslim 
woman) were used synonymously to mean 'courtesan'. This 
indicates, he claims, that the prohibition is actually directed 
against sexual intercourse with any woman other than one's wife 
and tnay thus be interpreted as an iqjunction against adultery 
( GM 546n; GSutih 307n; see also GPBS 26). His argument is, 
however, strained and the anti-Muslim context of the injunction 
makes it clear that the prohibition is specifically directed 
against sexual intercourse with Muslim women, whatever their 
status or occupation. It is clearly a part of the wider condem
nation of polluting contact with all Muslims. 

The interpretation favoured by Kahn Singh has nevertheless 
won through; and Silth Rahit MaTa)1iidii lists it as one of the four 
lmmhits. Kapur Singh has lost this particular arbrt.unent. 
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7.16 The Ban on Kuttha Meat 

Another of the four /,u·rahits is eating kuUhii meat. The word 
J,utthii means 'slaughtered' and ltuttha meat is that, which has 
been prepared according to the Muslim rite. Muslim doctrine 
requires that if the meat is to be pure ( halii.l) the animal must 
bleed to death (normally by having its throat cut) while the 
Muslim confession of faith is recited over it. tH Sikhs normally 
allow meat-eating, but the animal must be killed with a single 
blow (jhafltii). Whereas jlm!ltii. meat is acceptable (except to 
vegetarians) ltutthii or lzaliU meat is sttictly forbidden. It con
stitutes a serious violation of the Rahit, and those found guilty 
of it must seek re-initiation. 

This is an injunction that has come down unchanged frotn the 
early eighteenth century. Tanalthiih-nii.mii expresses it and so too 
do Chaupii Siitgh, De~·a Singh, and Daya Singh ( TanN 29; CltS 372, 
pp. 104, 179; DesaS 30; Da)'aS 35, 57, 59, 79). The origin of the 
ban is clear. Khalsa Sikhs were under repeated attacks from 
the persecuting Mughals, and they expressed their feelings in 
this provision which they incorporated in their code of belief 
and conduct. What is not so clear is how the provision managed 
to escape the ameliorating concerns of the Tat Khalsa and to 
have survived right through to the present day. It remains in the 
Rahit, a reminder of turbulent times in the eighteenth century. 

7.17 Jhatka Meat Versus Vegetarianism 

What are we to make of those Sikhs who · insist that only 
vegetarianism is acceptable? According to these people there 
can be no meat consumed, whether jhat/tii or any other variety. 
The modern Panth makes some allowance for the vegetarians, 
all food se1ved in every langar being completely meatless. 

From the eighteenth century, and possibly from the seven
teenth also, the proponents of vegetarianism can draw a lirr.ited 
degree of support. In his hukam-nama addressed to the.Jaunpur 
sangat, Banda warns his readers to avoid eating meat, fish, 
and onions (seep. 40). ln sakhi 10 of Pothi Bilii RfijJ Kau.r, Sikhs 
are asked to avoid fish and meat, and in sakhi 37 of the Granth 
Blui.i Pairulli, eating meat is listed as one of the five proscribed 
deeds (see p. 43). Among the rahit-nama authors, Desa Singh 
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is clearly uneasy about the question of meat-eating. First he 
condemns it (DesaS 25), but then acknowledges that the Khalsa 
tnay eat goat's mutton. This is permissible only if the mutton 
is jhafllii. and if the goat is killed well away fi·om a langar (DesaS 
32, 105). Members of a 'good fmnily', he feels sure, will always 
re1nain vegetarians (DesaS 1 02). The author of Siilthi Rahit lli is 
also uncertain. While not explicit in his condemnation of tneat
eating he implies, in his treatment of Brahmans, that it should 
be avoided (SalthiR 8). 

Other rahit-nama authors, though, either permit meat-eating 
or else are silent on the matter. The author of the Prem Sumiintg 
is quite forthright. 

Include meat in your daily diet. Eat it regularly in large or small 
quantities as the Gum provides. If you omit it on any day the food for 
that day will not be acceptable [to th~ Gum]. It will be the kind of food 
which ghosts and spectres prescribe. Why is meat described thus? [It 
is described thus] because it smells· best and gives the greatest 
satisfaction. For these reasons it is the noblest of foods. He who eats 
it shall be purified (PrS V.2. 7; PSG 1965, p. 62). 

This is the only conclusion, which can be drawn from the ban 
placed upon kutthii meat. Muslim meat is certainly proscribed, 
butjhatltii meat is allowed (see ch. 7.16). The Rahit seems quite 
clear about this, both the earlier rahit-namas and the Si/,h Rahit 
M arayiidii. 

7.18 Dharamsala and Gurdwara 

Early in the eighteenth century, and before, the place where a 
Sikh sangat assembled was called a tlha:mm-siiJil. This was a 
building or a room used for worship, congregational assembly, 
discourse (lwthii) or any other religious purpose (B40 82n). 
During the eighteenth century, however, the term gradually gave 
way to gur-duiirli (anglicised as 'gurdwara'). Prior to this the 
term gur-duiirii was evidently limited to special places which 
one visited on pilglimage in the manner that a person would (if 
a Hindu) visit a liratlz. At this stage the two terms were distinct, 
serving different purposes. Very soon, however, a transfer was 
taking place, one that progressively restricted the meaning of 
dlwram-siilii while simultaneously enlarging the sense of gu:r
duii:di. 
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In the time of the Gurus dharam-salt."'i was used to designate 
the stntcture in which a local sangat gathered for congrega
tional singing (/tiratan) and religious discourse (lwtlzii). The 
tenn gun1 duiirii referred at this stage not to a particular place 
or building but to the grace of the Gmu, understood as the 
'voice' of Akal Purakh. Gmu Amar Das uses it in this sense in 
a shabad from Sin Ragu: 

devart-viile llai hathi dati hai guru rluiirai piii. 

The gift [of liberation] is frmn the Giver and is obtained 
through the Gum (guril duaraz). 62 

Although this was plainly the Adi Grantl1 sense of the term 
it was soon to undergo change. Places associated with the Gun.1s 
acquired particular sanctity and as such imparted a special 
blessing. In this way the single word gur-dua·rii came to be 
applied to Sikh places of pilgrimage (places, which today are 
marked by the so-called 'historic' gurdwaras). 

Meanwhile circumstances were being prepared for the shift 
in meaning that was to dislodge dharam-siilii. Two develop~uents 
produced this change. The first was the atttibution of the Guru's 
authority to the Adi Granth. When the sacred scripture received 
the role and status of Guru it ipso facto became the means 
whereby grace was communicated gun1 duii:ra. The second 
development was the installing of copies of the sacred scripture 
in dharamsalas. This was by no means an easy task as copies 
of the Adi Grantl1 had to be written by hand and such a labour, 
even where possible, was a very demanding one. It meant, 
however, that the means of grace and guidance was now located 
within some sangats places of assembly. Where this happened 
the place of assembly, fonnerly a tllm1·am-siilil, thus became 
known as a gur-duarii. 

The ClmufJii Singh Rahit-nii:ma was· written while this transfer 
was under way. This is tnade evident by the fact that the varying 
usage of both dharam-siilii and gur-duiira is found in its text, 
each retaining an earlier sense yet perceptibly moving towards 
its modern meaning. Whereas in one place dharam-salii desig
nates the sangat's place of assembly (ChS I, 3, pp. 57-8, 149), 
the sense explicitly stated in another is that of a hospice 
maintained for travellers ( ChS 144, pp. 76-7, 163). It is thus 
shifting from the religious centre itself to an appendage of the 
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religious centre. This it does in response to the presence of the 
sacred scripture. The intermediate phase which effectively 
produces this change is also represented in the Glwupii Singh 
text. References in two places specifically note the presence of 
the Adi Granth within the dharamsala ( ChS 132, 498, pp. 75, 
111, 162, 185), and mention of prostration in another clearly 
implies it ( ChS 559, pp. 115, 189). 

Meanwhile gur-duiirii was moving into its place. In one place 
it bears the restrictive meaning corresponding to thatlt ( ChS 
111-12, pp. 70, 159). Another, however, renders it synonymous 
with the early meaning of dharam-salii (ChS416, pp. 106, 181). 
In this latter instance it evidently applied to the regular 
gathering-place of the sangat and as such acquired its normal 
modern meaning. 

The Desii Si1igh R.ahit-namii evidently occupied a similar 
position to that of Chaupii Singh. In one verse it refers to the 
san gat's centre as a tlharam-siilii, and then in the following verse 
calls the same place a gur-duiirii (DesaS 72, 73). The Dayii Singh 
Rahit-niimii seems, however, to have crossed the line. It refers 
on only one occasion to the sangat's centre and uses for it the 
word /.,"ltr-duiirii (Day aS 14). 

7.19 The Langar 

Surprisingly the rahit-namas make no tnention of the Guru's 
langar6:~ until we reach ti1e Desa Singh Rahit-niimii. Even in the 
Chaupii Singh Rahit-niimii there is nothing, apart from an indirect 
reference forbidding Brahmans to sit forward when eating and 
for others to sit behind them ( ChS 499, pp. 111, 185-6,). In this 
respect the rahit-namas mirror the Adi Granth which refers to 
the langar only in the Riimalwli l'i Viir of Rai Balvand and Satta 
the Dum (AG, p. 967). 

The Desii Singh Rahit-niimii, however, goes to extraordinary 
lengths in its description of the langar, the method of conducting 
one, and the praise that is heaped upon it. Starting at verse 90, 
its treatment continues until the author moves on, in verse 119, 
to the method of preparing karah prasad. The description is 
attributed not to Desa Singh but to Nand Lal,64 and in the course 
of it the author makes clear his acceptance of caste along with 
his doubts concerning the eating of meat. 
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Mter Desa Singh the rahit-namas relapse into silence and 
there they remain until the Singh Sabha period arrives. 65 Only 
with Sikh Rahit Marayada is there recognition of the place of the 
langar in the life of the Khalsa (SRM 1.3). 

7.20 Alcohol 

As with meat, the hukam-nama addressed to thejaunpur sangat 
by Banda forbids the Khalsa to take alcohol and dntgs. Like
wise, the proscription concerning alcohol is recorded in sakhi 
10 of Pothi Bibt Rup Kaur and sakhi 37 of Granth Bhai Painda 
(see pp. 40, 43). This ban is continued through most ofthe rahit
namas. Before the Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama, there is no refer
ence and in Chaupa Singh itself there is only one such injunction 
( ChS 7, pp. 58, 150). Desa Singh, however, preaches total 
abstinence (with two exceptions), adding drugs to his list of 
banned intoxicants; and Dayii Singh allows none at all (DesaS 30, 
44, 102, 107; DayaS 16, 30, 52, 59). 

The exceptions allowed by Desa Singh were, however, of 
some significance. In one verse he agrees that a Khalsa Sikh 
may take a little opium or bhang (cannabis), and in another he 
acknowledges that consuming alcohol before battle will defi
nitely have beneficial results. 

Intoxicating liquor may be taken before battle, but there should be no 
mention of it on other days. In battle the Singh should roar [like a lion]. 
Fighting them face to face the Muslims ( maledman) are defeated. 
(DesaS 45) 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century Malcolm repone~ 
that 'it is rare to see a Sinh soldier, after sunset, quite sober'. 66 

Evidently they had their defenders. Later in the nineteenth 
century the Prem Sumlirag also came out, rather more hesitat
ingly, in favour of alcohol being used. It was something better 
avoided, but if the impulse was too strong let it be pursued in 
secret when one had leisure. A recipe for avoiding the worst 
effects of bhang was also included (PrS V.5.6--9; PSG 67). 

It was left to Sikh Rahit Marayadli to restore the ban on alcohol 
and drugs. Sikhs, it ordained, should never partake of cannabis, 
opium, alcohol, or tobacco (SRM 1.2 OJ, p. 387). The injunc
tion is, of course, widely disregarded. One should remember, 
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however, that rahit-namas are statetnents of normative belief. 
They are not necessarily descriptions of everyday behaviour. 

7.21 The Tithe 

On the question of tithes, the rahit-namas are absolutely con
sistent, and their consistency is reflected by Sikh Rahit Marayiitlii. 
From Gu1· Sobhii onwards, most of the important rahit-namas 
insist that every Sikh of the Khalsa must subject his income to 
a regular das-vandh ( GSobh 5:25; TanN 34; ChS 48, pp. 63, 154; 
DesaS 13; DayaS 14; SauS(l) 27); and those that do not mention 
it remain silent, itnplying that they too support the injunction. 
It is not merely monetary income which should be tithed. 
When the rahit-natuas were written most Sikhs would not deal 
in money. A much commoner form of das-vandh was taking one
tenth from every heap of grain and passing it on to the 
dharamsala. There it could be used either for feeding travelling 
Sikhs and the poor or for exchanging for other goods which the 
dharamsala might require. Sikh Rahit Marayiida pays specific 
attention to the obligation to tithe (SRM 11.2(p], p. 398). Again, 
we should remind ourselves that the rahit-namas are statetnents 
of normative belief and behaviour. The injunction is, however, 
a firm one. 

7.22 The Five Reprobate Groups (panj mel) 

The paiij mel have already been briefly covered (see p. 197). 
Here they will be subjected to a closer examination. 

The pafid me~ or the five groups with which the Khalsa must 
not have friendly intercourse, go back to Cur Sobhii and thus in 
all probability to Gunt Gobind Singh himself. In Cur Sobhii they 
are not named, being referred to in tones of marked disapproval 
as simply. 'the five' with whom a Khalsa must never associate 
( GSobh 5: 19). But who are 'the five'? Opinions have differed over 
the three centuries since Sainapati referred to thetn in these 
non-specific tenns in Cur Sobhii. 
. First we should note those rahit-namas which make no 
reference to the panj meL There are six such rahit-namas: 
Tanald1ah-namii, Siillhi Rahit ki, Desii Singh, both rahit-namas 
from the Sau Siilthi, and Prem Sumarag. 67 Their failure to mention 
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them is perhaps surprising, but it cannot weaken the claim that 
Gur Sobhii has lodged. The author of the Chaupa Singh Rahit
niimii calls them the paiifi meli and names them individually, the 
five groups (according to him) being the Minas, the Dhir
malias, the Ram-raias, the masands, and the followers of the 
masands. 68 His is the only example of a complete list from the 
eighteenth century. Both Prahiliid Rlii and Dayii Siitgh indicate 
groups whom tht:: Khalsa is urged to avoid, but in both cases only 
four are nan1ed. 69 Daya Singh gives a second list in verse 62, but 
it only partially overlaps with his first list and this time it 
numbers six such groups.") 

Yet the belief in the paiij mel lived <;>n, although it proved to 
be i1npossible to get agreement concerning who should belong 
to the list. Most include the three groups of disaffected sectors 
of the Sikh community, followers of members of the Gurus' 
Sodhi family who were passed over in the selection for the 
leadership of the Panth. These were the descendants of Prithi 
Chand (the Minas), Dhir Mal (the Dhir-malias), and Ram Rai 
(the Ram-raias). Ratan Singh Bhangu omitted the Dhir-malias 
and Cunninghatn the Minas, but all other important nineteenth
century sources include them (Bhangu 1962, 44; Cunningham 
1918, 74). All sources also cite the masands or the masandias 
(the followers of the masands), a reasonable choice in view of 
GuT Sobltii' s appa.•ent conviction that it was the wayward and 
se1fish practice of these deputies, together with their challenge 
to the leadership of the Gmu, which led to the actual foundation 
of the Khalsa order. The fifth item, however, caused much 
disagreement. 

There were three contenders for this fifth position. These 
were sir-gum (those who cut their hair), lmri.-mlir (those guilty of 
killing their female babies), and nari-mlir (smokers of the hoo
kah). If a head-count is taken the nafi-mlir definitely come last. 
Apart from Bhangu, the only other supporter appears to be the 
twentieth-century historian Ganda Singh. 71 TI1is leaves the re
n1aining two roughly equal. Should it be sir-~m or should it be 
kuri-rniir? Probably it should be si?'-ffUm, if only because this was 
the choice that Kahn Singh Nabha favoured. A sir-gum for hiln 
was not merely s01neone who cut his hair. He defined the word 
as 'someone who, having tak~n initiation, shaves (muniie) his 
head' (GM 350). This evidently refers to the tonsure ceremony 
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of Hindus. Sillh Rahit Marayiidii, however, defines the word dif
ferently. As part of the modern initiation ritual it instructs the 
newly-initiated Khalsa Sikh as follows: 'Have no dealings with 
initiated Sikhs who cut their hair (sir-gum).' It then adds the 
footnote: 'Kes-dharis who have their hair cut' (SRM 11.2[p], 
p. 400). The probletn is not only, which offence to choose but 
what meaning to attach to key terminology. 

What was Sild~ Rahit Marayiidii going to tnake of this uncer
tainty? The jJanj mel have been included, but not as the five 
Reprobate Groups. All seven of the disputed groups are noted, 
plus 'other enemies of the Panth' (SRM 11.2[q)l, p. 400). The 
panj ·mel have at last dissolved, though in doing so they leave 
clear evidence of their notorious past. 

7.23 Kuri-mar: Female Infanticide 

Female infanticide has been chosen for special mention, not 
because there is any doubt concerning its inclusion in the rahit
namas but rather for the opposite reason. Kufi-miir is specifi
cally noted alone, not merely as one of the Five Reprobate 
Groups. The three rahit-namas attributed to Nand Lal do not 
mention it, but the other four eighteenth-century works give it 
prominence (PmhR 6, 20; ChS 12, 359, 547, pp. 59, 103, 114; 
DesaS 8; DayaS 28, 62). This is particularly the case with the 
Cha-upii Singh Rahit··niimii which munbers it as the tirst of three 
unforgivable sins cmnmitted while one is employed by a Muslim 
( ChS 80, pp. 67, 156). The fact that it receives prominence 
indicates that the crime was by no means unknown as a practice 
followed by some Sikhs of the Khalsa during the eighteenth 
century. Female infanticide was certainly present amongst them 
and was roundly denounced by most of the rahit-namas. 72 

7.24 Guru Granth and Guru Panth 

The doctrine of Guru Granth and Guru Panth, so cherished by 
modern Sikhs, is certainly present in the early rahit-namas, 
though it does not receive much attention. This doctrine enun
ciates the belief that the line of personal Gurus having ended 
with Gobind Singh, the authority and function of the mystical 
Guru, hitherto expressed by ten persons, passed jointly to the 
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scripture (the Grantl1) and the community (the Panth). Their 
relative silence cmnes as no surprise as the rahit-namas devote 
much tnore space to behaviour than to doctdne, and it is 
commonly necessary to extract doctrine from the actions, which 
give it expression: 

Three of the sources leave the issue in some doubt. Gur Sobhii 
recognises only the doctrine of the Guru Panth ( GSobh 5:41-3). 
The Clwu.pii Siitgh Rahit-niimii, while greatly impressed by the 
sacred scripture, stops short of declaring it the Guru. Its 
frequent quotations from the Adi Grant11 begin siilth granth sahib 
fi, never inserting the word guril into the formula. Likewise it 
remains silent on the issue of the Gunt Panth. Desii Singh is also 
doubtfi.tl and favours the qualifications of the Grantl1 (DesaS 27, 
110). There is, however, no doubt about the attitude of the proto
Rahit work Prashan-uttar, nor of two of the other rahit-namas. 
Prashan-uttar spells out a doctt;ne which can be interpreted as 
saying that both the Grantl1 and the Panth have received the role · 
of the Guru (Pr-ut 6ff.); Prahilad Rai is abundantly clear;73 and 
likewise the statement of Dayli Singh (DayaS 45). 

As we have seen, Pmshan-uttar probably appeared at the end 
of the seventeenth century, which would mean that the doctrine 
was actually developing during the lifetime of Gunt Gobind 
Singh. If this is correct it follows that tradition does not reach 
far enough back. In a general sense, however, it can be our 
guide. Some of our sources support the doctrine; none seems 
to be actually opposed to it; and tradition firmly upholds it. 

7.25 Raj Karega Khalsa and Miri Piri 

Two other doctdnes which Khalsa Sikhs regard with particular 
affection are likewise dependent on tradition. These are the 
brieflitany, which begins rii:j karega llhiilsii and Guru Hargobind's 
assumption of two swords, one for mir'i and the other for pirt. 

Rr?j lw:mga khalsii is the third of three couplets that Sikhs 
recite in unison immediately after the conclusion of Ardas (see 
p. 194). Professor J. S. Grewal offers the following translation: 

1. Verily by the order of God the Immortal was the Panth 
promulgated. It is incumbent upon all the Sikhs to regard the 
Grantl1 as their Guru. 
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2. Regard the Grantl1 as the Gunt, the manifest body of the 
Gunts. Those who desire to be united with God may find him 
in the Sabda, the holy Word. 

3. The Khalsa sha11 rule and none will remain defiant; all such 
shall come into the fold after wandeling in humiliation. All who 
take refuge (in the Panth) shall be protected (EnryS 111.441). 

Ardas is recited by one person with antiphonal responses 
from assembled Sikhs, and at its conclusion all join in this brief 
litany. The first verse is taken from the Prahiliid Riii Rahit-nii.mii 
and the third verse from the Tanakluih-nii:mii. 74 These three 
verses were evidently no part of a post-Ardas ceremony before 
their introduction by Tat Khalsa reformers, though that cannot 
be confirmed. Two things can, however, be affirmed. The first 
is that at least for the Sikhs of the twentieth century, this 
conclusion to Ardas has been a comfort in distress and a 
stimulus to action. The second is that we have nothing except 
tradition to infonn us concerning its origins (Ganda Singh 1973, 
173-5). 

The second is the doctrine of miri piri. Gunt Hargobind is 
believed to have donned two swords when he succeeded his 
father, one representing the spiritual tradition of his five pre
decessors (jiirl) and the other his right to wear anns and fight 
tyranny ( miri). This story has no support whatsoever in the rahit
namas, and it too must depend on tradition for its origins. Both 
doctrines would appear to be myths, but in the meantilne one 
must stop short of pronouncing them as such. Tradition can be 
a poweditl source and for these two doctrines tradition brooks 
no denial. 

7.26 Akhand Path 

An akhm;t(l path is a continuous or 'unbroken' reading of the Adi 
Granth. The procedure, which takes approximately 48 hours to 
complete, is conducted by a relay of readers and is performed 
on occasions of special blessing or need. The rahit-namas pro
vide no support whatsoever for the custom. This comes as a 
surprise, for this is precisely the kind of activity which concerns 
thetn. Of course they do not fail to mention complete readings 
of the Adi Granth. Intermittent readings, with the conclusion 
(the bhogceremony) timed to fall on a particular date and time, 
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are very common and receive notice in at least the Chaupii Si·ligh 
Rahit-niimii ( ChS 45, pp. 63, 153). It is the all/w1J-tf. or uninter
tupted variety which fails to attract notice. 

This suggests that the allha'IJ,(l pii-lf~ was not practised during 
the eighteenth century, a conclusion, which is very difficult to 
draw. If the alllla7:t(l path was not practised in the eighteenth 
century it must have developed in the nineteenth century. In that 
case the Tat Khalsa leaders would probably have realised its 
recent origins and they would find the retention of it in their 
revised Rahit a somewhat delicate matter. Without a lengthy 
history to justify the custom it would seem a superstitious 
practice to their late nineteenth-century understanding. 

The traditional explanation goes back to the early eighteenth 
ce.ntury when the Khalsa was being hunted by the Mughal 
authorities and groups of Sikhs were compelled to move 
frequently. This meant that they could never be sure of sufficient · 
time to read from the Guru Granth Sahib and so there developed 
the practice of reading it right through at a single sitting 
whenever opportunity afforded. There is little evidence to 
support this origin75 and as an explanation it is unconvincing. 
The question remains unresolved. Atnongst modern Sikhs, 
there are those who are critical of the practice, one of whom 
is Hm:jinder Singh Dilgeer. 

Ideologically speaking, Aakhand Path is not in consonance with the 
Sikh fundamentals as Sikhs must not read the Scriptures simply as 
a ritual. 76 

7.27 Vah Guru 

Viih gun'i is a term common in the rahit-namas, though not in 
the sense that it has acquired in modern times. Its usage in the 
Chauj)("l Singh Rahit-niimii is instructive because we find therein 
all four phases of meaning which lead from the Adi Grantl1 
through to the modern meaning. Two of these phases are 
dominant, while the two remaining are of only marginal impor
tance in the rahit-nama. 

In the Adi Granth viih guru is simply an ascription of praise 
to the Gunt. 

Vlihi guril Viihi guru Vahi guril vahi jiu 
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Praise to the Guru! Praise to the Guru! Praise to the Guru! 
Praise to you! 77 

Although rare in the Adi Granth it was later used by janam
sakhi compilers in a variety of ways, all of them retaining the 
same literal meaning of 'Praise to the Guru'. In many instances 
they followed the Adi Granth example of using it simply as an 
ascription of praise, fi·equently at the conclusion of individual 
sakhis. Elsewhere it was employed as a magical formula to ward 
off danger or work a miracle. A third janam-sakhi usage was, 
as an appropriate mantra for the simple unsophisticated appli
cation of the nii:m simara1J technique (B40 45n). 

This constituted the initial phase, one in which the two 
components ( viih and guru) remained distinct and the term 
itself retained its literal meaning. The initial phase also pro
duced the celebrated Khalsa salutation: vlih guru fi ldi lihiilsa, 
viih gunl. ji ki fateh. 78 This 1nay be exceedingly difficult to 
comprehend or accept today, for the salutation has long been 
used with a later sense in mind. As the meaning of viih gun1 
changed (a change marked by the coalescing of the two words 
to form viihigurii), the precise sense of the salutation shifted 
with it. The coalesced form is now so firmly entrenched that 
reading it in any other sense can be virtually impossible for 
many people. 79 

The first phase is represented in the ChaujJii Siitgh text by an 
example of the janam-sakhi 1nantra usage ( ChS 142, pp. 76, 
163). The dominant Chaupii Singh usage, however, belongs to 
the second phase and marks the principal shift in the meaning 
of the term. 111ere can be no doubt that for the Chaupii Si1igh 
compiler, viihiguru carries exactly the same 1neaning as gurU.. 
When he refers to Hazur Sri Vahiguru Puran Purakl~ji it is Gunt 
Gobind Singh wh01n he 1neans. Other exatnples repeatedly 
make the same identity of meaning clear. 80 In this second phase 
the two components have coalesced to produce a one-word title 
and that title is applied to the personal Guru. 

The third phase follows as a natural result of the developing 
doctrine of the Gunt. As the doctrine of the eternal Guru 
ascends to primary importance the synonymous title of viihiguril 
follows it. Viihigurii. thus designates the eternal Gunt as well as 
the personal manifestation. 
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The fourth phase also follows as a natural development. Just 
as the transition from eternal Gun1 to supreme Creator is an 
easy one, so too is the corresponding shift in the meaning of 
viih(t.,JUrii. The fact that it was already under way in the mid
eighteenth century is indicated by an isolated example in the 
oldest manuscript of the Clwupii Singh Rahit-niimli. Dalla Brar, 
addressing Guru Gobind Singh, refers to viihigurii in a sense, 
which clearly implies distinction from the Guru himself and that 
can only mean Aka] Purakh.Ht In the Chaupa Sii1gh context this 
is an inconsistent usage, but it is scarcely surptising. It points 
the way forward to the modern sense, one which emphatically 
identities Vahiguru with Akal Purakh, Parabraham, and Karatar.x2 

7.28 Hell and Heaven 

Hell ( na:rak) e11joys a limited prominence in the rahit-namas, 
although little evidence is given of what the doomed Sikh should 
expect there. Two rahit-namas with a particular concern for the 
horrors of hell are those of Prahilad Rai and Daya Singh, hoth 
of whom emphasise on several occasions the htte which must 
await the careless Khalsa (PrahR 12, 23, 25, 26, 27; DayaS 28, 
29, 30, 33, 35, 38, 39, 44, 47, 76, 83, 91 ). 

Although their condemnations normally specify a single hell 
other references indicate that there are several such he.Jls.H3 

The imagery obviously derives from the Hindu background of 
the Khalsa. In particular this. was from the Puranic concept with 
its layers of hells, each with a more frightening aspect the 
deeper one descends. Hell as envisaged by Muslims may also 
have had some influence. The concept of hell (or the numerous 
hells) seems abundantly clear to these rahit-nama authors. 
Beyond this concept, however, they offer little description of the 
torments there to be endured. The hell known as Kumbhi Narak 
subjects all unf(>rtunate entrants to be baked as a potter's 
vessels, but beyond this detail there is little to be known. 

Heaven ( baiku~zth or surag) receives much less attention. It 
is assumed rather than plainly stated, and like hell it has only 
a vague meaning attached to it. The writers of the rahit-namas 
evidently had some notion of an after-life, and for the author of 
the Desa Singlz Rnhil-niima it was, for the loyal Khalsa, plainly 
a paradise such as the ghazis of Islam entered when slain in 
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battle for the faith (DesaS 47; see also SauS(2) 40). Such a 
reference is, however, extremely rare in the rahit-natnas and the 
precise meaning attached to the notion of bailturtth or surag is 
ilnpossible to grasp. Heaven is undefined. 

Such notions of hell and heaven are, of course, alien to Sikh 
theology of the Singh Sabha pet;od and after. According to 
modern Sikh theology hell ( narak) means separation from Akal 
Purakh. Heaven ( baikurtth or va,i/m~t!h) is in the present, corre
sponding to the sat-sang or fellowship of true believers. In this 
respect theologians of the Singh Sabha period recovered the 
authentic teachings of the Gurus. Sikhs believe in transmigra
tion and in the possibility of breaking free fi·om it by the practice 
of meditation on the divine Natne. When in this manner they 
achieve liberation from the wheel of transmigration they can he 
said to have attained the condition which others call heaven. 
This is the condition, of perfect peace or sahaJ. Remnants of the 
old notion, however, still linger. One finds them in Sikh funeral 
notices that cmnmonly refer to the deceased going to his or her 
'heavenly abode'. 

7.29 Martyrdom 

Louis Fenech's important study, Martyrdom in the Sikh Tradition, 
introduces a theme which one should also expect to find in the 
rahit-namas (Fenech 2000). The fact that it seems not to be 
there is, of course, explained by the relatively late appearance 
of the terms shahitl ('martyr') and shahiidat ('martyrdom') in 
Sikh usage. Initially they were branded as despised Muslim 
terms, and not until the beginning of the nineteenth century do 
they enter Sikh literature (Fenech 2000, 12). During the greater 
part of that century shahid simply meant one who dies for his 
faith. During the Singh Sabha revival, however, the meaning was 
redefined to cover the Sikh who in dying contributes to the 
overthrow of oppression and in its place the establishment of 
justice and righteousness for all peoples. Deliverance is not tor 
Sikhs alone, but for all people regardless of their faith (Fenech 
2000, 145-51). 

The rahit-namas carry us back to the condition, which 
preceded the Singh Sabha. Unquestionably the enemy is an 
oppressor, and in opposing the Tur~s the Khalsa Sikh must be 
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willing to die. The catholic concern of the Singh Sabha is, 
however, missing from the rahit-natnas. 

7.30 Anand Marriage (Anand Sanskar) 

In 1909 the Government of the Punjab passed the Anand 
Marriage Act. This laid down a separate law for Sikhs, requiring 
couples to walk round the Guru Granth Sahib instead of a sacred 
fire. The change was one ardently desired by Tat Khalsa 
members of the Singh Sahha movement, establishing what they 
e1nphatically maintained was a primary Sikh principle. This was 
that Sikhs were not Hindus. If in marriage Sikhs could circle 
tht. Adi Grantlt instead of the Hindu sacred fire they would 
thereby establish their right to be regarded as a different 
community. In their eyes the passing of the Anand MatTi age Act 
established that right. 

Members of the Tat Khalsa had, in the campaign that 
preceded the passing of the Act, maintained that ever since the 
recording of the Adi Grantl1 the Gurus had always conducted 
their marriages in the manner, which they proposed. Only later 
(particularly during the thne of Maharaja RaJ1jit Singh) had 
Sikhs drifted into Hindu ways of performing them, substituting 
a fire for the sacred scripture. The ceremony was called Anand 
Sanskar or Anand Karaj because the recitation of at least the 
first five stanzas of Guru Amar Das's Riimakali Anand had long 
been a part of the ritual (AG, pp. 917-22). This title it evidently 
maintained through most of the period of decline. The recitation 
of a portion of Anand might indicate that .the ceremony was Sikh, 
but cettainly not the practice of sealing a marriage bond by 
circling a sacred fire. 

Sikhs of the Nirankari sect claim that their second Guru, 
Darbara Singh (1855-70) first performed a marriage ceremony 

. closely resembling the one embodied in the Anand Marriage 
Act and that the Singh Sabha leaders copied the idea from him 
(Webster 1979, 16-18). Sources (or rather the lack of the1n) 
point to this claim as at least potentially tenable. There is no 
evidence that circumambulating the Adi Granth was practised 
or sanctioned by any of the Gmus. Could it not have been 
promulgated in the Rahit by Gun1 Gobind Singh and then 
corn1pted by Hindus or Sikhs influenced by Hindu notions? This 
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is one area where the voice of tradition can scarcely aid us. The 
Tat Khalsa leaders, by their own account, had to rescue the 
Panth frmn mischievous ideals, and traditional methods would 
have been restarted barely a century ago. The rahit-namas, 
however, are older than this. The period of the rise of the Khalsa 
and then of alleged Hindu corntption is covered by them. What 
do ·they say? 

With one exception references to marriage ceremonies are 
very rare in the rahit-namas. The Chaupii Siitgh Rahil-niimii 
devotes two items to mardages which are grudgingly accepted 
by Sikhs of the Khalsa. 

A Gursikh should not give his daughter [in marriage] to a man who 
has his hair cut (mona), though he may take a girl [from a mona father. 
In such instances the girl] should receive initiation. 15 

Have the Sikh girl and her Sahaj-dhari [bridegroom )join their lmnds 
in marriage and then initiate them [as follows). Wash the Granth Sahib 
lectern [with water} in which confectionery has been dissolved. Recite 
five stanzas ofJapuji, followed by five stanzas of the Anand, and gh•e 
them buttermilk to drink. 16 

Advice is occasionally given to fathers about who should 
receive their daughters ( TanN 19; DayaS 31-2, 76, 78; SauS(l) 
13; SauS(2) 27), but apart frmn these there is only one other 
reference t.o a mardage. Dayii Singh has a single brief sentence. 
'Do not celebrate a marriage without using the Anand order. 'H4 

There is, however, one prmninent exception. The Prem Sumiirag 
devotes a lengthy chapter to the detailed procedure, which 
should be followed in conducting a Khalsa marriage (PrS Part 
II, no. 13, pp. 339-44). This procedure includes several features 
which would be anathema to modern Sikhs. It involves super
stition; it takes account of caste; A nand is not recited; the 
physical circumstances for the ritual are alien; it has a sacred 
fire fed by ghi; and the liiviin are performed around this tire 
instead of around the Guru Granth Sahib. The dismayed feel
ings of Tat Khalsa reformers would be quite understandable. 

Is this chapter from the Prem Sumlirag, sufficient to enlighten 
us concerning tnarTiage practices among the Sikhs during 
the period extending from the creation of the Khalsa to that 
of the Singh Sabha? Assuredly it is not enough. The Pre-m 
Sumiirag dates from the early nineteenth century, a time when 
the Panth was subject to Hindu influences, and it stands alone 
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in comtnunicating procedures of this nature. If we take into 
consideration the testimony of Chaupa Singh and Daya Singh, we 
may conclude that the form of the modern ceretnony goes too 
far in asserting the independence of Sikh ritual from Hindu. The 
modern ceremony, in other words, leans strongly towards Singh 
Sabha principles rather than tow~rds historical precedent. Our 
conclusion must, however, be strictly tentative, based as it is on 
thoroughly inadequate source material. 

7.31 The Place of Women in the Khalsa 

The first thing to note with regard to the status of women in the 
Khalsa is that the rahit-natnas are (with one possible exception) 
addressed exclusively to men. 85 This is tnade abundantly clear 
in such places as itetn 53 of the Dayli Singh Raitit-namii. The one 
exception ('Women's duties' of the Chaupa Singh R.ahit-namii 
(see pp. 108-9) is arguably addressed to male tnembers of 
the Khalsa for passing on to their women. Until the reforms of 
the Singh Sabha movement the Khalsa \Vas definitely a male 
order. Women should be regarded as companions, worthy of 
respect if earned, but they were only ·appendages to the men 
who fought the battles and protected their families. A woman's 
place was in the home. Her duties (according to the rahit
namas) consisted of cooking meals, raising children, attending 
the dharamsala, and providing her Khalsa man with his due 
service. 

Only with the cmning of the Singh Sabha movement did the 
men of the Khalsa finally acknowledge that a woman might fully 
belong to the order in tetms of equality,·and only in recent times 
did that acknowled~tnent show real indications of being trans
lated into practice. 6 The Khalsa order held up the just war as 
an ideal, and its symbols were largely based on weapons. 
Women did not fit into this pattern and those men who wanted 
them to do so had great difficulty in matching ideal with 
practice Oakobsh 1999, 285--6). This should cause no surprise. 
Western countries might regard themselves as being in the 
vanguard of women's rights, yet they too still have a consider
able di:Stance t!J go in fully implementing those rights. 

The rahit-nmnas communicate five notions concerning women. 
These are as follows: 
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1. Women do not ~elong to the Khalsa. This •is nowhere 
stated, but the treatment accorded to ·women make it a reason
able assumption. They are expected to act as loyal supports for 
their husbands, but they are not to receive the double-edged 
sword baptis1n ( llharuJ,e di pahul). It is true that the Chaupa Singh 
Rahit-niimii does record the need for a bride to be initiated 
(see p. 241), but it seems that in this case a different form of 
initiation was required. The author of Chaupii Singh is, after all, 
the one who declares unambiguously that women should never 
receive sword baptism ( ChS 506, pp. 111, 186). The only other 
possibility (a remote one) is that here we have conflicting 
evidence from two separate authors. 

2. A Sikh of the Khalsa should respect his woman, bestowing 
on her the sa1ne treatment that he. renders to his mother. For 
a Punjabi man that tneans a considerable reverence. He should 
also refrain from touching the feet of any woman except his 
mother. A weapon should never be used against a woman and 
a respectable woman should never be cursed ( Granth Bhiii 
Paindii, sakhi 25; see p. 43; ChS 192, 343, 443, pp. 84, 103, 1 08; 
DesaS 13). 

3. A Sikh of the Khalsa should never look with lust nor fasten 
his affections on another's wife. This injunction receives a 
considerable volume of support from the rahit-namas and taken 
together with the frequency of the warning against prostitutes 
suggests that it was, for the Khalsa of the eighteenth century, 
a real problem. Wayward desires evidently needed curbing (BG 
32:12; G1·anth Bhiii Paindii, sakhis 24, 25, 37; TanN 32, 39, 46, 
47; SallhiR 23; ChS 11, 102, 341, 370, pp. 59, 69, 102, 104; DesaS 
14, 44; DayaS 11, 16. 39, 89; SauS(2) 34). 

4. Sikhs of the Khalsa should keep away from prostitutes. 
These would probably be Muslim w01nen, in which case Khalsa 
Sikhs would pollute themselves by consorting with' them ( TanN 
38; PmhR 4; DesaS 25; DayaS 35, 59; see pp. 224-5). 

5. \¥omen should never be trusted. They should be regarded 
as inherently deceitful, and Khalsa Sikhs must never confide in 
them nor rely on thetn (SakhiR 23; ChS 100, pp. 69, 158). 

Apart from these there are individual warnings, which con
cern women. Never eat a woman's leavings ( ChS 342, pp. 103, 
178). The Granth Sahib must not be read by women in 
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dharamsalas ( ChS 538, pp. 113, 187). Women must not seek 
the company of tnen other than those of their own families ( ChS 
555, pp. 114, 189). Beware of certain evil women (DayaS 29). 
The author of the CIULupa Singh Rahit-niimii is the one who is 
most concerned about women, about their needs, and about 
their failings. In a section headed 'The duties of a Sikh woman' 
he deals with several characteristic features of the wife of a 
Khalsa, a woman who should always maintain 'a placid and 
dutiful disposition' (ChS 550-67, pp. 114-16, 188-90). 

This seems to have been the case in the eighteenth century 
and into the time of Ranjit Singh. Writing in 1849, Cunningham 
reports some progress. 

Women are not usually, but they are sometimes, initiated in form as 
professors of the Sikh faith. In mingling the sugar and water for women, 
a one-edged, and not a two-edged, dagger is used. (Cunningham 1918, 
346) 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, a Sanatan point 
of view was stated by Khem Singh Bedi. FaJcon paraphrases 
Khem Singh Bedi 's Sailskiir Bligh as follows: 

The ceremony of palmi for a Sikh woman is much the same as that 
for a man, except that sugar is used instead of patasia, if a khande, 
or two-edged dagger is used for stirring the amrit, the handle is used 
and not the blade, or if a sword, the back; the oath taken is in this form, 
'Bol wah Guru Sat nam,' instead of the longer one used by a man. 
(Falcon 1896, 58; see Part II, no. 18, p. 363) 

Evidently some advance had been made towards admitting 
women to the Khalsa, but it was certainly not sufficient for the 
Tat Khalsa. Women, they declared, were entitled to equal rights 
of entry and in 1900 the annual meeting of the Singh Sabha in 
Firozpur expressed this in the form of a motion Uakobsh 1999, 
291). This has taken many years to implement. Sikh Rahit 
Marayadii is, however, emphatic. Women do not merely receive 
the same initiation as men, but can be numbered ~mongst those 
dispensing it (SRM 11.2[b], p. 397). 

Tat Khalsa leaders were, it seems, responsible for another 
change in custom. TI1is was their insistence that, just as all male 
members took the name 'Singh', so should all female metnbers 
of the Khalsa bear the name 'Kaur'. The Prem Sumiirag had 
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delivered a different message. In the section dealing with the 
birth of a daughter it. required the following: 

Administer sword initiation (piilzul klw7Jf!,e ki deve). Name the child, 
adding 'Dcvi' to the [chosen] name. Pierce [her] nose and ears. (PSG 
25) 

This involved baptism of the two-edged sword for fetnales (if 
at a date that later Sikhs would regard as altogether too young), 
but it certainly did not indicate that Kaur should be the name. 
The name was Devi. Doris Jakobsh argues persuasively that, 
though the name occurs in earlier tilnes (for males as well as 
females), it was only during Singh Sabha times that it became 
compulsory for all female members of the Khalsa and indeed 
for most female Sikhs. It was the determination of tnen such 
as Vir Singh and Kahn Singh Nabha to break loose from, what 
they regarded as the Hindu hold on the Panth that prompted 
them to introduce this change. There could no longer be any 
question of Sikh women bearing the name of a Hindu goddess 
Qakobsh 1999, 294-315). 

7.32 Penalties for Infringement of 
the Rahit (tanakhah) 

The word tanaklliih has already been defined in the first chapter, 
together with the associated term tanalt.hahili.. In that prelitni
nary definition tanallhiih was explained as meaning a penance 
or fine hnposed by a sangat on any 1nember of the Khalsa who 
violates the Rahit. The person so convicted was defined as a 
tanakhiihiii (see pp. 10-11). How is a tanakhah imposed on a 
tanalt.hahia? 

Only one of the rahit-namas gives practical help in this 
respect. The three rahit-namas attdbuted to Nand Lal offer no 
assistance, neither do those of Prahilad Rai and Desa Singh. 
The Clw:ujJa Singh Rahit-nllma does at least provide a lengthy 
inventory of those who should be regarded as tanahhahiiis, 
most of the items frmn 287 to 54 7 concluding with the formula 
so tanalt.hiihiii, which means 'he is a transgressor' or 'he should 
be required to petform a penance'.87 There is, however, no 
indication of the tanakhah or penance which should be required 
for any of these lapses. The one rahit-nama which does stipulate 
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the penances is that of Daya Singh. These it usually specifies 
exactly, ranging from a copper coin for knocking a turban off 
accidentally, to death for showing disrespect for one's own 
kes (fortunately suspended in retun1 for less detnanding pen
ances) (DayaS 49, 58). A rupee and a quarter was a common 
tanaldu'lh. 

0 

It is therefore, difficult to know just what the eighteenth-
century Panth did concerning penances, and how easy or 
difficult it was for sangats to enforce their will against ofTenders. 
The situation is little different today. Some prmninent leaders 
have been declared tanaldtiihiiis for allegedly sectarian views or, 
tnore cmntnonly, for performing political deeds which a major
ity of those in the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee 
(the SGPC) subsequently decided were contrary to the Panth's 
interests. They were declared tanakhiihiiis and either penances 
(tnnaldtiihs) were imposed on thetn or they were actually 
banished frmn the Panth. In 1928, as we have seen, Teja Singh 
of the Panch Khalsa Divan was 'excommunicated' for his views 
on the Gunt Grantl1 Sahib. Master Tara Singh, once the 
dominant politician in the Panth, went on a fast in support of 
Punjabi Suba or a separate Punjabi-speaking state in 1961. The 
fast lasted for 48 days, but when he ended it he was held to have 
violated a solemn oath, and was widely photographed cleaning 
the shoes of visitors to Darbar Sahib as part of his penance. 
Giani Zail Singh was charged with being a tanr.Lilhiihiii for having 
permitted, while President of India, the invasion of Darbar 
Sahib in 1984. Appearing before the Akal Takht in Amritsar he 
was able to defend himself, however, and so was exonerated. 
Two others who were also charged were less successful and 
were duly banished fro~ the Panth (EnC)1S IV.306). 

The custom is therefore by no means dead, though there may 
be real difficulties in implementing it. In spite of the provision 
in Sikh Rahit Marayadii local sangats have no part to play in 
the process, everything being channelled instead through the 
SGPC in Amritsar (SRM II.3, p. 401). Because the decisions 
come from the SGPC through Panj Piare who are dependent on 
it many Sikhs do not trust the judgements that are made. The 
SGPC is an elected body, and its decisions are inevitably 
mistrusted o~· clearly opposed by many of those who would 
gladly see the Panth 's affairs in other hands. At present, though, 
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there appears to be no alternative. The Panth functions with the 
SGPC as its supretne authodty and as long as this continues it 
will be the SGPC which makes the decisions. 
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Conclusion 

l 

Ever since the Khalsa order was founded the Rahit has occupied 
the pritne position in the affections and the loyalty of Khalsa 
Sikhs. As we have seen, the Rahit was certainly not an unchang
ing institution. Before the time of Guru Gobind Singh there 
existed an informal Rahit. At the time of the inauguration of the 
Khalsa order a formal Rahit was promulgated. This, however, 
was a smaller Rahit than the one which was to grow during the 
eighteenth century and then shrink during the period of the 
Singh Sabha reforms. During this latter period the Rahit of the 
Khalsa was partially remodelled according to the rationalist 
principles which were prevalent in the educated India of the 
time. The Ral1it which emerged from the Singh Sabha period 
is essentially the Rahit that is acknowledged today. Some 
groups within Khalsa· society preach altered aspects of it, but 
.in general it is a Rahit which is accepted by a large m~ority 
of the Panth. Most Sikhs might know only an abbreviated version 
of it, but at least they acknowledge the requirement to wear 
the Five Ks and to refrain from smoking. Even when they do not 
obey this abbreviated version they will normally cite it as the 
basic prerequisite of the Sikh faith. 

We have seen how during the early and middle years of the 
eighteenth century the Rahit grew considerably. This el)large
ment was particularly in response to Mughal campaigns and 
later to the Mghan menace, and it produced injunctions that 
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were clearly aimed at protecting the Khalsa from enemies who 
were seen to be Muslims. Others regulated relations within the 
Khalsa cmnmunity, prohibited association with errant groups, 
or denounced those who practised such custmns as female 
infanticide. These were added to i~junctions concerning rever
ence for the kes, the obligation to bear arms, and the ban on 
the hookah which were present in the Rahit proclaimed at the 
inauguration of the Khalsa. A pattern, of worship had already 
been established by followers of the Gmus. In this respect the 
rahit-namas did little more than confirm the pattern for mem
bers of the Khalsa. 

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the 
Singh Sabha period produced significant changes in the Rahit, 
eliminating many that expressed hostility towards Muslims and 
introducing an ordered system into what had hitherto been 
predominantly a random collection of injunctions. These changes 
were produced by educated leaders of the Tat Khalsa sector of 
the Singh Sabha movement, and to these leaders the Panth owes 
a considerable debt. The Tat Khalsa deserves commendation 
for eliminating superstition, granting at least theoretical equal
ity to women, opposing most caste differences, calming fee1ings 
towards Muslilns, and reducing the jumble of inherited tradi
tions to a systen1atic pattern. Kahn Singh Nabha stands out as 
the most notable contributor t~ this progrmnme of reform a~d 
reordering, and the credit due to him is substantial. The 
programtne was not carried through to its logical conclusion, 
leaving in the Rahit some provisions, which might well have been 
abandoned. It was, however, a considerable achievement and 
to the efforts of these members of the Tat Khalsa the Panth 
should ever be grateful. 

What is the attitude towards the Rahit today? Sikhs are 
showing an increasing interest in the Rahit as currently re
corded, at least as far as those who live in western countries 
are concerned. Experiencing a significant growth in education, 
and living in societies which depend largely on the written word 
for social control, they are taking an increasing interest in Sild~ 
Ra/zit Marayiidii. Assistance for local disputes (particularly in 
North America) is enlisted from Atnritsar, and Silth Rahit 
Marayiidii forms a basis for different appeals. 1 

This, however, concerns only a small minority of Sikhs, 
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though the results of such disputes may be either gratifying or 
uncomfortable for those who are directly involved in them. A 
large majority of Sikhs still live in the villages of the Punjab and 
for them the Rahit is fulfilled as it has always been fulfilled. They 
wear the Five Ks (often somewhat erratically) and they generally 
refrain from smoking, but for the men at least the amount of 
alcohol consumed is usually in1pressive. Sangrand, Puranmashi, 
and Amavas are regularly celebrated by Sikhs as well as by 
Hindus. What this means is that the Rahit is obeyed only as far 
as it does not interfere with cherished habits or customs. The 
fact that a patticular belief or action is contrary to the Rahit 
rarely or never occurs to them. Tradition for them is the source. 
They act in accordance with how they were brought up and how 
others around them behave. The printed word of Sikh Rahit 
Marayrulii tnakes little or no impression on them. 

We must retnind ourselves yet again, though, that Sikh iW.hit 
Marayiidii represents a normative statement of the Khalsa belief 
and way of life. It represents the ideal situation. No one will 
seriously maintain that it portrays Khalsa belief and action as 
it is actually practised. Those who have a cmnpelling concern 
to protect the Khalsa way of lite can appeal to it as an essential 
standard to which all Sikhs must defer, and their appeals 
sometimes have the desired effect. '\t\'hen this happens items 
in the recorded Rahit are sustained. It provides a model for the 
Khalsa and in general this model is maintained in at least a 
n1dilnentary sense. 

What then will be the future of the Rahit? Two things can be 
said, one of them with assurance and the other much more 
hesitatingly. The simple one is the assurance that the Rahit will 
gradually change over time as there are shifts in theology or the 
circumstances of the Panth change. These alterations will be 
neither numerous nor radical. 

The other one is much less certain, at least as far as the actual 
results are concerned. What can be positively affirmed is that 
the Panth will experience a progressive increase in education 
and in the sophistication of those Sikhs who at present lead 
cmnparatively simple lives. Needless to say this is not a descrip
tion which applies to all Sikhs, some of whom have attained 
extremely impressive levels of learning and sophistication. 
Moreover, the Panth as a whole is a community that compares 
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very favourably with others around it. The description, however, 
still applies. It applies to the many Sikhs who, by reason of their 
village environment, caste, or financial insecurity, live in rela
tively restricted circumstances. Just what effect an increase in 
education (whether formal or informal) and in global under
standing will have on this large segment remains to be seen. 
Sikh leaders will still make the running, but we must wait to see 
the direction in which they travel. 

Endnote 

1. N. Gerald Barrier, 'Controversy among North American Sikhs: 
implications of conflicting views of tradition and power for scholarly 
discourse', International.Jou1-nal of Punjab Studies 6.2, July-December 
1999, p. 224; See also Barrier, 'Authority, politics, and contemporary 
Sikhism: the Akal Takht, the SGPC, Rahit Maryada and the law', 
forthcoming in Sikhism in the Light of History, ed. Pashaura Singh and 
N. Gerald Barrier. 
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Translations of Proto-rahit 
Corn positions, Rahit -narnas, 
and Other Rahit Material 

No translation of any portion of the Chaupii Singh Rahit
na11u"i appears in this section. The oldest Curmukhi version 
with a complete English translation will be found in W. H. 
McLeod (1987). 

1. A Selection from the Vars of Bhai Gurdas 

Var 12 

All praise to those Gursikhs1 who have beheld the presence of 
the Guru. 

All praise to those Gursikhs who, touching the Guru's feet, take 
their seats in his congregation. 

All praise to those Gursikhs who, receiving the Gunt's teachings, 
speak [only] words of kindness. 

All praise to those Gursikhs who value a brother in the faith 
even higher than a son or a friend. 

All praise to those Gursikhs who love to serve the Gunt. 
All praise to those Gursikhs who cross life's ocean, carrying 

others with them. 
Associate with such Gursikhs and evil deeds shall flee 

away. I 
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I humble myself before those Gursikhs who arise in the last 
watch of the night. 2 

I humble myself before those Gursikhs who at that ambrosial 
hour find water (san) and bathe. 

I humble myself before those Gursikhs who with total devotion 
repeat the Gunt's [sacred Name]. 

I humble ·myself before those Gursikhs who proceed to the 
sangat and join (it in worship]. 

I humble myself before those Gursikhs who daily sing or hear 
the Gum's Word. · 

I humble myself before those Gursikhs who join with others of 
like conviction. 

I humble myself before those Gursikhs who in pious devotion 
celebrate the anniversaries of the Gurus. 

By serving the Gum they reap the rewards and go on to further 
fulfilment. 2 

I bow to the one3 who, though he is strong, yet knows that 
(before the Guru] he is powerless. 

I bow to the one who, though exalted, yet regards himself as 
feeble. 

I bow to the one who, though he is wise, yet accounts himself as 
artless. 

I bow to the one who loves the Master's will. 
I bow to the one who treasures the path of the Guru's follower. 
I bow to the one who, regarding himself as a transient guest, is 

ever ready to depart [from this world]. 
He it is whose plea is upheld, both in this world and in the 

hereafter. 3 
I humble myself before that person who, accepting the Gunt's 

teaching, lives a humble life. 
I humble myself before that person who is not attracted by 

another's wife.4 

I humble myself before that person who does not lay hands on 
another's wealth. 

I humble myself before that person who, hearing evil spoken of 
another, turns away. 

I humble myself before that person who believes and practises 
the teachings of the Satiguru. 

I humble myself before that person who sleeps and eats but 
little. 
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Such is the Guru's disciple, ever absorbed in mystical union 
( stthajt) . 4 

For such a person I would gladly be quartered/; he who per
ceives that the Guru and God (paramesar) are one. 

For such a person I would gladly be quartered, he who pennits 
no access to a sense of distinction. 6 

For such a person I would gladly be quartered, he who when evil 
is inflicted on him yet construes it to be for the good. 

For such a person I would gladly be quartered, he who never 
speaks ill of another. 

For such a person I would gladly be quartered, he who for the 
good of others is prepared to allow himself to be cheated. 

For such a person I would gladly be quartered, he who takes 
delight in deeds performed for others. 

In the divine court the humble person receives honour, 
He who believes the Word of the perfect Guru. 5 

Viir 28 

Waking during the last watch of the night, he practises the 
three-fold duty of meditation, giving, and bathing ( niim 
diin isaniin). 

He speaks gently, walks modestly, and finds pleasure in giving; 
Sleeping little, eating little, speaking little, as the Gum's teach

ing decrees. 
He labours for his food and performs noble deeds, and though 

he may be admired he prefers this to remain unspoken. 
Gathering with the fellowship of the devout ( siidh-saitgatt) [he 

joins in their] singing, proceeding [to its. meeting-place] 
every night and [every] day. 

Delighting in the divine Word's enveloping presence, his mind is 
absorbed by the Satiguru's love. 

In the midst of desires he remains [ever] detached. 15 

Viir 32 

Immersed in meditation, he is ever watchful for a glimpse of 
the divine, ever aware of the presence of the Word, [ever] 
\Vise. 

J 
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Conscientiously he performs his three-fold duty ( nlim diin 
isanlin), holding in perfect balance his mind, his speech, 
his actions. 

A Sikh of the Guru speaks little, sleeps little, eats little. 
Scorning another's wuman (tan) and another's wealth, he 

refuses to listen to slanderous tales. 
The presence of the Gunt he perceives equally in the Guru's 

divine Word and in the fellowship of the devout ( siidh
sangatt). 

Piously he worships with mind wholly concentrated, all else 
expelled save (the Gunt's] sweet will. 

Powedul the Gurmukh [when facing t4_e world], yet powerless 
[is he when confronting his Master]. 2 

Var 40 

Arising at the ambrosial hour ( amrit vele) the Gursikh bathes in 
the sacred pool. 

Having chanted the Guru's divine words his thoughts then turn 
to the dharamsala. 

Proceeding there he Uoins] the fellowship and hears with love 
the Gunt' s sacred works (gurabli:t;ti) . 

All doubts arc driven far away as [devotedly] he serves his 
fellow Gursikhs. 

By honest labour he performs duty's calling, and from what it 
yields distributes food, 

Giving it [first) to [other] Gursikhs and then feeding himself 
upon what remains. 

Light has shone in the dark age of the Kaliyug, the Gunt a 
disciple and the disciple a Gunt.7 

This is the highway which the Gurmukh travels! II 

2. Prashan-uttar Attributed to Nand Lal 

Three texts have been used for this translation of Prashan-uttar. 
They are the versions given in the 1901 edition of Kahn Singh 
Nabha' s Guru mal Sudhiilwr ( GSudh); Ganda Singh's Bhii.i Nand 
Liil Gmntlwvali (BNLC); and Piara Singh Padam's Rahit-nii.me 
( PSP). The differences are not great. 
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Rahit-namii Bhai Nand Lal 

He who abandons the knowledge of the Gum and follows a 
different way, 

In neither world shall he ever find rest, wandering from one hell 
to another. 

These are the people who fill Yam's abode, suffering always by 
day and by night. 

Endlessly they continue the round of rebirth while again and 
again Yam consumes them. 1 

The Guru speaks: 

Chaupai 

'Hear, my friend, the pattern of behaviour (rahit) which should 
be observed by a Gursikh. Arise with the dawn and with love 
subdue your mind. Repeat the sacred words 'Praise to the Guru' 
( viihi guril). Having bathed recite both japufi and Jiip'. 1 

'Come [mystically] into my presence; meditate with rever
ence and with love. When the third watch of the day2 has passed 
listen to katha, still with your mind fixed lovingly on the 
Gunt.' 2 

'At sunset join in Rahiras. Hear both kirtan and katha, and 
join in praising God. The Sikh who regularly observes this 
discipline shall be brought to eternal joy.' 3 

'He who practises this five-fold discipline3 shall ensure 
deliverance for all his descendants, even up to the twenty-first 
generation; and they who are thus delivered shall no more suffer 
the round of death and rebirth.' 4 

Nand Lal speaks: 

Doha 

'You say that we should behold your presence, 0 Master. Tell 
me where we are to find you.' 5 

Tht! Guru speaks: 

Doha 

'Listen attentively, Nand [Lal]. I am manifested in three ways: 
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the formless or invisible ( nirgu:!£), the material or visible 
(sargu'!£), and the divine Word (gur-sltabad).4 This I shall explain 
to you. 6 

Chaupai 

'The first of these transcends all that is material. It is the neli 
neti of the Vedas, the spirit which dwells in every heart as light 
permeates the water held in a vessel.' 7 

'The second is the sacred scripture. This you must accept 
as part of me, treating its letters as the hairs of my body. This 
truly is so.' 8 

'Sikhs who wish to see the Guru will do so when they come 
to the Granth. He who is wise will bathe at dawn and then will 
walk thrice around (the sacred Granth]. 9 

Doharii5 

'Cmne with reverence and sit in my presence. Humbly bow and 
hear the words of the Gunt Granth. 

Chaupai 

'Hear the Word with ~evout affection for the Guru. Hear the 
Gm1.1's Word of wisdom and read it that others may also hear. 
The person who wishes to converse with me should read the 
Granth and reflect on what it says.' 10 

'TI1e person who wishes to hear my words should devoutly 
hear and reflect on the Granth. Acknowledge the Granth as 
my visible presence, rejecting the notion that it is other than 
me.' 11 

'The third form is my Sikh, that Sikh who day and night is 
immersed in the words of sacred scripture (gu.rabli'!li) . .. n1e Sikh 
who loves and trusts the Word of the Gum is an ever-present 
manifestation of the Guru.' 12 

'Such a Sikh is the one who hears the Guru's words of wisdom 
and reads them so that others may hear. Attentively he reads 
both ]ajJuji and ]lip, visiting places sanctified by the Gurus 
(gU1-adavaran) and strictly avoiding adulterous liaisons.' 13 

'The Gursikh who is faithful in setvice will find himself cleansed 
fron1 all sense of self-dependence. He who is scmpulous in 
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pertonning these obligations is the Sikh in whom I am made 
tnanifest., 14 

Doharii 

'Worthy is the Sikh who serves with devotion, expressing 
his obedience to me in the generous offerings, which he 
makes.' 15 

'Such is the service which I receive ftom a Gursikh. Hear 
me, Nand [Lal]. Giving himself he finds the deliverance which 
carries him to Paradise (baiku7Jthe).' 16 

Nand Lal speaks: 

'You have told me of three forms, Master: the invisible, the 
visible, and the Gunt's Word. The invisible form we cannot see, 
and the visible is the obedient Sikh.' 17 

Chaupai 

'How can we comprehend the infinity of your invisible form? The 
universe is your form, you whom we call Master, and your 
presence mystically pervades every heart. [How then can we 
perceive you?]' 18 

The Guru speaks: 

'You are a devout Sikh, Nand Lal. Hear this divine message 
which l impart to you. See the Guru as a visible presence in 
his Sikhs and first you must se1ve me by diligently serving 
them.' 19 

'Next you must serve me by singing the divine Word, accept
ing it as truly a sign. He who accepts the scripture as the 
[Guru's] Word shall come to an understanding of [his] infinite 
being.' 20 

'And so I conclude this homily, Brother. He who reads or 
hears it and pays careful heed to it will find himself the object 
of much admiration, his spirit mystically blended in mine., 21 

This message of comfort and joy was delivered on the ninth 
day of the waxing tnoon in the month of Maghar, S. 1752 [4 
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Dece1nber 1695 CE]. Let the Guru's praises be everywhere sung, 
declares Nand Lal.' 22 

Doha1·ii 

'Remember the Guru by repeating 'Praise to the Gmu', medi
tating on these sacred words. The Gursikh who t1uly has faith 
in his heart shall assuredly win deliverance.' 23 

3. A Portion of Gur Sobha 

The source for this translation is a portion of Kavi Sainiipati 
rachit Sri Gur Sobhii, Ganda Singh ( 1967b). 

Sri Gur Sobhii 
ChajJter 5 

A Splendid Discourse 
Dohara 

While in Anandpur Gum Gobind Singh delivered this sermon, 
There amongst mountains without number, by the bank of the 

Satluj river. 1 
The month of Chet had passed and countless people had 

gathered for a splendid fair; 
Baisakhi Day had come and the Satiguru had made a re

solve.1 2 
The sangat had come for darshan, from towns and cities afar; 
There they received gracious darshan of him, from him the 

Almighty Creator. 3 
Gobind Singh was pleased [with them]; the sangat was over

joyed. 
Then it was that he revealed the Khalsa, [the Khalsa] that would 

answer every doubt. 4 
The whole sangat was gathered, a multitude of them, there on 

the banks of the Satltti. 
So many had joined the Khalsa after news had reached them, 

so many were impatient [to know more]. 5 
'Abandon the masands; meditate on the one Lord': this was the 

command, which was issued at that time. 
The Satgum became one with his servants, like a fish which 

lives in water. . . 6 
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Dohara 

The SatibTttnl decided that the world should be redeemed. 
Keep far away from all masands; thus the world shall be 

pure. 15 

Chhapai chhand 

When the world is purified the word [of the Gum] will be 
heard; 

And when they hear that the Khalsa has appeared evil-doers will 
take fright. . . 16 

Chaupai 

Few were they who had recognized the [Guru's] word; 
They who received [his] compassion would [be the one's who 

would] know. 
The Guru gave this command to his Sikhs, 
That in public the Sikhs should [proudly) stand out. 18 
Do not consort with those ~ho shave their heads (sir J,JUman); 
Avoid all dealings with the (despicable] Five.2 

When weddings or deaths occur in their family 
No Sikh will stand with them. 19 

Dohara 

He who weeps when someone dies will not be known as a Sikh. 
This is the Creator's word which every sangat should 

receive. 20 

Chaupai 

Scorn the hookah, sing God's praises; 
The food vou desire is the nectar of the Name. 
Abandon the shaving of the head after death ( bhaddal'), 

brother. 
Let all Sikhs hear this command. 21 
If your mother and f~1ther should die, 
Do not shave your head, even at that time. 
[Do not worry, for] God (gobind) is our mother and father. 
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Worldly relations merely extend this· falsehood. 22 
Make no mistake about this tonsure performance; 
Rather take hold of this preaching of the tntth. 
The ceremony is false and is no pa1t of our belief ( dharam). 
This is the faith which a sant will maintain. 23 

Dohara 

Hear me, 0 sangat, this tonsure ceremony should never be 
pcrfonncd; no razor should ever touch one's head. 

Though one's mother and father may die [and be gone] the 
Satguru will [always] give guidance (hadith). 24 

Chaupai 

Keep your otlering and tithes ( das-vantlh) in a charity-box at 
home; 

Abandon the masands. 
Your gift belongs to the Satguru, 
And should be offered in his presence. 25 
By such a custom we broadcast [knowledge of our] way of life 

(rahat), 
And pious folk, observing it, find happiness in their hearts. 
Within the congregation the f~lithful receive [tlw Cum's] 

dm·shan, 
And beholding [him) they are filled with joy. 26 
This [sight] has the power to obliterate [cauntless] births; 
Such [is the result of] a darshan of the Satgmu. 
If an offender has darshan. 
A single glimpse will carry him across (the ocean of exist-

ence]... 27 

Kabitu 

'When the Satgunt, the Almighty Creator, proclaimed tltat all 
[true] Sikhs, without exception, are my Khalsa, 

Those who accepted the command became his [Khalsa] Sikhs, 
whereas those who did Hot accept it remained as they were. 

All those who were Khalsa [Sikhs] separated themselves from 
the five false sangats, joining themselves in love to the 
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sangat that was true. Cultivating compassion and righteous
ness they abandoned all desire. 

They did not smoke a hookah nor cut their hair or beards, and 
uttering 'Praise to the Gunt' they became the Cunt's 
Khalsa. 30 

Doharii 

Granting them darshan he then bade them farewell, leaving 
them the mttntra of the only Lord. 

Calling them (his} Khalsa he conferred on them a knowledge 
that was divine. 31 

AriZ 

The Almighty Crea..,or issued this command, 
That the Khalsa should [always] remain f~1r from the masands. 
If they obeyed they would find fhlfilment, · 
Breaking free from the net of Yam through the nectar of the 

Name. 
That which you purposed, 0 Lord, has surely come to 

pass. 32 

Dohara 

The Crt:ator, the only Lord, bestowed [on the Khalsa) initiation 
by the two-edged sword. 

Throughout all ten regions of the world there was none to equal 
the Khalsa. 33 

AriZ 

By administering the two-edged sword initiation he magnified 
the glory [of the Khalsa]. 

Powerfl.1l he made them as Singhs; this command he issued (to 
a11}:1 

He who had the [appropriate] fate inscribed on his forehead 
gained [by obcying'this command), 

[W'hereas] a blind and misled churl could never grasp its power. 
Such people have no control on their lives, [their actions] pre

destined from the \'cry beginning. · 34 
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Dohira 

Do not keep company with the messengers [of Yam];5 let your 
false imaginings be burnt (to cinders]. 

Your command, [0 Guru,] is wholly true; they who accept it will 
never end up in hell. 35 

On occasions of death and marriage have no dealings with 
those who cut their hair. 

Do not keep company with those who practise any of the five 
[vices].6 

Avoid deceit and immoral deeds, wrongful actions which can 
consume [a person]; 

The glorious company of truth will save one from hell. 
All that you command is true, (0 Guru,] the truth that brings us 

happiness. 36 

Chapter 18 

The Death [of Guru Gobind Singh] 

Chaupai 

The previous day, seeking a reason, 
The Singhs had put a question to him: 
'What form will our Master assume (after his death). 
Give us your reply and so enlighten us.' 40 
The Guru then gave this answer: 
'The Khalsa will be my form; 
The Khalsa is my one desire. 
[Transferring my authority to] the Khalsa I have blessed it with 

[that] robe [which is my body).' 41 

Dohira 

'The Khalsa is my form and I dwell in the Khalsa. 
From the beginning of time, to all eternity, glory shines in the 

Khalsa.' 42 
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Lotan chhand 

The IQlalsa is chosen [and all its members have] hearts which 
harbour no illusion. 

Devoid of fantasy and all pretence, the Khalsa is our one tme 
Gun1. 

Beyond measuring is our Satgum, the Word like riches be
stowed upon the poor. 

Treasuring the spoken words of scripture ( bii:!ti), with spirits 
stilled they meditate upon them iu their hearts. 

Boundless wisdom, immeasurably extended, none may describe 
the Word. 

Your light shines in every place, the refuge of all by sorrow 
oppressed. 43 

4. A Portion of the Dasam Granth 

The Dasam Granth 

The Dasam Granth opens with fiijJ, a work which is attrib
uted to Guru Gobind Singh and, which bears the imprima
tur sri mukh viik piitashiihi 10, 'from the mouth of ~he Tenth 
Master'. This imprimatur is rarely used in the Dasam 
Grantl1 and it is generally believed that where it occurs 
the ,¥ork is unquestionably by Guru Gobind Singh. There 
is little in the poem which answers the needs of grammati
cal forin, most of it being a heaping up of divine features 
or qualities. The opening stanza of ]iip is as follows: 

No visible sign, neither caste nor lineage; no colour to describe, 
neither features nor attire. You are the Eternal One, self
enlightened, and of infinite power. Immortal One above all 
others, Emperor of all and Ruler of the three worlds; Eternal 
Creator, supreme over all beings, demon, lmman, and divine; 
your nature affirmed by the mantle of the forest, your infinity 
proclaimed by every blade of grass. Who can recount your 
names, Eternal One? Your deeds alone reveal you to the wise. 
(DG 1) 1 

In this way the poem continues through a total of 199 brief 
stanzas, communicating a lengthy catalogue of descriptive 
terms. The poem concludes: 
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Around us lies your dwelling-place, your joyous being suffitsing 
all. Self-existent and supremely beautiful, you dwell as a 
Presence in all creation. Birth and death flee by your power, by 
compassion made manifest in all your being. You are one with 
all your people, reigning in glory for evermore. (DC 10) 

.flip is fol1owed by A/,iil Ustat, a sustained hytnn of praise 
to Aldil, the Eternal One. This work lacks the full imprima
tur, being prefaced only by the brief formula patashiihi 10. 
Most Sikhs, however, accept it as the work of Guru Go bind 
Singh. One . portion of the poetn is particularly famous. 

There is no difference between a tetnple and a mosque, nor 
between the prayers of a Hindu or a Muslim. Though differences 
seem to mark and distinguish, all men are in reality the satne. 
Gods and demons, celestial beings, tnen called MusliJns and 
others called Hindus-such differences are trivial, inconse
quential, the outward results of locality and dress. Wi~h eyes the 
same, the ears and body, all possessing a cmnmon form-all 
are in fact a single creation, the elements of nature in a uniform 
blend. Allah is the same as the God of the Hindus, Puran and 
Qur'an arc one and the same. All are the same, none is separate; 
a single f(>rm, a single creation. 16.86 

As sparks fly upwards in their thousands from a fire, each 
separate and distinct, then reuniting with its source; or earth 
when pulverised to fine-ground dust ascends as a cloud of 
particles and then subsides again; as waves rise endlessly in the 
ocean's vastness, their water one with all around them; so from 
the natural world the living and inanimate emerge, and having 
thus appeared return to it again. 17.87 (DC 19-20). 

The Dasam Granth then moves on to Bac:hitm· Natal(, a 
poem traditional1y believed to be Gunt Go bind Singh's 
autobiography prior to the founding of the Khalsa. The 
contents of Bachitar Nii!alt certainly demonstrate close 
ctwareness with those events and the poem is headed by 
the fi.all impri1natur sri muhh viih piitashiihi 1.0. It is, however, 
impossible to believe that the Guru could ever have related 
his pre-birth experiences and an alternative suggestion 
that the poem was written by some person close to him 
must he accepted as proven (H~ns 1988, 229-34). The 
following c:haupai, where Guru Gobind Singh relates his 
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pre-birth experiences, must surely have been written imagi
natively by a follower: 

And now my own story I will tell, how from rigorous austerities 
I was summoned; called from the heights of Hem Kunt where 
the seven peaks so grandly pierce the sky. 

Sa pat Sring is the name they bear, the place where the Pandava 
king practised yogic rites. There I perfonned harsh austerities. 1 

Through constant practice of these strict austerities my being 
had merged in the spirit divine. My parents too had followed 
this path, devoutly serving the ineffable Lord. 

Such· was the piety of the devotion they performed that the 
Lord was pleased (and heeded their cry]. Receiving thus the 
divine command I was born in this Age of Darkness. 

Akal· Purakh commanded, yet I was unwilling, for my mind 
was immersed in the bliss of contemplation. But Akal Purakh 
insisted, and speaking thus despatched me into this world. (DG 
54-5) 

Following Bachitar Niitall come the two poems about the 
goddess Chandi or Durga, the Clzaruf.i Clzaritr. In Sikh 
sources the goddess is usually called Devi, though not in 
these two works. Near the conclusion of the first Chattl/,i 
Charitr occur the following verses. 

Savaiya 

The consorts of the gods all praise Chandi and light the lamps 
for .AJ·ati worship. 

Flowers, perfumes, and rice they bring, and choirs sing songs of 
victory. 

They light the censers and sound the conch, and with bowed 
heads they say: 

'Mother of the world, Giver of all comforts, all praise to you for 
you have slain Sumbh!'2 228 

Chandi, blissfully happy that she had thus restored the kingdom, 
And with it the sun and moon in all their grandeur, then van

ished from sight. 
At that moment there was a brilliant flush of light in the sky, 
As if Chandi had washed clean with her radiance all the filth 

which had gathered there. 229 
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Kabitt 
First, 0 Mighty Maiden, you slew Madhu and Kaitabh,3 and then 

you dispatched Mahikhasur.4 

Then there was the demon king Dhumarlochan, and Chand and 
Mund~i whom you cut in pieces. 

You arc the one who by drinking his blood overcame Rakat-vU,'; 
and then you fiercely fought with Sumbh. 

You arc the one who slew Sumbh and all the demons, proclaim-
ing your triumph everywhere. 230 

Savaiya 

Strengthen me, Shiv, that I shrink not from righteous deeds; 
That freed from the fear of my enemies I should resolutely fight 

and win. 
The wisdom that I crave is the grace to sing your praises. 
\Vhcn this life's allotted course has nm may I meet my death in 

battle. 2317 

The second Chai:t~li Chm'itr is followed by Viir Sri 
Blwgauli ji ld. 

1 Oankar 
Hail the Guru's victory 

May Sri Bhagauti Ji assist us 
Var Sri Bhagauti ji8 

Patashahi 109 

First remember Sri Bhagauti, then turn your thoughts to Guru 
Nanak; 

Angad Guru, Amar Das, each with Ram Das grant us aid . 
.Aljan and Hargobind, think of them and Hari Rai. 
Dwell on Siri Hari Krishan, he whose sight dispels all pain. 
Think of Gun1 Tegh Bahadur; thus shall every treasure come. 
May they grant their gracious guidance, help and strength in 

every place. 1 

Paufi 

First you fashioned the sword that was double-edged; then you 
created the world. 
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Having brought Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiv into being you, 
bestowed creation on them for playing out their roles. 

The oceans, mountains, and level ground you created and set in 
place the sky without any means of support. 

Demons and gods you also created, setting them in conflict one 
with the other. 

And then you created Durga that she might destroy the demons. 
From you Ram acquired the strength which enabled him to kill 

the ten-headed Ravana with his arrows, 
And so too did Krishan who, holding Kans10 by the hair, cast 

him down. 
Many the great sages and gods who have sought to understand 

you, Yet none have fathomed your extent. 2 
The Satiyuga passed, moving into the Tretayuga which could 

achieve only halt: 11 

Disagreements gathered like clouds over every head because of 
the influence of [the rishi) Narad. 

To humble the pride of the gods you created Mahikhasur and 
Sumbh, 

\Vho were victorious over them and established their mle over 
the three worlds. 12 

Great warriors they called themselves, raising royal canopies 
over their heads. 

lndra they cast out, who then looked longingly towards Mount 
Kailash. 

In dread of the demons he was smitten with fear, 
And so he came to Durga. 3 
One day, when Durga was going to bathe, 
lndra, approaching her, told her of his unhappy plight. 
'Demons have taken our land, 
And their writ runs in all three worlds. 
They have conquered Amaravati, 
Causing all the gods to flee. 
Since none can defeat this demon Mahikh[asur] 
\Vc have sought your· protection.' 4 
Hearing lndra's difficulties Durga laughed aloud. 
She sent for the lion which devours demons, 
Assuring the gods that they need not be worried. 
The Great Mother, filled with wrath, would strike down these 

demons. 5 
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Doharii 

The powerful demons entered the field of battle, spoiling for a fight. 
Swords and spears shone so brightly that the sun was blotted 

out. 6 

Pau'{i 

The two armies faced each other, with beating dn1ms and 
conchs blown, 

Demons armed with swords and clad in armour. 
No thought of turning their backs occurred to the warriors 
As loudly they shouted on the battle-field. 7 
The command to begin the battle was given and the drums 

thundered. 
The demons advanced, their swords swinging and banners aloft. 
The sound of the drums inspired the warriors, 
And Durga and the demons clashed in battle. 
Shafted by spears the warriors suffered like plums on a tree. 
Some suffered death by blows of the sword while the it~jured 

writhed in agony. 
Those who had hidden in bushes were dragged out and killed, 

as sand is separated from gold. 
Blows with maces, tridents, spears and arrows were exchanged, 
Biting like black cobras, and spelling the end for many a brave 

warrior. 8 

The fierce battle continues for another 12 stanzas, result
ing in victory for Durga and death for Mahikhasur. Durga 
then departs. The victory, however, is not complete. Smnbh 
and Nishumbh, devotees of Shiv and warriors for Durga, 
now planned to invade the stronghold of lndra for whmu 
the battle just ended had been fought. Battle again was 
joined, gods against demons, and this thne the gods under 
Sumbh and Nishumbh were worsted. Durga once more 
came to the rescue and again the battle was resumed. 
Again Durga, armed with her two-edged sword, was suc
cessful. But the demons did not give up. Battle began once 
again and this time Durga slew Chand and Mund. These 
were old demon friends of Smnbh and Nishumbh who 
turned against Durga. This time a mighty battle followed, 
extending over 22 stanzas. 
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Both armies faced each other; mighty drums were beaten. 
Durga lunged with her fire-eating sword ( bhagauti), 
So that it might drink Sumbh's blood. 
Sumbh fell from his horse, 
And when the sword was withdrawn it was drenched in blood, 
As when a princess in scarlet robes emerges from her 

palace. 53 

The battle and the var conclude with stanza 55. Sumbh and 
Nishumbh have both been killed, the demon army flees in 
total disarray, and Inch·a is once again installed on his 
throne. The praises of Durga resound in all the founeen 
regions of the earth. 13 

After this work comes Giiin Prabodh, another poem 
attributed to Guru Gobind Singh; then follows the lengthy 
Chaubis Avatar, the 24 incarnations of Vishnu; and so on 
until, after 1428 pages in the modern printed edition, the 
conclusion of the Dasam Granth is finally reached. 

5. Tanakhah-nama Attributed to Nand Lal 

Six texts have been coi1sulted for this Tanaldui.h-rui:mii. One 
of them has been used to provide the structure of this 
translation. This is a modern text provided in Ganda Singh 
(1968), pp.l95-9 (BNLG). Verse numbers given after each 
couplet correspond to verse numbers in this edition. Three 
early texts have been used. They are MS 770 of the Gunt 
Nanak Dev University Library, dated S. 1775 (1718-19 
CE); MS 234 of the Languages Depart1nent, Puqjab, in 
Patiala, dated S. 1882 (1824-5 CE); and Shamsher Singh 
Ashok (1979). There are frequent differences between 
these early texts, and substantially more between the early 
and modern texts. The modern texts are represented by 
Kahn Singh Nabha (1901); Ganda Singh (1968); and Piara 
Singh Padam (1974). GSudh omits the following verses: 1. 
15, 41-3, 45-6, 51-2, 54ff. Occasional differences appear 
within the modern texts, but they are not nearly as mtmer
ous nor as important as those separating the 1nodern from 
the early. Only the more important variations are noted in 
footnotes. 
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Tanakhah-nama1 

Questions asked by Bhai Nand Lal and responses given by Sri 
Gun1 Gobind Singh. 

Dohara 

Nand Lal [once] asked the Gum a question. 'Tell me,' he said, 
'What deeds are approved [for a Sikh] and what are to be 

spurned?' 1 

Dohara 

'Listen to what I say, Nand Lal,' [replied the Guru]. 'These are 
the deeds required of a Sikh: 

Let him perform only those, which are in accordance with the 
threefold ntlc of meditating on the divine Name, giving 
charity, and bathing (niim dan isaniin).' · 2 

Chaupai 

'Let him who does not regularly attend the satsang be regarded 
as a grievous ofiender ( tanakhiihadiir). 3 

I Ic who attends but lets his mind wander will find no peace in 
this world or the next. 4 

He who talks while listening to the singing of the. praises of God 
(han) is bound for Yam's abode,2 ' declares Gobind 
Singh. 5 

'He who rcfi.1ses to have a poor person sit beside him should be 
roundly condemned as an offender. 6 

He who utters the divine Word without understanding gains 
nothing.3 7 

He who neglects to bow after completing a reading from the 
sacred scripture will find himself cut off from God 
(jaglUlish) . ' 8 

Dohara 

'If he who distributes (karah] prasad is greedy, [keeping a large 
portion tot· himself], 

Or if he serves unequal portions, he will eternally regret his 
transgression.' 9 
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Chaupai 

'Hear now the method to be followed when preparing karah 
[pnisad], how the three ingredients are to be mixed in equal 
quantities. 10 

The place where it is to be prepared must be swept and plas
t.ered,'1 the cooking-vessel scoured and then washed 
dean. 11 

Bathe yourself so that you come to the task unpolluted, uttering 
nothing save 'Praise to the Gum' (viilti gunl). 12 

Fill a new pitcher with water, confident that Gobind Singh will 
l)less the undertaking. 13 

\t\'hen it is ready place it on a four-legged stool and sitting 
around it sing kirtan.' 14 

Doharil 

'He who accepts a Muslim ( lttralf) as his master or who 
touches iron with his foot,1

;, 

Says Gobind Singh, 'Hear me, [Nand) Lal,7 [such a person will 
transmigrate eternally], dying again and again.' 15 

Chaupai 

'He who never attends an assembly (divan), who distributes 
(karah} prasad without paying heed to the approved proce-
dure ( mhit), 16 

Who clothes himself in red ( sii.lui) N or who uses snuff ( nasaviir) 
will he desolated by Yam,' says Go bind Singh. 17 

'If he looks with lustful eyes on women who enter the 
sangat, 18 

If he, a Sikh, gives way to anger or fails to marry his daughter 
in the approved way,n 19 

If he should accept a price for his daughter's or sister's hand, 
then shall Yam torment him,' says Go bind Singh. 20 

'The Sikh who goes unarmed will be doomed to endless trans-
migration. 21 

His prayers and austerities will all be wasted if ht• f<>rcibly 
deprives a wnyfarer of his belongings.w 22 

The Sikh who goes unanned, who f<>rcibly deprives a wayfarer 
of his belongings, or who meeting a Muslim ( turall) 11 salutes 
him, shall suffer as an offender in hell.' 22a 
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Sora!hii 

'Use a comb twice a day and retie your turban afresh each time 
you remove it. 1 ~ 

Clean your teeth every day, [Nand] Lal, and thus you shall not 
suffer.' 23 

Doharii 

'He who docs not give a tithe (das-vandh) to the Gum, and he 
who utters lies, 

The word of Gobind Singh, [Nand] Lal, is that you should never 
put trust in him.· 24 

Chaupai 

'He who dot·s not use cold water for bathing, 
\t\'110 takes [karah] prasad without reciting .fapuji, 25 
'\1\'ho lets the evening pass without joining in Rahiras, 
\Vho retires at night without reciting Kirtan [Sohila], 26 
'\1\'ho distibrttres his actions by slandering others-
Such a person was born for disgrace, his duty ever 

neglected. 27 
He who gives his word but fails to honour it, 
Shall tincl no resting-place,' says Gobind Singh. 28 
'He \·\'110 cats meat prepared by Muslims ( luraluzn) /{ 
\t\Tho sings any songs ol11er than those which the Guru has 

composed, 29 
Who delights in the songs which women sing, 
Hear me, [Nand] Lal, to Yam's kingdom he will go.' 30 

Doharii 

'I1e who calls himself a sadhu should never be trusted if he 
docs not adhere to the Rahit. 

To deceive people, [Nand) Lal, he keeps impressively silent.' 30a14 

Chaupai 

'He who begins any undertaking without Ardas, who eats without 
setting aside a portion for the Gum, 31 
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'Who consumes anything that is proscribed, 15 

Who lies with any woman other than his own wife, 32 
Who gives nothing when he sees someone in need-
Such a person will gain no honour [when he appears] before the 

divine Court. 33 
He who does not listen attentively to kirtan or katha, 
Who speaks ill of a pious Sikh, 34 
The slanderer, the gambler, the one who steals-
Kat will bring them great suffering. 35 
Do not listen to anyone who defames the Gunt; 
Take a sword and slay (him].' 16 36 

Doharii 

'He who does not keep a charity box (golalt) or who conducts 
trade deceitfully, 

'Hear me, Nand Lal,' declares Gobind [Singh), 'he shall suffer 
a thousand hells.' 37 

Chaupai 

'He who blows out a lamp [instead of extinguishing it with his 
fingers], 

Who extinguishes fire with water from which he has been 
drinking, 37a17 . 

Who eats without saying "Praise to the Gum", 
The Sikh who visits a prostitute, 38 
Or who shows affection for another's wife,' 
Says Gobind Singh, 'I hold no affection for that Sikh. 39 
He who seduces the Gunt's wife, 18 he who is deceitfi.tl, 
Know him as a grievous offender [against the Rahit]. 40 
He who abandons the Gum and follows another, 
Who sleeps at night naked from the waist down, 41 
\Vho engages in intercourse while naked, 
Or who bathes while naked,19 [let him be regarded as a grievous 

offender].' 42 

Dohara 

'He who stretches himself out naked,:m who eats bare-headed, 
Or who thus distributes karah prasad-tn~at any such person as 

a grievous offender.' 43 
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Chaupai 

'He is a Khalsa who refrains from scurrilous talk; 
He is a Khalsa who in fighting never turns his back. 44 
He is a Khalsa who gives gifts as charity; 
l-ie is a Khalsa who slays Muslims. 21 44a22 

He is a Khalsa who triumphs over the five [evil impulsesJ;23 

He is a Khalsa who despises the rituals [of the Brahmans]. 45 
He is a Khalsa who abandons pride; 
He is a Khalsa who avoids another's woman.24 46 
He is a Khalsa who does not look covetously on another's wife 

or property; 
He is a Khalsa who repeats the divine Name. 47 
He is a Khalsa who loves the hymns of the Gum; 
He is a Khalsa who fights face to face. '25 48 

Dohara 

'He [is a tme Khalsa] who recognises that the creation is the 
Creator's and for this reason does not cause it harm. 

If anyone should cause harm to the creation, Nand Lal, the 
Creator is filled with wrath.' 49 

Chaupai 

'He is a Khalsa who supports the needy; 
He is a Khalsa who destroys the oppressor. 50 
He is a Khalsa who repeats the divine Name; 
He is a Khalsa who fights his enemy. 26 51 
He is a Khalsa who is absorbed in the divine Name; 
He is a Khalsa who breaks free from that which binds him. 27 52 
He is a Khalsa who knows how to ride a spirited steed; 
He is a Khalsa who is always fighting battles. 28 53 
He is a Khalsa who carries weapons; 
He is a Khalsa who smites the Turks. 2~• 54 
He is a Khalsa who upholds his dharam; 
He is a Khalsa who bears a canopy over his head! '30 54a 

Dohara 

Akal [Purakh) cries, 'Let slander ceaset 
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Everyone will flee away, down rivers or into mountains, but he 
[who docs not engage in slander] will cross over [the ocean 
of the world and find there liberation from the torments of 
human e~istence].' 55 

Chaupai 

'Hear this tmth, Nand Lal. 
I shall establish my nlle. 56 
I shall merge the four castes into one. 
I shall have people repeat 'Praise to the Gun1'. 57 
[My Sikhs shall] ride swift horses and fly like hawks. 
Muslims ( turak) 31 once sighted shall be defeated. 58 
One [Sikh] will confront a host of 125,000 (savii liilth), 
[Spiritual] liberation awaits that Singh who fights [for 

me]. 59 
Banners shall wave, grand elephants [shall parade]; 
Music shall resound at every gate. 60 
The mighty host (savii lallh) shall discharge their guns. 
When they do the Khalsa shall arise and all enemies of the 

tmth shall be overthrown I • 61 

Dohara32 

The Khalsa shall tule, no traitor33 shall survive. 
All who endure privatio~l shall be shielded by [the Gmu's] 

protection. 34 62 

Here [ends] the manual of instruction ( nasihat niimii) which 
issued from the mouth of the Tenth King. 

Vlih gu:rilji ltli khlilsli! Viih gun1ji ki Jate[h]!'5 

6. Prahilad Rai Rahit-nama 

This translation of the Prahiliid Rlii Rahit nlimli follows the 
older text provided by Lala Maghi Ram Sant Ram ( 1922) 
and by Shamsher Singh Ashok (1979). These two occa
sionally diverge. There are rare instances where the PSP 
version uses words or spellings that seems more appropri
ate for particular words. On other occasions (also rare) 
PSPhas words or spellings which seem plainly to be wrong. 
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Rahit-nama Bhiii Prahilad Rai 
A conversation between the Tenth Master [Gunt Go bind Singh] 
and Bhai Dariai of the Udasi order. 1 The True Guru [spoke as 
follows]. 

Doharii 

Sitting in Abchalnagar2 the Gunt, having reflected inwardly, 
spoke-he the Tnte -Guru and image of the Creator. I 

Hans Rai the Brahman was sent to summon Prahilad Rai. 3 

Calling him near the Gun1 embraced him. 2 
'By the grace of Guru Nanak the Panth has been established 

here on earth. Now listen, Bhai Prahilad, while I instntct you 
in the Rahit to be observed by the Khalsa. 3 

Chaupai 

If a Sikh wears a topi4 he shall seven times die as a leper. The 
Sikh who wears a sacred thread around his neck, who plays 
at dice, or e1~joys a prostitute, 4 

Shall be born as a dog a hundred thousand times, for the evil 
seed which he sows produces its evil fntit. And the Sikh 
who removes his turban while eating goes to the worst of 
hells. 5 

Doharii 

The Sikh who has dealings with [the following] shall at [his 
life's] end be [utterly] desolated: Minas, the followers of 
masands, those who cut their hair, and those who kill their 
daughters. 6 

The shameful person who meditates on something other than 
the mantra 'Praise to the Guru', is definitely no Sikh. Such 
is the Guru's pronouncement. 7 

He who does not obey my commands and refuses to help other 
Sikhs, shows himself to be a despicable creature 
( -maledzlt) . 8 

Chaupai 

The Gunt does not approve of the person who tmderstands his 
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command but does not obey it, who deceitfully conceals the 
[contents of the Guru's] charity-box, [using them for his own 
purposes], or who misappropriates pious offerings which 
have been made to secure particular wishes. 9 

Caught in the net of Maya, 5 wandering in illusion through 84 
lakhs of existence-hear me, wise Bhai Prahilad, and know 
[thus the fate oij such a despicable person. I 0 

He who has been a Khalsa of the Gunt from birth but loves 
worldly things, that shamefl.tl hell-bound person produces 
only evil through them. 11 

He who wears red clothing (siihe) or inhales snuff (nasavilr) up 
his nose<; will be beaten about the head and thrown into 
hell. 12 

He who eats food without first reciting .Japuji and .Jap is [wmth 
as much as] a worm's excrement, and has wasted [the 
opportunity afforded by his human] birth. 13 

Chaupai 

Recognise him as a spurious Sikh who does not sing the Gunt's 
songs early in the morning or eats food before participating 
in Rahiras. Treat all his actions as deceitful. 14 

Through 85 lakhs of existences he will transmigrate, born in the 
world to die yet again. Punishment in the [divine] court 
awaits those who disobey the Gun1. 15 

Dohara 

He who forsakes Akal Purakh and follows some other god shall 
wander through birth after birth, never finding a place of 
peace. 16 

That miserable fellow, ever without the Gunt, who worships a 
stone and fails to treat a Sikh with respect, shall be stmck 
down by God (sri jagadish}. 17 

Anyone who claims to be equal to those whom I have estab
lished with my own hands will suffer,7 together with all his 
descendants. 18 

Doharaf3 

[I am present within] the families of Gum Nanak, Gunt Angad, 
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and Guru Amar Das [as well as that of the Sodhis]Y I am 
present within those commands ( hulwm) which I gave in 
written form. 18a 

Those who see [an obedient] Sikh and chase him away will find 
that their works come to nothing, (whereas] those who show 
respect will earn liberation and adoration. The Lord [God] 
will banish [all belief in] other gods. 18b 

Doharli 

The Sikh who promises to make an offering and then hesitates will 
ever remain a miserable sinner, hideous to behold. 19 

He who accepts food from a killer of daughters, a masand, or a 
Mina will waste [the opportunity afforded by] human 
birth. 20HI 

He who abandons the Sikhs and joins instead some other 
religious community (panth) will find only misery both in 
this world and the next, for such is the fate of those who 
betray the Guru and the Sikhs. 21 

Chaupai 

That shamefi.tl person who worships at cremation-grounds, 
tombs, or in temples containing idols, or who speaks highly 
of a religious community other [than the Khalsa], is no Sikh 
of the Guru. He will be caught and become a slave of 
Yam. 22 

The Sikh who bows to someone wearing a topi 11 is certainly 
bound for hell. Serve only Akal Purakh, for thus a Sikh will 
carry all his descendants with him across [the Ocean of 
Existence]. 23 

Doha1"li 

Accept the Khalsa as Gum, as the Guru's visible body. The Sikh 
who wishes to find me should seek me in its midst. 12 24 

Have absolutely no faith in either a Kanphat yogi 13 or in a 
Muslim ( turall). The Sikh who shows no love [to the Gunt] is 
bound for hell. 25 

He who repeats something other than songs of the True Guru 
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will be struck down by the Creator14 and transported to a 
fearsome hell. 26 

Chaupai 

He who believes in the six darshans15 will go to hell with all his 
descendants. Apart from the Guru the service which a Sikh 
performs to any other gods is futile. 27 

This is the visible figure of Akal Purakh, taking bodily form in 
the Khalsa. Not a particle of what I say is wrong, as Guru 
Nanak and Gun• Angad bear witness.l6 28 

Dohara 

Have dealings [only] with the Khalsa; to honour the gods of 
others is a sham. To pay homage to these gods is like sand 
running through one's fingers. 29 

The [Khalsa] Panth was founded at the command of Akal Purakh. 
Every Sikh is bidden to accept the Granth as Gum. 30 

It has been delivered to the world and everyone must bow 
before it.17 Apart from the mantra 'Praise to the Guru' all 
singing is futile. 31 

When one Sikh gives another amrit18 he imparts [blessing] equal 
to innumerable horse sacrifices ( asumedh). He who sings the 
Guru's songs obtains something precious for his life's 
redemption. 32 

I am greatly impressed by a Sikh who, as a devotional gesture, 
massages another Silill. I am likewise impressed by the 
Sikh who, having prepared food, gives it to other Sikhs to 
eat. 33 

Dohara 

When it comes to the time of the Rahiras, the Guru's command 
is that you should recite it with love in your heart. He who 
with love uses his tongue shall find that [the Guru] appears 
in the words that he utters.19 34 

The Sikh who trusts in the promise of faith shall (assuredly] get 
his reward. The Guru's promise is the Guru's assurance. He 
[who tntsts it) will secure all pleasures, liberation, and [just] 
desires. 35 
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He who lives according to the Rahit is my Sikh. He is my 
master; I am his disciple. Putting his trust in A.kal Purakh 
he escapes the net of transmigration. 36 

Sat Altiil Sri Viihigu:rii: this shall be known as the basic mantra. 
Repeating [the divine Name] is wholly contained in repeating 
[this mantra, everything] from the beginning to the end. 20 37 

Sambat 1752 has arrived, that blessed occasion which falls on 
Sunday, the fifth day of the dark half of the month of 
Magh.21 38 

7. Sakhi Rahit ki Attributed to Nand Lal 

Early copies of Siikhi Rahit ki are invariably found attached 
to manuscript copies of the Chaupii Singh Rahit-niimii. This 
translation is of the earliest of all such copies, MS. 6124 
dated S. 1821 (1765 CE), which was destroyed during the 
Indian Army's assault on Darbar Sahib in 1984. The 
Gurmukhi text is reproduced in W. H. McLeod ( 1987), 
pp. 133-8. This is a slightly revised version of the trans
lation that appears there on pp. 204-6. 

By the grace of the Eternal One, the Tnte Guru 

Sakhi Rahit ki 

An account of how the Tenth Master [expounded] the Rahit 

Bhai Nand Lal once asked (the Guru]: 'Master, what rituals 
and duties should a Sikh perform?' [1] 

'He who is my Sikh should believe in none save the Khalsa,' 
answered Guru Go bind Singh. 'He should offer worship 
only in the presence of the divine Word, [the sacred scrip
ture]. He should not visit tombs or cremation grounds, nor 
should he believe the teachings of Brahmans, Hindu teach
ers, Muslims, or mahants. 1 Believe [only] the teachings of 
the Guru. And he who is my Sikh should observe no reli
gious ceretnony other than (that which is authorised by] the 
divine Word. [He should specifically renounce the following 
ceremonies:] head-shaving rituals (bhada?J. usatrii), reciting 
the Gayatri, making a water offering (tarapan), worshipping 
an idol. He should never put on a dhotl, nor eat with head 
uncovered; and he should never sit before one of those 
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bare-headed Brahmans. 2 A Gursikh should avoid such 
[external] practices, (for the eternal] Guru is spirit. (2] 

'He who is my Sikh should never use a razor. Any Sikh of mine 
who has used a razor and removed his beard is like one who 
commits incest with his daughter.' [3) 

'[Take care never to provoke a sant.] Your objective may be 
legitilnate, but [if you persist in asking you may try his patience 
and) provoke the kind of curse from him which turns even amrit 
into poison. [Sants possess divine power.] As Nanak Bedi has 
declared, the glory of a [true) sant is plainly manifest and (by 
the power of God] he achieves that which he wishes to perform. 
In obedience to the will of God (paramesar) he does whatever 
must be done.' [4) 

The Gmu declares: 'No Sikh of mine should smoke tobacco, 
nor should he use it as snuff ( nasaviir)·. Tobacco should be 
avoided with the same [loathing] as beef.' [5) 

The Guru commands: 'My Sikhs must heed my words. He 
who is inattentive to what I say will not obey [my] command;, 
whereas he who faithfully heeds them shall find rich fulfil
ment.' [6) 

'Wearing the sacred thread is a Hindu custom, [not a Khalsa 
one]. The etnblem which has been conferred on the Khalsa will 
make a Sikh easily recognisable amidst a hundred thousand 
Hindus or a hundred thousand Muslims. How can he conceal 
himself when he wears a turban on his head and has a fine 
flowing beard and an [uncut] kes?' [7] 

'To accept a sacred thread from a Brahman who smokes 
tobacco and eats 1neat would be a most grievous sin. What 
difference is there between smoking tobacco and eating beef? 
They are equally (heinous]. A Brahman,' says the Guru, 'should 
possess a noble character, not an unworthy one. [He should be) 
an upright person, not a rascal. This means that he should never 
commit evil deeds. These would plainly indicate that though he 
be a Brahman by birth he is a Chandal in terms of behaviour. 
What sort of Brahman is he who never reads the Vedas? He is 
no follower of the Gmu. Never accept guidance from such a 
Brahman. Whoever gives gifts to a Brahman of this kind will be 
reborn as a dog, for his gift will have been grievously misdi
rected. It will be put to a corrupt use and the result will be 
ruinous [for the giver].' (8) 
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'Krishan once told Udhav that keeping an Ikadasi fast, 3 

feeding a hundred thousand Brahmans, and giving a hundred 
thousand cows [to a hundred thousand Brah1nans] earn less 
merit than affectionately feeding a single fellow-disciple. The 
latter will earn four times the merit [of the former], for a brother 
in the faith is like the Guru p1imself] in that service rendered 
to a fellow-believer is service to the Master. Guru Nanak has 
also spoken [about this], how the Guru [speaks through] the Sikh 
and the Sikh who spreads the message does so as the Guru. 

'When the Guru speaks and the believer responds with faith, 
then shall it be seen that the Gunt sets hiln free. 4 

'He who accepts [another Sikh as] as a brother in the faith 
shall thus grasp the opportunity afforded by human birth to 
secure release from the round of birth and death. [9] 

'People, however, are like sheep. Where one sheep goes there 
the others follow. Most people do likewise. Evil men who 
perform religious ceremonies or have worship offered on their 
behalf achieve nothing but a worldly ritual. [Their piety is futile], 
for having made a religious offering they proclaim their 
deed for all to hear. If this is done the effect is nullified. 
Gursikhs, on the other hand, [follow the practice of] distributing 
and eating the Guru's [karah] prasad together. This they do after 
first reciting the Guru's AnanJ> and offering Ardas, accepting 
it all as the gift of the Guru. [1 0] 

'Cere1nonies thus perfonned achieve cmnplete fulfihnent. 
Whether there be one or many each becomes an [effective] rite, 
the effects whereof reach our forbears6 and thus produce [their 
intended) benefit. People accept and encourage the practice of 
offering pious gifts because they are like sheep, [following where 
others lead]. Because they are like sheep they recoil in fear 
whenever they encounter any difficulty [and nm to the Brah
mans]. He who is my Sikh will never seek the services of a 
Brahman. The ceremonies ordained by my Panth were ordained 
by the Satigmu, by Akal Purakh. [II] 

'If anyone encounters an obstacle [in any endeavour] he 
shoul~ serve [karah] prasad to five Sikhs. When these five Sikhs 
have eaten the prasad and recited Ardas his purposes will all 
be brought to a satisfactory conclusion. [I2] 

'He who obeys a brother in the faith obeys the Guru; and he 
who rejects one rejects the Guru. [I3] 
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'All that the Gmu says should be accepted as true. He who 
follows the Guru's teachings shall find rich fulfilment, whereas 
he who does not accept them will flounder helplessly (gota 
khii?Jii). [14] 

'During the last watch of the night a Sikh should arise, bathe, 
and after cleaning his teeth should read both the ]apu[ji} and 
the ]ap. He who ·is unable to read should recite [from rpemory] 
two stanzas of both japuji and the ]ap. When dawn breaks he 
should proceed to wherever a religious assembly (divan) is 
being held. There he should touch the ground with his forehead 
and [taking his place in the assembly] listen to (the singing of] 
the divine Word. He should then go about his daily business. At 
midday he should wash his feet and hands, and having done so 
he should recite both japuji and ]ap. An hour before the close 
of day7 he should recite the Sodar Raharas.8 Hold the divine 
Word in loving remembrance throughout the entire 24 hours of 
the day. Whoever observes this Rahit shall obtain bliss both in 
this life and in the hereafter. [15] 

'On the occasion of a shraddh ceremony prepare the tastiest 
of food and having done so summon [the local members of] the 
Khalsa. Read A nand, recite Ardas, and feed the Sikhs (who have 
assembled at your invitation]. He who does this shall have his 
offering accepted, and the benefit will have been communicated 
to his forbears. [16] 

'Idol worship, [Brahmanical] ritual, wearing the dhoti, and 
leaving the head bare are duties that were required during past 
yugas, [not during the present]. During the Kaliyuga the proper 
duty to observe is that which binds disciple to Guru. Each yuga 
has its own Veda. For the Kaliyuga it is the Atharua Veda. Accord
ing to the Atharua Veda he who pives in] the Kaliyuga and obeys 
the word of the Guru shall find rich fulfilment, whereas he 
who does not obey it will sink [in the Ocean of Existence]. [17] 

'Freedom (from the cycle of death and rebirth] is not obtained 
by reading the Shastras, the Vedas, or the Purans. The ladder, 
which leads to freedom is the divine Name ( nam). He who 
reads, hears, or repeats the divine Name shall be freed [from 
the transmigratory round of births and deaths]. Without the Guru 
there can be no release, though one search the Vedas and the 
Purans. Hear, 0 Khalsa,' Gobind Singh declares, 'In the Kaliyuga 
the divine Natne is supretne. (18] 
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'Anyone who believes in the Brahmans consigns his family to 
hell. Abandon the Guru to seiVe Brahman masters9 and you shall 
find no resting place in the hereafter. The Guru has truly said, 
"He who reverences Brahman teachers or worships at cenotaphs 
(maria) or cremation grounds shall be separated from 1ne." [19] 

'Perform all [approved) ceremonies [punctiliously], for there 
are many details to be obseiVed if one is a Gurmukh. Accept 
whatever the Satiguru says as the supreme truth. If you do so 
you shall find rich fulfilment. He who refuses to believe it shall 
stntggle helplessly. [20] 

'If the Guru wishes, then evil turns to good and good to evil. 
As he wishes, so he acts. He acts as need dictates and 
[inexorably the intended result] follows. He who obeys the 
[Guru's] command shall find the door [to freedmn], whereas he 
who rejects it shall continue to suffer the torm~nt of rebii1:h. 
Glory abundant is [the reward of] obedience.' [21] 

One day [Guru] Gobind Singh said, 'Trust nothing save the 
divine Word (shabad), for he who bestows his affection on any
thing other than the divine Word shall be cast into hell. Read the 
divine Word, hear the divine Word, earn the merit bestowed by 
the divine Word. Apart from the divine Word there is nowhere to 
go. Without the divine Word one suffers fearsome punishment.' 
The biitt'i is the Guru, the Guru the bii'IJ,i, and amrit permeates all. 
When [the Guru] utters biitti and the believer responds with 

faith, then shall it be seen that the Gunt bears him to 
frcedom. 10 [22] 

Guru Gobind Singh has said that Sikhs should follow the path 
of renunciation while yet remaining householders. A Sikh should 
never trust a woman, nor should he seek to probe her inner 
thoughts. Do not cast lecherous eyes on the women of another 
man's family, for this is a very serious offence. Do not steal 
another's property. Do not be mean and miserly. [23] 

There is medicine for all illnesses, but none for the slanderer. 
Because he has told lies the slanderer will be struck down in 
the ·Master's court. [When, after death, he must stand and give 
an account of his deeds] he will receive a [sorry] surprise, and 
when he cries [for mercy] none will listen. Everyone must die; 
no one lives forever. [Remember this and] do not turn away from 
the Guru. No one else has paid the deposit [on your posthumous 
travel] expenses so how can you cross [the Ocean of Existence)? 
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With the assistance which is available from the Court of God 
(han) secure the deposit [which is gained by fulfilling the 
requirements] of your duty (dharam). The deposit [secured by 
discharging the obligations] of dharam is earned by service to 
those ·lacking food and clothing. [24] 

He who puts the spirit of service into actual practice finds 
happiness in the present, and [in the hereafter] receives it at the 
divine Court. Learn how to serve both strangers and brothers. 
Never ask whether one is a Brahman or a Khatri, and accept 
him even though he be a yogi or a sanyasi. Do not accept them 
as guests [simply] because they wear orange robes and matted 
hair. [25] 

Serve a brother in the Sikh faith as you would serve the Gunt 
[himself] and treat him with the reverence [you would show the 
Guru]. Guru Gobind Singh Sodhi has decreed that the merit 
earned by feeding a brother in the faith is greater than that 
earned by feeding someone else. Serve him as generously as 
your wealth permits. The more you serve a brother in the faith 
the greater the merit you secure. [26] 

Let all proclaim: 'Hail to the victory of the Guru!' (bolo bhii.i vah 
gurilj'i ki fate[h] haz) Hear me Sikhs, sons and brothers! Accept 
the word of the Satigunt as the truth and you shall encounter no 
obstacle in the divine Court. He who lodges the Satiguru's 
word in his heart ( manahu) shall suffer no impediment when he 
appears in the divine Court, nor he who receives the Satiguru's 
greeting [when he makes his appearance therein]. [27] 

The Guru has declared: 'He who is my Sikh will spurn 
[Brahmanical] ceremonies, [using] a razor, [reciting] the Gayatri, 
[making] water offerings, and [other such] hypocritical prac
tices. A Sikh's affections should be directed to nothing save the 
divine Word of the Guru. To love anything else means consign
ment to hell.' [28] 

8. Desa Singh Rahit-nama 

Two texts have been used for this translation of the Desa 
Singh Rahit-niima: the versions given in the 1901 edition of 
Kahn Singh Nabha's Gurumat Sudhakar (GSudh) and Piara 
Singh Padam's Rahit-niime (PSP). Khiilsii Rahit Prakiish of 
the Panch Khalsa Divan ( KRP) has also been consulted. 
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Rahit-nama Bhai Desa Singh 

I bow before [my Guru] Gobind Singh and then prostrate myself 
before him.1 [Having done so] I narrate the pure Rahit of the 
Singhs, (the Rahit which] I requested the Gmu [to deliver to 
us]. 1-2 

In my heart I believed [that you would heed my request] and 
standing up faced the Guru, [he who was] resplendent in 
great glory. 3 

Nand Lal then asked the question: 'Hear me, 0 blessed Master 
(dt~ guradev). Tell me the nature of the Sikhs' Rahit.' 4 

[Guru] Gobind Singh answered: 'Hear me, [my] dauntless one, 
[as I relate] to you the Rahit of the Singhs in words simple 
yet serious. 5 

Sorathii 

'The first injunction of the Rahit, you understand, is to take 
initiation with the two-edged sword (J'harztf.e ki piihul). The 
Singh who takes it will be superior to anyone who takes any 
other form of initiation. 6 

'He should bow his head and receive initiation from the five 
Singhs who dispense it. Then he should hear the Rahit as it 
is delivered by the five [Singhs], and fix it firmly within his 
heart (man). 7 

'Keep well away from those who slay their daughters or commit 
other such deeds. Every day show your love for the sacred 
hymns ( biirzi). [Keep clear of] tale-bearing, slander, and 
[casting covetous eyes on] the property of others. 8 

'The first item in the Rahit is initiation (piihul). This the Singh 
is instructed to take. Any other rahit is inferior. In future 
explain this [to the Singhs].2 9 

'Every day utter "Praise to the Guru" (viih gurii). Hold (this 
mantra] "viih gurii" in your heart. If you happen to meet a 
Singh coming towards you [greet him], saying "Hail the 
Gunt' s victory" ( viih gunl. ki fateh). I 0 

'Arise at daybreak and, having bathed, re~ite .fafru:ji and .fiifJ. 
Give gifts as your resources permit, for thus you will be 
accounted a supremely wise Singh. II 

'He to whom the Guru has been gracious recognises (the impor
tcmcc of] the practice of the Name, almsgiving, and bathing 
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at dawn ( niim diin prate isanana). Having had darshan [of 
the Granth Sahib] proceed to work and thus acquire money 
for household expenses. 12 

'The Singh who donates a tenth of his income to the Guru shall 
be acclaimed by all. Regard another's daughter [as your 
own] and treat another's wife as your mother. 13 

'He who sleeps [only) with his own woman is a Singh who is 
obedient to the Rahit. Lust, anger, pride, drunkenness, and 
covetousness are enemies which cause much grief to the 
man.3 14 

'He who resists these [practices] lives a [fulfilled) life. Sustain 
within your man compassion ( daya), obedience to your duty 
( dharam), and mortification ( tafJ). Never be separated from 
your kachh or your kirpan. In a fight never turn your back or 
flee from the field of battle. 15 

'(The Singh) protects cows and Brahmans, and smites Muslims 
(turakan) with immense vigour.4 A Singh obedient to the 
Rahit is one who refuses to bow when he meets a Muslim 
( tura/c). 16 

'Anandpur is a place of supreme peace; Amritsar is splendid, 
appealing to the hearts of all. That which is in [Gurdwara] 
Harimandir in Patna is also in Abchalnaga.-5 in the 
south. 17 

'Wherever there is any place associated with a Guru-east or 
north or west or whatever direction-[go] there and rever
ently walk around it (parakaramii). Make an offering as you 
are able. 18 

'Recite Ardas and bow your head. Meditate within on the 
supreme Gum. \Vherever you happen to find a Khalsa sitting 
greet him with "Viihi J:fllrU ki fizteh". 19 

'He who, whenever he meets [a Khalsa, greets] him with affec
tion does not have to cross the Ocean of the World again. li 
He will never be the servant of Muslims ( turaknn) and he 
will never greet ( saltun) one. 20 

'He will never trust Muslims (tumkan) and he will have no 
friendly dealings with any of them. He is the servant [only] 
of the Khalsa. They who meet such people find much 
happiness. 21 

'Beholding these [Sikhs of the) Khalsa obliterates all evil. With 
happy hearts they know no dread. The Khalsa is the Guna 
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made manifest, from whose service one obtains great 
joy.' 22 

Dohara 

'If one is not able to obtain employment [with a Khalsa] one 
should seek some other service. One should practise a 
profession which does not involve any violation of the 
Rahit. 23 

'Work in the fields, in trade, or in handicrafts-in al.iything, 
which gives you pleasure. Work hard and earn a living so 
that you are not tempted by stealing or highway rob-
bery. 24 

'Avoid prostitutes, poisonous substances ( bikhyii), and gaming. 
Fish or flesh-he should never go after these things. If any 
Singh who is a renunciant comes to his house you should 
serve him in every way possible. 25 

'Bathe his feet and give him food. Treat every person as if he 
were God (han).' 26 

Dohara 

'Wherever a passage is being read from the Granth or when 
God (han) is being proclaimed (kathii bakhiin), speak 
of nothing else. Let your attention be concentrated on 
hearing.' 27 

Chaupai 

'Your father-in-law should always be from the same caste 
(bararz) as you. Marry a girl from that caste (/ml) and 
cherish her with love and affection. 28 

'A Singh should show no affection to a Musalli woman, 7 a Dum 
woman, a woman who procures other women ( dii.ti), a 
woman who follows some Hindu divinity or Muslim pir, a 
woman of loose character who wanders around alone.'{ or 
any woman who belongs to a different caste ( vam?Z) (from 
his own]. 29 

'If you show any of them affection you will do harm to your 
caste ( kul). And he who is wise will avoid the following: 
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meat from an animal slain according to Muslim ritual 
( ku!thii) , the hookah, cannabis (charas), tobacco ( tamiiku) , 
hemp (giiiijii), the tobacco bowl on a hookah,9 toddy, and 
other intoxicating things. 30 

'He who never looks at them is a strict Singh who obeys the 
Rahit. He may take a small amount of opium or bhang 
which he can certainly consume. 31 

'Apart from these he should not take other intoxicants, for 
that man will know [only] grief if he does. He is permitted 
to eat mutton when the goat has been killed with a single 
blow (jhatk,ii), but he should never look at any other 
meat. 32 

'He who is a Khalsa obedient to the Rahit should never be 
without a weapon. [Beware of] those [ascetics such as] 
Sanyasis, Bairagis, Udasis, yogis, 33 

'[Avoid] Shaivite mendicants (jmigam) or Tantrics ( biimi) and 
never eat the food which they have defiled. (Those who believe 
in ·any of] the six [Hindu] systems [of belief] may follow these 
beliefs, but do not accept [any of] them as Guru.10 34 

The supreme truth lies in following the Guru, from whom many 
virtues are obtained. All [the Gurus] are worthy of worship. 
Act with love and give [in their name]. 35 

A Singh should learn the letters of the Gurmukhi alphabet from 
another Singh. If there is other knowledge to be obtained he 
should learn it from others [too].' 36 

Doharii 

'Arise at dawn and having bathed recite both .Jiip and .Japuji. [At 
the end of the day] recite the four portions of Sodar. 11 Do 
not be lazy about this. 37 

'When the first watch of the night has passed recite the Sohilii 
order ( Kirtan Sohilii). Each day select some portion from 
the text of either Granth, [the Adi Granth or the Dasam 
Granth], and commit it to memory.12 38 

'Celebrate as festivals the birth(lays of all the Gurus, from the 
tenth back to the first. 13 Prepare on these occasions some 
food and cooking it in an iron bowl (ka,riih) feed it to Khalsa 
Silclts. 39 

'Give as much as you can afford when offering Ardas. Never go 
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to worship with an empty hand. A Singh who is a raja 
should care for poor Singhs. 40 

'[The raja should] show affection to the poor Khalsa. Give him 
money or a horse, for thus his attachment will become 
stronger. When he sees Singhs who are away from their 
home territory let him give them special treatment. 41 

'He who bids farewell to someone, bestowing on him affection 
or money, will forever retain his goodwill. He who speaks 
sweet words earns the goodwill of all. Keep only Singhs as 
[your] servants. 42 

'A Singh should always show affection to another Singh. Banish 
rancour from your heart. A Singh must never wield a 
weapon against another Singh. See him as the Guru. Fear 
the Khalsa.' 43 

Dohara 

'[Taking] another's woman, gambling, speaking untruth, theft, 
and consuming alcohol: these are five vices that the world 
produces. The sensible Singh will avoid them all. 44 

'Intoxicating liquor may be taken before battle, but there should 
be no mention of it at other times. In battle the Singh 
should roar (like a lion]. Fighting them face to face he 
defeats the Muslims ( malechhan). 45 

'In battle let [the Khalsa] never be defeated. He should forget 
sleep, [remaining ever alert] to fight the Muslim ( turak). Let 
him with determination do the deeds of a Kshatriya, crying 
"Kill! Kill!" [as he fights] in the battle. 46 

'Fear not, for many are fearlessly fighting. Sustain the spirit 
[which declares]: "I shall kill the enemy!" Those [Khalsa] 
who die in the course of a battle shall certainly go to 
paradise. 47 

'He who defeats the em!my in battle will find his glory resound
ing the whole world over. Stand firm, therefore, in the 
fiercest of conflicts. Never turn and flee from the field of 
battle. 48 

'If anyone fears fighting in battles let him ean1 his sustenance 
by such activities as agriculture. May as many people as 
there are from the four castes ( varatl-), absorb this under-
standing through preaching. 49 
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'He who makes people Singhs should never be proud of his 
achievement. Do not attach yourself wholly to your family. 
Continuously love and serve the Guru.14 50 

'Accept the destiny (priirabadh), which has been given to you. 
Stop yourself from [developing] a thirst for excessive wealth. 
Behold the pattern (lila) which unfolds of its own ac-
cord .... 15 51 

'If one has great faith grace16 will follow. He wh<? is fierce on 
the battlefield will be calm at home. Simple of speech, with 
an upright spirit (man) and sweet words, he will be seen to 
be devoted to the Guru. 17 52 

'It is the grace of friendship to show eternal love. Never forsake 
the spirit of humility. Flee from him who is evil. 53 

'There is no peace in the fellowship of evil people. Reflect on 
this within your heart. Lust, anger, covetousness, drunken
ness, and pride: very sparingly will the wise person ever 
resort to these. 54 

'Firmly uphold humility, true understanding, and duty ( dharam). 
Never utter a frivolous word.' 55 

Doharii 

'With children he can be friendly and with young women he can 
have frequent conversations, but how can one be happy in 
the company of evil people? 56 

'Faith in the Gun1 brings firm devotion. Such is the condition 
always of [a Sikh of] the Khalsa. Wealth, renown, and a 
peaceful rule will flourish, with a woman, sons, and knowl
edge gained. These things will come to him in abun-
dance. 57 

'Know these things to be the gift of the Guru; never become 
proud of them. [Say to yourself:] "Remaining ever obedient 
to the Gunt, I can never claim anything as my own." 58 

'[What can you achieve] when you are feeble, brother? What is 
the use of putting rings ( mund) in your ears if you lack 
strength? 59 

'They who listen to slander of the Guru shall bring great blame 
on themselves. So says the Veda. Do not defame any of the 
panths [which are to be found] in the world. 60 

'Every panth is the dwelling-place of God (han), wherein abides 
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the Natne of God. All these things-slander, misrepresenta-
tion, envy-are great calamities. 61 

'Keep your mind well away from such things and do not dwell on 
them. 18 A Muslim (tura/c) must not be acknowledged as master, 
nor are Muslims to be greeted with a salaam. HI 62 

'Whenever [karah] prasad is prepared do not consume it without 
perfonning the ceremony of touching it with a knife ( karatl). 
He who distributes the [karah) prasad should ensure that it 
is dispensed in equal amounts. 20 63 

'Do not give [unequal shares], some less and some more. 
[Giving equal shares] is the way of the Singh who follows the 
Rahit. It is not lawful to take a bribe, nor is it right to lie 
about it. '21 64 

Dohara 

'He who begins to eat food should ensure that his hands are 
purified [by washing them]. Do not eat alone. Give some to 
others also. 65 

'Gather many Singhs and give them food. Earn glory by provid
ing such a fine feast (jag). Whenever a Singh goes ·out to 
defecate he should carry a vessel filled with water. 66 

'After (the function has been completed] splash on the water 
and rub with earth. Then he can put on his weapons. Early 
in the morning, he should scrupulously bathe and should don 
(his] comb, knife (karad) and turban. 67 

'When there are four ghatis22 remaining in the day, perform the 
five acts of washing. 23 Then deck yourself [again) with 
comb, knife and turban. This [procedure will] appeal to the 
Singh who obeys the Rahit. 24 68 

'After a fortnight (pakh) wash your kes in whey. Dry your kes in 
sunshine (dhup). This is the seal of the Gum's approval. 69 

'Have your clothing washed after 20 days. Take food when you 
are hungry. This teaching the Guru has delivered (to you]. 
Do not pray without having your weapons with you. 70 

'The Singh who obeys the Rahit will manage his wealth pnt
dently. Thus he provides for the needs of his household. 
Never does he neglect worship (piijii). 25 71 

'One should not expect any favour from a dharamsala without 
earning it. The Gun1 declares this to be a serious mistake 
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to make. If [the dharamsala attendant] who conducts wor
ship is a Singh, he ~hould never use much of the money, 
which is offered [in the dharamsala] for his own private 
purposes. 72 

'In order to live he should take some [of it]. If there is a surplus 
he should devote it to various causes. If there is much he 
should use it to feed [visitors or the hungry]. Otherwise he 
should spend it on [the maintenance of] the gurdwara. 73 

'These religious offerings (brat) should be applied to everyone's 
benefit. He should not keep them for his wife and children. 
If the pt9ari retains them for his own use a true sense of 
religious obligation (dharam) can never take root.26 74 

'When tragedies occur then grief will be the result. When a 
person violates the Rahit and is insincere, taking initiation 
will [merely) earn him an adverse karma (kultaram). Do not 
mix with such people ( varata~). Find peace by having no 
dealings with them. '27 75 

Dohara 

'There are many kinds of people in the Khalsa. How can I begin 
to describe them? One can recognise all Singhs by their 
obedience to the Ral1it.' 76 

Chaupai 

Where there is a concourse of Singhs, where thousands of 
Singhs obedient to the Rahit gather, where there is a large 
gathering of Singhs, where all those Singhs observe the 
Rahit. 77 

One should remain there for five years, serving [other] Singhs in 
many and various ways. One should be firm of mind (man) 
and ever devout. Thus one will achieve the fulness of the 
Rahit. 78 

When [Akal Purakh] first fashioned the whole of creation, man 
with a body was made. Upon this body's head hair (kes) 
was provided, this body's [special] adornment. 79 

The Lord (prabhu) made it with ·beard, with moustache, with 
hair on the head, sternly ordaining that it should be so. He 
who disobeys this command and shaves his head, how can 
he find God (han) in this world? 80 
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A man without his kes is like a bird without wings, like a sheep 
without its wool, like a woman without clothing. 81 

When a man retains his kes he appears in his full stature. 
Keeping a kes he obseiVes the Rahit and his glory is beyond 
all describing. 82 

Without the Veda a twice-born (dij) knows no joy. Children will 
not like their mother if she is not gentle. What use is a 
horse if it is not swift? Without the Rahit, the kes is ren-
dered impure. 83 

It is fi.ttile to wash a donkey or drape on its forehead garlands 
of flowers. Nothing is thereby added to its elegance. Every-
one sees it as fit only to be mocked. 84 

How can someone who flouts the Rahit attain an attractive 
reputation merely by maintaining a kes? [Observing] the 
Rahit is the greatest ornament which one can show for the 
kes. Without [obseiVing] the Rahit, hair on the head brings 
only grief. 85 

If there is any Singh in this world who obseiVes the Rahit the 
Gunt' s people will follow his example. He w~o lives accord
ing to the Rahit is my Sikh. He is my leader (!hlikuru); I 
am his disciple.28 86 

If one follows the Rahit that disease [which is separation from 
God] progressively diminishes. 29 The Rahit is the religious 
duty ( dharam) of the Singh. Without the Rahit there can be 
no access to truth. Without the Rahit none can be accounted 
virtuous. 87 

Devoid of the Rahit none can be regarded as a Singh. Without 
the Rahit one suffers punishment at the divine court. With
out the Rahit one wanders lost in this world. Without the 
Rahit a man goes to hell. 88 

'Without the Rahit one is treated as a tanakhlihili. Without the Rahit 
one is regarded as a thorough demon (bhut). Without·the Rahit 
one knows no happiness. Therefore hold fast to the Rahit.' 89 

The method [of holding] a langar 

Sorathii 

.'Tell me briefly what is that religious duty (dharam) [which is] 
the Rahit, Nand Lal, and then describe the [correct] method 
of [administering] a langar.' 90 
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Nand Lal replied: 'Listen how a langar is conducted, brother. 
Listen and I shall tell you. First purify the ground. Have [all] 
filth and refuse cast away. 91 

Next mark out a cooking-square, raising boundaries on all four 
sides. Place [in it] a vessel (giigar) filled with water and 
also procure a water-pot (kumblt) that is new. 92 

Scour all the vessels and then begin preparing the langar. Use 
dry wood. Strike a flint and start a good fire. 93 

[In the vicinity of your cooking-square beware of] shoes, a 
leather bucket, a water-carrier's leather bag, a cat, a dog, a 
Muslim/~0 a crow, and a Chandal. Try to keep well away 
anything filthy or ill-omened which approaches. 94 

Bring ghi, some sweet item, and uncooked food. Mix them in 
the cooking-pol [together with such things as] pumpkin and 
turnip, lentils ( mftizgz1, pulse (moth), other produce, black 
grain ( 1tradi), and pounded pulse ( ba'[i). 95 

Use in the langar such items as spinach and mustard greens 
(siig) as may be available. [Take] sweet peppers, such as 
the heart desires. Add more salt according to taste. 96 

Curds, milk, rice, and pickles-prepare everything [for eating]. 
If the langar stores can supply a full maund of grain add to 
it two and a quarter seers of ghi. 97 

If there is more so much the better. Take into consideration 
whether it is dry [or moist]. Do it to the best of your ability 
and do not worry. 98 

This is the Gunt' s glorious (langar where the] deg'~ 1 ntles su
preme. [Do the work] with love and its benefits will in
crease. If he is a wise Singh, observant of the Rahit, he will 
know every way of [preparing] food (for a langar]. 99 

The compassionate one who has learnt this method will under
stand the langar procedure completely. [As you distribute 
the food] let not your mind dwell on wicked thoughts. Favour 
everyone with an equal share. 100 

He who is supremely kind bears no desire in his heart (man). 
He has no desire for the love of sons and wife. Always he 
rises at dawn and bathes. I 01 

He who has taken birth in a good family ( utam kul) will never 
consume alcoholic liquor or meat.32 He will keep his cook
ing arrangements unpolluted and will not permit others [who 
cause pollution] to enter [his cooking-square]. 102 
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Do not permit barbers ( niii) and Jhivars~t-l_those who shave 
heads-weavers (kon}, potters (kunabt), [those tribals] who 
are called Gonds, 34 and others of low caste to participate 
[in your langar]. 35 103 

Those of the Brahman caste ( barm;t), those who perform the six 
deeds [of Brahmans],36 a person from a good family, and he 
who does not go near bhang or tobacco can all prepare 
food [in the langar]. 104 

Do not slay a goat in (the langar], not even by the jhafltii 
method; and do not permit other meat in the langar. If you 
want [meat] have [the animal] killed well away [from the 
langar] and distribute it there (where it is killed]. I 05 

Everyone can share food in the langar-Brahmans, Khatris, and 
all lovers [of the truth). But listen to this teaching: never 
cook meat in the langar. 106 

If a Singh is obedient to the Rahit he forsakes greed. Acknowl
edge him as one in the form of the Gum. Never consume 
alcoholic liquor or cat meat. 37 107 

He who has been born into a good family should share the 
contents of his langar. When the langar is ready say Ardas 
and make an oiiering. 108 

Dohara 

First perform the ceremony of marking [karah] prasad with a 
knife.38 Obtain pure [well-washed] vessels. Use only those, 
which have already been used in a langar.' 109 

Chaupai 

When food is ready think within of the form of the Gum. If the 
Guru Granth is present prayer should be offered in its 
presence. 110 . 

Next summon [members of] the Khalsa and in the langar seat 
them in lines. With kindness give to each his share, never 
holding any doubt in your heart (man). Ill 

He who disctiminates [among the people sitting] in the line will 
sufJer great distress, as the ancient scriptures (bell) say.3u 
One should distribute [the langar] equally where low and 
high [caste] eat the same [food). 112 

·' 
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Sit on the purified grotmd [of the langar) to receive the food. 
Never eat it sitting on a bed ( khapii). Mter the meal is over 
Shudras and traditional seJVants can sit on beds for their 
[share of the) meal. 113 

Singhs should not act in this way [like these low-caste people, 
for it is contrary to their] religious principles. Pure or 
impure [such a person] is helpless. H any other person 
cotnes seeking food, whether man or woman, give provisions 
from your langar. 114 

Let him have [items prepared from) grain. Do not let anyone 
depart unfed. Making use of his langar in this way [a Singh) 
will gain the same result as giving a yagya.' 115 

Nand Lal [said): Listen, brother, I have told you something 
about langar ritual. Apply it rigorously. I say [to you], accept 
it as [an essential part ot] the eternal Rahit. 116 

When a prince [who is] a Singh prepares a large amount of 
food for his poor subjects he should always follow this 
ritual. His wisdom as a Singh will (thus] shine 
brightly., 117 

Sqralhii 

'Listen, I respectfully ask you Nand Lal, tell us how to conduct 
a langar, one that earns great acclaim by being nm in this 
[particular) way. '40 118 

Chaupai 

'In explaining the method of administering a langar, I have not 
said anything about karah [prasad). 41 Having recited japuft 
and fii.p, select (the three items required for making it] 
and prepare (the karah prasad) by boiling them 
[together). 119 

'Something sweet, ghi, and flour from wheat-mix these three in 
equal parts. (In this manner the karah prasad is] pre-
pared. 120 

Doharii 

'This splendid Rahit, which I have described, is worthy of the 
highest praise. That which is opposed to it must be under-
stood as a kurahiL'42 121 
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This is what Guru Gobind Singh propounded. With rapt attention 
Nand Lal heard him, bowing his head again and 
again. 122 

Supremely pure is this Rahit, deserving the highest praise, 
which. for the benefit of all Go bind Singh proclaimed. Nand 
Lal cherished it within his heart (man), every doubt driven 
far away. 123 

[Des a Singh's] own story 

I bow my head before relating this auspicious tale. Listen with 
belief in your heart, for I tell only what is true. 124 

I am the disciple of Gobind Singh. Desa Singh is my name. In 
Amritsar stands a bunga 43 known by the name 
Moralivala. 125 

In it resided Jassa Singh Kirpal,44 dwelling there in peace for a 
lengthy period. I too spent time there, growing old as the 
years passed. 126 

I then travelled to Patna and beheld ( darashan pae) 
Harimandir.'15 For twenty days I remained there, enthralled 
by the delectable food prepared in the langar ( a-mrit prasful 
deg). 127 

Onwards I travelled and beheld other rewarding places. 

Dohara 

One day when I was pt·oceeding on my way I felt tired. I spread 
out my blanket and peacefully dropped off to sleep. 128 

When I fell asleep on my blanket Gobind Singh came to me in 
a dream. In the dream he appeared in a splendid form, and 
seeing him my heart was filled with love. 129 

With ann stretched forth, his body beautiful, p1e stood before 
me] in wondrous radiance of surpassing glory. His shoulder 
[bore] a bow, and with quiver [fastened] elegantly to his 
waist he [stood forth) as beauty incomparable. 130 

On his wrist (kar) a falcon, on his back a shield, fair of com
plexion and with a wondrous radiance spread around, in 
yellow gannents and mounted on a horse, by his presence 
(tan) he shone forth in splendour. 131 

On his brow (he wore] a plume, at his waist a sword most rare, 
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Gobind Singh, the King of kings, a figure so splendidly 
beautiful which draws the hearts of all. Accompanying him 
were five Singhs, brimming with joy. 132 

Thus he appeared to me in a dream and spoke to me directly: 
Hear me, [my] Singh, for this is my message [to you]. First I 
delivered jiip. 133 

Then came Akiil U.dati a work which is the equal of the Veda. 
Next I composed BlUlJ.ilar Niif.ak, the reciting of which gives 
joy to those of the Sodhi lineage.46 134 

I then wrote the two [works entitled) Clw:IJ.lJ.i Charitr, inwardly 
pleasing to every heart (man). [Next] I inscribed the wisdom 
of Gyiin Prabodh, that glorious text, which holds forth the · 
word of God (han). 135 

Then p told] the story of the Chaubis Avatiir,41 relating it so 
everyone might understand. I named the gurus of 
Dattatreya48 and then composed the Pakhayiin 
Clzaritr. 49 136 

I explained a whole volume of these [works) so that even a fool 
will acquire wisdom when he reads them. Having composed 
the blissful Slzabad Hazii.re, I narrated the account of all the 
kings (in Pakhayiin Chant~. 137 

And so out of love I uttered these works, and although I had not 
included the Rahit my compositions were at an end. I had 
delivered 400 clzarilf>O in which I revealed the wiles of 
women. 138 

I showed their fraudulent methods and recorded it all in the 
(Dasam] Granth. Then I propounded the Rahit of the 
Khalsa, the Rahit without which [you remain] Wltu-
torcd. 139 

I promulgated the Rahit for (my) Singhs, but I have not included 
it in my Granth. This is my command. [Inscribe it] on your 
heart. I have promulgated the Rahit. Now you record 
it.' 140 

When the Guru thus had spoken I an~wered him as follows: 
'Merciful One (din da)'iil), hear me my Lord. You, the 
supremely gracious One, know the inmost thoughts [of 
all]. 141 

'I ·am supremely foolish and ignorant. How can I record the 
sacred Rahit? I do not know a single letter [of the alphabet]. 
In tn.1th, I can wlite nothing on blank paper.' 142 
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When he had heard what I had to say Gobind Singh once more 
spoke. 143 

'Re1nain silent. I shall do the dictating. Tomorrow you shall do 
it and you shall write with my authority.' 144 

Having said this the Guru departed and [then, the dream over,] 
my eyes opened. There was neither the Gun1 on his horse, 
nor a learned Singh. 145 

Struck with wonder I arose and searched in every direction. 149 

The rahit-nama written by Desa Singh concludes. 

9. Daya Singh Rahit-nama 

TI1is translation of the Dayii Singh Rahit-namii relies largely 
on the text provided by Piara Singh Padam in Rahit-niime 
(PSP). TI1e brief portion contained in the 1901 edition of 
Kahn Singh Nabha' s Gum71Ult Sudhiikar ( GSudh) has also 
been used. Shamsher Singh Ashok ( 1979) has been con
sulted for the attachments at the end of the rahit -nama. 
Almost all of the Rahit-namii BlliiiDayii Singh is in prose and 
is not divided into convenient tmits. For ease of reference, 
the u·anslation given below has been arbitrarily divided into 
such units. 

Rahit-nama Bhai Daya Singh 

[On one occasion, when] the Tenth Master [Guru Gobind Singh] 
was sitting [in his place] in Anandpur, Daya Singh put the 
following question to hi1n. 'Maharajji, deliver [to your Sild1s] the 
rahit-nama, that hea1ing it we may be liberated [from the round 
of birth and death).' (1] 

(The Guru] answered: 'When the Goddess 1 appeared and the 
Panj Piare were standing attentively, all (the host of] gods 
appeared. The Goddess ( sakat%) pronounced Guru Nanak' s 
mantra "1 o[ilkiir] satiniimu" and Mohan performed the "viilzi 
guril" spell. Varuna gave the water of immortality in order to 
steady the mind, Indra bestowed confectionery to rnake sweet 
the intelligence, and Yamaraj the iron vessel for preparing the 
a.mrit (of initiation]. Kal gave the steel knife (sarab loh ki karat[) 
for (fighting in] battles, 01andi presented the kes and Hanuman 
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the soldierly lwchh, [Guru Nanak] delivered the message of 
liberation which is the ]aptiji (AG 1-8), Gunt Amar Das gave 
the Anand (Rii,makali Anand, AG917-22) for peace of heart, and 
I myself (sri mukh) communicated the chaupai [and] savaiye tor 
[calmi~ the] minds [of my followers and of nerving them for] 
battle.'- (2] 

(The gods] gave four3 things to the Sikhs [who received) 
ldwruje hi piihuL Vishnu gave sugar, Mahadev provided pure 
flour, and Brahm a bestowed ghi. From these three constituents 
karah prasad is made. If any of these three ingredients is 
under weight the Guru will not accept (the karah prasad]. When 
amrit is administered do not serve (karah] prasad made with 
coarse sugar (gur). [Use only the refined variety.] In this way 
all the gods gave something [for ad1ninistering the rite of amrit 
smislui'Tj. [3] · 

(If any member of] the four castes takes amrit (that person] 
will achieve spiritual liberation, and likewise those whose status 
is lowly.4 Wherever the Khalsa (sarabat llhiilsii) is gathered keep 
there in their midst the Granth Sahib. Let five Singhs assemble 
and instruct the candidate for initiation. [He should) first put on 
a kachh, have his kes tied in a topknot, and wear a turban, 
baldric and sword (sri siihib). [He should then] stand with palms 
together. (4] 

Place a vessel for karah [prasad] before him. The leading 
Singh should pour amrit [taken frmn the pool] of Amritsar into 
an iron bowl. First he should recite the entire ]apuji from 
beginning to end, the Jiip from beginning to end, the chaupai, two 
lot~ of five savaiye individually. (The opening words of some of 
the savaiyas are:] 1. sriivag, 2. di.nan lli pratipii~ 3. pap sambUh 
biniisan, 4. sati sadaiv sadii brat. [Then follow] five verses (pauri) 
of Anand (Sahib]. (5] 

(Meanwhile] the amrit is being stirred with a knife (karatl), 
(the amrit] being drawn towards [the stirrer with each stroke]. 
Then one Singh, with the pennission of all [gathered there], 
should take the bowl ( katora)' [in his hands] and have [the 
initiant] drink from it, placing the knife in (the initiant's] turban. 
The initiant should place his right hand on his left [with the 
palm upward] ·and drink [the amrit]. He should utter: 'Viih guril 
ji kii khiilsii! Viih gurii ji hi Jatih!' In this way he should drink 
five handfuls [of amrit], and he should utter the Jatih [salutation) 
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as (the amrit] is cast into his eyes. It is (then] sprinkled on his 
kes. (6) 

[Next] he should be insttucted in the Rahit of the Gur-mantra 
of Sati-nam5 and given a [new] name (from the Granth Sahib. 
The initiant then donates] a rupee and a quarter and says Ardas. 
At that time all should take karah prasad (from the same 
vessel], and then afterwards take it separately from their own 
individual containers. (Finally] those who have administered the 
amrit ceremony should worship (kari piije) the equipment and 
weapons of the Gun1. [7] 

[In this 1nanner the Guru], the incarnation of Akal Purakh, has 
revealed the Khalsa. The names of the five sons of Singhs6 who 
are [known as]· the Ttuly Liberated (mahan mulwte) are the 
following: Ram Singh, Fatih Singh, Deva Singh, Tahil Singh, 
[and] Ishar Singh. These are the five Singhs who perform the 
amrit initiation, for they have been appointed by the Guru to 
administer it. [8] 

The servants of the Gunt who perform amrit initiation [should 
possess the following qualities]: 1. [I'hey should be] imbued with 
the noble quality of t1uth, as was Shukdev. 2. [They should] 
demonstrate that tamas is Rredominant in their personalities 
( tama/fU'IJi}, as with Durbasa. 7 3. [They should be) hard-working8 

and skilled in political activity like Krishan. 4. [They should] 
resist greed, as did Vasisht. 5. [They should forsake) pride like 
Vishvamitra. 6. [They should] follow ritual pre_scriptions punc
tiliously, as did Beas. 7. [They should] remain ever in a state 
of deep meditation, like Kapil. 8. [They should be] dependent 
on the generosity of others.~ 9. [They should] put their tntst in 
Hindu rituals, like Jaimini. 10. (And they should be as alert as] 
the shesh, like Patanjali. 10 [9] 

According to the Rahit [loyal Singhs) should have no dealings 
with the following: I. Followers of masands. 2. Dhir-malias. 3. 
Ram-raiyas. 4. Those who have undergone the tonsure ceremony 
(si·r mU1J(lat). This is the Singh's duty: to repeat the Word 
( shabad), to learn how to wield weapons, to enshrine [the mantra] 
'vlih guril' in his heart, repeating it with every breath in and every 
breath out, thereby fixing it within his inner being (man). [10) 

Do not lie. Keep away from another's woman. Avoid anger, 
pride, greed, slander, violence, and falsehood. Do no wrong, 
keeping your eyes firmly on the end [of life). Inflict no pain. 
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Speak agreeably. Keep your heart pure. Free yourself fron1 both 
happiness and sadness. 11 (11] 

Pertonn your duty both to your faith ( dharam) and to your 
occupation (l~irat). Do not worship at the cenotaph (Marhz)of 
some other panth or [religious] way. (Pay no heed to any Hindu] 
temple, religious vow, place of pilg1image, goddess, god, 
fasting, (Hindu] worship, devotion to an image, mantra, a 
[Muslim] pir, or a Brahman. Do not make libations to the gods, 
[repeat] the Gayatri, nor [offer] evening prayers of whatever 
kindY~ [12] 

Akal (Purakh] is joined to the Khalsa in faith. 1:" He is a Khalsa 
who has totally surrendered himself to Guru Akal Purakh. 14 (13) 

Never wear a sacred thread nor hold a shraddh. For every 
[important] deed recite Ardas according to the Guru's tradition. 
Keep your mind focussed on the Guru, share [with others] when 
eating, and be helpfial to all. The Guru will be content if you give 
a tenth part of what you receive [for his work). Obey [his] 
commands and do -;-tot be arrogant. Let the Singh ever be 
chanting the sacred words. If when going to the gurdwara he 
preserves his purity, [thinking no lustfial thoughts,] all his wishes 
will be fulfilled. If he says Ardas inwardly all that he does will 
be approved. [14] 

Do not go· where the Guru is no longer remembered. Neither 
consmne too much grain nor wholly abstain from it. Do not sleep 
too much, neither speak excessively. By worshipping the Granth 
you worship God (pa·rameshar) .1

!i Make the Guna glad by per
forming your duty (dhm·am). Sikhs serve; the Guru gives. [15) 

·n1ere are five deeds which are not to be performed if you 
aspire to spiritual liberation ( mulwt). They are embezzlement, 
[taking] another's wmnan, slander, gambling, [and) ·drinking 
alcohol. [16] 

Do not enter a sangat empty-handed, (having nothing to offer]. 
Hear kirtan and participate in singing it. Give to the poor. If 
anyone's [daughter] has not become engaged [to marry] dili
gently seek out someone [suitable] for her and perform [the 
marriage]. If (the person chosen] is not a Sikh have him become 
one so that [the married couple] should not feel sadness nor 
cause trouble to others. [17] 

A Sikh is known by p1is faith in] the divine Word. He should 
be recognised by [his devotion to] the Rahit which he inwardly 
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observes. Let hitn drink the amrit of the divine Name [and) put 
on the kachh of restraint. Let his shout of victory (fate[h]) be 
for triumph over his own wayward self. (18] 

Put on the Gunt's sacred words (biitzi} as your weapons and 
firmness of intellect as your kes. The kes metits great respect, 
the noblest of al1 features. 16 Where water falls from the kes the 
body [on which it descends] is assuredly rendered pure; [Like
wise,] when the water from Singhs' foot-washing is poured 
out [on a corpse Yam] backs away (from such a deceased 
person, and that person] finally obtains spiritual liberation (ant 
lw gati}. (19) 

The top-knot should be kept in the centre of the head and the 
turban n.eatly tied. The kes should [always] be covered. Twice 
a day hair should be combed and (then] the turban should be 
gathered in folds and tied. [20) 

The kachh should be made from 21fl to 5 gaz [of cloth). 
Every fourth day wash the kes. For changing his kachhihra (the 
kachh) he should have a length of cloth measuring 21/2 gaz. 
(21] 

Any member of the four castes can take amrit initiation. This 
is the real nature of my belief (dharam) that, whereas it is [as 
exalted) as [Mount] Sumeru, any other is as [insignificant) as a 
tiny seed. The world is [like] an ocean and the Guru carries [his 
followers] across. [22) 

Can)' a steel knife (lohe ki karad) [in your turban] on your 
head. Wear clothes which are coloured [in one of the followin~ 
hues]: I. [dark grey like] collyrium; 2. white; 3. ~ellow; 4. green. 1 

Do not wear clothing which is coloured red. 8 [23) 
In accordance with the hukatn-nama m offer a gift (in the 

gurdwara], placing it in the poor-box. Do not use either snuff 
or tobacco. Wash (your hair) in whey, milk, [and) ghi, drying it 
in the sun and decorating it with flowers. Protect it frmn dust. 
Then tie your turban and take food. He who bathes naked 
will suffer in the hell of Kumbhi. Do not apply oil to your 
kes. [24) 

Wear a close-fitting garment, which fastens with tapes (kadarii 
tarti viila). 20 Do not take food or water from the hands of a 
Kanphat yogi. If you shout 'Fate[hf first you will get twenty times 
the value of what you wanted. If you shout it afterwards, you will 
receive only ten times the value. (25) 
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The son whose father has him initiated will gain [the benefits 
of that action]. H, however, the father, p1aving been initiated] is 
a Singh and [yet] does not have his son initiated, he will get 
nothing in the world to come. (26) 

He who calls a Singh by only half of his name21 is a selious 
offender [against the Rahit] ( tanakhiiiLiii). Do not touch the feet 
of anyone who is not one of the Gw1.1's Khalsa Sikhs. Think of 
every Singh as a brother and an equal. Wash the hair [of others] 
and clothe them. Certainly touch the feet of Singhs. [27] 

Let clothing touch the Granth and then wear it. If outwardly 
a man is a Sikh yet evil lurks within he will go to hell. He who 
kills his daughter or marries her to a person who cuts his hair 
(mona) will go to hell. [28] 

[Any Khalsa who) eats food [prepared for] a Kanduri festival, 22 

[who makes a votive offe1ing of sweets to a Muslim) holy man, 
[or who manufactures] highly intoxicating liquor from sugar 
will go to hell. He who having been initiated by ldwruf.e kii amril 
bows to a Muslim ( turak) is a despicable creature ( malechh lui 
liiraj3). (29) 

He is an offender [against the Rahit) ( tanakhiihiii) who wears 
a sacred thread round his neck, feeds a dean-shaven person, 
worships a stone image of a god, believes in an earthen in1age, 
or deserts his own [Guru]. He who gambles or dlinks intoxicat
ing liquor goes to hell. [30] 

Dohara 

When a Sikh gives his daughter [in marriage] to a Sikh it is like 
mingling nectar with nectar. Hhe gives his daughter to one who 
is clean-shaven (it is like] giving nectar to a snake. I [31] 

When a Singh gives his daughter to anyone other than a Singh it 
is like giving a goat to a butcher. That Sikh is a slave to 
Yam and will seven times be reborn as a crow. 2 [32} 

Taking the hookah in his hand he lets a little smoke out through 
his nose. Dreadful is the hell he will suffer. Dharam[-raj] 
(Yam) will inflict on him a [fearsome] punishment. 3 

He has lost [all hope of] liberation both in this world and the 
next, and will not find it anywhere. (~3) 

That which is given to a Singh is received by me. This is [true) 
love. (34] 
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The person who consumes meat killed in the Muslim manner 
( turak ha mas) and he who enjoys a· prostitute will go to hell. 
Do not associate with the evil company of those who mix 
with Muslims ( turahon). In the end such a person goes to hell. 
[35] 

If a Singh wears a hat (Jopt1 he will be [reborn] a leper. Do 
not abuse a Singh. Do not bow [to anyone] except those who are 
Sikhs. Accept those who have been blessed by the Guru and you 
will receive everything. [36] 

He who carries the Gunt Grantltji on his head will spend as 
many years in heaven ( surag) as the number of steps which he 
has taken [while can-ying it]. It is futile [to believe in the merit 
of] the day of the new moon ( tith), the tentl1 day of the lunar 
fortnight ( dasa~1, the fifth day of the lunar fortnight (paiidw:mi), 
etc. (37] 

Those · who wear loin-cloths or white dhotis around their 
waists, or who leave their kes uncovered, swindle the Guru and 
will suffer in a fearsome hell. [38] 

Anyone who has intercourse (saitgat) with another Sikh's wife, 
daughter, sister, or mother will go to a horrible hell. (39) 

The person who slanders the Guru should be beheaded. (Face 
him bravely and] do not nm away. Where the Granth resides, 
there one obtains spiritual liberation ( muhati). Do not pierce 
your ears or your nose. One acts as one's man dictates. [Remain] 
wholly pure. [40] 

It is in accordance with neither one's duty nor the Rahit to 
worship (pjija kare) members of the Bedi, Bhalla, or Sodhi 
subcastes. 24 [41] 

He who eats without wearing a kachh is [as filthy] as 
excrement. Put no truss in such people as yogis,Jains, those who 
are clean-shaven, and Muslims ( lurak). He who recites the 
hymns ( bii.!Li.) of anyone other than the Guru will fall into tile hell 
of Kmnbhi. Do not follow tl1e teachings of [any of] the six 
darshans. [42] · 

The Guru's Khalsa is the image of Akal [Purakh] manifested 
[to the world]. Believe this and you will end the [wea~some] 
round of deatl1 and rebirth. (43) 

If you wear a tilak [on your forehead], a sacred thread [round 
your neck], or a necklace made of wood25 you will destroy your 
faith and be plunged into a fearsmne hell. (44] 
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When Sri Akal Purakh uttered the command the wondrous Panth 
appeared. 

Believing that the Guru was present in both Granth and Panth 
entire families crossed over [the Ocean of Existence and 
thereby attained) spiritual liberation. [45) 

The duty of a Singh is to repeat the Guru's hymns day and 
night. Achieve spiritual liberation by massaging the feet or by 
pressing the limbs [of other Singhs]. [46] 

[Maintain proper relations between a father and his son.] If 
a father who is a Singh does not give advice to his son he should 
be censured. If the son who is a Singh gives his father advice 
he saves him from hell. [47] 

He who finds shelter with the Guru will be spared the arrow 
of Yam, [the God of Death]. You may consume what the Gunt 
leaves, but take no one else's [leavings].26 [48] 

When five Singhs meet to determine [an issue] arising from 
the Rahit they can remove the blame by imposing a penance 
( tanakhiih). If in a brawl a turban falls off (the offender] should 
pay a fine ( tanakhiih) of one /llkii.. If he (deliberately] knocks it 
off, he should pay two Jakii.s. (49] 

If [a person,] under the impression that his duty is fi.tlfilled 
by earning a particular hanna, wears a sacred thread around his 
neck, a tanakhiih of one and a quarter rupees should be imposed 
on him. [50] 

If a Singh frrst visits other pilgtimage centres such as 
Jagannath and afterwards proceeds to [Sikh holy places] such 
as Abchalnagar, [when he arrives in the latter] he should receive 
a tanakhiih of 25 tupees. He who is initiated at a taldzar7 should 
donate one and a half ntpees [for purchasing karah prasad): 
If anyone visits Darbar Sahib [in Amritsar]28 and departs 
without asking the Sikhs (for blessing and without] offering 
Ardas he is a grievous offender [against the Rahit] such as only 
the Guru can forgive. According to his means he will have to give 
as tanaklwh a hundred thousand, a thousand, or 200 mohurs2'J 
or 25'14 [ntpees]. [51) 

If anyone has taken [Khalsa] initiation and then engages in 
gambling, thieving, or drinking alcohol he too should receive a 
tanakhiih of 25 1upees. [52] 

For having sexual relations with a minor ( biilak) (the lanahhiih 
is] one and a quarter rupees. [He who has intercourse with) a 
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Muslim wmnan:io or a Brahman woman is a grievous tanakhahiii. 
[He who has intercourse with) a girl from his own lineage (llul
putre), a sister, or some other relative has committed a tanakhah 
which will not be forgiven (without undertaking the following 
penance]. He must bathe in [the pool at] Amritsar and all the 
other sacred places [of the Khalsa], and offer at each of them 
a lana.kllall. of one and a quaner rupees.:iJ (53) 

·n1e Sikh who has not bathed at Amritsar is as impure as 
unwashed clothes. You cannot obtain knowledge of the Sikh faith 
( siklti) without visiting Anand pur and Kesgarh. 32 (54) 

If [a Khalsa] bathes without a kachh, or with his kes uncovered 
instead of having a turban properly tied, he should incur a 
lanalllziilt of one and a quarter rupees. (55) 

If [a Khalsa] dies without [being attired in] a kachh he does 
not achieve spiritual liberation. It is said of a Singh that 
whenever he takes one leg out [of his kachh] he must always have 
the other leg in [another kachh). 33 (56) 

He who eats meat killed in the Muslim ( lurak) manner is a 
gross tanaldliihzii. [TI1e Khalsa] whose kachh conceals his knees 
is a gross lanalmiilziii. 34 If [a Khalsa] smokes a hookah he should 
receive, [in addition to a tanakhiih of] 25 rupees, 50 strokes with 
a cane and then be re-initiated. [Then his record) is clear. [57) 

If anyone shows disrespect to (his own] kes (by cutting it) the 
llmalmiih is death. In (his] profound mercy the Guru showed 
cmnpassion [to his followers] the Khalsa. [Therefore let the 
offender be spared death. Instead he should receive the follow
ing punishment.] He should receive 50 strokes of the cane as 
previously mentioned; he should be re-initiated; he should read 
aloud the rahit-nama; and for 40 days he should [undergo the 
discipline of) repeating ]apuft innumerable times. [58] 

·n1ey who cmnmit the evil deeds of consorting with pro
stitutes, d1;nking alcohol, consuming the meat of Muslims 
( l11.rak), [or] gmnbling shall endure ~eat torment at death. 
(Because] they suffer so much at death35 give them the amrit of 
initiation. (59] 

At a bi~lh, marriage, death, [or] cremation donate one and 
a quarter rupees as an offering. 36 (60) 

He who [arranges] to have the Guru Granth Sahib read,37 who 
affixes a tilak [to his brow, or), who bows in reverence to the 
cenotaph or tmnb [of some dead person] should receive a 
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tanaldzii.h of one {aldi. If one takes food provided at a hair-cutting 
ceremony ( mtt1J4it) he is a tanakhiihiii. (61] 

Those who undergo the tonsure ceremony ( bhiitlani), killers 
of daughters, the followers of Dhir Mal, the masands, the 
followers of Ram Rai, or those who use colour prepared ti·om 
red ochre or the kusumbha flower38 should all pay a la-nalchiih 
of a rupee and a quarter. (62] 

Do not cut any of your body hair. Cut your finger-nails in such 
a way that they do not fall into your food and render it dirty. Wa~h 
your hands and feet and sit in a clean place to eat. In your em"then 
cooking-square cook over a wood fire, [not a dung one]. (63) 

(Procedure for holding a Klzalsa servic,e of llJorship:] 

The mantra 'Praise to the Guru' (viilzi guru) should be 
repeated continuously. Keep an unused pot filled with water 
inside [your house]. Five seated Singhs should sing fi·om the 
scripture (shabad). [A Singh] then says Ardas, including the 
satiniimu mantra and other such words. Finall}', he recites 'lulm 
krodh iidi anhamev' ,39 says [another] prayer, and splashes water 
in the eyes [of all present]. [64] 

He then rinses his mouth and distributes (karah prasad in 
the following order]: first to the [Singh) who is in attendance 
on the Guru [Granth Sahib), then to the five sons of Singhs, 40 

and (finally] to the [other] Singhs. Do not prepare the karah 
(prasad] with coarse sugar. [Use refined sugar.] It is permissible 
to distribute only coarse sugar. Give to each Singh an equal 
share, for thus you shall be spared fear both in this world 
and the next. (65) 

H OllJ to seroe {karah} prasad: 

(A Sikh) should first help other Sikhs to wash [their] kes and 
in the evening should invite them to take prasad at his place 
early in the morning. He should then plaster his cooking-square 
with eat"th according to regulation and prepare karah [prasad). 
Spread a striped blanket [as a mat]. Next he should assist Sikhs 
to bathe and then after they have bathed Sikhs from all four 
castes should be seated on the mat. (66) 

A hymn (from scripture] (shabad) should be sung. Then [one 
of them] should place a cloth on his shoulders. Mter being 
helped with washing their hands and rinsing their mouths they 
[all] stand and say Ardas. When food is to be dispensed karah 
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prasad should be disuibuted first. If there is none available give 
raw sugar or sweets [made from raw sugar]. DQ not distribute 
the kind made from refined sugar. If you repeat sacred words 
or sing any hymns they must be from the Grantl1. TI1e homily 
(l'atha) which you narrate should be in the words of the tenth 
Master (Gun• Gobind Singh). [67] 

A certain Sikh had kept whey for washing [his) kes and a crow 
had dnmk it. The Sikh came to the Gun.1 [and said): 'Tell me 
Maharaj, was the whey spoilt?' [The Guru] Sahib replied: 'I was 
aware that some hookah s1noker had touched (the whey and so] 
I saved you from [using] it.' (68) 

A certain Khatri in the Panth, one who performed all religious 
duties, wore his sword-belt over his shoulder.41 He later an
nounced that he would also be wearing a sacred thread around 
his neck. As an initiated Sikh [this Khatri] will be condemned 
to tumble into the hell of Kumbhi for existence after existence. 
[69) 

Do not be without a kachh. (Always have on your person] a 
knife (lwnul) and a wrist-ring (lwrii) as insignia ( chhap}. [70) 

The Sikh who remains a violator of the Rahit (kurahit) will 
suffer at life's end. [71] 

When a· Sikh dies put on him a new kachh, bathe him, and 
tie a turban on his head. Recite Japuji continuously at that time. 
Sing Gum Arjan's Marii: 
My destiny is revealed, the Master has shown mercy; I sing the 

name of Hari (Gun1 Al~jan, .i\llii1u 6, AG 1000). 
Prepare karah prasad and distribute it to Sikhs.42 [72] 

A Khatri without a weapon is useless; a Brahman without 
knowledge is useless; and a Shudra who possesses learning is 
useless. Keeping an abandoned woman is reprehensible. This 
too is good for nothing. [73] 

Do not make friends with a child. 43 Do not falter in battle. 
Do not trade in grain, straw, wood, or hides. 44 Do not quarrel 
excessively. Do not abandon your Rahit. [74] 

A Khatri should not mount a mare. (Only a stallion is 
acceptable.] A Brahman should not ride a bull. [75] 

When you observe someone who follows the Rahit give your 
daughter [to him]. Bind (the hair] of a woman's head in a knot, 
leaving none of it hanging down (the back]. He who engages in 
any of the following goes to hell: offerings to ancestors, (Hindu] 
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evening ritual, bride-price, worship of the sun and planets, 
worship of gods, idol worship. [76] 

He who bears false ·reports of anyone is not tny Sikh. 
Obliterate the authority of [both] the Muslim ( musalamlin45

) and 
the Hindu. Do not fast on such occasions as the eleventh day 
of the lunar tnonth (iklidasZ). To bear weapons and consume 
(karah] prasad-this is the religious duty ( dharam) of Khatris. 
To adopt the forms of caste is not to our taste. It is our way of 
living which we like. [77] 

Those who are spiritually liberated [utter] 'vahi guru', [even] 
those who are initiated [with water from their Master's] foot 
(charan). (Your] daughter (should be given in marriage] to 
someone who has received initiation, whether he be Khalsa
initiated or foot-initiated. [78] 

Both those who have been initiated by the two-edged sword, 
(khmJ4e piihuliii) and those who have received foot-initiation 
( charan piihuliii), must eat neither Muslim meat ( kutthii) nor 
dmnestic pig, neither should they touch [the flesh of animals] 
such as the donkey. [79] 

Do not apply antimony [to the eyes] during the day.46 Do not 
sleep naked at night. He who calls a Sikh by half his name is 
a tanaldlahia. Do not drink water in which you have washed your 
hands. Do not celebrate a 1narriage without using the 
Anand order. Do not have sexual intercourse in the evening or 
early morning. Do not eat with your kes uncovered. If a Sikh dies 
do not weep. Do not eat while standing. (80] 

Land which has grown tobacco is polluted. If you touch 
tobacco you must bathe in the pool at Amritsar. H you chew it 
then everything is totally ruined. (81] 

Do not place your tm·ban on your knee. Do not speak until you. 
are spoken to. In battle display dignity before an adversary. Do 
not have intercourse with a menstruating woman. [82] 

Take special care of horses and weapons. Do not make 
friends with a Muslhn or a hillman. 47 If you are greedy and scorn 
[another's] food you will go to hell. If you feed a hungry person 
(the food] will be equal to a feast (jag). Damdama is the Gunt, s 
Kashi. 48 When a Singh feeds a Hindu (the food] is equal to a 
feast. (83] 

A Muslim ( turalt) is an enetny and should be slain with the 
sword. (84] 
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Be sincere in all that you say. A family man can remain pure 
though there be many Khalsa [Silills] living in his house. A 
Bihangam Sikh49 must remain alone to stay pure. (85) 

He who maintains his kes uncut without receiving the double
edged sword initiation [of the Khalsa], is an impostor. [86) 

Learn to read the scriptures in Gurmukhi. Do not desire to 
learn Persian50• Having become a Singh do not seek to become 
versed in the [Hindu] scriptures (shiisatri). You will immediately 
be involved in the futile concerns of the Brahmans and will 
abandon the Gm1.1's hymns (bii'(l.'i). First teach [the Guru's hymns 
to] him who has becmne a Singh and [you will see that this 
learning] will bear fruit. [It is acceptable to have first] studied 
the [Hindu] scriptures and then [subsequently to have] become 
a member of the Khalsa. [87] 

Those who [as Khalsa] have taken the amrit initiation of the 
two-edged sword should have nothing to do with either a 
Brahman or with a Sarvari faqir. 51 If the Brahman does not 
1naintain his kes uncut and has not been initiated [into the 
Khalsa] do not accept food from his hands and do not give him 
anything (as an offering]. [88] 

If a person spurns tobacco [you should fall at his] feet and 
worship (puje) him, even though he may look like a rishi with 
matted hair. Wherever it is proffered do not take food from, 
or give anything to, anyone who sleeps with another's woman. 
(89] 

If a Sikh reads Persian I am not his (his Master] and he is 
not my (Sikh]. Do not drink water from that Sikh's hand. Do not 
trust anyone who reads Persian. (90] 

Do not consume the food of anyone who observes the shraddh 
ceremony or has a marriage performed by a Bralunan. [The 
Sikh] who does not perform the Gunt's rituals (ritz) is a 
tanaldtiihiii. He who reads Persian is a tanakhiihiii. Those who 
worship (piijaz) Shankar[acharya], Datta[treya], Ramanuja, 
Gorakh(nath], or Muhamtnad will go to a horrible hell. (91] 

Read the sacred scriptures every eighth day.52 Read it and 
read it correctly. He who bathes at Muktsar is spiritually 
liberated ( mukat). Do not trust a Ivluslim ( musalamiin) [any 
more than] a step-son.53 [92] 

There are five expressions of Sikh belief ( sihhi). First there 
are [those for whom it tneans] trade or etnployment (dhande). 
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Secondly, imitation (dekhiidellki) [is the reason], doing what 
many others do. Thirdly, there are the greedy, taking whatever 
they can. Fourthly, there are those who believe by faith. And 
fifthly, there are the tn.tly devout.54 [93] 

The word of Sri Satigu:ru55 

An Akali56 is known by the blue garments he wears. 
He repeats the name of the One whom the Gunt has called 

Akal, arming himself with weapons of steel. 1 
With weapons of steel, he plies both quoit and knife (karat!), 
Neither ear nor nose pierced, according to the tradition of the 

Satiguru. 
Five weapons57 adorn him, his kirpan suspended in a baldric. 
He will not eat without first scoring his food with his knife 

( lmrad), 58 thus declaring the intention of Akal. 
A Muslim woman shadows her eyes with such cosmetics as 

antimony. 
He avoids such a woman and [instead] spends his time on 

unbroken meditation. 59 

[An Akali] uses an iron vessel to impart a delectable taste; 
He eats food that has been cooked over wood, and his blue 

garments are traditional clothing. 
[He wears] a white kachh and a turban of blue; (faithfully] he 

repeats [both] .Japuji and ]lip. 
He knows by heart Sri Akiil Ustati and Chm,7,t/.i [ki Viir}.no 
The hair covering his body he protects and never will he 

participate in a shraddh.61 

He loves the Guru Granth and spurns the five evil impulses. '12 

Cenotaphs, gods, and tombs he avoids; no other panth he 
worships. 

He does not dye the hair of his kes; both lust and anger he 
forswears. 

With skill he fights if fight he must, ever loyal to the beliefs of 
his faith. 

His kachh is made from cloth measuring two and a half gaz63 

and so too is his turban. 
Titree ages (kal) he measures by repeating (the divine 

Name], sundering thus [the snare of endless) death 
and rebirth. 
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With lofty peak (bu:ngii) he embellishes [his turban], sagely 
[adopting] the title of Nihang.64 

As an Akali he performs his deeds; give ear and listen, 0 Sikh. 
On his person he carries weapons, his unsheathed sword ( teg) in 

his hand. 
He should wear (Khalsa] apparel [to distinguish him from the 

enemy], fearing not [the cycle of] death and [re]birth. 
On his turban (sis) he carries a kirpan, the lofty peak raised 

high; 
On [the turban] a plume, noble emblem of the Panth; to him has 

the Satiguru shown mercy. 
He eats from an iron vessel, his gannents coloured blue and yellow. 
The ornaments he bears are [all] of iron and he regards 

Amritsar as equal to countless Gangas. 
The army, clerks, vazir and diwan-all are Khalsa and [thus] 

the faith expands. 65 

He does not consume (food) without (first] scoring it with a 
knife; and he should be a family man, not a celibate one. 

But apart from his spouse he does not share his bed with 
another; [his spouse's] faith will strengthen him. 

Do not extinguish your faith, nor ever deceive the Guru. 
If a person should extinguish a fire with water, which has been used 

[for drinking], how can he ever find peace in this world?66 

He gathers (with others] in Amritsar on Baisakhi and Divali, on 
Hola in Anandpur; 

And proceeding to Abchalnagar he ferries his whole family 
[across the dread Ocean of Existence]. 

That Sikh of mine who lives according to the Rahit is [a person] 
made in my likeness. 

Whether it is he or I, there is no difference between us. [94] 

Now a Definition of a Bihangam 

[A Bihangam living] in the world severs all ties with worldly 
things ( miiyii). He never runs after women. He does not desire 
wealth. He wears a kachh made from one a~d a quarter gaz [of 
cloth], and carries a small pot made of iron.67 He meditates on 
the One alone. He does not pass semen as a result of sexual 
intercourse.68 He does not live in towns and he does not ride 
on anything, [always travelling by foot] as he proceeds from one 
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gurdwara to another. He utters no reproach against a Bhalla, 
a Bedi, a Trehan, an Udasi, or a Sodhi.69 He does not touch 
intoxicants or any meat. He sets renunciation above all else, 
abandoning (the pleasures of] eating, drinking, and merriment. 
Pleasure or fain, he abandons all those things, which earn for 
the Khalsa 7 an [unsatisfactory] destiny in the three cosmic 
ages. He practises four-fold perfection. He has [only] two 
blankets. He flees from the sight of a woman. He forsakes red 
clothing. He keeps his inner self (man) under control. He will 
not accept food or water from a woman. [95] 

The duties of the four ashrams 71 are specified in this book. 
You must take care to understand them. (96] 

With the aid of Sri Vahiguru. 

10. Khalsa Mahima (portion of Sarah Lob Granth) 

This portion of Sarab Loh Granth is a translation of the Khari 
Boli text given in Piara Singh Padam 's Rahit-niime. 

Praise of the Khalsa 

By the cmnmand of [A]kal Purakh (the Khalsa] took the form of 
the most exalted of sages, with matted hair from the top of its 
head to the smallest nail of its toe. By keeping company with 
the divine it achieved true purity, acquiring the noblest of forms 
which is that of the truly devoted ( bhagat rup). Dharam-raj 
bestowed on it the rank of ruler supreme, setting its place far 
above all that others can reach. From heaven he established 
its [paramount] nlle, from the furthest shore to the uttermost 
limit. 366 

By his command the Lord created that Panth which is the 
Khalsa. The earth was cleansed of refuse, both demons and 
malechhs. The sacred and pure Panth multiplied, walking in the 
way of truth and piety. Kachh, kirpan, and kes-these three 
signs made followers of the Guru the servants [also] of God ( riim 
diis). 367 

Worshippers of [A]kal and followers of the Kshatriya way, he 
turned into those who wielded swords in battle. From forty men, 
five leaders of the Khalsa emerged. They were the beloved Ajit 
Singh, Jujhar and Fateh Singh, and Zoravar Singh. The fifth 
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leader of the Khalsa who completes the total was the Satgunt 
[Gobind Singh], he who revealed this noble Panth. 368 

Forty men were the seed of the Khalsa, powerful Singhs 
who won liberation. Bhagavati was their mother, [A]kal Purakh 
tlieir father, specially nurtured by them. Separated from all 
illusion they became his people, repeating 'Satinam', that 
most powerful of mantras. They chanted ic themselves and 
taught all others to chant it. Great devotees they were in the 
Kaliyug. . . . 369 

On them was c~nferred the status of Guru Khalsa, and the 
Granth became the Satguru. They chanted the word of the 
Satguru, repeating the Name of God (gobind) as their regular 
conversation. Singing kirtan became a religious rite and they 
became virtuous by praising God, whether standing or whether 
sitting. The pure Panth, which was the Khalsa came into being, 
that glorious Panth with four castes and [four] ashrams. To 
behold it is to behold the Satguru. [Its members] repeat the 
Guru's Word from the Guru Granth. In twelve forms the Satguru 
appears, just as twelve rays of the sun reflect the light of 
God (parabraham). 1 The visible power of God is manifested in 
the Khalsa as (the doctrine of the Guru] Granth and (that of 
the Guru] Panth. Go bind is the servant of the victorious Satgunt, 
he who reveals himself as the Khalsa and as the Guru 
Granth. ... 371 

God has blessed the Khalsa with virtues such as those of 
bhagats, gianis, raj yogis, Kshatriyas, those who perform reli
gious rites for others, worshippers of one God, those who live 
apart from others, ascetics, warriors, masters who bestride the 
world. Hearing what God (paramesar) tells them in the scrip
tures, in the noble words of the (Bhagavat] Gita and the 
Upanishads, they follow the auspicious, avoiding what is evil, 
and live as devout and knowledgeable people. 513 

The Khalsa attained purity, as great as the One who is above 
every stain ( nirankar). To the Sikhs this teaching of the Guru 
is given, that these three must be your signs: kachh, kes, 
kirpan. Let this be your agreed way of life, the ten chief aims 
of the Khalsa: mercy, charity, preparedness, forgiveness, 
bathing, gentleness, purity, truth, loving regard. Sadhs, siddhs, 
and gods regard devotion (bhagatz) [as the supreme vir-
tue]. 514 
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The ten to be avoided 

Actions to be avoided [are those arising from] violence, pride, 
idleness, parsimony, [the exercise of .harsh] authority, cruelty, 
sloth, criticism of others, corruptness, and [eating] meat [pre
pared by a Muslim with the recitation of] the Kalima. These are 
the characteristics of unbelievers. Thus there are ten aims and 
ten things to be avoided. The Khalsa is described as wise, 
acquiring a purity, which is equalled only by the One who is 
above all stain. 515 

The spirit wanders free within it, the evil god becomes a good 
god. 2 Rare is the privilege of attaining the status of the Khalsa. 
Thus it is called God's people. A wave is no different from the 
water [it contains]. A spirit is seen as Brahma or God (fHl1·amatam). 
Brahm a is the spirit and the spirit is Brahma, just as the ocean 
is contained in a drop [of water] and the drop [is contained) in 
the ocean. 516 

What a marvel is the being of God (han)! How does one 
obtain the condition of the Satiguru? The condition of a Sikh is 
double the weight of both, based on the spirit's gain. I sing aloud 
of its greatness, limited in intellect and discernment though I 
be. Hear me, 0 Sant! Hear the glory of the Khalsa's condition 
and from it take strength. 517 

In the [Bhagavad] Gita Sri [Krishan] has described the 
exalted status of the devotee to Atjan: 'The d~votees-the wise 
man and the brave-belong to my own caste ( barana) since they 
all have attained the true status of their soul.' Commentators 
have attributed the views of devotees to the Khalsa. All have 
conferred the highest praise on the Khalsa; exalted it is above 
all. 518 

The Khalsa is my special embodiment; I dwell within the 
Khalsa. 

The Khalsa is my mouth and limbs; always I live within the 
Khalsa. 519 

The Khalsa is the object of my devotion; the Khalsa proclaims 
my reputation. 

The Khalsa is my wings and my feet; the Khalsa is the offspring 
in whom I delight. 520 

The Khalsa is my encouraging friend; the Khalsa is my parents 
who give me joy. 
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The Khalsa is my virtuous delight, ever tied together in friend-
ship with me. 521 

The Khalsa is my virtue and honour; from the Khalsa I took 
birth. 

The Khalsa is my source of supply; through the Khalsa I have 
performed every deed. 522 

The Khalsa is my friend and family; the Khalsa works my 
redemption. 

The Khalsa is the breath of my body; the Khalsa is my very 
life. 523 

The Khalsa is my duty (dharam) and my destiny (karam); the 
Khalsa is my deepest secret. 

The Khalsa is my perfect Satgunt; the Khalsa is my family of 
the noble brave. 524 

The Khalsa is my learning and intelligence; on the Khalsa I 
constantly reflect. 

No other body is there which can be compared with the Khalsa, 
none which may reach its furthest limit. 525 

If I had the tongues of Shesh[nag] and the knowledge of Devi 
(shiirad[iij) yet would I fail to praise it adequately. 

No falsehood have I uttered, as God (piirabraham) and Guru 
Nanak are my witnesses. 526 

If one had as many tongues as the hairs on one's body, yet they 
would still be· insufficient to sing the praises of the Khalsa. 

I am the Khalsa, the Khalsa is mine; the relationship is as the 
ocean and its individual drops of water. 

The Khalsa is the army of Akal Purakh; 
The Khalsa emerged as the joy of God (paramiitam)! 527 
All my wealth, stowed in storehouse and treasury, is due to the 

grace of the Khalsa. 
Like a kingdom, with its wealth and mansions, its men and their 

wives each perform their appointed tasks. 528 
Though I be an army's chief leader, yet I am the lowliest 

servant of all. 
Friends, family, wealth, m~nsions, riches, and mercy-all come 

by the grace [of the Khalsa}. 529 
Leading the household, command over all, body and soul, my 

physique and my breath-
Gifts, greatness, and honour, all I receive, are due to the grace 

of the Khalsa. 530 
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The whole of the Khalsa, to which grace has been given, makes 
me worthy of honour and glory. 

Penniless and without leaders are people without number 
who [without the Khalsa] like me are astray in this 
world. 531 

Serve the bounty of the Khalsa, worship it with gifts. 
Praise its gifts, greatness and honour; worship it in the ap-

proved sixteen ways. 532 
False service is fruitless, here on earth or in the other world. 
Fntitless service lacks effect, sometimes happy, sometimes 

sad. 533 
Religious offering and worship is [my duty to] my Khalsa; mighty 

it is and worthy of worship. 
The servant of Gobind [Singh) proclaims the victory of the 

Khalsa, the sight and touch [of which] wipes every sadness 
away. 534 

My own and trusted [one is] the Khalsa, [worthy of] worship and 
meditation. 

The sight and touch of the Khalsa confers liberation and tntth 
on the soul. 535 

Only he who knows its true depths is [a member of] the divine 
IGtalsa. 

Between the Lord, myself,3 and it4 no trace of difference 
exists. 536 

11. Sau Sakhi, sakhi 8: Mukati-nama 

The source for this translation of the Sau Sakhi, sakhi 8 is 
Gurbachan Singh Naiar ( 1985), pp. 14-17. Significant 
variants in the PSP text are noted. 

Dohara 

'Hear [me] Sikh of the Guru. These are the precepts which bring 
spiritual liberation to every Sikh. He who does not follow 
these teachings of the Guru brands himself as heedless and 
conupt. I 

'Take no loan, but if you must [take one] repay it willingly. 
Be kind to your wife and show her the way of virtue. 2 

'Never lie nor listen to the lies of others; do not love untntth. 
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Follow the tntth and [always] observe it in the company of 
others who are tmthful. 3 

'Be a truthful merchant, a tntthfi.d warrior,1 a tmthful pundit, 
seeking ever the tmth. Cultivate the land honourably. Be 
truthful in your vocation, and take pleasure in seeing that 
truth directs all. 4 

Chaupaz 

'A Sikh should not eat the leavings of others. A Sikh should be 
free from the temptations of wealth. Before eating a Sikh 
should share his food. With kes uncovered he should not 
engage in sexual activity. '2 5 

Dohm·a 

'He should repeat the Gum's name before eating and he should 
recite japu[fi] before he takes any food. He should never 
observe a naked woman, nor let his thoughts dwell on 
one. 6 

'He should never touch another's wealth and he should keep his 
distance from a person of low caste.3 He should not eat 
meat killed in the Muslim style, nor should he consume the 
pork of domestic pig. 7 

'He should not touch alcohol, recognising [abstention] as the 
superior way; and after urinating4 he should always wash. 
Afler a bowel motion cleanse yourself with earth and then 
with water. 8 

'If you bathe with cold water in the last watch of the night and 
share with others what you eat, then,' says Gum Go bind 
Singh, 'the angel of death cannot ensnare you. 9 

'Do not mix with others, though you should still do your business 
within the wider society. Renounce tobacco, the world's 
polluter,5 and do not wear saffron. 10 

'Do not apply antimony or collyrium during the day and do not 
sleep naked at night. If you meditate on the divine Name 
and recite A.md; [before retiring for the night], the Gunt will 
wipe away all wretchedness. 7 11 

'The Sikh who takes the Gum's initiation and from the Grantl1 
learns the way he should follow ( rahit) will serve faithfully!:! 
and spread no doubts [within] the Panth. 12 
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'He should eat with a Sikh of the Gun1 and he should marry 
[his] daughter in the house of a SikhY Freely and with 
sincerity he should discharge the duties laid down by the 
Veda. 13 

'He should keep his son away from bad company, and likewise 
his wife also. Recite the Gum's mantra ( viihi gunl.) while 
attending to regular tasks around the house. 14 

'A Sikh should consume nothing offered at the worship [of other 
gods. Instead], he should daily consume karah [prasad], 
accepting the Guru's sustenance proffered by the 
Ardasia. 15 

'The Ardasia must distribute [karah) prasad equally. The 
jealousy [which arises from an unequal distribution of karah] 
prasad can only cause disunity [in a sangat]. 16 

'He who seeks the greater share of [karah] prasad will be 
gobbled up by Yam. He who by deceit obtains [more than 
his fair share of karah] prasad will be afflicted by illness, 
injury, and the loss of all his worldly goods. 17 

'While eating [a meal which he has not finished] a Sikh should 
not stand up and leave his place, either for worship or for 
sleep. If he leaves he should not consume [what he has left 
when he returns. Obey this instntction and) the Guru 10 will 
reward you with happiness and wealth. 18 

'Avoid all Muslims, male and female (turak turakarti). A Muslim 
can never be a Sikh. Treat all four castes as your brothers 
in the faith, giving and taking food from each. 11 19 

'Do not sing the songs (biirti) of those of pretended piety, and 
avoid food offered to the goddess Sitala. Abstain from food 
over which the Kalima 12 has been pronounced. Treat all 
Muslims as a disease. 20 

'Shun a deceiving Brahman, a false Sikh, and a quarrelsome woman. 
All are without honour and no Sikh should trust them. 21 

'After bathing and in a place that is pure prepare karah 
[prasad) from the three [specified) components. After Ardas 
[offer the karah) prasad to the Guru. There will be no joy in 
it if you do it naked} 3 22 

'Perform those deeds, which demonstrate your affection for the 
Guru, doing them in complete devotion. In this world your 
total faith will be known and in the next [there awaits] total 
happiness. 23 
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'The fool who calls a Sikh by [only] half of his name is a 
tanakhiihiii. He who like the Muslims ( malaichhi), is wilfully 
perverse [will go to hell] and dwell in the abode of 
Yam. 24 

'Listen [my] Sikhs,' says the Guru repeatedly. 'He who 
engages in sexual pleasure with anyone other than 
[the wife he has wed by] the Anand ceremony is no 
Sikh of mine. 25 

'Do not sleep at dawn nor at sunset; stay away from others' 
leavings and all that is impure. The Sikh who stays ever 
close to the Guru dwells in the company of gods! 26 

'The Gursikh should not eat with his hair hanging free. Instead 
it must be knotted. Give a tithe for the Gun1' s needs and 
keep the remainder [of your earnings] for your own pur-
poses. 27 

'Rise in the early morning. Clean your teeth, bathe, and repeat 
the Guru's sacred words. Recite his hymns and touch the 
ground with your forehead. 14 Fonn relationships with [other] 
Gursikhs. 28 

'Following the teachings of the Guru, he must avoid taking a 
daughter in marriage from his own sub-caste or that of his 
mother.15 In this way he honours the conventions of his 
maternal and paternal houses. The Satiguru will bestow a 
gift on such a saintly person.' 29 · 

Savaiya 

'Do not weep endlessly for a Sikh friend who has died. Prepare 
karah [prasad), read Anand, and abandon all grieving (for 
the deceased] Sikh. Women should not beat their breasts, 
but [instead] hear sacred hymns read. The ent\re gathering 
of devout people (sant sambuhan), [both] Brahmans and 
Sikhs, should be fed and given gifts.16 Do not follow the 
Vedic ceremony.17 Do not cremate the (deceased] Sikh in 
accordance with it. 30 

'Treat as a wrongdoer the person who removes his hair18 from 
his head, the insignia of the Guru bestowed on him at his 
initiation. He who has his son undergo the tonsure ceremony 
by force and removes this seal [of the Guru] shall suffer 
agony and be perceived as an evil fiend. Do not form 
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marital or commensal ties [with such a person]. Show him 
favour and you will be branded a reprobate. [I,] Gobind 
Singh, have no hesitation in declaring that such a wrongdoer 
should be avoided. Why make evil your aim?' 31 

Dohara 

'The Sikh who learns the Muslim [language of] Persian for the 
sake of his livelihood [or] who trusts in the friendship of a 
Muslim ( turak), is eternally an offender against the 
Gum. 32 

'[On the occasion of] a marriage, the birth of a son, or a death 
a tanakhiihH1 should be made [to the local sangat]. 
Recognise him as the Guru's Sikh who does not eat the 
food of a Mona. 33 

'An initiated Sikh should not worship an idol, nor should he 
drink the water [with which) an idol [has been washed].20 He 
who abandons [belief in] the four-fold" system of castes 
(baran iisram) is a Sikh who is tntly free. 21 34 

'In this life there are many duties to be discharged on behalf of 
one's father, grandfather, god (dev). That Sikh is my [true] 
servant who does not accept any other than those [per-
formed] for the Gunt. 35 

'Do not cause distress to any of the Gurus' descendants, to one 
accounted great by the Vedas, to an ascetic, a devout 
person, a generous man, a king, or a Brahman. 36 

'He who reads the Veda without understanding its mystery, who 
commits evil, who is cursed by the Guru, or who has con-
tracted a chronic disease must surely weep. 37 

'He who has entered my house22 is not23 charmed by the Gunt's 
divine Word. He who hears and follows the Guru's teaching 
scrupulously lives a· blameless life. 38 

'I shall forgive him [his wrongful deeds) and carry him across 
[the ocean of this perilous life]. I shall raise him to the 
status of the divine, a status beyond that of 
Shankar[acharya], Datta[treya], Ramanuja, Gorakh[nath], or 
Muhammad. 24 39 

'As the rain in the rainy season brings abundant blossom to the 
land, so is all true belief ( dharam) the fruit [which bursts 
forth) when the Guru commands it so to do. 40 

·. 
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'Read this Mulwti-namii. Bathe in the pilgrimage-centre of 
Muktsar. Thus when you die you will shed [the effect of] evil 
deeds (karam) and enter the abode of the Guru. 41 

'Hear [me, my] Sikh, the outcome of these 42 couplets, which 
have been delivered to you, will free you from twice the 
number in lakhs of births25 [as easily) a~ air can turn to 
fragrance.' 42 

Then the Gun1 said, 'Be of good cheer, my young fellow! Be 
joyful! Live according to the Sikh Rahit. Do not listen to [the 
blandishments of] the world. Never believe them.' 

The eighth sakhi is finished. 
Cry 'Praise to the Guru!' 

12. Sau Sakhi, sakhi 65 

The source for this translation is Gurabachan Singh 
Naiar (1985), ~P· 76-80. Significant variants in the PSP 
text are noted. 

Once when Sri Guru [Gobind Singh) was sitting in quiet con.tem
plation, he said to the Khalsa [who were standing round 
him]: 'In the Kali[}uga] hold fast to me. 1 

'For my devotees I am incarnated (avatarat) in every age. '¥hen 
the Khalsa lives a noble way of life it is [like] a crown upon 
my head.' 2 

With loving respect [his] Sikhs [then] asked him: 'Tell us about 
this way. What are we required to give? How do we follow 
it? With what circumspection should we behave [towards 
.others]?' 3 

The Gum replied: 'Hear me, my K~alsa. Spiritual liberation [is 
obtained by) an initiation [based on] the uncut hair (kes). 
This can be either by the excellent initiation of the two
edged sword (/thar.uja jJiihul) or it can be the foot-wash 
variety ( charanan ki jugatz). 4 

'The foolish Sikh who wears his hair uncut without undergoing 
this initiation merely pretends [to be my follower]. Never will 
he witness me. Banish the reprobate [from the sangat] and 
let him beg. 5 

'It is sensible to adhere to one religion (majah). No one can 
remain in two. He who is called a Sikh yet strays [into 
another fold) is a reprobate. 6 
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'There are three varieties of my Sililis. [First, there are] the 
Sahajis, [those who take no initiation, yet seek mystical 
union through the Guru's hymns (sahafi). Secondly, there 
are] the Charanis, (those who have taken foot initiation 
( chamni). And thirdly, there are] the Khands, (those who 
have taken initiation with the two-edged sword (kha:1:zrf) ]. The 
Sikh who keeps his hair uncut firmly sums up all 
three. 7 

'One [of these three, the third) is known as "kesi";2 the second 
as "partially kesi"; and the third as ·~without a kes", those 
who have been to a barber. The Guru loves the kes. '3 8 

The Guru's Gracious Message 

Chaupai 

'[A follower of] mine who lives according to the Rahit will arise 
and bathe during the last watch of the night. He will peruse 
only the Gunt's sacred writings (biitti), reading them in 
Gurmukhi. All others will he spurn. 9 

'[Instead of obeying] the Vedas and the Shastras he will follow 
the Guru's command, keeping away from all others as from 
a disease. Do not learn Arabic or Persian. A Sikh of mine 
should never be the servant (of a Muslim4

). 10 
'Never bow to a Muslim,5 nor sit and eat with one. Do not covet 

[the property of] a friend. A Sikh should not be friendly with 
a man from the hills. 6 11 

'This is my commandment, [my] Sikhs, that [members of] the 
four castes should behave as follows: A Brahman who takes 
foot-wash initiation should maintain tht: Sikh belief of a 
Sahaji. 12 

'My Sikh should separate himself from all other [Brahmans]. 
Never give charity to an insincere Brahman. Avoid the 
covetous Brahman and keep well away from him. My Sikh 
will never look upon him face to face. 7 13 

'Avoid a Sarvari, a Shakta, or a Brahman. Do not apply 
even half a tikkii to your forehead. 8 The Brahman who 
abuses a Sikh is an evil person who should take poison 
and die. 14 

'[A Sikh] who has been initiated by the two-edged sword should 
never hold a shraddh ceremonyY [If he does] the food 
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[which he otiers to] his forbears will be turned to sand.10 [If 
he wishes to offer anything] let it be clothing and money, 
giving them to all [who assemble on the occasion. However,) 
a Sikh should not give [such gifts] to a member of another 
faith. 11 15 

'Do not give alms to a Brahman who is not a Sikh of mine. If, 
p1owever,) he is a Brahman who belongs to my Panth and 
has taken foot-initiation welcome him with love. 16 

'When a Brahman takes initiation but does not keep his hair 
uncut keep well away from such an impostor.'12 

Dohara 

'If any Sikh of mine adopts a disguise in order to gather alms13 

he abandons those sages who preserved their hair. What a 
fraudulent reprobate he is! 17 

'The Brahman is greater than the three other castes, his 
appearance is that of the gods. If he changes his faith or 
worships a pir he, the Brahman, should be cast into a 
well. 18 

'Originally he was like the rishis of old, with matted hair dis
played. Let him take foot-initiation and affection for him will 
increase by another half. 19 

'A deceiving Sikh may wear his hair una1t, yet worship some 
trivial god. Never give water [to such a person]. Serve [only 
those who are] my Sikhs. 20 

'An insincere person may wear his hair uncut for the benefits it 
brings to his livelihood. [Such a person] resembles a 
Chanda! with hair uncut, and it is useless giving him char-
ity.'14 21 

[Chaupai] 

'[A person who claims to be] my Sikh yet worships Sitala takes 
charity as a mere pretender,15 or visits various [gurdwaras], 
eating food [in each of them], is never my Sikh. 22 

'I shall abandon that Sikh who, without understanding, worships 
[these other] gods. [I shall] forsake Piim]. When a Sikh of 
mine visits a pilgrimage centre he should give to [other] 
visitors before eating his own meal. 23 
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'IT he wishes to give charity out of respect on a festival day, let 
him give to those who have faith in the Guru or to shrines 
associated with the Guru. Do not look out for the kind of 
Brahmans who frequent pilgrimage centres. They are false 
and make a show of their position. 24 

'[A Sikh] should live alone and not be concerned about the 
opinions of others. Daily he should meditate on me, [his 
heart ever] full. He should feed other Sikhs-my very own 
Sikhs. The false one who cuts his hair is as poison to 
me.' 25 

Dohara 

'It is certainly according to my intention that you should have 
dealings with an [honest] Brahman who cuts his hair. He 
is acting like Beas (Vyas), and you may give him 
charity. 26 

'A Sikh should give his daughter [in marriage] to [another] Sikh 
and should not take any bride-price [for her]. He who does 
this is [tmly) my Sikh and will be welcomed into my 
abode. 27 

'Let no one worship (sev) a Sufi pir, a Sarvari, Sitala, a yogi, or 
evil spirits ( bhut). Serve only the Gum, for thus you will 
arrive at my gate [and be admitted]. 28 

'A Sikh should daily recite Anand and .Japubi},16 sometimes less 
and sometimes more. [In the evening), as his [daily] alms 
[to the Gum], he should hear Rahiras, the hymn Arati and 
then Kirtan [Sohila]. 29 

'When a Sikh and his wife sit together to discuss all manner of 
things every day they should teach their children Sikh 
songs, singing them over and over again. 30 

'When a Sikh of a Khatri family17 wishes to hold a shraddh to 
honour his ancestors he should have a Brahman Sikh 
prepare it, but nothing more [should be required of the 
Brahman]. 31 

'Let no Sikh of mine give to charities which land the recipient 
in hell. The result is that all your good [works] are turned 
bad. 18 32 

'Put your tntst in the Gum and do not depend on anyone else, 
whether for this world or the next. Always bathe and·meditate. 
A Sikh without [these] customs knmvs only grief. 19 33 
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'[I will have nothing to do with] a Sikh who commits adultery or 
learns Persian. I will take nothing from him, nor give him 
anything. Never drink water [from his hands]. 34 

'Never accept anything from the house of one who reads Per
sian. Never tmst him. Do not touch his food, for he has 
strayed from the path of duty ( dharam). 35 

'My Sikh who, [being a Brahman,] derives his income from two 
[sources, namely] conducting shraddh ceremonies and 
marriages, is a deceiver and a reprobate, allowing no 
recourse to others. 36 

'The Brahman who fraudulently sells stories based on planet 
worship, on [the meaning of) the Gayatri, or on gifts re-
ceived at the time of eclipses goes straight to hell. 37 

'When an eclipse takes place he will perform worship, repeat 
[sacred words), hold fire ceremonies, offer sacrifices to 
ancestors, and bathe. Freed from [the necessity of] giving 
alms at an eclipse my Sikh knows the (tn1e] value [of such 
charity]. 38 

'(The Brahman] who accepts charity at the time of an eclipse is 
a fool, short of spiritual understanding. My Sikh should 
throw him into a deep well. 39 

'He may be of good family, but if at an eclipse he receives 
charity a Brahman, like a Muslim ( malechh), cannot go to 
heaven· ( savarag). 40 

'Keep away from those who accept bride-price for their daugh
ters, who take charity at eclipses,20 or who eat food offered 
to gods. The Sikh [who spurns them] will be welcomed into 
my abode. 41 

'If I have a Sikh who is a granthi and he appropriates for himself 
those gifts, which have been given when Ardas is being offered 
he is a fraudulent sneak and no servant of mine.' 42 

Chaupai 

'He is a Khalsa who accepts no alms, who pays no heed to 
Muslim or Hindu, and who never touches a planet-crazed 
Brahman. That is the company I keep.' 43 

Dohara 

'It is the Khatri custom to eat after wearing arms. Giving 
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charity to a contented Brahman is right. He is a friend who 
is (thereby] sustained and who (devoutly] sings [praises to 
God]. 44 

'Hypocrisy does not meet with my approval, nor does caste. It 
is [living according to] the Rahit and to trusting faithfulness, 
which I cherish.' 45 

This way of life the True Gum has related for his Sikhs, with 
affection and with solicitude. Whoever reads or hears (the 
record) will find joyful faith and, spiritually liberated, will [in 
the world Lo come] dwell with the Gum. 46 

The sakhi is finished. 
Cry 'Praise to the Guru!' 

13. Prem Sumarag, Chapter 4 

From Randhir Singh ( 1965). 

By the grace of the Eternal One, the True Guru 

Chapter 4 

Marriage 

1 
The procedure is as follows. When a girl reaches a suitable age 
for marriage her parents should endeavour to arrange a mar
riage for her. During [the present age of] the Kaliyuga it is 
preferable for a girl to be married young. With what kind of 
family (/ml) should one make a marriage arrangement ? [Look 
for a family] that follows the teachings of Sri Akal Purakh. Let 
it be a Khalsa [fatnily], whether poor or successful. [With such 
a family] one may unhesitatingly arrange a marriage. [Such 
people] are bound to Sri Akal Purakh, caring nothing for wealth 
and possessions. Put your trust in the Guru (guru nirmihar) and 
arrange the marriage. If the Gmu so wills the girl will find much 
happiness and bring joy to her parents. 1.1 

2 
The rite of marriage, which others call biiih, has come to be 
known as sanjog [or 'union'] within the Khalsa. Do not conduct 
a marriage after the manner of the worldly. First, make the 
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necessary arrangements so that the ceremony may be held on 
the fifth day of the light half of a month. How should this be 
done? A month and a half before the date of the marriage send 
the bridegroom money, sugar-candy ( misari), a suit of clothes, 
and weapons, together with a sword-belt of gold chain. Send 
whatever you are able to afford. If you cannot afford gold then 
let it be steel, but it must at least be gilded. 1 

Send the bridegroom's mother clothing, a coconut, and a set 
of bangles. Spend whatever you are able to afford on these 
itetns. The catering for the wedding should likewise be decided 
in accordance with your means. Follow the instructions given 
here and do not try to imitate [the expensive ostentation] of 
those who are worldly and proud. The father of the brideg
room should determine his expenditure as follows. He who 
possesses assets amounting to only 100 rupees should restrict 
his spending to 25 rupees; whereas he who has been blessed 
by the Guru to the extent of assets worth 1000 rupees can afford 
to tun to 250 rupees. Each thus remains within approved 
limits. 2 

The father of the bridegroom should ensure that his arrange
ments are made within the appointed month and a half. The 
father of the bride should ensure that within the month and a 
half all business dealings within his family have been com-
pleted. 3 

When only five days remain before the marriage, the bride's 
diet should become dal and rice with ghi. She should not eat 
bread ( roti). Custmn decrees that she should be given [only] soft 
foods. She should be clothed in red garments and for five days 
[her skin] should be rubbed with fragrant ointment (ba{anii). 
Before sleeping and when she awakes she should recite the 
following [prayer]: 'Sri Akal Purakh, grant me your protection. 
This marriage is in your hands. Grant that it may be duly 
celebrated.' She should make this petition [regularly]. During 
this period she should not worship any god or goddess. 4.2. 

3 

On the actual day of th~ marriage the bride should arise during 
the late morning. She should then be given karah prasad and 
a small meal. 1 

Let the actual wedding ceremony be performed during that 
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most delectable period, the last watch of the night. First smear 
wet earth (pocha) on the ground. Within this area excavate a 
shallow pit, one and a quarter gaz in length, a quarter of a gaz 
wide, and a quarter of a gaz deep.· Bring two low stools made 
of wood and place them on either side of the pit, one to the north 
and one to the south. 2 

Clothe the bride in a new gown ( cholii) and etnbroidered 
shawl (chop), apply henna to her hands and feet, spread a new 
quilt on the stool which has been placed at the southern end of 
the pit, and seat the bride on it, facing north. 3 

On each side of the stools fix two spears in the ground, each 
of them one gaz in length. The stools will thus be flanked by 
spears. Between the spears on opposing sides, stretch over the 
two stools a canopy made from red threads. 4 

Weave a thread head-dress (mauli), apply saffron to it, and 
place it on the bride's head. 5.3 
[Section 4 concerns the preparation of the bridegroom.] 

5 

The order to be followed for the wedding ceremony 
When, with the last watch of the night the hour of the actual 
ceremony arrives, seat the bridegroom on the northern stool, 
having first spread a new quilt [on it]. The boy should sit facing 
the south, opposite his bride. 1 

Unsheath a sword ( bl~agauti), apply red lead to it, and drape 
flowers [over its hilt). Lay it along the western side of the 
pit. 2 

Stretch a screen of red cloth ( salu) along the bridegroom's 
side of the pit, separating the bridegroom and the bride. 3 

Deck the bride with her ornaments and seat her on the 
southern stool, facing the bridegroom. Keep the screen of red 
cloth between thetn. 4 

The bride's people should sit on her side [of the pit]; and 
members of the groom's wedding-party on his. 5 

All who are present should wear garlands of flowers around 
their necks. 6 

A Sikh of Sri Akal Purakh 's Khalsa should then take his seat 
[before the gathering]. He should be one well versed in the 
scriptures, a lover of the Guru's word, literate, firm without 
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being overbearing, a man who has reached the age of prudence, 
one who entertains no foolish desire for worldly wealth, a loyal 
follower of the Guru (guramukh). Such a person should be 
seated and invited to conduct the marriage cere1nony. Let him 
conduct the ceremony. 7 

He should proceed as follows. First he should address the 
bride: 

'[Before you is a young man] named .... [He is] the son 
of. .. and the grandson of.... His caste is .. . jiiti and ... baran. 1 

His complexion is ... in colour, and he is ... years of age. He is 
a Khalsa of Sri Guru Akal Purakh and in accordance with the 
command of Sri Akal Purakh he has come here to marry you. 
[He is sitting] to the nmth in front [of you].' 

[fhe marriage proceeds with responses required from a 
Gurmukh on the bride's side, from the bride herself, and fron1 
a male member of the bridegroom's side.] 

Next, kindle a fire of dhak wood in the pit and pour on ghi. 
(The officiating Gurmukh) should say: 

'Lord of the Fire! Sri Bhagautiji!2 Sri Khalsaji! In accordance 
with the will of Sri Guru Akal Purakh the daughter of. .. and 
grand-daughter of ... , ... by name, of ... complexion colour 
and ... caste (barcm,), has by the command of Sri Akal Purakh 
and at this auspicious time been married to the son of ... and 
grandson of. .. , ... by name, of ... complexion colour and ... caste 
(baran). May both e~joy happiness forever. Let all [who are 
gathered here] bear witness.' 

This should be said seven times, and seven times ghi should 
be poured on [the fire]. Thus should prayer (aradasi) be oflered 
before Sri Bhagauti and the Khalsa. Join palms when repeating, 
'Let all [who are gathered here] bear witness.' Let eve1rone, of 
whatever status, pour ghi on the fire.... 15 

Both stools should then be moved to the west so that the bride 
and bridegroom are seated beside each other. They should sit 
facing the east with the bride on the groom's right. Tie the 
groom's sash to the bride's shawl, inserting a cardmnom in the 
knot. 18 

The place where the marriage is performed [should be kept 
fragrant throughout the ceremony] with sn1oke from a fire of 
aloe-wood. Keep the fire in the pit burning by adding ghi. 19 

[With the bride thus linked to the groom] perlorm the liiviin.3 
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The bridegroom should precede the bride as they walk around 
the pit, keeping it on their right. 20 

When they return to their stools the [officiating] Gurmukh 
declares: 'Bear witness you three-Khalsa, Sri Bhagauti, and 
Lord of the Fire. The first circuit has been pelformed!' 21 

Then sing the (first]liiv [stanza] as recorded in the scriptures. 
When one circuit has been completed the first lav should be 
sung. [The four liivii:n are recorded as the four stanzas of the 
hymn in] Siihi rag by the fourth Master. 

[There follows the complete text of Guru Ram Das's Suhi 
C1zhant 2.4

] 22 
When the second circuit has been completed the second 

stanza should be sung. \1\Then the bride and groom return to the 
stools [a second time the officiating Gurmukh] says: 'Bear 
witness, you three! You are subject to the command of Sri Guru 
Akal Purakh. • 23 

Whenever a circuit is completed cast ghi into the fire and say: 
'Bear witness that a circuit has been completed in the marriage 
between ... , the daughter of ... , grand-daughter of ... , and ... , 
the son of ... and grandson of ... ' 24 

The four Lavan circuits of the marriage ceremony are thus 
performed, amidst a continuous wafting of smoke from the aloe-
wood. Then extinguish the fire. 25 

The bride should then be seated on the left stool where 
previously the bridegroom was seated; and the bridegroom 
should sit in the bride's place. 26 

Near the stools and in an elevated position place karah 
prasad sanctified to the Gunt, and offer this petition: 'In 
accordance with the command of Sri Akal Purakh these two 
persons have been wed. May the Eternal Gmu (guru baba abiniisi 
purakhu) keep them in comfort and happiness.' 27 

Let the bride and bridegroom then receive the initiation by 
the two-edged sword (jJahul kha'(t(le di). 28 

[Karah prasad is distributed, the .family servants receive their dues, 
wedding ·.':J·ongs are sung, and the bride's father strrve.s a sumptuous 
b-real~j'ast.] 

8 
The procedure to be followed on the 'night of connubial bliss' 
(suhag rati) (is as follows]. 
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[The procedure for the consummation of the marriage is 
specified: The age of 17 is declared to be suitable for 
marriage. Mter the marriage is over it is quite proper for 
the bride's parents to visit and eat with the couple. There 
follows a lengthy discussion concerning the relationship of 
caste to marriage.] 

12 
With whom 1nay a marriage be arranged? The first require
tnent is that within each caste ( baran) all should be re
garded as equal. All Khatris should be regarded as equal. 
Do not entertain notions ofhigh and low castes (jiitt) amongst 
yourselves. 1 ... Within the Khalsa of Sri Guru Akal Purakh, 
no sense of separateness should be permitted. All become 
metnbers of a single caste ( baran) [within the Khalsa]. 9 If, 
however, this proves to be impossible then let [marriage] 
alliances be arranged according to caste (baran)-Khatri 
with Khatri, Brahman with Brahman, Sud with Sud, Arora 
with Arora, Suniar with Suniar, Bhatia with Bhatia, Rajput 
with Rajput, Lobar and Tarkhan as one,Jat withjat. Arrange 
marriages within the various castes (jiUz) and give no fur
ther consideration to the matter. 10 ... The people of Sri 
Gunt Akal Purakh are all one. If all are in fact one there 
should never be any discrimination within ~he Panth, [the 
community of] those who follow his path and are able to say: 
'I am a Khalsa of Sri Gun1 Akal Purakh.' 20.12 

14. Namdhari Rahit-nama and Namdhari Ardas 

For this translation of the Namdhiiri Rahit-namii the Punjabi 
text· used is contained in Niim-dhari Nit-nem (Sri Bhaini 
Sahib, 9111 ed., S. 2035, 1978 CE), pp.113--17.111e Namdhari 
Ardas is also recorded in Niim-dhiiii Nit-nem, pp. 671-3. 
Footnotes, which appear in the Punjabi text are marked 
below with asterisks. 

Tlk Rahit-nama [issued by) the Twelfth Master 
By the grace of the Eternal One, the Tmc Gum. 

From Ram Singh and the Khalsa of Bhaini to all members 
of the Khalsa. Accept our greeting: Vahigurft fi llii Khalsa, Sii 
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Viihigurft ji ki fateh. This rahit-nama has been written for the 
benefit of all sangats and has been issued from Bhaini. [1] 

Rise during the last watch of the night and taking a pot 
of water (for cleansing] go into the fields to relieve yourself. 
When you return scour the pot twice, remove the clothes that 
you were wearing while in the fields, clean your teeth, bathe, and 
recite [the prescribed portions of] sacred scripture. If you do 
not already know these by heart you should learn them. Everyone 
should do this, including women both old and young. Cmn1nit 
both japuji and jap to memory, and ~so Shabad Haz.iire. [2] 

You 1nust also learn Rahiriis and Arati Sohilii by heart. All 
should lead a life of restraint and contentment. Offer praise to 
the Guru, [the Lord] of Ttuth, throughout the day and night. [3) 

Respect the daughter or the sister of another man as you 
would your own. The Gmu has told us how we should regard the 
rights of others. (4] 

Violating another's rights, Nanak, should be treated with the 
same abhorrence as a Muslim would feel for eating a pig or a 
Hindu would feel for killing a cow. 1 [5] 

He who fails to take initiation from the Guru and who utters 
the Gunt's mantra without first receiving it from him shall have 
his face blackened in this world and the next. [6] 

Let no one speak maliciously of another. Be forgiving towards 
others, taking no account of what they may say about you. Even 
the person who strikes you must be forgiven. The Gmu is your 
Protector. [7] 

Always conceal you own good deeds from others. Gather to 
sing the sacred hymns regularly. Sing passages from the 
scripture daily. [8) 

When a jag (yajna) is to be perfonned purify the place where 
it is to be held by plastering it. Bring earthen vessels that have 
not previously been used and wash your feet before entering the 
jag square. There perform the havan, or hom. Use wood from 
either the palah or the ber tree. Do not [fan the fire by) blowing 
it with human breath. During the course of the ritual fire service, 
(five officiants] should read the following from copies of the 
scripture: Chaupai, japuji, jap, Chm:uJ,i Charitr, and Akal Ustat.'l 
A sixth officiant should 1neanwhile pour incense:\ [on the tire] 
and a seventh should [intermittently] sprinkle a few drops of 
water on it. (9] 
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Do not ad1nit to religious assemblies anyone who commits 
an evil deed such as adultery or theft. If the culprit happens to 
be a powerful person all should pray that he will be rendered 
unable to enter the congregation. [1 0] 

But my understanding is limited. You yourselves know all that 
one needs to know. Let all stand reverently before the Almighty 
One (paramesar) with palms joined and pray: 'Sustain our faith, 
0 Lord.' [11) 

Always wear the approved kachh. When taking off a kachh 
withdraw one leg and put it in the leg-hole of another pair before 
withdrawing the second leg. Never conceal an evil deed com
mitted by another person. Do not sell or barter a daughter or 
a sister. Constan:ly repeat the Guru's name. Never eat meat nor 
drink alcoholic liquor. Continue always in the fear of the 
Almighty One.4 [12] 

The Namdha:fi Ardal> 

Victory to Vahigunt the Eternal One6 

May Sri Bhagauti7 grant assistance 
(In the name of] the Tweifth Master!:! 

First remembering Sri Bhagauti tum your thoughts to Gun1 
Nanak; Angad Guru, Amar Das, each with Ram Das, grant us 
aid. At:jan and Hargobind, think of them and Hari Rai. Dwell 
on Siri Hari Krishan, he whose sight dispels all pain. Think of 
Guru 'Tegh Bahadur; thus shall every treasure come. Grant us, 
Gmu Gobind Singh, help and strength in every place. Remem
ber Guru Balak Singh, he who has shown us the way to truth. 
Remetnber Satgmu Ram Singh, Master of our faith, and he who 
directs our worldly actions, he who knows our inmost thoughts, 
Sri Akal Purakh who sets us free frmn the grip of death. 
Remember Gmu Hari Singh, light incarnate, he who heals and 
restores; and Satgmu Pratap Singh who in this present Age of 
Darkness has preached perfect piety, purity, the practice of 
repeating the divine Name and recitation of the scriptures. May 
they grant us help and strength in every place. 

Remember the Master's four sons, the Cherished Five, and 
the Forty Liberated. Remember allinartyrs to the faith; they who 
were faithful in their remembrance of the divine Name and 
generous to others; they who gave their heads for their faith, 
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steadfast in their loyalty to the true teachings of Sikhism and 
defending their uncut hair to their last breath; they who fear
lessly spoke the ttuth; they who for their faith wielded the sword 
and shared their sustenance with others; they who were blown 
away from guns,9 condemned to the horrors of transportation 10 

or to hanging, and who yet clung to their faith in the Satgurus. 
Meditate on the greatness of these stalwart disciples and call 
to mind the divine Name. 

Guru and Master, we who are miserable sinners, having 
heard how you wondrously raise the fallen, cast ourselves at your 
door. Bestow on us, by your grace, the blessing of the Guru's 
teachings. Grant that we may be found only in the company of 
your faithful servants, never with the proud and worldly. ~1ay the 
commandtnents which you give as Gmu in the Grantl1 Sahib 
always be obeyed. Grant me the gift of faith in your command
ments wherever I may be. Save me, Lord, frmn wavering in my 
faith. Grant that tny love tnay be bestowed on none save only 
you. Preserve me ever, 0 Lord, freom loss of faith in you. 

All in this assembly pray that you will tnercifully reveal 
yourself in all your glory. Bling to an end the killing of the poor 
and the cow, extend the true faith over the earth, free all who 
are imprisoned, destroy those who are evil, and exalt your True 
Khalsa ( sant hhaL'iii). 

Our sins, 0 Lord, are many. Regard not our sins but 
mercifully bring us into your care and protection. 

In your name we pray, and in th~ trust that we 1nay behold 
your presence. Forgive the shortcomings of our prayer. Dwell 
within all our hearts that we may continue to sing your praises 
to eternity. May your Sikhs be victorious in all places and may 
they who have heard and sung your praises be sustained in all 
their deeds. Grant that we may behold your most sacred 
presence. May the name of Satguru Ram Singh be 1nagnitied 
and by your grace may all be blessed. 

15. Nirankari Hukam-nama 

This document is entitled a hukam-nama, not a rahit
nama. It is in fact both a hukam-nama (an order given by 
the Nirankari Gunt Darbara Singh) and also (and more 
particularly) a rahit-nama. The source of this abbreviated 
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translation is contained in Baba Smindar Singh (1951), 
pp. 157-69. For a complete translation see John C. B. 
Webster (1979), pp. 83-99. 

Sri Satiguru Dayal once visited the realm ofNirankar. 1 There 
he found an assembly in session attended by Guru Nanak and 
the nine Gurus who succeeded him. The assetnbly stood and 
Nirankar issued this command: 'Man ofNirankar, go forth and 
preach the Rahit to all Sikhs. All who acknowledge the authority 
of the ten Gmus are now entrusted to your care.' Satiguru Dayal 
hmnbly replied: 'My Lord, what strength have I to perform this 
task?' Nirankar reassured him, saying, 'He who obeys you will 
attain deliverance and find a dwelling-place in heaven ( sadt 
kha1J.(1). The Brahmans have been misdirecting everyone along 
the path which leads to hell. Show thetn the path of the divine 
Name.' Having thus received his orders from Nirankar hitnself 
Satigmu Dayal returned to the world of men. 

Once Sri Satiguru Darbara Singh was sitting in a religious 
assembly. While the scriptural discourse was in progress a Sikh 
arrived from the Punjab. Entering the assembly he said, 'My 
Lord, the Brahmans have entangled us in a net of futile rituals 
and ceremonies. Please explain to us the scriptural ceremonies 
of birth, death, and marriage. Tell us what the Gunt has 
COmJUanded.' 

The Satiguru addressed the sangat, saying, 'There is but one 
answer for all Sikhs and it is that all should repeat the Name 
of Nirankar. If anyone should deny this refer him to Nirankar' s 
sacred scripture where at the very beginning it is recorded in 
japuji Sahib: 'The dwelling place of Nirankar is the Realm of 
Truth, the ineffable home of eternal bliss; there watching over 
all creation, imparting grace and bestowing joy.' 

'In the presence of the assembled congregation of Sikhs who 
acknowledge Satigunt Baba Dayal and the Guru Granth Sahib, 
in its presence say, "Glory, glory be to Nirankarl" ( dhan dhan 
niraitltiir). Repeat these words again and again: "Glory be to 
Nirankarl" 

'There now follow the usages decreed by the Gmu Granth 
Sahib. 

'Whenever a child is born, whether it be a son or a daughter, 
we sing the Guru's hymns. When the birth takes place we dis
tribute the Guru's karah prasad. Do not believe that the mother 
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should be regarded as polluted following childbirth .... After 40 
days, the In other should bring the child into the presence of the 
Guru Granth Sahib and the Guru's karah prasad should there 
be offered. A name taken frmn the Guru Granth Sahib is then 
bestowed on the child. This is the ritual to be observed following 
a birth. 

'The child is betrothed when it is old enough to understand 
what is taking place .... When the marriage is to take place, the 
Guru's blessing is invoked by singing his hy1nns. Women as well 
as men sing the third Guru's Anand in Riimakali rag .... We 
should never invite a Brahman to conduct a tnarriage. Brahmans 
encourage superstition in order to satisfy their own greed .... 

'Celebrations should be held in the house during the course 
of the ten days preceding the departure of the man·iage party . 
. . . When the marriage party sets out the Guru Granth Sahib 
should be carried in a palanquin, protected by a canopy and by 
the use of a whisk .... When the party reaches the bride's house 
with the Guru Grantl1 Sahib a carpet is spread on the ground, 
a canopy is suspended above it, and a screen erected around 
it. The Gunt Grant11 Sahib is then set within the enclosure on 
a stool. After Ardas has been recited the ends [of the sashes 
worn by the bride and groom] are tied to each other and the 
couple walk four times around the Guru Grantl1 Sahib while we 
recite Guru A.tjan's hymn in Siihi rag.2 

.•• After the couple have 
been seated the liiviin are recited in Suhi rag, composed by the 
everlasting and mnnipotent Sodhi king, Satigunt Ram Dasji. 3 

... We then sing more hymns and after reciting Anand Sahib we 
serve karah prasad in the presence of the Guru Granth Sahib. 
111e couple then proceed to their home, escorted by others 
singing hymns. We do not demand a dowry, brother, as this is 
forbidden by the Gmu .... 

'We sing the Gunt's hymns or listen to them during the course 
of our daily round, brother. Whenever a Sikh is about to begin 
an [important] task he offers Ardas before the Guru Granth 
Sahib. He then prostrates himself and [as a token of hmnble 
submission] cleans the shoes [of others who have assembled 
before the Gunt Grantl1 Sahib]. It is not our custom to ascertain 
auspicious times for such activities .... All the years, months, 
and days given by the Guru are suitable, brother. The Tenth 
Master, Guru Gobind Singh, tells us that a Gursikh should 
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simply invoke the Guru's name and set about his business, even 
though the omens may all appear bad. Even tasks which seem 
impossible can be performed with the Gun1's aiel. Such is the 
power of the divine Name. 

'When by Nirankar's grace life draws to its end, when the call 
comes and a Sikh departs this life, we cover the corpse with 
a white shroud and either cremate it or commit it directly to 
flowing water, singing hytnns as we do so. We do not weep and 
wail. Whether the deceased be a child, a young person, or one 
advanced in years we simply wrap him in a white shroud .... 
When we cremate a Sikh we recite Anand and Kirtan Sohilii. We 
then serve karah prasad and fried cakes ( luchi) as our means 
atlord, and return to the Gun1 Grantl1 Sahib, ·reciting hymns 
antiphonally as we go. When we arrive we inaugurate a reading 
of the complete scripture. This is Guru Nanak's rite, brother, 
restored again by Satiguru Dayal. It is the scriptural rite and 
Sikhs should observe it .... 

''fhen Brahmans conduct the shraddh ceremony commemo
rating a death, brother, they claim that the ancestors of Khatris 
have become crows, dogs, snakes, cows and frogs! They also 
insist on being given feasts. Gursikhs should have nothing to 
do with such practices. For them the only path is the divine 
Word. Do not engage in mourning for a deceased person, 
brother .... When anyone departs for the realm of Nirankar, 
brother, then humbly submitting to the will of the eternal 
Satigt•n• we clothe ourselves in pure white garments and go 
about our normal business. We do not spread [mourning] tnats. 
The only other thing we do is gather the bones and ashes after 
five days and commit them to flowing water. As we do this we 
sing hymns .... 

'The traditional rituals and ceremonies are all spurious. 
What you should do, brother, is repeat the divine Name. Take 
no account of astrological predictions. "A host of suns shine 
when the Name is repeated, banishing the darkness of igno
ranc(.." This hypocrisy, brother, is entirely due to the greed of 
the Brahmans. What difference can it make if a star is 
ascending or declining! ... 

'Attend the sangat, joining with others in the presence of the 
Guru Grantl1 Sahib, and [acknowledge your submission to the 
sangat by hmnbly] washing their feet. We already observe the 
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practice of signifiying our submission to Nirankar by cleaning 
the shoes of those who assemble in the presence of the Gunt 
Grantl1 Sahib. This we do because Guru Nanak has told us· to 
do it .... 

'There are three other precepts to be observed, all of them 
taught by the immortal Guru Nanak and by Satiguru Dayal. 1. 
Sing songs of praise to Nirankar. 2. Se1ve your parents. 3. In 
obedience to Nirankar live by your own labours and renounce 
all evil. As Kabir says in shalok 233: "He who consumes bhang, 
fish, or liquor shall surely go to hell, regardless of all his 
pilgrimages, fasts, and disciplines (AG 1377)." The purpose of 
these three precepts is as follows. We sing Nirankar's praises 
in order to bring the round of transmigration to an end. We 
should serve our parents because a mother carries the child in 
her womb for ten months, and once Nirankar has brought it to 
birth parents must assume complete responsibility for it. And 
we should earn our own keep because one should not be depen
dent on others. Do not believe anyone who violates any of these 
three principles. 111ey have been delivered by Satiguru Nanak 
himself and by Satigunt Dayal. ... ' 

The Sikh who received this homily [from Satigunt Darbara 
Singh] fell at his feet and asked to be initiated as a disciple. 
He was told that his prime duty must be to worship none save 
the Gmu' s divine Word and to devoutly repeat the name of 
Nirankar. 

16. Vajib-u'l-Araz, the Sahaj-dharis' Rahit-nama 

From Kahn Singh Nabha (1960), pp. 815-16. 

Viijib-u 'l-Araz 

A Written Petition 

The Rahit-nama of the Sahaj-dhari Sikhs 

(1) [Some Sah~j-dhari Sikhs once asked Guru Gobind Singh:] 
'At the time of a wedding we called a learned Brahtnan and 
had hiln read the portion [of scripture] for a marriage. Now, 
however, the Sikhs /of the Khalsa] say: "Conduct the marriage 
by reading Anand. Do not call the Brahmans." True King 
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(sachche patashiih}, what is your cmnmand?' (The Guru's answer] 
bore his specific imprint: 'First read Anand and after it 
pronounce the Ardas. TI1en always have the Brahmans conduct 
(the tnarriage ceremony]. Do not doubt (that this method is 
acceptable for you].' 

(2) (The Sah3J-dharis then asked:] 'The commandment of the 
revered (Gurus] is that you should never have dealings with these 
Five [Reprobate] Groups (paiijiin meliin): the followers of 
Dhir Mal, the followers of Ram Rai, the Minas, the masands, 
and those who shave their heads (siragum). Who is a Siragum?' 
(The Gunt) replied: 'Siragums are those who preach atheism. 
TI1e followers of Nandachand2 are Siragums. The Muslilns are 
thorough Siragums.' TI1e Sikhs (then] asked: 'A [tnetnber of one 
of these groups] tnay be a trader and another may be in a 
clerical profession. Observing their business how can we 
recognise that they are [members of one of the five and are] 
guilty of underhand dealings?' (The Gunt's answer] bore his 
specific imprint: 'First establish friendly relations by asking 
[questionsj. If it turns out that you have made a mistake say 
Ardas.' 

(3) 'Tnte){ing, we Sahaj-dharis are your Sikhs. When parents 
die it is the custom of all around us to shave their heads 
( bhadda1J) and so we did likewise. But the [Khalsa] Sikhs say: 
"Vahiguru has established the Khalsa and so you, [being Sikhs,] 
should not 'follow the custom of those around you." Tnte King, 
what is your command?' (TI1e Gunt's answer] bore his specific 
imprint: 'Do not shave your head. Ask forgiveness for other 
mistaken customs that you n1ay copy from the people around 
you [and it will be granted].' 

( 4) 'Ttue King, at weddings or shraddh anniversaries we 
used to feed Brahmans. The [Khalsa] Sikhs say that a Sikh 
should be fed, [not a Brahman.' The Gum] decreed: 'Everyone 
should be lovingly fed-Sikhs, Brahmans, unexpected visitors, 
[everyone].' 

(5) 'True King, on the occasion of bestowing the sacred 
thread (jantnt) we shaved a son's head (bhadar) with a razor. 
[In future] we shall do as you cmnmand.' (Tile Guru] com
manded, [the answer] bearing his specific imprint: 'Initiate the 
sons of SahcU-dharis. ,:, 
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(6) 'Tn.1e King, previously we despatched the bones [of our 
dead] to the Ganga. Now the [Khalsa] Sikhs forbid it. What is 
your cmnmand?' [The Gmu] answered, [the answer] bearing his 
specific in1print: 'Take the bones where you wish. A Sikh who 
fights in the battle of tntth does so, [as it were,] at Kurukshetra, 
['the field of action']. His ashes should be laid in the dust at 
the feet of a group of faithful followers (sadh-smigatt) who come 
from all around Amritsar. For him this will mean liberation 
[from the round of transmigration]. '4 

(7) 'We Sikhs whose business takes us to the courts had our 
beards and hair cut off with scissors. What would you now have 
us do?' [The Guru] decreed, [the answer] bearing his specific 
imprint: 'It is excellent for you who are Sahaj-dhari Sikhs to 
maintain the appearance of Kes-dharis. If that is not possible 
then you should [at least] keep [your hair] at an acceptabl~ 
length. Should a Kes-dhari do this, however, he is not a Sikh. •:J 

(8) 'True King, it is your command that Siragums [should be 
regarded as] one of the five reprobate groups and we should 
never become familiar with them. If any of us in our daily routine 
should becmne familiar with them what are we to do?' [The 
Gunt) cmnmanded: 'What the Guru desires is a pure heart. What 
does it 1natter if you become familiar [with thetn]? It is business 
dealings that are forbidden.' 

(9) '[Sahaj-dhari] Sikhs go to bathe in the Ganga. While they 
are returning how should they respond to those whom they 
meet?' [The Gunt] replied: 'They should show love and affection, 
brother Singhs, 6 and should not cause unreasonable trouble. 
There is laid upon you my co.tnmand not to associate with 
1nembers of the Five Reprobate Groups because by associating 
with them your faith in the Gmu decreases. If, [however,] any 
of them wishes to have contact with you then allow it. Tell him 
the Gunt's teachings, sing songs [together], fulfil your religious 
duty and share your food [with him]. This is the way of Sikhs.' 

(10) 'T1ue King, previously we were permitted to sum1non 
(Brahman] pundits to read the Garud Puran and conduct the 
Dasagatra. But now the pundits do not come. They say: "If you 
wear a sacred thread and a loin-cloth for the Dasagatra we shall 
come., [What can we do?] We shall do as you command.' [n1e 
Guru] replied, [his answer) bearing his specific ·imprint: 'Be 
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strong in your faith. At the conclusion of the Granth the fifth 
Master has recorded the Sahasakriti shaloks for the Sikhs to 
hear. [Hearing them] will place a person in the Khalsa. Be wise. 
There is nothing to equal faith and the divine Name.' 

17. Portion of Avatar Singh Vahiria's 
Khalsa Dharam Shastr 

4. Rahit Nama Section 

The fourth section of the rahit-nama opens with (1) Guru 
Ram Das's shalok 11:2 from Gau'{i lli Va1· (AG 305-6) and 
(2) Bhai Gurdas's Vr:ir 6:3. It then continues: 

The Method of Pract~sing the Daily Discipline 
(3) The Guru loves that Sikh who is firm in maintaining the daily 
discipline ( nit-nem). The nit-nem is essential for a Sikh. He who 
does not practise it is a slave to sin. The nit-nem serves as a 
watchman for us. If the watchman remains alert for the ap
pointed time the precious goods of worship, remembrance, and 
respectable behaviour will be protected. If, however, this watch
man during the time of the nit-nem is not alert one fears that 
the goods will be stolen. Nit-nem should be as firm as can be. 
It should be as natural as the daily actions of eating and 
drinking. Just as failure to eat at the appropriate time leaves 
one disturbed, so should failure to perform nit-nem. If it is not 
performed it will leave you with a [spiritual] hunger such as the 
physical hunger which comes from not eating and drinking. You 
should understand that if you do not gain the earnings of nit-nnn 
you must remain unfulfilled. 

Bathing 
( 4) The first rule is that you should bathe early in the morning 
(jJrabhiit). A Gursikh has two kinds of life. One is his spiritual 
life and the other is his mundane life. The mundane life is 
needed so that his spiritual life is maintained, wherein libera
tion is gained and the true life is lived. The spiritual life is for 
gaining knowledge of the world hereafter, and the mundane life 
is to know the present world. Every day begin this spiritual life 
by bathing. 
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(5) The Guru's Sikhs should bathe in the early morning. The 
fourth watch of the night is the time for worship, when dawn is 
breaking and the sun's first rays appear. This is the special 
time, when the mind is concentrated and one is rapt in 
meditation. Then sleep is banished. The cares of the previous 
day fall away and the time for the business of the coming day 
has not yet arrived. 

(6) The earlier one bathes in the morning the more beneficial 
it will be. If the rule of early morning rising is maintained sleep 
will depart. Determine the time of rising by estimating the stars 
or else by a clock. This will not n1ean that the time of rising 
varies every day. At the appropriate time sleep departs and 
shedding all drowsiness you arise awake. Go out to smne 
wasteland to perform bodily functions and while you squat there 
you should not speak. With water and earth deanse your hands 
and feet. Your hand is fit to apply water and earth, cleansing 
and making your private patts pure. Use soap if it is available, 
but it is not necessary for purity. 

(7) After w:tshing your hands rinse yom· n1outh and dean 
your teeth. For this purpose do not use a twig without water. Keep 
smne water for this purpose. Having taken a twig out of your 
mouth after cleaning your teeth do not put it in your mouth again. 
Washing [your mouth) with this water. Clean your teeth in private 
with a twig. Mter using a twi~ it should be thrown away. You 
should then dear your throat. · 

(8) If you are able to bathe at Alnritsar count it as a special 
privilege. If you cannot tnake it to Kaulsar2 (first], then bathe 
in well water and then in the pool at Sri Amritsar, thus 
sanctifYing your kes with amrit. 

(9) If you 1nust bathe outside Ramdaspur3 or in some distant 
place let your mind dwell on the lake [of peace which is] 
Arnrit[sar]. If for any reason bathing is impossible, perform the 
paiij ishaniin4 and 1nerely splash smne water on your body. The 
n1eaning of the saying 'He who bathes dips in Amritsar' is also 
that having bathed one should go and sit in a sangat which is 
like the lake of Amritsar. The sangat is like the lake of Amritsar 
wherein Sikhs of the Guru find their hmne wherever they may 
be, there where ltirtan, lwthii, shabad,. ba1J,i, etc., are brought 
together and daily performed everywhere. 
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(10) The sign of a virtuous people is as follows. Those people 
who bathe in the early hours will be perceived as such, even when 
it ·is obscure, and will certainly be amongst those excellent 
people who attend satsangs for worship and readings of the 
scripture. The people 'who ostentatiously make a great show of 
listening to sennons but who do not obse1ve the ntle of early
morning bathing will not be trusted by virtuous folk. 

( 11) This early-morning bathe serves both your spiritual and 
your mundane lives. Worldly people who spend the delectable 
hours of the early morning in sleep or in sloth uselessly waste 
their time. The Gunt'sSikhs, discharging their daily discipline, 
also fulfil some mundane needs, while worldly people have little 
time left after bathing. And just as the early-morning bathe is 
beneficial for the spiritual life, so too it is effective for one's 
health. It also keeps you alert in mundane matters. Therefore 
strive to keep the ntle concerning the early-morning bathe. 

The Liturgical Order for Morning Recitation 
(12) Having bathed chant japufi. The Gmu's command is that 
he who recites japuji with his faculties alert will be honoured by 
the world. 

(13) Mter you have chantedjapuji meditate on the Name of 
God (harinamu). Taking the teaching of the Gunt (which is the 
divine Name mantra), with the hymn that you have just uttered 
in 1nind, meditate in your heart with every breath you take. In 
other words, one's conscious understanding must be completely 
absorbed in the divine Word. In the process the Word is mingled 
with an understanding of the Word. As a tule understanding 
does not dwell in the Word because of confusion and obstacles. 
Try to get rid of these obstacles. The kind of meditation which 
you seek causes you ecstasy through every pore of your body. 
The errors of your previous births are annulled and the gains 
of this human binh are the result. The meaning of the Word 
( shabatl) is that as understanding begins the inner being 
unfolds, and as a result the unreal is abandoned and essential 
things take root. This experience an1ounts to the same thing as 
the [Vedantic] precept 'That you are'. Mter this you should 
complete the process by reciting this delectable mantra in a low 
tone ( madh[y]amii biitti) . 5 
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(14) Thus it is that by hearing and chanting the Gunt's biitti 
aloud we obey the final rule. japuji, ]ap, Shabad Haziire, Asii di 
Viir, Sulllwmani, and other such works fulfil the rule. If possible, 
obey the nile by chanting all of the Gunt's bii~i on the same day. 
If for any reason some of the recitation has to be delayed 
let it be done on the following day. Su/,hamani has 24,000 
letters in it, and chanting this successfully you sanctify the 
24,ooq breaths of your life that you take during a day and a 
night. 6 The person who understands it will reap the benefits 
of Sullhamani which inscribes great blessing in its final 
stanza. 

( 15) After the morning order the mundane part of a person 
turns his thoughts towards ·his work. Meditation on the Gmu's 
divine Word should not cease with all the ups and downs of the 
world's activity but should continue with every breath that a 
person takes. Do not count your business as wasted titne if you 
can repeat a small portion of the divine Name. Your business 
n1ay -require all the attention of your physical senses, but your 
breaths can have no business other than repeating the Name. 
Your breath should not be allowed to escape without the Natne. 
This is what in Gurmat is called the real 'exercise of breaths', 
[the priir.tiiyiim of yoga]. The description [of priir.tiiyiim) can be as 
a part of Uttari Mimiinsii. 

The Evening Order 
(16) Chant or listen to Sodar Rahiras. Sing in the measure of 
the Asa rag's duhh diirii sulth rog. After chanting the five hymns, 
which begin with Sodar and the four with So pura/,h, proceed to 
the biir.ti of the Tenth Master. Beginning with pun rru:hhis hii lllitii 
sisii chant the two Benati chaupai (up to chilk hoi kab lehu sudharo). 
After this repeat the savaiyas from kabi bach doharli, -jo nij prabhu 
moso kahii, and various other savaiyyas according to your 
preference. Next, repeat the riim katha and the chaupai jo eh 
kathii su~e ar gave, and then that symbolic work Anand. And then 
after Mundavar.ti and the verse tithai tun samarath complete the 
recitation by saying Ardas. 7 

(17) After this, if time permits read Arati from the Guru 
Granth Sahib. Alternatively sing (or chant) Arati with some 
other hymns. 
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( 18) Each person must actually chant japuji and Jiip Sahib. 
For Rahiras and Kirtan Sohila, however, the rule is obeyed if 
one person chants while the remainder of the sangat listens. 
In Rahiras if any member of the sangat enters before the 
recitation of Anand his duty will be understood to have been 
discharged. 

The Night Order 
(19) Kirt[ an] Sohila actually comprises only five hymns, which 

are chanted without effort at the time of retiring for the night. 
It is permitted to chant a hymn in Sorath rag (gur kii shahad 
rallhaviire) and one in Biliival rag ( tati vau na lagaz) before Kirtan 
Sohilii, but not aftenvards. Arati Sohilii is the day's terminal 
hymn, the final lock on the door. And in the morning the first 
verse of japuji is the key [that opens it]. After Arati Sohila and 
the recitation of Ardas repeat Satinam Viihiguril. With the hymn 
that you have just uttered in mind breathe regularly. Senses will 
come together and you will fall into a dreamless sleep .... 

An Announcement 
(20) The Ral1it that is set out in the following pages, in whatever 
form it is expressed, is correct. This Sikh faith is the Khalsa 
Panth, according to ancient and unconditional law, established 
in the divine presence [of the True Guru]. We have no right to 
reject it, nor is it within our authority to do so. To help 
understand it some notes have been added. 

fihen follow portions ofBhai Gurdas's Vars 12 and 28, a short passage 
from his Kabitts, two sections from the Dasam Granth, and almost all 
the Rahit sections of-the Chaupa Singh Rahit-nama.] 

-Avatar Singh Vahiria (1914), pp. 149-98. 

18. Extracts from the Sanskar Bagh of 
Baba Khem Singh Bedi 

The following are direct quotations from R. W. Falcon 
( 1896). The numerous printing, spelling, and gra1nmatical 
mistakes are in the original. This version, attributed to 
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Khem Singh Bedi, derives from the 1894 edition of Avatar 
Singh Vahiria's Khiilsii Dharam Shastr. 

A translation of a modern Rahitnama frmn the Sanskar Bagh 
of Baba Khem Singh Bedi, may be usefully added here for 
purposes of comparison and to give an idea of the modern 
adaptation of Sikhism, as upheld by the strictest of present-day 
Singhs. 

'Never to be without the five Kakkes, or signs of a Singh, from 
the time of taking the Pahul to day of death; not to put 
them off day or night.' 

'Not associate with the Minia, Dhirmullias, Ram Raie, Masands, 
Jains, Kurimars and Gangushahi. • 

'Not to wear saffron coloured cloth.· 
'Not to tell lies. • 
'Not to call a Singh by half his name, i.e., by the first half of his 

name, without the addition of Singh.' 
'Not to abuse other Singhs. • 
'Never to keep the head bare, especially when eating. • 
'Not to gamble, to swear, or associate with prostitutes.' 
'Not to cut the hair of the head with scissors or razors.' 
'Not to eat the flesh of animals whose throats have been cut. • 

'(i) Not to smoke or take snuff.' 

'(ii) Have nothing to do with female Muhammadans. • 

'(iii) Not to show disrespect to the kes of other Singhs. • 

'(iv) Not to eat vermin. (Should he break any of the four last 
mles, he must take the Pahul a second time, paying a fine 
of Rs 5 at the same time.)' 

'To read various prayers-( the jup of the Adi Granth, the jup of 
the Granth, 1 in the morning; the Raharas at night, & c.). • 

'To learn the use of arms, learn to read Gurmukhi, and how to ride.' 
'To give alms. • 
[')To setve one's father and mother.' 

-Falcon, p. 10. 

In his opening chapter Falcon describes the procedure for 
the administration of piihu,L Although this is given in his own 
words it seems likely that this also depends on Baba Khem 
Singh Bedi and Avatar Singh Vahiria. He describes it as follows: 
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The Pahul, i.e., the gate, the oath of initiation and baptismal 
ceretnony of the Sikhs who follow Guru Govind Singh, originated 
with the earlier Sikh Gurus, some say with Nanak himself, and 
in its earlier form consisted in drinking water, the washing of 
the Guru's feet (to be accurate, ofthe toes), and saying:- 'Wah 
Guru,' 'Hail Guru,' or in drinking some sherbet with two other 
disciples and repeating 'Wah Guru';-this is known as the 
charan ka palmi, or foot baptism, the water used being called 
the charatnat: it gradually fell into disuse, but is not obsolete, 
as will be shown in a later chapter. Guru Govind Singh re
introduced this in a new form, and the true Sikh or Singh does 
not become a Singh until he has been initiated by taking the 
Palmi, or as they call it 'Amt;t Chaka;' i.e., drink of the amrit 
or nectar; Sikhs believe there is a potent virtue in this amrit, 
by which even cowards are inspired to deeds of bravery. A Sikh 
is thus nqt born a Singh but becomes one by initiation. The form 
of taking the Palmi varies slightly at different temples it is called 
the 'Khande ka palmi' or sword (more accurately two-edged 
dagger) baptistn. 

The form used at the Akalgarh, part of the Golden Temple 
at Atnritsar and a very favourite place of initiation, being the 
place of deposit of weapons once belonging to some of the Gun1s, 
(including Guna Govind Singh) is as follows:- The candidate at 
the appointed time, (any convenient time,) having put on the 
kach (short Sikh drawers reaching nearly to the knee), he may, 
if he desires, wear his paijamas over them, and his kurta and 
pagri, but he must not wear the Hindu dhoti, or any other Hindu 
Sj'tnbol such as thread round the throat, etc.,-stands up before 
the Mahant (the Granthi in ordinary places) with his hands 
together in supplication. The performing priest takes up a batti 
or iron bowl filled with patasa or purified sugar dissolved in 
water, stirs the mixture with a two-edged dagger called a khanda 
(this is the' amrit or nectar), recites a short prayer, then takes 
up some of the amrit with his hand from the bowl and drops it 
into the hands of the candidate, which he holds together in a cup 
shape ready to receive it. This he drinks up while the priest says:
'Bol wah Gunt ji da khalsa Siri wah Guru ji di fate,' i.e., say the 
Khalsa of the wal1 Gunt (God) victory of the holy wah Guru. This 
is repeated five times, after which the candidate turns his face 
upwards, and the amrit is sprinkled on it five times and then 
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upon his kes (uncut hair) five times. The bowl is then handed 
down to the candidate, who carefully drinks up the rest of the 
amrit. He is then instntcted as to the observances he is to keep, 
after which the kara parsad, which is sugar, flour and ghi mixed 
into a lump, is put into the bowl and the candidate sits himself 
down cross-legged and eats it up. When finished he again stands 
up as before and repeats a final 'fate' that is to say, the Sikh 
salutation, as before, after the priest, and then goes off to bathe 
in the sacred tank. The Khalsa means 'God's elect,' i.e., the 
Sikhs of Govind Singh. The kara parsad would be eaten by as 
many candidates of any caste as took the Palmi together, each 
eating frmn the same lump, and is the communion of brother
hood, representing the abolition of caste. The candidate pays 
certain fees varying according to his 1neans, which includes the 
price of the patasa and kara pars ad. The amount of kara parsad 
for each time, irrespective of the number of candidates, must 
not be less than Rs 1-4: it is therefore a saving for many 
candidates to take the Pahul together. The fees include Rs 1-
4 to the Granthi-something for the temple treasury and other 
offerings, and the feeding of other poor Sikhs, which in the case 
of a well-to-do Sikh would amount to some 200 or 300 rupees. 

-R. W. Falcon, pp. 4-6. 

The following brief extracts from the Sanskar Bagh, or 
Book of Observances of Baba Khem Singh Bedi, are here 
added to show the attetnpt made by modern Singhs to draw 
up rules for birth, marriage and death rites, based on the 
Adi Granth and the Grantl1 [sic Dasaro Granth], which shall 
be suitable for Singhs and Sikhs (i.e., Keswalas who take 
the khande ka palmi and Sajhdharis who take the charan 
ka pahul) and shall do away with the use of Brahmins. o o 0 

When a Singh hears the news of a birth of a child to hi1n, he 
should if possible wash himself entirely: if this is not feasible, 
wash both his hands, both his feet and face (panje asnan, or 
washing of the five parts), and put on clean clothes: then read 
the Japji, if a boy is born (Bhajungi or Sikh boy child) read the 
Bhagat Govind ka janua putr ka sabad eleven times, then the 
Bhagoti sabad eleven times2 and repeat the names of the ten 
Gurus: then pray as follows: '0 God, by thy will a tnan Sikh has 
been born: may he be a doer of good works, be healthy and 
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skilled in arms, pious, maintaining the Khalsa religion; in all 
things worthy of his ancestors, and continue the worship of the 
Guru;' for a girl the following prayer-'0! God, by thy will, a girl 
child has been born, may she be good, pious, free from all 
wicked deeds, chaste, modest, sensible and charitable,' then 
wash the feet of the manji or stand on which the Granth is kept, 
catching the washing in an iron cup, mix into it some patasia, 
for a boy, and sugar for a girl, and give to the child as its first 
food-read certain verses-the child is now a Sil<h, as he or she 
has taken the charan ka pahul and can now be e1nbraced. 

Write in large characters on a piece of paper the first verse 
of the Japji and fix to the wall in front of the mother (with any 
weapons which may be at hand if the child is a boy,) and put 
over the child's head on the wall the first line of a Sabael 'Sir 
mastak rakhin pur bhram'-the mother's duty being to gaze at 
these various verses. 

On the fifth day after birth wash the child, collect together 
two or three good Singhs, wash their toes, mix in the washing 
smne patasia or sugar, each Singh in turn to read some of the 
J apji, after which some of the Charamat or washing is to be 
sprinkled over the forehead and mouth and hair of the child and 
his mother, the rest to be drunk by them. After which the Singhs 
are to be fed with parsad and dismissed with due respect. On 
the thirteenth day, as many Singhs as possible having been 
collected, the child is brought in dressed in good clothes and 
is named from the Granth in the same way as described further 
on in renaming a Singh, various sabads are then read, more 
charatnat made as above and the same ceremony gone through. 

On the fortieth day repeat again. The Singh is warned not to 
feel any objection to the birth of a girl, but to take every care 
of her and be satisfied with the Guru's will. 

I have introduced the above in detail to show the use still 
made of the charan ka pahul. 

The child cannot eat with his father until he has taken the 
khande ka pahul. This should not be taken until the child is old 
enough to understand the keeping of the rahitnama, and not 
before 11 years of age. Should the father, for reasons of poverty, 
or other valid reason, desire the child to eat with him, the child 
tnay take the khande ka palmi at an earlier age, the father being 
responsible that the boy keeps the observances properly. 
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The rules for marriage are much the same as those already 
enumerated for the Hindu, except that the Grantl1 takes the 
place of the Hindu scriptures and a Singh officiates for the 
Brahmin. The father or chief living relation of a girl has to look 
for a suitable boy, to be if possible five years older-this is the 
mangni. Then con1es the engagement day, or kurmai; on a 
suitable day, as many Singhs as possible having been collected 
together, the sagan, or formal betrothal certificate, is drawn up. 
On this is written the caste, name, age and pedigree of the girl, 
who is now betrothed to such and such a boy; here follows caste, 
name, age and pedigree of the boy, read out to the assembly 
and the Guru's approval is asked. Date and year is noted along 
with names of any suitable witnesses. The paper is sprinkled 
with 'kesar' and yellow powder, and then handed to the boy's 
family together with certain other articles, after which the usual 
feeding of the assetnbly follows. 

When the boy and girl are grown up and a suitable day has 
been fixed, the girl's family writes the saha or intimation letter 
and sends to the boy's fatnily. The ceremonies are the same as 
those for Hindus, prayers from the Grantl1 being substituted, the 
usual feasting follows. 

The only points of difference worth mentioning in the ceremo
nies of death and burial are, that the dead man's kes having 
been carefully washed, his other four kakkes are taken off and 
four fresh ones put on and burnt with the body. The phul after 
collection on the fourth day tnay be thrown, after the expiry of 
the thirteenth day, into any branch of the Ganges, or into the 
Ganges. Or after being ground into powder thrown into the 
chaugird or promenade of the Dm·bar Sahib at Amritsar, or of 
any other Gurdwara, as may be convenient or preferred, the 
Ganges not being counted absolutely essential to the dead 
person. A complete set of clothes and four kakkes is presented 
to the Akal Bungah. The tnourner, too, does not shave his head, 
as in the case of Hindus. 

The ceremony of pahul for a Sikh woman is much the same 
as that for a man, except that sugar is used in~tead of patasia. 
If a khande, or two-edged dagger is used for stirring the mnrit, 
the handle is used and not the blade, or if a sword, the back; 
the oath is taken in this fonn, 'Bol wah Guru Sat natn,' instead 
of the longer one used by the man. 
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The woman's rahits are to consider her husband as god and 
obey his orders, keep hi1n cheerful, not to associate with other 
men, to pay respect to her father-in-law a11d 1nother-in-law, not 
to wear blue paijamas, not to join in the women's mourning 
ceremony (of beating the breast and wailing), to give alms, not 
to worship Muhammadan or Hindu shrines, etc., to be modest 
and worship the one God. 

When a Sikh takes the palmi and becomes a Singh, should 
his name be unsuitable and he requires to be given a new name, 
it is done as follows:- The Granth having been closed, the 
bhagoti is read, the Granth is then opened and whatever place 
it happens to open at, the first letter of the first verse at the 
bottom of the page is taken and whatever suitable na1ne can be 
made is given ... [I)f the letter is unsuitable because no good 
name can be made from it, or because other relatives have the 
same name, the next letter is taken; if more than one man 
requires renaming, the first letter is given to the right-hand man, 
the next to the next man and so on. 

If a Singh breaks any of the rahits, he should take the pahul 
again and is called tunkhai (one desiring forgiveness); his cup 
should be separate to that used by other candidates, the 
ceremony is the same, if he committed his fault knowingly, he 
must pay Rs 5 as a fine, at once, or by instalments according 
to his· 1neans: if the fault was committed unwittingly, he pays 5 
takas (V2 anna pieces) 5 pysas and 5 annas. 

Those who take the palmi together are called Gurbhais. 
Outcasts (those who are not of the four castes of Brahmin, 

Chatri, Vaisya, and Sudra) must have a separate cup and eat 
apart from the four castes mentioned at the ceremony of taking 
the palmi. 

\.Yhen a candidate appears to take the palmi, no Hindu signs, 
such as strings round the neck, etc., are to be allowed. 

In the book quoted above, the difference between S~hdharis 
and Keswalas, or Sikhs and Singhs, is stated to be as follows:
Both are of the khalsa, but the Singh worships God with tun 
(body), mun (heart), and dhan (wealth}, i.e., with tun, because 
he leaves his face untouched as God made it, wears no janeus, 
tikas (on forehead), dhoti, bodi, earrings; does not clip the 
centre of the moustache as a Mahammadan does; mun, in that 
he does not worship Devis and Deotas, but God only; and dhan, 
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in that he gives alms to ziarats, shrines, etc., it is in the name 
of the wah Guru; whilst the Sikh or Sajhdhari, though of the 
khalsa, worships God with mun, and dhan, but not with tun, and 
is in so much wanting as compared with the Singh. 

The above, as being the opinions of one who may be 
considered the head, frmn a religious point of view, of the 
Singhs, and as having been cmnpiled with other Sikh authod
ties, is worth noting. 

-Falcon, pp. 56-60. 

19. Portion of Guramat Prakash Bhag Sanskar 
This translation follows the text of the 8Lh edition of Guramat 
Prallash Bhag Sanskiir, published by the Chief Khalsa Divan, 
Amritsar, in 1952. Footnotes which appear in the Punjabi 
text are marked below with asterisks. 

A mrit Saitskiir 

The Initiation Ceremony for Entry into the Khalsa 
At the opening of the Guru Granth Sahib there should be present 
at least six Singhs. At the beginning one of these should read 
with [due] respect a hy1nn from the Guru Granth Sahib, while 
[the other] five should prepare amrit. The person seeking 
initiation 1 who is desirous of joining the Guru's cmnmunity [with 
its] se1vice, love, and noble qualities, who possesses the [nec
essary] qualifications, and whose character is pure, should 
stand before the Guru Granth Sahib with palms together. He 
should be wearing clean clothes and the Five Ks, with a sword 
(sri sahib), a kirpan, etc. handsomely suspended at his waist on 
a baldric. His clothing at this time should consist of simple 
garments and he should wear no insignia of another religion-. 
The initiant should continually repeat 'Viihigun1', and with 
respect and humility he should direct his inner thoughts to the 
Satgun1. Then in [the assurance of his] faith he should bow his 
forehead ~o the ground and standing up, in the pres~nce of the 
Guru, should shout the Fate h. 2 

The san gat then sings stanza 16 of Gunt Aljan' s .faitasari Viir. :l 
The Singh who has been appointed leader (jatht!dar) of 

the Panj Piaras4 for the occasion reads the first verse of 
Guru Nanak's Sorathi 9.5 [He continues]: 'Man cannot fr~~ 
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himself from the effects of deeds performed in the cycle of 
transmigration. The Siddhs asked Guru [Nanak] a question 
recorded in the Guru's Ramalwli Siddh Go~# 19 (AG 598). To 
this [Gunt Nanak] gave the answer recorded in his Rii:nza/w,li 
Siddh Go.~'!i 20.6 The seeker must take birth in the household of 
the Satiguru, and this new birth is received by the grace of the 
sat-sangat. The Guru himself puts this question from the reti·ain 
(ralziiu) of Bhagat Ravidas's third hymn in Malar rag: 
By means of what devotion ( bhagati) can I t1nd my Beloved, the 

Master who sustains life. 7 

'[And the Gum] provides the answer: 
Associating with the assembly of the devout ( siidh smigati) one 

achieves the supreme status (AG 1293). 
'Is there [such a thing as] an assembly of the devout in which, 

born in the Gm11's household, one can achieve the supreme 
status? The Satigunt speaks words of reassurance in stanza 9 
of Gmu Aljan's Gauti ki Viir (AG 320). In a meeting (divan) of 
the assembly of the devout a thirst for a vision (darashan) of 
Aka] Purakh is thus aroused and is [wholly] satisfied.' 

The leading Singh then addresses the initiant (directly]: 'The 
Gunt's teachings require one to abandon worship [of Hindu 
gods), caste, and pride in one's lineage. What is required is love 
and devotion of the one Akal Purakh, with brotherly affection for 
all living creatures, love of the sacred scripture (both in read in~ 
and contemplation of it), and submissive devotion to the Gunt. 
The satsang is necessary for gaining access to Akal Purakh. To 
gain access to Akal Purakh requires helptl.tl service to the 
sangat and the Pantl1, together with a spoken remembrance of 
the divine Name. Are you willing to accept, in joy and with 
complete satisfaction, this way of belief (tllwnnn)?' 

The initiant replies: 'I am.' 
~n1e leading Singh [then] says: 'The Rahit of the Sikh faith 

comprises the Daily Rule ( nit-·nem) ,9 reading the sacred scrip
ture, bearing the Five I<s, forswearing the four evil deeds 
(/turahitan), and amongst your religious works apportioning a 
tithe for religious expenses. Do you joyfully accept this Rahit?' 

The initiant replies: 'I do.' 
The sangat sings verse 4 of Gunt Ram Das's Asli Chhant 15 

(AG 449). The. leading Singh [then] asks the sangat: 'Is it your 
will that this person should be granted initiation?' The granthi 
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or some other person in good standing should reply on behalf 
of the sangat: 'It is the will of Vahiguru.' 

\.Yhen the leading Singh takes his place, sitting [on the tloor] 
before the [raised) Gunt Granth Sahib, the other four Piaras, 
properl)' clothed and anned ( tiar baratia1·), seat themselves 
beside the bowl [which is to be used for the initiation]. Each tnust 
'wear a sword or kirpan on a baldric, there in the presence of 
the Guru [Granth Sahib]. Deeply concentrating, with minds 
completely absorbed, they repeat 'Vahigurft, Viihigurii'. Devoutly 
the leading Singh and the other tour Piaras recite verse 1 ( 1) 
of Guru At:jan's Riimalwli lli Va1· (AG 957). 

The leading Singh with the sangat then stands and in the 
presence of the Guru Granth Sahib, he makes the following 
intercession: 

'Matchless and most benevolent Satiguru, in your presence 
this person, thirsting for (the nectar which is] a:mrit, presents 
himself tor initiation. The Pat~ Piaras, having read your most 
sacred words ( bii'(ti), are willing to prepare a:m:ril in your pres
ence. If you grant your most sacred permission m1t:rit will be 
prepared.' 

Turning to the sangm he then says: 'Assembly of the devout, 
do you grant permission for amrit to be prepared?' On behalf 
of the sangat the granthi answers: 'It is the will of the Satigun.1.' 

The leading Singh takes the bowl, spotless and made only 
of pure iron, and places it before him. In it he pours clean water, 
adding sugar pellets (patashe). Adoptin~ the heroic posture 
( biriisan) he places one hand on the bowl 0 and the other on a 
two-edged sword {lthm:uJ,ii) with which he stirs [the contents of 
the bowl]. With mind concentrated and with the assurance of 
divine blessing he tneditates on Akal Purakh, concentrating [on 
the stilTing as he would) when churning curds and thus prep~lr
ing the amrit. 11 Slowly and with devotion [he recites]: 

( 1 ) .fajJ·uji. 

(2) .fiijJ. 

(3) The Ten Savayyii.s, beginning with 'Scrupulous Jains and 
hosts of Siddhs'. After he has recited the sava)ryiis [each of the 
other] four Piaras should recite them in turn. \'\'hen one [Pian1) 
passes the sword to the next the sword must not be left without 
a hand on it, nor should it be withdrawn from the nmrit. 
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(4) Benati Chaupai, from 'Extend to me your guiding hand' 
to 'say once a chaupai' from Rahiriis. Then the leading Singh 
[again assumes conduct of the ceremony]. 

(5) He recites the first five stanzas and the last stanza of 
A nand Siihib and then, standing up, he offers this prayer of 
intercession: 12 

'[We remetnber] the (five] Cherished Ones of the Gmu, the 
faithful, the martyrs, those who shared with others, who repeated 
the divine Natne, who earned their living through honest means, 
who practised charity as a part of their belief, who wielded their 
swords [in a noble cause], who without faltering gave their heads 
for their faith, who counted their fate as sweet. Reflect on their 
merits and say Sri Viihigurft.' 

[He recites] the 55th stanza of Guru Atjan's Gauri Biivan 
Aldzar'i (AG 261-2). [He then continues:] 

'Kinsman of Believers, Forgiver of the Guilty, Lover of the 
Devout, Akal Purakl"tii! With your leave and by your grace this 
mmit has been prepared and this initiant who desires it by your 
sacred will is to receive it. By your supreme grace grant that 
from this day, believing in your teachings, he may be born again 
and that he may abandon such former illusions as caste, reli
gion, and lineage. Let him cling to your sacred feet, finn in his 
awarenes~ of a single community, and let him find a home with 
the sacred scripture and the divine Name conferred by the amrit 
ceremony. Ttue King, by your leave this Sikh is (being initiated 
by) taking amrit. He is accepting the Sikh faith (jahiiz cluqhadii 
jii dwrhadi/dwrhade han). Grant him an awareness of your 
greatness and, ever with him, be his help at all thnes. Confer 
on him such a vision of your grace that his confidence, faith, and 
trust will ensure that he holds to you 13 until the ·very end.'· 

The leader then declares the 1\tfii.l Mantra to the initiant: 

There is one Supreme Being, the Eternal Reality, the Creator, withom 
fear and de\'oid of enmity, immOJtal, never incarnated, self:.Cxistcnt, 
known by grace through the Gum (AG 1). 

Five times the initiant utters (the Mill Mantra] after the leader. 
Then the leader, his attention focussed on the Tnte King Sri 
Kalgidhar 14 Guru Gobind Singh, instntcts the initiant to adopt 
the 'heroic posture'. (The initiant,) with [cupped hands,] his right 
hand over his left, receives five palmfuls of amrit to drink. [The 
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leading Singh] repeats after [the delivery of] each palmful: 'Say 
Viihiguril ji /,a Khalsa, Vahiguril ji J,i fateh! [Each time] the initiant 
will respond: ' Viihiguril ji Mi Khiilsii, Viihigurii. ji lti fateh! [The 
leader] then sprinkles amrit on the [initiant' s] eyes five times. 
In like manner he applies amrit to (the initiant's] kes.l 5 As 
before, each time [amrit] is applied to the eyes and kes the 
initiant declares after the leader: 'ViihiJ,JUril ji lUi Khiilsii, Viihigutit 
ji ki Jateh!. According to this tradition ( maraj'iida) (the remnant 
of] the amrit which remains in the bowl should be used for 
completing the initiation. If there is a substantial amount 
remaining all initiants should drink it fi·om the bowl together. 

Then the Rahit is proclaimed. The leading Singh says: 16 

'As from today yow· spiritual father is Guru Go bind Singh and 
Sahib Devi17 is your spiritual mother. Your birthplace is Kesgarh 
Sahib and your hmne is Anandpur Sahib. Because you have 
taken amrit, and because you are the children of your spiritual 
father, all others who have received amrit initiation (amrit
dhiirliin) are your spiritual brethren. You must put aside fanner 
notions of caste status, bi1th, country, and religion, regarding 
instead all Singhs as members of the same brotherhood as 
yourself. Every day you should recite at least the following 
passages from scripture: .Japu[ji}, jap, Savaiyye, Rahiras, Sohilii. 
Meet [regularly] with the assembly of the devout (siidh smigat). 
Celebrate the Gunas' anniversaries (guTapurab). Be present for 
p1earing] katha and [singing] kirtan. Honour the ·teachings of the 
Sikh faith. Do your religious duties. Give to the Gun.a a tithe [of 
all you earn or receive]. Perfonn the Daily Rule (nit-nem). Read 
or hear the Guru Grantl1 Sahib and bow down ( darashan) before 
it. Speak the truth. 

'Always have the following Five Ks (paiijiin lwllkiiin-haliiiran) 
on you, never being without them: (1) Uncut hair (kes), (2) a 
comb (kanghii), (3) a sword (Jdrpiin), (4) breeches (lwdzh), 
(5) a wrist-ring (karli). 

'There are five groups of people with whmn you must not 
associate: (1) Minas, (2) Masands, (3) Dhir-malias, ( 4) 
Siragums, (5) Ram-raias. 1H Avoid also the company of those 
who smoke hookahs ( nafimar), killers of daughters ( lmtimiir), 
and any who slander the Guru. 19 You must also abstain from 
lying, gmnbling, robbery, drunkenness, etc., refraining frmn all 
obnoxious actions. Shun matted hair.:.w 
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'Four cardinal sins (kunthitiin} are particularly serious. Com
mitting them brands a person an apostate (patit) and requires 
him to be re-initiated. [They are]: (1) Eating the meat of an 
animal, which has been slaughtered according to the Musliln 
rite. (2) Keeping company with 'a Chuhra [woman] who has 
become a Muslim'.21 (3) Showing disrespect to one's hair (by 
cutting it]. (4) Taking a poisonous substance.22 It is right to 
avoid these four [actions]. 

'The Guru Grantl1 Sahib is the [visible] form of the ten 
(personal] Gunts and must be treated as [your] Guru. Join in 
fellowship (smigat) with Sikhs of the Gunt and lovers of the 
sacred scripture (gurabii:rii). 

'To the best of your ability perform with enthusiasm duties 
at the takhats, gurdwaras, and other places associated with the 
Gunts. Be ever ready to serve the Panth. You should certainly 
read Gurmukhi and read it to others. Show respect to your 
parents and serve them. If you are an initiated woman you 
should i·espect your husband's wishes. 

'If at this time your na1ne should be changed hear what the 
Guru Granth Sahib has to say. '23 

The Pa~j Piare then stand in the presence of the Gunt, with 
the initiants following suit. The leadin,p Singh recites Guru 
An gad's shalok 27 (I) from Var Mlijh. 2 [He then speaks as 
follows:] 

'One needs no other instruction when, by his message, the 
Guru calls forth such an intense love from his Sikhs. Today you, 
the devoted children of Gmu Nanak Dev and Guru Gobind 
Singh, have become by this instruction Singhs and Singhnis. You 
have taken amrit. This amrit, bearing within it the nectar of the 
Satigunt, has transformed you. Carrying with it [great] benefit 
it has brought you to your tnte home. 

'By means of this agreetnent the Satigunt has conferred_.the 
following [on you]. You have come under the shelter of the one 
Akal [Purakh)-the One who takes no form, ever awake, the 
Creator light, everywhere omnipresent, never incarnated, im
mortal, ever filled with grace, and the acme of love. (Akal 
Purakh] is without fear, as you know by your devotion. [And Akal 
Purakh] is without enmity, as you have learnt by meditation. He 
is [your] Father and [you should] look upon his creatures as 
members of the same brotherhood. He is the Giver and for this 
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reason he is gladdened by service and kindness. You should 
know of his joy in this way. Without qualities and as· proof against 
the tetnptations of miiyii he is [pure] spirit. By worshipping him 
in spirit you express only love and total devotion. The distance, 
which [seems to] exist between him and us· is only the veil of 
error. He is everywhere present, knowing all things, but we have 
misunderstood him and hung before ourselves this · veil of 
delusion. Make the destruction of this veil your prime objective, 
achieving it by retnembering25 this loving God (parameshar) and 
by singing his praises, 26 and thus finding an eternal understand
ing in his presence. 

'The method is to recognise the Daily Rule, [the singing o~ 
sacred scripture (gurahii1J,i), and abundant repetition [of the 
divine Name]. This should be performed in addition to frequent 
reading [or hearing] the Gmu Granth Sahib. Let time pass by, 
remembering 'Vahiguril' with every breath. This is the Gur
mantar, and by doing this (if you [already) do it) you will now 
be granted by Vahiguru, in ·the company of p1is] marvellous 
nectar, the gift of remembrance. If you have not done this before 
then gradually concentrate all your senses and meditate on this 
mantra. You will reme1nber this discipline, and through it 
concentration on the presence of God (parameshur) will be 
developed. 

'This is the epitome of love, which drives doubt away and 
brings you to the divine court. In this way calmness, peace, 
mystical union, and freedom will be established. [Your] senses 
will ascend (higher and higher], so much so that one day your 
mind will enter the house of the divine Natne. Then the divine 
Name will carry you into the Realm of Fulfihnent. 27 In this state 
you will always remain, your heart blessed in the midst of the 
satsang which comprises ttue followers of the Guru. Ob~tacles, 
dangers, snares will remain far from you in this condition, and 
with honour you will proceed to your [one tnte] home.' 

The initiant says: 'In truth, may the Satigunt be ever with me.' 
The leading [Singh] replies: 'Yes, the Satigmu will always be 
with you.' [He recites] the last two lines of Gunt Arjan's Gaufi 
Sukhamani 22(7) (AG 293). TI1e sangat [then] sings Guru 
Aljan's Vacf,ahansu 1.28 [fhey also sing] Guru Atjan's Siirang 74 
(AG 1218-19). The leading Singh [then] offers this prayer: '0 
Vahigunt, we giv~ you boundless thanks that you, by your grace, 
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have adtnitted this brother/sister to your family.' Guru Arjan's 
Biliivalu 33 is sung (AG 808-9). Finally karah prasad is 
distributed and the ceremony (rliviin) comes to a close. 

Note: 

1. If the initiants number more than one and include older 
women, then in preparing the amrit, and subsequently in admin
istering it, fetnale and male should sit in separate lines (in the 
presence of the Guru Granth Sahib) and therein should receive 
amrit and karah prasad. 

2. If any person with an infectious disease wishes to be 
initiated, he should be separately initiated. 

Kuramai and Anand Sanskar 

The Betrothal and _Marriage Ceremonies 
Mter a [successful) search for a suitable bridegromn for a girl 
(has been concluded) the betrothal ceremony is held. The girl's 
family should gather leading figures from amongst their rela
tions and friends at their house and offer the following prayer: 

Akal Puntkh, by your benevolent gift a suitable bridegroom has been 
found for this fortunate girl, and now the offer of betrothal is being sent 
to him. By your grace grant us the strength of understanding that we 
may, with your grace, bring this event to a satisfactory conclusion. May 
these two remain together, may husband and wife love each other, may 
they dwell together for many years, may they impart to all the Sikh faith, 
and may they uphold the Khalsa in every place. 

A rupee, a kirpan, and some sweets are then sent to the boy's 
fatnily, carried by some trusted friend. The boy's family then 
hold a senrice in the presence of Sri Guru Grantl1 Sahib, and 
gathering their relatives, friends, and others [they sing the 
second stanza of] Guru Ram Das's Siihi Chhant 1 (AG 773) 
[and the first stanza of) Guru Arjan's Siihi Chhant 10.29 Having 
sung the preliminary hymn of blessing the following prayer is 
recited: 

0 Satiguru, in your presence and in the house of your servant ... the 
betrothal of his daughter ... with ... , son of ... , is being conducted. May 
the boy and the girl receive the gift of love, may they have a long life 
together, and may both families prosper. 

-· 
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Mter the girl's fa1nily have placed welcoming gifts in the boy's 
lap prayer is said and karah prasad is distributed. 

When the ages of the girl and the boy are deemed sufficiently 
advanced the two families should determine a day for the 
wedding. If, at an appropriate time, the boy's fmnily· should 
initiate in their house an [unbroken] reading [of the Guna Granth 
Sahib) when it is concluded the following prayer should be 
recited: 

Akal Purakh, the sangat is making preparations for the marriage of 
your servant. ... Grant your protection to (the members of) the marriage 
party as they make their way here, singing your praises. Grant that (the 
preparations for] this event may be completed satisf~lctorily. 

With his friends, the number of which shoul~ be kept as small 
as possible, [the bridegroom] should then approach the house 
of the girl's parents. The girl's people should gather together 
to welcome [the party, singing] the first stanza of Gmu Nanak's 
Sflhi Chhant 2 (AG 764), the first stanza of Guna Nanak's Silhi 
Chhant 3 (AG 764-5), the first stanza of Guru Ram Das's Asii 
Chhant 16,30 Guru.Atjan's Silhi54 (AG748-9), and Gun.aAljan's 
jaitwu.ni Dupade 4 (AG 700). Both groups should participate in 
these hymns or in others which like them· can be used as suitable 
for commencing a religious ceremony. By singing these hy1nns 
as greetings the girl's people can appropriately demonstrate 
their deep esteem and love one for another. . 

At the ambrosial hour31 the gathering should assemble in the 
presence of the Gmu Granth, and ragis or 1nembers of the 
sangat should sing kirtan. When the kirtan is finished the boy 
and the girl, neatly clothed, should be seated in the presence 
of the Guna Granth Sahib. 32 The girl should be seated on the 
left of the boy. Mter taking permission from the sangat the 
celebrant should ask the parents or grandparents of the couple 
to stand and should begin the marriage (a nand) by utteriiJg the 
following prayer of petition: 

'Akal Purakh, Father of all, source of love, merciful to the 
(first) Panj [Piaras]! Today, in accordance with the sacred 
tradition which you have provided, (these] two persons whmn you 
have created, by your command: 

They are not regarded as wife and husband when they [merely] 
sit together. 
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When a single light shines .in two bodies, only then they are 
regarded as wife and husband. 33 

'[0 Akal Purakh,] may these two persons embody a single spirit 
and remain ever united, leading a pure life based on love. May 
they both see you as their only Husband, regarding themselves 
as your spouses· and leading a life of devotion and dedication 
based on ttust and faith. 

In the form of a woman I am like [your] serving,maid; without 
you, [my] Master, I can pretend to no beauty:H 
'As a woman one enters a spiritual unity arid seeks shelter 

with you. Merciful Lord,35 within the sangat bring about the unity 
of these [two persons]. By your holiness and goodness, fasten 
the marital knot so that it may tie them in one mind. At this time 
"the Lord God dwells in the sangat". According to your com
mand, perform your tasks and grant us this hope that "[y~t~ 
your]self perform [your] tasks; wretched man can do nothing":l\6 

Protector of the poor, grant us this gift.' 
The Singh who is granthi, now reads a hymn from the Gun• 

Grantl1 Sahib. All touch the ground with their foreheads and then 
sit. The sangat, some respected person ( bhai), or a ragi then 
sing the twentieth stanza of Guru Ram Das's Siri Ragu lli Var 
(AG 91) and the first verse of Gmu Arjan's Suhi Chhant 10 (AG 
783). If the people are cheerful more hymns of rejoicing can 
be sung. 

The celebrant then delivers this faith of householders (grahasat 
dharam), according to the teachings of the Guru (guramat), to 
the boy and the girl. The celebrant says:37 

Marriage according to Gurmat is no mere business ex
change, nor is it only for the propagation of children or for 
physical satisfaction. The purpose of marriage is instead as 
follows: 

They are not regarded as wife and husband when they [merely] 
sit together. 

When a single light [shines] in two bodies, [only] then they 
are regarded as wife and husband. 38 

By means of mutual love you will shine as a single light and, 
with that love ever growing, your relationship together will merge 
with Akal Purakh. You should therefore listen carefully to this 
explanation and put this faith of householders into practice. You 
will both: 
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1. Remain firm in the Sikh faith and live your life in 
accordance with the Gunt' s teachings (guramat). 

2. Believe in accordance with the Guru's teachings that Akal 
Purakh is your God (parameshar). Consecrate yourself to the 
divine Name and to Akal Purakh, and apart from the ten Gurus 
and the Guru Granth Sahib worship no other Gunt. Renounce 
such things as magic, charms, amulets, cenotaphs, etc., believ
ing their worship to be fraudulent. 

3. Abandon pride in caste, lineage region, etc. Mingle in 
friendship with the Panth and separate yourselves from those 
who belong to reprobate groups. 

4. Upholding the ideal of marriage you should share in mutual 
love and responsibility for important decisions, each taking the 
advice of the other. 

For you Brother: 

5. In every circumstance tenderly care for and protect this 
sister who from this day will be your wife. Share your income 
with her. Vow to remain faithful to her.39 Pardon and regard with 
love any mistake she may make. Pay the same respect to her 
parents as you would to your own. 

And you Sister: 

(6] Remain contented with the .honest earnings of this person 
who today is appointed your husband (sirliiJ). In sadness and joy, 
wherever he may be, remain ttue to him as your faith dictates. 
Serve him always with tenderness, ever ready to obey, and treat 
his parents as your own. 40 

When the homily is finished, the btidegromn and bride signify 
their acceptance by touching the ground with their foreheads. 
Then the girl's father or guide places the hem of the boy's 
garment in the girl's hand41 (that is to say the girl is given 
the edge of his clothing) and at his or their cmnmand the 
celebrant says: 'Sister, today you have been entrusted to this 
husband, [your] master. '42 The sangat or a ragi sings Gunt 
Arjan's shalok 14(1) from Riimallali ki Viir (AG 963). More 
hymns of this kind may be sung by the sangat or the ragi, [for 
example] Guru Atjan's Asii 95 (AG 394) or his Biliivalu 114 (AG 
827). 
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The granthi Singh then sings the laviin from the Guru Granth 
Sahib, being Guru Ram Das's Suhi Chhant 2.43 Mter each liiv 
has been sung the couple walk around the Guru Granth Sahib, 
the bridegroom preceding the bride who holds his hem. [This 
they do) four times, [after each of the four verses of the hymn 
has been sung]. While they are making their circuits [the verse 
of] the hymn should be tunefully sung [again), corresponding to 
their procession [around the Guru Granth Sahib). This should 
be done by the ragi or by the whole sangat, the relations, or the 
granthi. After four circuits have been completed the bride
groom and bride should resume their seats and the celebrant 
sings the first five and the fortieth verses of Anantl Siihib.44 At 
its conclusion he says a prayer [of thanksgiving and) then Gunt 
Ram Das's Sin Riigu Chhant 1 (2),45 Guru Atjan's Miijh 11,46 and 
the fourth verse of his Vatf,ahansu Chhant 147 [may be sung]. 

Singing hytnns of rt:joicing such as these and reading from 
the Gun.1 Grantl1 Sahib b1;ngs proceedings to an end. After 
Ardas is said and karah prasad is distributed the gathering 
comes to a close. 
Note: 

1. The following practices are all forbidden: choosing an 
auspicious date for the marriage by consulting a Brahman; 
invoking the blessings of gods or ancestors through religious 
rites·; tying a red cord around the wrist in order to signify that 
a person is ready for marriage; putting one's foot in watered 
milk to signify entry into the world of fertility; the Hindu ritual 
of the fire ceremony; planting four wooden sticks around the fire, 
representing the four Vedas; harlots dancing, etc. 

2. If a dowry is given to the bride it must not be put on display. 
3. According to Gurmat it is forbidden to have children married. 

20. Extract from Guramati Bibek 

Frmn Randhir Singh, Rahit Bibek (a portion of Ouramati 
Bihelt). · · 

Several people concerned about the Rahit-their comforting 
words pious, adorned, and ardent..._say that there is nothing in 
Gurmat which rc:=quires Singhanis to wear turbans. In defence 
of this position, they offer the distinctly hollow argument that 
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even if Gurmat does expect Singhanis to wear turbans there is. 
a general ignorance within the Panth of any such rule, with the 
result that Singhanis do not in fact wear them. Using this same 
hollow argument (these people] may also say that if Gurmat is 
clear concerning the practice of the divine Name, and we now 
preach· it in every home, the households of Singhs ensure that, 
in general the practice of the divine Name must be widely 
carried out ·in the Panth. Yet in truth the practitioners of the 
divine Name are very few in the Panth. The argument amounts 
to this, that the practice of the Natne, the divine Name worthy 
of all praise, is merely something we sing about, not a n1le of 
Gurmat. (Clearly they are wrong.] The precept, which Gurmat 
upholds-the face and foundation of the quintessence of knowl
edge-is [indeed] worthy of all praise. Wearing turbans for the 
protection of the kes is absolutely essential for both Singhs and 
Singhai1is. 

-Randhir Singh, Gura:mati Bibeh, Ludhiana, ·5111 edition, 
1993, Ralzit Bibelc portion, ch. 43, p. 220. 

21. Sikh Rahit Marayada 
I 

Two English translations of Sill/1- Rahit Mm·ayiidii exist, both 
published under the title Rehat Maryada: a guide to the Sikh 
way of life (London, 1971, and Amritsar, 1978). Neither 
adheres strictly to the Punjabi text.· The translation given 
below closely follows the Punjabi text of the 14th edition of 
Sihh Rahit Mara·yiidii (.Atnritsar, 1979). Footnotes which 
appear in the Ptinjabi text are marked with asterisks. 

The Khalsa Code of Conduct 

De.Jinition of a Sillh 

A Sikh is any person who believes ( nisachii raltha.flii) in Akal 
Purakh; in the ten Gurus (Guru Nanak to Gun.t Gobind Singh); 
in Sri Gun.t Granth Sahib, other works of the ten Gurus, and their 
teachings; in the Khalsa initiation ceremony instituted by the 
tenth Guru; and who does not believe in any other system' of 
religious doctrine. 

The Sikh way of life may be viewed from two perspectives, 
the personal and the corporate or panthic [viz. his/her behaviour 
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as an individual and his/her responsibilities as a men1ber of 
the Panth). 

I. Personal Discipline 
l 

This involves three aspects: ( 1) The practice of devotion to the 
divine Nan1e as it is recorded in the sacred scripture. (2) Living 
in accordance with the Gunt' s teachings (I(U1·m1ull). (3) Service. 

1. The devotional discipline 

1.1 A Sikh should rise during the 'ambrosial hour' (3 A.M. to 
6 A.M.) and having bathed should tneditate on Vahigunt (niim 
jafm?t). 

1.2 Each day a Sikh should read or recite the order known 
as the 'Daily Rule' ( nit-nem). The Daily Rule comprises the 
following portions of scripture: 

[Early morning, 3 A.M.-6 A.M.:] Japu[ji}, .flip, and the Ten 
SaVlt)')'iiS (the savayyiis beginning with 'Scntpulous .Jains and 
hosts of Siddhs'). 

[In the evening at sunset: Sodar Rahmiis.] This selection 
comprises: 

-The nine hymns frmn the Gunt Granth Sahib that begin with 
'Where is the place where you view your creation', and 
conclude with 'in shame I seek shelter and grace'. 

- Gmu Gobind Singh's Benati Chaupai, from 'Extend to me 
your guiding hand' to 'shield me from my foes'. 

- The savayyii that begins 'Here at your feet ·I pledge my 
homage'. 

-The couplet that begins 'Spurning every other door'. 

- The first five stanzas and the final stanza of Anltnd Sahib. 1 

- Mundava1J,i and shalok of Guru Arjan: 'Blind am I to all your 
deeds'. 

At night before retiling: [Kirtan] Sohilii. 

1.3 At the conclusion of the selections set down for early 
morning and evening (sodar) (the prayer known as] Ardiis tnust 
be recited. 
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(a) The words of Ardiis are as follows: 2 

Vir.tmy to Viihigu:ril, 3 the Eternal One 
May Sri Bhagauti F assist us 

Tlu~ Tenth JW.aster's Ode to Sri Bhagauti fl 
First remembering Sri Bhagauti, turn your thoughts to Guru 

Nanak; 
Angad Guru, Amar Das, each with Ram Das grant us aid. 

Atjan and Hargobind, think of them and Hari Rai. 

Dwell on Siri Hari Krishan, he whose sight dispels all pain. 

Think of Gunt Tegh Bahadur; thus shall every treasure cmne. 

May they grant their gracious guidance, help and strength 
in every place.5 

May the Tenth Master, the revered Guru Gobind Singh, also 
grant us 'help and strength in every place'. The light which 
shone from each of the ten Masters shines now from the sacred 
pages of the Gunt Granth Sahib. Turn your mind to it and utter 
Viihigu1u! 

The Pa~ Piaras, the Master's four sons,6 and the Forty 
Liberated; all who were resolute, devout, and strict in their self· 
denial; they who were faithful in their remembrance of the divine 
Name and generous to others; they who were noble both in battle 
and in the practice of charity; they who magnanimously par
doned the faults of others: reflect on the merits of these faithful 
servants, 0 Khalsa, and utter Viihiguril! 

Those Singhs and Singhnis who gave their heads for their 
faith; who were hacked limb from limb, scalped, broken on the 
wheel, or sawn asunder; who sacrificed their lives for the 
protection of hallowed gurdwaras, never forsaking their faith; 
and who were steadfast in their loyalty to the uncut hair of the 
true Sikh: reflect on their merits, 0 Khalsa, and utter Viihiguril! 

8Remember the five takhats and all other gurdwaras, and 
utter Viihiguril! 

This is the first and foremost petition of the Khalsa, that 
Vahigun.t may dwell eternally· in the thoughts of the entire 
Khalsa, and that by this remembrance all may be blessed with 
joyous peace. May your favour and protection be extended to the 
Khalsa wherever its me1nbers may be found. Uphold it in the 
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exercise of charity, sustain it in battle, and grant it victory in 
all its undertakings ( cleg teg fateh). May its name be exalted and 
may its enemies be subdued by the might of the sword. Call 
again, 0 Khalsa: Vahiguril! 

Grant to your Sikhs a tn1e knowledge of their faith, the 
blessing of uncut hair, guidance in conduct, spiritual perception, 
patient trust, abiding faith, anci the supreme gift of the divine 
Name. May all bathe in the sacred waters of Amritsar. [May your 
blessing eternally repose on those who] sing your praises, on the 
flags [which proclaim your presence], on all places [which 
provide shelter and sustenance] ( chatuiltiiin jha1J.tf.e bu:tige), ever 
ilnmutable throughout all ages and glorifying the faith. [Again] 
utter Viihiguril! 

9May Sikhs be humble of heart yet sublilne in understanding, 
their belief and honour committed to your care. Akal Purakh, 
eternal Aid and Protector of the Panth, grant to the Khalsa 
continuing access to Nankana Sahib, and to other gurdwaras and 
places associated with the Gurus, from which it has been sepa
rated. 10 Grant to its me1nbers the right to behold these sacred 
places and to care for them in the se1vice oflove. Vahiguru, pride 
of the humble, strength of the weak, defence of the helpless, and 
our true Father (pita), we come before you praying that ... [Refer 
here in approptiate words to the passage from scripture which 
has been read or to the purpose for .which the gathering or the 
sangat has assembled.] Forgive us for any eiTors committed 
dudng the reading of the sacred scripture, and grant to all the 
fulfilment of their due tasks and responsibilities. 

Bring us into the company of those devout souls whose pre-
sence inspires remembrance of your divine Name. 

Nanak prays that the Name may be magnified; 
By your grace may all be blessed. 

(a) After the recitation of Ardas has been con1pleted all 
metnbers of the sangat who are present should reverently bow 
before the Gun1 Granth Sahib, touching the ground with their 
foreheads. They should then stand erect and proclaim: Viihiguril 
fi lea Khiilsii! ViihigUJil _ji ki fateh! 11 All should then shout a 
·tliumphant Sat Sri Alciil! 12 

(b) While Ardas is being recited all who are present, both 
men and wmnen, should stand with palms together. The pers01. 
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who is seated behind the Guru Granth Sahib should rise and 
continue to fan the sacred volmne with the whisk used for this 
purpose. 

(c) The person who leads in the reciting of Ardas should do 
so facing the Guru Granth Sahib and with palms together. If the 
Guru Granth Sahib is not present he may face any direction 
while reciting Ardas. 

(d) V\'hen Ardas is recited on behalf of any person or persons 
present in the sangat only such persons need rise. Others may 
remain seated. 

1. 4 Congregational worshijJ 
1.4.1 THE GURDWARA 

(a) The influence of the Gurus' words is best experienced in 
a religious assembly (siidh sangat). Each Sikh should therefore 
join in sangat worship, visiting gurdwaras and drawing inspira
tion from the sacred scdpture in the sangat 's presence. 

(b) In each gurdwara the Guru Grantl1 Sahib should be 
opened daily. Except when there is some special purpose, which 
requires that it should be kept open· it should not be lett open 
at night. Normally it should be closed and put to rest after the 
evening liturgy ( rahariis). If, however, a granthi or gurdwara 
steward ( seviidar) can remain in attendance and there is no risk 
of sacrilege the Gmu Granth Sahib may be left open for any 
persons who wishes to read from it or pay it their respects. It 
should subsequently be closed and put away to ensure that it is 
not treated irreverently. 

(c) The Gmu Grantl1 Sahib must be treated with great 
reverence while it is being opened, read, or closed. When it is 
to be opened it should be laid under a canopy ( chandni) in a 
place that is clean and tidy. It should be set on a stool or lectern 
( ma1iji) over which a clean cloth covering has been spread. 
Cushions should be used to support it while it is open and a 
mantle ( rumlil) should be provided for covering it when it is not 
being read. A whisk ( chaur) should be provided for use when 
it is open. 

'1 (d) No articles are used apart from those that have been 
specified above. Such practices as burning incense, lighting and 
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waving latnps, offering food as to an idol, igniting lights, or 
ringing bells are contrary to Gurn1at. It is, however, permissible 
to use such articles as flowers or incense to provide a fragrant 
atmosphere. The room should be lit with oil lamps (kerosene 
or ghi), candles, or electricity. 

(e) No other book may be given the same reverence in a 
gurdwara as that which the Guru Granth Sahib receives. Idol 
worship and other rituals or ceremonies contrary to the teach
ings of Gurmat are proscribed in gurdwaras; and no festival, 
which contravenes Sikh belief may be celebrated therein. 
Gurdwaras may, however, be used for preaching Gurmat on 
appropriate occasions. 

(0 [Superstitious] practices such as the following are pro
scribed: clasping the legs of the lectern on which the Guru 
Grantl1 Sahib sits; ntbbing one's nose against the wall [of a 
gurdwara] or the dais [supporting the Gmu Grantl1 Sahib), 
or clasping [the dais]; placing water beneath the lectern; 
installing or retaining idols within gurdwaras; touching the 
ground with one's forehead before pictures of the Gurus or those 
of revered Sikhs. 

(g) Ardas should be offered before the Guru Grantl1 Sahib 
is tnoved from one place to another. The person who carries it 
on his head while it is being moved should normally be barefoot. 
If, however, circumstances require that shoes should be worn, 
this may be done. 

(h) Ardas should be offered before the Gunt Grantl1 Sahib 
is opened rfor the first time during the day]. A shahad chosen 
at random\~~ should then be read. 

(i) Whenever the Guru Grantl1 Sahib is moved every Sikh who 
is present should show respect by standing, regardless of 
whether or not it has previously been opened (for the day]. 

(j) To 1naintain pmity shoes must be removed before entering 
a gurdwara. Feet, if unclean, should be washed. When walking 
around the Gun.1 Granth Sahib or a gurdwara one should proceed 
in a clockwise direction. 14 

(k) People of all nationalities, faiths, and castes are welcome 
to enter a gurdwara for a darshan [of the Guru Grantl1 Sahib], 
provided only that they do not carry any item (such as tobacco), 
which Sikh doctrine prohibits. 
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(I) Whenever a Sikh enters a gurdwara his first duty must be 
to bow before the Guru Granth Sahib, touching the floor with his 
forehead. He should then greet the assembled sangat (the 
replica of the Gunt) with a courteous Viihiguru jz ka Khalsa, 
Viihiguril ji ki Jateh. 

(m) When seated in a sangat there should be no distinction 
between Sikh and non-Sikh, nor any discrimination based on 
untouchability, caste, or status. 

(n) In the presence of an open Gunt Granth Sahib or in a 
sang at no· individual should be specially honoured by the 
provision of a cushion, chair, couch, or any form of privileged 
seating. 15 

( o) No Sikh may sit bareheaded in the presence of a san gat 
or an opened Guru Granth Sahib. It is contrary to Gurmat for 
women to observe purdah or wear a veil in the presence of a 
san gat. 

(p) There are five seats of temporal authority (taldtat) within 
the Panth: 

1. Sri Akal Takhat Sahib, Amritsar. 

2. Takhat Sri Patna Sahib. 

3. Sri Kesgarh Sahib, Anandpur. 

4. Sri Hazur Sahib, Nander. 

5. Damdama Sahib, Talvandi Sabo. 16 

(q) Only initiated Sikhs, loyal in their observance of the Rahit 
(both Singhs and Singhanis), are permitted to enter those parts 
of the taldzats, which possess a particular sanctity. Apart from 
apostate Sikhs (patit) 17 and those judged guilty of a breach of 
the Rahit ( tanakhahie) anyone, Sikh or non-Sikh, may offer 
prayer at a takhat. 

(r} The Khalsa flag ( nishan sahib) shall fly from an elevated 
position above every gurdwara. The colour of the flag may be 
either saffron or dark blue. It shall be surmounted by a steel 
spear or a two-edged sword. 

( s} Each gurdwara shall possess a large drum ( nagiirii), to 
be beaten on appropriate occasions. 
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1.4.2 KIRTAN 

(a) Within any sangat, kirtan may be sung only by Sikhs. 
(b) Kirtan consists of singing passages from the sacred 

scriptures (gl~rabii1J,i), each in its appropriate raga. 
(c) Within a sangat the only works that may be sung as kirtan 

are those that are recorded in the sacred scriptures or the 
commentaries on sacred scripture composed by Bhai Gu~das 
and Bhai Nand Lal. 

(d) When shabads are being sung responsively or when a 
shabad 's raga is being developed those who are participating 
must adhere strictly to the original text of the work which is 
being sung. 

1.4.3 TAKING A HUKAM 

(a) To bow before the Gunt Granth Sahib placing your forehead 
on the ground, to participate with reverence in the sangat's 
service of worship, to read from the holy scripture or to hear 
a passage read from it are all activities that involve a personal 
encounter ( daTaslwn) with the eternal Guru. It is wrong to 
imagine that by removing the mantle from a copy of the Gunt 
Granth Sahib without reading a portion of the text ( viill) one can 
have that encounter oneself or share it with others. 

(b) A san gat should participate in only one activity at a 
tin1e-either kirtan or sermon, the reading of the scriptures or 
their exposition. 

(c) While the sangat is engaged in worship the person 'who 
sits in attendance on the Guru Granth Sahib should be a Sikh 
(male or female). 

(d) A sangat's service of worship should be conducted only 
by a Sikh. A non-Sikh may, however, read from the scriptures 
for his/her own personal benefit. 

(e) For the purpose of 'taking a hukam' ('order') from the 
Gwu [the Guru Granth Sahib should be opened at random and) 
the first shabad appearing on the upper portion of the left-hand 
page should be read from its begillning. If its beginning appears 
on the preceding page turn back and read the complete shabad. 
If the passage happens to be part of a va,-1 8 the complete stanza 
with its associated shaloks should be read. Read through to the 
line or couplet which includes the name 'Nanak'. 
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(0 A hukam should be taken in this manner at the conclusion 
of a worship service. A hulwm should also be taken following the 
Ardas, which ends a complete reading of the Gmll Granth Sahib 
(see 1.1.4. 7). 

1.4.4 ORDINARY READING OF THE GURU GRANTH SAHIB 

(a) If possible, every Sikh should set aside a special place in 
his house exclusively reserved for the reading of the Gm11 
Granth Sahib. · · 

(b) Every Sikh (man or woman, boy or girl) should acquire 
a knowledge of the Gurmukhi script and learn how to read the 
Guru Granth Sahib. 

(c) Early in the morning (amrit velii), before eating, every 
Sikh should 'take a huham' from the Gmll Granth Sahib. If he 
faits to do so at this titne he should ensure that later in the day 
he reads from the Gmll Granth Sahib or hears a portion read. 
If for any good reason such as the inconvenience of trave 1 he 
is unable to discharge this responsibility he should not feel that 
he has done wrong. 

(d) A practice to be commended is for each Sikh regularly 
to read right through the entire contents of the Gmll Granth 
Sahib ( siillhiiran palh), planning his daily instalments in such 
a way that he con1pletes the task in four to eight \·veeks (or 
whatever period may be convenient for him). 

(e) When a complete reading of the Gmll Granth Sahib is 
initiated it should begin with the appointed portion of Anand 
Siihib (the first five stanzas and the concluding stanza), followed 
by Ardas and the taking of a hulwm. The reading should then 
commence with .Japufi Sahib. 

1.4.5 UNBROKEN READING OF THE GURU GRANTH SAHIB 

(a) An unbroken reading of the Gm11 Granth Sahib (aklwtt4 
jJiilh) m·ay be held in tilne of distress or to mark an occasion 
of particular joy. Such a reading takes approximately 48 hours, 
the actual reading continuing without interntption. 19 During 
unbroken readings the participants' enunciation should remain 
clear and the text should be correctly re«ul. The reading should 
not he conducted at such a speed that. he~uers ate unahl< .. to 

follow its tneaning, a condition, which amounts to disrespt•ct lc '' 
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the sacred scripture. Every letter and symbol should receive its 
due attention, thus ensuring a clear and accurate reading. This 
should be done even if it means that the intended time will be 
exceeded. 

(b) The fatnily or sangat which arranges an r.tkha'(lf/. path 
should also provide the relay of readers, with relatives and 
friends invited to participate. There is no stipulated number of 
readers. If anyone is unable to participate in the actual reading 
he should at least listen while a skilled reader is performing his 
share of the task. No reader should be left alone, with no 
member of the sponsoring sangat or family present. Those who 
serve as readers may be rewarded with gifts of food or clothing 
according to the sponsor's means. 

(c) While readings are in process (whether a/,ha7J-t/. path or 
any other variety) such items as water-pots, lamps, and coconuts 
should not be superstitiously kept [in the presence of the sacred 
sctipture], nor should any other scripture be introduced or read 
in coruunction with the text of the Gmu Granth Sahib. 

1.4.6 BEGINNING A COMPLETE READING 

OF THE GURU GRANTH SAHIB 

Before an ordinary reading is begun [karah] prasad should be 
brought (into the presence of the Gmu Granth· Sahib. The 
following sequence should then be observed.] The six appointed 
stanzas of A.nanrl Sahib should be read, Ardas should be recited, 
and a hulwm should be taken. The actual reading should then 
begin. The same procedure is also followed when comJnencing 
an aldza'(lf/, path. 20 

1.4.7 THE CONCLUSION OF A COMPLETE READING (BHOG) 

(a) A complete reading of the Gun1 Granth Sahib ('vhether an 
ordinary reading or an akha'(lf/, path) should conclude either with 
the Muntliiva~zi [and attached shalok] or with the Riig-malii, the 
choice depending on local custom. (There is still division within 
the Panth concerning this issue. It must, however, be noted that 
no one should copy or print the Gun1 Granth Sahib without 
including the Riig-miilii.) [The six appointed stanzas of] Anand 
Sahib should then be read, the concluding Ardas recited, and 
karah prasad distributed [to all those who are present]. 
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(b) Following the conclusion [of an akha7J.rf. path] it is appro
priate to donate such items as a mantle, whisk, or canopy if 
these should be required for the Guru Granth Sahib [which has 
been used], or to make an offering for the work of the Panth. 
This should be done as one's means permit. 

1.4.8 KARAH PRASAD 

(a) Karah prasad that has been prepared in the prescribed 
manner will be approved by the sangat. 

(b) The prescribed method for preparing karah prasad is as 
follows. Equal portions [by weight] of wholemeal flour, sugar (the 
best available), and ghi should be mixed in a clean iron bowl 
while passages from the sacred scriptures are sung or recited.21 

The preparation should then be covered with a spotless cloth, 
brought into the presence of the Guru Granth Sahib, and plac~d 
on a clean stool. The first five verses and the concluding verse 
of Anand Sahib should be read in a clearly audible voice to the 
sangat gathered in the presence of the Guru Granth Sahib.22 

Ardas should then be recited, and finally the karah prasad is 
touched with a kirpan to signify that it has been duly sanctified. 

(c) After this has been done but before the karah prasad 
is distributed to the sangat a portion should be given [to five 
worthy Sikhs] in commemoration of the [original] Panj Piaras. 
The remainder should then be served to the assembled sangat, 
first to the person sitting in attendance behind the Gw1.1 Granth 
Sahib23 (who should receive it in a bowl or cup) and then to the 
other me1nbers of the sangat. No form of preference or 
discrimination should be observed while this is done, neither 
between Sikh and non-Sikh nor between high caste and low. No 
one should despise any other member of a sangat because of 
his caste or through any belief in untouchability. 

(d) At the point in the proceedings where the karah prasad 
is touched with a kirpan an offering should be made, even if only 

\ a copper coin. 

1.5 Exposition of the scriptures (katha) 

.,. (a) Only a Sikh may expound the sacred scriptures in a sangat. 
(b) The purpose ofkatha must be to inculcate an understand

ing of Guramat. 
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(c) Katha 1nay deal with the works of the ten Gunas, those 
of Bhai Gurdas and Bhai Nand Lal, any other work that has 
panthic approval,24 or historical works that have been written 
in accordance with the principles of Gm·mat. It should not 
concern the works of other religions except that illustrations 
may be taken from the teachings of other great men and books 
which possess sound spiritual quality. 

1. 6 Sennons or lectures 

Sermons or lectures, which present material in conflict with 
Gurmat may not be delivered in gurdwaras. 

1. 7 The· service of worshijJ 

The usual order of worship in a gurdwara will be as follows: tl~e 
ritual opening of the Guru Grantl1 Sahib, kirtan, katha, sermon, 
Anand Sahib, Ardas, the 'Victory' salutation,25 Sat Sri Akii~ and 
a final httkam. · 

2. Living in accordance with the Guru's teachings 

2.1 Each Sikh should live and work in accordance with the 
principles of Gurmat. The definition of Gurmat is as follows: 

(a) To worship only the one Akal Purakh, spurning all other 
gods and goddesses. 

(b) To accept as the means of deliverance only the ten Gunas, 
the Gun1 Grantl1 Sahib, and the works of the ten Gunas. 

(c) To believe that the same spirit was successively incar
nated in the ten individual Gurus. 

(d) To reject caste distinctions and untouchability; magical 
amulets, tnantras, and spells; auspicious omens, days, titnes, 
planets, and astrological signs; the ritual feeding of Brahmans 
to sanctify or propitiate the dead; oblation for the dead;26 the 
superstitious waving of lights;· [traditional] obsequies; fire sac
rifices; ritual feasting or libations; sacred tufts of hair or ritual 
shaving; fasting for particular phases of the moon; frontal 
marks, sacred threads, and sanctified rosmies; worshipping at 
tombs, te1nples, or cenotaphs; idol-worship; and all such other 
superstitions. 

Only those places, which have been hallowed by association 

,· 
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with the Gurus should be revered, never the pilgrimage centres 
or edifices associated with other religions. 

A Sikh should not believe in Sufi preceptors (pit~, Bralunans, 
soothsaying, vows, the superstitious offeling of sweets, the 
Vedas, the Shastras, the Gayatri, the Bhagavad-gita, the Qur'an, 
the Christian Gospels, and other such scriptures. It is, however, 
permissible to read such scriptures in order to acquire ordinary 
knowledge. 

(e) Although the Khalsa must be perceived as distinct from 
all other religious systems no offence should be caused to those 
who believe in other faiths. 

(f) Prayer should be offered to Vahigmu before any [impor
tant] task is undertaken. 

(g) A knowledge of Gurmukhi is essential for Sikhs. Other 
forms of knowledge should also be studied. 

(h) It is the duty of every Sikh to impart a knowledge of the 
Gunts' teachings to his children. 

(i) Do not cut a boy's hair. Let him retain his hair27 and let 
hi1n be named a Singh. Sikhs should leave the hair of their sons 
and daughters unharmed. 

(j) Sikhs should not partake nor use cannabis, opium, 
alcohol, tobacco, etc. Consmne only food. 

(k) Sikh men and women should not pierce their noses or 
their ears. 

(I) A Sikh must never engage in female infanticide, nor 
should he associate with anyone who commits this clime. 

(m) A Sikh should live on money that has been honestly 
earned. 

(n) A Sikh should regard gifts to the poor as charity bestowed 
on the Gmu himself. 

(o) Theft and gambling are forbidden. 

(p) Look upon another's daughter as your own, 
And another's wife as you would your own mother. 
He who loves only his own wife, 

Is the Gmu's Singh, obedient to the Rahit. 

In the same way a Sikh woman is bound to only one 1nan. 
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( q) The Guru's Sikh should obseiVe the code of behaviour 
prescribed by the Gunt throughout his entire life. 

(r) When Sikhs meet they should greet each other by saying 
' Vahigurii. ji /,a Khiilsa, Vahigurii. ji ki fateh'. This is the correct 
form for both men and women. 

(s) Sikh women should not obseiVe purdah, nor should they 
wear a veil (ghuttt/). 

(t) A Sikh must wear a kachh and a turban. Apart from these 
garments, he may wear whatever he chooses. The turban is 
optional for wmnen. 

2. 2 Ritual?8 

2.2.1 BIRTH AND NAMING CEREMONy29 

(a) Following the birth of a child in a Sikh home the family and 
relatives should visit their gurdwara a soon as the mother is able 
to rise and bathe. (There is no particular period fixed for this 
purpose.) They should take karah prasad with them or arrange 
to have it prepared on their behalf. While they are in the 
gurdwara they should celebrate the event and give thanks by 
singing such· hytnns as Gw1.1 Atjan's 'God (paramesan) has 
broken every barrier' ( Sorath rag), and his 'The True Satigunt 
has sent this wondrous gift' (Asa rag).30 If a complete reading 
of the Guru Grantl1 Sahib has been undertaken [to mark the 
occasion] the concluding bhog ceremony should be performed 
[at this time]. A passage should be chosen at random and the 
officiating granthi should propose a name beginning with the 
same letter as the first word of the randomly-chosen shabad. 
If the suggested natne meets with the sangat's approval it shall 
be the name bestowed on the child. To a boy's natne 'Singh' 
should be added, and to a girl's name 'Kaur'. 

After the six prescribed stanzas of Anand Sahib have been 
read the child's birth is celebrated with an appropriate Ardas 
and the distribution of karah prasad. 

(b) No period of domestic defilement should be obseiVed 
because of a birth in the family. 

Birth and death are divinely ordained, both [man's] 
coming [and likewise his] going. 

Pure is our food and pure our drink, both of them given 
[by you].31 
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(c) The practice of making a garment [for the infant] from 
the mantle coveting the Guru Granth Sahib is contrary to the 
principles of Gunnat. 

2.2.2 THE ANAND MARRIAGE CEREMONY (ANAND SANSKifR) 

(a) Marriages between Sikhs should take no account of caste 
or sub-caste. 

(b) A Sikh girl should be married to a Sikh husband. 

(c) A Sikh marriage should be solemnised in accordance 
with the Anand t;te. 

(d) Sikhs should not be married as ·children. 

(e) A Sikh girl should be married to some worthy Sikh in 
accordance with the Anand rite when she has reached a 
sufficient maturity of body, mind, and character. 

(f) It is not essential for a betrothal to take place prior to 
the actual martiage. If, however, there is to be a betrothal, the 
family of the girl should assemble with (her] sangat [and the 
family of the prospective husband) in the presence of the Guru 
Granth Sahib, and having offered Ardas they should present to 
the prospective husband a kirpan, a wrist-ring ( lw.ra), and some 
sweets. 

(g) When the date for the marriage is being detennined, no 
account should be taken of auspicious days, nor should there 
be any consulting of horoscopes. The only consideration should 
be the convenience of both parties. 

(h) Traditional customs which are to be avoided in the con
duct of Sikh weddings include the following: the wearing of 
chaplets ( siharii), crests or diadems; tying red threads to the 
participants' wrists; worshipping ancestors; dipping the foot in 
a concoction of sweetened and diluted milk and water ( kacchi 
lassi vich pair piiuttil); [showing the physical strength of the 
bridegromn by] cutting a jujube or jand tree ( bcri jan jaruf,'i 
varf,rf,hart'i); filling a small pitcher (with water}; feigning displea
sure; having female relatives of the bride insult the bridegroom; 
burning ritual fires (havan); erecting altars; dancing by prosti
tutes; the drinking of alcohol. 

(i) [When the time comes for the marriage] the groom should 
proceed to his future father-m-law,s house, accompanied by a 
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group [of family members and other companions] not exceeding 
the number specified by the father-in-law.32 Hymns from the 
sacred scriptures shall be sung by hosts and guests, and the 
meeting shall conclude with the 'Victory' salutation (see l.l.3(a), 
note 11). · 

G) At the time for the actual marriage the congregation 
should assemble in the presence of the Gmu Granth Sahib and 
kirtan should be sung, either by the sangat or by professional 
singers ( riigi). The bride and bridegromn should be seated in 
front of the Gmu Grantl1 Sahib, the bride on the gromn's left. 
Having first secured the consent of the assembled sangat the 
Sikh (either man or woman) who is to conduct the marriage 
ceremony should instruct the couple to stand, together with their 
parents or guardians, and should then recite the Ardas with 
which the ceremony begins. 

The celebrant should then instruct the couple in the teachings 
of Gurmat concerning the duties of marriage. First he/ she 
should address them jointly, explaining the meaning of the 
'rounds' (laviin) which are to be made in accordance with the 
nuptial hymn from Siihi raga. In so doing he/ she should 
encourage the couple to model their love for each other on the 
loving relationship which subsists between man and God 
(paramatmii). He/ she should instn1ct them to love each other 
in the scriptural sense. They should love each other as 'two 
bodies yet one spirit', 33 performing their duties as householders 
and wholly obedient to their cmnmon Lord who is Akal Purakh. 
Both should vow to travel life's road together and to bring their 
journey to a successful conclusion. Both should be shown that 
their union is the means to a life of purity lived in accordance 
with the Gun1 's teachings. 

The celebrant should then address the bridegroom and bride 
separately, explaining to each their distinctive duties within the 
matrimonial relationship. 

To the bridegroom he/she should stress how the bride's 
parents have chosen him as the worthiest of husbands and how, 
regarding his wife as one with himself, he should love her in all 
circumstances and share all things with her. He. must be the 
protector of her body and her honour, ever remaining sclupu
lously loyal to her; and he should show the same respect to her 
parents and relatives as he would to his own. 
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To the bride it should be explained how she will be commit
ting herself to her husband in the presence of the Guru Granth 
Sahib and the sangat. She should reverence him, accepting him 
as a master worthy of all love and respect. In all places and all 
circumstances she should remain steadfastly faithful to him and 
minister to all his needs. His parents and relatives she should 
accept as her own. 

To signify their assent to these injunctions the couple should 
bow before the Guru Granth Sahib, pressing their foreheads on 
the ground. The bride's father or senior relative should then 
place in her hand the hem of one of the garments worn by the 
bridegroom. 34 The person serving as reader then chants the 
liiviin hymn, Guru Ram Das's Siihi Clzhant 2.35 Mter each of the 
four stanzas the couple walk around the Guru Granth Sahib, the 
bridegroom followed by the bride who continues to hold his hem. 
While they are thus proceeding around the Guna Granth Sahib 
either the ragis or the entire congregation repeat the appropriate 
stanza. Mter completing each of the first three rounds the 
couple bow before the Gm11 Granth Sahib, pressing their fore
heads on the ground, and then stand erect to hear the next 
stanza. Following the fourth round they bow and resume their 
seats. The ragi or another person appointed for this particular 
purpose then chants the first five stanzas and the last stanza of 
Anand Sahib. Mter Anand has been chanted a prayer is offered 
and [the ceremony concludes with] the serving of karah prasad. 

(k) Non-Sikhs cannot be tnarried according to the Anand rite. 

(I) No cash payment should ever be made as part of a 
marriage settlement. 

(m) Ifthe bride's parents should be offered food when they 
visit their daughter's [new] home they should accept it without 
hesitation. It is tnere superstition to refuse food [under such 
circumstances], for the supreme Guru Akal Purakh has provided 
food in order that the Khalsa tnay eat. The Guna has joined the 
two families in a common relationship as a result of the 
1narriage so why should they not eat together?3li 

(n) A widow should be permitted to remarry if a suitable 
husband can be found. The same rule applies to Sikh widowers. 

( o) Remarriage should also be conducted in accordance with 
the Anand rite. 
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(p) Nonnally a Sikh should have only one wife. 

( q) A Sikh who has been initiated into the Khalsa ( amrit-dhilri. 
singh) should ensure that his wife is also initiated. 

2.2.3 THE FUNERAL CEREMONY (MIRATAK SANSKAR) 

·(a) If a person dies while l~ing on a bed, the corpse should not 
be placed under the bed. 3 Other superstitious practices that 
are to be avoided include the placing of lamps in the hands of 
deceased persons and giving gifts [to Brahmans. The bereaved 
should] do nothing more than read the sacred scriptures or 
repeat the name of Vahigmu. 

(b) When a death takes place there should be no excessive 
lamenting, no beating of breasts or grief-stricken wailing. The 
best method of reconciling oneself to the will of Vahiguru is to 
read the sacred scriptures or repeat Vahiguru's name. 

(c) Every corpse should be cremated, no matter how young 
the deceased may have been. If cremation is not possible it is 
pennissible to dispose of a body by casting it into a 1iver or 
some such means. 

(d) A cremation may be performed during the day or at night. 

(e) A corpse should be bathed and clad in clean gannents, 
cmnplete with all Five .Ks. It should be laid on a bier and prayer 
should be offered. The bier should then be carried to the 
cremation-ground to the accmnpaniment of hymns approptiate 
to a funeral. At the cremation-ground a funeral-pyre should be 
erected and before consigning the body to the flames prayer 
should be offered. The corpse should then be laid on the pyre 
and the pyre lit by a son, some other relative, or a close friend. 
The asse1nbled sangat should meanwhile sit some distance 
away and sing appropriate hymns. Such superstitious custmns 
as the breaking of the skull should not be observed. When the 
pyre is well ablaze Kirtan Solzilii should be sung, followed by 
prayer. The sangat should then return [from the cremation
ground). 

After the cremation a reading of the Guru Granth Sahib 
should be initiated on behalf of the departed soul, either in the 
house of the deceased or in a neighbouring gtirdwara. This 
should begin with the six prescribed stanzas from Anand Sahib, 
the reciting of Ardas, and the serving of karah prasad. The 
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reading should be completed in the course of ten days. If it is 
not possible to bring the reading to its close on the tenth day 
another day may be selected to suit the convenience of the 
bereaved fatnily. Metnbers of the bereaved household and their 
relatives should share in the actual reading. If possible, kirtan 
should also be held each evening. After the ten-day period has 
elapsed all ritual requirements will have been completed. 

(f) When the funeral pyre has cooled the body's ashes, to
gether with any remaining bones, should be gathered and either 
cast into nmning water or bm·ied at the place of cremation. No 
me1norial should be erected to mark the spot where the crema
tion took place. 

(g) Such practices as loud lamenting, laying the corpse on 
the floor, placing lamps in the hands of the deceased, offering 
oblations, and performing [traditiona~ obsequies or tnetnorial 
services ( shrliddh) are all forbidden. 8 It is also forbidden to 
gather from the pyre the residual bones sanctified by Hindu 
custom and to deposit them in such 1ivers as the Ganga, [the 
Satluj at] Kiratpur, or [the Ravi at] Kartarpur. 

2.2.4 OTHER RITUALS 

In addition to the ceremonies detailed above there may be 
occasions of particular joy or sadness which warrant a special 
intercession. Examples are the frrst entry into a new building, 
the opening of a new shop, or a child's first day at school. On 
such occasions a Sikh should seek Vahiguru's blessing by 
reciting prayer. Readings from the scriptures and prayer are 
essential components of all Sikh rituals. 

3. Service 
Service ( seva) is a fundatnental feature of Sikhistn. Gurdwara 
maintenance provides a means of inculcating this essential 
virtue. Comtnon examples are the sweeping of a gurdwara, 
serving water to members of a sangat or fanning them, serving 
food in the gurdwara dining-hall ( langar), and cleaning the 
shoes [of worshippers]. 

(a) The Guru's langar serves two purposes. It inculcates the 
spirit of service in Sikhs; and it breaks down false notions of 
status and caste. 
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(b) Anyone may eat in a langar, regardless of his status or 
caste. When all take their places in the same line (pangat) there 
should be no discrimination on the basis of nationality, varna 
( va·ratt), caste (.ziit), or religion. The only qualification is that 
food that is given to initiated members of the Khalsa ( amrit-dhiiri 
sikh) must be served frmn a separate dish. 

II. Panthic Discipline 
[fhis section deals with the following issues:] (1) The Gunt 
Panth. (2) The Khalsa initiation ceremony. (3) The procedure 
to be followed when imposing penances for infringements of the 
Khalsa H.ahit .. (4) The procedure to be followed when issuing a 
panthic injunction (gnramatii). (5) Appeals against local deci
sions. 

1. The Guru Panth 

Seva is not merely a matter of waving fans or serving food in the 
langar. A Sikh should devote his entire life to the welfare of 
others. The most effective form of service is that which involves 
people working together without imposing excessive demands 
on any individual. This is only achieved through cooperation. 
In addition to his personal duty each Sikh should therefore 
acknowledge a corporate obligation. The institution [which makes 
it possible to discharge this corporate responsibility] is called 
the Panth. A Sikh can fulfil his religious obligations only if he 
is an active member of the Panth. 

Those Sikhs who are qualified Singhs39 together constitute 
what is called the Guru Panth. This [corporate institution] was 
progressively developed by the ten Gurus and was given its 
definitive form by the tenth Guru when he conferred on it the 
authority of the Guru. 40 

2. The rite of Khalsa initiation ( amrit sanshiir) 
(a) The Khalsa initiation cere1nony requires a careful choice of 
circumstances. It should never be conducted in a place that is 
a public thoroughfare. 

(b) An open copy of the Guru Grantl1 Sahib is required at the 
place of initiation, together with at .least six fully-apparelled 
Singhs. One of these will sit with the Guru Grantl1 Sahib while 
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the remaining five will adtninister the actual initiation. Fetnale 
Singhs (singha7J,iiin) 1nay be numbered amongst them. Prior to 
the ceretnony they should all bathe and wash their hair. 

(c) The Panj Piaras [chosen to administer initiation] should 
be physically sound, being neither blind nor one-eyed, neither 
crippled nor disabled; and they should be free from chronic 
disease. No [undischarged] person convicted of transgressing 
the Rahit ( tanaldziihiii) should be selected. He should be a 
worthy and virtuous Singh. 

(d) Any man or wmnan who affirms belief in the Sikh faith 
and vows to live according to its principles may receive 
initiation, regardless of nationality, [previous] creed, or caste. 
Those who are to receive initiation should be old enough to 
understand the 1neaning of the cere1nony. They should bathe 
and wash their hair, and should present themselves wearing all 
five Khalsa symbols. These are uncut hair (kes), a kirpan in a 
baldric, a pair of shorts (kachhahirii), a cmnb (llmighii), and a 
wrist-ring (!tara). No symbols associated with other faiths may 
be worn. The head must be covered, but not with any kind ·of 
hat or cap. 41 Ear-1ings and nose ornaments 1nust not be worn. 
[Prior to receiving initiation the candidates] should stand rev
erently before the Guru Grantl1 [Sahib] with palms together. 

(e) If any person should be see king re-initiation after violating 
a cardinal injunction of the Rahit (/turahit) he/ she should be 
separated from the other candidates and in the presence ofthe 
sangat should receive a penance frmn the Panj Piaras. [He/ she 
may then rejoin the other candidates.] 

(f) One of the Panj Piaras should then address those who are 
seeking initiation, explaining to them the principles of the Sikh 
faith in the following tenns: 

'The Sikh faith requires you to abandon the worship of man
tnade objects. Instead you should direct your loving devotion 
and adoration to the one Creator. This obligation is dis
charged by attending to the words of sacred scripture; by 
serving the sangat of the devout and the Panth; by acting 
benevolently towards others; by maintaining love for the 
divine Name; and after receiving initiation by living in 
accordance with the Rahit. Do you gladly accept this faith 
(dharam)?' 
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(g) When an affirmative answer has been given one of the 
Piaras, in preparation for administering amrit, should offer a 
prayer and take a hu/,am. The Panj Piaras then prepare for the 
amrit ceretnony by taking their places beside the bowl [which 
is to be used for the initiation]. 

(h) The bowl should be made of iron and set on something 
appropriate such as a gilded stool. 

(i) Fresh water should be poured into the bowl and soluble 
sweets (patiise) added. Having done this the Panj Piaras should 
sit around the bowl, adopting the 'heroic posture'. The following 
com positions should then be recited. 

(j) japubi],Jiip, the Ten Savayylis (the savayyas beginning with 
'Scntpulous Jains and hosts of Siddhs'), Bimati Chaupai (frmn 
'Extend to me your guiding hand' to 'Shield me from my foes') 
and the six prescribed stanzas of Anand Sahib. 

(k) Each officiant, when reciting should do so with his left 
hand placed on the tim of the bowl. With his right hand he 
should stir the water with a two-edged sword (khandli}, keeping 
his attention intently focused [on the task he is performing]. The 
other officiants should gaze intently into the water with both 
hands resting on the rim of the bowl. 

(1) After the appointed passages have been cmnpleted one 
of the· Piaras should recite Ardas. 

(m) Only those candidates who have been present throughout 
the whole of the ceremony's preparatory period may receive 
initiation. Any who arrive while it is in progress are debarred. 

(n) The candidates shall now be instructed to adopt the 
'heroic posture', turning their thoughts to the Tenth Master as 
they do so. Each should cup his/her hands, placing the right 
hand over the left. Five times the sanctified water ( amrit) is 
poured into the candidate's cupped hands. As he/she receives 
it he/ she shall be instructed: 'Cry Viihiguril ji kli Khalsa! 
Viihigu:rft fi /,i fateh!' Mter drinking each portion the recipient 
shall repeat: 'Viihigurii. fi Ita Khiilsii! Viihiguril ji /d fateh!' Five 
times the a:mrit is sprinkled on his/het eyes and five times it 
is sprinkled over his/her kes. Mter each action the officiant 
cries 'Viihigu:ril ji kii Khalsa! Viihiguril ji ki fateh!' and the recipient 
shall repeat the words after him. The amrit that still remains 
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is then consumed by the initiates (both men and women), all 
drinking from the sa1ne vessel. 

(o) Next, the Panj Piaras impart the Name of God to the 
initiates by reciting the Basic Credal Statement ( mii.l mantra) 
in. unison and by having the initiates repeat it after them: 

·n1ere is one Supreme Being, th~ Eternal Reality, the Creator, 
without fear arid devoid of enmity, imtnortal, never incar
nated, self-existent, known by grace through the Gunt. 

(p) One of the Panj Piaras then expounds the Rahit as follows: 

'As from today you are 'born to the Guru and freed from 
rebirth'. You are now a member of the Khalsa. Guru Gobind 
Singh is .{our spiritual father and Sahib Kaur your spiritual 
tnother.4- Your birthplace is Kesgarh Sahib and your home 
is Anandpur Sahib. Because you are all children of the same 
father you are spiritual brothers, one with another and with 
all others who have received the amrit initiation. You must 
renounce your former lineage, occupation, works, and reli
gious affiliation. This means that you should put aside all 
concern for caste status, birth, country, and religion, for you 
are now exclusively a 1nember of the sublitne Khalsa. You 
must worship Akal Purakh alone, spurning all other gods. 
goddesses, incarnations and prophets. You must accept the 
ten Gmus and their teachings as your only means of deliv
erance. 

'You can already read the Gurmukhi script (if not you must 
learn how to do so) and. at least once a day you must read or 
hear the following works which together constitute the Daily 
Rule: japu[ji], jap, the Ten Savayyas (beginning with 'Scrupu
lous Jains and hosts of Siddhs'), Sodar Raharas, and Sohila. 
You should also read or hear some additional passages from 
the Gunt Granth Sahib, and you must alwals wear the Five Ks. 
These are uncut hair (kes), a kirpan,4

• a pair of shorts 
(lcachhahira),44 a comb (kangha), and a wrist-ring {ltari1). 45 

'There are four sins, which are particularly serious 
(kmuhitiin) and, which must be scntpulously avoided: (1) 
Showing disrespect to one's hair [by cutting it]. (2) Eating 
kuJJhii meat. (3) Sexual intercourse with any person other 
than one's spouse. (4) Osing tobacco. Anyone who commits 
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any of these tour cardinal sins must be re-initiated, unless the 
act has been unintentional in which case no punishment 
should be administered. 

'Have no dealings with initiated Sikhs who cut their hair 
( si·r-gum) '16 or with Sikhs who sn1oke. · 

'Always be prepared to support the Panth and to provide 
whatever assistance may be required in a gurdwara. Set 
aside a tenth part of whatever you earn and dedicate it to the 
Gunt. Let all that you do be done in accordance with the 
principles of Gunnat. 

'Observe at all times the discipline required of those who 
belong to the Khalsa. If you violate the Rahit in any respect, 
you should present yourself before a congregation of the 
Khalsa and request a penance. Take care thereafter not to 
commit the satne offence. 

( q) 'The following offences warrant a penance: 

1. Associating with Minas, Masands, Dhir-malias, Ram
raias, and other enemies of the Panth47; or with initiated 
Sikhs who smoke, those who murder baby daughters, or 
[those Kes-dhari Sikhs) who cut their hair (sir-gum).48 

2. Eating from the same dish as a person who has not 
received the Khalsa initiation or is an apostate Sikh (fmtit). 

3. Dyeing one's beard. 

4. Giving or receiving a cash dowry in return for a son's 
or a daughter's hand in marriage. 

5. Consuming any drug or intoxicant (cannabis, opium, 
alcohol, cocaine, etc.). 

6. Performing any rite or ceremony which conflicts with 
Sikh belief, or commissioning anyone else to do so. 

7. Neglecting to fulfil any part of the Rahit.' 

(r) At the conclusion tor this homily one of the Pa1U Piaras 
should offer prayer. 

( s) The person sitting in attendance on the Gunt Grantl1 
Sahib should then take a hulwm. If any of the newly-initiated 
bears a name that was not selected from the Guru Granth Sahib, 
he should now receive a new name [chosen in the approved 
manner] (see I.2.2.1a). 
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(t) Finally karah prasad should be distributed. All who have 
enlisted in the Guru's service, both men and women, should take 
karah prasad from the same dish. 

3. The irnposing of jJenances 

(a) Any Sikh who con1mits a breach of the Rahit is required to 
appear before the nearest sangat. He should stand in their 
presence and confess his fault. 

(b) In the presence of the Guru Granth Sahib the sangat 
should choose [five] Panj Piaras who will investigate the offence 
and recommend to the sangat a penance which this person 
should perform. 

(c) The sangat should not use compulsion when imposing a 
penance, and the offender should not question its verdict. The 
penance should take the form of service [to the sangat], 
particularly the kind that requires manual labour. 

(d) Mter a penance has been awarded Ardas should be 
recited. 

4. The issuing of panthic injunctions 

(a) Panthic injunctions (guramalii) can be promulgated only in 
relation to issues that concern the fi.mdmnental tenets of the 
Sikh religion, viz. the dignity and status of the Gurus or the Gmu 
Granth Sahib, the correctness of the sacred text, the form of 
the initiation ceremony, the content of the Rahit, the organisation 
of the Panth, etc. Other issues of lesser ilnportance (religious, 
educational, social, or political) should be settled without re
course to religious sanction. 

(b) Gunnatas 1nay be determiped and promulgated only by 
the elected metnbers of the supreme council of the Gmu Panth. 

5. Appeals against local decisions 

Appeals against the decisions of local sangats may be lodged 
at Akal Takhat (see 1.1.4.1p). 
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Appendix 1 

Coverage of sundry rahit-namas by Kahn Singh Nabha in Guntmat 
Sudhiikar (GSudh) and the Panch Khalsa Divan in its Klziilsii Rahit 
Prakash ( KRP) 

Verses of Tanakhiih-niimii included by GSudh (x) and the KRP (a) 

1 19 X a 37 X a 
2 X a 20 X a 38 X a 
3 X a 2I X 39 X a 
4 X a 22 X 40 X 

5 X a 23 X a 4I 
6 X a 24 X a 42 
7 X a 25 X 43 
8 X a 26 X 44 X a 
9 X a 27 X a 45 

10 X a 28 X a 46 
II X a 29 X a 47 X a 
I2 X a 30 X a 48 X a 
I3 X a 3I X a 49 X a 
I4 X a 32 X a 50 X 

15 33 X a 51 
16 X a 34 X a 52 
17 X a 35 X a 53 X 

18 X a 36 X a 54-62 
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KRP does not name either Nand Lal or Go bind Singh (giving only 
gum). BNLG and GSudh give only gobind singh without the gum. The 
KRP's reason for not naming Nand Lal was that because he did not 
have 'Singh' in his name he could not have been a member of the 
Khalsa. 

Neither GSudh nor KRP is set out with doharii and chaupai as in 
BNLG and in PSP. The various items are set out in BNLG as stanzas 
(some very brief, others longer). In GSudh and KRP they are 
presented as rhymed couplets in numbered groups (sometimes one 
couplet, sometimes two, sometimes more than two). The single
couplet groups are longer than the brief couplets of the other groups 
and obviously bear the marks of at least a rudimentary poetic form. 
These groups do not correspond in the two versions. The grouping 
adopted by GSudh is a little closer to a poetic form than that of 
the KRP. 

GSudh and KRP are closer to each other than to BNLG or PSP 
as far the spelling of individual words is concen1ed. GSudh does, 
however, use the names of both Nand Lal and Gobind Singh, and 
follows the BNLG/ PSPversion when there are differences concern
ing the text. For example: 

BNLG: suhii pahi'l) lae nasaviir ( 17) 
GSudh: sflltii pahir lae nasaviir (7) 
KRP: bikhyii pie lae nasaviir (15) 

BNLG: atithi vellh nahin deuai diin (33) 
GSudh: atithi dekh nahin devai diin (16) 
KRP: dan yog nahi devai diin (22) 

But then immediately after: 

BNLG: kiratan katha siun man nahin lavai (34) 
GSudh: lwthii kiratan man nahin lavai ( 17) 
K.RP. kathii kiratan man nahin liivai (23) 

GSudh reverts soon after. BNLG 37 and GSudh 18 have narak hazar, 
whereas KRP 24 has kashat apar. 

Then in BNLG 48 there is divergence again: 

BNLG: khalsii soi gurabii'l)i hit liii ( 48) 
GSudh: khalsii soi guru hit liivai ( 21) 
KRP. khiiL'iii soi guru hit liivai (26) 
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Injunctions omitted by GSudh and KRP: 
Accepts Turks as master 15 
Touches iron with his feet 15 
Abandons the Guru 41 
Naked while sleeping, having intercourse, 

bathing, roaming around, or distributing food 41-3 
Avoids five evil impulses 45 
Avoids rituals 45 
Abandons pride 46 
Avoids another's woman 46 
A Khalsa repeats the divine Name 51 
A Khalsa fights against barbarians/Turks 51 
A Khalsa is absorbed in the divine Name 52 
A Khalsa breaks free from that which binds him 52 
A Khalsa carries weapons 54 
A Khalsa smites oppressors/Turks 54 
Omitted only from KRP: 
Goes unarmed 21 
Robs wayfarer 22 
Does not use cold water for bathing 25 
Eats without reciting Japttii 25 
Does not join in Rahiras 26 
Does not recite Kirtan Sohila 26 
Seduces Guru's wife 40 
A Khalsa supports the needy 50 
A Khalsa destroys the oppressor 50 
A Khalsa knows how to ride 53 
A Khalsa is always fighting 53 

Verses of Prashan-uttar included in GSudh (x) and the KRP (a) 
x a 8 x a 
x a 9 
x a IO x a 
x a II 

I x a 12 x a 
2 13 x a 
3 x a 14 x a 
4 (i.e 2nd half+ 1st half) 
5 15 
6 x a 16 x a 
7 x a 17-23 
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The GSudh and KRP versions do not have sub-headings indicating 
whether the Guru or Nand Lal is the speaker. The two versions are 
virtually identical, except that as usual Nand Lal is riot mentioned 
by the KRP. It uses silth ir~stead of nand. 

Come into my presence 2 
Deliverance for all descendants 4 
Where do we find the Guru? 5 
Bathe at dawn and walk thrice round the Granth 9 
Acknowledge the Granth 11 
Verses 15-23 repeat what has already been said 

* * * 
Verses of the Desii Singh Rahit-niimii included by GSudh (x) 

and the KRP (a) 

I = line of couplet (two lines in each couplet) 
Variant: KRP has a stanza different from GSudh 

I 37 I 73 I xa 
I I I 

2 I 38 I 74 I 
I I xa I xa 

3 I 39 I x Variant 75 I xa-
I I x Variant I xa 

4 I xa 40 I I xa 
I xa I xa Variant 

5 I xa 41 I Variant 
I xa I xa 76 I 

6 I xa 42 I I 
I xa I xa 77 I 

7 I xa 43 I xa I 
I xa I 78 I 

8 I xa 44 I xa I 
I xa I xa 79 I 

9 I 45 I I 
I I 80 I 

10 I xa 46 II II xa I 
I xa II II xa 81 I 

11 I Variant I 
I Variant 82 "I 

12 I 47 I I 
I xa I 83 I 
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13 I xa 48 I I 
I xa I 84 I 

14 I 49 I I 
I I X 85 I 

15 I 50 I I 
I xa I 86 I xa 

16 I 51 I I xa 
I / 87 I 

17 I 52 I I 
I I 88 I xa 

18 I 53 I I xa 
I I xa 89 I 

I xa 
19 I 54 I xa I xa 

I I xa 90-146 I 
20 I 55 I X 

I I X 

21 I 56 I 
I I 

22 I '57 I 
I xa I xa 

23 I 58 I xa 
I 59 I 

24 I xa I 
I xa 60 I 

25 I I X 

I 61 I 
26 I I 

I 62 I 
27 I I 

I 63 I 
28 I I 

I 64 I 
29 I xa I xa 

I xa 65 I X 

30 I xa I X 

I xa 66 I 
31 I xa I 

I 67 I 
32 I / 

I 68 I 
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33 I xa I 
I x Variant 69 I 

34 I x Variant I 
I 70 I 

35 I I 
I 71 I xa 

36 I xa I xa 
I xa 72 I 

I xa 
Nott!: 4th ed of PSP omits 3-4 

Everything from 90-146 has been omitted by GSudh and the KRP. 
Stanza 90 is the bc..,gitming of the langar and autobiographical 
sections. 

The· text of GSudh sometimes agrees with KRP, sometimes with 
PSP. On the whole it is more like PSP and refers to Nand Lal. Sec 
also PSP 38: duhftn gran/h. GSudh ( 45) agrees with this, not with 
KRP's gun I. granth ( 45). This actually represents a clear doctrinal 
position for the AG and against the DG. But note examples like PSP 
15IGSudh 601 KRP57. The differences in the text are not great, but 
GSut/hand KRPagree completely. PSPis the text that diverges. This 
stanza comes very near the end of both the GSudh and KRP texts. 
KRPinscrts an extra stanza which both of the others lack (58) and 
then (;Sutlh and KRP conclude with a single stanza ( GSudh 61, KRP 
59) what PSP covers in three stanzas (86, 88, and 89). The three 
texts arc almost exact copies, the only significant difference being 
that whereas PSP and GSudh both have thiikU1~ KRP has slihib ( oh 
siihib mn.in usalt1i cherii) . 

Protect cows 
Against Turks 
Superstitions 
Serving rcnunciants 
Caste approved for marriage 
Small amounts of opium and bhang permissible 
Liquor permissible before battle 
Kill! Kill! 
The Veda supponed 

16 
16,20,21,46,62 
20, 47, 68 
25-6 
28 
31 (2) 
45 
46,47 
60 

Verses of the Cha·ujJii Singh Rahit·niimii included by 
GSudh (x) and the KRP (a) 

Kahn Singh has taken very little from the Chaupii Singh Rahil·niimii, 
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both in tenns of his selection of htitmctions and in the length of each 
ittiunction. As an example sec. the differing lengths of GSudh 7-8 
and that of ChS 45. For an example of adding items compare GSttdh 
12 with ChS 86. For an example of taking only a small part of the 
01iginal in ChS compare GSudh 17 with ChS 120. 
The ChS injunctions are given in W. H. McLeod, The Chaupii Singh 
Rnhit-niimii: 

Column 1 = GS1Ulh Column 2 = items in ChS Column 3 = KRP 
[ ] = GSudlt has changed the wording of the source significantly 

1 7 60 11 84 68 [21] 136 - 31 ? 74 
2 12 61 12 86 22 137 70 32 286 75 
3 13 62 13 102 69 23 138 71 33 286 75 

[4] 17 62 14 102 69 [24] 141 34 347 76 
5 20 63 15 104 139 (25] 144 - 35 346 -
6 23 64 [16) 108 - 26 146 - (36) 363 -
7 45 17 120 - 27 146 - (37] 373 78 
8 45 66 18 122 - 28 188 - 38 405 -
9 48 67 19 129 - 29 188 - 39 459 -

10 72 [20] 133 - 30 190 - (40) 455 -
41 465 -
42 513 -

Injunction 31 may have its source in a portion omitted from M~. 
6124. 
GSudh' s 42 items were as follows: 

1. A Gursikh shall not driok. innoxicating liquor. 'He who drinks 
dislodges his reason and becomes demented. '1 

2. A Gursikh shall not kill his daughter. Do not associate with 
someone who kills his daughter. 

3. Do not exact a price for your daughter (when she is given in 
marriage.] 

4. Enter a relationship with a Gursikh [and have your daughter 
tnarried without money being involved). 

5. A Gursikh should not observe the custom of wearing a sacred 
thread or a frontal sect-n1ark (#kkii) .. 

6. A Gursikh should regard a poor person's mouth as the Gmu' s 
alms-box (gola/'). 

7. A Gursikh's head must not be shaved after death (bhaddatz). 
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8. When death comes perform Kirtan [Sohila] and, as one's 
means permit, distribute [karah] prasad. 

9. From the proceeds of your labours2 put aside a tenth part for 
the Guru's share. 

10. Do not have a pir or a masand in charge of a dharamsala 
( dharamasalia). 

11. Employ a Sikh as your cook.3 

12. Do not burn dung in your kitchen, nor use it for plastering 
a cooking-square. 

13. Do not steal or commit adultery. 

14. Do ·not gamble. 

15. Do not speak while distributing food. If you must speak then 
cover your mouth with a handkerchief. If you scratch your body wash 
your hands. 

16. Before commencing any work say Ardas. 

17. Follow no one except your Guru. 

18. Preach the faith and lead your relatives to the [Khalsa] faith. 

19. Apart from the Guru's compositions you should neither read 
nor hear anything else. 

20. Greet with the Guru's 'Fateh' salutation. 

21. By whatever means drive away a Sikh • s suffering. 

22. A Gursikh should spurn the following: [Muslim] tombs, the 
shrines [of deceased Hindus], the places where widows were burnt 
on their husbands' ti.meral pyres, mosques, mullahs, qa:zis. 

23. Boys should be taught how to read the Grantl1 Sahib. 

24. At the conclusion of a reading of the Granth Sahib read the 
shaloks of the ninth King, [Guru Tegh Bahadur].4 

25. In each village a building should be erected by the congre
gation ( siidhusangat) where it can meet and where travellers can 
find rest. 

26. Obey the [Gum] Granth Sahib. 

27. Let grace be the liquor which intoxicates you. 

28. Be armed. 

29. Do not believe what the masands say. 

30. Never turn your back in battle. 
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31. The Khalsa is distinct from Hindus and Muslims. 

32. When a Sikh commits an offence against the Rahit (lmmltit) 
he should stand before all [the assembly] with his palms together 
and having received a penance he should be forgiven. 

33. There should be no reluctance in granting forgiveness to a 
Sikh. 

34. A Sikh should not dye his beard. If he does so he is a 
tanakhahia. 

35. The Sikh who plucks white hairs from his kes is a tanakhahia. 

36. When you first see a Sikh utter the 'Fateh' greeting. He who 
does not accept the 'Fateh' greeting is a tanakhahia. 

37. A Sikh who, eating from the same plate, shares with a person 
who has not been initiated, is a tanakhahia. 

38. He who at a wedding watches a display staged by harlots 
is a tanakhahia. 

39. In disputes between Sikhs that Sikh who takes it [straight) 
to a magistrate (hiiltam) without discussing it [with the other Sikh) 
is a tanakhahia. 

40. An importunate lender is a tanakhahia. 

41. He who gives his word and then goes back on it is a 
tanakhahia. 

42. He who deceives is a tanakhahia (GSu.dh 1901, 458-502). 

Conclusion 

The GSudh and KRP versions of these four rahit-namas are close, 
particularly the first three. Likewise the fact that both omit Prahilad 
Rai. Evidently Kahn Singh Nabha had a considerable influence on 
Teja Singh Bhasaur. 

Portions of the Dayli Singh Rahit-nama included in 
Kahn Singh's Guru mat Sudhlilwr 

Numbers in the left margin correspond to the GSudh' s nun1bers. 
The early version of the Dayii Singh Rahit-nii:mllwas written in prose, 
without numbers to break the text into sections. The second number 
in each case corresponds to the number introduced in this volume 
for sections of the translation. 
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1. Most of 12 (the latter portion) 

2. A version of 13 

3. Portion of 14 

4. A version of a portion of 14 

5. Portion of 14 

6. Portion of 17 

7. Latter part of 28 

8. 31 (The first stanza of a dohara. The PSP text is corrupt. 
GSutlh is clear.) 

9. A very different version of 40 

10. Middle sentence of 21 

11 .. Middle portion of 23 

12. Third sentence of 27. Wording a little different. 

13. Middle sentence of 28 

14. Apparently first sentence of 29, though wording is very 
different. 

15. Apparently from 44. The wording is rather different, but the 
main features are present in both versions. 

16. First sentence of 49. Some words and intention are different, 
but evidently the source for GSudh. 

17. Portion of 57. Same meaning but wording very different. 

18.-63 could be the source, although the wording and the meaning 
are different. Alternatively it may have been taken from 66. 

19. Second sentence of 77. Extensive differences, but it seems 
to be the source. 

20. 77, third sentence. 

21. 80, fourth sentence. 

22. 80, fifth sentence. 

23. 83, first sentence. GSudh uses sar instead of khabar. 

24. 83, third sentence. 

25. 91 includes the same injunction, but with a wording that is 
different ( GSud./1. 503-7). 
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Tradition requires a close analysis, particularly tradition as it 
affects the Sikhs. Within the Sikh community there have always 
been men reverenced for their piety and for their knowledge of the 
Panth's scripture.1 To qualify as exponents and bearers of Sikh 
tradition these men needed, above all, the ability to interpret and 
expound the hymns of the Gums and to relate the Panth 's tradi
tional history.2 Either residing in one place or moving from village 
to village such men communicated a simple version of the Sikh 
faith, and in this way the illiterate Sikh peasant normally acquired 
the basic features of his faith. Passed down from one generation 
to the next they formed a generally stable framework. 

This, however, is not all that can be said about tradition in the 
Sikh Panth. Several features helped form the tradition in its earliest 
days. These include: 

L Climate. The Sikh faith developed in the Punjab where, for 
much of the year, the temperatures are very high. This has 
encouraged such features as early-morning bathing, prayer, and 
meditation. 

2. Environment. Amongst other features this involves the agrar
ian activities of a large majority of Silrns, with village life and 
seasonal cycles. 

3. Religious doctrines of the host cultures. To this background 
can be traced such basic features as the doctrine of Guru, the 
practice of meditation on the divine Name, and the influence of 
Muslim belief in a single scripture. 

Other influences are brought to bear on the tradition as it 
develops. These include: 

I. The continuing religious doctrines and practices of the host 
cultures. Shivalik Hills society and the lengthy influence of the Devi 
cult on the Khalsa can be held to be examples of this.3 So too can 
Sufi belief in a communal kitchen. 

2. The customs of the dominant group within Sikh society. The 
militant tradition of the Jats and their carrying weapons are 
examples of this feature. The Khalsa insistence upon the kes also 
probably, derives from this source. These features were not present 
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in the early Sikh Panth, but grew as the Jats asserted increasing 
dominance. 

3. Historical events. Two prominent examples of this influence 
are the actual founding of the Khalsa order by Guru Go bind Singh 
and the warfare of the eighteenth century against Muslim enemies. 

4. Antipathy towards one's enemies. Muslims were the eigh
teenth-century enemies, and to this feature can be traced the ban 
on haliil meat and the strict avoidance of Muslim women. The ban 
on the hookah is almost certainly from the same source. 

5. The influence of an exotic culture. This meant the British. 
Their influence is to be found in Tat Khalsa ideals of rational order, 
western values of the nineteenth century, institutions, education, 
military recruitment, and martial races. 

6. Education. This is to be seen in the Tat Khalsa objection to 
'superstition' and their preference for system and order. 

One writer who was acutely aware of the issues raised by the 
early rahit-namas was Piara Singh Padam. In his book entitled 
Rahit-niime (PSP) he raised the general problem and provided an 
answer which was awkwardly traditional. 

In some rahit-namas there are items which do not accord· with Gurmat, 
for example privileges for Brahman Sikhs, unduly harsh treatment for 
Muslims, and the ban on reading Arabic or Persian .... There may be 
contemporary explanations for such items, but they are nevertheless 
unacceptable for Sikhs (PSP, 35-6). 

It should be appreciated, he continues, that the new Panth was 
trying to break loose from both Brahmans and Turks, and with this 
in mind the rahit-namas must be read carefully. For example, he 
claims, the injunction denouncing hat-wearing condemns only Sikhs 
to hell if they wear one, not all hat-wearers (PSP, 36). 
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1. A Selection from the V ars of Bhai Gurdas 

1. balihii:ri tinhan gurasikoon: I offer myself as a sacrifice to those 
Sikhs of the Guru. 

2. 3 A.M. to 6 A.M. 
3. hau tisu v#ahu varia: I make a sacrifice, offering, before a deity. 
4. par nari de neri na javai: does not go near another's wife. 
5. hatt tis dai chauakhanniai: I shall be cut in four pieces for that 

person. 
6. dftja bhau: 'duality'. See GNS~ p. 249. 
7. guru chelii chelii guru sanda. 

2. Prashan-uttar attributed to Nand Lal 

1. This prologue is only in GSudh, p. 462, and KSP, pp. 10-11. 
2. The period from 12 noon until 3 P.M. 
3. Possibly the following: (1) Arise at dawn. (2) Bathe. (3) Meditate. 

(4) Visit the dharamsala or gurdwara. (5) Hear Rahiras at sunset. 
4. Kahn Singh interprets these three to mean God (paramatamii), the 

Khalsa, and the Guru-Granth Sahib. GSudh, p. 463n. This is confhsing, 
for Prashan-uttarexplicitly defines the second form as the Guru Granth 
Sahib (verse 8) and its notion of the third form could mean the Khalsa 
(verse 12). The confusion arises from the fact that the author of 
Prashan-uttar, when announcing the Guru's three forms in verse 6, 
defines the third as gur-shabad, the divine Word. He repeats this three
fold definition in verse 17. 

5. This doharii is absent from PSP. 
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3. A Portion of Gur Sobha 

1. Although the civil year actually ends with the month of Phaggan 
(February/March), the end ofChet (March/ April, the following month) 
marks the conclusion of the astronomical year. Pm"tlabi peasants 
regarded Chet as the final month of the year. Baisakh (April-May) was 
therefore acknowledged as the first month of a new year by the Sikhs 
and New Year's Day was known as Baisakhi Day. 

2. The five reprobate groups (pa:iij mel). See ch. 7.22, 'The Five 
Reprobate Groups'. 

3. blwddar, bltaddan: the Hindu tonsure ceremony; the shaving of a 
deceased person's head before cremation. Censures against.b/uuldttr 
recur in GSobh. 

4. Ganda Singh's text reads: zoriivar kari singh hulwm varatiiiii.. 
Ganda Singh, p. 24. Shamsher Singh Ashok, S/zri Guru Sob/Iii, p. 33, 
agrees with Ganda Singh and interprets the text as follows: 'The son 
of the Gum ( siihibazii.dii.) Zoravar Singh was initiated by the two-edged 
sword.' This seems unlikely as Zoravar Singh was the third of the four 
sons of Guru Gobind Singh. Kahn Singh Nabha has a different text: 
singh ajit hukam baratiiycl This he interprets as demonstrating on the 
authority of Sainapati that the four sons of the Gum all received 
initiation. GM, vol. 1, p. 84. 

5. The five evil impulses: kii.m (lust), l'rodh (anger), lobh (covetous
ness), rttllh (attachment to worldly things), haitkii.r (pride). 

(). Theft, fornication, gambling, drunkenness, and lying. 

4. A Portion of the Dasam Granth 
1. According to Puranic cosmography, the world comprised a series 

of concentric dvipa or 'continents' (normally. computed as seven), with 
.Jambudvipa situated at the very centre of the system.Jambudvipa was 
itself divided into nine vctrslut or 'regions'. Bharat-varsha (India) lay 
at the outer extremity and Mount Sumeru (or Mount Meru) at the very 
centre. Between the regions lay mountain ranges, the first of them being 
the Himalayas. The name Hem Kunt (also Hem Kund and Hem Kut), 
'golden-peaked', was variously applied to two of Jambudvipas promi
nent features. It was the name attached to the second of the dividing 
mountain ranges, the one separating the second varslw (Kinnar) from 
the third; and it was also applied to Mount Sumeru which was believed 
to consist of solid gold. It is difficult to tell whether the reference in 
Bctchitar Nii.tctl' points to Mount Sumeru or to the Hem Kunt range of 
mountains. Whereas the singular form lurm ku.~ parabat implies a single 
mountain, the 'seven peaks' (sapat-sring) which follows it seems better 
suited to the latter possibility. The author of C/zS had no doubt. Hem 
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Kunt for him meant Mount Sumeru. ChS 157, p. 79. Modern Sikhs are 
likewise in no doubt that it was the range of mountains. Mount Sumeru 
also figures prominently in the janam-sakhis. W. H. McLeod ( 1980), 
p. 145. 840, p. 91. 

2. A god who, according to the Marllarzrfe;'a Puriirza, was killed by 
Chandi (Durga). She also killed his brother Nishumbha. 

3. Two demons who, according to the Mahiibhiirata and the Puranas, 
grew from the ear of the sleeping Vishnu and had to be killed by him. 
There is confusion surrounding their end. The Marltarzfjeya Purlirza 
attributes the death of Kaitabh to the consort of Shiv. 

4. According to one tradition Mahishasur (not Mahikhasur) was a 
demon killed by Chandi. 

5. Demons slain by Chandi. 
6. Chandi fought against Rakat-vij, but each drop of his blood that 

fell on the ground produced a new demon. Chandi ended this by 
drinking his blood and eating his flesh. 

7. CharuJ,i clzaritrulwti bilas231, DG, p. 99. Stanzas 228-30 are based 
on the translation by Jodh Singh and Dharam Singh (1999), vol. I, 
p. 277. 

8. Bhagauti can be either a sword or a name for Durga. 
9. Presumably 'By the Tenth Master" although it lacks the full form 

sri mullh vall patashiihi I 0. 
10. The evil king of Mathura, the cousin of Krishan, who eventually 

killed him·. 
11. The Tretayuga declined by only a quarter. 
12. Heaven, earth, and the undenvorld. 
13. Viir Sri Bhagauti Ji lti, stanzas 1-8, 53, DG, pp. 119-20, 127. 

Stanzas 2-8 and 53 are based onjodh Singh and bharam Singh ( 1999), 
op cit, vol. 1, pp. 337, 339, and 361. 

5. Tanakhah-nama attributed to Nand Lal 

1. MS 770 does not call the rahit-nama Tanakhiih-niimii. The name 
it gives to this work is Nasihat-niimii ('Manual of Instruction') which it 
uses in its terminal verse. All other versions have no other instances 
where the word tanallhiih is used, and only one where a cognate ap
pears ( tanakhiihadii.r). This occurs in verse 3. This cognate is also 
missing from MS 770, which does not begin until verse 7. It seems 
clear that the original name must have been Nasilzat-nli.mii and that 
the term tanakhiih had not yet entered Khalsa usage by 1718-19 CE 
(the time when MS 770 was first recorded). The same applies to the 
word tanakhahiii. Thanks are due to Louis Fenech for alerting me to 
this issue. 
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2. Yam, the god of death, appears in the Vedas and the Purans. 
Upon dying each person must appear before him. His record-keeper 
Chitra-gupta rea~s out the account of that person's deeds and Yam 
dispenses an appropriate sentence. 

3. MS 770 starts at this point. 
4. The plastering would be done with earth and cow-dung. 
5. See ch. 7.13, pp. 219-23. In this instance 'Muslim' should 

probably read 'Mughal'. 
6. Iron is a sacred for the I<halsa and must not be shown disrespect. 
7. At this point MS 770 leaps ahead to the second line of couplet 

25, omitting everything in between. MS 234 and Ashok, p. 53, contain 
this portion. ' 

8. The author here takes sides in one of the disputes which divided 
the followers of Banda (the Bandai Sikhs) from the more orthodox Tat 
Khalsa who gathered around one of the widows of Gum Gobind Singh, 
Mata Sundari and her adopted son Ajit Singh. Banda had ordered the 
Sikhs to wear red clothing in place of the traditional blue. The Tat 
Khalsa opposed this. 

9. This is interpreted to mean that a daughter must be given in 
marriage to a Sikh who refrains from cutting his hair, not to a Mona. 
GSutlh, 1st edition, p. 457 n*. In the 4th edition this note is replaced 
by a much more general one. 

10. This is the reading of 21 and 22 as recorded by GSudh, BNLG, 
and PSP. It is also the version translated by Surir\der Singh Kohli 
(1986), p. 96; and by Trilochan Singh (1977), p. 103. The earlier 
version recorded py MS 234 and Asholc, p. 53, omits the last line of 
both 21 m1d 22 and. adds an extra couplet which reads in translation 
as 22a. This couplet will have been in the portion omitted in error 
by MS 770. The following translations all follow the earlier version: 
R. Leech (1969), p. 32.]. D. Cunningham (1849), p. 345. Attar Singh 
(1876), p. 3 (secqnd section). 

11. Here also 'Muslim' should probably read 'Mughal'. 
12. r.hu!la'!lil: to gather an :untied turban into handfuls before 

tying it onto the head. Always retie a turban every day. Do not put it 
on intact. 

13. Here, however, 'Muslim' appears to be the correct reading. 
14. This doharii is contained in MS 770, MS 234, and Ashok, p. 53. 

It is omitted by GSudh, BNLG, and PSP. 
15. For example, he who eats beef. 
16. There is some confusion over the wording of this line. The MS. 

234 version, f.3b, is as follows: bhel na karai sang /,irapii.n. The reference 
is presumably to touching karah prasad with a kirpan. 

17. MS 770, MS 234, and Ashok, p. 54. Omitted by GSudh, BNLG, 
and PSP. 
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18. Hindu tradition condemned anyone who_ seduced the wife of his 
Guru. The injunction sounds strange when delivered to the Khalsa, 
followers of a Gum who was by this time non-personal. There is a 
remote chance that it is understandable when read in the light of the 
continuing conflict between the Bandai Sikhs and the Tat Khalsa. The 
author of Tanaldliih-namii had already declared his allegiance with the 
Tat Khalsa. See note 8. Another possibility is that gur talttpi should 
really read gur nindak ('He who slanders the Gum'). There can be no 
justification for this latter version otlrer than the fact that it seems more 
appropriate for a rahit-nama. 

19. A Sikh should always wear at least a kachh to cover his loins. 
20. nagan karan jo phaili badi. This is the reading of MS 770, MS 

234, and Aslzok for the first half of line 43a. BNLG and PSP have nagan 
hoi biilzar jJhirai. GSudh omits the verse. 

21. lchanu, to rhyme with diinu in the preceding line. 
22. MS 770, MS 234, and Ashok, p. 54. Omitted by GSudll., BNLG, 

and PSP. 
23. These are: kiim (lust), krodh (anger, wrath), lobh (covetousness), 

molt. (attachment to worldly things), and htl!lkii.r (pride). 
24. Ashok text: na dinu jiige. 
25. The first line of MS 770 of verse 46 agrees with Ashok (khiilsii 

sa'i jo an lw tiagaz) and disagrees with BNLG and PSP, but its second 
line (luziilsli. soi jo paratria so bhiigai) agrees (with minor variants) 
with the others, whereas Ashok has kltiUsa soi jo na dinu jiige. But then 
in the first line of the following verse MS 770 reads: khalsa soi jo mini 
Ito jiig(l.i, and then takes the first line of verse 47 as its second line 
(lchiilsii soi jo pradrisa# tiiigat.). It omits the second line altogether. Aslwk 
has, in effect, the first line of the couplet ( na din jiige) but omits 
MS 770's second one. All versions agree on verse 48 except that in 
the second line of the couplet only MS 770 has muhi muhi instead 
of sar muhi. Ashok agrees with the modern text. GSwlh omits verse 
46, but retains 47 and 48. It is a very confusing section of Tanalclliih
nii'l11ii. 

26. Presumably Muslims· and explicitly so for BNLG/PSPwhich has 
maledzh. MS 770: muklliilaph (enemy). Ashok mahikhlisur. GSudh omits 
the verse. 

27. MS 770 has omitted the second line from verse 52. 
28. GSudh ends at this point with the couplet which appears as verse 

49 in BNLG (verse 26 in PSP). 
29. MS 770, MS 234, and Asholc all have turall. BNLG/PSP: duslut~ 

(scoundrel, oppressor). 
30. He is exalted to kingly rank. MS 770, MS 234, and Asho/c, p. 54 

all have this couplet. Omitted by BNLG and PSP. · 
31. Presumably Mughals. 
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32. MS 770: raj karaigii hlzalsa yaki fihai na hoi. The other texts 
(including t\shoh) read: raj haregii hlliilsa iihi rahe nii hoi. There are only 
minor differences in the second line. Here Asltolt is closer toMS 770. 
This couplet, known to every Sikh, is repeated at the conclusion of 
Arclas. See ch. 7.25. 

33. iilti ( biigi): he who does not care for the ideals of the Sikhs; a 
traitor. 

34. BNLG and PSP contain a final injunction which is is obviously 
a stray addition without a verse number. It reads: 'The Gum has said 
that if the son of a Sikh cuts his hair the source of his being will wither. 
If a Sikh who cuts his hair becomes a [real] Sikh, [and refrains from 
the practice], the source of his being will grow green.' 

35. This is the conclusion of MS 770. As/toll's conclusion reads: 'Sri 
Tana/,ht1h-nlimli is finished. By reading or hearing it one gains libera
tion.' BNLG has the first of As/wit's two sentences. PSP has no 
conclusion. 

6. Prahilad Rai Rahit-nama 
1. PSP does not call him an Udasi, terming him instead Lal Dariai. 
2. Nander (or Nanded), situated on the Godavari River in eastern 

Maharashtra. It was here that Gum Gobind Singh died in 1708 
following an assassination attempt. 

3. The earlier text provided by Lala Maghi Ram Sant Ram and by 
Ashok, as well as the more recent one of PSP, call him Prahilad Singh. 
Both Attar Singh and Tmmpp, however, refer to him as Prahilad Rai. 
Evidently this was the name used in the early manuscripts. 

4. On f. lOOa B40 refers to Gum Nanak wearing a tojJ and on f. 184a 
a tojii ('cap' or 'hat'). B40, pp. 109, 196. B40, however, was written by 
a Sahaj-clhari Sikh who presumably cut his hair_. The force of this 
injunction is that a true Sikh of the Khalsa· must never cut his hair. This 
means that for men at least, turbans are the appropriate head-gear, 
not topis. Also, the topi was idiomatically associated with a Mughal 
soldier and later with a European. Note that the same sentence on f. 
184a in B40 also refers to Baba Nanak wearing 'two dhotis'. Ibid., p. 
196. 

5. In Sant and Sikh usage rniiya designates the cormpting and 
cormptible world, with all its snares, presented to men and women as 
permanent and incormptible and so masquerading as ultimate tmth. 
The term has strong moral overtones and is frequently symbolized by 
lucre and women. 

6. Ashok inserts the word rnuhh ('mouth') in this line and follows 
it with nase ('intoxication') instead of nase ( n[lSli, 'nose'), which 
suggests that the snuff is taken through the mouth. Ashok, p. 57. This 
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could mean that the injunction is against chewing tobacco. Snuff is not 
taken through the mouth, however, and there is no indication that 
nasaviir means other than snuff. Trumpp, who quotes this couplet in 
Gurmukhi in a footnote, uses mukh but follows it with niise. Trumpp, 
p. cxiv, fn. 3. 

7. Most texts have jarwhich can mean one of three things: (I) burnt; 
(2) dragging out for public punishment; (3) as zar, money, losing one's 
wealth. Ashok has jal ('water') which makes little sense. 

8. This doharii comprising four couplets is provided by the texts of 
Maghi Ram Sant Ram (p. 13) and by Ashok (p. 57). It is also included 
in the following translations (listed in fn 10 of the Tanahhiih-niimii 
translation): Leech, p. 39. Cunningham, p. 343. Attar Singh, p. 3 (first 
section). It is not included in the PSP version. 

9. All subsequent Gurus were descended from Guru Ram Das of the 
Sodhi got of Khatris. 

10. Verses 19 and 20 are missing from Attar Singh's translation. 
11. Sec note 4. The reference here is clearly to a Mughal. 
12. Verse 24, together with verse 30, is commonly recited at the 

conclusion of AI·das. It clearly states the doctrine of the Gum Panth 
where the Panth is defined as the Khalsa. Verse 30 with equal clarity 
declares the doctrine of the Gum Granth as well as the Gmi.t Panth. 

13. The ascetic Nath or Kanphat tradition comprises a cluster of 
yogic sects all claiming descent from the semi-legendary Gorakhnath 
and all promulgating hatha-yoga as a means of spiritual liberation. 
During the time of Guru Nanak they were particularly influential. 

14. Maghi Ram Sant Ram and Ashok: jagadish. PSP. karatiir. 
15. darashan: the six schools of Hindu philosophy. The six are: 1. 

Nyaya 2. Vaiseshika 3. Sankhya 4. Yoga 5. Purva-mimansa 6. Uttara
mimansa. 

16. PSPdiverges from the earlier text at several points in this verse. 
The earlier text is preferable. 

17. Before it everyone must touch the ground with his forehead. 
18. Ashok, Maghi Ram Sant Ram, and PSP all have ambttr ('gar

mene). Quoting this verse, however, Trumpp has amrit (p. cxiii note 
2) and Leech (p. 41) uses it in his translation. Moreover, Cunningham 
(p. 344) and also Attar Singh (p. 5, first section) were evidently 
translating amrit when they use 'Pahal' (pahul). Amrit makes better 
sense than ambar and seems clearly to have been in the original text. 

19. Lit. 'in his mouth'. 
20. Niim-dhii:ri nit-nem (Sri Bhaini Sahib: Namdhari Darbar, 9th 

edition, 1978), introduction, p. 42, quotes this verse as follows: 

sati sri ahiil sri vahiffUrii./param bij eh ma.nt/ 
sabh si/,han lw bachan hai/gurii. miinio granth/ 
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Sat Alta.l Sri Vii.higuril: this shall be known as the basic mantra. 
Every Sikh is bidden to accept the· Granth as Gum. · 

21. Magh uadi 5, S. 1752, is the equivalent of Thursday 13th of 
February, 1696. It did not fall on a Sunday. The earlier text places this 
verse between 34 and 35. Only PSP places it at the conclusion of the 
rahit-nama. A modern version concludes with a verse proclaiming the 
obligation to wear all Five Ks: 

lmchh lles lwnghii ldrapan/kara aur jo karo bakhan/ 
ih lwke paiij tum. miino/guril garanth ko tum. sabh jii.no/ 
Accept the five kakke which are here described-kachh, kes, 
comb, kirpan, and wrist-ring. All must believe in the Guru Granth. 

This additional stanza appears at the conclusion of the Prahillul Riii/ 
Singh Rahit-niim.a included by Sant Fateh Singh ( 1967), p. 246. 

7. Sakhi Rahit Ki Attributed to Nand Lal 
1. pa1Jtf.it pa[n]dhe mie mahant: 'Mian' designates eminent Muslims. 

The title 'Mahant' presumably applies to superiors of Nath establish
ments. 

2. nangi. bodi: 'with tuft of hair uncovered'. Sikhs should never defer 
to Brahmans nor take instruction from them. 

3. ekiidasi (Phi. ikiidtm1: the eleventh day of each half of the lunar 
month. For Vaishnavas the consumption of grains is prohibited on this 
day. Only fruit, vegetables, and milk are permitted. 

4. Guru Ram Das, Ntll Nii.rain AshJ 4(5), AG, p. 982. 
5. A portion of Guru Amar Das's Ram.akali Anand AG, pp. 917-22, 

commands a particular prominence in Sikh liturgy and ritual. The 
portion which comprises the first five stanzas and the last one is a part 
of Sodar Rttltariis, the evening liturgy. It is also recited before commenc
ing a reading of the complete Adi Granth and again at its conclusion; 
prior to the distribution ofkarah prasad; at the conclusion of the orders 
of service for child-naming and marriage; during the brief post
cremation ritual; and as a part of the Khalsa initiation ceremony. For 
a translation see TSSS, pp. 100-1. 

6. ttr pitr nu[n} bhi pahuchiL The ceremonies performed by Sikhs of 
the Khalsa constitute an effective shraddh. For the shraddh see ch. 7.9, 
pp. 214--15. 

7. doi ghafian, two ghafis. A gha'[i is the equivalent of 24 minutes, 
which means that a pedantically accurate translation would read: '48 
minutes before the close of day (viz. before the conclusion of the fourth 
watch of the day).' The actual reading should thus begin shortly after 
5 P.M. 

8. The evening liturgy. See ch. 7.2, pp. 191--4. 
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9. mie l1rahamap.. The connotation of mie (sing. miiin) is not clear. 
The word miiin may be used as a noun meaning 'teacher', and it may 
also be used adjectivally or as a form of address to mean 'respected'. 
In this latter usage it was characteristically applied to Muslims in the 
Punjab and 'Muslim teachers' could be considered as a possible 
translation. It is, however, much more likely that it is to be read as an 
ironic title for the execrated Brahmans. 

10. Guru Ram Das, Nat Nii1iiin Asht 4(5), AG, p. 982. 

8. Desa Singh Rahit-nama 

1. Lit. I meditate on the feet of the Gum. 
2. Verse 9 is missing from GSudh and also from the translations of 

Surinder Singh Kohli (1986) and Trilochan Singh (1977). 
3. man: mind; heart; soul. kiim ltrodh miin mad lobha: the five evil 

impulses are usually listed as kiim (lust), ltrodh (anger), loblt (covetous
ness), moh (attachment to worldly things), and ha:itlta:r (pride). 

4. PSP ends this line with 11utrai ('dies'). It should be miinti 
('smites'). This makes sense and also corresponds to bhiigai in the 
preceding line. GSudh omits this couplet, as do the translators 
Trilochan Singh and Kohli. This is unqerstandable. The notion 
that Singhs should protect cows and Brahmans and should smite 
Muslims certainly does not agree with the revisionist ideals of the 
Tat Khalsa. 

5. Gurdwara Sach-khand in Nander on the Godavari river where 
Gum Gobind Singh was assassinated. These four places were the four 
takhats of the Sikhs, elevated to five by a resolution of the SGPC which 
in 1966 added the central gurdwara in Damdama Sahib. 

6. He no longer needs to transmigrate. 
7. A Chuhra (outcaste sweeper) who has converted to Islam. 

Although they gave up Chuhra duties and for that reason ranked higher 
than them the Musallis were still regarded as outcastes. 

8. Without the protection of a male or of other w~men. 
9. The word used is topi which normally means 'hat' but here means 

chilam (the bowl for tobacco and fire of a hookah). 
10. In place of stanzas 33 and 34 KRP has the following stanzas: 

He who is a Khalsa and obedient to the Rahit should never 
be without a weapon. 42 

He who is a Khalsa and obedient to the Rahit is one who Knows 
no fear. 

If a man should nourish himself on grain [alone], never eat the 
food which he has defiled. 43 

-KRP, p. 16. 
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11. The shabad known as Sodar comes at the beginning of the 
order for evening prayer held at dusk and the complete order is called 
Sorlar Ralmriis. The shabad contains only one long verse and the 
complete section known as Sodar comprises (in the modern version) 
five shabads. 

12. Between stanzas 38 and 39 KRP inserts the following stanza: 
He who sleeps with his wife without [being married by) the 

Anand ceremony will be dragged to Varna's abode, there 
to dwell in misery. 

Rather than committing sexual intercourse as between two 
unmarried individuals have the Anand ceremony performed 
with the one who is recognised as your woman. 46 

-KRPt p. 17. 
13. From Gum Gobind Singh back to Gum Nanak. 
14. 'Serve the Gum's feet continuously.' 
15. PSP indicates that the last quarter of 51 is missing. 
16. baraklzar > ? bamlwt. Translation uncertain. 
17. Attached to the feet of the Guru. 
18. 'Do not sing the song of enmity.' 
19. They are not to be greeted deferentially. 
20. This refers to the preparation of kariih pmsiid, not prasiid as such. 

The ceremony of scoring with a kirpan has, for an indeterminate timet 
been followed with karah prasad. The practice as it is followed today 
is to bring the karah prasad into the presenc:;e of the Guru Granth Sahibt 
read the six appointed stanzas from Anand Sahib, recite Ardas, and 
then touch the karah prasad with the tip of a kirpan. It is thus sanctified 
and is ready for distribution. 

21. There is a sudden change of subject midway through 64. The 
narrator is no longer describing the distribution of karah prasadt but 
is now briefly writing about the duty of an administrator. 

22. 24 minutes multiplied by four (an hour and 36 minutes). 
23. Two hands, two feett and the mouth. 
24. The PSPtext of DesaS frequently seems to overlap two verses with 

one subject, beginning it in the second line of one verse and completing 
it in the first line of the next verse. 66-7 provides a good example. 
67-8 provides another which is less clear, but certainly there seems 
to be a definite break between the first and second line of 68. Is PSP 
reproducing an authentic DesaS or is this a later version which has 
suffered in the process of transmission? The much briefer version of 
GSutlh is certainly better in this respect, although in comparison with 
the PSP version it leaves out much that seems genuinely old. 

25. Modern Sikhst with attitudes influenced by the Singh Sabha 
movement, arc hostile to pujiit regarding it is a distinctively Hindu 
activity. Here there is no such hostility. Presumably in this earlier 
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context it was always performed in the presence of either the Granth 
Sahibs or weapons or both. 

26. The term 'pttiari' (performer of ritual functions in a temple, 
reserved in modern usage for Hindus) was sometimes used by those 
Sikhs who preceded the Singh Sabha movement. They were not 
necessarily celibate. 

27. After stanza 75 KRP inserts the following stanza: 
If a Khalsa acts differently I may praise him; but when [his 

actions] take the form of a different ritual he will receive 
no trust from me. 58 

-KRP, p. 20. 
28. This line appears in almost the same words in the rahit-nama 

of Prahilad Singh (PrahR 36.) Evidently it had acquired proverbial 
status amongst the Sikhs. The origin is presumably to be found in Bhai 
Gurdas 40:11: gu:m chela chela guru sandii. See 1. Bhai Gurdas, p. 264. 

29. Guru Arjan, Gaufi Bavan Akhmi 44, AG, p. 259. This line stands 
at the head of the Chattpii Singh Rahit-niimii. ChS, pp. 57, 149. 

30. musalii: The term is an insulting one. MK, p. 732n. 
31. deg. lit. a large iron cooking pot; a dixie. During the nineteenth 

century the deg was a symbol of the langar. During the eighteenth 
century it symbolised the Sikh's duty to be charitable and as such 
appeared in the slogan deg teg Jatelz. From there it came to be 
represented on nineteenth-century Khalsa flags as well as serving as 
a symbol of the langar. Eventually it was transmuted into a chaklwr or 
quoit and ~arne to be part of the khm:u)ii design which emerged during 
the 1930s. See p. 25. 

32. This irtiunction may refer to the langar only. Cf. verses 32, 105. 
If that is not the case the author ~ppears to be inconsistent concerning 
the eating of meat. 

33. The Jhinvars or Jhivars are not strictly a caste but rather an 
occupational group concerned with the carrying and provision of water, 
fishing, and basket-making. They were village menials and received 
customary dues for performing customary services. Elsewhere they are 
not reported as being occupied in cutting hair, but given the range of 
tasks they performed it is possible that some Jhinvars had adopted the 
occupation.· 

34. Meaning obscure. This meaning is suggested by MK, p. 320. 
35. deg na karane dei. 
36. 1. To reacl. 2. To teach others how to read. 3. To perform yoga. 

4. To teach others how to perform yoga. 5. To give gifts. 6. To accept 
gifts. MK, p. 272. 

37. This injunction may also refer only to the langar. 
38. guron lte bhog. The term bhog is used in different contexts with 

different meanings. Here it seems to indicate the ceremony of first 
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touching karah prasad with a knife or kirpan in the name of the Gum. 
See note 20. 

39. This refers to the gurdwara convention whereby all participants 
in a langar. meal must sit in the same line, regardless of caste or status. 
bed> ved{ a]. 

40. This verse appears to be out of place. 
41. The reference is dearly to karah prasad, the sacramental food 

(prasad) which is prepared in a large iron dish (llaralzi) and distributed 
in gurdwaras and at other religious functions. 

42. Contrary to the Rahit; a grievous sin. 
43. A defensive building erected beside Harimandir Sahib (later 

known as the Golden Temple) in the late eighteenth century as the Sikhs 
gained control of Amritsar. These bungas were named after the people 
or groups responsible for their erection, whether commanders of Sikh 
misals, important sardars, rich communities in various towns, or par
ticular sects such as the Nirmalas or Udasis. One of them, Akal Bunga, 
houses Akal Takhat, the primary temporal centre of the Panth. The 
precise number of those that existed is not known, but it was between 
70 and 90. During the nineteenth century the bungas provided accom
modation for pilgrims, and some of them earned reputations as centres 
of learning. Santokh Singh (1788-1844) was one poet who received his 
training in a bunga. Very few bungas now remain as they have been de
molished in order to provide an uninterrupted walkway around the pool. 

44.Jassa Singh Kalal or Jassa Singh Ahluvalia (1718-83), prominent 
Sikh military leader during the turbulent middle years of the eighteenth 
century. Whenever the Sikh mists joined to form the Dal Khalsa he was 
recognised as the supreme leader. 

45. Harimandir Sahib in Patna is the gurdwara marking the place 
where Gum Gobind Singh was born. 

46. Sodhi was the subcaste (got) of the Khatri caste (zat) to which 
Guru Gobind Singh and his six predecessors belonged. For got and ziit 
see Sikhism, pp. 230-6. 

4 7. The 24 incarnations of Ram and Krishan, a section of the Dasam 
Granth. 

48. Dattatreya features in the Veda as a son of the rishi Atri, 
embodying portions ofBrahma, Vishnu, and Shiv. In the Dasam Granth 
he appears as one who worshipped 24 ( clmubis) gums. MK, p. 464. 

49. Tales of the Wiles of Women, a section of the Dasam Granth. 
50. The Paldwyan Charitr. 

9. Daya Singh Rahit-nama 
1. Devi, the Mother Goddess, consort of Shiv and variously mani

fested as Bhagauti, Chandi, Parvati, Kali, and Durga. Sikhs today 
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treat mention of the Goddess as coded references to the sword. See 
ch. 7.12. 

2. This list is similar to that given in Kuir Singh's version of the 
creation of the Khalsa. Gur-bilas Piitaslziihi 10, eel. Shamsher Singh 
Ashok, Patiala, 1968, p. 121. 

3. Karah prasad contains only three ingredients. 
4. The Dalits. 
5. The meaning is possibly : 'he should be given the Cur-mantra of 

Satinam [and instructed in) the Rahit.' The grammar of the text, 
however, makes this meaning unlikely. 

6. blzujangi: lit. a snake's young, but used for the son of an initiated 
Sikh. MK. p. 689. These five are the sangat's Panch Piare, 'sons of 
Singhs' being the author's customary designation for them. Cf. item 
65. It is not clear who these five are, nor the name of their sangat. 

7. Durvasas is scarcely a figure from Hindu mythology to be 
emulated. He is described in the Riimayana to have been noted for his 
impatience and irascibility. 

8. Normally ltiimi means 'sexually active'. It may carry this meaning 
here. 

9. Translation uncertain. 
10. sltesh, shesh-niig: King of the serpent race (the Nags) and naler 

of the nether regions. Patanjali, originator of the Yoga school, was 
reputed to have come as a serpent from heaven. 

11. Rise above moods which prompt such feelings. 
12. Presumably this does not include Sikh prayers. 
13. akiil clwran khiilase niil jure. 
14. The meaning is possibly 'Guru [and) Akal Purakh'. The text 

suggests, however, that no distinction should be drawn between them. 
15. granth vich parameshar ariidlze. 
16. 'The mother of all features'. 
17. Blue has been omitted. 
18. kasumblzii: the colour of the safflower dye. This is the placement 

in the 4th edition of PSP of the injunction concerning the ban on red 
clothing. In the first edition it comes after that which enjoins putting 
offerings in the poor-box in accordance with the hukam-nama·. 

19. No indication is given of how this hukam-nama was sanctioned 
or to what area it applied. 

20. The precise nature of this garment is not clear. 
21. Instances where only the first name is used, with 'Singh' omit

ted. 
22. A Shi'ite festival which commemorates Fatima, the daughter of 

the Prophet Muhammad. Only women may participate. The practice 
is condemned because it involves a Muslim festival. 

23. 'Offspring of a barbarian'. 
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24. The subcastes (got) to which Gums Nanak, Amar Das, and all 
from Ram Das onwards belonged. The Trehan got to which Gum Angad 
belonged is not mentioned. 

25. Sufis sometimes made necklaces from pieces of wood. 
26. This presumably refers to karah prasad offered to the Gum. 
27. For talthat ('Takht' or 'Throne') see DesaS, note 5. It is not 

clear how many sites were recognised as talthats when DayaS was 
recorded. 

28. Darbar Sahib indicates what is now the Golden Temple and its 
immediate surroundings. 

29. A gold coin. The figures named by the author of the rahit-nama 
seem patently to be a huge exaggeration, presumably to emphasise the 
perceived seriousness of the offence. 

30. )'avani: a Greek woman. In this context, however, it must 
designate a Turkish woman, which presumably means a Muslim. 

31. Considering that the sacred places would certainly include Patna 
in eastern India and Nander in central India this would seem a 
particularly difficult penance to discharge. 

32. The place in Anandpur where Gum Gobind Singh inaugurated 
the Khalsa. 

33. The Namdhari Rahit-nama expresses this requirement as 
follows: 'When taking off a kachh withdraw one leg and put it in the 
leg-hole of another pair before withdrawing the second leg.' See Namdh 
12, p. 346. 

34. The kachh must be above the knee. 
35. priit.L nahi nikalate: 'their breath does not emerge'. 
36. Although the word is tanaklliih it seems clearly to mean an 

offering rather than a fine or penance. 
37 This may concern those who attach a talismanic or superstitious 

significance to the reading of the Gum Granth Sahib. 
38. Both plants provide red colouring. 
39. This passage, comprising the shalok and first two lines of 

ashtapadi 6 of Gaufi Sukhamani (AG, p. 269), is traditionally recited 
before eating. 

May lust, anger, and covetousness depart, [and with them] 
worldly affection and vanity. 

Nanak craves your protection 0 Lord, and prays for your grace 
0 Master. 

As you consume all delicacies, 
Hold in remembrance that Lord. 

40. The five who have been chosen by the sangat to act as Panj Piare. 
41. 'Around his neck'. 
42. The wording suggests that it should be distributed only to Sikhs. 
43. Intimacy with one so young is regarded as improper. 
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44. The first edition of PSP, p. 64, contains the words trirt luisat 
charam Ita bijJli:r na /care. Later editions omit this passage. 

45. Here the author uses musaltlmlin, not tumlt, for a Muslim, and 
does so when his meaning is plainly those who rule or administer. This 
strengthens the case for regarding both tumlt and musaltmziin as 
simultaneously communicating both Mughals or Afghans antl Muslims 
in general. Frequently it can be very difficult knowing which meaning 
(or both meanings) the author intends. Here he seems clearly to mean 
Mughals or Afghans. In other cases he seems obviously to mean any 
Muslim, as in the expression turak kii mtis ('Muslim meat') which he 
uses in items 35, 57, and 59. See ch. 7.13, pp. 2H1-23. 

46. Antimony or collyrium is applied to the eyes as a cosmetic. This 
injunction forbids its use for this purpose. It can only be applied at night 
when it serves as a medicine. 

47. Because the hillmen attacked Gum Gobind Singh in Anandpur. 
48. Kashi is a name for Banaras or Varanasi. Dam dam a (Talavandi 

Sabo) in southern Punjab, where after the evacuation of Anandpur, Guru 
Gobind Singh stayed for nine months in 1706, was the place where 
(according to tradition) Baba Dip Singh later prepared copies of the 
Adi Grantl1. 

49. bilutngarn: a bird; a sadhu who is free of all earthly attachment. 
DayaS later makes it clear that the term was used for renunciant 
celibate Sikhs who moved from gurdwara to gurdwara, living off the 
charity of the respective sangats. See item 95. Gurdwara attendants 
of the Nanaksar sect of Sikhs are celibate and are called Bihangams. 

50. Persian was regarded as the language of the mlers who 
confronted the Khalsa. See also items 90, 91. 

51. A follower of Sakhi Sarvar Sultan, a Muslim whose tomb in 
Dera Ghazi Khan District formerly attracted many thousands of 
devotees. Although his life story consists of a mass of legends, until 
recently the Sultani sect was a very large one. William Crooke, The 
Populttr Religion and Folltlore of Northern India, vol. 1, London, 1896, 
pp. 208-11. Santokh Singh bears witness to the fact that during the 
middle years of the nineteenth century the Sultani following was one 
of the greatest challenges to the Sikh Panth. Harpinder Jit Kaur ( 1996), 
p. 234. 

52. This is a curious instruction. One would expect biirti to be read 
or recited every day. 

53. In traditional Punjabi society step-sons and step-brothers arc not 
trusted. 

54. In the first edition of PSP, pp. 65-6, this section is expressed 
rather differently: ilt dhande di duji delllzlidelthi jo jJlldlirath vi'ISate tisari 
himsi jo bahut ltaran so karanii kul blziiv fJaiijattin sitl(t.k blu"iv ki. In its place 
the fourth edition, pp. 77-8, has the following: ih dharule ki rlilji 
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deltluiikltlti jo balzul karan so lwrtmii ti}i lzirasi Jo ptulii.mtlt viisale dzautlti 
sitlalti paii}av'in bhii.tJ ki The same five varieties of Sikh belief are also 
specified in sakhi 12 of the Sau Siiklzi Gurbachan Singh Naiar (1985), 
pp. 20-1. The occurrence of this brief section near the end of DayaS, 
immediately before the final two sections which are obviously later 
borrowings, suggests that this section is also a later borrowing. The 
confused text of the PSP version in comparison with the much more 
consistent Sau Siilthi text supports this assumption. 

55. This and the following portion on the definition of a Bihangam 
have evidently been added later and (in the case of this reply of Guru 
Gobind Singh) only partially. 

56. Akali here means Nihang. 
57. Kirpan (sword), bow, gun, punch-dagger (/wfiir), and quoit. 

MK, p. 593. A lutliir is a dagger with a broad blade fastened to a cross
bar, with short projections .extending from each end of the cross
bar to provide protection for the wrist. For illustrations of a kafiir 
see the photographs of weapons facing page 100 of MK, numbers 
23 and 24. See also figure 39 in W. H. McLeod (1991), p. 110, which 
depicts Guru Gobind Singh with a kafiir tucked in his belt. 

58. The Sikh tradition is to score newly-prepared karah prasad with 
the tip of a kirpan before distributing it. This account of an Akali (viz. 
a Nihang) claims .that all food is thus scored before it is eaten. A knife 
(ktlrtul) is named as the instrurrie~t, not a kirpan. 

59. This couplet is taken from the version of Sri Satigurft vii.clz given 
in Shamsher Singh Ashok ( 1979), p. 66. Its text seems more suitable 
than that of the PSP version. 

60. Both wo.rks, together with.Jiip, are from the Dasam Granth. 
61. 'Never will he offer rice-balls {at a shraddh).' See ch. 7.9 for 

shraddh. · 
62. pttitelz janan (panch jan): kii.m (lust), krodlz (anger), lobh. (covet

ousness), nwh (attachment to worldly things), lutnkiir (pride). 
63. See item 21 for gaz. The amount of doth used for a Nihang's 

kachh is substantial. 
64. nihaiig: free from care; free from worldly concern. For the 

Nihangs see Sikhism, pp. 194-5. 
65. This suggests that this portion was composed in the early 

nineteenth century during the period of Mahar~a Ranjit Singh. 
66. Deception of the Gun1 is the water with which his faith (din) is 

extinguished. 
67. The pot or lotiiwill be for washing after he has moved his bowels. 
68. He has the power to withhold his semen during sexual inter

course. 
69. The Khatri subcastes (got) to which the Gums had belonged, plus 

the Sikh sect of ascetic Udasis. The inclusion of the Udasis is perhaps 
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surprising, for the anti-ascetic items mentioned earlier in the mhit
nama contradicted the Udasi way of life. It is possibly explained by 
the fact that by the late eighteenth century the Udasis had acquired 
control of many of the gurdwaras. For the Udasis see Glossary and 
Silthism, pp. 184-5. 

70. Presumably this means a Bihangam. 
71 ~ The four stages in the life of a Brahman: 1. Bmhmachaii, student. 

2. Grihastlut., housholder. 3. Vii.naprastha, retired to the forest. 4. 
Sannyiisi, mendicant freed from aJJ worldly desires. A Bihangam would 
presumably be thought to belong to the fourth ashram. 

IO. Khalsa Mahima (Portion of Sarah Lob Granth) 

1. The ten Gums, the Gum Panth, and the Gum Granth. 
2. It is cleansed. 
3. The Gum. 
4. The Khalsa. 

II. Sau Sakhi, Sakhi 8: Mukati-nama 

1. surrnii.. PSP has lwram. 
2. bltog ni su/,hatiii. In place of sukhatlii PSP has supatlii, 'dream'. 
3. jiiti: caste. Presumably the author means an Out caste ( cf. verse 

19) unless of course the Mukati-niimii is by multiple authors. Cf. also 
verse 34. 

4. chido, chile ( cllitii): '[hunting a] cheetah •, Khalsa slang for urinating. 
5. PSP. jufh. GRM text has jujh. 
6. llmta > lirati. Amt.i is a hymn by Guru Nanak included in the liturgy 

for Ki:rlan Sohilii. (Diumiisaii 3, AG, pp. 13, 663). 
7. kang > ? kangiiL Translation uncertain. 
8. Translation uncertain. 
9. He should marry his daughter to a Sikh. 
10. GRMhas sur(? devatli., god). The PSPreading gurseems much 

more likely. 
11. Take and give food from fellow Sikhs, regardless of their status 

in the four-fold caste system. 
12. The Muslim confession of faith ('There is no god but God'). If 

meat is to be regarded as haliil it is essential that the Kalima should 
be recited over the dying animal. 

13. PSP. nlingci. bhoj na khii.hi, 'Do not consume the food naked'. 
14. The standard Sikh gesture of respect, always performed before 

the Adi Granth. 
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15. doi gotr: the two sub-castes (i.e. the father's and the mother's). 
On the meaning of gotra or got see ESC, pp. 89-90, 97. 

16. PSP: bizet. GR.M: blzed. 
17. This too suggests that Mukati-niimii may be by multiple hands. 

Cf. verses 13, 36, 37. 
18. A significant issue is raised at this point by the question of 

whether the wording of the text should be divided or not divided. In 
the original version the text is not diyided, each word being joined 
to the next without any space between them. Here ~he word(s) is (or 
are) ltesalli (the PSP reading) or kes hi (the GRM reading). If the 
undivided PSP reading is correct the translation is 'small turban' or 
'under-turban'. If, on the other hand, the divided GRM reading is 
accepted it fol1ows that kes is the word for kes and the translation 
should be 'hair'. The GRM reading has been accepted as otherwise 
it is difficult to make sense of the sentence which fonows. Whereas a 
tonsure would certainly remove the kes (that is, the hair of the head) 
it cannot remove an under-turban (at least not permanently). Situations 
such as this serve to enliven the controversy between main-line 
Sikhs and the Akhand Kirtani Jatha (and further back with the Panch 
Khalsa Divan) in that an undivided reading would provide evidence for 
the AI~J' s insistence on the keski or under-turban being regarded as 
one of the Five Ks. For another such situation see p. 75 in which the 
passage from Gun1 /arm Sakltiiin is dearly on the side of the AI~J. 
Sec p. 81, endnote. 

19. This suggests that the meaning of tanalihiih is changing from 
'penance' to 'donation'. 

20. This perhaps implies that an uninitiated Sikh may worship idols. 
21. 'A Sikh without limits.' 
22. A dharamsala or gurdwara. 
23. Some manuscripts, induding PSP, omit na ('not'). The meaning 

of the couplet as a whole seems dearly to favour this omission. 
24. Cf. Da)'ttS 91. The second line fo]]ows the PSP text. The GRM 

text has only na sankar tlatt riim nu. 
25. 84lakhs (84,00,000), the traditional number of births which the 

spirit must pass through before attaining liberation. 

12. Sau Sakhi, Sakhi 65 

1. In its first edition PSP erroneously states that the text is taken 
from sakhi 45 (p. 149). In the 4th edition, still mistaken, it names sakhi 
61 as its source (p. 161). 

2. The Sikh who honours and maintains his kes. 
3. PSP: gzm1 jJiiirt• kes. GR.M: gurft lle piiise tes. 
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4. GRM puts turak ld ('of a Muslim' or. 'of a Mughal') in brackets. 
PSP omits it. 

5. matlta /,abil na jhalriii. 
6. This was because the hill chieftains had fought against Gum 

Gobind Singh. Elsewhere the author of Sau Siillhi makes his feelings 
concerning ttle hill men clear. See for example sakhi 19. 

7. The PSP text lacks the last two Jines of this verse, using instead 
the first two lines of 14. Thereafter the two texts do not correspond 
in terms of verse numbering. 

8. The text of PSP has been followed. 
9. pir;-(1: a ball of rice which is offered at a shraddh ceremony. For 

the shraddh ceremony see ch. 7.9, pp. 214-15. 
10. PSP. ret. GRM has ltet. 
11. GRM: avar nuljar ke sikh na dei. PSP. avar maz.ab lw siluL na, lri. 
12. At this point, midway through a verse, GRM signals that a doharii 

begins. PSP also indicates the beginning of a tloluzrii, but because it is 
following verse numbers different from GRM this indication comes at 
the end of verse 15. Four doharii then follow in PSP (verses 16-19), after 
which it reverts to dwupai. In GRM the last half of its verse 17 is in 
dolutrii metre and verses 18-21 are also in doharii. Only with verse 22 
does it. revert to the brief four-lined chaupai metre. 

13. This indicates that the false Sikh would be a Brahman. 
14. Presumably this stricture also refers specifically to Brahmans. 
15. Presumably this also refers to a Brahman. 
16 . .fap is not prescribed. 
17. GRM: vans. PSP. vaish. 
18. The meaning of this verse is not clear. 
19. The PSP text differs considerably for this verse. The final 

sentence translates: 'Without love he knows only grief.' 
20. This is aimed at greedy Brahmans. 

13. Prem Sumarag, Chapter 4 

1. The English language does not possess sufficient vocabulary to 
cope with the differences in caste terminology that one encounters in 
Indian languages. If we are translating into English 'caste' must serve 
for both bara.n and jati. They have, however, different meanings. The 
term bara.n (varan, 'colour') applies to the division into four groups: 
Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya, and Shudra. By contrast, jati (Phi. zilt) 
is used at a lower level, yet not so low as to qualifY for the term 'sub
caste'. Wherea'S jiiti ('caste') designates the larger endogamous 
group, gotm (Phi. got, 'sub-caste') specifies smaller exogamous lin
eages within a jati. One solution to this problem of inadequate language 
is always to use the Hindi or Punjabi term. When translating the 
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l7em Sunu"'irag, however, this method raises difficulties, for the author 
occasionally uses baran and jati interchangeably. See for example 
section 12. Terminology relatiqg to caste requires particular care and 
attention when used in translation. For caste as observed in the Sikh 
Panth see ESC, ch. 5. 

2. Sri Bhagauti, strictly the goddess Devi, presumably here desig- · 
nates Akal Purakh in the form of a sword as the word blwgauti has 
already been used for a sword. It does, however, mean that Akal Purakh 
is being addressed twice in the officiating Gurmukh 's statement. 

3. At the time of marriage circumabulating a sacred object (in this 
case a fire). 

4. 1\G, pp.773-4. For a translation see TSSS, pp. 118-19. 

14. Namadhari Rahit-nama and Namdhari Ardas 
1. Guru Nanak, Var Majh 7:2, AG, p. 141. 
2. * Sri Satgum Hari Singh commanded that Chctrttf.i di Varand Ugar

danti should also be read during the ritual fire service. [For the former 
see DC, pp. 119-27. Ugar-danti does not appear in authorised versions 
of the Dasam Granth, orily in some manuscript copies. The text is given 
in Nii1n-dltari Nit-nem, pp. 617-40.) 

3. This consists of 'a mixture of saffron, musk, sandalwood powder, 
sugar, ghee and about fifteen other ~uch things'. Swanm Singh Sanchi, 
'Kukas as they live', in John C. B. 'Webster (1974), p. 34. 

4. The Namdhari rahit-nama was evidently circulated among the 
followers of Ram Singh in 1866. Nahar Singh, Gooroo Ram Singh and 
the Kulut Sillhs, New Delhi, 1965, p. 26. 

5. For the mainstream version of Ardas see Siltlt Rakit Marayatlli, 
pp. 379-80. 

6. sri viihigu:ru. 
7. See ch. 7.3, 'Ardas', pp. 194-6. 
8. The invocation in the Namdhari version of Ardas corresponds to 

the mainstream Sikh version except that it prolongs it to include the 
other Gums of the Namdharis. The last couplet is also the same as 
the orthodox version, with the significant difference that the name of 
Ram Singh is substituted for Nanak. The portion between the invocation 
and the concluding couplet is very different. 

9. This refers to an incident in 1872 when a group of Kukas 
(Namdharis) were executed at Malerkotla after attacking a small fort 
in Ludhiana District. 49 were executed without trial by the British 
official in charge of the district and another 16 were subsequently 
executed after a summary trial by his superior from Ambala. The 
executions were conducted by lashing each prisoner to the mouth of 
a gun and firing the gun. · 
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10. Following the Malerkotla executions the Government of India 
decided to cmsh the Kuka movement by transporting to the Andamans 
its leader Ram Singh and several of his followers. 

15. Nirankari Hukam-nama 

1. The Formless One; God. 
2. Gum Arjan, Suhi Chhant 10(1), AG, p. 783. 
3. Siihi Chhant 2, AG, pp. 773-4. 

16. Vajib-u'l-Araz, the Sahaj-dharis' Rahit-nama 

I. It is not clear whether the author intends to have the whole of 
Anand read or just the abbreviated form (verses 1-5 and 40). 

2. A masand of Gum Gobind Singh's time who was opposed to the 
Udasis. 

3. Whether piihul should be lthar,uje lti piihul (the Khalsa form 
administered with a two-edged sword) or charan-amrit ('foot-initiation', 
common amongst Sahaj-dharis) is not made clear. Presumably it is 
the latter. 

4. The meaning is not clear. 
5. The meaning is not clear. Perhaps it means that a Kes-dhari 

would have to cut his hair in order to keep it at an acceptable length. 
6. Gum Go bind Singh here uses a form of address to his Sahaj-dhari 

followers which one would not expect. The title 'Singh' implies respect 
and normally would be restricted to members of the Khalsa. 

17. Portion of Avatar Singh V ahiria' s 
Khalsa Dharam Shastr 

I. Lit. cleanse your tongue. 
2. A pool in Amritsar adjacent to the pool of Harmandir. 
3. Amritsar. 
4. The 'five washings': two hands, two feet, and the mouth. 
5. I owe the following note to Professor Pashaura Singh: Language 

.is divided into four levels of sacred sound, corresponding to levels of 
consciousness or awareness. 

1. para bli1,1.i: most subtle, beyond any sound 
2. pashyanti bli1,1.i: subtle impulses, inner sound 
3. 11Ulllhyttmli bli.1,1.i: low tone 
4. vaikhan bii1,1.i: loud speaking 

This division is frequently encountered in Radhasoami texts. Originally 
it is based on Bhanarhari's Grammarian School of niid yoga. See also 
char bii1,1.iiin, MK, p. 347. 
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6. In one minute a person breathes approximately 16-17 times. In 
an hour one breathes 1000 times (16 x 60 = 960 + 40 = 1000). In 24 
hours one takes 24,000 breaths. I owe this also to Professor Pashaura 
Singh. 

7. This note I also owe to Professor Pashaura Singh: An extended 
version of Rahiras is given here which is found in the gu!ttlliis used by 
the Nanaksar tradition. This is the same order as is used at Gurdwara 
Sach Khand, Nander Sahib, and by the Damadami Taksal. Various 
savaiyyii.s and dohm·iis have been added from the Dasam Granth. The 
Nanaksar tradition is the longer one. 

18·. Extracts from the Sanskar Bagh of 
Baba Khem Singh Bedi 

1. This should be the Jiip of the Dasam Granth. 
2. This presumably means the Ardas. 

19. Portion of Guramat Prakash Bhag Sanskar 

1. The text provides for male, female, and multiple candidates for 
initiation. 

2. Viih gurftji kii. lchiilsii! Viih gurU.ji ki fauh!. 
3. AG, p. 709. All passages from scripture are given in full in the 

text of GPBS. 
4. The 'Cherished Five' or 'Five Loved Ones', replicas of the first 

five to be initiated by Guru Go bind Singh at the founding of the Khalsa 
order. 

5. AG, p. 598. *This [quotation] is only an example of the precept. 
\Vorthy people can choo~e [other quotations] which carry the same 
meaning. 

6. Guru Nanak replies that he has found the inner light and thus 
the means to cross the dread Ocean of Existence. AG, p. 940. 

7. AG, p. 1293. The Guru who answers this question is, of course, 
the Guru Granth Sahib. 

8. gur charanlin vich prem: love for the Guru's feet. 
9. The Daily Rule comprises .Japuji and other works designated by 

tradition to be read, chanted or heard during the devotional periods 
of early morning, evening, and retirement. 

10. * The bowl, like other sacred items, should be raised above 
ground level. 

11. * Ii1 the same way the other four Piaras should also concentrate 
their attention on the amrit. 
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12. * The Panj Piaras [all] stand, [each] keeping one hand on the 
bowl. 

13. ap de charanan nal nibhe: that he clings to your feet. 
14. 'Wearer of the plume', an epithet commonly applied to Guru 

Gobind Singh. 
15. A fold in the turban is parted so that amrit can be applied directly 

to the lles. 
16. * In delivering this discourse the leading Singh can introduce 

relevant proof-texts from the scripture. 
17. SRM calls her Sahib Kaur. See p. 399. · 
18. * But if any of these five should accept il,itiation and adopt the 

complete uniform (of the Khalsa] he is a brother in the faith. 
19. * This does not mean abuse, but rather avoidance of 

those who preach belief in the goddess. Shalok Kabir ji 131, AG, 
p. 1371. 

20. This may mean that hair should be kept clean and regularly 
combed; it may be an injunction to avoid Hindu practices of asceticism; 
or it may be both. 

21. * Anyone else's woman. 
22. * Tobacco. 
23. *The [initiant's] name should be changed if the name given at 

birth is not in accordance with Sikh tradition. 
24. Var Majh, AG, p. 150. *Close attention must be focussed on the 

meaning of this message. 
25. * The divine Name. 
26. * The sacred scriptures (gurabapi). 
27. The fourth of five stages in a person's spiritual ascent as 

depicted by Guru Nanak in japuji. AG, p. 8. · 
28. AG, p. 562. * Or another hymn with the same message. 
29. AG, p. 783. GPBS mistakenly lists it as nwhalii 1 (Guru Nanak) 

instead of mahalii 5 (Gum A1jan). This and another instance in fn. 30 
are difficult to explain. 

30. AG, p. 449. GPBS mistakenly lists it as mahala 1 (Guru Nanak) 
instead .of mahalii 4 (Guru Ram Das). 

31. amrit velii. * Amrit vela is the best possible time, but other times 
may be selected for marriage. 

32. The bridal couple and the congregation would of course sit on 
the floor or the ground. 

33. Gum Amar Das, Var Silhi 9(3), AG, p. 788. 
34. Guru Arjan, Maliir Dupade 7, AG, p. 1268. 
35. lu~ kripii sindhfl: 0 River of Grace. 
36. Gum Arjan, Sflhi 10, AG, p. 784. In the AG the first patt of the 

line is in the third person. 
37. *This is an example of the sermon [which may he given]. Various 
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(scriptural] verses may be added as appropriate, but the sermon should 
not be too lengthy. 

38. Guru Amar Das, Var Suhi 9(3), AG, p. 788. 
39. * Varan Bhiii Gurlliis 16 and 29 (stanza 11). Guru Arjan, Gauri 

Sukhanumi 9(1). AG, p. 274. 
40. *Guru Nanak, Tilang4, AG, p. 722. Shalok ShekhFaiid 127, AG, 

p. 1384. Guru Nanak, Mani Var9(2), AG, p. 1088. Guru Angad, VarSuhi, 
20(2), AG, p. 792. 

41. * If the woman has been previously married she takes the hem 
herself. 

42. There is no English translation which adequately expresses the 
Sikh relationship of wife to husband. 'Master' or 'Lord' carries the 
degree of subordination toq, far. Omitting such terms does not go far 
enough. 

43. Liiv (pl. liiviin): the reverent walking around a sacred scripture 
or fire. Here the sacred scripture is the Guru Granth Sahib which is 
walked around by the couple four times, each time preceded by a 
singing of one of the four verses of Gum Ram Das's Suhi Chlumt 2, AG, 
pp. 773-4. 

44. Guru Amar Das, Rama/(ali Anand, AG, pp. 917, 922. 
45. AG, p. 78. The verse begins: 'The marriage is complete, 

my Father, and through the Guru's word I have found [you, my] God 
(han).' 

46. AG, p. 97. The hymn begins: 'The house in which the husband 
attained wedded bliss.' 

47. AG, p. 577. The verse begins: 'My God (ram), all my hopes and 
desires have been fulfilled.' 

21. Sikh Rahit Marayada 

1. * The purpose of reciting a portion of Anand Sahib at this time 
or at the conclusion of any religious assembly is to offer joyous greeting 
to the Guru and to give thanks to him. 

2. * This is an example of the form which Ardas may take. Only 
the shabad beginning 'Having first remembered God (bhagauti)' and 
the concluding couplet beginning 'Nanak [prays that] the Name' are 
mandatory. 

3. By the time Khalsa Ardas had emerged with a fixed structure 
during the Singh Sabha reformation the two words viih and gzt11l had 
coalesced to mean the same as Akal Purakh. 

4. Blwgauti either designates the goddess Durga or means 'sword'. 
Since the Singh Sabha reform movement Bhagauti has been insistently 
held by Sikhs to designate Akal Purakh or Vahiguru. 'Sword' is held 
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to symbolise Akal Purakh and so this is the meaning which the word 
has figuratively acquired. See ch. 7.3, pp. 194-6. 

5. Cha'l)f/,i di Var, stanza 1, DG, p. 119. See p. 276. 
6. The four sons of Guru Gobind Singh are reverently remembered 

as martyrs to their father's faith. The two elder sons, Ajit Singh and 
Jujhar Singh, fell at the battle of Chamkaur in 1705. The two younger 
sons, Zoravar Singh and Fateh Singh, were betrayed to the Mughal 
governor of Sirhind and executed by him. ]{hushwant Singh, A Histmy 
of the Sildl.S, vol. 1, Princeton; 1963, pp. 91-3. 

7. During the siege of Anan~pur, which preceded the battle of 
Chamkaur, forty of the Guru's followers deserted and returned to their 
homes. Shamed by their women they rejoined the Guru's force prior 
to the battle ofKhidrana (or Muktsar) later in 1705 and were all killed. 
In recognition of their restored loyalty and subsequent sacrifice the 
Guru declared them to be mukate, men who had attained deliverance. 
Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A ShmtHistory oftheSikhs, Bombay, 1950, 
pp. 72, 75. Most works in English refer to them as the 'Forty Saved 
Ones'. 

8. Teja Singh's translation of Ardas inserts the following cluster 
prior to the prayer for takhats and gurdwaras: 'Those who, to purge 
the temples of long-standing evils, suffered themselves to be mthlessly 
beaten or imprisoned, to be shot, cut up, or burnt alive with kerosene 
oil, but did not make any resistance or utter even a sigh of complaint: 
think of their patient faith and call on God!' Teja Singh, Sikhism., 
Calcutta, 1951, p. 123. His footnotes indicate that this addition 
commemorates the stmggle for control of the gurdwaras which took 
place during-the years 1921-5. Teja Singh's translation is reproduced 
in I<anwaljit Kaur and Indarjit Singh, Rehat Maryada, London, 1971, 
pp. 2-3. hi 

9. The re ainder of this SRM version differs considerably in the 
earlier Teja Singh version, op. cit., pp. 125-6. 

10. This 1petition refers to gurdwaras in Pakistan. The partition of 
1947 separated the Panth from all its sacred places in Pakistan. 

11. 'Hail to the Gum's Khalsa! Hail to the victory of the Guru!' In 
the Teja Singh translation this salutation is rendered: 'Hail Khalsa of 
the wonderful Lord who is also victorious!' Op. cit., p. 126. Sin or Sri. 
('revered') is commonly inserted before the second . Viihigurii. 

12. 'Akal [Purakh) is true!' 
13. viilt: 'saying'. In Sikh usage this designates a randomly selected 

passage from the Gum Granth Sahib. A synonym (in appropriate 
contexts) is hultmn. See 1.4.3(e). 

14. Lit: 'one should keep [the scripture or the gurdwara] on the right 
side. 

15. This was one of the issues fought out between the Sanatan Sikhs 
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and the Tat Khalsa late in the nineteenth century and early in the 
twentieth. Descendants of the Gurus commonly expected that they 
would receive cushions in a gurdwara in recognition of their special 
status. Khem Singh Bedi was one such Sikh in direct descent from a 
Gum. 

16. Early editions of SRM refer to only four takhats, these being Akal 
Takhat beside the Golden Temple in Amritsar and the remaining three 
located in Patna, Ammdpur Sahib, and Nander. In 1966, however, the 
SGPC declared Damdama Sahib (near Bhatinda) to be a fifth takhat. 
This is acknowledged in subsequent editions of SRM. Apart from Akal 
Takhat all locations are associated with important events in the career 
of Gum Gobind Singh. The title takhat or 'throne' signifies temporal 
authority within the Panth, as opposed to the spiritual authority 
represented by the Golden Temple. Important secular issues affecting 
the Panth are debated and decided within the precincts of a taldwt 
(normally Akal Takhat). 

17. A patit or 'fallen' Sikh is one who is guilty of any serious breach 
of the Rahit. It normally designates a Khalsa Sikh who has committed 
one of the four cardinal sins (kurahit). See Il.2(p). 

18. A viir is a distinctive form of the Gum Granth Sahib or Adi 
Granth. The original Punjabi viir was a heroic ballad recounting the 
exploits of some famous warrior. In the Adi Granth version of the form 
Akal Purakh takes the place of the folk hero and the exploits which 
it proclaims are strictly spiritual. The basis of the standard Adi Granth 
viir is a sequence of stanzas (paunj composed by one of the Gums. 
Each on these stanzas is preceded by supplementary verses ( shaloll), 
varying both in number and in length, and composed by any of the Gums 
or Bhagats whose works have been recorded in the Adi Granth. Most 
fmutis are preceded by two or three shaloks. The general theme of the 
vti'l· is carried by the pcmri sequence, with the ~·haloks adding fi.trther 
detail and comments. All the vii.TS are written to be sung and each is 
recorded in the scripture under its appropriate riig. The Adi Granth 
contains 22 tJli7S, all but two of them following the standard format. 

19. A relay of readers participates, each succeeding his/her 
predecessor without pause. 

20. &hat Mary'ada: A Guide to the Sikh Way of Life, Amritsar, 1978, 
p. 10, indicates that the karah prasad is to be distributed after the 
huluwt has been taken, immediately before the reading commences. 

21. For detailed instructions concerning the preparation of karah 
prasad sec .Jogendra Singh, Sildl C.erenwnies, Bombay, 1941, pp. 95-6; 
or Parkash Singh, The Sil'h Gums and th.e Temple of Bret1d, Amritsar, 
1964, pp. 106-10. 

22. * Atler the appointed portion of Anand Sahib has been recited 
once it need not be repeated whenever dishes of karah prasad arrive 
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[later in the day]. It will be sufficient merely to touch each offering with 
a kirpan. 

23. * This person should not be given a double share. 
24. No further definition is given for this category. Obvious examples 

of works which have earned 'panthic approval' are the janam-sakhis 
(excluding the execrated Miharbiin jtmam-saklu.1 and the works of 
Santokh Singh (Nanalc Pmhiislt and Suraj Prahiish). 

25. See 1.1.3(a), note 11. 
26. Lit. 'the offering of rice balls in bowls made of leaves'. 
27. * From birth. 
28. This heading does not appear in the Punjabi text. 
29. Relwt Maryada: A Guidl! to the Sikh. Way of Life, Amritsar, 1978, 

p. 13, inserts an additional item at the beginning of this section, printing 
it in parentheses: (At the birth of a child any Gursikh relation or friend 
may pour some water in a small iron (steel) cup and add some 
patashas or honey in it and stir it with a Kirpan while reciting the first 
five Pauries (Stanzas) of the Japji alongwith (sic) the prologue given 
at the very beginning of this Bani. A few drops of [t]his holy water 
[should] be poured into the .mouth of the child and [the] remaining 
[water should) be taken by the mother. A prayer of thanks giving (sic) 
should also be offered.) 

30. AG, pp. 628, 396. The two hymns are translated in TSSS, pp. 115-
16. 

31. Guru Nanak, Asii ki Var 18:3, AG, p. 472. 
32. This ceremony, termed miltz,i or 'meeting', normally takes place 

on the day preceding the actual wedding. 
33. Guru Amar Das, Var Sii.hi 9:3, AG, p. 788. 
34. A light scarf or sash is commonly used for this purpose. 
35. AG, pp. 773-4. For a translation see TSSS, pp. 118--20. The 

person serving as reader is not normally the same person as the 
celebrant. If, however, only one competent person is available that 
person may discharge both ftmctions. A liiv (pl. lii.viin) is a circuit round 
a sacred oqject. For amrit sanskiir the object is the Guru Granth Sahib. 

36. * Prem Sttmiimg. 
37. A Hindu custom. 
38. The list has been abbreviated. 
39. tiiir baratilir singh. This implies only Amrit-dhari Sikhs without 

actually saying so. 
40. The Guru Pantl1 shares this authority conjointly with the 

Guru Granth (the Adi Granth or Guru Granth Sahib). See ch. 7.24, 
pp. 233-4. For a further explanation of the terms Gun1 Gmnth and Guru 
Panth see ESC, pp. 16-18, 44-50, 55-8. Note that the Guru Panth is 
coterminous with the Khalsa (the Khalsa Panth). 

41. Male initiants must wear turbans. 
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42. Sahib Kaur was the third of Gum Gobind Singh's three wives. 
Unlike the other two wives she was childless and it was for this reason 
(according to tradition) that the Gum designated her the Mother of 
the Khalsa. It is also tradition that reports that her name was changed 
from Sahib Devi to Sahib Kaur during the Gum's lifetime. This was 
not the case. The change was actually made late in the Singh Sabh~ 
period. Gummat PraluJ.Sh Bhiig Sanskar, which was published in 1915, 
still refers to her as Sahib Devi. See also Doris R.Jakobc;h, 'Relocating 
gender in Sikh history' (University of British Columbia PhD thesis, 
1999)' pp. 303-6. 

43. * A kirpan may be of any length. 
44. * The shorts may be made from any kind of cloth, but must not 

reach below the knees. 
45. * The wrist-ring must be made of iron only (sarab-loh). [Wrist

rings are normally made from iron, coated with steel to prevent msting. 
Some groups such as the Nihangs and the Akhand IGrtani Jatha do, 
however, have them made entirely of iron.) 

46. * Kes-dharis who have their hair cut. 
47. *If members of any of these groups should accept initiation and 

enter the .Panth it will be permissible to associate with them. 
48. *In this context 'associating' means eating with such people and 

contracting marriage arrangements with them, acts which would 
establish a clear and close relationship. 

Appendix I 
I. Guru Amar Das, Bihagare ki Var mahalii 4, 16.1, AG, p. 554. 
2 .. Lit. ~om the proceeds of discharging your duty ( dhamm). ChS 

lacks dhara1J't. 
3. In ChS.this injunction is applied to sardars, rajas, and wealthy 

merchants. 
4. Kahn Singh adds a footnote indicating that the Riig-miilii is not 

a part of the Gum Granth Sahib. 

Appendix 2 
1. These men are called bhais, babas, or gianis. Harjot Singh 

Oberoi, 'Bhais, Babas and Gyanis: traditional intellectuals in nineteenth 
century Punjab', Studies in History, vol. II, no. 2 (1980), pp. 33-62. 

2. The person who specialised in the Panth's traditional history was 
known as a f/.hal)hi. These men were itinerant bards who related stories 
to th.e accompaniment of small hand-held dmms. 

3. For Shivalik Hills influence see ESC, pp. 13-14. 
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Adi Granth 

Akiili 

Akiil Purakh 
Akiil Talthat 

akha1J4 Piilh 

amrit 

A mrit-dhiiri 

Amrit sanskar 

amrit velii 

A nand kiiraj 
Anliis 

ardasia 
Arora 

Glossary 

The Guru Granth Sahib (q.v.), the sacred 
scripture of the Sikhs. 
Follower of Akal Purakh (q.v.); member of 
the Akali Dal (Akali Party). 
'The One beyond Time', God. 
The principal takhat (q.v.), located imme
diately adjacent to Hruimandir Sahib ( q. v., 
the Golden Temple). 
Unbroken reading of the Guru Granth 
Sahib (q.v.). 
'Nectar of immortality'; sweetened initia
tiou water used in amrit sans/tar ( q. v.) . 
A Sikh who has 'taken amrit', viz. an 
initiated member of the Khalsa ( q. v.). 
The initiation ceremony of the Khalsa 
(q.v.). 
The amrit time; the delectable time; the 
last watch of the night (3 a.m. to 6 a.m.); 
ambrosial hour. · 
The Sikh marriage ceremony. 
The Khalsa Prayer, a formal prayer re
cited at the conclusion of most Sikh ritu
als. 
The Sikh who conducts Ardiis; granthi. 
A mercantile caste of the Pmtiab. 
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ashtapadi 

asumedh ( ashvamedha) 

avatar 
Biibii 

Baisiikki Day 

bii'(l,i 

bara'(t (vara~) 
Beas 
bhaddar, bhadda~ 

bhagauti 
Bhiii 

bhog 

bhujangi 

bikhyii (bikhiii) 

bir 
bir-iisan 

bungii 

Cha'l){jtzl 

An Adi Granth shabad (qq. v.) of eight 
verses with refrain. 
A Vedic ritual costing considerable wealth 
practised by kings of ancient India in 
search of heirs or atoning for a sin. 
An incarnation of a deity, usually Vishnu. 
'Father', a term of respect applied to holy 
men. Used in other Indian traditions. 
The paradise of Vishnu (see ch. 7.28, 
pp. 238--9). 
New Year's Day in nrral Punjab, the first 
day of the month of Baisakh or Visakh. 
Works of the Gurus and other poets in
cluded in the Sikh sacred scriptures. 
See va111a ( q. v.) . 
Vyas (q.v.). 
The Hindu tonsure ceremony; the shaving 
of a deceased person's head before cre
mation. 
I. Durga. 2. A sword. 
'Brother', title of respect given for piety 
and/ or learning. 
The ceremony which concludes a com
plete reading of the Guru Granth Sahib 
(q.v.). 
Lit. a snake's young, but used for the son 
of an initiated Sikh. 
Lit. poison. In Sikh usage it means to
bacco. It can also mean drugs or intoxi
cating liquor. 
Tome; volume. 
Heroic pose; The right knee is laid on the 
ground with the body's weight on the right 
knee. The left knee is held upright. 
I. The elevated cone of a Nihang' s turban. 
2. A defensive building erected beside 
Harimandir Sahib. 
The offspring of a union between a Shudra 
father and a Brahman mother; an outcaste; 
a member of the outcaste group supposed 
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charan amrit 

chaupai 

chhant 

Chief Khalsa Diwan 

darshan 

Dasaglitra 

Dasam Granth 

deg teg fateh 

tf,hak 
dharam (dharma) 
dharamasalii 

Dharamriij 
Dhir-maliii 

dhup 
divan ( dewan) 

doharii 
Dum, Dom 

Du.rbiisii 
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to descend from such antecedents; a vile 
wretch. 
Initiation with water in which the Guru or 
person administering has dipped his toe. 
Also used by Hindus. 
Lit. a verse composition of four lines. 
Commonly, however, it exceeded four lines. 
An Adi Granth shabad (qq.v.), commonly 
of four or six lengthy verses. 
United body formed in 1902 to conduct 
the affairs of the Amritsar and Lahore 
Singh Sabhas ( q. v.). 
1. Audience; appearance before an emi
nent person, sacred object, & c. 2. The six 
schools of Hindu philosophy. 
A Hindu ceremony held ten days after a 
death at which the ashes of the decease<\ 
are gathered. 
The scripture attributed to the authorship 
or times of Gun1 Gobind Singh. 
'Cauldron, sword, victory•, slogan of the 
eighteenth-century Khalsa ( q. v.). 
The tree butea frondosa. 
Panthic duty. 
Place of worship for early Sikh Panth 
(later gurdwara, qq.v.). 
Yam (q.v.), the god of de~th. 

1 
A follower of Dhir Mal, elder brother of 
Guru Har Rai and grandson of Gun1 
Hargobind 
Sunshine; incense. 
Court; minister of state; assembly; assem
bly hall; congregation; collected verse of 
a poet. 
A verse comprising two lines; a couplet. 
A caste of lowly minstrels; the Hindu 
equivalent of the Muslim Mirasi. Com
monly they were regarded as outcastes. 
Durvasas, described in the Riimayana as 
impatient and irascible. 
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ekiidas"i (Pbi. ikiidasi) 

Jaqir 

.Five Ks 

Garntf, Purlin 

Gayat1i 

gaz 

ghu1J,tf, 
golak 

got (gotra) 

gotii khii'l)ii 

grahasat dharam 

Granth 

granthi 
gurahii'l)i 
gur-biliis 

gurdwam 
Gurmat 
Gurmukh 
Gurmukhi 

The eleventh day of each half of the lunar 
month. 
Muslim ascetic. Loosely used to designate 
Sufis ( q. v.) and non-Muslim ascetics. 
Five items (each beginning with the initial 
'k') which Sikhs -of the Khalsa (q.v.) must 
wear: kes, kaitghii, kachh, kirpiin, and karii 
(qq.v.). 
A Puran, which deals with death rituals 
and which was read by Brahmans at 
fi.merals. 
The verse from the Rig-veda, which Brah
mans are expected to repeat morning and 
evening. 
I gaz equals approximately I yard or 90 
ems. 
A veil which conceals most of the face. 
A receptacle in which cash or vaiious items 
are accumulated for giving as charity or as 
an offering to a dharmsala or gurdwara. 
Exogamous caste grouping within a ziit 
( q. v.); sub-caste. 
To be immersed; to struggle to save one
self from drowning. 
A faith which, rejecting the Hindu venera
tion of asceticism, upholds the ideal of 
marriage and of normal relation between 
sexes. 
The '[Sacred) Volume', the Adi Grantl1 or 
Gun1 Granth Sahib (qq.v.). 
Custodian of a gurdwara ( q. v.). 
Compositions of the Gun1s. 
'Praise of the Guru'; hagiographic narra
tives of the lives of the sixth and tenth 
Gurus, stressing their role as warriors. 
Sikh place of worship. 
The teachings of the Gurus; Sikhism. 
A loyal follower of the Guru. 
'From the· Gum's mouth', the script in 
which PuJ1iabi is written. 
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Gursikh 
Guru Granth Sahib 

Gun"i Granth 
GurU. Khiilsli 
GurU. Panth 
hadith 
haliil 

Hmi 
H arimandir Siihib 

havanjag 

hukam-nlimli 

lk-Oanklir 

jag (yajiiii) 

.Jaimini 
janam-sii/,hi 

]at 

jhatllii 

kachh 
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The Sikh who is devoted to the Gunt. 
The Adi Granth, specifically in its role as 
Guru (q.v.). 
The Granth ( q. v.) in its role as Guru. 
The Khalsa (q.v.) in the role of Guru. 
The Panth (q.v.) in its role as Guru. 
Muslim tradition. 
Flesh of an animal killed in accordance 
with Muslim ritual where by it is bled 
to death while the Kalima is pronounced 
( cf. jhatkli, /,utlhli, qq. v.). 
Name of God. Also used by Hindus. 
Th~ principal gurdwara ( q. v.) of the Sikhs, 
known as the Golden Temple. 
Ritual fire ceremony practised by the 
Namdhari Sikhs ( q. v.). Also called a hom. 
Divine Order; a passage from the Guru 
Granth Sahib (q.v.) chosen at random. Cf. 
vlik (q.v.). 
'Letter of command'; document contain
ing a command or a request issued by one 
of the later Gurus to an individual or a 
san gat ( q. v.); a similar document issued 
to the Panth by the Sarbat Khalsa from 
Akal Takhat (qq.v.). 
The One Being; benedictory formula from 
the Adi Granth (q.v.). 
A religious ceremony, sacrifice. Cf. ltavan 
jag (q.v.) 
A disciple of Vyas ( q. v.) . 
Hagiographic narrative of the life of Guru 
Nanak. 
Punjabi ntral caste, numerically dominant 
in the Panth (q.v.). 
Flesh of an animal killed with a single blow, 
approved for consumption by members of 
the Khalsa (q.v.). Cf. halli~ kutthli (qq.v.). 
A pair of breeches, which must not extend 
below the knees, worn as one of the Five 
Ks (q.v.). 
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kachhiltra 
kal 
kal (yug) 
Kalima 

Kaliyug 

lwitghli 

Kapil 

kar 
kara 

kariih fJraslid 

harma (karam) 

kathii 

kes (lwsh) 

Kes-dhiiri 
keslli 
Khiilsli 

A kachh (q.v.) 
One of the names of Yam. 
Cosmic age, as in Kaliyug (q.v.). 
The Muslim confession of faith · ('There is 
no god but God' etc.). 
The 'Age of Iron', the fourth and last of 
the cosmic ages; the age of degeneracy. 
According to Hindu mythology the world 
passes cyclically through four ages. Start
ing with the Satiyug (or Kritayug) it 
traverses the Tretayug and Dvaparayug 
until it reaches the present Kaliyug. Each 
is marked by a shorter life and greater 
sutiering. At the end of the Kaliyug' s span, 
marked by the appearance of the Kalkin 
avatar on his white horse, the Satiyug 
begins again. Cf. Satiyug ( q. v.). 
Wooden comb, worn as one the Five Ks 
(q.v.). 
The originator of the sankhya school of 
philosophy. 
Lit. 'hand'. 
Steel wrist-ring worn on the right wrist as 
one of the Five Ks ( q. v.). 
Sacramental food prepared in a large iron 
dish (lwrlihi). Cf. praslid (q.v.). 
The destiny, fate of an individual, gen
erated in accordance with the deeds 
performed in his/her present and 
past existences. A part also of Hindu 
belief. 
Homily; oral commentary on sacred scrip
tures; narrating of pious anecdotes. 
Uncut hair, worn as one of the Five Ks 
(q.v.). 
A Sikh who retains the kes (q.v.). 
Small under-turban. 
The religious. 'order established by Guru 
Gobind Singh at the end of the seven
teenth century. 
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khar.uJii 

kha'(l.(ie di piihul 

ldzatiii 

Kltal1i 
!tirpiin 

ldrtan 
KiUui 

ltul-putri 
ltumbhi narak 

ltU1nhit 

lmigm· 

liiv (pl. liiviin) 

man 

manji 
mantra 
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Two-edged sword; Khalsa symbol com
prising a vertical two-edged sword over a 
quoit with two crossed kirpans ( q. v.) be
low the quoit. 
Khalsa initiation in which water sweetened 
with soluble sweets is stirred with a two
edged sword Cf. amrit (q.v.), piihul (q.v.). 
A maiijii (bed), which may be used for 
sitting or sleeping. 
A mercantile caste of the Pm~ab. 
Sword or poniard, worn as one of the Five 
Ks (q.v.). 
Singing of hymns. 
Member of the Namdhari sect of Sikhs 
(q.v.). 
A girl from the male's own got (q.v.). 
A hell in which the wicked arc said to be 
baked as a potter's vessels. 
One of the four cardinal infring·emcnts of 
the Rahit (q.v.). The four modern lr:umhit 
are: 1. Cutting one's hair. 2. Consuming 
lmtthii meat ( q. v.). 3. Extra-marital sexual 
intercourse. 4. Smoking. 
Meat from an animal killed in the Muslim 
style. Cf. pzat/,ii, ludiil (qq. v.) . 
The kitchen/refectory attached to every 
gurdwara ( q. v.) from which food is served 
to all regardless of caste or creed; the 
meal served from such a kitchen. 
Circumambulating the Gun1 Granth Sahib 
(q.v.) or a sacred fire as pmt of a mar
riage ceremony. 
I. The complex of heart, mind, and spirit. 
Common Indian word. 2. A measure of 
weight. The maund varied in difiercnt 
parts of India, but was usually approxi
mately 40 kilos. 
Preaching office of the early Panth (q.v.). 
A verse, phrase, or syllable of pmticular 
religious import. Also used by Hindus. 
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mafia (mariti) 

masand 

mauha !ekarza 

miti-jiiri 

misl 

nwhur 
moltsha 

monel. 

niim 

Namdhari 

nam japar.z 
niim simam?J. 

Nlirad 
nasavar 
uilulilg 

Nirailkii:r 

Nirail1lii1'i 

A monument errected in memory of an 
important Hindu, nmmally at a burning 
ghat. 
Administrative deputy acting for the Gum. 
Inaugurated by Gum Ram Das they served 
faithfully for some time, hut later became 
corrupt and were disestablished by Gunt 
Gobind Singh. See paiij mel (q.v.). 
Touching the ground with one's forehead. 
The standard Sikh gesture of respect, 
always performed before the Adi Granth. 
'Rascal'; follower of Prithi Clumd, eldest 
son of Gun1 Ram Das, and a pretender to 
the office of Gunt. See jJaiij mel ( q. v.) . 
Doctrine that the Gum possesses tempo
ral ( miri) as well as spiritual authority (fJin1. 
A military cohort of the mid-eighteenth 
century Khalsa ( q. v.). 
A gold coin. 
Spiritual liberation; liberation from trans
migration. Also used by Hindus. 
Shaven. Mona Sikh sometimes designates 
a Sikh who cuts his/her hair. 
The divine Name, a summary term ex
pressing the total being of Akal Purakh 
(q.v.). 
Member of the Namdhari Sikh sect (also 
known as Kuka Sikhs, q. v.), followers of 
Balak Singh and Ram Singh. 
Devoutly repeating the divine Name. 
The devotional practice of meditating on 
the divine Name. 
A great rishi. 
SnufJ, normally made from tobacco. 
free from care; free from worldly concen1; 
a militant Sikh sect. 
'\Vithout Form', a name of Akal Purakh 
(q.v.) used by Gum Nanak. 
Member of the Nirankari Sikh sect, fol
lower of Baba Dayal (1783-1855) and his 
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nirgu7J. 

Nirmalii 

nit-nem 
palmi 

paftj lmltlu 

panj mP.l 

Pan} PiiirP. 

pflnll& 
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successors. So-called because the sect 
emphasised the Nirankar form of Akal 
Purakh (qq. v.) 
'Without qualities', formless, non-incar
nated. Cf. sa[1jgu7J. (q.v.). Also used by 
Hindus. 
A sect of Sikhs which was particularly 
influential in the nineteenth century. The 
Nirmalas were, by a highly improbable 
tradition, an order founded by Guru Go bind 
Singh who despatched five Sikhs to 
Banaras to learn Sanskrit. This sect was 
also distinguished by its ascetic teachings 
and practice. Members wear saffron robes 
and observe celibacy, and its teachings 
are stronglyVedantic. HDS, p.155. Silchism 
pp. 185-6. 
The Sikh daily liturgy. 
The administration of amrit (q.v.) during 
the Khalsa initiation ceremony. Cf. ltha7J.rJe 
di piilml ( q. v.) . 
The Five Ks (q.v.); the five items, each 
beginning with 'k', which members of the 
Khalsa (q.v.) must wear. Also called the 
Jmiij kaltiir. 
The Five Reprobate Groups. These com
prise the followers of Prithi Chand (the 
Minas), Dhir Mal, and Ram Rai, the 
masands (qq.v.), and a fifth group which 
today is usually identified as those who cut 
their hair. The first three groups were 
relatives of actual Gun1s who were pre
tenders for the title of Guru. 
The 'Cherished Five' or 'Five Beloved'; 
the first five Sikhs to be initiated as mem
bers of the Khalsa ( q. v.) ; five Sikhs in good 
standing chosen to represent a sangat 
(q.v.). 
A 'path' or 'way'; system of religious be
lief or practice; community observing a 
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Pantlz 

panlhic (pantlzih) 
parakaramii. 

Palanjnli 

Piilh 
patil 

paufi 
potlti 
prasiid 

Pu.riitan 

riig (rliga) 
ragi 
Rahirlis (Rahariis) 

Raltit 

rahit-niimii. 
riij lwregii khiilsii 
Riimgarhiii 

Riim-riiiii 

sabhii 
sach kha1J4 

particular system of belief or practice. 
Common Indian word. 
The Sikh community (panth spelt with a 
capital 'P'). 
Concerning the Panth. 
To circumambulate an object of devotion 
(normally a gurdwara). The circumambula
tion of a gurdwara is usually in a clockwise 
direction. 
The originator of the Yoga School reputed 
to have come as a serpent from the nether 
region of the Nags, the serpent race. 
A reading from the Sikh scriptures. 
An Amrit-dhari (q.v.) who commits one of 
the four cardinal sins (the four kuraltit, 
q.v.) or a Kes-dhari (q.v.) who cuts his 
hair. 
Stanza of a viir ( q. v.). 
Tome, volume. 
Sacramentally offered food. Cf. karlih 
prasful (q.v.). Also used for ordinary food. 
Common Indian word. 
One of the extant collections of janam
sakhi anecdotes ( q. v.). 
Metrical mode. 
A professional singer of kirtan. 
Sodar Rahiras. The Sikh liturgy sung at 

sundown. 
The code of belief and conduct of the 
Khalsa (q.v.). 
A recorded version of the Rahit (q.v.). 
'The Khalsa shall ntle!' 
A Sikh artisan caste, predominantly drawn 
from the Tarkhan or carpenter caste but 
also including Sikhs from the blacksmith, 
mason and barber castes. 
A follower of Ram Rai, elder son of Guru 
Har Rai. 
Society, association. Common Indian word. 
The 'Realm of Truth'. 
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snlu~j 

Sahnj-dhiiri 

Saniitan Sikhs 

. mngat 
sant 

Sant 

sant-sipiihi 

Sant tradition 

Sarbat Khalsa 

sardiir 

sa[r}gu1J 

san 
sat 
sati-niim 
Satiyug 

sntsang 

ser 

sevii 
SGPC 
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1. Slow, easy, natural; 2. inexpressible 
beatitude; the condition of ineffable bliss 
resulting from the practice of niim .!;i.mara?J 

. (q.v.). 
A non-Khalsa Sikh, one who does not 
observe the Rahit (q.v.). 
Conservative members of the Singh Sabha 
(q.v.), opposed to the Tat Khalsa (q.v.). 
Congregation, group of devotees . 
One who knows the tntth; a pious person; 
an adherent of the Sant tradition ( q. v.). 
One renowned as a teacher of Gurmat 
(q.v.). 
A 'sant-soldier', the ideal Sikh; a Sikh who 
combines the piety of the sanl (q.v.) with 
the bravery of a soldier. 
A devotional tradition of North India which 
stressed the need for interior religion as 
opposed to external observance. 
'The Entire Khalsa'; representative as
sembly of the Khalsa (q.v.). 
Chieftain; leader of a misl ( q. v.). 'Sardar' 
is nowadays used as a title of address for 
an· Kes-dhari Sikh men. The correspond
ing title for a Sikh woman is • Sardarani'. 
'With qualities', possessing form. Cf. 
nirgu1) (q.v.). Used also by Hindus. 
In a pool or stream. 
Tntth; tn1e. Common Indian word. 
'[Your] Name is Tntth'. 
The 'Age of Truth', the first and best of 
the cosmic eras which follows the Kaliyug 
(q.v.) in the cosmic cycle. 
An assembly of tme believers; congn!ga
tion. 
A variable measure of weight, usually 
approximately 1 kilogram. 
Service, commonly to a gurdwara (q.v.). 
See Shiroma?Ji Guraduiirii Parbandhak Com
mittee. 
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shabarl (iabda) 
Shakta 

shalok ( ilok) 

Shirmnarti Akiili Dal 
Slziromarti Guraduiirii 
Parbandlzall Committee 

Shultdev 

Siklmi 
Singh Sabhii 

siratiij 
sis 
Sitala 

Sodar 
Sufi 

Sumeru (Mount) 

takhat 

tamas 
tamguni 

tan 
tanallhiih 

Word; a hymn of the Adi Granth (q.v.). 
A worshipper of Shallti or divine power of 
Shiv personified as a women (Devi, Durga 
etc.). 
A short composition (normally a couplet) 
from the Adi Granth ( q. v.). 
King of the serpent race (the Nags) and 
ruler of the nether world; a serpent with a 
thousand heads and so a thousand tongues. 
The Akali Party. 
The committee which controls the historic 
gurdwaras ( q. v.) of the Punjab and Haryana 
(commonly referred to as the SGPC). 
A famous rishi, son of Vyas who is men
tioned in the Mahiibhiirata. 
A Sikh woman. 
Reform movement in the Panth ( q. v.) 
initiated in 1873. The Singh Sabha be
came the arena for a struggle between the 
conseiVative Sanatan Sikhs (q.v.) and the 
radical Tat Khalsa ( q. v ) . 
Master, chief. 
Head. 
Goddess who controls or inflicts small
pox. 
See Rahiriis (q.v.). 
A member of one of the Muslim mystical 
orders. 
The axis of the Hindu mythological view 
of the universe. 
Usually a copper coin worth two paise. 
Sometimes a rupee. 
'Throne'; one of the five centres of tempo
ral authority in the Panth ( q. v.). 
Depression anger, irascibility. 
Condition in which qualities of lamas (q.v.) 
are predominant. 
Body; person. 
A penance for a violation of the Rahit 
(q.v.). 
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tanallhiihiii 
tara pan 

Tat Khiilsii 

#hlui 

lirath 

tolii 
topi 
Udllsi 

Viihigurii 

viih 

Vii1" 

va~a 
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A transgressor against the Rahit ( q. v.). 
Lit. 'satisfaction'; the Hindu ceremony of 
casting or sprinkling water as an offering 
to gods or deceased forbears. 
The 'true Khalsa' or 'pure Khalsa'. In the 
early eighteenth century the jmmediate 
followers of Banda Bahadur. In the late 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries radical 
members of the Singh Sabha (q.v.): 
A mark made by some Hindus on the 
forehead. 
A place of pilgrimage. Word used by 
Hindus also. 
A jeweller's weight. 1 tola = 11.664 grams. 
Hat; cap; helmet. 
Adherent of the Udasi panth (q.v.), an 
order of ascetics (normally celibate) who 
claim as their founder Siri Chand (one of 
Gum Nanak'$ sons). Celibacy, asceticism, 
and shaven heads are principal features 
of their way of life, a pattern which differs 
radically from that of the Khalsa Sikhs. 
Many gurdwaras passed into their hands 
during the turmoil of the eighteenth cen
tury and it was not until the Gurdwara 
Reform Movement of the early 1920s that 
these incumbents were finally ejected in 
favour of Khalsa candidates. Udasis are 
now very few in number. HDS, pp. 214-15. 
Sikhism, pp. 184-5. 
'Praise to the Guru'; the modern Sikh 
name for God. 
'Saying'; a passage from the. Guru Granth 
Sahib (q.v.) chosen at random. Cf. hulmm 
(q.v.). 
A poetic form; an Adi Granth ( q. v.) ar
rangement consisting of stanzas with pre
ceding shaloks ( q. v.). 
'Colour'; the classical caste hierarchy or 
a division of it. The four sections are 
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Vasisltt 
Vishvamitra 
Vyas 
Yam 

ziit (jiiti) 

Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisha, and Shudra, 
with Outcastes placed outside the hierar
chy. 
A celebrated Vedic rishi. 
One of the seven great rishis. 
The. arranger of the Vedas. 
The god of the dead; the master of hell. 
Yam appears in the Vedas and the Purans. 
Upon dying each person must appear 
before him. His record-keeper Chitra-gupta 
reads out the account of that person's 
deeds and Yam dispenses an appropriate 
sentence. 
Endogamous caste grouping; caste. Cf. got 
(q.v.). 
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